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Bart's back! 
And this time 

he’s having 
more fun than 

ever in this 
amazing 

playable demo 
from Accolade! 

Ever-popular 
cartoon star 
introduces a 
great way to 
learn in this 
enchanting 
demo from 
Jumping Bean 
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Find out how the Amicja really wor 
as we blow apart its innermost secrets! 
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THE AMIGA IN 1993: Read 
our amazing predictions! 
GAME GREATS: LucasArts1 
latest and sporting greats! 
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If ' Superstars unite for Hie grand European 
i your favourites, Hulk Hogan**, Ultimate Warrior* 
hey travel across Europe to square off in Hie ring 
ke fee Natural Disasters* and Hie Nasty Boys*, 
guared circle. Follow them to the Grand Finale 
pan Garden in New York City. Test your strength 
i yaw team-mate lo achieve the ultimate goal • 
age* Tag Team Title. 

A multi-level shoot ’em up based on aspects of all three LETHAL WEAPON movies. 
You can choose lo be either one ol the two high fire-power cops... each having 
his individual strengths - and weaknesses! There are many missions to complete 
including the rescue of a kidnapped girl, the persuit and arrest of drugs runners, 
finding and arresting a police murderer, plus many more. You choose the level 
to suit your objectives within the game-play. 
It's mean, fast and... LETHAL! 

I CASTIEFIELD, MANCHESTER. Ml 5LN 
X: 061 834 0650 
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Post-festive, but still mildly 
amusing joke of the month: 

Did you hear about the dyslexic 
devil-worshipper? 

He sold his soul to Santa. 
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News 
Amiga Format is going live! 19 
Details of the big event of 1993 - our very own show! 

Screenplay s? 
AV8B Harrier.     65 

Alien Breed - Special Edition. .111 

Bignose the Caveman..108 

Bill's Tomato Game....   76 

The Dream Team Compilation...109 

Doctor Who - Dalek Attack..69 

Fantastic Worlds Compilation.110 

HistoryLine 1914-18. 104 

Indiana Jones - The Fate of Atlantis.72 

Joe and Mac.89 

Krusty's House of Fun. .88 

Lethal Weapon.  68 

Streetfighter 2 vs WWF2 82 and 64 
Who wins the ultimate battle of the beat-em-ups? 

Your turn! Part 5 113 
In which Bullfrog reveal the last secrets of game -making 

Gamebusters 117 
Full solution for Beast 3 and many more hot game tips 

Reviews 
VideoMaster 136 
The world's first video digitiser and sound sampler in one! 

Boom Box 140 
Keen on music but don't know where to start? Try this! 

GigaMem 144 
A totally unique concept that treats your hard drive as RAM 

Understanding Imagine 2 146 
This book makes the world's best ray-tracer easier to use... 

Real Things - Dogs 146 
New animated dip art for Deluxe Paint - now in HAM! 

Oki OL-400 printer 148 
Ever seen an LED printer before? It's laser quality... 

The Publisher 150 
Setting a new standard in excellent DTP for a bargain price 

Regulars 
PD 165 
Get great software for hardly any hard cash outlay... 

Workbench 185 
The answer to all your questions? Well, some of them... 

Answerfile 190 
Yet more answers, but this time in brief yet in depth... 

Letters 203 
Isn't it amazing what other Amiga owners have to say? 

Special offers 176 
f you want an AMOS manual, this is the place to get Itl 

Subscriptions 181 
Senously! This is a great magazine, so commit yourself! 

Join the Red Nose Day fun! 19 
How the nation's gamesplayers are getting involved 

Nick Faldo's Golf.90 

Piracy.65 

Premier Manager.  58 

Raving Mad Compilation..111 

Strategy Masters Compilation. 110 

Streetfighter 2 ..82 

Super All-Stars Compilation. 108 

Super Fighter Compilation.109 

TV Sports Baseball. 108 

TV Sports Boxing. 108 

WWF2 - European Tour Rampage.64 

Waxworks...89 

THE BIG FIGHT 

Streetfighter 2 
versus WWF2, the 
two most-hyped 
games this year. 
One's great, the 
other's grim: but 
which is which? 
Find out now! 

REVIEWED 
The Publisher 

Budget DTP scales 
new heights with 
this new package 
that has features 
previously unseen at 
the price. See if it 
makes the grade on 
Page 150. 

REVIEWED 
Video Master 

Microdeal's budget 
multimedia package 
allows sound and 
video digitising all in 
one package. We put 
it to the test on 
Page 136. 

IN PD UPDATE: 

Return of a classic: 
Patman hits back 
in a new version 
that will cost you 
only a touch more 
than the price of a 
blank disk! 

IN PD DEMOS: 

Possibly the best 
musk demo 
you've ever seen 
(and heard). Or 
possibly not. Still, 
Jesus on E's is 
an art form 
in itself... 



Exploded! The secrets off the Amiga 
Or 'How it Works: the Amiga'. Never before has anyone given you this much 

information on how the best computer in the world functions, revealing all of 

its innermost secrets. We'll show you absolutely everything, from how a chip 

works, all the way up to how a monitor displays a picture. It's the ideal guide to 

computers for the complete beginner and even experienced Amiga owners can 

learn a thing or two! PAGE 32 

SO 

Four new Amigas to be released! One is a console, one is a full-colour portable! 

CD drives in all the low-end machines! Can this possibly be true? What are the 

other two machines? And what do we really think will - and should - happen 

over the course of this year...? PAGE 48 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
And welcome, indeed, to 1993! A Happy 

New Year to you all (though we're a week or 

two late with it - who really minds, eh?) and 

an extra-special welcome to all new readers, 

because there's quite a few of you at this 

time of year. 

All you lucky people who got a new 

Amiga for Christmas, you're the ones I'm 

talking about. You have ahead of you, 

stretching to the horizon, a whole new 

world of entertainment and enterprise to 

explore. Or something like that. 

Anyway, the point is that this issue is 

kind of dedicated to you lot. That's why we 

decided it was a good time to explore how 

the Amiga works, and do it in a way that we 

don't remember ever seeing in a computer 

magazine before - ever. 

It's always mystified me exactly how 

computers work. What's going on inside a 

silicon chip? How can you get binary num¬ 

bers, like 1 s and Os, and make them into 

maths problems? It's a mystery. 

But not any more. By 

the time you've fin¬ 

ished reading this 

month's article, with 

any luck you'll be 

one of the most 

clued-up people on 

the planet when It 

comes to sussing out 

-and explaining to other, less fortunate 

souls - how a computer works. 

So we hope you enjoy that. Elsewhere in 

the magazine, we've got something that may 

appeal a little more to the old hands. It's 

only two pages long, but packed in there 

you'll find all the major issues facing the 

Amiga at the moment. 

Not only do we predict four possible 

futures for the Amiga, in the shape of four 

machines that Commodore may (or may not) 

consider releasing, but we also set the 

agenda for the major Amiga issues of the 

year. Will people listen? We'll see! 

COVERDISK 

Him to Page 6 

Bart Simpson 
versus the World 
Fully playable 'taster' featuring sample bits 
from the Chinese levels of Bart vs the World, 
Accolade's latest fun-packed whizzaround 
featuring the world's best-known bad kid! 

Noddyk Playtime 
Playable/useable demo featuring two of the 10 
activities from Jumping Bean's delightful edu¬ 
cational package, including a test version of 
the lovely kids' paint package... 

Bullfrog Convert 
You're using Devpac2 for your programming, 
but you want to create some graphics. Simply 
use DPaint and then this and you're laughing! 

Alien Breed Fix 
Courtesy of Team 17, here's a vital little modifi¬ 
cation you can make to your copy of the 
Special Edition to give it that little extra! 

A 

T h e AMIGA Co 11 ect i o n 

AF Collection No. 11 
Prodata Page 13 
Database? What use is a database? Well, as 
soon as we show you how to use it you'll 
release it's one of the most useful programs 
you can have. Start collating information now! 
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COVERDISK 

Ever-popular 
cartoon star 
introduces a 
great way to 
(earn in this 
enchanting 
demo from 
Jumping Bean 

Barfs back! 
And this time 

he's having 
more fun than 

ever in this 
amazing 

playable demo 
from Accolade I 

Coverdisk 
Grab that important piece of magnetic media that's 

securely taped to the front of the magazine. Now, let 

Pat McDonald show you how easy it is to get the 

most out of your Coverdisk, and tel! you all about those 

two contrasting young juveniles... Noddy and Bart! 

GETTING STARTED 
From the Coverdisk, you will be able to install two 

demos (Noddy and Bart V> The World), fix defective 

Alien Breed Special Edition disk and use the picture* 

to-madime-code Convert program. The instructions 

for Convert can be found cm Page 114, If you want 

information on the Prodata disk, turn to Page 13. 

You can look at the Convert document or run the 

Alien_Biee<J_Fix straightaway, again by double click¬ 

ing. However, to actually play the Noddy or Bart 

demos, you first have to make demo disks. You will 

need two blank disks, one for each demo, preferably 

freshly formatted, on which to install them. Covcrdisks 

are incredibly simple to use. and if you're a first-time 

user then don't worry, just follow these brief, but infor¬ 

mative, instructions on how to get the most from your 

Amiga Format Coverdisk. 

1 ) FORMAT A DISK 
OR TWO 

This is Workbench 2 formatting a disk, but a very version 

of Workbench should b* fin* for this method. 

There are a dozen ways to format disks - this one 

works on all Amigas. To format a disk so that il#s 

ready to install a demo on. load your Workbench disk 

that came with your Amiga. Then double click through 

the disk until you find a Shell or CLI icon if ihey'rc 

not obvious you can usually find one in the System 

directory. A window will appear - jusi lype this and 

press Return: 

Format Drive DFO: name Empty 

The DFO bit is DFZcro, not DFO as in Oh. DoiTi mix 

your letters and number, it upsets computers. The com¬ 

puter will then ask you to insert a blank disk to format 

(blank 3,5-inch disks are widely available from com¬ 

puter shops) and then press Reium. The disk is 

formatted. If you want two blank disks, type the 

Format line again - but first lvriic-protect the 

Workbench disk if ii isn't already. 

Doubt* click on either of the Install icons - they should 

work fine one after the other. 

2) START THE 
COVERDISK 
Remove all disks and either turn your Amiga off. or 

reset the machine (just press Ctrl and the iwo 'A* keys 

ciiher side of the space-bar). Then insert ihe Coverdisk 

into a disk drive. After a short while, and a few warn¬ 

ings to write protect your Coverdisk (always a good 

idea) you will be left on a screen called the 

Workbench, Move the mouse pointer (over to the 

Coverdisk icon and dick twice rapidly with the 

(eft mouse button. Then double click again on 

either the Install_Bart_to_Empty icon or the 

lnstall_Noddy_to_Empty icon. 

3) ONE DISK SWAP 
If you have Workbench 3. then wait for the Disk 

Masher message to put in a blank disk ahd press 

Return, and simply do it - the strange messages are 

irrelevant to you. Everybody else (the majority) should 

wait for the box asking for the Coverdisk back, take 

out the Coverdisk. put in a blank and click on ihe 

Cancel box. 

This is why you were warned to write protect the 

Coverdisk - if you don'i. and also ignore the warning 

messages, you have just wiped your Coverdisk, Never 

mind, you did make a backup - didn't you? The Install 

program does not require you to swap between the 

Coverdisk and the blank disk, and takes about three 

minutes to make one demo. The words ‘All Done' will 

appear and you will be returned to Workbench . 

II you are very, very unlucky then you might get a 

DMS error code. If you do then please return the disk 

together with return postage and a note saying +this 

disk was not duplicated properly - please replace it' to 

Disc Copy Labs at the address on Page 10. Don't 

worry ihough, only a minute percentage of our 

Coverdisk* have errors, 

4) ER, THAT'S IT 
And there you have it. a simple procedure for getting 

demos off the Coverdisk. Once you have made the 

demo disks, they will +autoboot\ that is start working 

immediately when inserted into a reset Amiga, 

Future Coverdisks will probably use this or a 

better method in order to get more on to the disk. It's a 

necessary procedure - Bart or Noddy fit on to one 

normal automatic disk, not both. Previous attempts at 

this sort of thing have met with varying degrees of suc¬ 

cess, bui you should find that the Coverdisk becomes 

much easier to use from this point on. Oh. and by the 

way. I hope you had a good Christmas. 

Everybody, put in a blank disk. A12O0 A4GG0 users press 

Return, everybody else click on Cancel. 

ALIEN BREED FIX 
TEAM 1 7 PAL/ NTSC 
Just got hold of the rather excellent game Alien 
Breed Special Edition? Does it crash when you get 
on to the later stages of the game? 

If so, you've got one of the early production 
disks which contain a bug - that's why the game 
crashes. Luckily, the Alien Breed Fix on the 
Coverdisk will correct the bug on the second 
(data) disk allowing you to complete the game 
without any hitches. 

It realty is very easy to use. All you have to 
do is switch on your Amiga and insert the 
Coverdisk, Then, when a Workbench screen 
appears, double elide on its icon, and again on the 
Alien Breed Fix icon. 

The fix then runs, and asks you to put in the 
data (second) disk from the game. Click the left 
mouse button to fix it and the right mouse but¬ 
ton to exit the program and get back to the 
Workbench screen. 



CTp COVERDISK 

Noddy's 
Playtime 
JUMPING BEAN COMPANY 
PAL/NTSC 

WELCOME TO A preview version of Noddy’s 

Playtime - a creativity ami entertainment package 

based on solid, educational principles for three-to- 

seven year olds! This is a fully functional demo of two 

of the 10 programs which make up this amazing pack¬ 

age. The two demos are Noah’s Ark, a jigsaw game, 

and Noddy's Paint Pat, a simple drawing program. 

A Lime-out of five minutes has been introduced 

into these programs for this preview version. The full 

version of Noddy's Playtime also includes: Railway 

Station, a memory game; N <£ B Works, observational 

game; Chimney house, musical fun; Farmyard, animal 

matching: Market Piute, letter and word recognition: 

Post Office, counting and arithmetic skills; Police 

Station, a maze game; and a driving menu which links 

all of the games together and allows children to lake 

control of Noddy's car and explore Toytown. 

USING NODDY'S 
PLAYTIME 

Th* d*mo contains only two activities to choose from * 

the real program contains about 10. 

First, you have to make a demo disk from the 

Coverdisk. You can then load the preview version of 

Noddy's Playtime by inserting the demo disk into the 

internal drive and resetting. You will soon see an 

Introductory Screen. In the preview this contains two 

icons - by clicking the one with an ark you will load 

Ninth's Ark, by clicking on the icon showing Noddy 

holding a paintbrush you will load Noddy's Paintpot. 

You can control this preview using the mouse, a 

joystick or from the keyboard using the cursor keys. 

Once you have played a sequence of five games tn 

Ninth's Ark or after five minutes in Paint Pot the pro¬ 

gram will return to the Introductory Screen. Should 

you wish to return to this screen before this lime you 

should press Esc or click on Noddy's car (found in Ihe 

bottom right-hand comer of the screen). 

Noah s Ark Is very simple - just arrange the pieces prop¬ 

erly. Click on Big Ears If you get stuck. 

When placed together in the correct order these will 

make a picture of an animal. To do this you should 

pick them up. one at a time, and place them into the 

window on the right. 

Move the hand over a piece (using the mouse, the 

cursor or keypad keys) and click on the left mouse but* 

ton or press Return. Now move the piece into its 

eorteci position in the window on the right and pul it in 

place by clicking on the left mouse button, or pressing 

Return. If you place a piece in an incorrect position 

you can pick it up again and put it in a new position in 

cither w indow. 

If you want to check that you have placed any of 

the pieces of the puzzle in their correct places then 

you can do so at any time just by clicking on the Big 

Ears icon. If all of the pieces which you have 

placed are in the right places. Big Ears will nod 

his head. If any are in the wrong places, he will shake 

his head and those pieces will be returned to the left 

window. On level one there are four pieces in each 

puzzle, there are nine pieces in level two and 16 

in level three, 

NOAH'S ARK 
This demonstration presents you with the second level 

of this activity. The release version operates on three 

different levels and contains many more puzzles. This 

version contains five puzzles. In the window on the left 

of the screen are the jumbled pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. 

NODDY'S PAINT ROT 
Noddy's Paint Pot is an art package which has been 

designed so that even the youngest child can enjoy it. It 

contains most of the major functions found in dedi¬ 

cated art packages, so it will give children the 

confidence to use such utilities at an early age. 

Noddy 's Paint Pot is presented on two screens: the 

Drawing Screen is the active drawing area. By select¬ 

ing a drawing function (from those represented by the 

large icons in the centre of the Menu Screen) the 

screen will rise to reveal the Drawing Screen. To 

return to the Menu Screen children should click on the 

right mouse button or press the space-bar. When on the 

Drawing Screen, each of the functions are controlled 

by pressing the left mouse button (or Enter or Return) 

to start and repeating this operation to snip it. 

The left mouse button must not be held down 

while children are attempting to draw, this will have no 

effect. The is because young, small, hands find il diffi¬ 

cult to hold down the button and draw at the same time. 

PAXNTTN6- 
2Y 

Nt/meRS 
IS * 

The drawing screen of Noddy's Paintbox: kids will have 

hours of painting fun with this demo. 

The active colour can also be altered using the 

Colour Strip on the Drawing Screen, Additionally, a 

fill pattern function Is available which uses the cur¬ 

rently active pattern. This can be changed by clicking 

on the arrows either side of the pattern selector box on 

the top left of the Menu Screen. 

Noddy’s Paint Pot contains a number of characters 

and objects which can be pasted on to various pictures. 

These can be scrolled through by clicking on the 

arrows that are either side of the selection strip. If 

children dick on any of the three visible objects 

or characters the program will move to the Drawing 

Screen with that object selected. This can be pasted 

anywhere within the picture by clicking on the left 

mouse. Happy painting! 

HOW TO CONTROL 
The menu screen contains the various icons from which this program is driven... 

Spray can 

Line 
drawing 

Outline 

circle 

Filled 
circle 
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WICKED TOYS FOR WICKED BOYS 
Our A1200’s are also available with fully prepared and formatted 
internal IDE hard disk drives. fheas4 add the following prices for the 
size of the disk drive that you requje:- ^ 

20Mb £110 
40Mb £179 
120Mb £279 
240Mb £449 
330Mb £579 
480Mb £879 

PHONE FOR PRICES OF PCMCIA CARDS AND OTHER HARDWARE. 
FOR PHONE/FAX ORDER SERVICE OR ENQUIRIES 

Tel. (0736) 331039 
FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICE:- 

SOFTWARE DEMON LTD. 
P.O. BOX 90 PENZANCE, 
CORNWALL, TR18 2SP 

Please add £6.00 for postage & packaging 
Please make all cheques/P.O.s payable to SOFTWARE DEMON LTD., 

if applicable please include your credit card NQ and expiry date. 

r 
[ 
VISA □ 

r Access' 

HRMkHW 
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^Tb COVERDISK 

THIS IS A demo of the latest Simoom release from 

Accolade, this time Bait’s taking on the world. The 

game revolves around an ill-considered foreign holiday 

by Homer Simpson and his family. The Coverdisk 

demo features just the Chinese sections of his world 

tour (check out the background for Ban: it's anything 

but straightforward). There are various sub games, 

some of 1 hem art very simple, others that are less so. 

Bart has to step in to solve the puzzles, outwit the 

opponents and generally save the day. 

To get to the Bart demo, you have u> first make a 

Bart disk. This is not too difficult, and should take 

between five and 10 minutes at the very most. See 

Page 7 for the exact details - once you have made a 

Bart disk, simply reset your Amiga and pm the Ban 

demo disk into the disk drive. The demo will then 

automatically load. 

You control the Bart character by means of a joy¬ 

stick. First, press fire to get off the title screen. Then 

you must select which of the five mini games you want 

lo play. Only two of the games have obvious arcade 

roots * most of the games are puzzle-like and don’t 

need fast reactions. So gel going and press the fire- 

button to confirm your selection. CI> 

ONE SMALL THING*.. 

There is a bug in this demo, in the Great China 
Wall section. If you take a bad fall (hit a dip too 
fast) then the game will just stop. If. however, 
you do not hit any obstacles then the stage can 
be easily completed. Both Amiga Format and 
Accolade apologise for this bug, and don't 
worry, it won't be in the final finished product. 

If you try really hard, then you can get down to this 

rudder section where you find Maggie, Bart’s sister. It 

may then be possible to escape this level If you manage 

to acquire enough points - sadly it's never managed to 

work for me though. Crawling up the rudder is the best 

way to go. 

This is my favourite part of the demo. Vou have to guide 

Bart’s skateboard down the wall, avoiding obstacles, 

meandering oriental types and a rather nasty fire 

breathing dragon. If you hit too many obstacles, Bart 

can stop and the game hangs - apologies for the bug. 

The course is easily completed with a little practice. 

Bart Simpson 
VS The World 

ACCOLADE PAL/NTSC 

B □ S ! 
□ 1 U i 

This is a very simple game - simply move the joystick 

and press fir# to select two cards. If the Cards do not 

match, you lose an attempt. If they do match, your num¬ 

ber of attempts stays the same. Vou have to be 

both lucky and skillful to get all the pairs before 

you run out of goes. 

There's just no way I can complete this, but this 

sort of puzzle has always confused me. Use the joy* 

stick to select which block you want to move, and 

press fire to use ft. Simple in theory, the puzzle is 

very difficult to rearrange correctly. 

This is the simplest sub game of all, so no excuses for 

not being able to complete this one - just press fire to 

stop one of the reels spinning and try to get a win. It's 

quite skillful, but once you know the reels it becomes a 

bit repetitive. 
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COVERDI5K 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your Coverdisk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

io 

Backing up your Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shelf or CLI: it's actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

1 load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find iho icon 

that says Shed or CLI and double-dick on ft. 

2 When the Shell window appears and Ihe drive light is 

out, type in: 

Diofecopy from DFQ t to DFOi 

and press the Return key. 

■ I 

rriu ItlW It ttafhNH 

3. The Amigo will now ask you lo insert the 'source' dtsL 
It means the disk you won! to copy, so pot the Coverdisk 

in the drive end press the Return key. 

4. Wail for a while and it will read all the information off 

the Coverdisk, telling you how far it has got. Then it will 

osk you to insert the 'Destination' disk. Put the disk you 

wont to copy your Coverdisk on to in the drive and press 

the Return key. Note that the disk does not need to be 

formatted already. 

5. Put the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When it soys 
"Diskcopy Finished" just type in: 

endcII 

to get out of the Shell or CLL You may have to put the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
It you have a problem with the disk - and you re sure the disk is in 
full working order - then you may need a little help. It you ring us on 
any Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice Is hme-con- 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call it you really have to 
and do be considerate If we can t talk to you just then. H the problem 
is particularly complex it is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that all of the programs on the 
Amiga Format Coverdisk are sim¬ 
ple to use and have no viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisks are 
not in the Public Domain and the 
copyright remains with the copy¬ 
right-holder of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdisks are not PD, sell¬ 
ing or distributing them without 
the copyright-holder's specific per¬ 
mission is against the law. 

1 Disk not workin 7 
We duplicate nearly 500.000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 
will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, there 

may be a problem. Don’t panic! 
First try using the DiskDoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it before 

sending It off for a replacement. In ful) details of D/skDoctor can be found in the 

user’s manual that came with your machine. 
However, rf your Coverdisk is in fact faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING 

A STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE for a free replacement within one month 

of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format February Disk 
Disk Copy Labs Ltd 
Units 2&3 
Omega Technical Centre 
Drayton Fields 
Daventry 
No rt Hants 
NN11 5RT 
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* Four uit n-sensitive fir* button* 

* Ergonomically designed control handle 

tor supreme comfort 

« Auto-fire function 

* Heavy duty base with *tron| stabilising 

auction cups 
* +i +3i*tocwr COrtrttflOr 

* & directional control 

* Automatic centering 

* High impact robust body 

« Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum 

+2/+3, Commodore, Attn and Arret rid 
computer* and video fame systems 

■ $*fp Matter Senes v*rtion 

available 

.ONLY <9.99 

STAR PROBE 
• Four ultra-sensitive mxnjiwitched fire 

buttons 

• Ergonomically designed custom control 

handle for supreme comfort 

e Auto-flc* function 

• Indestructible metal shift 

• Ultra-light 0 directional mkreswilchcd 

control 
• Heavy duty base with strong subduing 

tuition CtlpS 

• +2*3 selector connector 

■ Automatic centering 

• High impact robust body 

• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum 

+1/+3, Commodore, Attn and Amstrad 

computers and video fame systems 

. ONLY i 14,99 

MACH I 
• Four ultra-senut i ve fire bottom 

• ErgonomioJIy designed control handle 

for supreme comfort 

• Autfrf re function 

e Indestructible met*] shaft 
• Ultra-light 6directional micraswitched 

cant ml 

• Heavy duty base with strong stabtltsing 

turnon cups 

4 Automat K centering 

e High impact robust body 

e Compatible with Commodore, Attn and 

Armtnd computen and video gam* 

systems. 

• ONLY £11.99 

EXTERMINATOR 
4 Two ultri-sensitive fire buttons 

» Ergonomically designed control handle 
4 B directional control 

4 Automatic centering 

4 Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

suction cups 

* High impact robust body 

4 Compatible with Commodore, Attn and 

Amstrad computers and video game 

systems. 

a ONLY 16.99 

TURBO FIGHTER 
* Ergonomically designed tor supreme 

# 2 ultrasensitive fire buttons 

e Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

suction cups 

4 Robust damp for secure desktop 

mounting 

* S directional control 

# Automatic centering 

• High imp*a rugged body 

4 K'and T'uua tHm controls 

# Addinonal JoyszKk B'T axis control 

{for PC users only} 

4 Anafogue to digital converter included 

tor compatibility with PC* as well as 

Amiga, C64, Atari ST, Amstrad CPC etc , 

* ONLY €49,99 

THE BUG 
e Ergonomically designed body for 

supreme comfort 
4 Suitable for right or foft hind 

4 2 uln -sensitive micros witched fire 

buttons 
a Auto-fire function 

# Q directional m+erotwriehed control 

THE TORTOISE 
4 Three ultra-sensitive fire buttons 

4 ErgonomicaJ ty evolved cont rol shell 
4 Automatic centering 

4 Heavy duty body with strong stabilising 

auction foet 

4 8 directional movement 

4 Cage »W separately 

4 Versiont include ZX Spectrum. IWt. 48* 
!2fllt,(interto«»oMseparw*ly). +1 +J. 

CM, Ami trad, Atan. Sega and Nintendo 

.ONLY £9.99 

All i{nx ificit rijni *nd price subject to change 

wehout ncH-c* 

4 Endestructibit meui shaft 

4 AutbmitK centering 

4 +1/+ 3 selector connector 

4 Compatible with Sindair Spectrum 

+ tf* 3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad 

computers and video game systems 

. ONLY £14.99 

4 Q month warranty on all products 

shown 

4 Older computers may require i nterfaca 

and or adaptors - not included 

4 Prices include VAT* postage and 

packaging 

4 Dealer enquiries welcome 

4 Cheetah products available from 

branches of 

- CURRYS 
SUPERSTORE 

Dixons _H*v^ 

f*iiiHii li^tt WHSMITH 

1M| tznmn 

High Street stores and all good computer 

shops 

THE NEW GENERATION 

IN JOYSTICK TECHNOLOGY 

CHlfTAH INTERNATIONAL LTD 
Cheetah House. Bedwas Business Park, Bed was, Gwent NPl 80U 

Tel: om - 867777 Hx 0222 mm 



Actual screen. Not simulated 

Jf you wont to take o closer look at the new Wordworth 

call 0395 270273, or write to 

Dig Ha, FREEPOST, Exmouth EXS 2YZ ENGIAND 

Actually, you're looking at the new 

Dig i to® Wordworth® version 2* 

It's the revolutionary tntelliFont® 

technology which produces on-screen 

fonts at sizes from 3 to 800 points! 

Wordworth comes with 17 genuine 

Agfa® Compugraphic fonts, which are 

just about the best quality around. 

Best of all, Wordworth prints silky 

smooth fonts at the highest possible 

resolution of your printer. 

Which means, in human terms, 

unbeatable print quality. Just click the 

icon on the tool bar and in seconds 

you'll be printing jagged-free letters and 

graphics. 

But, there's more to new Digit© 

Wordworth than just pretty fonts... 

New features include • columns * 

tool bar * indexing * table of contents * 

endnotes * improved moilmerge and 

file support * bookmarks * text sorting 

* improved search and replace * 

hottinks. In fact, there's over 100 new 

features and improvements. 

So, if you want to print the sharpest 

possible letters around, trade up now 

from any Amiga word processor for just 

£59. But hurry, this is for a limited 

period only. 

Digita Wordworth, what you see is 

whot you get—the power to present. 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited Black Horse House Exmouth EXS 1JI England Telephone 0395 270273 facsimile 0395 268893 

-A wnber erf rh« Dgta group - 
Digita. Digta logo, and Wcrthworth arc rcgitarwdi irwicniOrki of l>0ta holding! Lid Seakjbta VP® o'® fian Agfa Dwruon of Mile* Inc Agio H O regnta-^d mod*-™** of Agfa-GwawT. AG intaMiW a a ttgiUMcf 

Irademort erf Mtai Inc Digta Nedding* Lid ocinewtadgei lhaf all regita**d and crfwr Iradeftaiii u**d .a lf>e to«t of *i* flritan or* ih# prupochet of conpan*!. WM*r **+y cm hoi b*** to taM** fw *ilormOhQn 

prcwd*d «n #irt adkwfl m occunta. Ggpla Holdup Lid come* be held liable kx any won or *sof he^ «tn*f*d Scrfd iubpdt to itondard condrtcnt erf £ and G£ 
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Prodata 
Classify your things; that's the message from Amiga Format 

this month. So join Andy Hutchinson as he guides you 

through the wonderful Prodata database program and still 

manages to say; "Now where did I put Vanessa's address?" 

GETTING STARTED 
Insert the disk In your Amiga. The Amiga Format 
coverdisk logo will appear just as shown above. 
Double click on this Icon and a window will open 
showing two files. Double click on the PD Contlg 
file and follow the Installation procedure. Make 
sure that you back up your disk first; turn to Page 
10 and follow the Instructions there. 

THE PROBLEM WITH things is that they tend to 

gel either lost or mixed up. Records go missing, 

prized comics gel thrown out by mums, valuable 

stamps end up on envelopes, butterflies gel eaten by 

small children, safari parks go bankrupi and as a result 

people end up getting frustrated. The loss (eithcT tem¬ 

porary or permanent) of things accounts for more 

human suffering than either oil or religion. Thank God 

then for databases, 

Databases enable you to store information about 

things. They then enable you to sort that information in 

any number of wonderful ways and this then allows 

you to hum quickly for individual snippets of informa¬ 

tion, Databases are really wonderful programs because 

while they won’t stop you losing alt those things 

in the first place, they will enable you to keep track of 

your valuable collect ion, be it record or invaluable 

phone numbers. 

Study the f«rm 
Once you've installed Prodata on hard drive (see Page 

16) or floppy disks you can run the program and start 

creating your first database. Double click on the 

Prodata icon and the program will start up. The first 

order of the day is to actually set up your database and 

to do this you'll need to think about your needs. 

Lei's say that you've decided to have an address 

book. The information you're likely to want to include 

within the database are things like; name, street, town, 

telephone number, company and comments. With this 

kind of information stored within your catalogue you 

will be able to search for people according to any of 

those classifications. 

This is the beauty of the database. If you stored all 

your information on cards you’d have to trudge 

through each and every one of them looking for the 

appropriate pieces of information. If. for example, you 

needed to know the names of all your friends in a cer- 

tain town you could do it extremely easily. 

So. we've decided what we’re going to catalogue 

and what aspects we want to include about all the indi¬ 

vidual items wiihin lhai catalogue. The next step is to 

aciually create your database from scratch and sei up 

the card template into which you’ll insert all the perti¬ 

nent information. 

On the Prodam Coverdisk you will find a file 

called *addrfile,pfd’. Insert the Prodam disk and then 

So! What does Vanessa Paradis have to do with databases? Well imagine you had her address, would you want to write 

It down whore anyone might discover it, or would yog try and memorise it, and risk forgetting it? far better to store it 
solely in a computer database, where you can protect it from prying eyes with a password. By the way if you do have 

Van's address (or even just her phone number) send It to vs and win on extra-special prize. 

Choose the Alter/create database option and dkk on the 

Edit field names item. You should see eight items labelled 
Field 1 - B. Fields are the individual classifications used for 
that particular catalogue. 

click on Open database by moving the bar up and 

down with the cursor keys or by pressing O. Now just 

press Return and a catalogue of all the files and direc¬ 

tories on your disk will appear. Choose the demo 

Tile 'addifile' by pressing Return when the black menu 

bar is over it. 

Choose the Alter/create database option and click 

on the Edit Field names item. You should see eight 

items labelled Field l - $. Fields are the individual 

classifications used for that particular database. So in 

our example one of the fields covers surnames and one 

telephone numbers. You can have an almost unlimited 

number of fields within each of your templates but it's 

best to keep things as simple as possible. 

Reach out and classify somebody 
Hit the Esc key twice and you'll get back to the main 

menu. Hit the D key to enter the Display/edii records 

Continued overleaf 
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The General options page citable* you to sot global param¬ 

eters which determine how the catalogue behave*, Moil 
important option is the maximum number of fields. 

PROMTS *1.18 ((> firnpr 1990 
Open: (8 F) flDDRFILE Directory MORI 
Printer SIMPLE Rees: 6 Sell 6 HI 

Surnane; taiga Femat 
First Nine: 
ftddressl; 31 Homouth Street 
RddressZ; Bath 
(tddrm3: Avon 
Rddressd: 
Post Code: BR1 2BH 
Telephone: 

Using the demonstration database which is included on the 

disk, you can enter new names and addresses. Here we've 
entered a particularly fine magazine's name. 

The filter option is simply a flashy way of sorting files into 
a format you're happy with. This filler will search for peo¬ 
ple without a telephone number entry. 

section of the database and you should see the entry for 

Amor who created Prodata, Click the left and righi 

cursor keys and you'll see entries for other non- 

existent people. 

Click the cursor keys until you see an entry for 

James Brown, Hit the E key and you'll be able to mod¬ 

ify the contents of that card. Move the bar down to the 

Address 4 field name and type in ‘USA* and then hit 

Esc. That information will be saved to disk automati¬ 

cally by Prodata* Every lime you make a change like 

this the program will update the database, there's no 

need to save the file at all. 

Now hit the A key and you'll be able lo add your 

own entry. Type in * Amiga Formal' then press Return 

twice, followed by ‘30 Monmouth Street', 'Bath*, 

eAvon\ Return. 'BAl 2BW* and finally '0225 

442244'. Press the Esc key and this new card will be 

saved to the address book file. 

Let’s say you want lo track down an item of infor¬ 

mation, Obviously, clicking through each card in sue* 

cession is a tedious and slow method of finding the 

right piece of information. Press the F key and type in 

‘Brown'. Prodata will search lor the appropriate card 

and display it on-screen. These are the basics of manip¬ 

ulating a slack or file of cards. Experiment w-ith the 

Display/edit records page and you'll find that it's very 

easy lo zip around your data. 

Make an impression 
Right, you're now familiar with the basic mechanics of 

databases. However it's unlikely that you'll be able to 

use the demonstration file for all your needs, in which 

case you'll need to create your own tempi ales. This 

will enable you to set up the card the way you w^aut it 

with the fields laid out in a manner suitable for your 

data storage. 

Creating a template is an easy job with Prodata, 

We do suggest, however, that you sit down and work 

Key 
<- 

-> 

CTRL <- 

CTRL-> 

DEL 

CTRL DEL 

CTRL-E 

CTRL-A 

CTRL-/ 

CTRLA 

CTRL-TAS 

CTRL4 

CTRL-F3 

strokes 
Move cursor left one character. 
Move cursor right one character, 
Moves cursor to start of field. 
Moves cursor to end of field. 
Deletes the character under the cursor. 
Deletes all characters before the cursor back to the start of the field. 
Deletes from cursor to the end of the field/text. 
Alternates two characters, Teh' can be changed to The' by positioning 
the cursor on the V and using this command. 
Converts the character under the cursor to upper case. 
Converts the character under the cursor to lower case. 
Toggles between Insert and Overwrite mode. 
Insert line at cursor position. 
Deletes line under cursor. 

Sorting operators 
+ plus Iwr convert string to lower case 

- minus not logical negation 
I logical negation sdate convert number to short date 

- absolute negation upr convert string to upper case 

abs absolute value • multiplication 

datenum convert date to number / division 

for calculation dlv integer division 

frac fractional part of mod remainder from integer division 

frit integer part of f+ string concatenation 

isdate test whether string Is a round round to no. of decimal places 

valid date < less than 

linum test whether string is a > greater than 

valid number <■ less than or equal to 

(date convert number to long date »* greater than or equal to 

Jen length of string <> not equal to 

out exactly what you want the cards to read. It's all too 

easy to get over-enthusiastic about this sort of thing 

and include fields for all sorts of bizarre information 

which you won"! need. The simpler the card the 

quicker it'll be both lo enter information and to read it. 

Call up the Aller/creatc database option by pressing 

the A key and then dick on the Create New database 

option, by pressing N. Give your database a name* 

press Return twice and you can now start naming your 

fields. For instance, if this was an address database 

you'd type in ‘Name-. Continue entering all your fields 

and when you've finished hit ihe Escape key. 

In order Uj change the actual layout of the card you 

need to create your own* Hit the N key and you'll enter 

the layout-modification screens. If your layout is brand 

new (and let’s face it most of them will be) then you 

can change global attributes as well. The first option 

enables you to name the layout (say: Tax Form), the 

height (how many lines deep the layout will be), ihe 

Setting 
up base 
Setting up a database is easy, and so is setting up a 
sort (tiller) to check through your database and pick 
out certain records. Here's how to do both, in just 
seven simple steps. 

When the sort conditions which you've set up 
are run' they create a kind of sub-database with all 
the special card entries and it you wish this can be 
saved off into Its own file. Thus if you searched for 
all your friends who lived within a 30 mile radius of 
your home, you could create a new database called 
Local Friends. 

To create a filter, simply click on the field name 
and then enter a condition. You can chain condh 
lions together in exactly the same way as you chain 
together formulae In simple equations. 

Right, with our database prepared it’s time to set up a 
filter. First we have lo select which field it is we wont to 
bo fitter ed. 
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The index option enables you to control I he order in which 
the cords are displayed. You retain complete control over 

the index,.. 

left margin (how many characters in from the left of 

the screen the data will appear), the top margin (how 

far down from the top of the screen the data will 

appear), the header margin (used when printing to 

determine the words which appear at the lop of each 

sheet), the footer margin (how far up the screen the 

text starts), the page length (how many lines long in 

iota I a page is), the records per page (used when prim¬ 

ing), the attributes sel and the protection level. When 

you’re happy with the physical attributes, hit the Esc 

key and you'll enter the modification screen. 

The dashs you see at the top of the screen re present 

the space which the field takes up. In the bottom left of 

the screen above the word Field is the name of that 

field. To add your other field names (address, phone 

number etc) simply hit the F key. If you like you can 

draw lines around portions of the fields by using the 

Line command. When you're happy with ti all, hit the 

Esc key and you can save your layout. 

What's more you can have any number of indexes itored 

away on disk for later retrieval or you can create a brand 

new one. 

Filtering information 
Right, well so far we've found out that databases are 

aw fully good at storing lots of informal ion in the form 

of cards, We’ve found out that these cards can be 

accessed in any particular order we fancy and ibat 

actually entering all the data is an extremely tedious 

job. However there are other ways of reading the infor¬ 

mation in the database without looking for individual 

nuggets of information; we can place sections of the 

database within their own classifications. 

This kind of searching for data is one of Pnuiata's 

strongest features. Let’s say that you have access to the 

DVLC driving-licence records and that you’d like to 

find out whose licences will expire at the end of the 

year. You’d set up a search which would exclude all 

cards w ith an expiry date of less than your date. This 

search group could then be saved off into their own 

database or simply printed out. 

Continued overleaf 

That database 
jargon-busted 
DATABASE: collection of cards made up of 
information arranged in fields, 

FIELD: one item of information on a card: name, 
address or whatever. 

RECORD: this the equivalent of one card of 
information. 

INDEX FILE: contains all the details of where 
each record can be found in the data file and the 
order in which it is displayed. 

CONFIG FILE: contains details of the way you 
like your database set up. Information such as 
default directories and screen colours will be 
found in here, 

PARAMETER FILE: contains details of the set¬ 
ting for an individual database. 

LAYOUT: the physical look of a card in terms of 
what field goes where. 

FILTER: condition under which data will be dis¬ 
played: people with a London telephone number, 
for example. 

INDEX: determines the order in which data is 
displayed. 

FOMALHAUT: a first-magnitude star in the con¬ 
stellation of the Southern Fish. 

In order to <rwt« your awn database you mint first set¬ 

up the field names; that is the emblem that appears on 

the left hand side of a database card [name, address etc). 

Then you can start entering your awn card data on the 

fly. Here we're entering same game information about 
Monkey Island. You’d see that I've given rl five stars. 

One can also change the layout qf the card from this entry 

screen. You dor however, have to create these layouts 
before hand. 

15 

Here we're performing a search an the new data. We're 

asking the database to look up all adventure games which 

we awarded fives stars. 

With the conditions all entered we can sift through all 
the files In the database. Those files that It finds are 
stored in their own section of memory. 

Then you con peruse those lovingly sorted files at your 

leisure. It sure saves sifting through hundreds of individ¬ 
ual cards. 
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The byoul of a dutnbaie is th* way it boki on itretfi ai 
you vmw it, or an paper after you've printed if out Tm 
can place fields anywhere you want. 

Tike main menu enables yov to perform simple housekeep¬ 
ing Inks on the database, or more strenuous filtering jobs. 

Should you wish to stop prying eyes seeing portions of 
your data you con set up a series of passwords giving dif¬ 
ferent levels of access. 

Prodata achieves this kind or search with a feature 

called filtering. It does this with something called an 

‘expression evaluator’ which enables you to enter 

equations for searching data. These expressions are 

built up in much the same manner as equations and can 

include lots of different clauses, enabling you to get at 

very specific chunks of data. 

Say for example you wanted to find out all the peo¬ 

ple in the database with the name Paradis. Your search 

criteria would be: ‘Paradis* IN FI. All this is saying is: 

give me all those records with the word Paradis in the 

first field. When you set this on its way it would hap¬ 

pily trundle through all the records checking the 

contents of the first field (normally the name field) and 

then making a note of any containing lhc word Paradis. 

Ifs also possible to search your data in terms of 

numerical values. Let’s say that your fourth field con¬ 

tains details of people's salaries. You could type in the 

filter: F5> 11999 and Prodata would check then con¬ 

tents of the fifth field for all those cards with a value 

higher than 11999. 

Just like equations, the filler expressions can be 

chained together to narrow down the choice. Let's say 

we wanted to find out all those people called Paradis 

who earn £12,000 a year. You'd simply type in 

Fi=*Paradis' and F5>11999. This method of narrow¬ 

ing down information is extremely useful because you 

can stan off with a fairly wide search and slowly nar¬ 

row all the cards down until you encounter the specific 

one you need. 

To actually create a filter with Prodata you should 

access the AUer/create database option and then pick 

the Create filter option by pressing F. Each filter is 

made up of two lines: the actual expression and a 

description of that expression. To create a new filter hit 

the FI key. The box on the right of the screen is a list 

of all the fields in your database; simply pick the field 

you'd like to perform the search upon. 

The line IE or 2E will now say something like F3. 

If you want to make a very specific search then enter 

an equals sign. Now if you want to search for text enter 

some quotation marks and the text you’re looking for 

If you're searching for a numeric value then simply 

enter that number. You'll now have a line which reads 

something like: 2E: f3='Amiga\ All you have to do 

now is enter your own description of that filter which 

will appear when using it. 

You can continue down the list entering as many 

filters as you warn. These will all be saved with the 

actual database file so you don't have to keep re¬ 

entering them every time that you want to make a 

search. If you're unhappy with your filter then just hit 

CTRL F3 and the line will be deleted. The List of oper¬ 

ators you can use within the expression evaluator are 

listed on Page I4r 

You have the right to be kept in the dark 
These days everyone's gelling increasingly suspicious 

of the amoum of data stored on databases. At any one 

time in this country there are about 50 computers with 

information about you, your family, your financial 

standing, your car and even your dog. Scary right? All 

that data is stored on programs exactly like Prodata 

and just like Prodata there are ways of stopping people 

tampering with the program. 

Prodata has a nifty function built into it called pro¬ 

tection levels. This enables you to enter up to five 

different levels of password protection to data and so 

it's possible to keep information confidential even if 

other people have access to your Amiga. 

The passwords you create can be assigned to differ¬ 

ent layouts of card. This feature means that it's 

possible to create several different kinds of layout for 

every database, each with different kinds of informa¬ 

tion included on them. For instance, one might simply 

show names and addresses, while another mighi also 

show a person’s credit rating. 

For each password which you assign you can set 

one of five levels of protection. These are a numeric 

code and are: 

0: View - enables you to view data only. 

I: Append - enables you to add data, but not to edit 

existing data. 

2: Update - enables you to edit as long as the layout is 

non-resiricled. 

3: Open - enables you to access all data 

4: System - enables you to access all areas and 

operations. 

Mine's a print please 
Of course it's all very well having oodles of lovely 

information stored on your Amiga, but what if you 

want to make the information available to a wider cir¬ 

cle, then you'll need to make a hard copy with a 

printer. Fortunately, Prodata has an extremely flexible 

print-out system which enables you to produce well- 

designed card information quickly and easily. 

Prodata uses primer drivers in exactly the same 

way as a word processor does. These are add-on pro¬ 

grams which contain information specific to a 

particular type of printer. These are needed because 

printers are set up in different ways according to their 

type; laser printers need different information to that of 

dot-matrix printers. 

To print out a database all you then have to do is 

select the appropriate driver (it'll be called something 

akin to the name of your primer) and then press the P 

key to send this to your printer. You can also print to 

screen or file. The latter option is useful because it cre¬ 

ates one amorphous lump of data which you can then 

load into other programs such as word processing for 

further editing. 

Balance uf payments 
Computer programs are normally very insular entities, 

and they rarely ever talk to other programs and when 

they do it's in a different language. Thankfully, 

though. Prodata is conversant in quite a few different 

languages and so it can chatter happily to all manner of 

different programs. 

Exporting data is simply a case of choosing exactly 

what data you wish to transfer to the file and then the 

format you wish that file to take. You don't have to 

send the entire contents of all your cards to the pro¬ 

gram. This is useful if you're creating a hard copy of 

an address book when there’s no need to include either 

phone numbers or comments. 

Importing data is best used with ASCII files. These 

are files which contain only textual information: all the 

control codes which normally litter a file have been 

stripped. One useful feature of the importing process is 

that you can selectively import data, meaning that each 

piece of information pulled off the file can be assessed 

for relevancy and importing and exporting of data is 

carried out from the Utilities menu. Take control of 

your things and get organised! <5 

Hard drive installation 
If you're one of those increasing numbers of people with a hard drive In or outside your Amiga, then 
you’re going to have to rename the Coverdisk before you can run the Installation process. Here’s the drill. 

• Back up the Coverdisk (see Page 10). 

• Click on the disk icon. 

• Pull down the menu option RENAME from under the ICONS 
window and call the disk: Prodata-Program-Dlsc. 

• Enter the CU shell which Is usually lurking within your system file. 

• Type In 'CD 0F0:‘ and then Return and then ‘EXECUTE HDINSTALL dh0;“ 

• The configuration program will now run and you can set the program up the way you want It 

m Make yourself a large mug of coffee. You've eamt it. 



THE SIMPSONS TMA C 1992 20TH C FOX F C 

All Ajfhu Reserved 

TM*© 1991CAAOLCO All Rifhci Reserved Unauthomed Dupienjon n Strictly PrErfnb*t*i( 

Features include 
* Officially licensed products 

* Highly sensitive light touch fire burtons 

* Full 8 directional control 
« On-tabic or in-hand operation 
* Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

suction cups 

* +2/^3 selector connector 
* 12 month warranty 
* Prices include VAT, postage and 

packaging 

* Dealer enquiries welcome 
* Cheetah products available from 

branches of: 

Versions compatible with 
* Nintendo NES(£ 14 99) 

» Sega Master System (£ 12 99) 

* Sega Megi Drive (£ 14.99) 

■ Sinclair Spectrum +2>e 3 computers 
* Commodore computers and video 

game systems (£12 99) 

* Atari computers and video game 
systems (£12.99) 

* Amstrad computers (£12 99) 

* Okier computers may require 
interfaces and/or adaptors - not 

included 

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD 
Cheetah House, Bedwas Busmen Park. 
Bedwas, Gwent NPi 0DU 

Tel: 0222-8*7777 Fax: 0222-8*$$7S 

CURRYS 
SUPERSTORE 

VIRTUAL 

ATMAN. RETURNS 

WH SMITH 

the most innovative 
joystick company in the world 

Hrgb Street stores and all good 
computer shops, or direct from 
Cheetah 

laiifliiii ij 
1 ira 



Are you 18 or over? If so don't waste what 
little energy you've got left reading this. 
This is a cashcard account that lets you make 
the most of your dosh while you're still young 
and fly enough to enjoy spending it. 
It has some wicked advantages, such as plastic 
that gives you 24 hour access to your funds 
and an interest rate that’s totally awesome. 
So as long as you're 11-17 years old, get 
yourself (and a tenner) down to your local 
Britannia branch. Sharpish. 

□2345b 76=1102345 b?fl 
fIR D R HUNT 

ONCE YOU’RE 18, YOU’RE PAST IT. 
Britannia Buiktkng Society Ntwton House L**k Staff* STl 3 SAG tnterett arid be payable r subject to the required rejsfrftiw 



NEWS 

GOOD NEWS: AMIGA FORMAT TO 
DROP IN PRICE 

Bad news: we will be dropping ihe Amiga 

Format Collection series of complete 
Coverdisk programs. From next issue. Amiga 
Format will cost a mere £3.25 per copy but 
will feature only one Coverdisk. 

We've decided to do this mainly because 
the response from readers over the Collection 
programs has been dwindling somewhat. If 
you read the magazine regularly you will 
already have built up quite a collection of free 
programs and, frankly, we re beginning to run 
Out Of Options lor other programs. 

Sadly with the cost of printing nowadays 
we can I afford to revert to our original £2J5 
price tag, which we d held from Issue One 
way back In August 1989 - If we’d kept up 
with inflation it would be closer to £3.50 now. 

We can guarantee that Amiga Format 

will be as good value as ever, with a packed 
magazine and an exciting Coverdisk, and it's 
worth pointing out that we wilt do the odd 
oneoff issue with a complete program on 
when we think It's appropriate. More treats 
and goodies? 

FUTURETECH CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

In the issue of Amiga Formal tor 
January 1993. in an article headed 
'Firm’s collapse leads to reader 
appeal, it was implied that 
Futuretech Consumer Electronics 
Limited of Newport Pagnell 
( "Futuretech") had ceased to trade. 

Amiga Format is now satisfied 
that the above statement is wholly 
unfounded and desires to express its 
regret to Futuretech Consumer 
Electronics Limited and to apologise 
to them for any embarassment and 
inconvenience caused. 

Amiga Format 
is Going Live! 

The World of Commodore Show - our previous successful Amigo event. 

THE WORLD'S MOST popular Amiga 

magazine (yes. that's this one) has bowed 

to public pressure to organise its own 

show and exhibition in the spring. The 

event will be called Amiga Format Live! 

and will take place at London's Earls 

Court 2 in May. 

The show build on the success of 

1991’s hugely exciting World of 

Commodore, which was sponsored by 

Amiga Formal, and the Amiga Shopper 

Show which wras run hy our techie sister 

magazine. All manner of events arc 

planned, many of which will he unlike anything ever seen 

at a computer show before. 

The core of Amiga Format Live! will be stands run by 

many of ihe leading Amiga software and hardware compa¬ 

nies. with all their kit there in action for you to sec and buy. 

There w ill also be an immense games arcade, in which you 

can experience (and even play) all the big Easier releases 

from the world's major games producers. 

For further details you will have to wail until next 

month, hut rest assured that we are planning carefully to 

make it the most exciting event of its kind ever - and it's 

only for Amiga owners! In the mean time, you can get your 

chance to make sure that whatever you want to see features 

at the show by turning now to Page 25 and Tilling in the 

form: you may even win a prize? 

□Paint leads A12QO arrivals 
ELECTRONIC ARTS ADAPTED vesion of Deluxe 

Paint IV, which is identified by the lag 'AGA' on the 

end of the name, will go on sale in mid January and is 

expected to be ihe first example of A1200-specific 

software to go on sale. 

The AGA version works in both 256-colour mode 

and in the new H-hit HAM mode, which means you can 

paint in 262,000 colours. A test model we've seen 

looked a little slow in the maximum-colour mode but 

the effects of gradations of colour are just stunning: a 

slighi disappointment is that the palette remains the 

same, where a newr way of selecting colours might 

have been more appropriate, 

Gremlin's A1200 Zoo I may just pip il to the post; 

the enhanced version is expected to go on sale any day 

now. It looks quite extraordinary, the programmers 

having used the extra hitpalnes to pul masses of huge, 

colourful objects into the background instead of the 

simple copper colour-shading. 

Programs already on sale that support the new 

colour modes include ASDG’s An Department 

Professional image processing program and their 

Morph image-distorting program, reviewed last issue. 

The new, enhanced version of the Amigo's lop paint pro¬ 

gram will enable you to use 262,000 colours an ihe screen. 

Perhaps more exciting is that next month will see the 

release of the first 256-colour DTP package - and it's 

one of the cheapest on the market. 

It's Gold Disk's third version of Pageseiter, which 

they are putting out at the experimental cut-down price 

of only £49 via Silica (OS I 309 11)1), Considering that 

The new, enhanced version of Ihe Amigo's lap poinl pro¬ 

gram will enable you to use 262,000 colours an ihe screen. 

you gel not just a DTP layout program hut also a paint 

package and a word processor for your money, it 

seems like quite a deal. 
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There s only a month before it's Comic Relief time 

again, and the better-off start digging into I heir 

pockets to help the world's less-tortunates. This 

year, even gamesplayers are expected lo take part, 

In a totally-applaudable move. Ocean Software 

have combined their games-maktng skills with the 

Comic Relief cause, and are about to release a 

stocking new game called Sleepwalker as part ol 

the fund-raising exercise. The game will also fea¬ 

ture In a special Comic Relief A1200 Red Nose 

pack which Commodore have put together. 

Sleepwalker is a massive platform game 

where you play the part of a dog who is trying to 

protect his sleepwalking owner. You rush around 

trying to prevent your master from walking off the 

edges of buildings, getting run over by cars and 

heaps of other deadly accidents. Throughout the 

game you’re treated to some glorious graphics, 

plus sound effects created by none other than 

Lenny Henry himself. 

As well as donating a large portion of the prof¬ 

its from the sale of Sleepwalker to Comic Relief 

(around £5 per copy sold). Ocean have organised 

a national challenge in which you can get 

Involved, Each copy of Sleepwalker contains a 

sponsorship form which gamesplayers can use to 

become part of Red Nose Day. 

All you need to do is get yourself sponsored 

and play the game - your sponsors pledge cash 

for your high scores. and hopefully heaps of extra 

dosh will be winging its way to the needy as a 

result of a few hours playing games. 

A grand final In Central London has been 

organised lor Red Nose Day itself (March 12th)t 

and challenges are being held in retail shops 

around the country prior to this. Now that's what 

we call fun-raising! Look out for copies of 

Sleepwalker on the shelves in late January - and 

then get some practice in before the big day. 

Seikosha pop up 
with bargain 
colour 24-pin 

Seikoslia's new 24- 

pin colour printer ii 

claimed to be the 

cheapest ever to go 
on sale, which could 
rapidly make It a 

very popular item. 

PRINTER MANUFACTURERS SEIKOSHA have just announced a 
brand new 24-pin colour primer for the ridiculously low- price of £249. 

This is claimed to be the lowest price at which a colour 24-pin dot 

matrix machine has ever gone on sale: the actual on-sale price will no 

doubt be substantially less than this RRF, 

The new machine is the SL-95. and it's capable of speeds up to 240 

characters per second in super draft mode, or 64 eps in Letter Quality 

mode. It offers Epson compatibility and a standard parallel interface, 

making ideal for the Amiga. If s also the only printer in its class to offer 

a 43K buffer and nine totally separate fonis built-in The new SL-95 hits 

the shops in January and it comes with a full 12 month warranty. For 

more information contact Seikosha on 0753 685873. 

uiure 
PUfLfStffJfG 

j • Launched in 1985 

j * Now over 125 staff 

I #10 national newsstand 

magazines 

I * Market leader in com¬ 

puter titles 

• Exciting launch plans 

• Britain's fastest-grow¬ 

ing publisher 

I 
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WANTED! 
Writers and 
more besides 
Salaries depending an all sorts of different things... 
We're h joking for a number of new staff members of various 

degrees of a biu lily and experience. Details as follows... 

Amiga Format requires at least three new people to join its amazing, fun-f illed team to 

take the magazine to even greater heights in 1993. Exact roles have not yet been defined, 
so if you1 re interested vve'd Ik* glad to hear front you, 

REVIEWS EDITOR (orsimilar). We need an Amiga journalist to not only write about 

games, but also to deal with all the software houses and liaise' with the people who will 

] lie writ ing the reviews. A strong sense < >f what makes a gcx id ga me, good writing sk ills a nd 

j the a hi I tty to keep everyth ing u nder contn >1 are v ita I. 
We’re also interested in someone who can perform a similar role on the 

features and serious reviews side < »f the magazine Experience in both roles could lx* a big 

j advantage and all applications will lx* treated in confidence. 

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT. Your start into the exciting world of magazines, A 

willingness to do some dull jobs while gaining experience and a thorough knowledge of 

the English language (spelling, grammar, punctuation, that son of thing) are vital. 

I Write with a CV and samples of your own writing to Damien Noonan at the address below. 

Future Publishing Ltd, Beaufort! Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA! 2AP Tel: (0225) 442244 



SILICA SPECIAL OFFER! 
PUT YOUR AMIGA TO WORK! 

Impressive power and ease-of-use makes business or home office computing easy and fun! 

High resolution, multi-colour, two and 
three dimensional charts and graphs 

Powerful 

Database 
Manager 

Handles Up 
To3Z?6? 

Records! 

Advanced 
Business 
Spreadsheet 
Organises 
Home or 
Business 
Finances 
Fasti 

Ultra Fast Word Processor With 
90,000 Word UK Spell Checker! 

Easy-To-Use Page Layout 
Creates Professional Flyers, 

Ads; Newsletters And More! 

Graphing Module Illustrates Your Numbers 
With 3-D Charts and Graphs 

New leaser Times 

is is ii 
1! Hi Hi 

Q 

LET YOUR AMIGA DO IT FOR YOU WITH 

GOLD DISK OFFICE II 
was £129.95, Now Only £49.95 
Whether you re running a 

business or a household. 

Gold Disk Office gives you 

the power to do it better, 

faster, and easier. 

With Office Write you’ll be 
turning out letters and reports 
faster than you thought possible. 
And our 90,000 word ‘ English" 
spell checker will keep you 
accurate. It also handles mail 
merge from Office File and links 
to Office Page and Office Calc. 

Office Calc makes your office or 
home finances 
easy to take care 
of. If s a high 
power 

GOLD DISK 

spreadsheet with advanced 
features like ARexx support, 
more than 100 functions, and 
Lotus/Mufti-Plan compatibility! 

Office Graph lets you 
understand your numbers better 
using a variety of multi-colour 2 
and 3*D charts and graphs. You 
can export your graphs for use in 
Office Page and more. 

Office File is a powerful 
database that makes it easy to 
keep track of friends, customers, 
inventory and more! Use it to mail 
merge with Office Write or link it 
to Office Calc for super power! 

Use Office Page to create your 
own professional fivers, 
newsletters, brochures, ads, and 

more! Easy to use. Office Page is 
filled with professional features 
like AGFA CompuGraphic fonts 
for hi res output on everything 
from dot matrix to PostScript. 
Columns arc a snap and you can 
even wrap text automatically 
around structured or bitmapped 
graphics. Office Page makes page 
layout fun and profitable! 

THE CRITICS AGREE! 

“...a package of five separate and 
powerful business programs that 
are as easy to use as they are to 
buy," - 
Amiga World 

“. ..cm impressive package of five 
full integrated programs that 

turn an Amiga into the centre of 
operations of a highly 
productive office. * - 
Amiga Computing 

So if you want to be more 

productive, and make work as 

easy as playing games, get 

Gold Disk Oflice today! At this 

low special price, you can't 

afford not lo! 

Improve your productivity 
NOW by calling SILICA at 

“C 081-3091111 
Or stop by your nearby 
Silica System.s or other 

Gold Disk dealer! 



TEL: 
0446 

421316 
7-8 SULLY VIEW 

Ty Verlon Industrial Estate 
Barry CF6 3BE 

FAX: 
0446 

420404 

FLOPPY DISKS 

BRANDED DISKETTES 
10 DISKS 20 DISKS 80 DISKS 

MITSUBISHI - DATALIFE - BRAND 
MD2D5 25* DSDD 48TPI €042 £041 €040 

MD2DD 5,25' DSDD WTPl €069 €0 66 €0.65 

MD2HD 5 26* DSHD 96 TPI 1,6Mb £063 €0 62 €060 

MF2DD 3.5“ DSDD IMb £0 52 €0.51 €0 50 

MF2HD3.S' DSHD 2Mb £1.06 SO 99 €095 

MF2ED 3 5* DSED 4Mb (2.8Mb) £6.76 £5.29 €4.99 

MAXELL CF2 3* DISKETTES 
MAXELL CF2 3 DISKS 

DATALIFE PLUS DISKETTES PREF/MTED 

£1.65 £1.60 £1 55 

M02O 5 25* DSDD 48TPI XT £0 46 £0 45 €0 43 

MD2HD 5 25* DSHD 96TP11,6MB AT £0 73 €0 72 €0 68 

MF2DD 3 5* DSDD 1 Mb PS/230 €0 67 €0 66 €0 63 

MF2HD 3 5* DSHD 2Mb PS/250/80 £1 20 £1 16 £1.14 

MICE & SCANNERS 

‘Jancij mouse 

festival 
Bring colours Into 

the office1 SCOS 

offers you 

cokxxful m#ce 

with ottroctrve 

designs for oi 
common 
sy^&ms 

SPECIAL 
LAUNCH 

PRICE 
£29.95 

MICE 
Fancy Mouse ....—.€2905 
Rocmousa ...... 
S*cas Cofdtess Mouse.  €59,95 
Optical Mouse..,.*. €2895 
Tfockbal.  €2995 
Automatic Mouse & Joystick 
Switcher.—£17.95 
Mouse Pad Station Great value .£19 95 
Mouse Pockets. .....— £1,95 
Mouse Mats... ..  E£46 

fhqrp^jSSo Colour Flatbed 
A6 paper size...,.,.£549.95 
Mono hand held scanner...£98.95 
Colour hand hekj scanner.. . £239 95 

ACCESSORIES 
Keyboard Drawer...£14 99 
14' Tilt and Swivel monitor stona ..... £950 
Multifunction printer stand €15 99 
Universal printer stand.£3 50 
Professional printer stand..€14 99 
CPU Stand ...     £9.99 
Copyholder - metal adjustable.£14.50 
Copyholder - Swivel arm.. £17.50 
PC WORKSTATIONS.from £70 00 
14* Anti-glare screen niter. .£9.99 
Mesh Screen filter?....from £32.00 
High Quality mineral glass 
screen filters I2\14\ 15’. 20* from £8500 
Keyboard wrist rest ..  £9 95 
3 5' Cleaning Kit .  ,„£1 60 
Dust Covers ...from £3 50 
Mouse mot blue red or grey ........ £2 45 
Mouse packet....*. £1 95 

FULL RAN-Gt OF CLEANING 
PRODUCTS PtEASf AS* 

DISKETTES STORAGE BOXES 
3.5* 10 capacity.   £0,85 
3,5* 25 capacity...  £3,25 
3.5' 40 c opacity lockable. £4,95 
3 5* 50 capacity lockable .£5.50 
3 5' 80 capacity lockoWe..£5.95 
3.5' 100 capacity lockable. £6,95 
5.25* 10 capacity.*.£095 
5.25' 50 copacity lockable .. €5.50 
525* 100 capacity lockable £695 

CARTRIDGE STORAGE BOXES 
Mini DC storage box Abba 5 cap £10 95 
Mini DC storage box Abba 10 cap £15 95 
4MM Dot storage Abba 5 cap £10 95 
4MM Dot storoge Abba 10 cap.£15 95 
STD Data Cartridge 10 cap bo* £15 96 
8MM Lockable storage 10 cap ,.,£27.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
FULLY GUARANTEED 

2741 AmstrodPCW 
8256/8512/103500/9256 FN 

MS 
2482 Amstrod PC 2/3/3250 FN 
2426 Amstrod PC 4000/1512/1640 
2746 Amshad 9512 MS 

FN 
2886 Amstrad LQ5000 FN 
2412 Brother M1618/1624 3309/ 
1324 FN 
2863 Commodore MPS 1500/1550 
2433 Citizen 1200 Plus/180£/$wlff 9 
2939 Citizen Swift 9* 24/ S24D/22k 
2975C Citizen Swift 9 x/24x Colour 
2877 Epson EX800/1000 fN 
2273 Epson FX/MX/RX8G/55U<8QC/450 
2476 Epson 101000/1170/1050 FN 
2477 Epson FN 
LQ800/850/500/400/200/870/2000 
2311 Foot 4512/14/2301 FN 
2235 Mannesman Taty MT400/240/440 
2455 OKI McfQine 182/192/193/320/1 
2904 Panasonic KP-P1124 (145) 
2861 Star LC10/lC20(iC9) FN 
2869 Stcr LCI0/LC2O Cotour FN 
2915 Star LC15/FR10/F915 FN 
2868 Star LC24-10/24-15, 
LC24-200 
2B60C Star Colour (single colour) 

£495 
£395 
£395 
£4 65 
£3 95 
€4 65 
£5.60 

£3 95 
£5.60 
£3.65 
£3 65 

£19.50 
£4.50 
£3.95 
£4 50 
£4.50 

£395 

£396 
£2 95 
£4.60 
€3 95 

£3.95 
£6.50 

CABLES 
IBM Autmbta Printer Gobi* 
2 Metre.  £695 
3 Metre.   £7.95 
5 Metre ...£12 95 
10 Metre.£19 95 

IBM Adaptor Cable (9 Plug/25 Socket) 
10022 7 Metre. £595 
3 Metre.    £5-95 

Centronics Plug to Hug 
1 Metre..£6 50 
2 Metre .£7,95 
3 Metre.  £8.95 
5 Metre.    £12,95 

Power Cables 
2 Metre Extension Plug to Socket SC £6 95 
2 Metre Power Cord ifcC to 3 Pin Plug £695 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

DR311C 105Mb IDE 13Ms 35* HcKfHeghf £19995 
DB3I2C 211 Mb DE 13Kte 35* Hof Height £36500 
QUANTUM DRIVES 
ELS42AT 42Mb IDE .   £17500 
LPS105AI 105Mb IDE . £299.95 
LPSS2SCS165Mb SCSI.  £225.00 

PRINTERS 
Price Inc I. VAT 

Pin Sheetfeed*; Printer 

Star LC2Q 9 £77.00 £133.00 

Sfar LC200 colour 9 €77.00 £199.95 

Star LC15 9 £175.00 £240.00 

Star LC24-2O0 24 £77 00 £225 00 

Star LC24-200 24 €77,00 £270 00 
Hewlett Packard Deskjjet 500 £350.00 

Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 colour £525 00 

Hewlett Packard PaintJet £595.00 
Canon BJlOEX £6500 £23500 

C«iOn3C0 £15900 £41500 

Canon 8J33D £159 00 £47000 
Canon 0JC8OO COkxir £20500 £1669 00 
Brother 1389 9 £184.00 
Brother HR-20 Daisy Wheer £99 95 

Panasonic KXP 1124 24 £22500 

BUUC DISKETTES 

Price per disk 

5.251 DSDD 48tpl 

5.2S' DSQD 96tpl 

6.25' DSHD 16Mb 

3 5* DSDD 1Mb 

3 5* DSDD 2Mb 

We only source bulk diskettes 
from major manuTaclurers, 

therefore we only supply quality 
performance products. 

100% ERROR FREE (Prices Include VAT) 

20 so 100 200 500 1000 

0,28 027 024 023 0,22 0.20 

030 0.29 0.27 0.26 025 0,25 

040 039 036 035 034 033 

045 0.43 0 41 039 036 0.34 

068 0.65 063 061 0.59 058 

JOYSTICKS 
m 20 TOP SELLERS 

Cheetah 125 £950 
The Bug . £13.95 
Professional A/F. £1350 
Competmon Pro 
Ser. II Joypod . £1495 
G Ashot Apoche , £699 
Q.Shot Python 1 ... £995 
Crueer Black £9 95 
G.Shot IBM Womor £>2.50 
Megadnvo Power F*aa £13 50 
leamcne Game 
I/O Card €>299 
Teqmche PC Power 
Asrick £12 99 
Mach One A/F £12 99 
Ogtetyoy Super charger 
123...  £9.95 
Qi>Ck$hot Python 3 Mega £9 95 
Speedkmg A/F '£1160 
Professional Non A/F .£1295 
G.Snot Del Turbo 3 
Python ........ £10.99 
Game Commander 
Official £2250 
SpeecfcogNonA/F .£10.99 

AMIGA EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 
SPECIAL PURCHASE LOWER PRICES 

+ External hard drive for Amiga 500 
+ Bujtt m Autobootiog 
♦ On board Ram opnon up to 8Mb 
+ Beghner frlendN orvine heip 
+ A super-fast, high capocrty hard 

drive that leaves omen m its wake 

Pochard 
RHBQQC 40Mb 
OE £329.00 

Rochard RH300C Hard 
Disk Controller £169.00 
RAM upgrade 
per Mb £4280 

PERIPHERALS 
Rotgen Ptus £120 00 
A500 1/2Mb Upgrade £29 95 
a 500+ 1Mb Upgrade £39 95 
A6QQ 1Mb Upgrade £14 95 
1Mb Simms.. £32 50 
Megabcard UpQrode £42.50 
Power Supply Un«ll 442 95 
Phnps CM6833 14- 
Colour Morttor. £215.00 
Goldstar TV/ Id* Monitor £1B5 00 

INK JET SUPPLIES 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
51606 DESKJET 500 
51625A DESkJFT 300L 

.... . . £15.95 
£29 95 

51626A DESKJET HIGH CAPACITY 
92261A IH1NKJET HP PAPER 

._ £23 50 
£9 95 

51604A THINK JET PLAIN PAPE R .. .£9.95 
S1605A PAIN1 JET BLACK .£26.50 
51606C PAINTJET COLOUR. .. £26 40 

516G6WTY PAINTJET INDTV. COLOURS £25 50 
CANON 
BC-OI STARWRfTER 80/BJ 10/EX £19 95 
BJI30.£1420 
BJ30Q/8J330-SJ1643 . £14 20 
8J642 BLACKBJ3Q0/33O.£19 50 
8J1643CCOLOUPS-&J8CO .£25 25 

DATA SWITCHES 
MANUAL SERIAL 
12002 2 Way .€1295 

AUTOMATIC SERIAL 
120222 Wav (M&201) £2995 1 

120044 Way . £21 15 12024 4 Way (M5401) £7995 
12028 X Way (MS-801) £9995 
AUTOMT1C PARALLEL 

12010X Wav 
manual parallel 

£22 9£ 
0 

120122 Way £12 95 120322 WOyCMP 201) £29 95 A 
120144 4 Way £21 15 12034 4 Way (MP-401) £79 95^ 

12020 X Wa y .m 95 12038 X Wdy fMP-SOl) £99 95 
y 

(sjVVl 

FAX 
0446 

PHONE 
0446 

420404 421316 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

CREDIT CARD 
ORDERS 

0446 421316 

S3 
Payment by; Cheque* Postal Order. Visa or 

Access. Please do not send cash 



Cheetah's 

mythical stick 

Renowned for their range of peculiar and 

oddly-shaped joy slicks* Cheetah announce a 

new device for their Fu tun Slick range. The 

ArgoStick looks as if it's a spare part left over 

from the latesl Aliens film* but. according 10 

Cheetah, it's been carefully sculpted to pro¬ 

vide the ultimate in comfort and control for the 

most serious of games players. The main trig¬ 

ger button is carved into the shape of a skull 

and there are several other fue bullous on the 

stick. There’s also an autofire mode to save 

you from actually having to do anything in 

shoot-em-ups, The ArgoStick is availble in 

twro versions, a high-tactile version for £12.99 

and a fully micro-switched version for £14,99. 

Contact Cheetah on 0222 867777 for more 

details* 

Art for clip's sake 

Artworks* the DTP clip an specialists, have 

just released three new disks of art for the 

Amiga. Each disk has a specific theme and 

contains between 115 and 270 high quality 

black and white IFF bitmaps drawn especially 

for the Amiga by professional artists. The 

three topics are Prehistoric Life. Weddings and 

Family Occasions, and Signs and Symbols 2. 

Each disk costs £6*99, or all three can be 

obtained for just £18*00 from Artworks (0469 

588138) 

CDTV drives harder 

ZCUCalculus announce the release of their 

new CDTV External DataPac, a rather neat 

black 65 Mb hard drive suitable for upgrading 

any Amiga CDTV. The package comes com¬ 

plete with plug-in SCSI controller card* 

Workbench l*3 and installation disks and man¬ 

uals. and all necessary' cables and connectors. 

The kit costs £349,99, Alternatively, you could 

supply your own hard drive unit and buy just 

the CDTV SCSI adapter separately for the 

reduced price of £99.99. Contact 

ZCL/Calculus on 0543 251275 for more 

details. 

Unleashed: first 
A1200-booster 
Power-hungry A1200 owners will be glad to know that the 

first bona fide A1200 expansion is here already. The 

Microbotics MBXI200 is a 32-bit memmy upgrade which 

fils in the trapdoor slot on the underside of the new 

Amiga. The MBXI21X) comes in several con fi gu rat ions: 

with 1. 2* 4, and 8 Mbyte SIMMs installed, and a 68881 

floating-point maths co-processor. 

The MBX12Q0 board also features a socket suitable 

for a 25 MHz or 50 MHz oscillator which enables the 

newer 68882 floating-point unit to be installed instead of 

the 14MHz 68881 variety, Each MBX1200 board is sup¬ 

plied with a disk containing a few maths-coprocessor 

benchmark tests and graphing programs. 

The performance of the 68S81 -based MBX120O 

makes impressive reading: on average. it+s 7 times faster 

than a norma) A1200 and 22 times faster than an A500* 

With the 50Mhz 68882 version* this average performance 

figure rises to 19 times faster than an A1200* and 55 times 

faster than an A5Q0. 

Tk* A1200: 
soon to he 

given on extra 
boost in power 

by the addition 

of a cord with 
extra RAM and 

on FPU. 

Currently, the Mkrabotk* board Is available 
from two UK dealers: ZCl/Cakuius (0543 251275) for: 

049.99 {4Mb/14Mbr) and £449.99 (8Mb/14MHih 

Or from First Choke Computers (053? 637 988) for: £133.00 

(unpopulated/14Mhz 68881k £195*99 (1 Mb/14Mhz), 
£252.99 (7Mb/14Mhz), £337.99, {4Mb/14MhiJ, EPOA 

(8Mb/14Mhx), £199*00 («npopulaled/25Mhi 68882J* 

'Amiga still the tops' 
according to people 
who sell them 

23 

Despite the high media 

profiles of the Sega and 

Nintendo games consoles, 

it sccmsx that the Amiga is 

still in there and fighting 

when it comes to sales. 

A major survey of 

computer retailers con¬ 

ducted by trade magazine 

Computer Trade Weekly 

(CTW) reveals some inter¬ 

esting facts and figures, 

including the fact that the 

Amiga is the format on 

which the far-and-away 

be st-selling computer 

game of the year - 

Gremlin’s Zoot - was exclusively released. 

CTW asked a variety of questions on matters of both 

opinion and fact, and many of the answers are revealing. 

While Kelly Sumner and Commodore were top choice for 

’Hero of the year' with 18% of the vote (CTW and Sonic 

were in second and third). Commodore also came as run¬ 

ners-up in the 'Villain of the year' category with a 12% 

vote* beaten convincingly by the seemingly-unpopular 

Nintendo distributor Bandai wiih thumbs-down from 46% 

of comouler retailers! 

'Hype of the year' awards went to Sonic 2 and 

Streetfighter 2 (perhaps not surprisingly) in that order, 

while the launch of the A1200 was in third place in the 

Event of the year* awards, 

narrowly behind (wo 

industry-only events and 

one place ahead of the 

Future Emertainmant 

Show', the only truly pub¬ 

lic event to get a place on 

(he list. 

The ‘Best TV ad' awards 

went lo two Sega ads and 

the Nintendo ad. with 

Commodore's Amiga 

Christmas ad following up 

in fourth - still some way 

ahead of all the rest and* 

considering that the Amiga 

ad has lo get over the seri¬ 

ous side of the machine* not a bad showing at all. 

In one category* dealers were asked to vote on what they 

thought was the best-quality game of the year. While the 

Sega's Sonic 2 came first, the other four titles in the Top 

Five were all Amiga games - loot in second* Sensible 

Soccer in third* and Monkey Island 2 tying for third place 

with Formida One Grand Pri.\\ 

A similar line-up was in ihc computer game of the 

year by sales category (where console games were 

excluded). Zool was top seller* w-ith Sensible Soccer, 

Monkey I stand, lemmings and FI Grand Frix following 

up. All in all. rather a good line-up and one which shows 

that the Amiga is still going from strength to strength. 

Gremlin's Zoof- Ml« b* St-selling <omoputer gome of 1992* 
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This ^ A HIES 

months ^PENGUIN 
top 30 f^CKuns-^^ 

tin ■ Zool FG95% 

Gremlin Graphics 

*1*1 ▲ Sensible Soccer 92/93 

Rerregade/Mind scape 

to% 

*H New Archer Maclean s Pool 89% 

Virgin 

*H New Road Rash 

Electronic Arts 

84% 

»!*» ■ Pinball Fantasies 

21 st Century 

FG90% 

6(2) ▼ Putty 

System 3 

FG95% 

New WWW European Rampage Tour 

Ocean 18% 

8(10) A Humans 

Mirage 

72% 

New Premier Manager 

Gremlin Graphics 

87% 

ton New Nigel Mansell 

Gremlin Graphics 

55% 

HUH A Monkey Island 2 

US Gold 

FG95% 

IlfH ▼ Campaign 

Empire 

79% 

i*l*l ▼ Lotus 3: The Ultimate Challenge 

Gremlin Graphics 74% 

l*H New AVER Harrier Assault 

Domarfc 

40% 

15(0) ▼ Jimmy White s Whirlwind Snooker 

Virgin FG91 % 

1*1-1 New Shuttle - 5pace Flight Simulator 

Virgin 70% 

1*(1») ▼ Civilisation 

Microprose 

FG94% 

18(1*1 ▼ Fire and Ice 

Renega d e/Mindscape 

89% 

10(10) ▼ For mu la r One Grand Prlx FG92% 

Microprose 

**(*) ▼ Assassin 

Team 17 

85% 

*111 New Curse of Enchantia 

Core Design 

42% 

22(21) ▼ PGA Tour + 

Electronic Arts 

Comp 

**H New Dream Team 

Ocean 

Comp 

**117) ▼ Legend of Kyrandla 

Virgin 

87% 

**M New Lemmlngs/Oh No! More Lemmings 

Psygnosis Comp 

**H New Indiana Jones - Fate of Atlantis 

US Gofd/Ujcas Arts FG92% 

*7(15) ▼ Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge 

Krisalis 82% 

*•(**) ▼ Flreforce 

ICE 

71% 

**H New Sabre Team 87% 

Krisalis 
30(29) ▼ Eye of the Beholder 2 FG91 % 

US Gold 

A race for more Humans 
II you ve already completed Mirage’s recent 
puzzle'n’platformer Humans, don't despair. 
Mirage are due to release a new data disk 
called Humans - the Jurassic Levels this 
month. The disk is available separately for 
£19.99, or bundled with the original Humans 
game for £29.99. 

Humans - lots of new levels of this realty rather 

enjoyable pville game are on the way soon. 

Virgin kicking off next 
Shock news this month is that the long- 
awaited Kick Off 3 by Dino Dlni is not going 

Kick Off - arguably the finest football game ever 

and soon out in 11$ long-awaited third version* 

to be published by Anco, Ihe software house 
responsible for the previous incarnations of 
(his massively-acclaimed football hit* Dini 
has recently signed to Virgin, and will 
instead be creating his new football master* 
piece for them. Due to copyright reasons the 
new game cannot be called Kick Off 3* and is 
likely to be known as Goal, but it will essen¬ 
tially be Kick Off 3 in all but name. Goal Is 
due to be released in the spring of this year, 
and we ll bring you a lull review as soon as 
it's ready. In the meantime, Hell Jackson 
(who's managed to grab a sneak preview on 
the sly) can assure anxious fans that the 
game Is already looking better than Sensible 
Soccer and Is immensely playable, even in 
its half-finished condition. 

Giger bites in Dark Seed 

Dark Seed - Ihe graphics are fay the famous Alien artist HR Giger, digitised and leaking great. 

We've been waiting for it for months and 
suddenly it appears just a few days too late 
to make it into this month's review section. 
DarkSeed from CyberDreams is the game in 
question, and it's one hell of a peculiar affair 
Featuring plenty of digitised artwork by the 
famous Aliens artist, H. R. Giger, DarkSeed 
is no ordinary adventure game. For a start, 
the Amiga version runs in interlace mode, 
which makes for highly-detailed (if a little 
flickery) graphics. 

The game's plot is also a bit out of the 
ordinary. It follows a familiar horror-story 
plot, where the new owner ol an old house 
finds out that everything's a little on the 
wierd side. DarkSeed follows the progress of 

this unlucky owner as he attempts to find out 
why all these strange and sickening Giger 
aliens keep appearing in hi* living room. 

Graphically stunning, and certainly the 
oddest game we’ve seen this year, DarkSeed 
uses a digitised main character In a game 
style similar to that of Monkey Island, only 
more malevolent. H‘s probably the sort of 
game you d onty want to play through to the 
end once, and then forget, but it s still some¬ 
thing worth adding to your collection, Just 
for the amazing graphics. We ll bring you a 
full review in next month s Amiga Formal, as 
soon as we've worked out what lt"s actually 
all about. 



HAVE YOUR SAY IN WHAT 
HAPPENS ON THE DAY! 

Amiga Format Live ‘93 is happening in May at Earls Court 2. It's going to be the £> 

event of the year for all Amiga owners - a show organised by the best Amiga magazine ~ 

in the world, exclusively for Amiga owners all over the country. ^ 

But there's one very important thing that will make it a success - and that’s you. What 2 

we'd like to do is offer you, the readers of the magazine, the chance to have a say in 

what goes on at the Show. If you could take a few moments to fill in the questionnaire, 

you could win a free pair of tickets and we can make sure that everything you want to 

see at the Show will be there - as well as much, much more besides! 

Tear this out NOW and send it in - the first ten 
drawn at random will win a free pair of tickets! 
I. What wilt he your main reason For going? 

□ a \ To see the latest games 

□ b> To see Ihe latest hardware 

c) To see the knesi serious software 

d) To buy games 

' i e) To buy hardware 

! f) To buy serious software 

. g) To buy an Amiga 

h) To get some advice or technical help 

] i) Other (please state)_ .. . 

2, Which of these question and answer sessions and 

events would you most like to attend? 

a) Meet the games programmers 

b) Meet the Amiga Format team 

c) How to.,, graphics 

d) How to... DTP 

e) How to.., music 

f) How to*., video 

g) Games-playing com petitions 

hi Presentations by serious software companies 

3. Which five companies would you most like to visit 

at their stand at the Show? 

1._ 
2. ___ 
3. _ 

4. ____ 

5. _ 

Now just Maple a piece of paper with your name and 

address onto this form and send it to this address,.. 



Games marked NOP will not work on A500 Plus, A600 or AI200. Games marked NOI2 will not work on the AI20Q. 
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14*99 13,99 12*99 

.UM 
.374* 
.,.>..32.41 
.31,» 
..11.1* 

14.9* 

30 CONSTRUCTION KIT . 
30C0NSTmjCTK?«KIt2. 
A TRAIN fl MIO] .. 
A330 Alft-BUS . 
A D DAWS FAMILY £1 KfOl 
AQt ENQUiH (11+13jl .... 
ADI ENGLISH 1243) ... .... .I*-' 
ACh ENGLISH (13*14) .   1*1# 
ADi FRENCH <l I-12) .      11.H 
A D1 F BENCH <12-12) . . .. 1* W 
AW FRENCH(13-14) . ... 14.9* 
ADI MATHS(1 M2). 14.9* DELUXE PAINT3 (1 
ADI MATHS HI3-13). 1*,6# DELUXE PAINT 4 (i 
ADI MATHS 413.14k 149* (HAM MODE * AN1I 
A D VA NT AGE T E N NlS (N012) 14 TO DUNE V AMI M ATlOl 
AGONY .....10 W — 
AIRBUCKl ........17 JOT 
Ain BE A BU PRIMACY 
(0UN$HlP, SILENT SERVICE, PAT. WINO*. 
CARRIER COMMANDl (NQ12) 1*.** 
ALIEN BREED(SRECfAL EDITIONKI MEQk *« 
AMNIOS ........ A,TO 
AMOS [GAMES CREATOR) .. 3*.« 
AMDS 3D 1BI0UIRES AMOS) .J2.W 
AMDfi COMPILER iREQUiRES AMOS;. . 1*W 
AMOS EASY CF)HSV &TSP9 TO PROGRAMMING) 22 TO 
AMOS PftQFEMIONAL 
iMORE COMPLEX VERSION OF AMDS) 44 99 
ANOTHER WORLD .14.** 
APlOYA .  11.** 
AQUATIC GAMES . 
ARABIAN NIGHTS (NO 12).  14.99 
ARCHER MACLEAN S POOL (NOW).1T.4# 
AAKAN0ID3 ,„*,. .f-OT 
ABMALYTE (NQ12) .*...3 TO 
armOUR'OEDDON.   isw 
ARMOUR GEODON 2  1*4* 
ASHES or EMPIRE . ...22.99 
ASSASIN11 MEG) . 14,99 
AV9B HARRIER ASSAULT (NOWk .*1 TO 
BAT.? .22.99 
BIT FLYING FORTRESS (NOW) 22 99 
HARSARIAN ? <R9YaNO&l&) 14 99 
BATMAN THE MOVIE . 4 99 
BATTLE ISLE ... .   >M» 
BATTLE ISLE DATA OlSA . H.99 
BATTLE OF HITAiN .,12.99 
6ATTLEHAWKS 1*42 (NOW) .-.10JB 
BEACH VOLLEY iMOli) .4.99 
SILL S TOMATO GAME.    1*.9* 
BIRDS OF PREY {1 MEG) {19013k  22TO 
BLACK. CRYPT jl MEGi .14.99 
SLUES BROTHERS      199 
BOXING MANAGER (NOUI- *M 
BPEAC H 2 |ENHANCED) . 17 99 
OUNNT BRICKS (N012) 15*9 
BUSINESS PACK (WOnOWORTH WORD 
PROCESSOR K SPREAD 2 SPREADSHEET 
AND K DATA DATABASE) (1 MED) .*4 99 
CADAVER (NO 12) ..  AH 
CAESAR (NOlZ) . .,12-99 
CAPTIVE .  .9.99 
CASTLES m ME0)4N012>... 19 *9 
castleSOataDiSkinOW) . 11 » 
CELTIC LEGENDS . 19 99 
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 12 99 
CHAOS ENGINE {NOW).*. 11.9* 
CHUCK ROCK (NO 12) .. 9 99 
CHUCK1E EGG (NOW) . 199 
CHUCKK EOC 2 (N012) .  .iff 
CIVILIZATION .**.«**..«***. .-32 9* 

COMBAT CLASSICS <Fl S STRIKE EAGLE 2.6U 
ATTACK BUB. TEAM YANKEE] f 1 KEG) (NOlZ) 1*49 
COOL WORLD 0 MEGI 16» 
CORRUPTION iMfSCROLLS. 3,9* 
CRAZY CARS 3 ........ #TO 
CREEPERS (NOlSk,. i*.W 
CRUISE FDR A CORPSE 14 4* 
CURSE OF ENCHANT!A(N013> IT 9* 
CTTRON (NO 12). . 1*4* 
D-DENCRATlON ..     11.4* 
DARKOUEENOF KRYNN (1 MEGl 31.9* 
DELUXE PAINT 3 (WITH ANIMATION! 24 99 
DELUXE PAINT 4 (1 MEG I 
(HAM MODE 4 ANIMATION] $4*9 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO <1 MEG| .., .4* 99 
DOODLEBUG . -13.9* 
DUNE .  1*99 
DUNGEON MASTER * CKAOS (I M£G) i#4* 
DYNA BLASTERS . 1* 9* 
ELITE (NOW) ......TO,99 
ELVIRA 2 ■ JAWS OF CERBERUS (> KEG)(NOW) 2?99 
EPIC II KfOJ ,*.*..... 
ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE ROBOT 
MONSTERS (NOW) .4.99 
EXPERT DRAW 
[PROFESSIONAL VICTOR DRAWING PROGRAM) 44.99 
Eve OF THE BEHOLDER (861)41 MEGk .19 99 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 3 (i MEG) 23,99 
Flfi STRIKE EAGLE 2 0 MEG)  11.99 
F14 FALCON (NOW)  .-10 99 
El* STEALTH FIGHTER 14.99 
FABLES 1 FIE NOB-LEGEND OF K YRANDtA (NOW) 22 99 
FANTASTIC WORLDS 
(REALMS, PIRATES, MEOA LO MANIA. 
POPULOUS. WONDERLAND) 11 MEG) I NOW).22.99 
FINAL COPY 2 WORD PROCESSOR 7*. TO 
FIRE A ICE.    14.99 
FIRST SAMURAI * MEGA LO MANIA (NOl 2) 13 99 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) .11 99 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 (NQ12)     23.99 
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX 14 99 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (24).7 99 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (M).7*9 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (•*)....«..*7J69 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2^9] 16 99 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7).14 9* 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (M i«99 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-S) 14 99 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (*.7) 16-99 
FUN SCHOOL 4 (M ..16 99 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL • MERLIN * MATHS (7-11) 13-99 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL - PAINT N CREATE 
EDUCATIONAL ART(S~) . 11.99 
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL SPELLING FAIR (MJ) 19-99 
FUTURE WARS (NO 12) 199 
GAUNTLET 2{H013).  4.99 
GAUNTLET 3    1«M 
GHOULS W GHOSTS (HOW> .-.Wt 
GOBLWNtJ .    WSf 
ODD* .-.14.99 
GOLDEN AXE    ,.t4 
GOLF (OCEAN) {HOW) if TO 
GOLF WORLD CLASS LEAOERBGARD 6 99 
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER MANAGER ID *9 
GUHSH IP 2009(1 MEG)._2iS* 
HARLEQUIN . W.f* 
HARPOONVl.il.    39-9* 
HEAD OVER HEELS .  -St# 
HEAD TO HEAD (NOW) . 2M* 
HE MHO ALL (1 MEG) (NOW) .11 TO 
HERDQUEST . DATA DISK (N012) . ,.,14,9* 

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (NO W) .,   4 3* 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION iftOBOCQP, 
GHOSTBUSTEPS 2, HOUMA JONES ACTION. 
BATMAN TX£ MOW) CVS (NOP).9.9* 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 .37.9* 
HOME ALONE I NO 12k.,  16,9* 
HOOK...„. 16 99 
HUMANS (NOW) .17.9* 
IK* ..    4.99 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE .#,»* 
INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION (FATE OF ATLANTIS) (N012| 17.49 
INDIANA JONES 2 ADVENTURE 
(FATE OF ATLANTIS) {NOW) .,209$ 
INDY HEAT (HQ121 .16.9* 
INTERCEPTER • RENEGADE LEGoON (68) (NOlIl ...9.9* 
INTERNATlON RUGBY CHALLENGE (H0l2) . 17.4* 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE (NOW) 19 49 
ISH A R - LEO END OF THE FORTRESS .10 4* 
JACK NICKL4US GOLF  ......,.,*.99 
JAGUAR Kim {1 MEG) 10.49 
JAMES POND (NOW) .6 TO 
JAMES POND 2 - R08QCO0 16.99 
JET SET WILLY (NOW) .. ..  *TO 
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER ..14.99 
JINXTER (M/SCROLLS) .. .3.99 
JOHN MADDEN’S (U S ) FOOTBALL 
KGB{N012| 
KICK OFF * EXTRA TIME DISK (NOP) 
KICK OFF 2 (1 MS0WN012) . 
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE (NOW) . 
KICK OFF z GIANTS OF EUROPE (NOW) .. 
KICKOFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE (NOW) .. 
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS (NOW) . 
KICKOFF 3 (NOW) .  14.99 
KIDS TYPE JUNIOR WORD PROCESSOR.HOT 
KIND WORDS. 3 WORD PROCESSOR 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG) . 
LEanDER .... 
LEATHER GODDESSES (NOW),.. 
LEGEND 
LEGENDS OF VALOUR (NOW) .... 
H|M|H 2(HOW) .... 

MINI OFFICE iWORO PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, 
DATABASE AND OiSX UTILITIES).J| f* 
MONSTER PACK 2 (KILLING GAME SHOW. 
AWESOME BEAST*)(HOIf) 14*6 
MDTORHEAO (N012).Ilf* 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 4 9* 
NICKY BOOM .14 99 
NIGEL MANSELL S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ll.1l 
NODDY8 PLAYTIME (EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAM FOR C«iL0fl£N A DEO 3^) |i MEG) ,1TJ9* 
NUCLEAR WAR 7.** 
PACMAHIA IH012) 9 9* 
-£TW M- 

SHUTTLE (NO W). 
SltEHt SERVICE 2(1 

..-.i*W 
MEG) (HOP) I3f# 

..72.-9* 
12-9* 
UM 

PAG ESC 
PANG.. 

t R M DESK TOP PUBLISHING 

16*9 
tf.99 

3 99 
9*9 
9 *9 
?** 

... 7.99 

....29.** 
.22.99 

-- W.99 
. 3 99 

19*9 
23.99 
W,99 

.1249 
...,20,99 
.9-*9 
.. .16.99 
.6 99 
.,...7.99 
.11.99 

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 
LEMMINGS 
LEMMINGS 2 (NOW) ..... 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK ■ OH NO! . 
LETHAL WEAPON |l MED) . 
LOMBARD PAC RALLY 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE (NOW) 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 (N0T2). 
LOTUS 3 - THE FINAL CHALLENGE (1 MEG I {N011} 16 4| 
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS (1 MEGl W 99 
MAGIC POCKETS ....14.99 
MAQIC WORLDS (STORM MASTER DRAGONS 
BREATH. CRYSTALS OF ARBOR! A)(NOW) 15*9 
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE .W 99 
MCDONALDS LAND (NOW) .  I7.*f 
MSGA SPORTS (SUMMER GAMES i t 2. 
WINTER GAMES) (HOW) .... 16 99 
MEGA TWINS (HOW) ..  144# 
MICRO ENGLISH (3 YRS TO GCSE 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM I 14-9* 
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNER TO CCSE 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUH] 14 » 
MICRO GERMAN ]BEGINNER TO GOSE AND 
BUSINESS LEVEL 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM(■. 16 99 
MICRO MATHS <11 YRS TO COSE 
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM|.T( 99 
MICROPROS! 3D GOLF .  WJ* 
MIOHIGNT RESISTANCE (NO 12k  4.9# 
MIDWIHTtR! W*9 

,»4.» 
.6.9* 

PANZA KICK BOXING (HOW),..  .7^89 
PARASOL STARS . I6 f* 
PEN PAi. WORD PROCESSOR 54 *9 
PE Rf ECT GENERAL .23.9* 
PERFECT GENERAL DATA DISK 13 9* 
PGA TOUR GOLF « COURSES 1*4* 
PGA TOUR GOLF C OURSE P<$K .114* 
PHN BALL DREAMS (I MEG) 12.99 
PINBALL FANTASIES 17,99 
PLAYER MANAGER NOW) .   *.9* 
populouss simcrn...     ..is#* 
POPULOUS 2{1 MEG) - CHALLENGE DATA DISK Jl #9 
POPULOUS 2 CHALLENGE DATA DISK .11*9 
POWER UP (CHASE H O. tuRRlCAN. K OUT. 
ALTERED BEAST RAINBOW ISUNOS) INOP) 9 99 
POWERDHIFT ........ .3 99 
POWE AMONG! R (NOW) 19 49 
P OWE RMONGER WW 1 DATA DISK (NOW) 1149 
POWERWDRKB 
(MAXIPLAN PLUS SPREADSHEET KIND WORDS 3 
WORD PROCESSOR WFOFH.E DATABASE )fNO#| 39 » 
PREMIER MANAGER I* *9 
PREMIERE lit* 
PRINCE OF PERSIA (l MEG) 1M 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 ..    ,.,,14.99 
PROJECT* (I MEG) . 16** 
PRO-TEXT VERSION 4 3 WORD PROCESSOR . J*.#* 
PUSH-OVEft .........-. 
QUEST A GLORY (BLOODWYCH MIDWINTER, 
CADAVER. BATI (K0l2) ...... W » 
OUf STRON 3fSS(l(H013).  4,99 
RAGNAROK (NOW) .if *9 
RAHROAD TYCOON 11 MEQ) 11.« 
RAINBOW COLLECTION S~ LIBBLE BOBBLE RAINBOW ISLANDS. NEW 

ALAND STORY) (HOP)... .   9*9 
RAMPART (NOW) .16.** 
RAVING MAD {MEGA TWINS. JAMES POND 7 - 
RQBOCQD RODlAKD) (HOW) f*.99 
RBI BASEBALL 2 (NOPj.13*9 
REACH FOR THE SKIES (NOW) 19,99 
fuCk dangerous (NOW) 9*9 
ROAD RASH (HOW)  Tf.4f 
ROBOCOP 3 (NOW) 
ROME iMEGMNOWi IMS 
RUGBY WORLD CUP (ND12)      7.99 
BABA! TEAM .     15*9 
SCRABBLE DE LUXE . 17 99 
SCRIBBLE WORD PROCESSOR 24 39 
SECRET QF MONKEY ISLAND (i MEG . If f* 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 23 » 
SENSIBLE SOCCER ( »-»S*aSON| 16.99 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST J WITH SHIRT I f* 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 3 19 4* 
SHADOWLANQS ....-19.43 
SHADOWORLDS(NOW) .   15 9# 
SHOOT EM UP C0HSWCTX3K KlT {NOT7) 7,9# 

SIM ANT MQ12} 
SPACE CRUSADE (NOW). 
SPACE CftUSAOE DATA Di’6K (MOW| 
SPACE GUN iWORK9 WITH TROJAN 
LIGHT PHAZEft GUN)<N(>W). 
SPECIAL forces , 
SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR |1 UEG) (NQPl 
STEVE OA VIS SNOOK Eft . . . 
STORM MASTER ... 
STRATEGY WASTERS 
(POPULOUS HUNTER SPIRIT OF EXCAuBUR, 
CHESSPLAYER 2150 DEUfEROS) (NOW) »» 
STREET FIGHTER 2 (NOW) . „ 1#4* 
STUART PEARCe B SOCCER SELECTION S 
(KICK OFF 2. MICRO PROSE SOCCER MANCHESTER 
UNITED. INTERNATIONAL SOCCER!(HO 12) ... .19,*# 
STUNT CAR RACER (NOW) *99 
SUPER CARS Jl NOP J . .7.99 
SUPER HANG ON .. S.#9 
SUPER HERO (NOW) 19,49 
SUPREMACY . ..... .... ... ,16,99 
$WlTC HR L APE 2 (NO IJ) .7W 
SWtV(NOP) ..         Y«9 
SWORD OF SODAN (NOW) 5.9# 
T M T [APR. HARO OfllVIN TOORJM. 
DRAGON SPIRIT XYBOTSHNQP| 9.99 
TAKE 2 ANIMATION PROGRAM [ANIMATES 
PICTURES DRAWN IN MOST AftT PACKAGES) 43-4* 
TEAM YANKEE.... .... .17.99 
THEtOBf TREASURES OF IfdFOCOM 1 
{20 CLASSIC INFQCQM TITLES! (NOW) ..27.99 
THUNDER HA WK , , 9.99 
TITUS Time FDX .-..,949 
TftODOLEflB...,..   ISM 
TROJAN ALIEX (LtOHT PHAZER GAME) 0.9* 
TROJAN - CYREft ASSAULT (LIGHT PHAZER GAME)4 9* 
TROJAN ■ FiftESTAfl (LIGHT PHAZER GAME) 9 99 
TROJAN ■ THE ENFORCER (LIGHT PHAZtft GAME) ,.9.99 
TUBfttCAN{NOW}. .  699 
TURftICAN 2 (NOW) . .  6,99 
tv SPOflTS BASEBALL (NOW] , ,H49 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL (NOW)...  7.99 
ULTIMA 5 |NQWl..    ,..,1«M 
ULTIMA TfiQOLf (HOI 2}. ..7.99 
UNIVER 5A L MONSTERS I NOW! .1199 
UTOPIA .11,99 
UTOPIA NEW WOftLOS DATA DISK ID-99 
VROOM (NO 12).-17.99 
vnOQM OATA DISK (NOW! 124| 
WALKER |NO 12k .. ..... .1941 
WHEELS OF FIRE (MAUD CHIVIN'. POWf RDWFT. 
CHA SE H 0 TURBO OUTRUN KNOW] .7 99 
WILD STREETS (NOW) ... .TOT 
WtZ.KiD .-___ 14 99 
WIZARDRY 6 BANE OF THE COStJUC FOflCE 74 4# 
WIZARDRY 7 - CRUSADERS QF THE DARK SAVANT 27 «S 
WOCPCHILD... IfJft 
WORDWORTH Ml.lt Amiga 609 RLUS WORD 
PROCESSOR [SPECIAL ENHANCED 2 MEG VERWON 
WITH l MEG UPGRADE FOB ABOoM , T# » 
WORD WORTH Vi l E AMIGA 600 WORD PROCESSOR 
(SPECIAL ENHANCED 2 MEG YEHSKiNi WITH 1 MEG 
UPGRADE FOR A60D)  (MOT 
WORDWORTH WORD PROCESSOR (1 MEG| 74 #9 
WWF WRE ST LINO (NO Wl .   tiOT 
WWF WRESTLING2 {1 MECU 1*99 
XENON 2 MEGA BLAST 499 
ZAKMCKflACltEN(N013S3 9 99 
ZODLiTMEG? -79 #9 

INTERCEPTOR 

9,99 

ISHAR 

10.49 
LEMMINGS 

12.49 

WHE ELS OF FIRE PREMIE R E 

7.99 11.99 
CRAZY CARS 3 TITUS THE FOX 

9.99 9.49 11.99 
ELITE 

10*99 
LOTUS TURBO 2 

11.99 

JAGUAR XJ220 GRAHAM TAYLOR S MlCROPRPSE GOLF 

10.49 10.99 13*99 
SPACE CRUSADE RAILROAD TYCOON' 

12*99 13,99 3,99 

BLUES BROTHERS 

e.99 

HARLEQUIN FIRST SAM & MEGALQ UTOPIA 

12.99 13*99 11.99 

F19 STEALTH 

14*99 

FIS SIR EAGLE 2 

14.99 

CHAMP MGR 

12*99 14.99 
THUNDERHAWK BATTLE OF BRITAIN 

9.99 12*99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
EXTERNAL If" CHSK OftfVt FOR AM(GA WITH 
SOHV/CinZEN DRIVE MECHANISM QUIET, HIGH 
QUALITY, SLIM LINE DESIGN 46 » 

POWER SCAN HAND SCANNER FOR AMIGA (VERSION 

2) TRUE GREY SCALE. lOO-*»OP1 [INCLUDES 
SOFTWARE) 0#9S 

GVP 2x1 MEG AMIGA RAM EXPANSION (SIMMS 

FTT IN GVP HARD DRIVE TQ EXPAND AMIGA BY 2 

MEG OR 4 MEG RAM] 
B6#6 

PREMIER CONTROL CENTRE 

FDR AMIGA A50G Ofl ASOO 

PLUS [STEEL MONITOR 

STAND WITH EXTRA SHELF FOR EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 

AND ACCESSORIES PLUS CABLING FOR EASIER 

CONNECTION OF JOYSTICKS AND MOUSE) 

GVP HOB* #2 j 
MEGABYTE ] 

AMIGA A500 AND A500 PLUS HARO DRIVE (SERIES H). RAM 3 

BUB SYSTEM, WITH EXPANSION1 SLOTS EXPANDABLE TOi 

MED 
FREf MEMBERSHIP 

2719# 

SPEAKERS FOR AMIGA OR 

REQUIRES AAA BATTERIES OR MAINS ADAPTOR 

FOR COMPUTERS. 

FOR 
ATTACHMENT TO MONITOR 

lit# 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR SCREENOEAT ] 
SPEAKERS TOT 

34,96 

MEGAMIX MASTER SOUND SAMPLER 

FOR AMIGA (1 MEG) 
34.96 

SOUIK MOUSE FOR AMIGA 

OR ATARI ST 

12-99 

TECWOPLUS AMIGA FAMILY 

3 WORD PROCESSOR JIMMY WHITE S SNOOKER 

JOYSTICK. DUST COVER. FlLE4-DtSft HEAD CLEANER. 

BLANK fflSKS AND MOUSE WAT> 47 

TECNOPLUS EXTERNAL DISK DfifVE FOR AMIGA WITH 

GODS AND SPEED® AL L 2, 1 MEG UN FOR MATTED 
CAPACITY NEAR SILENT OPERATION HIGH-TECH 

SLIMLINE DESIGN AND LONGER CABLE FOR 

CONVENIENT POSITIONING BY COMPUTER.6999 

PREMIER CONTROL CENTRE FOR AMIGA A60C (STEEL MONTTOH STAND WITH 

EXTRA SHELF FOR EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE AND ACCESSORIES CUSTOM FIT 

FOR THE A690) J4-OT 

SOUND ENHANCER FOR AMIGA 

[BOOSTS SOUND) 

Via AMIGA 12 (CAPTURES COLOUR IMAGES FROM VIDE' 

MACHINE OR CAMCORDER COMPATIBLE WITH TAKE 3 OEU 
PAINT 4 AND MOST ART PACKAGES) 

TECNO SOUND TURBO 

SOUND SAMPLER FOR AMIGA (INCLUDES LEAD FOR 

ATTACHMENT TO WALKMANJDr&CMAN AND REVISED 

MANUAL) 
Z7OT 

ZYDEC STEREO SPEAKERS FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST WITH 
BUILT-IN AMPUF1ER AND VOLUME CONTROLS 34.OT 

i MEGABYTE AS0O PLUS BAM UPGRADE (TECNOPLUS) 

1 MEGABYTE AMO HAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 

S12K AMIGA RAM WJTH CLOCK FOR A SCO AND ASQO* 

512K AMIGA RAM WITHOUT CLOCK FOP A5Q0 AND AK 

ASOl AMIGA [WITH BART>£WK RAM EXPANSION 

(GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK PLUS PART SIMPSON GAME) 

CLEANING KfT FOR COMPUTERS (INCLUDES VACUUM) 

OUST COVER FOR ASQ0 ...... 

DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC) .. 

HFF1 LEAD FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST (STANDARD PHONO INPUT) . 

MONITOR LEAD FOR AMIGA TO PHILIPS CMAS33 MK 2 MONITOR 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA POWER SUPPLY....... 

RF SWITCH FOB AMIGA. ATARI ST OH CONSOLE ____ 
SC ART LEAD FQR AMIGA TO TELEVISION WITH SC ART INPUT.,. 

TILT AND SWIVEL MONITOR STAND (FITS 14' MONITORS AND TV S) 

21 OT 

. 
.Y-OT 

.37 69 
.19# 

14 99 



DRIVING G 

/IS JOYSTICK F 

USTABLE ^ 
RDGRA 

NEW - THE LATEST M HAND HELD ENTEtlAIMMENT 

Alt GAMES UNDER DO' 

QUICKSHOT 
SUPERVISION 
HAND-HELD CONSOLE 
WTM STEREO EARPHONES, 
batteries aw ov m ball 

E GRAND PR1K GAME 

39.99 

2 INI (HASH BLOCK 
AND EAGLE PLAN] . 799 
AUEN . .7.99 
BLOCKBUSTER 799 
CARRIER 799 
CHALLENGER tank 799 
CHIMERA 999 
GRAND PfilX »99 
HERO KID 799 
MONEY BEE 799 
OLYMPIC TRULLS 999 
PS2 SEA BATTLE 7.99 
PaC BOY AND MOUSE 799 
PENGUIN HIDEOUT 9 99 
POLICE BUST ,7 99 
SUPER BLOCK 
(3 GAMES IN ONE) 7.99 
SUPER PANG 9 99 
TENNIS PRO V2 9 99 

NEW AMIGA 1200 r 
\Utith, nth I it At 200 
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AMIGA A1200 GRAND PRIX PACK 

PREP FORMULA 1 < 
tme MEMBERSHIP 379.99 

VERBATIM = 
13.5” DSOD DISK 

WITH LABEL 
69 p each pr 

LL HARDWARE PRICES INCLUDE | 
CARRIAGE TO UK MAINLAND 

22.99 FOR 50 

ZZZSm 
_IS35" HIGH DENSITY 
£G). . -3 0& 

" GOLDSTAR HIGH 
H LABELS .15*9 

3,5^ DSDO 
IDENTITY ^ VERBATIM DISK i 

KMMBj ia, WITH LABEL 
■ e^aAtft 

WIN £2000 WORTH OF PRIZES IN THE BIG 
COMPETITION! FULL DETAILS 
IN THE NRG CLUB 

m MAGAZINE! 
*E OM.Y SUPPLY MEMBERS BiJT YOU CAN ORDER A$ YOU JOIN 

There tS A SURCHARGE O* SOp per game on telephoned orders 
[ (Ri£a$e hunt #i block capitals) 

I Name 

I Address _ 

We only supply members but you can order as you /om. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP: UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10.99 

_ Postcode. 

I Phone _ Machine. 

The Special Reserve full colour 48 page club magazine NRG is 
sent to all members bi-monthly. NRG features full reviews of new 
games plus mini-reviews, new products, Special Reserve charts, 

Release Schedule and hundreds of special offers. 

E Enier membership number {if applicable} or 
NteteishiD £6.99 UK. E8.99 EEC. E10.&9 World 

I'tem 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save even more money off our amazing prices 

iiiom 

iem 

I 

t*^: 

NRG also contains competitions to win E£t£s worth of prizes. Cu-tt**'/on offer ? 
‘0 THE BIG COMPETITION r* First Friz# wrote *- AMIGA, 

SUPER NES AND A MEGA DRIVE, y** 5" "Tro-f 6 SUPER NESs end 6 

MEGADRlVEs :? *o* Tvcfcy rennet ur "w! C'os5"^ ' $93. 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for Megadrive, Master System, 

Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy. NES, Lynx, Amiga. Atari ST, ISM PC and CDTV. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT 

Ctoque/F o/AcctisMetiwGatfMcWVsa Swidi I b&a No_ 

Crew card 

[e*P*Y 0ara_ 

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection 
120,000 people have joined Special Reserve, so don't delay, join today! 

SgniJune^ 

(Cnegues payable ,0 SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW. CM21 9PH 
Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software order! 
please add £2-00 per him. Non-software items please add 

25V Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only. 
Oversees order* muif be paid by credit card. 



Bewildered? Confused? Constrained? 

Girl: Oh dear 
Daddy, how 
can I move all 
my IFF files 
from the root 
directory of 
my IDE HD to 
a floppy using 
the CLI? 

Dad: Ermm??! 

DI£- Please insert 
Uorkbench2.0 
in any drive 

Would you like to (So damage to 
people who keep On telling you 
amazing thing a about the Amiga? 

Do you know your beat-'em-ups Well, think that it** about time you 
from your shoot-'em-ups? Or for that did know your 'serious1 software, 
matter from your god-games? your games and your hardware... 

...and within the pages of The 
Amiga format Encyclopaedia we'll 
explain what Workbench is... 

close Title 

’ol HorfcbwtchZ.B 94Y. 

F1C 

\ 

Ran Disk 

e nr 

IW« 

...what exactly a RAM disk or for 
that matter any kind of disk (floppy 
or hard) call us over zealous but... 

...well even explain the entire 
Amiga range to you, who Invented it 
end why it** called an Amiga... 

Oh and we'll also bung in lots of 
amusing stories about men called 
Jeff, chip* called Denise... 

...and lots of information about 
software companies. It’s going to 
be a blast, thank you for listening. 

The Amiga Format Illustrated Encyclopedia 



You won't be for very much longer... 

Nobody knows everything, 
but you could get close, if 

you read... 

' The 
Illustrated 

Encyclopaedia 
of the Amiga 

(and it's all for under four notes!) 

of the Amiga is priced at £3.95 



FIRST EXTRAS PACK 

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE (Leeds) Tel:0532 319444 
MONITORS This hit gut to be <hr bett Amiga under £400 00 ever 

produced True JI bit technology bated on the *8020 
chip running at I 4. 1 Mhi and alto the new AA custom 
chipset The I 1Q4 represent* eh* future of the Amiga, 
Buy rt/f Comet with Workbench 3 

AMIGA 500 Plus only £294.99 
Cartoon Classics Pack 

AMIGA 500 Cartoon Classics Deluxe 

Only 079.99 -nthbuilt <n Rom thetr 1.04fU 
4 

AMIGA600Basepack .£279.99 
* 

AMIGA 600 20HD The Epic pack 
With 14 Mb Hard drive. Epic. Rome, Myth, A Tnvtai 
Puruni Dictionary. Language Lab ft Detune Paint 1 

only £475.99 (Inc On Site Mumrrunir J 

All our printers are UK spec, 
All our monitors are UK spec. 

All monitors come complete with 
a free Amiga lead 

WARNING: Before you purchase a monitor make Hire 

it has a fuR UK specification. You might be buying whit 

you think b a shthIv monitor at a lower price but it is 

W«J| to be a "GREY" import. These monitors do not 

comply with British safety standards and are not covered 

by an official warranty 

CITIZEN 
COMPUTER FW/TERS 

THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
OPEN MON-SAT.™..._9.30AM-5.JOPM 

SUNDAY OPENING.I I.00AM-3 00PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT UTE~9.30AM-7.MPM 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 

stereo colour monitor 
Colour ucnonwHUf. MW-3*1 lo*. rnolucion. gnen 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR 

STAR, CITIZEN, COMMODORE, 

ACORN, PR IMA. ROMBO, 

SUPRA <6 SEGA 

FREE DELIVERY! 

HOWTO ORDER only £199.99 
PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 

SVGA Colour monitor 

with overscon facility 
* BnHuncr mwMW bat a high quikty Supv VGA 

Order by telephone quoting your 

credit card number, If paying by 

cheque please make payable to the: 

"FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE." 
In any correspondence please quote 

a phone number & post code. Allow 

5 working days for cheque clearance 

THEAMAZING 
ZOOL PACK!! 

Complete with the best selling: 
•ZOOL (97% Amiga Computing, Nov 92} 
•STRIKER (94% CU Amiga, June 9Z)t 
•PINBALL DREAMS (94% AUIt Sept 92) 
•TRANSWRITE word processor 

with 90k UK spell checker!! 

only £ I 9.99 with any AMIGA!' 

or £29.99 without an AMIGA 

SPECIAL 

OFFERS 

1500version Liby.yy 

wi(h Flicker Free Video card 

AS 00 VERSION £489.99 
PHILIPSTV/MONITOR 

superior to a standard TV wt with 

fciM rrmote contra* and F AST TEXT 

only £269.99 
COMMODORE 1940 multisync 

only £436,99 

• All prices include VAT and 
Standard Delivery in the UK 

• All hardware/computers 

are genuine UK spec, 

• Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 

day Delivery 
• Guaranteed 2 to 3 day 
Delivery only £2*50 
• Guaranteed Next Day 

Delivery only £4.90 

•Open seven days a week for 

your convenience 
• Overseas orders welcome 

A600& 1200's 
with built in Hard Drive 

Hard Drive upgrade kits for 600 A I 200 

available. Please phone for prices 

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 

Citizen Swift 9 Colour„,„.£l79.99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended 

NEW?! Swift 240 Colour....£269.99 
14 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode. 24Dtps. 

NEW!?Swift 200Colour.£217.99 
Same out put at the 240 but with less facilities 

Automatic Sheet feeder..,.£79.99 
Canon BJI Oex.—.£219.99 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
SurSJiBCanoidStar bufoblejet cartridges.......117.99 

NEW?! Canon BJ200.£347.99 
3 page a m»n ipetd. ISO dpi, smaW footprint 4 SO page vheethedef 

Canon BJ300.£379.99 
Desktop bubble jet with laser quality 

Canon BJ330...£519.99 
Wide carriage version of the 8J 300 

BJ I Oex Autosheetfeeder...£52.99 
Hewlett Packard Printers 

H P500 mono.now £3 19.99 
H P 500 Colour..now £419.99 
HP 550 Coiour..now £554.99 

4 times faster than the HPSQOC!/ 
HPSO0 mono cartridges..I 4.99 
Double life 500 cartridges....£24,99 

All HP printers come with a 3 
year warranty 

A600 AI 200 

20Mb-.£429.99_  ,,£539.99 
40Mb..£499.99,. £604.99 
60Mb..£529,99,-  £044,99 
ft 0Mb.£559.99...£694.99 

I 20Mb...  *.£POA....£704.99 
Complete with I 2 month back to base warranty 

SAtCIAL OFFERS ON ACCESSORIES WHEN 
SOUGHT WITH A MONITORS 

TILT 4 SWIVEL STANDS..ClI. 
14" MONITOR COVERS.....__£S, 

SUPRA MODEMS 
The Supra*Fax Modem 

V.32bis(l4400 baud///) 

AMIGA 3000 RANGE 
SALES &TECHNICAL 25 Mhi with 52 Mb HO, 2Mb RAM...£129919 

25Mhi with (05 Mb HD.___£1549.99 
All 1000 s come with Amiga Vision Hard drive 4 

Workbench 1. 12 month on *«r warranty 

24 HOUR MAIL ORDER 

service 6 lines;; 

Spn hides V Hbn. V.12, V lib*. V22. V2J MNP 2 
I, V 4t V42bts Class I a 2 temmundt. 9400jf I 4400 
Group 1 Fa* Includes Ire# comms software and mo 
dem cable 

nnlv /ISO 99HI 

AMIGA 4000 
With the power of the 12 6* processor i uniting at 25 Mhi 

(upgradeable), the new double AA graphic* chip set ft 

ik.SfridhOn colours. High deflMty 1,44 Mb floppy. UOMblDt 

only £2099.99 

FAX: 0532 319191 

FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS 

ENQUIRES TEL 0532 637988 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 

CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DEPT AF, UN/T 3, 

ARMLE/PARK COURT, 
OFF CECIL STREET, 

STANNINCLEY ROAD, 
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE, 

Heavy duty Prima power supply, 
recommended for u*e with the 

V32 bis fax modem 
only £10.00 extra 

when bought with modem 
* 

Supra Fax Plus 
(up to 9600 BPS) 

With the abdrty w send Lues! iven taster than the 
standard 2 400 from Sup* a •nth.MJiuifcolA auto retetve 
**00 bps Hayes com* YU. V42 Bn MNP 2 5 A auto 
■ufruvl to nuinmr timnMwn speeds Includes tree 
mudeen cable A comrm ywf 

now only £139.99 
* 

GP FAX SOFTWARE only £29,99 
if bought with modem 

AMIGA 1500+ only £415.99 
With 2.04 Kickstart chip and Workbench 2 04 IT 

AMIGA 1500+ SW Pack only £445.99 

AMIGA I S00 Oelwxe.,only £479.99 
With the Prim* ROM sharer, 1312.04 Kickstart chip 

At Arrwfa'tcom* with Workbench, mouse 4 12 month 
warranty. The standard AUTO v AI 200. A1000 4 A4000 

tome with 11 months on site warranty All 600 i also 

come with a Mt| m integral hard disk option 

With the FilRST EXTRAS Pack you can make 

sure you have every thing you need when 

buying an Amiga. All the essentials required 

for the first time buyer & at a bargain price// 

Comprises: 
• Top quality microswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
• House Mat _ 
• Dust Cover 
• 10 high quality Blank Disks 
• Plus 3 games// 

CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK 
AND A570 CD ROM 

Prices are subject to change 

without notice. E&OE. 
Complete with C DTV, Keyboard, Mouse, disc drive 

Fred Fith A Workbench l.l..Oflly £469.99 
CD Rom Amiga A570..only £329.99 

Turns your Anuga 100 uiia « CDTV 

CD TV keyboard......_™»dyi4t 9* 
Mouvrjoystick interface,———.—..._iK>A 

Supra 2400 



POWER SCANNE 
These high quality Prim a modules will take 
your A500 Plus or the new A6Q0 (inc built in 
clock) up to 2 Mb of chip RAM without 
invalidating your warranty 

tj^0MB0v 
/IDI 12 £77.99// 

<£ 
3 YEAR 

WARRANTY" 

PRIMAROM SHARERS 

SUPRA RAM 

When l£tk4 ZIPS are uicd, the Supra HAM can cnly be 

populated up to 1 Mb without replacing: with I Hb by f ZIPS 

8Mb pop to I Mb.£89.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb 14.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb (ihun 139.99 

8Mb pop to 4 Mb„.,£l94.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb.,.£299.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 

2000/1 500 range*.,...£ 149.99 

5l2KRAM.only£22.99 
Top quality Reflex RAM tipaniwn for the A5W 

complete with battery backed clock and onfoff switch, 

'N. 

GYP PRODUCTS 
AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 
GVP Scries II HD8+ d2Mb..only £289.99 

GVP Series II HD8+ 80Mb..only £379.99 

GVP Scries II HD8+ I 20Mb.only £4 19.99 

GVP Series ll HD6+ 240Mb...only £669-99 

A50O GVP Combo's 
AS30 Combo 40MHi/BQMb HD..only £679.99 

AS 34 Combo 40 MHz/1 20Mb H D. .only £759.99 

AS JO Combo 40MHx/240Mb HD..only £989.99 

6868 2 Co- Processor Kit for A530.-Only £209.99 

GVP memory RAM 
fo* RAM ctfd AMIGA mam with Imb .only £ 149-99 

3 2 bit 60 m I Mb SIMM for Accelerator, .only £64.99 

3 2 bit 60m 4Mb SIM M for Accelerator..on ly £ I 79.99 

1500/2000 Hard Drives 
Impact Series II HC8+ Control card..only £ I 24.99 

Impact Series IIHC8+with 4 2M b H D.. only £269.9 9 

Impact Series IIHC8+with BOMb HD. Wily £149.99 

Impact Series IIHC8+ with 120Mb HD..only £409.99 

Impact Series IIHG0+ with 240Mh HD„Oitiy £$39.99 

ImpactSeriesIIHCB+with420Mb HD. only £ 1039.99 

1500/2000 GTORCE ACCELERATORS 

G-Force HO-UMHi with IMb 32 bit RAM only £549.?9 

G-Force 030-40MHt with 4Mb 32 bit RAM.only £789,99 

G-Force 0Jfl.SOMHi with 4hb 32 bit RAM.only 11J 09.99 

G-Force 046-18MHz with 1Mb 31 bit RAM for A3500 

only £1499.99 

Syquest 8&Mb + Cartridge & HC8+ 

only £559,99 

All GVP products come with a full 2 year warranty 

ROCHARD DRIVES 
ROCTEC AS00 CONTROLLER CARD 
Very similar in style to the GVP HD8+ but 

without a hard drive so you can fit yOur Own. 

Please specify IDE or SCSSI. Expands to 8Mb 

of RAM uiln« SIMMS only £164.99 
ROCTEC 40Mb.£269.99 

ROCTEC 60Mb ..£304.99 
ROCTEC 80Mb....£339.99 
ROCTEC 120Mb. ..£374.99 

With the latest version 1 sofware for bright 6 sharp grey 
scale performance. Flexible scanned image display 
manipulation options, plucClean up, embolden, reuae & Hip 

^ ASOOP A 400 

..only £16.99 ...£23.99 

only i 

Unpopulated,. 

Populated to 5I2K.only £26.99..£32.99 

Populated to I Mb...only £33.99.£39.99 

l Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card.il 34,99 

4 Mb AiOO OR A1200 RAM card..£Z04,99 

£94.99 <widemo 
Colour version only £229.99 

EPSON G56000 COLOUR FLATBED 

only £799.99 pfon far detadt 1 fone 

No Mien or RGB ip titter required Colour images can 
be captured m less than a second, mono images are 
grabbed m real lime. Compatible with any video source. 
Inc multitasking software, cut & paste with 
masking, multiframe store with animated playback, 
composite or t-video input. 4096 HAM support 

MICE &TRACKERBALLS 

Sound&Vision £99.99.'/ 
Vidi 12 with built in Megamix Master!/ 

TAKE 2 £39.99// 
features include load and save from D. Faint animations 
and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics 

Because some older software will not run on 
Kfckstart 2 First Computers launched the PRlMA 
{as supplied to Phoenix) ROM sharer. This high 
quality ROM sharer features a flexible ribbon 
connection so that it can be positioned anywhere 
within your AS00 Plus or A600, Full 2 year 
replacement warranty 

now only £19.99 or £27,99 
for keyboard switchable version 

NAKSHA MOUSE only £24.99 _ 
with Operation Stea'tr. mo v* mat holder and 2 nfiJSITlIX MHStGT £29*99,, 
yea warranty 290D 1 .. ft bit. high spec simpler. Special effects include echo that 

Golden Image Megs Mouse “add«jmr«jtimtMymjtitKkk^iei4yto««. 

Fully rmcro-twitehed 

(news 

Simply the best! Fits tmto the tide espansion port Auto 

configures with no software patching. 

only £12.99 
GENIUS Happy mouse me mouse 
mat Same quality as the Naksha mouse. 

only £19.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE Brush 

mouse with Deluxe paint 3 

MICROBOTICS 

New concept in mice. Held in a similar way to a pen 

only £24.99 
Golden Image optical mouse.,-.£29,99 
Zydet TrackerbalL......___..£29.99 
Golden Image Crystal Trackball,..£34.99 

DISK DRIVES 
Roclite 3.5" 

only £66.99 
Cumana 3.5" 
1 meg external drive. The belt name in disc 
drive* now at a great price. 

only £57.99 

OPAL VISION 
24 bit graphics card ft video system for the I 500 

2000'3060 4000, Includes software bundle 

''‘fjgyyjjNonly £635.99 

GENLOCKS 
GVP Genlock only £349.99 

features professional SVHS output 
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Rocgen Plus only £ 134.99 
Includes dual control for overlay and 
keyhole effects, extra RGB pass thru 

ROCGEN ROCKEY 
For creating special effects in video 

produt t ion with genlocks 

only £269.99 
EMULATORS 

KCS Power board.£ 147.99 
Regarded atone of the best emulators on the market. 

I 500/2000 adaptor..£59.99 

MS-DOS 4 or 5..£POA 

KCS Power board for A600.i 167.99 

Vortex Golden Gate 386..£389.99 
This it a PC J44-2SSX Bndgeboard running at IS MHz 

Vortex Golden Gate 486..£699.99 
Thrt ,1 PC 4U-U5X ftnrftrtKurd runnn, .< IS MHz 

Vortex ATOnce+ 286.£214.99 
714 emulator now with liMh* clock tpeH 

ACCELERATORS 
VXL30 Z $ M ft z.,„„£229.99 
VXL30 40 Mh**„.t..£349,99 
688B I Co pro for above.£79.99 
I 68BB2 Co pro for above...£1 19.99 
32 bit 2 Mb ram for above...£189.99 
17 Kir 8 MK RAM for ihnwp £104 44 

The new MBXI200 
CO-PROCESSOR & 

RAM BOARD 
for the AMIGA 1200 

Realise the full potential of 
your A1200 buy adding this 
trapdoor expansion 
With 68881 I4MHZ...£ 119.99 
With 68882 25MHZ.„£POA 
With 68882 SOMHZ...£POA 
Fast 32 bit RAM for above £POA 

DRAM & CUSTOM CHIPS 
super slim Roclite. Beit review for dish drives 
in Amiga Format, Now with' built in virus 
checker and anti dick device!/ 

+40 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX.£ft.99 

*150 CAP STACKABLE FOSSO BOX.£1699 

*add DM defiwy 4 pwetoung yut W Pwh «r B*u fox Frw defer? 
when pttftftoHd wrtH ocher product w when feting J v mart. 
AMIGA A500 DUST COVER....£1.79 

AMIGA 600 COVER........ » » 

14" MONITOR DUST COVE R,  **,*♦.*„*.„.,.£6,99 

12" MONITOR DUSTCOVEft...*,*.,*.„...£S99 

AMIGA TO SC ART CABLES... ,.„„.,*.*.*......£0.99 

STD 1.8 METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD*...£4.99 

MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES.£9.99 

I WAT Parallel port sharer____£17,99 

All J.i" disks art GUARANTEED FDR A LIFETIME A are 

CERTIFIED Im ERROR FREE. Our DS.DD diski are high 

quality magnetic media & are extensively used by duplicating 

house* 

QTY 3.5" 
Bulk 

OR VERBATUM 
BRANDED 

10.£4.99.£6.99 
30.£14.29.£ I 7.99 
SO.£21.99.£28.99 
100.. ..£39.99.£54.99 
200.. ..£72.99.£99.99 
500.£169.99.£POA 
I 000..£339.99.£POA 
Branded disks come complete with labels 
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99 

SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS 

Hume Ac c tiuntv 2_ ..07,99 

INTERSPREAD. 
Mint Office.. 

.only £24.99 
£41 90 

NEW!! PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER Plus 
only £29.99 

PLATINUM WORKS....only £39.99.’.' 
Excellent integrated buynesVofRc* peck, -nth powerful 

EDUCATIONAL 
NEW!/6 Pack compendium_...only £2199 

inc Huh Type, Weather Witcher, Calende r Qmz, Words 

B Numbers, Game Set A Much 9 WhM a kf Where is it? 
NEWECMd* Play talking word proc«*or_£ 24,99 
NEW!* Gallery Muta-Media Dbra._***,**£44,99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Distant Sum new version!!,,. 

NewLowFYke// GB Route Plus.*„„,*«»*«.....£4S.?9 
GP FAX Software....,„.£3f.9f 
A Talk comnw Software.... 

MUSIC/SOUND 
Audio Master version 4__<43 44 
Audio Engineer Plu* V2»„...£ I Sf.ff 
NIWV Clarity 16 sampler.___,„_£iqs.94 
Deluxe Musk Costruction Set._ 

NEW!! DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO BY GVP 

ONLY £45.49 
Music X JUNIOR...only £12.99 
ME W/f SUPER JAM....»  .£79.99 

PROGRAMMING 

I mb by M SIMMS (3 chip}*.£28.99 per Mb 

4 Mb by 9 Simms_£ 114,99 per 4 Mb 

I Mb by 4 DRAMS.£42.99 per t Mb 

I Mb by 4 ZIPS.only £39 99 per Mb 

256 by 4 DRAM (DILs) ideal for A590 and others 

4+ (SI2KJ..now only £3.49 

8+ (I Mb).only £3.29 
16+ (2Mb)...now only £3.09 

Kick5tart 1 

Arnol fi—me - 

Amm Compiler..... 
. .£34.99 
.£11 99 

Amo* ID.. ..£25.99 
Amos „ , ._ £47 99 
oevp AC 3.... ^ £5Q_99 
Easy AMOS , ...... --£24,99 
GF A BASIC 1 5 Interpreter...... .—only £19*99 
G F A Bask Cwnpiler-H^^^H, ..£POA 
SASC Language Version 6. ....*£205.99 

Kickstart 2*04,,,.... .£35 99 

Fatter Agnes 8372A.,*,.,.. .£32.99 

Super Denise... .£13.99 

6571 -0326 Keyboard controller.**, 

1 CIA 85 20A I/O controller.. 

*£9.99 

.£8.9? 

Teeno Plus Pro Midi Interface with Sequencer 1 
Plus and 2 midi cables_nnivlA 1 99 
Mouie/joytticfc port switcher... 
Computer Video Scart Switch...*..,,.. 
2 way Parallel port sharer box inc cable. 

.*.ofdy£ 13,99 

...only £19.99 

.,*only£ 17.49 
Amiga found Enhjncrr Fkn by Ontfi FToyKti. Heard* Amiga'i mnd 

liht iffiu'rt H9tr htard it before!.only £36,99 

PRINTERFACE (ADDITIONAL PRINTER PORT 

FOR THE 1544/2440/3«W)....,...£35.99 

QUALITY MOUSE MATS....U,99 

20 CAPACITY DISK BOX.,„„„,+.,.,+l£2,99 

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX.£4.99 

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX..............£6.99 

UTILITIES 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 UPGRADE KIT 
Complete w«h; K*k«irt 2.»4 CHIP. Workbench 
2.04. Irtitall, Foote A Extras dtiki Ml mjenual vet 

now only £57.99 
NEWJ/Grott Dot VS.„......£75 49 
OpUl Dlmetnry-rrTrirT,..T,„ ,/J4 99 

QUARTERBACK VS.,..,now only £3 2.99 
Latew etruon of thi* F*« 6 Famout hard duk fret hup utility 

Quarterback TooK...........now only £37,99 
Xcopy Pro inc. fo"*uta«^ , , ..£17.99 

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
DtCI-VIEW GOLD MEDIA SYSTEM 

Complete graphite presentation package. Complete 
with Digi View Gold, Digi-Paint 3 A Elan Performer 

dow only £119,99 

17 Compugraphk fonts Vol I or 1 by GT.only £4.99 
NE W!t Adorage (creates special video «iect5).£61 -99 
Amiga Vtuon...—__..nowonly £ 19.99 
Art Department Pro 2.1..on*y£l29.99 
Deluxe Paint L,—___.now only £4,99 

NEW!! Deluxe Paint4 AA..   £POA 
EXPERTDRAW..^,___only £49.99 
EXPERT 40 JR.-----only £37.99 

Fie xidump printer 1.99 
NEW LOW PRICE!! Imagine V2.„..„....£! 19.99 
Make Path for Vista_____ OB w 
NEW!! Morph Plus___£149.99 
Pro Draw 3-    £POA 
ScafoSOOu... £75.99 
Take 2„.„......--——--_^39.99 

TURBO PRINT_____09.99 
NEW!/ VIDEO Of RECTOR......£ 124,99 
NEW// VIDEO MASTER....£49.99 
Vbta»„.----£19.99 
Viita Pro 2 (2 Mb required)...£62.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
FINAL COPY UK version I.» ...only L6S.99 
From ifw wTiicnof FrrePai Feature* anefodt halt m outikm fonts 
for top qMtot Output. Ul gmptjKJ import tapaMfo (IFF and 
HAM|. UK thetwrvt. ipaltingtkefl^B detector, n«ert date. Otne. 

4 page number. auk graphics to an? ti», crop graphict, multiple 
column* Layout, mapufied 6 reduced page new 4 much more- 

New! KIND WORDS V3...only £36.99 
Very similar to Wordworth 6 nothing to do 
with the terrible Kmdwordt 1. 

PENPAL 1.4--.only £39.99 
•«« Hlmg frit.., puked mrd p^nhar Mh databaw 

PAGESTREAM 1.2._only £126.99 
Powerful DTP package that we recommend and use, 

NEW!! PACESETTER!_...„.„£POA 
Hut link*..—____£48*99 
Pagn^ttrr 3 DTP_____*.,JPOA 

Pro Page prol«iiorul V3 DTP . now £99.99 
Protext 4.1 W/P--.**.**,**.*nowonly £19.99 
Protext 5.5 W/P-now only £74,99 

NEW?! THE PUBLISHER DTP..£34*99 

WORDWORTH 2 wortipuWrther...£7i99 
nmiurH I t MK RAM arwl 7 ^ un 
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HOW IT WORKS (5 

How it Works: 

the Amiga 
Do you have any idea of what's going on 

inside every time you switch on your 

Amiga? Perhaps you should, because 

the more you understand it, the better 

equipped you are to decide how to 

expand and how to use your 

machine. Damien Noonan 

takes the Amiga apart and 

reveals the secrets of its inner 

workings... 

SO DO YOU understand your Amiga? 

Perhaps you should. Ifs easy to be confused 

by all the numbers and abbreviations that fly 

around when we re talking about the specifica¬ 

tion of an Amiga, but if you understand how 

your Amiga works, it all becomes clear. 

Take the A1200 as an example. It features 

full 32-bit architecture. 2Mb of RAM. 68020 

CPU running at a clock speed of 14MHz, 

880K DS/DD internal disk drive, and a 96-kcy 

QWERTY keyboard. _ * 

It’s a multi-tasking computer and | 

includes the Commodore A A (or 

AG A) custom chip set for a palette of 

16.777,216 colours, of which any¬ 

thing from 2 to 256 or even 262,000 

can be displayed on the screen at 

once. It comes with Kickstan and 

Workbench version 3 and it has four- 

channel stereo sound. 

Make sense of any or all of that 

lot? Well even if you did, it's still 

worth reading on. Because we’re going to 

explain how a computer works, and then we’ll 

move on to show why the Amiga is different 

from - and superior to - most other computers. 

We're going to dive right down to the deepest 

levels of complexity, strip it down to nuts and 

bolts, here, so hang on to your hat! 

■ Computers ore not actually 

very clever at all. What makes 

them a marvel of modem 

technology is that a chip 

includes hundreds and 

thousands of extremely small 

electrical components • 

Our starting point 

is, pretty obviously in this 

technically-aware day and age, the 

famous silicon chip. One particular chip in a 

computer is far more important than all the 

rest and, if the truth be told, actually is the 

computer. This chip is called the CPU, which 

means Central Processing Unit. 

CPUs are created by microchip 

companies and then bought by 

computer manufacturers, who 

design their computers around the 

CPU chips. The CPU in an Amiga 

is made by a firm called Motorola, 

and in actual fact (he very same 

chip is used by both the Atari ST 

and Apple Macintosh computers. 

The Motorola 68000 (say 'sixty- 

eight thousand') CPU chip used in 

the A500 and A60O models of 

Amiga is the little brother in a 'family’ of 

chips. Its big brothers are faster - they can 

process the same amount of data in less time, 

or a larger amount of data in the same time. 

The family includes the 68020 (say 'six- 

eight-oh-two-oh’) which is the CPU in the 

Amiga 
1200 and the 

68030 and 68040 in the 

A3000 and A400Q respectively. 

Motorola are currently working on the latest 

chip in the 68000 series, the 68060. 

The higher-up chips, like the 68020 in the 

A1200. are faster than the plain old 6SQ0Q for 

two reasons. One: they arc 32-bit CPUs rather 

than 16-bit CPUs. Two: they have a faster 

'clock speed’ which means that everything 

they do, they do faster. 

Exactly how both these things affect the 

speed of the CPU will be explained very soon. 

First, let's Look at what a silicon chip is and 

how it works. 

The first thing to grasp about computers is 

they are not actually very clever at all. They 

do the very simplest of calculations using the 

very simplest electrical components. What 

makes them a marvel of modem technology is 
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How a silicon chip is made 
Silicon is sand, the second most common chemical 
element on Earth, after oxygen. The reason it's used 
lor chips is that it’s what s known as a ‘seml-conduc- 
lor'. When It's pure, it won’t conduct electricity, but 
when It’s mixed with other substances, it can. 

What’s more, depending what kind of chemical 
you pul in it silicon becomes either positively 
charged or negatively charged. The addition of phos¬ 
phorous creates n-type' negatively-charged silicon 
while boron creates p-type’ positively-charged stuff. 
And, as you may know from studying electronics, it s 
the difference between positive and negative 
charges that makes the electrical world go round. 

So, how to make a chip. First take 99.9 percent 
pure silicon, then heat It to 1,410 

degrees centigrade to melt ft 
and grow’ a crystal 

of silicon. 

Cool it and and slice it into wafers. That’s the base 
for your chip and it's about half a millimetre thick. 

Next cover it with a layer of silicon oxide, by 
healing it and passing oxygen gas over, Silicon 
oxide is, as it happens, a lousy conductor. The chip¬ 
making process relies on building up layers of bits 
that can and can t conduct. 

Next step is to etch holes in the layer of silicon 
oxide, which is done using a photo-etching process. 
Certain areas of the silicon are made bare again, and 
these are then treated with the necessary chemicals 
Iq make them p-type or n-type. The process is 
repeated, building up layers of insulating silicon 
oxide, positively charged silicon and negatively 
charged silicon to create transistors. 

The diagram to the right shows how this is done 
lo make a transistor on a chip. It looks complicated, 
but don't worry about the detail: ifs just meant to 
show how layers of positive, negative and insulator 

go to make up a tiny electrical circuit, one of 
many thousands of transistors on 

each silicon chip. 

silicon dioxide layer. 

1 J^~ 
n-type silicon 

Gas 

rnUUIrn 
p-type region J 

1 
(Silicon dioxide, 

bh r~ 
V > 

Gas 

v n-type 

Silicon dioxide 

li ji~Li rLqi 

Aluminium vapour Base 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ contact 

Emitter contact Collector contact 

that 

a chip includes ^**^^1* kni, 
hundreds and thousands 

of extremely small electrical com- 

poitenis. The combined effect of all these 

thousands of circuits is to make computers 

appear complex and clever when in actual fact 

they are just throwing sheer weight of numbers 

at the problem. 

The electrical components on a chip are 

mostly resistors, diodes and transistors, the 

transistors being far and away the most impor¬ 

tant. The many thousands of transistors on a 

chip are very much chemical and physical cre¬ 

ations, in much the same way that an electrical 

Computers, as Pm sure you know, work in the 

mathematical base 2* or binary, in which all 

numbers are represented by a one (1) or a zero 

(0), If current is flowing in a transistor - if the 

switch is ‘on1 - that is the equivalent of a J, If 

the current is not flowing - if the switch is off 

- that is the equivalent of a 0. In this way, 

binary numbers (1 and 0} arc represented by a 

physical state (electricity flowing or not flow¬ 

ing). That’s why a computer is a machine. 

Clear so far? Right, let’s see how simple elec¬ 

trical circuits can make calculations... 

All the calculations a computer does are 

based around a concept called ‘logic gates’. 

WcTI see in a moment how different combina¬ 

tions of logic gates can be used to do complex 

calculations, but first here’s how a logic gate 

Continued overleaf 

battery is a chemical 

and physical cre¬ 

ation. the only real 

difference being that 

transistors on a chip are 

incredibly tiny. 

Hie full process of how 

a chip and the transistors 

on it are created is 

explained in a separate panel 

on this page, so we’ll move 

11 ^ swiftly along to how they 

work in a computer. 

A transistor is, in effect, simply a switch. 

It’s cither on or off: when it’s on. an electrical 

current is flowing from one side to the other. 

It’s switched on and tiff by applying a voltage 

to a 'control w'ire\ 

And this is where binary comes in. 
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HOW IT WORKS 0 

works. We'H demonstrate it by using two 

extremely simple electrical circuits that 

involve a battery and a bulb. Remember that 

transistors are just switches, so in our simple 

circuits we'll use switches instead. 

The first kind is known as an AND gale. It 

looks like this. 

34 

Ifs called an AND gate because both the first 

sw itch AND the second switch have to he in 

the bon’ position for the bulb to light. !f both 

arc off. nothing will happen. If the first is on 

and the second is off. nothing will happen. If 

the first is off and the second is on, still noth¬ 

ing happens. 

Right, now try and think of the positions 

of the switches as being two inputs' and the 

bulb as the ‘output'. Remember that a current 

flowing (a switch being on) is expressed as a 

one* and a sw itch being off is represented by a 

zero. and you can represent our AND gate cir¬ 

cuit as follows: 

Input 1 AND Input 2 Output 

0 AND 0 0 
r AND 0 0 
0 AND 1 0 

t AND 1 1 

So the resull of passing two inputs into an 

AND gate is that only if input l AND inpul 2 

are both l will the out pul be l. OK. that's the 

AND gate sussed. 

Our other basic type of logic gate is the OR 

gate* In this simple electrical circuit, the two 

switches are connected in parallel1 (as 

opposed to in serial* in the first example). The 

circuit looks like ibis*,. 

As you can sec, with this second electrical cir¬ 

cuit only one of the switches has to be on for 

the bulb to light up. 

If switch tine OR switch two is on, you get 

a light* That’s why it's called an OR gate. 

Again, if we switch over to expressing this in 

binary maths and put it in a little results table, 

it looks like this... 

How logic 

Tfcfr HALF ADDER h so rolled because if 
can't handle ’carrying1 a leftover digit. 

The concept ot AND, OR and NOT 
gates (see the main flow of ihe art*- 
cle if you haven't read about these 
already) might seem a bit useless. 
But by combining just these three 
different types of gate (and there are 
other types) you can create a logic 
circuit' (hat does Ihe vital job of 
adding binary numbers. 

The diagrams here will give you 
an idea of how numbers are added 
using ANDs, QRs and NOTs. Try to 
remember what each type of gate 
does and try to follow It. 

The best way to see how It 
works is by trying different values 
(only 1 and D are allowed, remem¬ 
ber!) for the inputs and trace 
through the outputs to see what 
happens through the process - 
scribbling Is and Os in pencil on the 
diagrams Is easiest. 

gates make maths 

The FULL ADDER Is a combination af two or more half adders and an OR gate and 

can happily handle a ium that involves carrying a leftover digit. 

And tliis is how you combine tlie two to create a complete logic circuit for adding 
an eight-digit binary number. Don't worry II you don't understand this (I don't!} 

so long as you can fallow how the two above get the right results. 

Input 1 OR Input 2 Output 

0 OR 0 0 
1 OR 0 1 
0 OR t 1 
1 OR 1 1 

So dun's how switches (or rather transistors) 

are used to make up logic gates. Logic gates 

might seem a bit weird, but they are the basts 

of all computer calculations. 

Our next job is to discover how a set of 

logic gates can be combined to make a proper 

calculation. But first, there's a third type of 

gate we need to know about. This is called a 

NOT gate. 

A NOT gate is actually simpler than an 

AND or an OR because it only needs one 

input. What it does is simply switch that input 

to the opposite, so with an input of 1 you gel 

an output of (1 and with an input of 0 you get 

an output of l. It's scan[y reminiscent of 

Wayne's World language and it could be 

shown like ihis: 

Input NOT Output 

0 NOT 1 
1 NOT 0 

OK, at this point we’re going to cheat slightly 

because we’ll need a pretty complicated dia¬ 

gram tn show you how these three gates are 

combined to make a simple calculation like 

addition. Skip now to the panel called ‘How 

logic gates are used to do addition*, then come 

back here very' much the wiser. 

OK? Did you gel that? If you try inputting 

Is and Os into the half adder and full adder 

systems, you should be able to see how they 

come up w ith the right answer, 

'Hint's addition sorted out. So how do you 

do the other mathematical functions using 

logic gales? Well, we haven’t got the space to 

go into it in great detail, bui here's a brief idea. 

Multiplication in binary is pretty easy, 

because at any stage you're only ever multi¬ 

plying by zero. in which case the output is 

zero, or one* in which case the output is 

exactly the same as the input. All you have to 

do, then, is to shift the numbers about appro¬ 

priately and add them together using the same 

adder gate sets. Subtraction is also pretty sim¬ 

ple* because all you have to do is add a 

negative number. This means that, again, you 

can use the addition Logic gates. 

Continued on Page 16 



Everyone Knows But Indy. 
And He’d Better Learn Fast. 

The Nazis know 
about Atlantis. 

They tracked down the 
" lost dialogue, and 
realised orichalcum 

would yield them the 
ultimate weapon of 

the age. 

Sophia knows 
about Atlantis. 

She unearthed a myste¬ 
rious necklace and 

beads of orichalcum 
during an Icelandic 

archeological dig with 
Indy. Their magical 

properties made her a 
psychic. 

Everyone knows 
but Indy, 

And he's got to learn ^ 
fast. The Nazis are one 

step ahead of him - from 
Iceland to North Africa 

from the Azores to... 
Atlantis. 

Available on: 
IBM PC, VGA, 

Coming soon on Amiga -ir ri= of mriUiN T/S 

Plato knew 
about Atlantis. 

In a lost dialogue he 
wrote about the famed 

city and orichalcum, the 
mysterious element that 
powered the Atlantean s 

amazing machinery. 

Our biggest, 
most complex 
adventure ever. 
Huge, More than 200 
rooms furnished with vivid 
VGA art. Roto-scoped 
animation, a new icon 
interface. Exciting 
LucasArts electronic 
storytelling technology. 
Dramatic theatrical 
lighting. 

Three ways to play 
and replay. 
Three roads lead to 
Atlantis. "Puzzle path" 
features tough but logical 
riddles, "Action path" 
demands two-fisted 
reflexes. 'Team path" calls 
on your intuitive sense and 
interpersonal skills. 

Cinematic soundtrack. 
iMUSE™, our brand new 
interactive sound system, 
supports all major sound 
cards with situation-based 
sound effects and music. 

COMING SOON FOR ^ 
PC. Atari ST+ Amiga, 

SjHTlrutn, Amstrad & t’Bl 

Iceland, The stare of a new chapter 
in the history of Atlantis. 

Ihtf gjjmrplji jnd nof the which 
tniy viry contidfribU belwnn dilfcrvnl iornuh 
in qujlilv imd jp-pcarincr and ire subject to the 

l com puttie spedfka lions. 

I ndy and Sophia cross many paths on the The ancient necklace hides 
way to rediscovering the lost continent. many mysteries from the past. 

LucasArts 
Lucasfilm Games 

Indent Jones and the File of AllinHs™ md Luc as Am Entrrtitnmtni Compinv INDI AN A |0\ES,w is. * Revered Indrmirk ol Lucisfilm Lid. Used under juthomition. All ti%his nsenii 

HINTS TIPS N HELP CALL THE 

Sfti.lt I, IS MUSI BHIM MkfMIUI MlFHD IIMIKHia II KI H ... mr. wmd~ 1* dw M walulH M 

SPEllJAMMER • PROPHECY OF THE SHADOW • THE SUMMONING * DARK SUN • EYE OF THE BEHOLDER • LEGEND OF 
OARKMOON (EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II) • DRAGONS OF FLAME • HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0839 494 139 
OPERATION STEALTH • ANOTHER WORLO • FLASHBACK • CRUISE FOR A CORPSE TEL: 0839 494 304 LUCASFILM 

HELPLINE • LECHUCK'S REVENGE (MONKEY ISLAND 2) • INDIANA JONES (LAST CRUSADE A FATE OF ATLANTIS) • ZAK 
MCKRACKEN • MANIAC MANSION • LOOM ♦ SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND . BATTLE OF BRITAIN TEL: 0039 494 133 
INFORMATION LINE: 0439 494 134 * LEGENDS OF VALOUR TEL: 0839 993 348 • ACCESS HELPLINE: 
AMAZON TELt 8838 494 394 • SIR TECH HELPLINE: CRUSAOERS OF THE DARK SAVANT TEL: 0839 994 477 
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Division is the only one that presents special 

problems. Essentially, the simplest way of 

explaining how ifs done is that the number 

you're dividing by is added to itself and a 

count kepi of how many limes you added it, 

checking all the time to see if the number 

you’ve reached is greater than or equal to the 

one you're dividing by. Ifs complex* but again 

it uses the adder circuits. 

All the logic circuits for these operations are 

kept in an area of the CPU called the ALU 

(Arithmetic Logic Unit). Let's take a look at 

what else makes up the CPU. 

Well, as we’ve just said there's the ALU 

which does all the calculations. As well as 

that, there are a number of areas of storage 

known as registers. These use Iran si story to 

store binary data. Is and Os, in exacily the 

same way as RAM does* which well look at 

in a minute, 

Also in the CPU is something called the 

program counter, which stores I he next 

instruct ion ready to be executed by the ALU. 

Then there's the control block, which is "hard 

wired* (set up permanently in the manufactur¬ 

ing process) to interpret the instructions that 

are passed into the CPU* 

Last, and by no means least, we have the 

CPU's connections with the outside world. 

These are the address pins, the data pins and 

the control pins. We'll see how these work in a 

moment; first, let’s explain how HAM works. 

If ihe CPU is the computer itself, and there¬ 

fore the most important pan of ihe Amiga* 

RAM (Random Access Memory) is the second 

most important part. It's here that all the data 

and instructions* in binary, which the CPU will 

process are loaded and stored. 

The full name. Random Access Memory , 

doesn’t mean an awful lot on its own, but 

there's one important thing to remember about 

RAM and that is that ifs not permanent. It will 

only hold data as long as it is being supplied 

with power. So when you switch off your 

Amiga, all the data stored in RAM disappears. 

RAM chips arc just silicon chips packed 

full of transistors. Each transistor is switched 

on to indicate a binary L or switched off to 

indicate a binary 0* In this way a RAM chip 

can store binary data. 

The RAM chips* like the CPU, have lots of 

pins on the outside to connect ihem 1o the out¬ 

side world. Once again, these pins are made up 

of address pins and data pins, as well as a 

power supply and an earth, 

The address pins are how the CPU finds 

the particular chunks of data that it needs. 

Each single iransisior on the chip has its own 

unique number* and that number is called its 

address. So when the CPU needs some data 

from a RAM chip* it sends out an address sig- 

nal to RAM telling it which address it wants 

the data from. 

This signal passes along a set of wires 

called the address bus - I’ve no idea why it's a 

*bus\ unless ifs because data travels along it - 

and reaches the RAM’s address pins. The data 

from RAM is then sent back from the data pins 

on the RAM chip, via the dala bus (another set 

of wires) to the data pins on the CPU, 

All clear so far? Now. this is where we 

learn why ihe A600 is a 16-bii computer and 

the A1200 is a 32-bit computer, Ifs because 

the Motorola 68000 CPU in the A&fXJ has 16 

data pins and can therefore load 16 bits of 

information - 16 binary Is or 0s - at one lime. 

The 68020 CPU in the A1200 has 32 data pins 

Continued on Page M 

What those mysterious 
numbers and letters mean 
5t2K? 20Mb? Two Megabytes? Bits, bytes, Kilobytes? 
What Is it all about, eh? Well, ifs actually all quite sim¬ 
ple. Every number associated with computers is based 
on binary (base 2) and it works like this* 

A single binary 1 or 0 is called a bit', which is 
short lor ‘binary digit1. Eight bits make what s called, 
for no apparent reason, a byte . 

This kind of quantity of data is pretty appropriate 
to the CPU, which is working on 16 bits or 32 bits at a 
time. But when you're considering the amount of data 
stored on a disk, or that makes up a program, you need 
much bigger numbers. 

Step up, the Kilobyte. As you might expect, the 
Kilo on the start has to do with thousands, as in 
Kilogram1 = 1,000 grams or 'Kilometre* = 1,000 metres. 
Only being to do with binary, it doesn't actually mean 
1,000 bytes; it means 1,024 (which is two to the power 
of ten)* The usual abbreviation for a Kilobyte, 1024 
bytes, is K: so a disk s capacity of B6DK is SSO x 1024 x 

8 = 7*208,960 bits. 
Next step up is the Megabyte, which as you might 

expect is based on a million bytes, but once again is 
binary - so a Megabyte Is actually 1 ,024k. The original 
A5O0 had 512K of RAM, whereas the A600 has twice as 
much - a Megabyte. The Megabyte is abbreviated to 
Mb, as in 1Mb of RAM, and is also colloquially called a 

Megr. One last thing worth noting is that occasionally, 
particularly when talking about chips, youll see 
Kilobits (Kbits) and Megabits (Mbits) referred to. 
Because there are 8 bits to a byte, to find out what a 
Kbit or Mbit number means in real money, all you 
have to do is'divide by eight - so an impressive*sound¬ 
ing 8 Mbit Sega game cartridge is actually only a 
normal 1Mb. 

So whet does it mean if you hove SI 2K or l Mb of RAM? 

The secret is how many Is or 0s these chips will store* 

Disk 
The basic idea of disk storage is 

almost exactly the same as audio or video 

cassettes - informal ion is recorded mag¬ 

netically onto a thin coating of 

magnetically sensitive metal oxide. The 

difference is that in a disk the magnetic 

coating sits on top of a disc of plastic - 

obviously! - rather than a rihbon of tape. 

Like a tape player, a disk drive has a 

‘head’ to record and play back (write and 

read) data. The disk drive uses the same 

head for read and write, and has two 

heads, one above and one below the disk* 

This means it can read and write data to 

both top and bottom of the floppy* so 

it's what's called a 'double-sided* disk 

drive. Floppy disks often say 'DS/DD* 

on them, which stands for ‘double-sided, 

double density'. 

A 3,5” (threc-and-a-haJf-inch* the 

diameter of the disk) floppy needs to be 

formatted (prepared) for use as an Amiga 

disk before you can store anything on it. 

Amiga-formatted disks can store a maxi¬ 

mum 880 Kilobytes of data (if you're not 

sure about what a Kilobyte is, have a look 

at the separate box on the left; 'What those 

mysterious numbers and letters mean'). 

Some disks are labelled ‘HD* which 

stands for 'high-density* - these are also 

distinguished by an extra hole on the cor¬ 

ner opposite the write-protect tab. 

High-density disks cun store twice as 

much data when they’re used in a special 

disk drive - so far, only the Amiga 4IXX) 

has a high-density floppy-disk drive fined. 

The data on a disk is organised in con¬ 

centric rings and not, as you might expect* 

in a spirel like an LP record. Each ring is 

called a track, and the Amiga fits 80 tracks 

on a disk (numbered 0 to 79 - you can see 

them counting down when you're format¬ 

ting a disk). 

Within the tracks* data is organised in 

blocks, a block being 488 bytes. 

Particularly important are the first two 

blocks of Track 0 - one on the top of the 

disk* one on the lower - which together 

make up the booth-lock’. Data stored 

here tells the CPU whether this disk is 

self-booting and if that’s the case, starts it 

running a program. 

Also important is the "directory block’ 

(again, it's actually more than one block) 

which lives on Track 40. This stores a 

record of where on the disk files are kept, 

so the disk drive always looks here first 

when ifs trying to find a file* 

Incidentally, this is why ifs possible to 

‘undelete’ files you've accidentally 
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drives explained 
Even though a hard drive can store much mare data - a typical drive might be about 

40Mb storage capacity as opposed to less thou 1 Mb on a floppy - it's essentially very 

similar, the main difference is that, as the name implies, the disc Itself on which the mag¬ 

netic medium is laid is hard - It's made of metal and referred to os a 'platen', 

Because the disc is hard, and because the mechanism is sealed in a vacuum, the whole 

thing con be much, much more accurate: which means thot each track Is much smaller, 
many more tracks can be crammed into the same space and as □ result much, much more 

data can be stared. Because they spin much faster, hard drives also load and save data 
much more quickly than floppies do. 

Hard drive units come in two main types, defined by how they connect to the Amiga. 

IDE drives plug in with a simple cable to the connector inside an A6O0 or A1200! these 
drives tome in two sites [3*5" and 2*5*} and were originally designed for portable com¬ 
puters, so they're small and have o low power consumption. 

The other type of drive attaches via a SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) ion* 

ftectof to either the edge connector of an AS00 or the card slat of a larger Amiga. This 

type of drive tends to use a kind of hard drive unit known as a Quantum, which is then 

attached to a SCSI interface and the appropriate Amigo casing and connectors by an 
Amiga peripheral manufacturer like GVP* 

These drives are more expensive because you pay for all the extras over and above 

the basic hard drive unit, bul SCSI drives tend to be quicker al loading and saving 
data than IDE ones. 

If you've never taken a floppy disk opart, you 
should do. it's worth the few pence a disk costs 

to understand what's inside the things. 

The metal shutter is pushed back when you 

put the disk into the drive - it covers the hale into 
which the disk drive head protrudes to read and write 

data. Bend the shutter and remove it, and the little 
spring I hat keeps it closed will ping off across the roam* 

How you can split the two halves of the case apart. 
Inside, there's not o great deal there - the Happy disk 

itself, a couple of 'cushions' of soft paper to miie things 

smooth when the disk Is spinning and the wrrte-protect tab, 
which is fust a bit of plastic* 

How you understand why these disks are called floppy. 

Although they have a hard plastic case, the circle of Mylar plastic 
Is itself quite bendy* It's attached to a metal 'hub', which has holes 

in! pins In the disk drive stick into these holes to spin the disk. 

deleted: the Amiga wipes the record of the 

file from the directory block* but doesn’t 

actually wipe away the data itself 

A clever program (and these are available 

in the PD as well as commercially, so 

Ihcy're not expensive) can look through ihc 

whole disk to see if the actual data is siill 

ihcre, even though there's no record of it in 

the directory. An example is the extra CU 

command Undelete* which is available cm 

many PD collections* 

One last point about disk drives* and 

especially about hard drives: their storage 

capacity is no longer generally referred to as 

‘memory’ even though they do remember 

data. II people talk about the memory in 

your machine, it's usually RAM they mean. 

So an A600HD with I Mb of RAM and a 

2()Mh hard disk drive has ‘a Meg of memory 

and 2(1 Megs of hard disk space** in common 

parlance. Not 20 Megaby tes of memory . 

The disk drive mechanism is 

quite simple. Theta's a pin 
on a spring that checks la 
see I hat the write-protect 
tab is off if you want la 

write data to the disk; 

there's a motor to spin the 

disk; and there's the two 

read /write heads, one 
above the disk and one 

Unlike a hard drive, a 

floppy disk only spins when 

it's actually reading or writ¬ 
ing data. That's why you 

should always make sure 

the drive light Is out before 
flipping a disk - if you take 

the disk out while it's spin- 

Ring, bath the disk and the 
drive may be damaged* 
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Your Spec 

Bolton Computer Centre 
Castle Computers 
Computer Shop 
Computer World 
Computer World UK 
Games Store 
Games Store 
Long Eaton Software 
VU Data 
VU Data 

Bolton 
Lancaster 
Preston 
Blackpool 
Bolton 
Blackpool 
Carlisle 
Long Eaton, Notts 
Ashton Under Lyne 
Stockport 

0204 841937 
0524 61133 
0772 201482 
0253 21657 
0204 495011 
0253 291303 
0228 28161 
0602 728555 
061 339 0326 
061 477 6739 

Midland and ^ les: 
Comptazia 
Games World 
Mr Disk 
North Notts Computers 
Soft Spot 
Soft Centre 

Merry hill, Birmingham 
Bristol 
Queensway 
Sutton in Ashfield 
Banbury 
Cwmbran 

South Ea 

0922 614346 
0272 251533 
021 6161168 
0623 556686 
0295 268921 
0633 868131 

A&C Farnborough 0252375088 
ACM Alton 0420 541167 
Barkmans Kingston Upon Thames 081 546 5941 
Computer World Canterbury 0227 766788 
Database Thurrock 0708 890976 
Erol Computers Walthamstow 081 520 7763 
Faxminster Hatfield 0707 272919 
Future World Basildon 0268 270013 
Gamer Brighton 0273 728681 
GB Microland Water! ooville 0705 269333 
Input The Plaza. W1 071 6362666 
Invicta Tunbridge Wells 0892 511542 
Logic Cheshunt 0992 25323 
Sore Thumbs Billericay 0277 633003 

North Ea: 
Chips 
Chips 
Computer Stores 
Computer Stores 
Computer Stores 
Computer Stores 
Computer Stores 
Tomorrow’s World 
Topsoft 

Middlesborough 
Stockton 
Wakefield 
Huddersfield 
Doncaster 
Leeds 
Sheffield 
Hull 
Stockton 

0642 252509 
0642 618256 
0924 290159 
0484 514405 
0302 325260 
0532 429284 
0742 780083 
0482 24887 
0642 670503 

e WjOPRESS 
SOFTWARE 

Europa House, Adlington Park, 
Macclesfield SK10 4NP 
Telephone: 0625 859333 

Don't .panic* Ash f«r help it 
fou're rin trouble. 

Explore English, Maths and French with ADL the lovable extra¬ 
terrestrial. As you learn, he’ll entertain you with tunny remarks, 
whistly voice and weird facev 
He'll congratulate you when 
you do well and cajole you M ^ „ 
if you make mistakes. , * 

There’s one package for 
each school year and the 
software closely follows the 
guidelines of I he National I 
Curriculum, drawing on the | - -J* V 
talents of some of the most 
gifted teachers in the country. 
As a result ADI ideally complements what students are learning I 
in school, and acts as a superb revision tool. 

Available NOW: 

English 
Having problems with your 
nouns and adjectives? Can't 
sort out your suffixes and 
prefixes? You need ADI English, 
covering all the basic elements 
of English grammar required 
by the National Curriculum 
syllabus. 

Moths 
If your algebra and geometry 
are causing you grief, look no 
further than ADI Maths. These 
are just two of the topics 
covered by the packages - 
whatever your maths problem, 
ADI's got the answer. 

French C' <3>®0 
Sav bonjour to French with 
ADI! The AD! French 11/12 
package introduces first year 
students and beginners to 
France and French, and older 
students will find the 14/15 
package ideal as a revision aid. 

...and each pack costs just £25.99! 

Join the ADI family today! 

WVPRESS 
S OFTWARE e 

Available for 
the Amiga, PC 

and ST. 

Europa House, Adlington Park, 
Macclesfield SK104NP 
Telephone: 0625 859333 

I On sale at aU software 
| retailers including Bools, 

Virgin and IVH Smith. 

Laugh while yo 
...with 
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and can there fore load 32 bits of data at one go, which 

makes it substantially quicker Older computers, like 

the Commodore 64, had 8-bit CPUs which made them 

substantially slower 

There's one other thing that controls how fast a CPU 

is, and that's called its clock speed. The 68000 in the 

A 600 is ‘docked* at 7.14 MHz (MegaHertz, which 

means ‘millions of cycles per second'). This simply 

means that the clock ‘ticks’ (or actually, puts out an 

electronic pulse) 7.14 million times every second. 

Everything that ihe computer does is control led by 

the speed of this ticking dock. It keeps things organ- 

ised, Only one instruction is allowed to be carried out 

each time the dock ticks. That instruction mighi be 

sending an address to RAM* receiving data from 

RAM, or performing a mathematical operation. 

Whatever the instruction is, the CPU can only do one 

each time the dock ticks. It’s from these simple build¬ 

ing blocks « moving data about and simple 

mathematical calculations - that even the most compli¬ 

cated program is made up. 

If an Amiga has a CPU with a faster clock speed* it 

can process more instructions in the same amount of 

time. So the A1200* with its 68020 CPU docked at 

14MHz, is twice as fast at processing data. Remember* 

though, that the 68020 CPU can also load twice as 

much data at a lime (32 bits rather than just 16) so this 

makes ii faster yet 

Because all the CPUs in the Motorola 68000 series 

are compatible, you can fit a faster processor to your 

Amiga to make it run faster. This is what’s known as 

an accelerator card. The GVP A530 hard drive for the 

A500* for exam pie. includes an accelerator card featur¬ 

ing a 68030 processor clocked at 40MHz, which makes 

it much* much faster lhan a normal 68000, 

There's one other important term to introduce here, 

and that’s the word architecture. This word is used 

loosely to describe the way in which the designers of a 

computer have arranged all the elements that make up 

the computer and the way they are ail joined together. 

The important difference between the A500 or 

A600 and the A1200 is that the 1200 has a full 32-bit 

architecture. This means the connection from ihe RAM 

chips to the CPU - the data bus - is 32-bit, whereas on 

the A500, A60Q, A1500 and Amiga 2000 it is only 16- 

bit. The effect this has is that if you Hi a 32-bit CPU to 

one of these Amigas, it still only has 16-bit data access 

and is therefore rvoi as quick as potentially it could be. 

Accelerator cards for the older machines can still 

run very* very quickly, so it‘s not something you ought 

to worry about. We mention it mainly to explain why 

we refer to the A1200 (and* indeed* A400G) as a ’true 

32-bit' machine. 

One last point. The oiher nice thing about the CPUs 

from the 68020 upwards is that they don’t have to 

work on their own. They can run in tandem with 

another chip called a ’maths co-processor’ or ‘Floating 

Point Unit'* or FPU for short. There are two different 

FPU chips available* with the numbers 68881 and 

68882. the latter being the more powerful. 

The FPU does just one type of calculation work* 

but does it very well indeed. It deals with something 

called ‘floating point' calculations. For reasons to do 

with the way binary maths works* which would be far 

too complex to explain here even if l understood it 

myself* programmers use all kinds of different ways of 

expressing numbers, floating point being one of them. 

The name means that the position of the decimal point 

doesn't remain the same, it floats about. 

Anyway* that’s really too much to go into here. The 

point is that certain kinds of programming, particularly 

3D and ray-tracing, rely heavily on floating poini cal¬ 

culations and that an FPU means the Amiga can handle 

them much more quickly* because it lakes some pres¬ 

sure off the CPU. The A1200 has a space on the circuit 

hoard for an FPU to be soldered on. though it doesn't 

currently come wfith one. Most accelerator cards have 

an FPU as an optional extra. 

Time for a quick recap. By this stage, you should have 

a pretty decent idea of how the two basic elements of 

the Amiga - RAM and the CPU - svork. By sending 

out address signals to RAM via the address bus, the 

CPU gets it to send the exact data it needs to it down 

the data bus. It stores this data in a register in the CPU, 

and it can then get the ALU to perform a calculation on 

it - say, add it to ihe contents of a second register. The 

result would be stored in another register. 

So how do you program anything worthwhile? 

Well* Jet’s take a look at how that works. 

The CPU is dealing in pure binary. When it's built, 

certain sets of binary digits - certain numbers, in other 

words - are set aside as instructions. If the CPU pulls 

Continued overleaf 

Interface ports - talking to the world 
The Amiga has all manner of plugs and sockets, not only on the back but also inside the machine. An 

interface is simply a device that translates Amiga inputs and outputs into a language that can be 

used by other computers or by different kinds of computer hardware. Here's a quick run-down of 

what the Amiga's interfaces do... 

PARALLEL PORT 
Another standard kind of interface* (hie 
time something known as a Centronics, 
Ideal for modems, but also used by 
sound samplers* video digitisers and 
scanners because It’s a last way of 
shifting data into the Amiga, 

RF OUTPUT 
Standing for radio frequency’* 
RF is the kind of TV signal that 
your TV s aerial socket expects 
to get Lower quality than RGB is 
evident in distorted colours and 

PCMCIA ‘CREDIT CARD’ SLOT 
A new standard that arrived with the AS00* this is for hard¬ 
ware expansions on compact cards. RAM expansions being 
the most popular type. It's a standard developed by the 
world of business computing and should give the Amiga a 
range of cheap, easy-to-lit peripherals over the next couple 
of years, though it’s still in Its infancy right now. 

DISK DRIVE PORT 
Plug your second disk drive in 
here. Includes a power supply 
for the disk drive* too, 

SERIAL PORT 
This is a standard type of interface used by many 
kinds o! computer and by lots of other kinds of 
hardware: it's an RS232 port. It’s used mainly for 
connecting printers. 

RGB VIDEO 
Outputs an RGB (Read, Green, Blue} signal for use by a monitor or 
a telly that has a SCART (also called Perltel or Euroconnector) 
socket, RGB is the purest kind of TV signal: a ‘composite or RF' 
signal mixes colour information up and then decodes it later. 
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these numbers out at" RAM, it recognises them as 

instructions and exccuies them. 

The 6SQ00 CPI? is, therefore, set up at manufacture 

with a particular set of instructions that it can perform 

and, pretty obviously, this is known as the CPU's 

‘instruction set'. Simple enough. 

The programmer could, if he wanted, program 

entirely in binary. This, strictly speaking, is what's 

known as “machine code1 because it uses the binary 

codes of the CPU. Since even the simplest program 

would take pages of Is and Os, however, it would be 

absolutely impossible to tell what the heck you were 

doing, or to read the code. 

To make il easier, a ‘low-level' programming lan¬ 

guage replaces the binary instructions with simple 

words like ‘add1 and ‘move'. This Is known as 

Assembly Language or just Assembler. A low-level 

language is as close to the CPU's instruction set as a 

programmer gets, and is therefore the most compli¬ 

cated type of programming language to learn. Other 

‘higher-level1 programming languages, like Basic and 

C. replace sets of Assembler codes with simple phrases 

m the English language, so they're easier to learn. 

The programmer writes his program in a program 

editor, which in effect is just a word processor. The 

finished program is then run through another program 

called a compiler, which translates the program into 

the instruction codes used by the CPU. 

Right, back to our question of several paragraphs ago. 

How can you possibly write a complex program like an 

arcade game using simple instructions to move data 

around and do simple maths to it? Well, although the 

CPU ’s instruction set is somewhat more complicated, 

the basic huilding blocks of programming are that 

straightforward. 

Supposing you're looking at the code for an arcade 

game, for example, where a sprite is being moved 

around the screen under joystick control. It's easy to 

see that the current position of the sprite on the screen 

can be stored as a number, because the screen is a grid 

of little squares. 

The top-left comer of the sprite might be at 100 

across and 40 up, for example. So that number will be 

smred in RAM some where . 

Suppose we want to see whether the joystick has 

been used to move the sprite sideways. The first 

instruction in your program would check the joystick 

input to see if the joystick had been moved lo the right. 

If so, the CPU might fetch the position of the sprite 

from RAM and store it in a register. It might then set 

the number in another register to 5. then add the two 

registers together. Then it could store the new number 

in RAM in place of the old position of the sprite across 

the screen. It could then ask the output parts of the 

computer to display the sprite on the screen again in 

the new position, 105 across and 40 up. 

It's a simple and entirely inaccurate example of 

w hat goes on, but it shows how two simple Assembler 

instructions, ‘move1 to move data between RAM and 

registers on the CPU. and add' to add figures together, 

can go lo make up the basics of a program. 

It becomes fairly obvious at this stage that there's a 

couple of things we've ignored quite vastly. After the 

CPU, which docs all the work, and RAM, which stores 

all the data, the two most important pans of a computer 

are the input and output. 

Input is anything that enters data into the computer: 

the most obvious input devices are the interna) disk 

drive, ihc keyboard and the mouse or joystick. 

Output is anything that takes data from the com¬ 

puter: the disk drive again, if you're saving data to il. 

the screen display and a printer. For example. 

Any piece of equipment that the computer inputs 

data from or outputs data to is known as a “device*. 

Collecting data from or sending data to these devices is 

handled by the CPU in more or less exactly the same 

way as collecting data from or sending data to RAM, 

In other words, it's all done by instructions in the CPU, 

which inusi be written into the programming ctxie. 

It may seem, for example, ihat the joystick is con¬ 

trolling a program: for this reason, you may imagine 

that the CPU is forced to listen to what the joystick is 

trying to tell it. But no. In fact, the CPU Is checking 

every so often to see if there's any input from the joy¬ 

stick, and only when it’s told to by the program. 

Because it all happens so quickly, you don't really 

notice this effect. Most games will be checking the 

joystick round aboui 15 times every second, Thai's 

because the animation which makes the screen display 

appear to move involves displaying 25 slightly differ¬ 

ent screens every second. So every lime it draws a new 

screen, the game program needs to know if you're try¬ 

ing to move the sprite that's under your control. 

It's easy to see that loading data from disk is also han¬ 

dled by an instruction in the program. Data on a disk is 

stored with addresses that are quite similar to RAM 

addresses, so a program instruction to the CPU might 

tell it to load data from a particular address on the disk 

and put it in a particular address in RAM, 

One important question that might pop into your 

head at this point is what happens when you first 

switch your Amiga on. If there's no program in RAM 

yet to tell the CPU to load data from the disk, how 

does it know to do it? 

Well, this is the job of the Kiekstart chip in your 

Amiga, Kicksiart is what's known as a ROM (Read 

Only Memory) chip. This is very much like a RAM 

chip, except that all the data in it is permanent and is 

fixed when the chip is made. It doesn't need a constant 
supply of electricity to prevent it losing its data. The 

Continued on Page 43 

What are Workbench, the CLI and the Shell? 
As you'll know If you ve 
read the main piece o! 
this article, the Kicksiart 
chip leaps Into action 
when you switch the 
Amiga on, running sev¬ 
eral programs through 
the CPU to set up the 
basic workings of the 
Amiga, 

The moat important 
functions of these pro¬ 
grams are threefold: to 
get the screen display 
working; to enable pro¬ 
grams to load from the 
disk drive; and to enable 
programs to read and 
write data from and to 
the disk drive. They're known collectively as the operating system' (o s for 
short) or, more specifically, as AmigaDOS (Amiga Disk Operating System). 

The first thing most games will do is “kick out the operating system', clear¬ 
ing the RAM of all the operating system's programs. This Is because games 
programmers only need to use a lew of its features, and those they can do 
more efficiently themselves; and because they need all the RAM they can get In 
order to do lots of whiziy things. Some games, on the other hand, particularly 
those that use a hard drive, do use the operating system, and this is known as 

“o/s legal' software. 
So what's the Workbench disk tor, then? Well, basically It provides what's 

known as a “user interface'. All this means is that it enables you to use all the 

programs of AmigaDOS. 
The Workbench disk gives you two different ways of controlling 

AmigaDOS: either from the Workbench screen or from the Shell. Both are dif¬ 

ferent kinds of interface. 
The Shell is also known 
as the CLI, which stands 
for Command Line 
Interface, and its so 
called because you use 
it by typing In lines of 
commands, then press¬ 
ing the Return key to 
enter them. 

The CLI way of doing 
things is tricky, firstly 
because you have to 
remember all the com¬ 
mands and secondly 
because you have to 
spell everything abso¬ 
lutely correctly, put 
everything in the right 

order and use special characters like spaces, colons and backslashes in all the 
right places. This is known as ’syntax' - get your syntax wrong and the CU 
won t understand you. 

Because the CLI is difficult, the Workbench screen was developed as an 
alternative. This is what's known as a 'GUI" (Graphical User interface) or a 
WIMP system' (Windows, Icons, Mouse and Pull-down menus) and the Idea is 
that It's much more 'user-friendly1 and simple, because everything is shown to 
you on the screen as tittle pictures. This makes the depths of the computer 
seem much less mysterious and off-putting. 

We won t go much further into Workbench and the Shell right now. it's just 
worth pointing out, though, that they are both there to help you deal with disks 
and what's on them: the main lunctlons include things like formatting and 
copying disks, copying files and programs from one disk lo another, and delet¬ 
ing old, unwanted files. That sort of thing. 

file Workbench disk's mo it obvious feature is the 
Workbench screen Itielf. This if p *graphical' interface' 

which lays everything out Hi front of you. 

The more complicated alternative is the Shell. Here, noth¬ 

ing if shown and yen have to he able lo call thingi by 

their right names in order to da anything with thorn, 
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How pictures on 
the screen work 

THE AMIGA’S SCREEN display is based around 

what's called a 'bitmap', which is simple enough 

once you know how h works. 

The picture on the screen is made up of a grid of 

little squares, each of which can vary in colour: it's 

exactly like if you took a piece of graph paper 

and coloured in each Link square with a felt-tip 

pen. Each little square is known as a 1pixel*, which is^ 

short for ‘picture element'. Try painting in Deluxe 

Paint with the smallest brush and the ‘magnify* win* 

dew on and you'll see that you car^change the colour 

of each pixel individually. Let's see how the Amiga 

stores the colours. 

Imagine a simple ease w here each pixel could be 

black or white. Each pixel could he represented by a 

single bit, a binary- 1 or 0: 1 for black, 0 for white, 

sav. The Amiga holds the screen in its memory as a 

list of what colour each pixel is>, starting from the 

top-left of the screen and working along each now 

until it has to start again one line down. This is what 

the bitmap is: effectively, just a map (like a road 

map) of the bits that represent the screen colours. 

The Amiga has a 'paletie' of set colours and 

shades 

of colour 

that you can 

choose from, not 

just black and white: in the 

A600 the palette has 4,096 

colours and in the A1200 it has 

16,777,216. You can sei whichever one of these 

colours you like lo be represented by the binary Is 

and Os, so in our simple example, instead of black and 

while you could just as happily have blue and yellow, 

if you want more colours, you need to add more 

bits tor each pixel. To display four different colours, 

for instance, you'd use two bits: your colours could 

then be represented by 0,0 or 1,0 or 0,1 or 1,1. 

To represent this in memory, the Amiga imagines 

that a second bitmap is placed behind the first one. 

almost as if you’ve got two pieces of graph paper 

behind your screen. To get the colour of a pixel, the 

Amiga must read I s and 0s from the relevant position 

on both bitmaps. In actual fact, when there's more 

than one. the bitmaps are called ‘bit plane s' and the 

whole collection of planes is called the bitmap. 

f Add a third biiplane and you 

can have 8 colours: with four, you can 

have 16 colours: and with five biiplane*, 32 

colours are possible for each pixel. The A600 

slops there, but the A1200 can also have 64 

colour* (six bitplancvi. 128 colours (seven! or a maxi¬ 

mum of 256 colours (eight hitplanes ), 

Bui it doesn't stop there. The A60D has two extra 

colour modes' built in. EHB (Extra Half Brite) uses 

a clever programming trick to let you use 64 colours 

in total, though only 32 of them are real and the other 

32 are the same colour, but exactly half as bright. 

HAM (hold and modify) works on the basis that 

each colour on a TV is made up of red, green and 

blue: instead of defining a separate colour for each 

pixel, it allows some colour* to be like the last one 

but with the amount of red. green or blue in the 

colour changed. In this way it lets you use all 4.096 

of the A600'* colours to paint with. 

Finally, the A1200 has a new version of HAM 

called Super HAM. It works in exactly the same way, 

but because the A1200 allows eight bits per pixel and 

has many more colours in Us palette, it can modify 
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The complicated hit at the hack of the lolly 

with dll the wires is the business end. Here 
are the electron * guns', which push out 
beams of red, green and blue electrons in 
separate streams. From these three colours 

of light, any other colour can be made. 

The beams are bent to the appropriate 

point on the screen by a circle of electro- 

magnets, also towards the hock end of the 
TV tube. The beams then pass through a 

wire mesh with lots af little hales In, to 

make the picture more accurate, before 

finally hitting the phosphor cooling on the 

back of the screen to make a single little dot 

on the screen. Each dot is called a pixel. 
The monitor draws a whole screen, dot 

by dot, every 1 /50th of a second. It starts 
off at the top left and draws a line of dots 

along the screen to the right, which is 
known as a "scan line'. This is quite an 

important term, because the Amiga's custom 

chips can change the colour of the back¬ 
ground or even change the whole palette at 

the end of each scan line. 
Another useful term is 'frequency'. 

Because the monitor draws a new picture 
every 1 /50th of a second, ft is said to have 

a frequency af 50 Hz (Hertz meaning simply 

'cycles per second'). Some screen modes on 
the Amiga 1200 do use a different fre¬ 

quency, and therefore need ct 'mull is can' 

monitor - one that can warii at different 

frequencies - in order for you to use them. 
Lastly, if you know how o monitor 

works it helps explain why RGB colour 

video signals ore the best quality, It's sim¬ 

ply because messages to the Red, Green and 
Blue guns are carried separately. In a 
Composite signal they are all mixed up and 

then bave to be de-scrambled by the moni¬ 

tor, which results in some loss of quality. 

the red. green and blue more. The result is 

that Super HAM allows you to use 

262.(100 colours on the screen. 

Apart from the number of colours 

used, the other thing you can decide about 

your screen display is the ‘resolution1. 

In a normal low-resolution Amiga screen, 

there are 320 pixels across the screen and 

256 down (that’s 81,92(1, fact freaks!), If 

you make them smaller, you can fit more 

of them on the screen. The advantage of 

this is that (he smaller the pixels are uhe 

higher the resolutionU the less noticeable 

it becomes that the picture is made up of 

little blocks. 

The A60Q also has medium resolution, 

in which the width of the pixels is 

halved, to give you 640 pixels across by 

256 down, while high resolution halves 

the height too. giving 640 by 512. Both 

these have a maximum of 16 colours 

rather than 32, 

There's also Interlace, which gives 320 

by 512 and can be used with anything up 

to 4,096 colours. This is a bit clever, 

because it works exactly the same way as 

a TV picture, making the Amiga ideal for 

video use. 

The A1200 has all sorts of extra reso¬ 

lutions. ihe highest of which are limited to 

only lour colours, bm there's too many of 

them to list here! 

Kickstan chip contains a number of small pro¬ 

grams that it squirts to the CPU when you 

switch your Amiga on. These programs first 

urake up all the input and output devices, then 

run a check on all the chips and bits and bobs 

to make sure that everything's working. 

If all is well, it displays an animation on the 

screen asking you to insert a disk in the disk 

drive. If there's anything w rong w ith the sys¬ 

tem. however, the Kickstan programs will 

display a single colour on the screen; which 

colour it shows will help an engineer analyse 

what's wrong with the machine, 

Kick si art then runs a program 

that tells the CPU to check if a disk 

is put in the disk drive, h will sit 

there running this program until 

you do put a disk in. The program 

then tells the CPU to load data 

from a particular place on the disk 

and check it. 

This particular place is called 

the ‘boot block" (how data is 

organised on a disk is described in 

the panel aboul disks and disk 

drives). If ihe data m the boot block is not 

right, the CPU will ignore it. because this 

obviously isn't a boot disk (one that can load a 

program into the Amiga). If it is right, the data 

in this block will run a program that loads data 

from the disk into RAM and then runs the pro¬ 

gram, Simple enough! 

The programs contained on the Kickstan 

chip are loosely described as AmigaDOS (the 

Amiga Disk Operating System) because they 

prepare the Amiga to load a program from the 

disk drive. 

Recent releases of Kickstan (version 2.05 

in the A600 and version 3 in the A1200) come 

on a larger chip which can stone more data - 

512K as opposed to 256K. Thanks to this extra 

storage space, the Kickstan chip is also able to 

store some CLl commands. This has two 

major advantages: compared with the CLl 

commands on the Workbench disk, these load 

•• Important chips in 

the Amiga are: Paula, 

Agnus and Denise in 

the A600-though in 

the A1200, Agnus is 

replaced by Lisa and 

Denise bv Alice 9 

much quicker, and you don’t have to have the 

Workbench disk in the drive to use them. A 

full explanation of Workbench, the Shell and 

CL! commands is featured in yet another 

separate panel. 

Right, back one step. We were talking about 

input and output. Obviously, the CPI; can read 

from and write to input and output devices in 

just the same way it can read from and write to 

RAM, but there is one important difference. 

Each device talks its own language, and the 

CPU doesn't have the capacity to translate. So 

ail the negotiations are handled for it by a con¬ 

trol chip, which happens to have a name. This 

chip was called Gary m the A50G, but in the 

A600 and A1200 goes by the name of Gayle. 

Gayle handles reading data from and writ¬ 

ing it to all input and output devices, including 

the external disk drive, the serial and parallel 

ports and the PCMCIA and IDE connectors. 

All these arc explained in a separate panel. 

That Gayle does this job is round about all 

you need to know aboul her. but there are 

some much more important chips in the Amiga 

that also have names. These are Paula. Agnus 

and Denise in the A600 - though in the 

A1200. Agnus is replaced by Lisa and Denise 

is replaced by Alice. 

These three chips make up the custom chip 

set. The A600 features new versions of Agnus 

and Denise and so its chip set is called ihe 

Enhanced Chip Set or ECS. while the A1200 

features an even newer sei which is known by 

its Commodore version number as the A A 

chip set, or alternatively by its Commodore 

official title as the AGA (Advanced Graphics 

Array) chip set. 

These custom chips are what make the 

Amiga so special. The important thing about 

them is that each one has its own set of 

instructions, just like the CPU. so they can 

also be programmed to do things. To make this 

happen, the custom chips also have to be able 
Continued overleaf 
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The way a mouse works Is pretty simple, and you fan actually set It 

all when yuu lake the ball out to clean it, (You do do that 

occasionally, don't you? Ho? Well you should). 
Anyway, the basic idea is that a big ball rolls along the 

desktop. As it rolls, it presses against three rollers * one 

for up/down, one for left/right and the other one on 
a spring to push the boll against the other two. As 

the ball rolls, Ihe rollers turn: and as the rollers 

turn, they click little micro switches. The Amiga 

can pick up these clicks and knows whether 

the mouse is being moved to the left, 
right, up or down., and by the number of 
clicks it knows how far the mouse has 

travelled. Simple, eh? 
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to access RAM directly, without consulting the 

CPU. This feature of the Amiga's architecture 

is called Direct Memory Access (DMA), ifs 

to make DMA possible that the Amiga fea¬ 

tures two different kinds of RAM: Chip RAM 

and Fasi RAM. The chips for each kind of 

RAM are exactly the same, however, the dif¬ 

ference between the two being in where the 

addresses of a particular bit of RAM are. 

The first I Mb on an Amiga 600 is 

Chip RAM, and thai s as much as it 

can have. Anything after that is Fast 

RAM. On the A1200, the first 2Mb of 

memory are Chip RAM and the rest is 

Fast, 

Fast RAM gels its name because 

it’s quicker for the CPU to access St: it 

doesn't need to see if the custom chips 

are getting in its way. Chip RAM is so 

called because the custom chips are 

allowed direct access to it. The advan¬ 

tage of having more Chip RAM is lhat 

it allows you to use more animation and more 

sampled sounds, because both these functions 

are handled by the custom chips. 

Paula is the sound chip. It can act as a 

synthesiser, creating ihe electrical pulses that 

make up sounds. It also includes an important 

electrical circuit called the D-to-A fDigiial-to 

Analoguc) convertor. This enables it lo 

convert digital data into analogue sound - the 

pulses that make a loudspeaker vibrate and 

create noises as air waves. This gives the 

Amiga the ability to use ‘sampled1 sounds. 

What is a sampled sound? Well, noises are 

waves in the air, and are created electrically by 

a current in a wire which pulses, pushing a 

cone of paper in a loudspeaker in and out hy 

means of an electro-magnet The electric sig¬ 

nal lhat drives the speaker can vary in voltage, 

up and down, alt over the place, so it's known 

as an analogue sig- 

mV - the amount 

of electricity is 

M dirccllv analo¬ 

* A sprite is simply any small 

object that moves around the 

screen over a background, like 

a spaceship in a shoot-em-up. 

Sprites can easily be drawn on 

the screen and moved around 

by the program • 

The joyilick h the very 

simplest of devices. All 

If is it □ rod (the stick 

bit) with a pivot of 
serif at the bottom. As 

you push and pull the 

'stick in different direc¬ 

tions, the red presses 
one of eight micro- 

switches - one for up, 
down, left, right and 

eoch of the diagonals — 

and eoch switch thal is 

on sends a signal to 
the Amigo telling it 

thal it is being 

pressed. Very easy. 

gous to ihe amount it pushes the speaker cone. 

Sampling is exactly like the digital sound used 

by a CD player, A sampler checks ihe level of 

the electrical signal many times a second, and 

at each point converts it into binary data which 

can be stored by the computer. 

The Paula soundchip can convert this 

binary data back into an analogue signal using 

the D-to-A converter, then send thal signal to 

the stereo outputs on the back of 

the Amiga and hence to loudspeak¬ 

ers. 

You can buy your own sound 

sampler - a good one can now he 

had for as little as £25 - and exper¬ 

iment with sampled sounds 

yourself. Hie sampler is a piece of 

hardware thal connects lo the par¬ 

allel port on the back of Ihe Amiga, 

and it includes an A-to-D (ana- 

logue-in digital! convertor that 

translates ihe signals from what¬ 

ever sound input you aitach to it (microphone, 
hi-fi. video, whatever) into digital data, Sound 

samplers are controlled by software that comes 
with the hardware, and using the software you 

can also edit' your sounds - chop out bits you 

don't need. 

Using another kind of software you can 

then write songs using your samples. Hi is type 

of program is usually known as a sequencer 

because you use ii to ercaic sequences of 

notes. Paula has the ability to play hack sounds 

at different ‘pitches' - high (treble) or low 

(bass) notes - varying across a full eight 

octaves of sound, 

Paula also allows you to use four 'chan¬ 

nels1 of sound, which means that Amiga can 

play four different sounds at the same time, so 

you can use four different instruments 

(sounds) in the tune you create. The Amiga 

has stereo sound, so two of these channels go 

to each side of the stereo. 

And thaTs really all you need to know 

about Paula and the Amiga's sound capabili¬ 

ties. Let's look at the other custom chips. 

T he most important thing about Alice 

and Lisa is thal they are the heart of 

the Amiga's graphics. tiuilr in to 

these chips are the Amiga's display 

resolutions (which arc explained 

in a separate panel L 

Agnus includes two ‘co-pro¬ 

cessors', which are like 

mini-CPUs with their own 

instruction set - Agnus has 256 

logic instructions, The co-proces¬ 

sors go by the unlikely names of 

the Rliner (short tor Block linage 

Transferrer) and the Copper (short 

simply for co-processor). 

The Copper allows split-second 

control over the scanning beam on 

the monitor. We've explained moni¬ 

tor displays in full in a separate panel, 

so take a look ai thal now. But briefly, 

here's an idea of how ii worts. 

The TV picture is buili up hy a 

beam which scans across a line from the 

left of the screen to the righi - each line is 

called, obviously enough, a scan line. In a low- 

resolution display, to take the simplest exam¬ 

ple. the TV needs 256 of these scan lines to 

create a complete picture, and it’s creating one 

complete picture every l/25th of a second. 

This means a new scan line is siarted even’ 

l/64ri0ih of a second, w hich shows you how 

quickly the Copper is working. At the start of 

any scan line, the Copper can change what 

image is being drawn on the screen. This 

means the Amiga can do what's known as a 

‘split-screen display", the most obvious exam¬ 

ple being if you load a program like Deluxe 

Paint from the Workbench - using ihe left 

mouse button on the title bar, you can drag ihe 

Deluxe Paint screen up and down, revealing 

the Workbench screen behind. 

The other thing the Copper cun do is switch 

one of the screen colours on each scan line, 

This effect is programmed using a bit of code 

known as a ‘Copper list' and it changes the 

background colour to a new one on each line - 

it's what gives the rainbow-effect skies and 

backgrounds in arcade games such as ZuoL 

The Blitter is prepares images to he drawn on 

screen. It ean take three graphic inputs and 

combine them to create one output, which is 

what makes possible the concept of' masking'. 

In a game, for example, where a sprite is 

drawn over a background, the whole things 

organised in a very specific way: the back¬ 

ground is drawn first, then a cut-out 'mask' 

(like a shadow of the sprite) is put over it, then 

the sprite can he drawn where the mask is. 

The other chip, Denise, is the one thal han¬ 

dles the actual display of images, converting 

ihe bimiap information from memory into an 

actual screen display. Denise also looks after 

the collision detection in games and handles 

hardware sprites. So what's a hardware sprite? 

Well a sprite is simply any small object 

lhat moves around the screen over a back¬ 

ground. like a spaceship in a shoot-cm*up» 

Sprites can quite easily be drawn on the screen 

and moved around the screen by the program, 

bui a programmer can also define a number of 

hardware sprites. All he has to do with these is 

tell Ihe Amiga if s a sprite, and Denise w ill do 

the rest of the w ark of draw ing them and mov¬ 

ing them around the screen. The mouse pointer 

on ihe Workbench screen is a good example of 

a hardware sprite. 

The advamage of hardware sprites is that 

they are quicker, but the disadvantage is lhat 

there is a limit to how many you can have on 

ihe screen and how big they can he. With soft¬ 

ware sprites, there is no such limitation. 

There's one last thing ivorth a mention on 

the custom chip front, and that's again to do 

with architecture. The new AA chip set in the 

1200 is full 32-bit. which improves the speed. 

As we said earlier when talking aboui the 

CPU, the 14MHz clock speed and the 32-bii 

data bus should make the 1200 about four 

times as fast as an A500. but the 32-bii chip 

set adds a little extra oomph - Commodore's 

icsts reckon it to be about five limes as fast. 

So that's how the custom chips lit in. Because 

they have their own programming instructions, 

they give the Amiga many of its advantages 

over other computer systems, Clever stuff, 
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ADDHARD85 85MB £375 

AX502 
AX504 
AX508 
AMIGA A500 1/2 MEG UPGRADE - £17.95 CLOCK £19.95 
1.3/2.04 ROM SHARER Cl2.95 . AUTO-JOYSTICK SWITCHER £15.00 

APRIL AMIGA FORMAT * "BEST BUY - HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE" 

AMIGA A600 1MB EXP £42.95 
AT LAST THE CHANCE TO SLOW I 

fSAMF-RH^TFR them so you can beat them 
W IVI t,- V « I O PrtflT.PAftV.WlTH ftl 

CLOCK £44.95 
AT LAST THE CHANCE TO SLOW DOWN YOUR GAMES OR FREEZE 
THEM SO YOU CAN BEAT THEM - PLAY TO WIN! PLUGS tNTO ASM CO/1 QC 

PORT EASY-WITH SLOWDOWN ADJUST? ^ ^ J 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P/P • NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48HRS • 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCTS SEND A SAE OR CALL OUR HELPFUL SALES DEPT. YOU CAN ALSO PURCHASE OUR PRODUCTS FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER BY ASKING HIM TO CALL US DIRECT - NOW. 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF2,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouche, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
Telephone: (0530) 411485 (24hrs) Fax: (0530) 414433 '"SRZSST 



V 
PHOENIX 

r truly takes 1 

(amity into the next generatmnflf 11111! 

68020 Processor Running at 74 Mhi • 2Mib Chip RAM 
(expandable to 10 Mb using 4Mb fast memory PC 
MCI A cards and 4 Mh 32 bit RAM in CPU slot) • New 
double "AA" graphics chip set • 256 colours on 
screen from a 16.8 million colour palette * Full Amiga 
Key board (with Alpha numeric key pad) -* CPU local 

BUS slot I card edge). £h'3"7Q QQ 

Phoenix Price Only-LJ/“.jj 

Jill 
The incredible speed of . u_ 
32- Bit tech no logy at a price apt? I 
you can afford only from ; 
S S L- Ray tracing an image —MMBB - 

that takes 24-hrs on a standard Amiga takes just 

1 hr, 36 min*, with an A5000M FREE maths co-pro 

included with both A/B5QD0 accelerator cards. 

A5000 + 1MB 16.67 Mhz.£249.99 
A5000 4 2MB 16.67 Mhz.£289.99 
A5000 4 3MB 16.67 Mhz.£319.99 
ASOOO 4 4MB 16.67 Mhz.£349.99 
G5000 4 1MB 25.00 Mhz.,....£499.99 
B5000 4 2MB 25.00 Mhz.£669.99 
85000 4 3MB 25.00 Mhz.£829.99 
B5000 4 4MB 25.00 Mhz...£979.99 

HARO DRIVES 
KGVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the 

fastest Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga. 
Features Game Switch, external SCSI port, 

FAAASTROM SCSI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI 

chip and internal HAM expansion up to 8 meg! 

Units use high specification fast-access 

QUANTUM Hard Drives coming with 2 yr. guarantee. 

A500-HD8+ 42 Mb. £289.99 
A500-HD84 00 Mb. £379.99 
A500-H08+ 120 Mb_£424.99 
A500-HDB4 240 Mb .£689.99 

Alii* 

EMULATORS 

1 Mb A 800 as standard and includes the excettent value 

Software bites; Defcixe Paint III * Formula One Grand Prix* 

Push™*-_ rOOQ QQI 

Phoenix Price Only,.,.Ljjj.jj! 
A 600 2Mb {met sbovo software^** .£379.99 

Mb A 600 as standard and includes 20MB HARD 

DRIVE the excellent value Software titles; Deluxe 

Paint 111 * Trivial Pursuit * Epic * Myth ■ Rama 

Phoenix Price Only-,, .£484.99! 
A 600 2Mfa420 Mb Hard Drive ....£524.99 

(b$ih ifltJUdr tfn tbev* tfttatad tsftwtrt! 

The stand-alone 
A 600 is compact, 
semi portable, 
fully featured and 
can be purchased 
in the following 
configurations; 

a 600... £274.99 

A 600 HD. £429,99 
A 600 2Mb.£314.99 
A 600 HD 2Mb..£469.99 

RAM EXPANSION 

Phoenix PA 601-populated-IMb.£44.99 
Phoenix PA SGI unpopulated-0Mb...£24.99 
Phoenix A 600 ROM Sharer..£29.99 
Keyboard switch* bit? 

AMIGA 
Features Include; 68040 32 Bit Processor running 

at 25 MHz (upgradable) * New Double AA chipset 

with 16.8 million colours * high density 1.44 Mb 

floppy * 120 Nb IDE hard drive * New Workbench 3 

AMIGA 4000. .£2,229.00 
A40G0 with 4QQ4C/425 Mb Hard Drive.. .£POA 

AMIGA 1500 

2.04 Workbench Includes: Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum 

Works, Home Accounts, Toki. Puwnic, x Elf, Amiga 

Format Book and Joystick £*COO on 

amiga 1500..  tMy.yy 

GVP PC 286 16MHz.£239.99 

KCS Powerboard (with DOS 4J1]„ £199.99 

KCS Powerboard. .£184.99 

KCS adaptor for 1500/2000... £59.99 

Vortex A Tones Plus 2B6 neMHU £214.99 

llffiii 
Vortex GOLDEN GATE' £419.99 
This emulator is the ultimate bridge between 

PC/AT platforms and the Amiga. If you tJ^tink this is 

for you, cross to page three for specification 

details in this months Trail Blazers' section! 

PRINTERS 

LC-10D Colour_ £159.99 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, eight fonts 

and electronic DIP switches 

LC24-100 .  £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mode, T6 K buffer and 

10 letter quality fonts,(with Star printer driver only). 

lc-20.£129.99 
LC-200 Colour.£195.99 
LCZ4-Z0.£199.99 
LC24-200 Mono ..£219.99 
LC24-200 Colour.£268.99 
XB24-200 Colour.£379.99 
SJ48 Bubblejet. £219.99 
Star primers come with one year warranty 

Swift 240 Colour.. 

Swift 240 Mono.,, 
Swift 200 Colour., 
Swift 200 Mono... 
Swift 9 Colour.*. 

£279.99 
f259.99 
£219.99 
£199.99 
£179.99 

ROCTEC 

SALE OF THE CENTURY!! 
Phoonix in association with Roctec and 
Conner, continue to achieve massive sales 
on this high specification^ quality product. 
Due to the buying power of Phoenix we are 
able to maintain these incredible prices- 
prices that have left the competition GREEN 
with envy-and the Amiga buying public 
licking their lips. Stocks will only last until 
the end of November. 

ROCTEC 40 MB...,..,,, .£259.99 

ROCTEC 85 MB.£299.99 

ROCTEC 120 MB. _£364.99 
Featuring Connor drives very fast access times- 

|!9ms or batter) * expand up to 8 Mb using 1 Mb 

Simms only 6 1 year guarantee * slimline design 

ideally colour matched to the A50Q • Own power 

supply. 

ROCTEC (controller Only)..£164.99 
Same specification as the above but without the 

hard drive fitted so you can frt your own Please 

specify IDE or SCSI. 

EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

HARD DRIVES 
1500/2000 

Sarin II Hard Disk Control lerflAM cart) f 11499 
Serin II42 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card £269.99 
Sarin II80 Mb Hard Oisfc and RAM card..£339.99 
Serin D 120 Mb Hard Desk and RAM card_£399.99 
Serin II2W Mb Hard Dak and RAM card_£639.99 

EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

ACCELERATORS 
GVP Combnmkm AatiEWTWts & Hard Dravts-The 
ultimate expansion product tor the Amiga 500! 

AS30 Combi 4GMHI ♦ 52Mb Hard Drive.£659.99 

A530 Combi 40MHr 4 120Mb Hard Drive..£757.99 

ASM Combi 4®MHj ♦ 240Mb Hard Dnvnf97999 

AS30 68882 Co-Procnsor.£204.99 

ACCELERATORS 
1500/2000 

GVP G-Forco 030 25MH? + 1Mb. £545.99 

GVP G-Foree IBO-40MHz + 4Mb...£784.99 

GVP G-Force 030-50MHz + 4Mb.£1099-99 

ACCELERATOR 
RAM Modules 

1Mb Si mm'32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds.£65.99 
4Mh Simm-32 Bit GO Nanoseconds....£182.99 

Citizen printers come with 2 year warranty. 

Deskjet-550C {colour pmtark*** £559.99 
300 dpi laser quality am put * sharp Mack* and 16 million 
colours available * six built in type facts 4 scalable * 
improved- media handling * several papar silts * FOUR 
TIMES FASTER than previous H P Desh|e1 range 

Deskjet 500. £329.99 
Deskiet-500 Colour.£449.99 
HP printers come with 3 year warranty. 

HP black ink cartridge .....£24,99 
HP colour ink cartridge ..,....£29.99 

STAR LC2Q... £57.99 
STAR LC2Q0.£59.99 
STAR IC24-200.£62.99 
4 1 Hn Ll>£4'£U. 

STAR SJ48. .£49.99 

—j 
BUBBLE JET 

1 

CANON BJ lOeX. £224.99 

EXPANSI 

MONITORS T 

PHILIPS 8B33Mk It   £194. 9T 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including Lotus Turbo 
Challenge', and 1 years on-site warranty 

COMMODORE 1085 SDI.£216.99 

COMMODORE 1084 SDI.£199.99 

14” Dust covers.£4.99 
14" Tilt & Swivel stand.£13.99 
Anti-Glare filter screen.£19.99 
A4 Copy Holder..£12-99 

"This is is the second time 1 have dealt 
with you and each time have had 

excellent service and rapid delivery " 
Peter VV„ Beaumont- Huddersfield 

DISKS 

Don't confuse these quality disks with others 

currently avertable, 3,5’ 100% certified error free 70% 

clip. All disks include FREE high quality Phoenix labels. 

£72.99 
£174.99 
£259,99 

1000.£339,99 

TDK Branded disks- High performance 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels. 

10...£5,99 too.£52.99 
...£26 99 sod..£249.99 

1000 Phoenix Disk labels... £9.99 

10. .£499 200.. 
25. £12 99 500. 
50. £22 99 750.... 
too,. £39 99 1000 

LEADS 1 
& CABLES 

Upgraded version of BJIQe, the worlds biggest 

selling portable- inkjet primer. 

CANON BJ 20. £319.99 
More Features than the BJiD, includes Auto sheet 
feeder. Top selling'Highly Recommended 

CANON BJ 300. £374.99 
80 column bubblejet provides laser quality output- 

CANON BJ 330. £499.99 
136 column bubblejet. 

CANON Bubblejet cartridges.....£17.99 

PHOENIX PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with ALL printers containing 18m std 
printer cable, printer rihbons/canridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE 

We have a large range Of high quality printer 

accessories for all the printers we sell including: 

dust covers from £2,99 * Ink cartridges from 
£11,99 * Mono ribbon* from £3.50 * Colour 
ribbons from £7 98 ■ Printer stands from £7.99 

Midi Midi 2m ,..£3.99 Modulator ext....£9,99 
Midi-Midi 3m...,£4.99 Amiga-Scari.£9.99 
Midi-Midi 5rti.....£5.39 Amiga 8833MkII £9,99 

Disk Drive ext..„£9.99 Joystick long ext..£4,99 

Mouse/Joystick ext.,,......£4♦ 99 
M o use/J oyst i c k a p htte r..... £ 4.99 

*Serial/Modem cables...9.99 

"Amiga-Multisync. 1rcm£9.99 
* Ami y a -Microvtfec.*.£9.99 
*Amiga-CPC monitor......£9*99 

*Amigi-RGB/TV....  £9.99 
•SCSI Cable various .£9.99 

Primer Urn.£5.99 Primer 2.0m Hfl...£7,99 

*For lull details of these cables or 
information regarding the right cable for 
the job call D532 31T684. Custom built leads 
are no problem Phoenix. 

PHOENIX 2 Me} 
BAM Upgrade Modules 

CHIPS 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 

Kickstnrt 2 04 HBM.._....£34.99 

KickfUrt 1.3 ROM ...£27.99 Fatltr Agnus 6372A €34 99 
NEW Suptr Dsniio E2S S9 CIA Km.,.....£9,99 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb x 9 \~m Simm.. fSBSB 1 Mb * 41 Mi Zip.*£34 99 

1 Mb x 9140] Si mm...£2 7.99 256k x 4 ( Ml Zip......‘£29 99 

256k x 9(401 Simm. Cl2 99 t Mb % 1 DRAM .£3 49 

256k x 4 DRAM...0.49 This ptict is for 1 Mb d RAM 

IhtsD chips cGYGr practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market lor the 
Amiga »e. GVP, SUPRA, MlCRCBOTJCS, COMMODORE 

‘7 must write to congratulate you on 
the efficiency of your mail order staff. ” 

Robert S, Blair - Denmark 

m 
SUPRA 50QRX the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion unitsJ*U$es 256x4Zips) 

B Mb pop to 1 Mb*.*. 
8 Mb pop to 2 .£124.! 
B Mb pop to 2 Mb..... 
B Mb pop to 4 Mb,......._ 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb...*. 

A PHOENIX RAM 
module can expand 
your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb by using the 
trapdoor expansion 
port. Extra RAM is 
n a c*$t try to unleash the 

incredible graphics capa- 

Mfliei ol your Amiga. Alt our boards carry a hill 2 year no 
quibble repiecemam guarantee It's never been 
cheaper to upgrade! 

1 Mb Fully populated ... .. 

RAM board.... CUSHLi/ Ld4.99 

1 Mb unpopulated RAM board.£16.99 

MULTI MEDIA 
flombo s Vidi Amiga 12 is the replacement for their 

complete colour solution bringing you the world's 

first mess market colour digitiser for under £100. 

VIDI-AMIGA 12. 77 £79.99 
Quisle tiding lectures end plenty of VFMHI/a/ue 
for moneys Highly Recommended, 

ROCGEN Plus. .£129.99 
Quality features and performance'Re commended. 

R0CKEY BY ROCTEC 
The new chroma key unit * used in conjunction with 

a Genlock ■ allows you to superimpose live video 

over graphics or vidao-substitute the brightness 

portion of a video source with a keyed image- 

Embed live video in graphics! ^ A ^ ^ __ 

Phoenix Price....£269.99 



iKMlL BLAZERS-WHAT'S NEW IN NOVEMBER 1992! 

PHOENIX 1Mb A600 UPGRADE ROCTEC ROCLITI 
This famous super slim drive has now 
boon upgraded to include Anti-click 

and virus checker - We have 
reluctantly had to raise the price ol this 

product due to the variance of the 

dollar rate. However to soften the blow 

we will include a FREE disk head 

cleaner worth 13.99 

Phoenix price... .£64.99 

MICE & 
TRACKBALLS 

, Upgrade Mouse.....£24.99 
(With Operation Stealth, mat & holder} 
Roctec Mouse..£13.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE „ 
Mega Mouse,...  £12.99 
(Has just received 90% Amiga Format Gold Award) 

Optical Mouta«**.H*»""".»...".....**.f£29«99 
High precision, pointing device. 

Crystal Trackball.,,*..£37.99 
Infrared-Cordless-Mouse,.* £47.99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovation.! 

Optical Pen Mouse,£39.99 
High Quality 9mm mouse Mats-*£3,99 

SCANNERS 

RELEASE 2 

VORTEX GOLDEN GATE' 
Designed tor the Amiga 1590/2009/3000 

and 3DQ0T this is a 25MHz 60386SX PC/AT 
Emulator, PC/AT slot tupport-Max 16 Mb 

PC/RAM, 4Mb for Amiga-Wilf use PC/AT IDE 

Hard Disk and floppy disk drives 2.83 Mb under 

Amiga DOS, highly recommended 

Phoenix price... .£419.99 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
The most eagerly a wade it software package of 

the year, has just received ait award a I 97% in 
CU AMIGA Francois Lionel's superb creation 
has now evolved to include numerous new 

features developed from Amiga users ideas 
and feedback. Don't miss this six disk 

Bonanza! 

Phoenix price 
awesome. 

Phoenix price.. .£739.9 

Powerful image processing toots for the 
office or the home environment. 

GOLDEN IMAGE Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi * 256- Greyscale * Touch up 

and Merge it software. 

AlfaScan.. ..£124.99 
AlfaScan Plus ..*_ .£149.99 
AlfaScan OCR fine OCR Software).... £279.99 

EPSON GT-60QQ FLAT BED FULL 
COLOUR SCANNEFLPlug into Amiga 
parallel port, 600 d p i. resolution, up to 16 
million colours aaqa 
Phoenix Price....*.£3o3,UU 

ASDG-SOFTWARE Scanning software 
comes in two forms, integrated into art 
development as a new module or used as a 
stand-alone programme. 
Phoenix Price. £109.99 

Control Centre....,,.. £34.99 
Heavy duty construction,rubber edging, 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A50Q/A5Q0* A 600 
control centre now available 

DATA SWITCHES-/#pm D type} 

2 way,.  £15,99 

3 way.   £17,99 

4 way,,,,,*.,,.*.*.  ,,£19.99 

STORAGE: 

90 Capacity BANX....*,****£11.99 

150 Capacity PQSSO....£16.99 

Disk Box 10 Cap*......,£1.99 

Disk Box 25 Cap,..    .£2.99 
Disk Box 50 Cap......,..£4,99 
Disk Box 100 Cap Mill* I»++«■ !+ + *’»« Ilflli £6.99 
Disk Box 120 Cap.£7.99 

Top grade, heavy duty injection moulded boxes. 

Low cost, high quality. 

POWER-Features include; 100-400 dpi - 64- 

Greyscales Thruporf to printer * FREE Editing 

Power Scanner v2.0.... £94.99 
Power Scanner Co I our,*. „*.*....... £234*99 

Now Only.. 

£79.99 
The popular upgrade kit for 12/13 owners from 

Commodore is in stock and selling last! 

FINAL COPY-UK VERSION 
iThis powerful, unique 

WYSIWYG word processing 

package is the best value choice for 

^ your Amiga, sharing many of the 

features of full-blown DTP packages 

Phoenix price. 
Bo safe in ihe knowledge dial you are buying 

the off ic in I UK version of the product Irani 

Phoenix BEWARE pf dealers offering 

"Latest version' of final Copy. This may be 

Amertcan product and should not be sold irt 

the UK! 

*^0PAL VISION 
Amazing new 24-Bit graphics card and 
video system for the Amiga 1500, 2000 
and 3000* Includes software suite 

worth hundreds of pound. With an 

incredible performance. Ibis is simply 

PRODUCT 

Mouse/Joystick Switch..£13.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's ports!Tin*, device saves 

wear and tear makes switchover FAST, end does NOT 

require power unlike many others 

Computer/Video Sc art Switch*.*£19.99 
Flip between Vtdao/compuier signals at the push d a button 

Phoenix Stereo speakers..,,, £29.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga Standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 

DISK DRIVES 
All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee' 

Phoenix Deluxe Drive. ............£47.99 
Roctec Rod ite___£64 99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 
include Anticlick and Virus Checker 

Disk head cleaner.. .£3.99 

FREE FAST UK DELIVERY 

NEXT DAY COURIER ONLY £4.50 

AMIGA MUSIC 
Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
kept this unbeatable music deal running for you 
throughout the Christmas period 

MUS1C-XJnr....0fiiii PIC (1(1 
When purchasing either a I UeUU 
Phoenix Stereo Sampler or Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Please Note: this it b limited offer only while slocks last! 

Stereo Sampler. £29.99 
Combines eass of usv watt state of the an analogue to 

digital conversion technology. I Inc FREE sample editing 

software 4audio lead] 

Pro-Midi 2 Interface..**,.. .£24.99 
This fully featured professional qua lily midi interface is 

very flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities It has five 

pons mT out thru and two swtichabia out/thru fine FREE 

midi lead! 

GVP Digital Sound Studio.*£54*99 
High quality sound sampfti for all Amiga Computers 

Amiga Music Made Easy-Only from Phoenix! 

A 570 CD ROM 

This essential add-on has linnlly arrived, 

suitable for A500/A500+, A570. 

Phoenix price... £1717 £329.99 

WARE T 

WORD 
Kind words 3-. . ......,.£36 99 
Final Copy 2 . .... £713? £66.99 
Professional Page ..£75T7"£129.99 
Saxon Publisher... F7T, £183.99 
Pagestream v22.... .£126.99 
Pagestream Foni pack 1 ... .£44.99 
Pen Pal 1.4.. ’ - 3tu: £39.99 
Pro write v3,X .. .£57.99 
Quick write ..... .£36.99 
Wordworth. £79 99 
Hot Links.„.... .£52.99 

INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office .. ...£59.99 
Mini Office. 47TT7 £39.99 

CAD & DRAWING 
Oesran Works _ raw 

Professional Draw 3. £79.99 
Intro CAD Plus ... .£74.99 
X CAD 2000. .£99 99 
X CAD 3000... .£269 99 

UTILITIES 
Lattice X* v6... ... nm; £214.99 
A-Talk 3. .£44 99 
CrOSS DoS vl i inc, Cross PC Fmujttotp..99 
Diskmaster 2. . .£43.99 
Dos 2 Dos... .£29.99 
Opus Directory. .£29.99 
Xcopy..*.. .£36.99 
Quarter Back..*.* .£45.99 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5. .£49.99 

DATABASE 
Superbase Pro 4 . .£164.99 
Superbase Pars 2. C-ZXHSZ £39.99 

VIDEO PRQOUCTIOIMiTITLING 
SCALA 500 *..... _£79 99 
SCALA Professional . .£219.99 
Big Alternative Scroller . .£35 99 
Broadcast Tiller 2 .... . .£179 99 
Font Pack 1 tor Broadcast Tiller 2.£88 99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Titter 2...£88 99 
Pro Video Post. .£168 99 
TV Show Pro.. .£51,99 
TV Text Pro,..,.. .£84.99 

FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX 
Race Trace.. ...... Z35T! £93.99 
Deluxe Paint 4. .£63.99 
Deluxe Video 3 ... .£71.99 
Image Finder . .. .£44.99 
Pixmate .. ..£43.99 
Scenery Animator.. .£62.99 
Vista.. £43 99 
Pro Vista.. .£7199 

ANIMATION 
Take 2.*..,***,** .£42.99 
Image Master.. ..,.£129.99 
3-D Images. .£36 99 
Amos .. .£36 99 
Amos Professional... ..... /T7TT7' £44.99 
/ 97% m CU AnnoeSottwete f*t*e$e pt the y**t) 
Amos Compiler. ..£2199 
Amos 3D.* .£25.99 
Easy Amos .. ...£22.99 
Deluxe Paint 4 . £63 99 
Director v2... .£71.99 
Imagine v2. £189.99 
Map master lor Imagine .£59.99 
Presentation Master .£169.99 
Surface Master for Imagine. .£29.99 
Showmaker. .,..£142.99 
Video Director . ft(17 99 

PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Can Do vl.f .. £72.99 
Art Department Pro v.1 ... .£143.99 
Art Department Pro Conv. Kit... .£57.99 
Can Do It V.I.G. . £94 99 
Hyper Book_ .£44*99 

ACCOUNTING 
Personal Finance... _f7H7i £29 99 
Arena Accounts.. .183*99 
Home Accounts 2.. .£39.99 
System 3.. *.*.£43*99 
Cashbook Combo. .£57.99 

SAME DAY DESPATCH 
an Credit card orders/ bankers draft/ building 

society chcquc/Poslal orders. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT Tel: 0532 311932 
PHOENIX, UNIT 19. ARMLEY PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY ROAD, LEEDS LS12 2AE. 

Please make cheques payable to PHOENIX, Allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. BFPO welcome. 
NORMAL OPENING TIMES: Mon-Sat 900am-6.00pm FAX: 0532 319061E&O.E. 
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FUTURE OF THE AMIGA 0 

THE AMIGA 
CD CONSOLE 

Commodore ore committed to 
cheap, accessible, 'entry-level' 

Amigos and also ta the idea of 

CD as the main storage for¬ 
mal for enter tain men I 

software. They also 
believe that CD gives 

them the opportunity to 

oust the Japanese con¬ 

sole giants, Put them 
together, and a CD- 

driven console seems a 

pretty viable option. 

In favour of the 

Amiga CDC (CD console) is 
the fact that all CDTV soft¬ 

ware was developed to 

moke use of a limited con¬ 
trol system from the 

CDTV1 s infra-red con¬ 

troller,, so the possibility of 

a keyboardless system, con¬ 

trolled perhaps by console-style joypads or 
infra-red versions thereof, is proven and workable. 

The cost reduction of □ keyboardless Amiga means this 

device could come out at £120-£l 50. 
Expandability would definitely be the key, with all the 

standard Amiga interfaces on the back, including the 

capacity to add a floppy disk drive and a keyboard {around 

£40 and £50 respectively). A PCMCIA slot would also be 

vital. This fits with Commodore's long-term vision of the 

Amigo as o 'modular system'. 
Like oil new Amigos, the CDC would need to be based 

on the new A1200's specification, with 32-bit 

architecture, 68020 processor, the AA chip set and 

2Mb of chip RAM as standard. 

On the down side, though, it seems unlikely that 
Commodore will take this route. As the Amiga has devel¬ 

oped, their speciality has very much become the world's 

best-selling home computer, with al its inherent 
creativity and productivity advantages. Plus 

Commodore UK boss Kelly Sumner has admitted 

in the past that his biggest mistake was the 

C64 console, a personal project of his which 

flopped totally. Stilt, it makes sense in so many 
ways that anything is possible... 

THE AlOOO 
This is a bit of a dream machine, but it incorporates a number of ideas that are 

significant at the moment. Essentially this is an A1200 adapted for the arrival of the 

CD drive. Commodore have stated that they can fit a CD drive (a an Amiga as 
cheaply as they can a floppy disk drive, 

so if they are committed to CD then an 
Al 200 with built-in CD has to be the 

next logical step. It's 

about a year after th 

original 1200, probably in November 

this year, in time for Christmas. 

The other obvious thing about this 

Amiga is It's portable, incorporating □ 
fold-down colour LCD screen. There's 

never been a portable Amiga, though it 

seemed possible about o year ago, 

there was one the verge of release 

- but an American firm that 
proposed producing Amiga 

portables was warned off 
by Commodore in ihe US. 

There are problems though. Power 
consumption in a portable Is the key 

and the Amiga gets through a lot of 

power. Price is also a drawback — colour 

LCD screens are expensive. 

One important aspect of the portable is a 
built-in power supply. Many computers have a 

power transformer built in to the case, so oil you 
need to plug them in is □ lead. We're not sure why 

Commodore haven't tried to indude the power supply in 

the A1200, but it may be manufacturing costs and the need 

to meet consumer-protection regulations in a number of coun¬ 

tries with widely differing standards could make it difficult 

This a cross between a manifesto and an almanac. 

Amiga Format's staff, the world's foremost Amiga commentators, 

set the agenda for what should - must - happen rn 1993... 

Visions of the 

Is or 

The Amiga Format Manifesto 
1992 was undoubtedly Commodore's most Impressive year for the Amiga. They 
Introduced lots of new ideas that have a major place in the future, such as IDE, 
PCMCIA and the Ai200 s new standard. But they've also got a tot of plans for 
1993, which Is bound to be another big year ot change. 

Last issue, we asked 40 of the most Important companies In the Amiga 
world what they thought about certain key issues* In some ways, many of the 
answers were disappointing: too many of them seemed to have too little Idea of 
where Commodore are planning to take the Amiga. 

So partly tor their benefit and partly for yours, we thought it would be useful 
to identify the key Amiga issues and to state, here and now, what Amiga Format 
believes must happen. We'd also like to point out a tew things to Commodore: 
you've had a great year, but there’s more to be done yet, boys! 

• CD MUST BECOME THE 
PREMIER STORAGE MEDIUM 
Commodore are utterly committed to this and are prepared to 'lead the market' 
In the right direction. So are we. Only a few key UK game publishers seem to be 
aware of this to date. 

Software on CO Is proof against casual piracy and CDs are much cheaper to 
make than the console-style ROM cartridges. They also allow potential for much 
more Impressive software, with massive storage capacity equivalent to over 
600 floppy disks. 

CD could also break the stranglehold of approval and licence fees with 
which Sega and Nintendo have been able to control the games software market. 
Something big is definitely going to happen and if you're not aware of CD, 
you’re doomed. 

• GAMES MUST COST £20 OR LESS 
All the leading UK software houses who we've spoken to are already committed 

to this concept. And It's going to be CD as a medium that will make it possible, 
this is because of the massively lower production costs and much shorter lead 
times' for manufacture. 

The games publishers have enjoyed the boom In popularity of games on the 
piracy-proof console cartridges, but they have now come lo realise that con¬ 
sumers dislike the high retail prices of cartridges, which is caused by the high 
cost of manufacture and the licence' system by which money goes to the con¬ 
sole manufacturers. 

The Amiga CD, as an open system for which anyone can develop games, 
can remove these disadvantages and make the £20 brand-new game a standard. 

• COMMODORE MUST ENSURE 
AMIGA CD IS AN OPEN SYSTEM 
All CDTV discs currently have to be licensed and approved and use a variety of 
'key code' In the boot. Not on. Commodore must resist the temptation to pu! any 
restriction on who can develop for the Amiga* 

• PCMCIA IS FOR HARDWARE, 
NOT SOFTWARE 
Many people seem to believe that the credit card' slot has been included so that 
cartridge-based software is an option. It's not That would simply repeat alt the 
problems that CD can sort out. 

PCMCIA is an ideal way of adding extra hardware: a slim card can fit a 4Mb 
RAM expansion, backed by a battery if need be so that you can carry it around 
and retain the data. But RAM is just a start; fax/modems and even hard drives 
will soon come on cards. 

PCMCIA cards are a cheap, compact and extremely convenient way of 
adding extra wldgetry to the Amiga and we're right behind Ihe idea* 



fTn FUTURE OF THE AMIGA 

Or, alternatively, the 04000, Whether ar not it's true, there is a rumour that the top man at Commodore US 
was dissatisfied with the A40Q0, believing, impressive though it was, it didn't go far enough. Look at I he price 

of the A1200 and compare it with the A4000 and you might be forced to agree. 

Commodore in the US make no secret that they have a 'Triple A' chip set in development. We would envisage 

an AS0OO based around this chip set would be a logical development in the middle of next year* 
This chip set has only one piece left to go as far as graphics are concerned, and that's a true 24-hjf display - 

selecting from 16 million colours on the screen. This would give 256 shades af any colour, which is believed fay 

experts to be sufficient to give a perfect representation of any picture. 

Add in 16-bit 'CD quality' sound from a new sound chip and you have the perfect machine: there is nowhere 

else to go as regards graphics or sound. Other specifications would be similar to the A40Q0„ with the 68040 
chip on a removable 'master board' to oiiow immediate upgrade to Motorola's next generation of foster chips. 

Inevitably, while IDE is the perfect solution far 

miniature hard drives, a return to SCSI? is necessary in the 

A5000 as well, far the extra speed. Lastly, there must be an 

option for an internal CD drive. With the A2200 taking on the 

cheap PC market in homes and small businesses, the 24-bll 
ASD00 would be (he ideal graphics workstation for film, TV, 

video, DTP and the burgeoning multimedia presentation mar 

kel. The A3DG0 and the A4000 could then be scrapped, 

AX*:*f-rj** 

future 

Commodore are adamant that a project they did have under 

way that went by the name A2200 has been abandoned, and 

that there is no need for a new mid-range Amigo - gradual 
price reductions in the A3000 and A4000 over the next year 

will, they Insist, fill the gap. But is ft that simple? 

There's now on enormous gulf in price between the A1200 and the higher 

machines in the ronge, even if you consider that there is nothing to stop Commodore 
from fitting the AA chip set to the A3QDQ. The specification of the A1200 at its £399 

price make (he A4000, which has limited advantages over the lower-end machine, 
seem ludicrously overpriced at £2,100. 

As soon as you consider the mid-price computer market, the IBM PC-compatibles 

have to come into the equation. You can now get a fast 33MHx PC of the very latest type, 

with 256-colour VGA graphics, a hard drive built in and a monitor, all for £1,000 or so. Good, but surely an Amiga 
could compete? 

Our 2400 would be aimed at doing just that. Start from the base of on A1200, put it in a case with room for a 

couple of expansion slots and give it a separate keyboard, at a cost of maybe £100 extra. Give it a faster 68030 proces¬ 

sor with a co processor (maybe £50 extra - it's surprisingly cheap}, the high-density disk drive from the A4Q00 {another 

£50 above the bask unit) and fit it with a 40 Mb internal hard drive ol a cost of oround £100. Iota! cast £799 for a heck 
of a lot of computer. 

There are other etemeafs it may he possible to incorporate, such as the DSP (Digital Signal Processor} chip for improved 

sound, which Commodore considered fitting in the A12O0 but were prevented from including because they wonted to keep 
the cost a I £399. But this machine would offer an impressive competitor for PC-compatibles as well as offering an 
upgrade path for Amiga owners who want to move to a more business-like machine. 

• MORE PEOPLE MUST 
GET HARD DRIVES 
Commodore have done their best to encourage you, the owner, to get a hard 
drive by introducing IDE into the low-level Amiga®. Thi® makes it far easier, 
much cheaper and immensely more convenient to fit a hard drive. 

A hard drive makes an enormous difference to your machine. Everything 
you do, with the exception of playing games and. In many cases, that loo, 
becomes quicker and easier. Workbench and all your favourite programs load 
Instantly and are much more usable. Don't hesitate - gel a hard drive, 

There Is one problem Commodore must sort out, and that's warranties. IDE 
drives are easy to buy and fit yourself, but that's no use if your on-site repair 
warranty goes down the pan. One solution might be to firm up the system of 
official Commodore dealers and oblige these dealers to fit drives at minimal 
cost, reseal the warranty sticker, and supply drives to Wang, the company that 
handles warranty repairs, so that on-site maintenance is still possible, 

• GAMES MUST SUPPORT 
EXPANSION HARDWARE 
Two of the most common complaints about a game are 'It's great, but It comes 
on two disks and ignores my second disk drive' and I can't install it on my hard 
drive'. Irritating, we egree. 

Howevert It will cease to be a problem when games are finally released on 
CD. In the long term* therefore, we have to say these two problems will cease to 
be an issue. 

One that will come Increasingly to the fore, however, is that software will 
need to support the whole range of Motorola 68xxx processors. There's no 
longer any excuse for any kind of program to tall when run with an advanced 
processor or a coprocessor. 

• ON WORKBENCH BEING 
INSTALLED ON ROM CHIP 
There has been a movement In favour of the contents of the Workbench disk 

being included on a larger Kickstart ROM. Not a good idea: it prevents the user 
customising H and upgrading easily to newer versions. Hard disks make 
Workbench perfectly useable, 

m COMMODORE MUST 
INVESTIGATE INTERNAL 
ROWER SUPPLIES 
Most home-computer systems have an in-built power supply, so you can 
plug them straight in with just a lead. The Amiga still has that hideous power 
"brick'. Why? The TV modulator has been Incorporated in the machine, so why 
not the power supply? 

There's a clear demand for a next step up Amiga from the 1200, with a similar 
specification but potential for "In the case' expansion. A specification for this 
machine is discussed in more detail above, We don't see why Commodore don't 
plan to produce one. 

m THE A4000 SHOULD BE 
REPLACED BY A HEW MACHINE 
WITH THE 'TRIPLE A' CHIP SET. 
Again, this Is discussed above. The release of the A1200 has made the A4000 
seem ludicrously expensive, but a full 24-bit graphics workstation with the new 
chrp set in would almost certainly restore It to its position as the Rolls Royce of 
the Amiga world. 

G SCSI MUST BE RECONSIDERED 
The IDE drive In the lower-end home Amigas is an absolutely ideal solution, but 
the workstation market has different needs. SCSI not only offers faster hard 
drives, but also allows access to SCSI-connected graphics peripherals such as 
professional scanners. 
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Software Supreme 
139 High Road Loughton 
Essex IG1 4LT 

3D Construction (fit 2.35 49 
A Train...2599 
A-TA.C...    23.49 
AlOTanklQSer..21.4$ 
A320 Airbus ....2* 49 
ADI Eng** (11-12)......17,99 
ADI English (1® 13)...17 99 
ADI English (13-14).17 99 
ADI English (14-15)....17 99 
ADI Malta (IMS].17 99 
ADI Maths. (19-13)..,.17 99 
ADI Maths (13-14).,,.17.99 
ADI Maths (14-15),..,..17.99 
API French (11-12). 17.99 
ADI French (12-13).17 99 
ADI French (13-14).1.7.99 
ADI French (14-15).,*.*„*, 17 99 
AD Sports Boxing ,*,*..,..—11 49 
AD Sports Driving,1 49 
AV Hamer Assault-.***.24 99 
Addam* Family .-*.16.50 
Apv Tennis.*,*„**„*.*„.-. 16.49 
Agony . **.«.***,„*,*,* 15 49 
Air Bucks .,.20.99 
Air Combat Aces.*,.*., 1 899 
Air Support .*.15.49 
Air Warrior.-...23 49 
Alcatraz ........ 1*49 
Alien 3.  16-49 
Allen Breed Special Edition 9.49 
Amazing Splderman.. 16.49 
Amos Easy...  —23,49 
Amos Professional..54 49 
Amos the Creator—,,.36.49 
Another World .  16.99 
Apidya.,.*.*»..16.49 
Aquatic Games.***,*,„.*.*, 16.99 
Aquavtnturer.-.„*„*,*, 13*49 
Archer Mac leans Pool «*.„,*,1699 
Armour Gtddon 2.  16 49 
ArwnftlFt .16 99 
Ashes of Empire...... .. . 23 99 
Assassin.„ ---*,- 16 99 
Asterix...,1* 49 

A T B.  .22-49 
B17 Flying Fortress ..22 99 
Back the the Future 2....7 99 
Bane of the Cosmic Forge , 23.49 
Barbarian 2 .   14 49 
Bards Tale Trilogy.19-49 
Battle Chess II. 16.99 
Battle Command,..,,15.49 
Battle isle .    18.99 
Battle Isle Data Disk  ..,13.49 
Battle Master.. 11.49 
Battle Toads ,,,..16.49 
Beast 3 .,.19.49 
Beast Master *.*„*.*.*,*,*«**„,.... 16.49 
; Run....—...-16 49 
Bill's Tomato Game ,*,*.„*.20.99 
Birds of Prey .**-.  . 23,49 
Slack Crypt.. .......15 99 
Bonanza Brothers..14 99 
Boston Bomb Club ..............16.49 
Bountiful HD Scenery ,,.,...*..13.99 
CVS Air Combat ...,.,.,.*,...*... 20-99 
Cadaver..  16 99 
Cadaver The Pay Off..10 99 
California Games I.,.16-49 
Campaign.,.,,,,.,..20.99 
Carl lewis Challenge....15.49 
Castle of Doctor Brain-17.49 
Castles.  16.49 
taten - eni .. 

Centunon ..... ...16.49 
Championship Manager .16.49 
Chaos Engine 
Chase H Q 2 . 

, ,.1699 
.-,...14.49 

Cisco Heat .699 
Civilization. .23.49 
Code Name Assasm.16 99 
Conflict Korea ....,....*...,....23 99 
Conquest for the longbow ,21.49 
Contraptions .....16 99 
Coot Croc Twins .....15 99 
Cool World....,.,,,,.,16.99 
Cover Girl Poker___15.49 
Covert Action,...23.49 
Crazy Cars III_,..,....,.-.15.49 
Creatures 2 ..,.*,,16.49 
Cruise for a Corpse.15-99 
Curse of the Azure Bond 2D 49 
Curse of Enchantle..22.99 
Dally Double Horse Racing... 13.99 

Dark Queen of Kryrm .*,*,*.*,,19 49 
Dark Seed .,*,*,,,,26.99 
Dos Boot ..... *.,10 99 
Death Knights of Krynn.19.49 
Demonsgate ...   2fi.49 
Devious Designs..**, ,15.99 
DMtheiis Wonderland .16.49 
Do Jo Dan  .,...*.*,,,*16.99 
Double Dragon 3,..16.49 
Dread Noughts.23 99 
Dune  ..*.*„,*.„„ 19.99 
Dungeon Chaos 19 49 
Dyna Blaster ..*,,,*.19 49 
Elf.  16.49 
Elvira II ■ Arcade .....**.*.16 99 
Elvira II - Cerberus...22.49 
Elvira Mistress of Dark..21.99 
Enhanced.,... ...2149 
Epic . .. 19.49 
Espania Games 92_ 19.99 
European Football Champ 16,99 
Eye of the Beholder .19 49 
Eye of the Beholder II**.*. 22 49 
F14 Tom Cat ...,*.18 99 
FIS Strike Eagle 1..,..*****, 15-99 
F17 Stealth F.ghter.21 49 
F19 Stealth Fighter 19 49 
F29 Retaliator .15.99 
Falcon 3 26 99 
Fantastic Voyage 16 99 
Fascination .18 99 
Final Fight.16.49 
Fire & Ice .15,49 
Fire Force.16.99 
Flag .  19,49 
Flashback  16.99 
Floor 13.,,*.*.*.*.19.99 
Football Crazy .16 49 
Formula 1 Grand Prix.„„♦**.* 22 99 
Fort Apache. ,*,.15 49 
Fret DC .1& 49 
Fun SchOd 3 (under 5) . 16 99 
Fun School 3 (5^7) 16 99 
Fun Schod 3 (7+).16.99 
Fun Schod 4 (5-7) 16.99 
Fun School 4 (7+) 16 99 
Fuzzbaii . . ..-.13-99 
Gateway to Sav Frontier .18 49 
Gauntlet III 11 99 
Global Effect 16 99 
Goblins ..13.99 
Gods 1699 
Golden Shot .16.99 
Graham Gooch Cricket 19.99 
Graham Ta/lor 15 49 
Gurohtp 2QQC . 21 99 
Hariequm 16 49 
Harpoonl Meg 19 99 
Heimdaii 13 99 
Hero* Quest 16 99 
m Street 8k>es 15 49 
Home Alone 20 49 
Hook 1549 
Hostile Breed 16 49 
Humans  17 49 
l Jones Fate of Atlantis .23 99 
Ian Bothams Cricket.19 49 
Indy Heal. .16 99 
internationalSpomChallenge .-16-99 
ishar Legend Fortress.£0-49 
J. Madden Football.,16-49 
Jaguar XJ220 ,.  16 49 
Jim Power . ,,,16 99 
Jimmy White Snooker,.16-99 
John Barnes Europe Ball.15 99 
Kick Off 3.16 49 
KGB.  19,99 
Kid Gloves .,.,.16 49 
killing Game Show  8 49 
Kings Quest IV ..  22 ,99 
kings Quest V . ..15 99 
knrght of the Sky.. .21 49 
K nightmare..   18,99 
Lawnmower Man ,  16 99 
Lazier Squad 2 .. 16 99 
Leander .  .15.99 
Legend .18.49 
Legend of Valour.,...,,,24.49 
Lemming Double Pack.19.99 
Lemmings .,,,,,,,.,15.99 
Lemmings 2. 20.99 
Lemmings Data Disk...13.49 
Lemmings Stand Alone 15.99 
Lethal Weapon 3 ..,16.49 

Uhks........23 49 
Links Bountiful HD 13 99 
Links Firestone HD..13 99 
links Pmehurst HD .. 13 99 
Lmerpool FC 16 49 
Lord of ttie Rings 20 49 
lord of the Rising Sun 15 99 
Lotus Turbo Challenge I ,.,**16,49 
Lotus Turbo Challenge HI 16 99 
Lure Of the Temptress 19 99 
M Ditka UK FUall.18 49 
M l Tank Platoon.19.99 
Magic Pockets.15-99 
Magnetic Scrolls .17 49 
Man Did Europe.9.99 
Match of the Day.17.49 
Match of the Day.17.49 
Mcdonalds Land .17 99 
Meg Lo Mama.,,,.-.-.-.*.,.18.49 
Mega Fortress .,*,.16 49 
Mega Mix Master .**..27.49 
Megasports .*,.15 99 
Megatravtlkr 2 . .*„*,„*,*,*,.20 99 
Megatwins , ..  ,*.*.*16.99 
Microprose Goi.23.49 
Midwinter 2 ..  23-49 
Mig 29 Fulcrum . ..    16 99 
Might a. Magic 3    22 99 
Monkey Island ...15 99 
Monkey Island 2. 22 49 
Monster Pack 2..16 99 
Moonfall.. ..15,99 
Moonstone.19,49 
Mystical.15.49 
Myth.18.49 
Navy Seals..  15,99 
Nebulas 2 .15.99 
Nigel Mansells World Champ? r49 
Night Shift.16 49 
Noddy's Playtime 16 99 
No Greater Glory .*,*, 23 99 
Omar Shanffs Bridge 23 49 
Operation Stealth 16 49 
Ortwtus 12 99 
Ork..15.99 
Oubaoders.-.*..19.49 
PGA Coursed Disks.10 99 
PGA Golf Tour ♦  19.99 
Pacific Islands  18*99 
Palladln 2.19 49 
Paperboy 2  8 49 
Parasol Stars 15.99 
Pegasus .  16.49 
Perfect General. 19.99 
Pinball Dreams .. .16.99 
Pinball Fantasies .17 99 
Prtflghter .-*.*.*.*.*- 8 49 
Plan 9 Outer Space -18 99 
Plotting.15.49 
Police Quest 3 .... 22.49 
Pooh of Darkness 18 49 
Popuks 2  17.49 
PopuhifrSfm City ....16 99 
Powermonger  19.49 
Predator 2  9 99 
Premier ...-.19.99 
Premiere Manager—..16-99 
Prince of Persia ..  15.99 
Pro Tennis 2 ..  18.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 .........15-99 
Proflight .    29-99 
Project X.  16.49 
Prophecy .  ,,,....,17 99 
Pushover...,15,99 
R Type 2 .14 99 
RBI S Baseball .12 99 
Railroad Tycoon.22 49 
Reach for the $kies 19 49 
Realms .22.99 
Red Baron. 22 49 
Red Zone.«*—  15*99 
Rtse of the Dragon 24.49 
Risky Woods  15 99 
Road Rash  *,*,16 99 
Robin Hood.-.,,*,.15.99 
ftobocod ..  15-99 
Robocop 2 14 99 
Robocop 3. 15.99 
Robosports 16 49 
Rodland.  16.49 
Rome AD 92.  20 99 
Rubicon.16.99 
Rugby World Cup .8-49 
Rules of Engagement..,16 99 

Sabre Team 1699 
Scrabble De Luxe 20 99 
Scrooge 16 49 
Secret Weapon Uft 19 +9 
Secret Of Silver Blades 21 99 
Sensible Soccer 16 49 
Sensible Soccer 9293 17 99 
Shadow Dancer 16 99 
Shadowlands 10 49 
Shadow of the Beast 3 19 49 
Shadow worlds 16 99 
Shuttle the Sim.. 20 49 
Silent Service 2 . 22 99 
Silly Putty. 16 49 
Sim Ant ..   .22.99 
Sim Earth 20 99 
Simpsons.,... 15 99 
Smash TV 15 99 
Space Ace 2 23 49 
Space Crusade ,12 99 
SpaeeGun 15 99 
Space Quest 1 , 2^ 3, * 22 49 
Special Forces 21 49 
Spirit Of Excakbur 9 99 
Steel Empire.19 49 
Stereo Master . 26 49 
Storm Master 16 99 
Streetfighter £  17.99 
Strike Fleet. 16 99 
Striker .   15 49 
Super All Stars*..17 99 
Super Ski 2.   1199 
Super Space Invaders 1679 
Super SWIV., 1699 
Supremacy . 9 99 
Suspicious Cargo , fl 49 
Sword of Honour ....... 16 49 
tv sports Baseball 16 99 
TV Sports Boxing. 15 49 
Team Yankee. 17 49 
Team Yankee 2 20 99 
Tearaway Thomas 15 99 
Tennis Cup 2. 1599 
Terminator 2. 16 99 
Test Driver 3 .,. 15 99 
The Games Espania 19 49 
The Godfather. 16 99 
The Manager ..  20 99 
The Path . 16 49 
Their Finest Hour. 19 49 
Thunder Jaws.. 16 49 
Thunderhawk .....20 99 
Tipp Off...16 99 
Treasure of Savage From 22 49 
Troddlers..   16 49 
Twilight 2000 23 99 
UGH IS+9 
UMS2.    23 49 
UM$ Planet Ettor.. 20 99 
Ultima Martian Dreams .... 20 49 
uibma under Wortd .. 20 99 
Umma v... 19 99 
Ultima Vi...   20 49 
Ultima Vi i 20 99 
Universal Monstersi* 99 
Uridkmn 2 ..  17,49 
Utopia.—... 20 49 
Utopia the New World....... 11 49 
Video Kid.  15 99 
Vikings,,.,. 16 99 
Voiced.. 20.99 
Vroom.15-99 
Ween. 20.99 
WWF.  .,*,********16,99 
White Death.12 99 
Wild Wheels 7 49 
Wrfly Beamish 21 49 
Wing Commander 1 19 99 
Writer Sports 17 49 
Wtz Kid.15 99 
Wolf Child 12 99 
Wolf Pack .   1199 
World Senes Cncket 14 49 
Zool .*.. 16 49 
ZOOM 1200)    16 99 
Zyconix .... 14 99 

24 Hour 
Ordering Service 

BUDGET 
3D Pool____6 99 
Advanced Fn#t Machine .6 99 
After Burner..6 99 
Aftered Beast 6 99 
Atomino.„.*««.8.49 
Awesome.,,..____ 8 99 
Baa!,..,*,,.   ,,.599 
Bards Tale 3 8 49 
Batman the movie_,*... .6 99 
Beach V08cy.,.*...6 99 
Blood Money-*.6 99 
Boulderdash .6 99 
D, .uiu a» flAkkl* JL QQ 
BUDOIe DODDfC f ..  O-tV 

Cabar.. 6 99 
California Games 6 99 
Captive. _*.. . 7 99 
Camer Command ..6.99 
Carriage.7 99 
Ceitica GI4 Rally 6 99 
Centrefold Squares , 6 99 
Chase 4 HQ—..***699 
Q m the USA ., 7 99 
Cloud Kingdom..6 99 
Colossus Chess*,**-..,**.6 99 
Conflict in Europe.7 99 
Crackdown...6 99 
Crary Cars..  6.99 
Days of Thunder 7 99 
Defender of the Crown 7.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker  6 99 
Double Dragon l or 2. . 6 99 
Dragon Hm ja 6 99 
Emfyn Hughes Soccer 6 99 
F16 Combat Pitot 6 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy 5 99 
Gamtkt®. 6 99 
Gazza 2.7.99 
Ghost Busters 2 6 99 
Ghouls 6 Ghosts 6 99 
Go for Gold..8.99 
Golden Axe .. 6 99 
Hard Drivin ..6.99 
Head over Heels...6 99 
Hitch Hiker's Guide ,-.....,,,8,49 
J Khan Squash 6 99 
James Pond...  6 99 
Jet SetWly*™**™.-, 7.99 
John Lowe Uft Dam 6 99 
Kid Gloves...,   5 99 
Last Ninja 3.7 99 
Lombard RAC Rally 6 99 
Lotus Esont.... 6 99 
Manchester Utd.*..6 99 

HE 
Award Winners .  1699 
Air Combat Aces 18 99 
AJr Land A Sea S 3 99 
Bitmap Bros von 16 99 
Bitmap BrosVpl 2, 1699 
Board Genius ..17 49 
Cartoon Coflecbon 16 99 
Dream Team  16 99 
Fantastic Worlds .24 99 
Flight Command . 14 99 
Head to Head .  24 99 
Hoiywood CofleetJOT 9 99 
SHotSHantfe 18 99 
Max Extra.—*. **...11 99 
Monster Pack 2 16 99 
Nnfa Coflecbon IS 99 
Psychos Soccer 
Collection .*.*.1899 

SPECIALS 

,6.99 

Manic Minor .,.*.**.„***,**.„..7.99 
Michael Jackson 

Moonwalker ........ 
Midru^t Resistwice .6 99 
Moonshine Races ..**,.... 6 99 
Nanc . ... 6 99 
New Zealand Story.6 99 
Operation Thunderbolt ,6,99 
Operation wpif.6 99 
Outrun....6-99 
Pocmania. 
Pang. 
Panza Kick Boxing.... 
Pipe Mania 
Platoon 

.8 99 

.6 99 
6 99 
6 99 
5 99 

Predator... 6 99 
Pro Tenrus Tour 6 99 
Puzzmc___ 6.99 
* Type 699 
Rambo 3 699 
Resolution 101. - .699 
Robocop ,, 6 99 
Rocket Rangers .... 8.99 
Roiling Ronnie —__9 99 
Run the Gauntlet  ..,...6.99 
Shadow of the Beast 6 99 
Shadow Warrior.6 99 
Sherman M4...  6,99 
Shindor...  699 
Shoot cm Up ..7 49 
Shuttle Puck Cafe.6 99 
Sky or Dre.-.8 99 
Sleeping Gods Lie.6 99 
Stfrjfcter?-.....6,99 
Storm Trooper..  6.99 
Strike Force Hamef ..6,99 
Stunt Car Racer.6 99 
Super Hang On.6 99 
Super Off Road ...6 99 
Superplex ..6.99 
Switchblade.6 99 
Switch Blade® ..  6.99 
Swiv.....7 99 
Fitus the For..9.49 
Toobin __6 99 
TV Spom Football.. 5,99 
Ultimate Ride... 6 99 
Untouchables .. 6 99 
Vigilante.,,..*,..,,-.6 99 
War Zone..6 99 
Waterloo....*...*..... 6 99 
Wizbatl. .....6 99 
Xenon s ******..7 99 

COMPILATIONS 
Power Pack ...„.14 99 
Rainbow Collection *.. .13 99 
Raving Mad.-... ,17 99 
Soccer Mania-.11,99 
Super Fighter.16.99 
Super Sim Pack.,*.*.,*.,-.Si .99 
Super Heroes i? 49 
Sports...20 99 
Strategy Master...19,99 
Test Drive 2 Collection 20 99 
4 WheelDrrve... 19 99 
Quest for Advtriforc.23 99 
Quest 8 Glory —*..21 49 
Moric Stars... ......12.99 
Phar tas*e Bonus E dhbon 12 99 
World Cup 90.. , 9 99 

Please make cheques & P.O’s payable to SOFTWARE SUPREME 
P & P £1 per item U.K. Elsewhere £3 per item. 
New titles sent as released and subject to price reviews. 

Title Price. Name.... 

Address 

For which computer? 

! B20 - 

P& P 

TOTAL 

Card No 

Access Visa 

.Tel. 

..Exp Date. 

Ch poi 



DIRECT (MAIL DIRECT MAI 

WOHDWOHTH COMPLETELY FREE! 

WITH PANASONIC LASER PRINTERS 

The waters choice, The ultimate word 
processor for AMIGA computers 
NORMAL RRP D29 99 inc VAT 

Or»ce again Indi Hove joined together with Panasonic to offer oil Amigo owners the most outstanding Loser Printer offer ever We ore now able to offer 

high quality, professional loser printing oi very affordable prices. We ore also giving away □ free copy of Wordworth with every Panasonic Loser Printer 

purchased (RRP 129.99]. Whether you're looking for a loser printer to handle word processing, DTP, presentation or complex graphics applications - 

the Panasonic ronge offers you the power to meet your requirements. 

KX P-4410 
• 5 pages per minute 
• 20 resident fonts 
• Optional 2nd input bin 

(total printer capacity 
2x200 sheets) 

• Low running costs 
• Parallel interface 
• Optional memory 

expansion to 4.5Mb 

(0.5Mb as standard) 
HP LaserJet II Emulation 

RRP £992.00 
i mw i price i 

£549 .99 
me. VAT 

WOHDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE 
WITH LASER PRINTERS 

KX P-4430 
• Satinprint (optimum resolution 

technology)* 
• 5 pages per minute 
• HP Loser jet 111 Emulation, PCL 5 
• 8 scalable fonts & 28 bitmap 

functions 
• Optional 2nd input bin (total 

printer capacity 2x200 sheets) 
• Optional memory expansion to 

5.0Mb (1Mb as standard) 

RRP £1286.00 

.99 
me. VAT £859 

WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE 
WITH LASER PRINTERS 

* |SonftpN«»#* « u Qpfithurn ratalutto* twhrtal&gjr 
<0 'rifly SvIVfl n-d-ftj p#mfl q^allf Tfciii 
uA-rfif* WfWqtW IfttfiMiSnaH 
isg^td idpi oi *hGtmti*r» pnd Iia#» br 
rtiryiPig th# fwirtwl rfo* pit oftd p&vfcs*) 

ORDER FORM 
6Y POST — limply fill In Th# coupon bolow 
»Y PHONE - ring 0*06 43*60, After 
6 ,OOpm *«h day your Call will bo onrworod 
by anfw#rphon#. If you would Hk* Id ptoca 
on Ordor hava oil daTalli at hand Including 

SEhM^YOUR ORDER TO: i AF0193^] 
INDI DIRECT MAIL, FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, 
BSWITTON STREET, NORTHWICH. 
CHESHIRE CW9 SOW, 

Plwnix ... 

M{«1,hIUU.. + £5-00 Dal I vary 

I ancle*# chaquafPQ for C.. 

or charga my Ace#ti/Vl*e Na. 

Expiry data / 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED. PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION AT THE TIME OF ORDERING. 

Slgnafura...,,,, 

Sand lo Nam#. 

Addrau 

Day Mm a T*l. 

Pailcod*. 

ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 

Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd r.icphonc *.m-7Pn. 
Unit 6, Ashway Centre, *** 9am-5.30pm 
Elm Crescent nog _CAX #C7C 
Kingston-upon-Thames I 
Surrey KT9 6HH Tel/Fax: : 081-541 4671 

* AMIGA A500 REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES 

* FIXED CHARGES 

* FAST TURNAROUND 

* MANY REPAIRS DONE WHILE-U-WAIT 

* WE PROVIDE PICK-UP SERVICE FOR REPAIRS FOR ONLY £5.00 + VAT 

COMPUTERS 
A600.        POA 
A600 + HO.  POA 

A1200.    POA 

MONITORS 
CM 8SJ3M....................POA 
SC 1435.........199.95 

Philips 15" TV/monitor, remote control + scart cable ..£239.00 
Philips 15" TV/monitor, as above plus Fast text... £269.00 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
1 Me$3.Sp internal..........,,£39-95 
1 Meg 35p external ........,.£59.95 

ACCESSORIES 

Amiga 5T2K RAM +ckxk. £24 95 

Amiga Plus 512K RAM...X34.9S 
Amiga Plus 1 Meg, £49 95 

Amiga/Atari Squrk Mouse £14.95 

Amiga Scan Cable £14 95 
Rom Sharer—_____£19 95 

Mouse Mat..£4 95 

Dust Cover....... £495 

Super Pro Zipshck.... £14 95 

Amiga Power Supply..... ,£39 95 

10 Blank Disks..........£5 95 

HARD DRIVES 
ORAM 2Mb RAM 4Mb RAM 8Mb RAM 

GVP Senes II HD8 with 52Mb Hard Drive 349 95 399 95 449.95 549 95 

GVP Series II HD8 with 120Mb Hard Drive 4S9 95 509 95 559.95 659.95 

GVP Series II Ht>8 with 240Mb Hard Drive 729.95 : 779 95 829 95 929 95 

* All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability 
* Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive replacement nor keyboard 

* All phees subject to change without notice * We reserve the right to refuse any Amiga repair 
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MASTERING AMOS 0 

Get AMOS for cheap 
The tutorial on this page is designed to help you get the most 
from the programming language AMOS. If you don’t have AMOS 
but would like to have a go at programming your Amiga* you're 
in luck. Because Amiga Format featured the complete AMOS 
program on our January 1993 Coverdisk, Now you should have 
bought that Issue, but if you didn't, we ll give you one more 
chance to get your hands on the truly spectacular AMOS lan¬ 
guage. Turn now to Page 186 and buy it from back issues. 

It's completely unoriginal and it's not oven very good. But the important thing is, it's going to be all 
your own work. One interesting thing is that we're starting right at the first roots of computer gaming, 
here: Pang was the very Brst arcade gome ever, invented by Nolan Bushneil In the eorfy Seventies. 

Getting the most from 
your AMOS Coverdisk 
Last month we started off our AMOS series by giving you the full program on the Coverdisk. Now we 

continue with a tutorial for your first real project: our own DIY version of a classic arcade game... 

SC) YOU’VE BEEN waiting for four weeks now with 

the AMOS program Loaded and nothing lo run on it? 

Feeling a little frstrated? Oh dear, well we'd better stan 

teaching you how to use it then, hadn’t we? In this 

second tutorial we'll be writing a game, as that is one 

of the things AMOS does best. We'll make it a simple 

game, am! to keep it even simpler we'll make it so that 

the program creates Lis own graphics and sound so you 

don't have to. 

The game we're going to write is Solo Ptwgf a 

ping-pong type game where you play both players and 

control the paddles with the mouse. This is one of the 

very earliest type of computer games known to man, 

and one of the simplest to write using a modem pro¬ 

gramming language like AMOS. 

The basic idea is that the ball bounces off of the top 

and bottom of the screen, but if it touches the ends, 

that’s a goal. You stop it touching the ends by bailing 

it away with the paddles. When you finally miss il, the 

game is over* 

STEP BY STEP 
Our program listing begins in the same way as a lot of 

.AMOS listings, by turning off the text cursoT and the 

mouse pointer. These just get in the way otherwise, 

and as our mouse will be controlling the paddles we 

don't need to see the pointer or the cursor. The I wo 

commands we use to do these two things ate: 

Curs Off 

Hide 

You could just as easily say: 

Curs Off : Hide 

pulling them on the same line, but our listing tries to be 

clear and simple, so we don't use the colon *:* symbol 

to put commands on the same line unless we have to. 

The liexi thing we do is turn on the 'double buffer' 

command. Double buffering is a way of ensuring sprite 

movement is flicker free and smooth by doing all the 

sprite moves on an invisible screen before ihey appear 

on the visible one. This is all done automatically by the 

next command: 

Double Buffer 

That's all you have to do. From that point on all sprite 

commands are done using the double buffer system, 

ensuring smooth and gliding movement. 

Next we have to draw the sprites and grab them 

into the sprite bank. AMOS can do this, create sprites 

or movable objects by grabbing them from the screen. 

Equally you can draw- them in a sprite editor (as was 

detailed in the last issue) and load a sprite bank from 

disk* but it's much much simpler if you can draw sim¬ 

ple sprites using AMOS graphics commands and grab 

them as spriles. We only need two sprites for this pro¬ 

gram. the bat and the ball. The bat is defined like this: 

Paper 0 

Ink 7 

Bar 0,0 To 5,30 

The first command sets the paper colour for the game, 

colour 0 which is in this case black. The Ink command 

changes the colour of any draw ing operations, w liich in 

this case means when we draw ihe bar in a moment it 

is colour 7 or a light grey. The Bar command draws a 

rilled rectangle on the screen using the format: 

Bar xl,yl To x2,y2 

where x I ,y I are the co-ordinates of the top left It and 

comer* and x2*y2 the co-ordinates of the bottom right. 

So in this instance we are drawing a red angle in grey 

which starts at the top left hand comer of ihe screen 

(0*0) and is 30 pixels tall and 5 wide. The next line 

puis a white line along the left-hand side and ihe top to 

make the bat look a bit 3D. like so: 

Ink 2 

Polyline 0*30 To 0,0 To 5,0 

The Polyline command allows you lo draw lines in Ihe 

following format: 

Polyline x,y To x,y To x,y*** 

as many times as you like. This line starts at the bot¬ 

tom left hand comer of the Bar we just drew and in Ink 

colour 2 (while) goes up to 0,0, then across to the top 

right hand comer at 5,0. 
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That listing in full... 
Here is the complete listing far you to type in. lust 

type it in exactly as it says down here* being careful 

to put in any spaces and punctuation marks correctly. 

Once you've typed the program in and saved it to 

disk, you can run it 

' ** Ainiga Format Solo Pong ** 
* *# 

Curs Off 

Hide 

Double Buffer 

Paper 0 

I nk 7 

Bar 0,0 To 5,30 

Ink 2 

Polyline 0,30 To 0,0 To 5,0 

Get Sprite 1,0,0 To 6,31 

cis o 
Ink 2 

Circle 5,5,2 

Paint 5,5 

Get Sprite 2,0,0 To 10,10 

Limit Mouse X Hard(0,G),Y Hard(0,5) To 

X Hard(0,0),Y Hard(0,165) 

Cls 0 
Pen 4 

Locate ,7 

Centre 'Amiga Format* 

Locate ,9 

Centre 'Presents' 

Locate ,11 

Centre 'the very excellent' 

Pen 3 

Locate ,13 

Centre "A F SOLO F 0 N G' 

Locate ,24 

Pen 2 

Centre *<press a key>' 

Wave 0 To 15 

NOISE 

Wait Key 

RESTART: 

Cls 0 

Ink 11 

Bar 0,0 To 320,5 

Bar 0,194 To 320,200 

Ink 2 

Bar 160,0 To 165,193 

Pen 4 

Locate 0,0 

Centre ■ AF Solo Pong ' 

X=15G : Y=1G0 

DX~Rnd(4)+2 : DY=Rnd(2)4l 

Rl=Rnd(10) : If Rl>5 Then DX=-DX 

R2=Rnd f1G) : If R2>5 Then 0Y=-DY 

MAIN: 

Add X, DX : Add Y, DY : If Y<=5 or 

Y>=190 Then DY=-DY 

Zl=Bob Cold) : Z2=Bob Col(2) : If Bob 

Col (4) Then DX=-DX 

If X>=320 Then LOSE : Goto RESTART 

If X<=~20 Then LOSE : Goto RESTART 

If ZloO Then DX=-DX ; DX^Rnd(5)+3 

If Z2<>0 Then DX=Rnd{5)+3 : DX--DX 

Yl=Y Screen(Y Mouse) 

Bob 1,5,Y1,1 

Bob 2,310,Yl,1 

Bob 3,X,Y,2 : Wait 1 

Goto MAIN 

Procedure LOSE 

Boom 

Pen 3 

Centre * Game Over, Man 

Locate ,24 

Centre * <press a key> ' 

Wait Key 

End Proc 

Procedure NOISE 

For L=79 To 0 Step 

Play 96-(20+(L/2)),0 

Wait 1 

Next L 

End Proc 

Finally we grab the sprite image with the command: 

Get Sprite 1,0,0 To 6,31 

This is similar to drawing a bar. but in this case we 

over shoot the image by one pixel to make sure it's 

enclosed by the command, so rather than 0,0 to 5,30. 

wc go from 0,0 to 6,31. The first number (in this case 

l) tells us which image in the sprite bank thai the 

graphic we just grabbed will be stored. 

The image for the ball is created in very much the 

same way: 

Cls 0 

Ink 2 

Circle 5,5,2 

Paint 5,5 

First we clear the screen with Cls 0, dear the screen 

will colour 0. then we select Ink 2 (white) and draw a 

circle using the circle command. The command fol¬ 

lows the form: 

Circle x,y,r 

Where x.y is the centre of the circle to be drawn (in 

this case set to co-ordinates 5,5) and r is the radius, (in 

this case 2). The circle is hollow when we draw it, so 

to make it mure interesting we fill it with colour using 

the Paint command. We centre the paint command's 

attention to the centre of the circle and voila, One filled 

circle. Then we grab it with the command; 

Get Sprite 2,0,0 To 10,10 

This grabs the image of the circle into the sprite bank 

as image 2* 

The next line is a little bit incomprehensible, and lor 

the moment you'll have to take this one on trust We 

are limiting the mouse movements to ensure it doesn't 

stray loo far up or down. The fine derail on this com¬ 

mand can wait for another issue, but for the moment 

just bang this in: 

Limit Mouse X Hard(0,0),Y Hard(0,5) To 

X HardtQ,0),Y Hard(0,165) 

Now we're back on familiar territory. The title screen 

is made by clearing the screen and printing up some 

words. The Locate command positions the by now 

invisible cursor at a screen location ready for printing 

text on the screen. It's not measured in pixels like line 

drawing or other graphics. It's measured in text charac¬ 

ters. So the visible screen in this game (it's only 200 

lines tall for our NTSC based overseas readers to 

enjoy) is 39 wide by 24 characters tall. So the 

following code: 

Cls 0 

Pen 4 

Locate ,7 

Centre 'Amiga Format* 

Locate ,9 

Centre 'Presents* 

Locate ,11 

Centre 'the very excellent' 

Pen 3 

Locate ,13 

Centre “A F SOLD PONG' 

Locate ,24 

Pen 2 

Centre *<press a key>* 

speaks for itself. The space before ihc comma in the 

Locale commands should contain a zero, but as in all 

AMOS commands you can leave figures out and the 

program simply assumes you mean nought. Pen sets 

text colour, in the same way Ink sets graphics colour. 

Pen 4 is red. Pen 2 is white, and Pen 3 is a special 

flashing colour, giving you that nice pulsing effect on 

the name of the game. The Centre command is tike 

Print, it prints text on the screen. Check out the differ¬ 

ence in effect between these two lines in Direct Mode: 

Centre 'Centre Amiga Format* 

Print 'Print Amiga Format' 

The Centred text is in the middle of the screen and the 

Primed text is clinging to the left hand side of the 

screen. 

Next wc make a noise, this is created with a 

Procedure called NOISE. NOISE is not an AMOS key¬ 

word but a Procedure, special subroutine which is 

created by you and activated when we use the word 

NOISE. The commands contained in the Procedure 

NOISE is defined at the end of the program. It doesn't 

matter where you put the Proc definition, as long as it 

is in the program somewhere. Procs will not be acti* 

vated unless called with their title. The Wave 

command is called: 

Wave 0 To 15 

NOISE 

Wait Key 

followed by the NOISE title word to run the small sub¬ 

program which actually makes the noise. The Wail 

Key command waits until a key is pressed on the key¬ 

board before the program moves on. We'll be going 

into greater depth about sound and music in a later 

issue of ihc tutorials. 
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MASTERING AMOS 0 

Yes, It may not look terribly exciting, but our own arcade game even has \i% own bad screen. Before too long, we*H 
show you haw to get something an awful lot better-looking by including Deluxe Paint pictures in your programs. 

Ncxi wc need to set up the start position of the pro¬ 

gram. so that each time you fail to keep the hall in ptay 

the game will reset to this setup position. To return to 

the right spot in the program, wc use a “label", and the 

name of the label in ihis case is RESTART. We make 

a word a label by adding a colon to it like so; 

MAIN: 

Add X, DX : Add Y, DY 

Then DY--DY 

If Y<-5 or Y>s=19G 

RESTART: 

This is like a bookmark in the program, so at any point 

we can say: 

This means lhat if the ball goes higher than 5 pixels 

from the top or lower than 190 pixels, it w ill be auto¬ 

matically bounced away* creating the bouncing effect, 

The ball sprite is not being bounced off of the bar we 

drew earlier, it's just a special effect which makes it 

look as though it is. Next we check the various objects 

on the screen to see if any of them have collided. 

Goto RESTART 

and the program will snap back to this part of the list¬ 

ing. What follows the RESTART label is the 

commands for drawing the playing area. So we clear 

the screen and draw bars on the screen for the edges of 

the play area, the “net" in the middle {which is purely 

cosmetic in this case) and the words "AF Solo Pong" 

at the top of the screen. Notice the spaces either side of 

the words to leave a gap cither side of the lettering 

when it overwrites the bar. (Tty Leaving them out and 

notice the difference.) 

Next wc must initialise the variables* like X*Y the 

position of the ball, and DX.DY the vectors telling the 

ball which direction to go in. Wre just do this like this: 

X=150 : Y=100 

DX=Rnd(4)+2 : DY=Rnd<2>+! 

Rl=Rnd(ID) ; If Ri>5 Then DX^-DX 

R2=Rnd(lQ) : If R2>6 Then DY--DY 

The R1 and R2 calculations are simply a random num¬ 

ber generated to literally get the ball rolling*. If the 

random number is less than 5 then either or both of the 

DX and DY vectors are negative. If a vector is nega¬ 

tive then the move is either lefi or up. if it's positive 

then it's right or down. 

Now we have the main part of the program, which 

you can see we have labelled MAIN, This is the main 

program loop, which adds the vectors to the current 

position of the ball. If Y is equal to 5 or 190 then the 

ball flips direction: 

2i=Bob Coim : Z2=Bob Col(2} t If Bob 

Col {4) Then DX=-DX 

This line goes hand in hand with the lines: 

If ZloO Then DX=-DX : DX=Rnd(S)+3 

If Z2oG Then DX^Rnd{5)+3 ; DX^-DX 

which come along later in the listing. These test the 

three sprites or bobs (well be going into the difference 

between sprites and bobs later in the series) to see if 

they have hit any of the other objects on screen. 

Obviously ihe two bats can't hit each other, so mainly 

if!) be testing for the ball hitting one of the bats. 

When it does hit the bat rather than the end zone* 

the ball will then bounce off, like it does from the top 

and bottom of the screen* by flipping the vector from 

positive to negative or vice versa. So if it*s going 

towards the bat in a negative direction from right to 

left, and then it hits the bat, the direction will be 

changed so the ball is going in a positive direction* left 

to right. A little random spin is put on the ball too at 

this point using the RndU) command. This ensures that 

when the ball hits the bats the angle and speed are 

never predictable. 

If X>=320 Then LOSE : Goto RESTART 

If X<=-20 Then LOSE : Goto RESTART 

These lines test for the ball hitting the end zones at the 

left and right of the play area. If the X co-ordinate is 

less than -20 or more than 320 then the ball has made it 

out of play and the game is at an end. The LOSE Rroc 

is activated which runs the following little program, 

defined at the end of the listing: 

Boon 

Pen 3 

Centre * Game Over, Man ' 

Locate ,24 

Centre ■ <press a key> * 

Wait Key 

Boom makes a slow explosion* Pen 3 sets the flashing 

colour and then Locate and Centre combine to print 

the end game words at the top and bottom of the 

screen. The Wail Key command waits until a key has 

been pressed, then returns us back to the point the 

LOSE Proc was called. In both cases, the program is 

then sent off to the RESTART label* starting the game 

all over again. 

The last part of the game main loop deals with the 

actual movement of the bobs or sprites. Y l is told to be 

equal to the Y position of the mouse. The reason for 

couching the command in so many brackets the differ¬ 

ence between hardware co-ordinates and screen 

co-ordinates. Unless you convert hardware co-ordi¬ 

nates to screen co-ordinates, when reading the mouse 

for example, you 're pointer will be way off the mark. 

After lhat ii*s all plain sailing, with the Yl figure 

being passed to the Bob command, which updates the 

position of the bobs every time it goes around the main 

program loop* Bob 1 is paddle l. bob 2 is paddle 2 and 

bob 3 is the ball. 

Bob 1,5,Y1,1 
Bob 2,310,¥1,1 
Bob 3,X,Y,2 : Wait 1 

The Wait 1 on the end of the bob commands is a little 

pause to slow the ball down a little. Take it nut and the 

ball moves faster than the eye can follow. 

Lastly the main loop is dosed by the words: 

Goto MAIN 

Which sends us back to the MAIN label. 

All that's left in the listing are the Procedure defini¬ 

tions* including the NOISE Procedure: 

Procedure NOISE 

For L=79 To 0 Step -1 

Play 96-{20 + {L/2M,O 

Wait 1 

Next L 

End Proc 

This makes the noise which you hear when the pro¬ 

gram starts, and it works by using the Amiga's internal 

sound chip, rather than samples as is normally the case. 

The Play command is used in a loop, which takes the 

variable L down in size from 79 to 0 and uses it in the 

calculation to produce the noise. We'll go into depth 

about this when we talk about sound, but play about 

with it to see what effect it has if you don't use the 

Wave command, or alter any numbers in the formula, 

AND SO... 
Now^ you have a game which is fun to play* but doesn't 

really go anywhere. Next month wfeTI be augmenting 

this program, making it bigger* better and more com¬ 

plex, based on the principles learned in this basic 

design. Well add a two-player mode, more graphics 

and more sound to make this a playable and amusing 

diversion. See you then* AMOS type folks, O 
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AVAILABLE FROM MOST COMPUTER STOCKISTS 

THE 

f, \ FOOT- 
PEDAL 

ENHANCE YOUR £> 

VIDEO GAMES 

LOGIC 3 products otter three things — 

style, quality and performance There's 

that certain look, that certain feel that 

make LOGIC 3 products special 

LOGIC 3 — Putting style into 

computing LG737 siGMA-HAY > 

Sigma-Ray table-lop Joystick * 

Six microswitches (closed type) * 

Additional base fire buttons • 

Rapid-fire function * 

LG2RG SPEEDMGUSE > 

tor Amiga/Atari Computers * 

ultrasensitive buttons * 

Smooth and accurate movement * 

Comfortable to use * 

Datalux 

At last a range of Joysticks with looks and performance 

that comes straight from the Arcade With prices 

starting from as little as £13 99, they are seductively 

transparent to show their internal workings rippling like 

the muscles of an Iron-pumper 

. Sometimes just using a 

Joystick is not enough to beat 

todays generation of computer 

games The Foot Pedal 

Controller works in conjunction 

with a Joystick. By aligning any 

three of the Joystick functions 

to synchronise with the Foot 

Pedals it enhances any multi¬ 

functional game that includes 

flying, driving or playing sports 

games-playing will never 

be the same. 

SV129 

Foot Pedal Controller 

* Simply plug any standard 9-Pin 

Joystick into the cable supplied 

* Connect the Foot Pedal into your 
Computer 

■ The Foot Pedal is now ready to 
use 

<] LG 203 MANTA-RAY 

* Hand-held Joystick 

■ Six microswitches {closed type) 

* Rapid-tire function 

GRAVIS SWITCH JOYSTICK [> 

Eight position Tension Control * 

Microswitch Fire-Buttons * 

Independent Function Fire-Buttons • 

Foam Padded Grip ♦ 
Black or dear versions available * 

DESIGNER MEDIA STORAGE ]> 

Expertly designed, these boxes are not 

only practical and user-friendly, but are 

tough enough to provide years of trouble 

free service, 

Just look at the features: 

* Robust High Impact Base 
* Removable Lid 
* Incorporated integral Lock 

* Organiser Dividers 
* Transparent Top 
* Rubber Feet 
* High Capacity 

SV 510 3W' version 

• Space Saving Flat Rack 
■ Comes in 3 parts for quick Snap Assembly 

■ van 3 holds up to 30 3.5" 
Diskettes 

• van.5 holds up to 80 5.25" 

Diskettes $v 500 5V«" version 

SV135 MEGASTAR JUNIOR p> 

Steel Shaft * 

7 Heavy-duty Microswitches * 

Auto-Fire * 

Left/Rigm Hand Switches * 

£16.99 inc. VAT | 

Clear 

- V 

Simply the best. 

GRAVIS products are made in Canada to the highest 

standards of Joystick Design and Engineering. They are 

comfortable to use and are built to last. In fact, you will 

probably need a new AMIGA 

before the GRAVIS gives up! 

Black 

<J GAMES PAD lor AMIGA 

* 4 quick response buttons 

* Removable Joystick Handle 

* Left/Right Handed Button 

* Controller Layout 

* Select Single-Shot and/or Turbo-Fire 

• 6 loot cable Games lor Ami#a 

SV131 SUPERSTAR 

Steel Shaft • 

Six Heavy-duty Micros witches * 

Auto-Fire • 

SV12T TOPSTAR 

* Six Heavy-duty Switches 

* Auto-Fire 

* Pistol-Grip 

> 

Advanced 

£8.99 Inc. VAT 

£19.99 inc. VAT 

£24,99 inc. VAT 

£29.99 inc. VAT 

£8.99 Inc. VAT 

£32.99 inc. VAT 

£13.99 inc. VAT 
£16.99 inc. VAT 

£12*99 inc. VAT 

£11.99 inc. VAT ] 

£22.99 inc. VAT 

SPECTRAVIOEQ, UNIT 27 NORTH FIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BERESFORD AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HAO 1NU. ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE; 081 9D0 8024 * FACSIMILE: 081 9D3 6625 * HOTLINE 081 9B2 2211 
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GAME REVIEWS 

FIGHTING FOR YOUR RIGHTS! 
Each month, Amiga Format brings you the 
very best in game reviews. We're committed 
to telling you exactly what's wrong and 
right with each game, with no holds barred. 
Not long ago we were all punters too, and 
every one of us has had a nasty experience 
with a duff game at some time or other. We 
don't want that to happen to you, so each 
game we receive has a whole host of tests 
to pass before it gets our ultimate accolade 
- the Amiga Format Gold. 

Does it play well? Are the graphics 
worthy of our Amiga super-machine? Is the 
sound up to scratch? Does it work on ALL 
Amigas? Will it install to a hard drive? 
These are just a few of the challenges a 
good game could rise to. but still the crap 
games keep a-coming. What's worse is that 
we often see tired old garbage rated highly 
in other mags. Have they no shame? Don't 
they care about you, the poor innocent 
punter who shells out hard-earned cash on 
these white elephants? 

We don't believe anyone else in the 
Amiga market is qualified to bring you the 
low-down on the vast range of new titles. 
Our team is made up of the some of the 
hardest-to-please reviewers you could ever 
find. They've seen it all before, and they've 
often been on the receiving end - and now 
it's their turn to answer back with the truth. 
Trust us - we're on no-one's side but yours! 

THE REVIEWERS 
Everyone's got their own favourite type of game, 
and at AF, we put that to good use. We look at 
each reviewers special skills (and predictions) 
and turn them to your advantage. Our chosen 
experts know what to look for in their favourite 
genres, and they're much more likely to get 
offended if they don't find anything worthwhile. 
Here's what our team is up to this month... 

NEIL JACKSON 
AF's warlike Screenplay Ed is just the man to get 
conscripted into an all-out war. Find out if he 
knows how to handle his weapons in HistoryUne. 

ANDY NUTT ALL 
Andy's an adventure-freak, and this month he 
tests Lueasfilm's stunning new Indiana /ones 
epic. But is it better than Monkey Island21 

JAMES LEACH 
A bit of a heavyweight brawler, lames is the 
ideal candidate to take on Streetfighter 2t and 
win. Find out how badly bruised he was. 

TIM SMITH 
He's football crazy, but never backs a losing side. 
Tim joins the Rovers and attempts to take them 
to the top in Gremlin's new Premier Manager 

MARCUS DYSON 
Nope, he's not a transporter, but he loves to 
spend his time hanging around on platforms. And 
he can do a few neat tricks with Tomatoes, too. 

CHRIS BUXTON 
Small but perfectly formed, Chris is a total hard- 
man. We put him to the test on lethal Weapon, 
and watched Mel Gibson run away crying. 

Screenplay 
It's that just-after-Christmas time of year: a time when all the 

really big-name games, the ones that everyone hoped would 

be here in time for Christmas, finally make it. So forward, 

troops, and take a look at an amazing range of new releases. 

FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT FOR ALL YOU'RE WORTH 

’JVSlV, &AMA VW/S 

WWF European Rampage Tour 
Last year, there was no hotter property than the 
wrestlers of the World Wrestling Federation. The 
videos sold like hot cakes, there were heaps of 
small plastic figures to be bought and as for the 
game... well, the game came out of nowhere to 
be Christmas Number One. But it was a poor 
game. This year the craze is still going strong; but 
will we get the game we deserve? Page 64 

Indiana Jones - 
Fate of Atlantis 
We all know LucasArts can produce a mean 
graphic adventure game: after alt. Monkey Islands 
1 and 2 still rate amongst the best games ever 
created. But it all gets a bit sticky when it comes 
down to film licences. Could the fact that they've 
made the plot up themselves help this one along? 
ts it destined to be a classic? We'll seel Page 72 

Streetf ighter 2 
Possibly * no, in actual fact positively, definitely 
and absolutely - the most-hyped, most-antici¬ 
pated and most street-cred game of the year. It 
was an enormous hit in the arcades which has left 
almost everyone in the country drooling in expec¬ 
tation of the imminent arrival of a version for the 
world's top home computer. But after all, it's just 
a beat-em-up, isn't it? So can it possibly achieve a 
decent score? Do we have a top-notch conversion 
on our hands, or are we going to be sneered at by 
Super Nintendo owners? Head for... Page 82 

Premier Manager 
A decent football management game? Surely it's 
a contradiction in terms. A footie sim that's lively 
and exciting as well as being in-depth, detailed 
and accurate? Probably quite impossible. That's 
what we thought and that's where the matter 
rested; until one day Gremlin popped in to visit 
and brought with them the answer to a dedicated 
football fan's prayers. Page 58 

Nick Faldo's 
Championship Golf 
Golf games come and golf games go and, surpris¬ 
ingly, many of them are very, very good indeed. 
Even if you aren’t remotely interested in the real 
thing, there's something about a golf game that 
really works. Now PGA Tour Golf plays a blinder 
while Links looks stunning - but is there a place 
for a game that does both? Page 90 
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GAME REVIEW 

Football management games have almost 

been as unpopular as footy managers are 

in real life, but that's about to change... 

■ i arlicr on in 1992 there was a com er- 

M nation in the Amiga far mat office 

M A that went something like this: 

“Never, no chance, no way will anyone 

bring out a decent football management sim*" 

“Er... who cares. Get on w ith some work.** 

“But* there are good flight and driving 

sims. there's even a good submarine sim. but 

there isn't a good footy management sim!” 

“So what?" 

‘There are millions of people all over the 

country who know they can do a better job 

than their team’s manager. So why is there no 

decent footy management sim yet* eh?* 

“I don't care and it's deadline!" 

“God* you've got about as much percep¬ 

tion as Graham Taylor, you have." 

"Watch it!" 

And so it went on 
Then comes Premier Manager* It looks great, 

it doesn’t crash when you get to a decern level 

of attainment, and it includes aspects of The 

Game* other sims of its genre pass by. 

Premier Manager puts you in the shoes of 

the most-hated and most-loved figures in foot- 

hall, Defenders might blunder, strikers might 

fluff open goals* midfielders might play hospi¬ 

tal pusses, but only managers can pull Lineker 

off with 20 minutes to go to howls of derision. 

Bui managers have to start somewhere, and 

here you stun in the GM Vauxhall Conference, 

You begin wiih a budget of over £200,000 

a sum dreamt of by real-life CM VC clubs. 

Bui this is not to be blown on the first decent 

libero you see on the transfer market. You 

have to improve the stadium's facilities and 

safety* plus you have to employ backroom 

staff* coaches, scouts and so on. 

Once the 'money out* is sorted you have 

to turn to the 'money in*. In this case there is 

stadium advertising to work through. You 

have 48 ad platings. and making the right 

deals might keep you clear of your £300,000 

overdraft limit. 

You will probably only check on the 

upkeep of ads every four or so 'weeks'* and 

once you've set up work on ground improve¬ 

ments* you have to wait for their completion 

MKH I CM I HKCt 

MEEDS 1 MEG 

L4=4=«;i=i:i=M4=i 

So many options, and only a SQG-game Mason to tort them 4I| out* Well not really 500 games, but 

once you get into the character of a manager, you have to start the pathetic excuse-making too. 

Premier 
Manager 

which usually takes two months, This is an 

area in which you'll be in for a bit of a shock 

to the bank balance. Working your way from a 

single safety star rating to two stars costs 

£50*000. Moving from two to three stars leaps 

loan au-e-in spiring £250,000. 

But you*re not here for the dash- Oh no* 

you're here for the thrill of the game lor the 

jewellery if vour management technique 

comes from the Allison/Atkinson school or the 

Lyall/Keegan). 

There are two areas in which the game 

excels. Team selection and training: you don't 

get lumbered with players who are simply 

midfielders, defenders and so on. If this was 

the case in real football, there would be no 

Rijkaards. no Platinis and no Pearces - players 

who can play all over the piteh. 

Ymi are given players who arc graded on 

the way they handle (what would M madonna 

get?), tackle, pass and shix>t. This enables you 

to create players who can specialise, while 

being ahle to play elsewhere - you could get 

attacking left-backs* keepers who (at a pinchl 

can hold their own in defence and so on. 

You improve players by training them* or 

by getting your head coach to do it for you. 

This is where a great touch comes in. you can 

SHbHbBBBHP 

£ sub Dinckxt 
Tear* Gooch 

816751 
3i5~ae 

Sooui 
316-32 
316133 ■ 

jU* 3156551 

UtMM 

OPPONENTS HATCH DPT* 
i hhich; 
I T 1 ME 

! jt CONFERENCE 
PLfirVED 43: £/ □ fSTRrrOsRD RflHfiFftS 

uToS brim c I iv 
PLttVTR Tit* SHOT TPCK* sv 
PRICE 1: »3 o/o fr/CI 4 

| HHHDSHflU o;&4 0/tl <// M 
ESSEX 1 = P1 (I/O 3/10 fi 

| SIHPSOW 0/0 7/a 0 
PERRSQN 
BQIiSHV £!3S 82! 
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0 

HOPE a: IS a/i 3/4 n 
RERflv 2: 15 o/a 3/4 a 
CLRVION U 40 i/i c/H o 
Mf *4 HON It IB i/1 1/1 11 
CIRCUIT US? 0/3 3/S o 
PHI fjftHOf o: on 0/0 p/a (1 
HHfTHAN 0:00 0/0 0/0 0 

31/S4 4 

I 
The match In progress. As you can see, the graphics 

leave something to be desired there they are, top right. 

Your staff need you, and this neat little telephone 

thingie makes it so much easier to shout at them. 
Two minutes away from the end of the first half, and 
Bath City are 2-0 down. Great come-backs ahoy? 



GROUND IMPROVEMENTS 
"DOVE PHGET 
TWERTON PRRK 
BRTH CITV 
^£182321 

^KSTOLLIHG 
to SHALL 
SCOREBOARD 
HI LL COST 
l13000 _ 

STANDING CAPACITY 
SEATING CRPRCITV 

^SRFETV RATING 
GROUND FACILITIES 
SUPPORTERS CLUB 
UNDERSOIL HEATING 
i-LUUDLIGH IS 
SCOREBOARD 

B12/3570 

8G/'730 
* 

BASIC 
SMALL 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 

LEAVE GROUND IMPROVEMENTS' 

NO . OF I4FEKS s 28 
AMOUNT:£6316 

pod 23BH 
Money, money, money - you have to get it from somewhere, in this cast it's time to visit the 

Twerton Park advertising hoardings. If you get lucky, you might even have Amiga Format up there. 

coach and train the players individually. You 

don't have to look on each of them as merely 

parts of a faceless section of the team. As is 

essential with any simulation, this adds those 

elements of personality to the game. 

But of course, as a 

GMVC manager, you 

haven't exactly been given 

AC Milan's squad to muck 

around with. And no mat¬ 

ter how much training, 

they will never be able to 

beat Arsenal w ith its sguad of ‘Ultimate' play¬ 

ers. ’Ultimate' is one of the ratings given to 

pi avers on the transfer market. Other ratings 

are Fair. Good* V Good and World Class. 

To buy players you can use a scout (£V0 a 

week, cheers Guv!) hut this limits you to 

poaching players from your division and divi¬ 

sions) below you. Or you can go on to the 

transfer market where you have to bid against 

other managers. 

Premier league? 
You will normally find Conference and ‘part- 

time' players will go for a song - sing £25K 

and up when you're winning - but as soon as 

you leap into the Second Division (or Third* if 

you forget the BSkyB and Premier League 

rubbish) you find yourself staring in the teeth 

of £600.000 bids, A little unrealistic really 

w hen my local Div One dub w ere able to pick 

up two QPR players from the Premier League 

for £370.000 the pair in real life. But 1 guess 

that this is all about gameplay* 

So once you've chosen your team, dab¬ 

bled in the transfer market and worked oui the 

finances, it’s time for a game, With PM you 

get to see what your opposition is like in terms 

of strengths and style of play. Playing styles 

range from the dastardly “Long Ball' or 'Route 

11 via Attacking. Defending and Passing. 

You can also alter your team s formation, 

so balancing your formation and playing style 

against the opposition's can take time and 

thought. But then it*s time for you to get on 

the field of play and suffer as your boys forget 

everything you've told them. Il is here 1 would 

like to see a 'team talk' module. 1 would also 

like to see belter sound than white noise (talk 

to the Sensible*. Gremlin!) and far better in¬ 

game graphics. 

No matter how much 

you think that management 

si ms arc for foot)-addicted 

l rains potters, the game is 

still the thing and not the 

number crunching. Better 

graphics could land with the A1200 replace 

'could' with ’should') be included in a game 

that is supposed to simulate high-adrenaline 

action. What we gel are some tame vignettes 

of players in shirts (that you haven't chosen) 

where the opposition seems to be playing the 

same colour, tapping balls around in close up 

in the lop tenth of the screen. This is why il 

falls short of a Format Gold. 

One other grumble: w hen you think you 

are financially stable, you get hit for absurd 

fines (bringing the game into disrepute - why? 

Food hygiene! Faulty floodlights!) Thai apart, 

Premier Manager is an excellent addition to 

the pantheon of Amiga games. Nicely worked, 

well thought out, and playable on an A500! 

Tim 'Gashead' Smith ^ 

Premier Manager 
Gremlin ■ £29.99 

• (treat (raining and team stU-nitm, 

• Stupid flihjs w hich you cun do absolutely 

nothing about. 

• Transfer few *iru unrealistic* but it does 
have ii j^nod fed for the game. 

• [n-K»mc Kruphics und sound could tie 

improved somewhat. 

** An excellent 

addition to 

Amiga games m 

FOOTBALL _ 
TACTICIAN 2 

We set the standards 
We break the records. 

Widely accepted as the most accurate football simulation available. 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 has taken the strategy scene by storm. 
Record after record is being broken: 
* Brggesf ever muiti-user system: up to 46 usersf (who said four was the limit?) Now 

with new rating system reflecting managers ability and achievements 
* First ever fully interactive management game intervene at any time during a match 

to change tactics, make substitutions. adjust formation or mark players 
* Most accurate player definition: 30 parameters including real ages, aptitudes, 

skills, caps, playing positions. fitness, morale and market valuation 
* Most accurate teams 20-player squads updated EVERY WEEK1 If your game still 

lists Des Walker at Forest or Eric Cantona at Leeds, then it isnt Football Tactician? 
* Largest results database 21290 match results and league positions going back 

20 seasons all instantly retrievable All of which may be printed out 
* Largest ever recording options 36 matches always recorded IN FULL for instant 

full-scale replay plus selected REAL matches that actually took place in real life 
* First ever referee involvement: true to life behaviour Beware of adopting rough 

tactics when Jim Parker is in charge! The message is clear know your refs. 
* Fastest ever setting-up time- initial start-up in less than two seconds, thanks to 

900K of super-fast machine code. Smoothness of action is FT2s hallmark 
* Most accurate editor built-in intuitive editor capable of entering new players and 

fine-tuning all parameters Essential for the sertous user 
* First ever simulation capable of replaying REAL matches (ex the Leeds- Rangers 

clash in the European Cup) 
* First ever Scottish only simulation FT2 Scotland now available separately 

FOOTBALL TACTICIAN is the first ever management game that includes strategy as an 
integral part of a success!J campaign Team selection, needless to say. remains a critical 
element But the BIG innovation is ycx* involvement during the match for the first time ever 
you wi. as a manager, be able to alter your strategy choose a defensive or offensive 
system, mark certain opponents drop back some of your players if the pressure is tough, 
decide exactly when substitutions should be made, play the off-side trap, go for quck 
counters etc With fii on-screen commentary and minute-by minute feed-back, you re 
as involved m the match as any of your players1 You wil soon realise that this is no 
ordinary soooer manager THIS is the REAL THING You're m charge You manage your 
side before and during the match Nothing is left to chance Can you rise to the challenge? 
Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN and prepare ycxrsetf for the dtimate football experience. 

New features include: 
* FA Premier League and Division One permanenf/y in memory with full interaction, 

promotions, transfers, play-offs, local and European Cups. 
* 900 players accurately and meticulously named, plus accurate European players 
* Unique database-typo search facility plus comprehensive data link giving access 

to additional, accurate, historical information on selected players This feature may 
be further enhanced by the user himself. 

* Intelligent behaviour or computer sides capable of changing tactics to respond to 
situation on the field or making substitutions based on fitness and fatigue. 

* Three levels of commentary from highlights only to ball by ball reporting 
Plus mid-week transfer and fitness news 

* Fnendiies. top scorers charts, precise transfer markets, club history financial 
position and much much morei 

And now FT2 SCOTLAND1 With the Premier AND First Divisions and of course al 
the unique characteristics and playability of the original Football Tactician 2 

Pieose rush 1 copy of 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 (one meg required) £22.95 □ 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 (Scotland! (one meg) £22.95 □ 
Also available 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 1 (half-meg machines) £16.95 □ 
coming soon FT2 Italia Seri& A 
I own an AMIGA A500 □ A6QG □ A120G □ ATARI 5T/STE □ 
Name 
Address 

t enclose cheque for My Visa number is 
Visa or Access orders same-day dispatch Overseas please ada El p&p 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 S23607 

5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SS6 8SF 



Award winning! innovative products from 

Scanners 

"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 

rest and get Powerscan" 

Amiga Format July 1992 

Power Scanner v3.0 

* 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 

■64 greyscales 

■ Thru port for printer 
■ Award winning editing, image manipu¬ 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner v3.0 .,.*.*.£115 

Power Scanner Colour...£239 

Epson GT-6500 

■600 DPI Colour flatbed scanner 

■ 24-bit colour 
■ Software included 

GT-6500 inc. Powerscan v3.0.£799 

GT-6500 inc. ASDG Software.£899 

Transparency Adaptor Unit...,.£499 

Document Feeder... £399 

Epson GT-8000 

■800 DPI colour flatbed scanner 

■24-bit colour 

■ Software included 

Epson GT-8000 .....£1199 

Upgrade Offers 

If you consider your scanner system to 

be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 

happily upgrade your software and inter¬ 

face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 

most scanning heads) 

v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface)..£49.95 

v3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 

users (send SAE)....*.£15 
The Amiga can only display 16 greyscales 

Floppy Drives 

"This drive contains more gad¬ 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 

Amiga Computing Febl992 

PC880B Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 

Power Computing 

•Super slim design 

■ Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 
■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 

■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC88QB with Blitz Amiga .. ....£60 

PC88GB with Blitz & XCopy..£75 

PC880B (Cyclone compatible)* . £65 

PC880B in black case.....£65 
"This drive 15 only available lo registered owners of XCopy 

Professional You must provide proof purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 

PC880E Economy drive...£49.95 

PC8S1 A500 Internal drive .. £40.00 

PC882 A2000 Internal drive  £45.00 

Dual Drive 

• Two high quality disk drives bui)t into 
one compact unit 

■ Same features as PC88QB 

Dual drive...*..*..£125 

Blitz Amiga 

■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 

■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga ....*..120 

1.44MB Power Drive 

• 1.44MB disk drive 

■ High density floppy disk drive 

1.44MB Power Drive..£POA 

PCMCIA Memory 

• Ultra slim memory cards 

■1MB & 2MB 

■ For A600/A120Q 

1 MB Memory card...,„..»>.£POA 

2MB Memory card...... £POA 

RAM Expansions 

A600 Memory Cards 

1 MB RAM with clock...£39,95 

1MB RAM without clock.£34,95 

1 MB RAM with clock...£39,95 

1MB RAM without clock.£34.95 

PC50 1 + RAM Card 

Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A500+ computer and comes with 

1MB of RAM on board to expand your 

memory to 2MB of chip RAM. Plug-in and 

go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+ RAM card... £35.95 

SMB for any ASOO 

• Plugs into side slot, fully auto config, full 

thru'port Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB£109 4MB£169 8MB£289 

1 X4Z1P chips.  £14.95 

2MB for any ASOO 

■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 

• 16-chip (1 x 1 DIP) 
■ No thru'port 

2MB RAM ..   £79 

1.5MB RAM Board 

■ Fully supports 1 MB of chip RAM 

■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
IKtckslari 1.3 and above, not compatible with A5Q0+I 

I Your Amigo needs to be opened. This may affeci your warranty} 

1.5MB RAM board .£75 

1MB with Thru'port 

■ Expand your A500 s memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 

existing 512K upgrade 

• Works with 1 MB of Chip RAM 
151 IK RAM must be 4 chiptyp# or nol exceeding Scm in length! 

jYour Amiga needs to be opened, (his mg.y gttect ycuf Warranty) 

1 MB with thru'port.£45 

A500 RAM Card 

• 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 
software (A500+ compatible) 

512K RAM |4 chip).£29 

512K RAM without dock £24 

512K RAM 116 chip) with dock.£24 

512K RAM 116 chip) without dock.£19 

Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel (1) 433 8 6206 (6 lines} Fax (1 ) 4 33 8 0 028 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 

Power 
• One of the most advanced kickstart 

ROM sharers available 

• A clever design on a small reliable 

board 

•Fits A500 , A5Q0+, A1500 
• Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
• No messing about with switches 

• No XIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 
•Jumper to select which ROM boots m 

switches 
• Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 

■ Simple internal fitting* 
• Kick-oft requires itio lid to be r««Mvtd Iron the Amiga 

Thu tnsy invalidate your warranty. 

ROM Share ......£17.95 

ROM Share inc. kickstart v2.04.£55 

ROM Share inc. kickstart vl.3 ...,..£39 

ROM Share for A6Q0 ....£29 

Kickstart v2.04 

2.04 Kickstart (chip only!.. £39.95 

2 04 Kickstart ROM, workbench software, 
install disk 2.04, font disk & extras £79.95 

2,04 kit with ROM sharer ....,. £99 

A500 Hard Drives 

GVP A530 Turbo HD 

■40MHz&803GEC accelerator 

• Optional 68882 maths co-processor 

• Up to 8MB 32-bit FASTRAM on-board 

■ Award winning 

42QMB HD 0MB RAM ....£549 

80QMB HD 0MB RAM......£649 

240MB HD 0MB RAM ....£1054 

68882 Upgrade kit........,£224 

GVP Series 2 HD 

■ Up to SMB FASTRAM on board 

4OQMB0MB „W.£3M 8QQMB0MB.£399 
40QMB2MB .... £379 80QMB 2MB ... £449 
4QQMB 4MB .... £440 80QMB4MB ... ..£499 
40QMB8MB.£509 8QQMB8MB .... £549 

1CD Novia Internal HD 

• Fits inside your Amiga 500 

• Comes complete, just plug-in and go 

The Power BBS 

• Free technical and buying advice 

• Thousands of free files available for 
download 

■ Great discounts on all Power products 

■ On-line ordering to ensure speed of 
delivery 

■ Conferencing with top computer 

magazines 

• Regular bulletins with latest product 

information 

The Power House BBS 

0234 841503 

24 hours 

All speeds up to 16.SK 

Commodore CDTV 

■CDTV player 

■Welcome disk + caddy 

■ Keyboard 

■Floppy disk drive (black) 

■Wired mouse 
■Workbench 1.3and manuals 

■ Infrared remote control 
CDTV multi-media pack... .£599 

A570 CD-ROM drive for A500._ £349 

r 
Award Winning Manufacturers 

Power products come with 
full technical support 

The Power Mouse is my pick of 
the month" CU Amiga 

PC8B0B "Well worth spending 
your hard earned pennies on, an 
excellent buy" Amiga Computing 

Dual Drive Now this is a bit 
special* Amiga Computing 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Shopper Best Buy 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Format Gold 

Power Scan is quite simply the 
best Amiga hand scanner avail¬ 
able' Amiga Format 

Credit Card Hotline 

0234 843388 
1 O LINES 

Fax 0234 840234 

Technical 0234 841882 

Video Backup System 

• Use VCR as a backup storage device 

■ Blank video tape is all that is required 

» 200 Amiga floppy disks will fit on a 4 

hour tape 

• Can be used for hard disk backup 
• There is room* for 175MB of data 

• Backup an Amiga diskette in 1 minute 

■ Restore even to an unformatted disk 
• Hard disk backup, software allows you 

to specify which files and directories to 

be stored 

• Low cost storage, 2 pence per MB 

■ Menu driven software 

• Allows you to watch TV on a 1084s 
monitor 

■Very high reliability 

■ Log files, contain title and counter 
position of every backup 

■ Video connection check, ensures fool 

proof operation 

■Effective error-correction scheme 

■ Easy to understand manual 

Video Backup System ..£59.95 

Novia 401 40MB HD ....£279 

Novia 801 BOMB HD ..£349 

ICD Flicker Fixer 

Flicker Free Video 2 

■ Stop that annoying flicker 

■Fits internally in the A500 

■ Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2.  £199 

NEC4FG Multi-sync monitor ..£549 

Chips 

4MB x 8SIMM ..£90 

1MB x SSI MM .....£25 
256K x 40RAM  ......£4.00 

1MB xlORAM ......  £3.95 

1 x 42IP..  £14.95 

1 x4 DIP...,..£19.95 

A300Q Static column RAM £19.95 

SIMM 32 x 1MB-6D.......£65 

SIM 32 x 4MB-60.   £243 
{These chips cover most memory & hard drives i.e. 

GVP, Supra, Commodore I 

CDTV Software 

A Bun for Barney.. .£29.99 

Barney Bear goes camping ..£29.99 

Battlechess...£39,99 

Case of the Cautious Condor.£34,99 

CD Remix v2 ..  *...,£34.99 

Fred Fish CDPD Collection.£19.95 

Fun School 3 (under 5's) £24.99 

Fun School (5-7yr$( £24.99 

Fun School (Over 7yrs> £24.99 

Guiness CDTV Disc of Records £34.99 

Illustrated Holy Bible £29.99 

Music Maker £34,99 

NASA Heroic Age ol Space £19.99 

Power Pinball ... £29.99 

Sim City £29.99 

Trivial Pursuit £49.99 

World Vista Atlas £54.99 

Xenon 2 Megablast £29.99 

More, titles available 

VAT included 

(UK mainland only) 

48Hr delivery £2.50 
Z4H r delivery £4.50 

Parcel post delivery £1 
(Not for orders over € & 0 I 

Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 

Woburn Road Ind, Estate 
Kempston Bedford 

MK42 7PN 

£stabliskeJ 1985 

Specifications & prices 

subject lo change with cut notice 
Ail trademarks acknowledged 

Distributor tor Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R SRL 00142, Rome. Vie Duccio Di Buoninsagna Tel (06) b1*J3 4« 1/482 Fax ‘>040666 



Now officially 
Britain’s biggest selling 
Amiga games magazine 

60.184 
readers and growing 

If you’re looking for 
an Amiga magazine 

which offers 
games-only 

k coverage, then 
there’re no two 

v ways about it. 
f AMIGA POWER 

is the dedicated 
Amiga games 
magazine for the 
dedicated Amiga 
games player. 



op game ever released on the Amiga 
* Jr 

• A look at Tony Crowther’s latest 
epic - Captive Z Is this the new stat 
of the art in role-playing games? 

Attitude on the second Thursday 
of every month. 

• The Chaos Engine - can this really 
be the Bitmap Brothers’ finest? 

M J 
• The A to Z of Arcade Conversions - 
the definitive AP guide to every coin- 

SIMPSONS PACKED 
FEBRUARY ISSUE ON 
SALE NOW, FEATURING 

• A massive review of the long- 
awaited Krusty’s Fun House, and in- 
depth preview of Bart Vs The World. 

• Page after page of reviews, 
including Hick Faldo’s Golf, History 
Line, Harrier, Dragon’s Lair III and 
WWF European Rampage. We 
separate the wheat from the chaff, 
praising the greats and poiiittng the 
finger at the real stinkers. 

• Plus! The shocking truth about 
clones, tributes, and games with 
rather suspicious origins. Are we 
being ripped off, or is it okay for a 
game to be heavily influenced by 
somebody else’s ideas? 

POLICY OF TROTH 
We won't review unfinished games just to claim an exclusive. 

We don’t pander to games publishers - we say what we really think. 

We only use experienced, professional reviewers. 

We won’t bore you with mountains of technical-jargon-hardware tedium. 

We take games seriously, because you do too. 
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GAME REVIEW 

Thoyre big on satellite TV, they're even bigger in the good ole US of A, and they're absolutely tiny 
on the Amiga. If you bought your Amiga for its graphics, you'll find WWFs C64 style a real downer. 

Here they are; four 
gaily painted masters 

of the over-theatrical 

wrestling trade. An 

unlikely bunch, really. 

WWF Rampage's 

classy television-style 

presentation merely 

highlights the lousi¬ 
ness of the game. 

64 

European 
Rampage Tour 

An insider at Ocean said of their new 

game, “If you think you're going to 

get something like last year's cTap - 

forget ill” OK* it speaks volumes about last 

year's tactics, but maybe we should give this 

year's offering a chance. After last year's 

effort, surely Ocean wouldn't unleash another 

dog on an unsuspecting public. Would they? 

Meanwhile, in another dimension* wc 

w ake up and smell the coffee, WWF European 

Rampage Tour arrived too late for our pre- 

Christmas issue, but in time for the shops' 

Christmas crush. It will sell on the strength of 

its licence - and not one bad review* until it's 

too late. Which is unfortunate. 

We would've told you so... 
Those who bought before reading the AF 

review will have experienced its delights. But 

for those smart enough to hang on. read on,. 

The game begins with chrome-effect text 

screens and two fat uglies shouting "W'hadda 

rush!”. Cue sports-show music and flashy 

logos. A button-push later, you select one of 

ihe three types of wrestling match: one- and 

two-player tag-team, and a two-player practice 

mode. Then you choose your team from: 

Randy Savage (snigger, snigger), Ultimate 

Warrior, Hulk ‘The well-known one' Hogan 

and Bret ‘Who he?' Han, Choose two and 

select your controls. Player one uses joysticks 

or keys* with the second player using the sec¬ 

ond joystick only. 

While fighting you get to read some guff 

on the wrestlers. After a while this gels annoy¬ 

ing, because you can't skip it. and you have to 

read the whole tedious thing between each 

bout* This is made worse because WWF won't 

recognise an external disk drive. But even this 

is preferable to what happens next,,. 

You find yourself transported to CM-1 and 

where the graphics are not the sleek-and- 

smooth digitised things they were a moment 

ago. Nope* we Ye back to poor-quality, lumpy- 

pixel sprites and second-rate. 2D backdrops. 

When you start moving, the word sluggish 

springs to mind. Try a run by double-clicking 

with the joystick left ot right, and you see an 

excuse for a running wrestler If Randy Savage 

saw the way he's made to mince along* he'd be 

Looking for a few Ocean heads to bust. 

This game is aimed at WWF-influenced 

kids or those with a short attention span and no 

taste. You can strut around the ring* desper¬ 

ln a wrestling game, control ability Is everything, But the 

modes on offer in WWF are a bit limited to say the least. 

Nice bloke, nice coat, but he looks a complete pillock in the 

actual game. Will he be a happy man when he finds Out? 

ately trying to find your opponent's collision- 

detection. or try a special move. These arc 

entertaining, but seldom useful in a punch-up 

(the method favoured by the predictable com¬ 

puter opponents). You can roll on the floor, or 

even throw your opponent out of the ring and 

then jump out on top of him. but it's not really 

a meal for one* let alone two players. 

Same idea next year? 
HYIT is a triumph of presentation over game- 

play. The theme tunes and effects glide along 

with the slick opening titles. But that's it. 

There are only six opponents to beat twice, 

then the legion of doom to lake and you've 

won the whole thing. And there are only four 

guys to choose from on your side. The kids 

w ill be disappointed - a fact you can judge for 

yourself when they've given it up by Boxing 

Day, Happy Last Year, all over again. 

Neil Jackson O 

WWF European Rampage 
Ocean ■ £25.99 

• Eh? Where** (he game? Compared to 

Strtttfighter 2 n this is sad, sad* sad, 

• Ropes controls and chuck-inspiring imgame 

graphics spoil what's there. 

• Nice front-end, lovely music and some (iod- 

auful gamepla). 

• About as pleasant to play with as a 

wrestler’s jockstrap* 

• \oooool Mol again! Take it away (ieorge: 

“Last Christmas* tra-la-la la la.**" 

(fertile) 18% 



New team on the block, JOE, have taken a subject close to every pro¬ 

grammer's Heart and turned it Into a trading game. 

Piracy 
ICE ■ £29.99 
Piracy, as Robert Maxwell would have told you* is a tricky profes- 
sion. Admittedly its image has been improved by the pursuits 
of Guybrush Threepwood and co, but it's still a bloodthirsty way 
of life for aspiring crusty sea dogs. Except the whole concept's 
been gloriously sanitised in this strategy cum beat-em-up game. 

Anyway, you've got a ship, 156 duckets, a couple of ship 
mates and a lot of sea to explore. By trading and robbing for trea¬ 
sure you can increase your personal wealth and thus purchase 
larger, quicker ships and more salty shipmates to man them. 

With a bit more thought this could have been a promising 
trading game in much the same way as Elite was. In effect it's 
inordinately tedious. The fighting sections are shoddily executed 
with sluggish controls, the sea journeys are boring* the adventur¬ 
ing content is minimal and the trading's duff. I can find little to 
recommend this game except that one 
of the islands is called Melon. 

Andy Hutchinson O 

Getting yourself orientated can take a long time because there isn't an 

annotated screenshot of the cockpit and its displays. 

AV8B Harrier Assault 
Domark ■ £39.99 
Great things were expected from this flight simp fresh from the 
makers of the excellent MiG-29 SuperFukrum, but sadly, the result 
is a a let-down, On an A5Q0, you'll go nuts trying to hold the feisty 
Harrier on the straight and level, and that's before you even touch 
the rotating jet nozzles which make it so famous, itrs not a bad 
simulation; it's just not a very good one. The A5Q0 is unable to 
provide a quick enough frame update, resulting in uncontrollabil* 
tty all round. An A1200 provides much better results, but sadly* 
AV8B Hamer Assault still suffers from a few control problems 
which make life difficult. 

The manual is written for the PC and refers to things you can't 
get to work on the Amiga, It's badly arranged, with tutorials in 
the middle* explanations in random places and the key-info 
tucked in the midst of heaps of text, It's a realistic sim with a 
huge strategy element and loads of 
annoyances which destroy the fun. 

Hell Jackson 
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LOOK NO FURTHER!! 
FQB. THE CHEAPEST AND BEST !J 

THE. LATEST TQP 50 GAMES FOR YOUR AMIGA: 

3D Construction Kit 2  £34.99 
A16 Tank Killer    £22.99 
Addams Family  £15.99 
Airbus A320  £24.99 
Aquatic Games  £15.99 
Assassin .... ...£15.99 
Beast 3    £19.99 
Big Box 2 (10 games) ..£19.99 
Bug Bomber   ....£15.99 
Catch'Em  £15.99 
Championship Manager . £15.99 
Civilisation   £22.99 
Crazy Cars 3      £15.99 
Curse of Enchantia .  £22.99 
'DuH   £19.99 
FI Grand Prix   £22.99 
Fire & Ice ...£15.99 
Golf (Microprose)    £22.99 
Hagar the Horrible .£15.99 
Harrier AV8B    £27.99 
Head to Head (Mig29 vs FI 9) .. £22.99 
Humans   £19.99 
Jaguar XJ220  £15.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker ..£14.99 
John Madden's   £15.99 
Kick Off 3    £15.99 
Kings Quest 5 ".£25.99 
Leisure Suit Larry 5   £25.99 
Lemmings 2 .. ..£15.99 
Loins 3   ....£15.99 
Lure of the Temptress ...£19.99 
Megalomania/First Samurai.£19.99 
Monkey Island 2     £24.99 
Nigel Mansell GP  £15.99 
PGA Golf    £19.99 
Pinball Fantasies   £15.99 
Pool ^ ...£15.99 
Premiere    £19.99 
RailRoad Tycoon   £22.99 
Red Baron     £22.99 
Sensible Soccer     £15.99 
Silly Putty    £15.99 
Space Crusade ...£15.99 
Space Shuttle       £34.99 
Special Forces    £22.99 
Street Fighter 2     £17.99 
Striker  £15.99 
Sword of Honour   £15.99 
Wing Commander     £19.99 

Bool W W .£15.99 
The above represents only a very small selection of 
titles that we stock. If you do not see what you want list¬ 
ed, please give us a call. 
Pnattf* game* pubAstafs. we can not gu arantee that an the above will be 

yy the tmne itus advert appears Please call us to check availability to avoid disap- 

Post & Packaging £1.50 - Securicor £5 
48 hour despatch (cheques 7 days) 

Cheques should be made payable to SoftStore 
Access and VISA cards accepted 

SoftStore, Dept DAF, PO Box 1720, Slough, 
SL3 0YX 

0753-683336 
****************** 
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AMERICA’S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF 
AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS + UPGRADES 

8373 Super Denive... ,,£19.00 
&520A CIA |2MK/) Grcal price............£635 
6570-036 Kcvboard chip..,.....£7.95 
A500original P/S. 220 volts...£25.00 
A2000 rnigimil P/S. 220 volts.£60.00 

.£54.00 

8372A ] Mce Agnus inc, chip puller...X27,00 
8375 CA500+/A600) 2 Meg Agnus ....£25.00 
L3 KicksUurt POM.....£14,00 
A 500 Keyboard - factory new..£26.50 
5719 Gary.....£10.44 
8362 Denise t bright....—£13.90 

« ASM PC MutherbcHird'PAL. 220 votas populated & tmed t«w low pn« i Rev 3 

• Afnigji 2000 t ompuler; PAL. 220 vofc* inchKkrs 13 ROM. 8372 Afnuv Super Demur. new keyboard. 

mouse and owtkt’v maniial. Comes u lift 90 day wunriy, The« wills *tt fecondilKVied ami were uved 

is dernnrtvtraiiirs. Shipping ei&a. Musi pay VAT & duties Oncc-tn-a-lifcittnr offer...,,.-£362-50 

a 2.04 ROM lehiponly - no numui or diskettes).—..„-..X2050 

• \ih a need Amina Vnalyvef - Sophisiieaied but easy lo use duudw are Si software), Cheeks status of all data 

mirsmis^on.v'itrgnais, disk drive, ports, buffer chips, alignmeiu. joystick + mnuw Cheeks status of 

read/wnte error* and tells what chips sue bad A must for all individuals and repair shops...£45.50 

V1K R(H \KDMil: R AM MKHOIV (ARtlf tkR YMM V60QHU *1200 
I credil card sized memorv uffrni up tu 4 uddlihinul mt«v of dtroamk 

K AM via the PCMCIA dot kino-cun fi#iim at bout time. keitinK nuid 
internal chip RAM free fur ini*#* prm evsiriK 

2MB card 4MH curd..JEWMWf 132.00 
soon: 2MK fft Mt I \ with built in baUrry. 

* Mi'jtACftip 20CM) l>j 1>K.B: Upgrade your Amiga to 2Mbof chip RAM 

Includes, 2 meg Agnus, chip puller & "Final Test," No soldering requited. 

Same 83728 chip used in A.W)...............£142.00 

Buy the McgAChip from us and we'll give you the new Super Denise f«...........£17.00 

• Swlii h ltt: America s most popular ROM swuch w uh speaker, keyboard controlled. 

Does not Overlap ihe 6£0O0.,..„™..««.«♦«+...,^^.^..415-00 

■ Ad RAM 544* fur AfDO by 1CL>: Add Up lo 4 megs of RAM w lift batten backup internally in your A500. 

\ Mcg/2 MflfS (inttalt up io4 megs>.................I74.21W95.15 

DO NOT FEAR! ■ 

Buying directly from lhe U S. with your credo card offers ynu the vame protection as it does in 
the U,K. with Lhe added beitefn of saving lots of money. Deal directly wah North Americas 
largest distributor of custom Commodore A Amiga parts and chips. The Grapevine Group has 
been successfully servicing the U.K. and the Continem for 12 years, All our parts and chips are 
new and guaranteed for 90 days, •DEALERS - SEND VOI R LETTERHEAD FOR SPECIAL PRICING 

| THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
^ 3 Chesinut Street, Suffern, New York 10901 L'JLA. 

Inlemational Fax: OHM-914-357-6243 
■ pra nt Customer Order l ine: 0101-914^357 2424 

Telephone Hours: 1pm to 11pm Mon-Fri British lime 
Prices subject lo change International Orders: 11 your order is over £4tl send or lax front of 

ncdii can I Air Parcel Charger'AN chips - £5. .9; kcvt^i.irtl A FrHo.ud • fcM.-trt : n Kit £22.62 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 

YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! Fastest and best way lo 
build muscles and strength without 
weights EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY 
PROVEN, Just 20 minutes daily in the 
privacy of your home will develop an 
amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding 
system based on principals developed after years 
of exhaustive research, El is a total exercise 
programme involving the very latest scientific breakthroughs in 
the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, most efrectve 
way to build muscles in existence. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 
Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF) 
PO BOX 70, DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN 

Yes! I want lo build muscles fast. Please rush me my FREE 
information pack! 
Name.... 
Address............ 

.......Postcode. 

(A Stamp for reply appreciated] 

BUY YOUR 
SOFTWARE 
FROM US, 

WE'LL BUY 
IT BACK! 

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB 
As o Matrix member you can choose from our extensive lists of 

Ihe latest and the popular software wtfh our absolute guarantee to 

buy (hem back AND you don't have lo pay until you've decided, 

* TOP NAME 
GAMES, BUSINESS AND UTILITY SOFTWARE 

(sorry no PD or Shareware} 

• NO COMMITMENT TO BUY 
• SUPER FAST SERVICE • ESTABLISHED 1981 

•OVER 2,500 MEMBERS 
To find out about trie unique Matrix money saving 

scheme call our 24 hour hotline 0920 484479 

O tend a l&rge iaa JfcOing yw mntftw (OM/PC X5"> Amigo, Atari ST) toe 

Matrix Computing Services, Dept AMF2. 2 French* Yard, 
Amwell Ind, Ware, Hertfordshire 5012 9HR 

FREEWHEEL ® PERFECT CONTROL FOR 
■ ULTIMATE REALISM 

Jult imagine, fitting in yaw favour lie armchair and driving MicroPros* Grand 

Prbt with a replica rating car lleering wheel freewheel* far hr* buttoni on 

in iniide rim, )u«i lit* ihe ie®l thing Fieewheel n described q\ a Vtrtvol 

Steering Wheel becauie you lit bod in your ieoi in a comfortable 

paiition and limply hadd >he wheel gwiftg you Ntk ol analog mprieiiii, 

when turned left or right Tilt forwards to occelefoie and botlwardi io 

brake, the aeiouni of accekiotion onrf braking dependt an haw n*ech 

yoe lilt 

Freewheel* Analog wai designed with MiCraProie Grand Mu in mind and 

lelt yaw Ute your real driving tLlli la win racei and fli twch it lhe ultimate 

accenory lor budding ‘Nrgeli1 

£39.95 RING FOR 5PECIAL OFFER 

^ 5&H4UritSm* 
UNIT lb IB EI HI VI TRADING ESTATE, CREWS HOLE ROAI>, 

ST GEORGE, BRISTOL 1$S 8 AY 
ULt toiraj s50900 fax? (02721 Biiosa 

If mformafton only requirad. pfama oncktsa sqa quoting in 
^ JipfipTpiacaaoddtl.95 Prk» ojedvdn p&p Ploosa odd £1.' _ 

PWua allow up lo 21 dayi for cWivory 

AMIGA POWER SUPPLY 
• Genuine Commodore 

• One year warranty 

• Free mouse 

• Fast Delivery 

Cheques/PO to: 
Ominidale Supplies, 
23 Curzon Street, 
Derby DEI 2ES. 
Tel: (0332)291219 

jlTTTfTii ■■urn d 

ONLY 

£29.99 
OR part exchange your old 
power supply and pay: 

£19.99 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
to, making money wish your AMIGA becomes incidental when you Avion how! 
Your AMIGA is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is 

lire lev ant. Make lhe Initial effort NOW bv starting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS. 

This may he the most important move you will ever makel 
REMEMBER: You II never get rich by digging someone elses "ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU* can become very rich in a relatively 
shon period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than 

playing games. 
The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or part time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. to: 

tHomeffased*£fasiness. 
AF38, 31 PiIton Place, King and Queen Street, 

Walworth, London SE17 l DR. 



diwfcle ihepntt 
the fwirdwoiielU 

:arry viruses If 
£64.99 

Mncml 
Details; 

Dept AMS* Unit C7, Tlit* Hope wj Ik 
lndus« rial Centsv. Station Koad. 
Ilkeston. Derbyshire DE7 SHX. 
Tcfcphone.0602 441^42 FAX: 0601 44014) 

Order-'' Una- 

0602 441442 

New 0 

for Great Value Packed Prices on Amiga Computers 

Amiga Computer Range | Hotliatrixl 
Whether you ore looking to buy your FIRST Amigo, upgrade 

to □ NEWER model or odd to your existing system. Merlin 

Express have got the product for you. 
With truly competitive prices plus Merlins' expert advice ond 

service, why not give us a call? Remember with all Amigo 

600 computers vou get o full lYear IN-HOME warranty plus 

an advice helpdesk that are only a phone coll away! In the 
rare event that a faull occurs an engineer will call at your 

home to sort out the problem freel 

With Merlin Express you automatically receive the 

following with every Amiga pack... 

TV Modulator [allowing your own TV as a display] Mouse 

User Manuals v Connecting Leads Operating System Disks 

' Amina Welcome PacA 
Amigo A6G0 package with 3.5** floppy disk drive and 

the following great software [whilst stocks lost). 

Deluxe Paint 111 - Paint Package !?<{: r r r r p I [ I 
V Commodore "Mystery Gome' K,*l |l U]U,I U I 11 ij 
4 GFA Basic - Programming PFlOIIG US! 

AGOO Wild. Weird A Wiched 
Amigo A600 package with 3,5" floppy disk drive and □ 
fantastic collection or superb quality software... 

V Deluxe Paint III oka ft n 11 r I 

Amiga A1500 package with twin 3.5’ floppy disk drives 
and 1Mb RAM plus Games ond Business software . . 
0 THE WORKS PLATINUM EDITION [Word Processor, 
Database, Spreadsheet] <r HOME ACCOUNTS S 
DELUXE PAINT ill > ELF ❖ TOKI ❖ PUZZNIC & a great 
book: 'GET THE MOST OUT G.riC/fi. fj f. 
Of YOUR AMIGA" ***“' |l 

:110ns 

Express 
, Accessories amd Peripherals there is 

Printers I ITllP Product Aanoe 
500:1 50D-I ASM 
'.'Mir : ■ 

“| con I I soon 
\m*m m CDftpa?*it| | imm 

Mrii. 
IC20 Mono 

LCIOO 

10200 

ZA200t Colour 

llf.rfl Drivnr 
attached into t te sidhi port sf you 

500/A500 flu* computer. 

1 20D^ 

SinpJy a 
Amiga A 

All units 
of 32Bit 
52 Mb 

123Mb. - 
24 5Mb.- 
68lie2Mafh! 

[for use wi| 

fiflilili 
F it t inlensi 

0Mb 

52 Mb. Uli 

125Mb 
245Mb 

425Mb 

ache! into Ills side port 
00/^00 'lus co 

lire 40MHz und cqme wjh 
JAM installed 

I Mb RAM 

1Mb 1AM 

1Mb I JAM 
s CoP ocessar 

h A53<1 Combo Boer Is, chare 

f-nf 
ally irl your 41509 

'pulatpd 

i populated 

populated 
(populated 

mw 
LnpopultJhd 

240 I 

I Sv 4Ft 200 
'iff 2® 

| Swift 2 

fift 24i 

Iwh 

rift 2 
I Swift 24l 

Men 
Cole 

EPIC-ZOMb Hard Dish 
Prodot 

srcc 
Sw 

oour 

14 

Upgrade! for HD8+/ 

Ho-d Cords [SIMMS 1 
I 2 * 1Mb 

4* 1Mb 

2 1 4Mb 
( 5 

I [3lBit SIMMS Mb ur 4Mb ] 

IKib. Chip 
I 4Mb. Chip 

isr rvr.FlriOnf.1 

Chap i 

Chip 1 

Chtpi 

for Combo 

only ONE Direction! 

JDTV BOH OnveJ 
nrirm ms r.ii iron 
Turn you Amigo A500 Plus inlo CDTV! 
Simply plugs into fhe end port of the 
Amigo to allow CDTV software and 

music CD with f Tl0 QQ 
stereo outputs Ld£iiL3!J 

Choose between a specific monitor for 
the optimum display quality or a 
TV/Monitor which is better quality 
than q domestic TV [almost as good os 
a monitor] but with the advantage of 
Television tool 

99 
99 

99 

El 29, 
027* 

£*619 

£979.' 

99 
99 

l99 

9? 

and A1500 

Mb, oi 2Mb. 

£49/>9 

£99.94 

£199.99 

Limiin 
14" Colour complete with leod to 

your computer ond o quality dust 

cover plus... Stpeil DtSfllR 

lotus turbo rounilt l|C 
CHALLENGE 2 t HI II It UJ 

mwTTirrnm 
2000 Line resolution to surpass the 

display of o domestic television.., 

3332 15" Remote with Slwplirw ^3l9.7/ 
2331 15" Remc-e/Sleep/Teletejci fM%79 
234M71 Remote/Sleep/Tetetexi '“W7/JV 

TAKE £10 OFF WHEN PURCHASED WITH 

AN AMIGA OR OTHER MAJOR HARDWARE 

Hetlin Value 
Sorcerots Packs 

Amiga A600 package with 3.5* floppy disk drive and a 
20Mb Hard Disk Drive built-in and installed - 'Ready To 
Go', plus superb quality software... 
'v EPtC v MYTH V TRIPLE LANGUAGE TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
<r ROME <- DELUXE PAINT III Citit Femili Fid 
<f 5 LANGUAGE DICTIONARY AA 
«• AMIGA TEXT [Word Processor] £377*7 7 

(C39.*5 

| CPhone II* 

Wm EPIC PACK [os above] but WITHOUT the software available 

subject to availability. .Phone listII 

—PtInlet Freed es— 
CDTV Pachs Drive With Dot Mbotrui Printers" horn Merlin 

you get o Quality Dust Cover. Cable 
to your Amiga and a Two Part Printer 

Stand ALL FREE Of CHARGE I 

[Dust covers not available for any of oyi 
printers marked with an (*] thus 

Vim Arti- A new concept in home education ona entetidinmeni tor an me 
family. All the features of home computing [with o CDTV 
keyboard & disk drive] plus CD Rom lechnology.,,full interaction! 

nsbleo ■*.E 
s bi n If 

M u I I i m e d i o 
HERE TODAY ■ in ana machine that can 
occttu a weoWr of Amiga rtbware ert 
well at CDTV htles ond CD Music 
Contain]. Amiga CDTV Unii, Keyboard, 
Mount, Commodore 3.5’ Disk Drive, 
Remota Conifoiler. Workbench Ditkt & a 
Welcome CD, Hus.., . _ 

FREE Fred fish CD- fiCQ QQ 
Over 600Mb of S/W LTUUtUJ 

MunlH IVEH £25 it piirtadsed separareiy Nern Christinas Sorcerors 
Packs Hue in for EKTHH 

VALUE Phone Us loui!!! 

A great new pack with 
CDW Unit. Welcome CD CDTV Unit, Welcome CD 
Disk, Remole and both 
Hutchinsons Encyclopaedic 
and Lemmings [whilst slocks 
lost] on CD Disk. 

Ituj lauiei -Price £369 99 
MerlinExpress Limited 

ftltmhiarc jnd liip,T aum jk fatyurt; \krtin ait toppv no Mipplv ItfW) A 1 

iX-vfuh k\J K u nintrl Jt 3 nYH i ■r ■ - ^ Kxptfl (ftirktPjVAT umuIIs dtduOtdl 
rthit i" Sti kw j isltj «'Tiiiri>i JX#vrJ\ iharpt^ vjri fnm l k and. at 

“duty fence Uf 4*0(1 lut mo HB mairmiioanffeif IXonly 

voirkifii^ <byx \nunia) ddiun i l> juibiilt ji jum 41 _ 'IM pp.^ pjicntfi! mjv he nuJt In smith. 

s"*lk7 "t ,r rr* Ccn* ^ am - .nul .ill jgoiKjn .tri 

t: Mtrlm art Puppy m Mjpply lUTt > A \ 
stirUt^VAT ipuilly ik-vVtni. 

IXHbm iturpMrfft hum L K anU j| 

nainn|it> ait lor IK uoty 

jtotcnilb Eifsfuwhcd on day of 
fuymdX ik-sirjiHt 

it Aut’M.. V'ba, OH.t|LKf (pk'J.M.' .iUom ’ 
Hodiiin^ iLiys for l kjjr.i rhij|. Hank or a 
liinUmj; SmicLi IlnEl Jn lih.li rtijiitR' 

rn 11 k^romc], RiUjI OnitP i v t.tUi 

fclimhuiv *44TjnLn> Alkwi. U* 50 day* MunJ iv itpUrtmul hutlAl To 
ntinutAtutvh oniRp Aw mi Ahcr 4j dny^ A tuhn U nkrthv id pun.ha*.' Luks 
jft hAlAid by rruLi-r. V**,*v A vmIL fcw tarn 
until' *mMtey ikrt- sA fc* ikufe Umkw ulmtt nim an Vm^ffer' inuraiiiv 
aft anrnkdkitii dn kijUmaii iHtMun) vniv 

M dlhltiUUA 4*w unnl JI littK1 10 jpmnijj iu lAUE litfl Him n ntajc to 
itiMir ik' mliirinjnon m ilii* atht-n ^ Im Unnjld jkay> LuaTum 

any <j|fcrv pruo. awlnhHIiy th„ KRIOR in pbik^ youi tihkr ^ t tvxTu: tk 
nydit to jJkT pnpdmi panvs or ^.ufkatkm wlflmui pro;* nanv Ipk-jM.1 roxi- 

prikV«< nuy (liioiuk- up Ol imun't (kind* ait me nijijififd un j trial ha«v 
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GAME REVIEW (J) 

Women swoon over him, men envy him and every movie executive in the world wants him, 

But Amiga Format tracked down Chris Buxton and got him to review Ocean's... 

Murtaugh can walk around and go through the various doors to select different mis- sion, In an orgy of special FX the secretaries actually turn when you walk past them! 

Lethal 
Weapon 

Ho hum, another movie tic-in. Well 

the Lethal Weapon movies have been 

around for about four or five years 

now, and show no signs of gening any more 

original with age. They’re based around two 

cops with contrasting charaders - a placid 

family man and a wild, disrespectful renegade 

- who, braving every cliche in the book, over¬ 

come their differences, work together to fight 

corruption and have a few jokey male-bonding 

fccencs along the nvay, Usually at a hot-dog 

stand. Hollywood thought long and hard about 

this one. Oh dear, this is all getting a bit cyni¬ 

cal. Still, let’s take a look at the facts. 

Action men 
Successful action movie becomes computer 

game. Any votes for a complex simulation? A 

Monkey island-style adventure? How about a 

platform shoot-cm-up then? Staying true to the 

film's lack of innovation, the programming 

team have come up with a good old left-io- 

right, scrolling platform game. But. let’s face it 

originality was never an essential quality for a 

great game, 

The plot is based loosely on the three 

films and the main characters look roughly like 

Mel Gibson and Danny Glover. The action 

stans off in police headquarters where Riggs 

and Murtaugh (Gibson and Glover) have to 

solve three cases in order to get a special 

assignment. When they finish the special 

assignment they get drafted into Internal 

Affairs and go after some corrupt big-wigs in 

the force who’ve been selling off confiscated 

firearms (yes* a little bit of politics, there i. 

The first three cases can be attempted in 

any order but the manual recommends that you 

take case one first, then case two and finally 

case three. So much for freedom of choice. 

There's another decision to be made before 

you can get down to action - which of the cops 

to have. Riggs is belter at hand-to-hand com¬ 

bat, while Murtaugh carries a more powerful 

gun, but again the game dictates your choice. 

Some levels are full of extra ammunition, so 

you'd be a fool to pick Riggs and his weedy 

gun. In other levels the ammo's thin on the 

ground so Murtaugh is out of the question. 

Sewer bound 
With your ‘selections' made it’s off to the first 

case. The dynamic duo must capture the profits 

of a drug cartel that are stashed on a ship at the 

harbour. The second case has them exploring 

the city's sewers searching for terrorist 

bombers, and in the third they’ve got to rescue 

an informant from a derelict factory. 

The object of each mission may differ but 

they all play in the same way. The standard 

mix of running along shooting heavies, jump¬ 

ing on lo moving platforms and picking up 

power-ups and energy refills doesn't change 

from level to level, The enemies always appear 

in (he same places. They always fire in the 

same way. There's an easy route across the 

platforms, or you can risk losing a life and go 

for a hard-to-reach bonus or power-up. And 

after a couple of levels, at the end of each case, 

there's a boss villain who needs a massive load 

of hits to destroy. 

So far all this seems OK, and it is. The 

graphics are crisp and the locations Look good 

- more colour and some parallax wouldn't 

have hurt, though. The music’s not had and the 

sound of the thudding impact of the bullets is 

THE CASE OF THE MYSTERIOUS PLATFORMS 
All over the city strange platforms were appearing. Riggs and Murtaugh smelt a conspiracy... 

Case om - Tht Export Gang. 
TH# mission - a March for 

Stolen cash, The game - plat¬ 

forms as far as the eye can see. 

Cast two may be about stop¬ 
ping a terrorist bomb squad 

but it's much the same old plat¬ 

forms as Case one's docklands. 

Case three breaks off at a real 

tangent - saving a kidnapped 

informant - and goes for an all- 

new, er, platform look. 

Case number four is classified 

so 1 can't talk to you about It. I 
did get there though, honest. 

No, straight up, I did. Trust me. 

In the final rase the cops have 
to sort out their corrupt bosses: 

or are they just minding the car 

park? I could never work it out. 



GAME REVIEW 

There's noting worse than a bad guy wielding several sticks of dynamite. Especially when he's 

standing guard over the only two extra cartridges you've managed to find in the whole level. 

suitably gruesome. But after an hour of plug¬ 

ging away you begin to get the impression that 

there isn’t a whole lot to Lethal Weapon. 

When you’ve overcome the initial urge to 

race through every level with guns blazing 

you'll find the only way 

to make it through a case 

with your lives intact is to 

plod along waiting for an 

enemy to appear, dodge 

their fire, take ’em out 

and go on to the next one. 

The platforms’ Layout 

make tilings tricky and 

when you first go through 

a level it's hard to tell if 

some are platforms or arc just part of the 

scenery - until you plummet off screen and 

lose another life. 

Once you know where to go and when to 

shoot, the game gets frustrating because you 

just want to get on with it and not have to wait 

around lor the right moment to fire or jump. 

All this timing and practice is what platform¬ 

ers are all about, so what’s the problem? Well, 

w hen it becomes irritating instead of challeng¬ 

ing you know the game’s not for you. If the 

game had played a bit quicker, had a few more 

enemies here and there, maybe (Heaven for¬ 

bid!) tried something new it could be 

something more than what it is. There are no 

deep, or even shallow puzzles and even the 

slighiest bit of detective work would make the 

game interesting. As it is there's only one 

route through each of the levels and the occa¬ 

sional door swatch to push, and it’s never a 

million miles away from the door. 

All these nigglv points show just what an 

And the winner of the 'Nicest Platform In This 

Game1 award is the girder swinging on a chain. 

ordinary game Lethal Weapon is. It isn’t badly 

programmed, it all works very slickly and will 

probably give anyone who buys it a few days’ 

fun, Bui there's nothing impressive about it all 

- even as it stands, a simultaneous two-player 

mode could have res¬ 

cued it. No, it’s just a 

desperately average 

game that's almost 

identical to every other 

platform game you’ve 

bought, played and can 

see on sale at 

£9/99 on a budget label 

If you’re thinking 

about buying this 

because you're a fan of the films, you’ll fmd 

Little to link the game with the movie apart 

from a nice picture of Mel Danny and the 

stumpy one with grey hair who's not done 

anything decent since Raging Bull on the bin. 

{What about GoodfdJas? - Ed) If you're 

thinking about buying this because you want 

another platform shool-em-up. think again. 

What’s here is nothing new and you 

already have something similar in your soft¬ 

ware stash. Technically it would he at home on 

an 8-hit console, not an Amiga. These sort of 

games need to be noisy, dazzling, fast and 

frantic, as the console ads on TV scream at us, 

and sadly this game hasn’t kept with the pace. 

Chris Buxton O 

Lethal Weapon 
Ocean ■ £25.99 

• l ninspired platform shnol-erri-iip th;U feds 

like you've played it he fort. A dozen times. 

• l n ins pi red platform shoot-r tn-tip (hut feels 

like you've.,, ooh, I' ve just had an incirdi- 
hltr feeting of dtja-vu. 

• No frills in 1 he preseniaikm hm graphic* 

took Rood enough and the in-pame music Is 

pretty timid too, 

• Not abysmal not nuistanding and not really 

worth It, 

Em&v. 

Mi 64% 

“ A desperately 

average game that's 

almost identical to 

every other platform 

game around * 

now 

DAVROS, IN THE PRESENCE OF THE EMPEROR 
DALEK, ADDRESSES HIS BATTLE COMMAND 

Considering that they are one of the most evil creations in the universe. 

Daleks look pretty stupid. And anyway, how do they get up stairs? 

The Doctor reaches the London Underground only to find that the 4,25 

to Marble Arch has been delayed, but that's the least of his worries. 

Dalek Attack 
Alternative ■ £15.99 
It was way back in 1963 that William Hartnell the first Doctor 
Who, emerged from his police box Tardis, and a whoie generation 
of impressionable young children spent much of their lives cower¬ 
ing behind the couch, peeking out now and again to see how the 
most famous Time Lord in the universe was faring in his battles 
against the Daleks, the Cybermen, the Yetis, the Auto ns, the Ice 
Warriors and various other intergalactical bad guys. 

So it's strange, in many ways, that it has taken so long for The 
Doctor to find his way on to your Amiga screen in the form of 
Dalek Attack, The action is set in the year 2254 when the Daleks 
and their evil creator Davros have taken over the world. Their evil 
plot is to turn the planet into a munitions factory to supply the 
Dalek armies. 

The Doctor must thwart their terrible aims by running around 
a series of platforms, blasting various baddies and rescuing 
hostages. It's worth mentioning here that not all the enemies are 
Doctor Who originals but include Ninjas and others who have 
absolutely nothing to do with the TV series. Anyway, after a 
promising introduction level, Dalek Attack is a tad disappointing. 

Although the graphics are well drawn and the music is of a 
reasonably suitable variety, the character animation is none too 
hot. Basically it's the gameplay that really lets down Dalek Attack. 
It would be better if it wasn't a shoot-em-up, and even better still 
If it wasn't so predictable - whenever you walk through a door 
there's inevitably a couple of Daleks waiting to exterminate you. 
Actually there's an important aside here. Daleks roll around on 
wheels, they are incapable of jumping, so how the hell do they 
get up stairs. Obviously they can't And if they can't how did they 
take over the Earth. Not much good just taking over the down¬ 
stairs bit of the Earth, is it? 

Anyway, this is only an average game, admittedly at a good 
price, But as anybody who has taken a serious interest in Time 
Lords will tell you, the essential point about Doctor Who is to out¬ 
wit the enemy by skillful use of time travel and sonic 
screwdrivers, and by having pretty women as assistants and cute 
mechanical dogs called K-9, so this 
would have been a better game if it was 
an adventure instead of a shoot-envup. 

Dave Paget ^ 
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CRAZY HEW YEAR 
LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES??? 

LOOK NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE FULLY CUARANTEED 

r 
DISKS ! DISKS! DISKS! 

\ 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3*5" DS/DD . .£22.99 
too 3*5" DS/DD*. ....£40.99 
150 3*5M DS/DD*. .£56.99 
200 3*5" DS/DD*., ...£73.99 
300 3*5" DS/DD*.. ..*...£109.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD... ...£144*99 
500 3*5“ DS/DD*. ...£175.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD**,* .CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

Ail prices include VAT/free labels. 

V 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

J 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box.£25.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box.£43.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box.£60.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes.£78.99 
300 3.5“ DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes.£117.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 100 cap boxes....£154.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 x 100 cap boxes.£186.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 x 100 cap boxes.£ call 

All prices include VAT / free labels 
REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY J 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5” DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.£31.99 
100 3.5” DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.£48.99 
150 3.5” DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£72.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£90.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£143.49 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes..£187.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£224.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£35.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap POSSO Box..£53 99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£68.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes..£100.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£135.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£185.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£227.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

( 3.5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 'l 
10 Capacity...£1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockabfe)..........,£4.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable),... 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3.5” 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box. 

^5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box. 

,..£9.95 
£15.50 1 
£16.50 

5*25 STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity......£1.00 
50 Capacity (Lockable)...£5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable).......£5.90 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60P EACH £61 For 100 incl delivery/labels/VAT 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 1 
5.25" DS/DD Disks 

^ 5.25* DS/HD Disks 
,21 p each 
39peach, 

BRANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5" DS/DD .....£6.50 

^ 10 3.5’ DS/HD.....£10.50 

BOX OF PAPER 11X 9.5, LOOMS MICR0PERF 9,000 SHEEl.X11.75 BOX OF M PAPER, 70GMS MICROPERF 2,000 SHEETS...C1S.95 

VHH t AIAII > A57C) CD ECU H IM 
s vi si \ Ht i sr 

u 
Mlim you It UAL & PLAY CD1> 

Jt22.a« StllHdrp on ycur Ami&ci 
A-HAZING PRICE! z CCS Price inly UI8.CC 

PRINTER RIBBONS ^ 
PRINTER SLACK RIBBONS COLOUR RIBBONS 

BRANDED COMPATIBLE BRANDED 
Citizen 1200 £3*40 £2.70 WA 
Citizen Swift 9 £3*40 £2.70 £15.30 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/224 £4*70 £2.70 £15.30 
Panasonic 1124 £8.50 £3.58 N/A 
Star LC-10 £4.47 £3.06 £6,70 
Star LC-20 £4.47 £3.06 N/A 
Star LC200 £6.11 £4,70 £12*30 
Star LC24 10/15 £5.58 £3.53 K/A 

V^Star LC24-200 £5.S8 £3,53 £13*25 J 

( INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
HP DeskJet Black Ink Cartridge.*.*.*.*.*.*....*..£14*98 
HP DeskJet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge..****.£23.95 
HP DeskJet 500C Coour Ink Cartridge *******.*.,**..£26.96 
Canon BJIOe/ex Black Ink Cartridge..,*****........XI 9.98 
Black Twin Refill Kit.........£14.98 
Colour Twin Refill kit.********.,.*.1.£14.98 
500C Colour Refill Kit.*.*...*.*.£14.98 

^ Amiga Colour Separation Software.*..—***£39,95 J 



OFFERS FROM BCS LTD 
AMIGAS! AMIGAS! AMIGAS! B 

PACK 1 
NEW AMIGA 600 

fflEWIlD, IN mt, THE WKIOD MCE 
+ SUKUASE PttSONAl SOfTWUE 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £318.99 

PACK 4 
BCS STAMER PACK 

lO 3.5 DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 
3.5 CLEANING KIT 

ONLY £17.00 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH PACK 1, S OR 6 

NEW ZOOL PACK INCLUDING} 
ZOOL 
STRIKER 
PINBALL DREAM 
TRANSWRITE WP 

ONLY £19.99 WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
AN AMIGA. OTHERWISE £99.99 

" GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
A ACCELERATORS FOR A500 

GVP 42m6 HD8II.   £325 
GVP 80MB HD8II.£409 
GVP 120MB HD8 II...£482 
GVP 240MB HD8 II.£635 
GVP AS30 COMBO 40 MHz +80MB.£775 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 120MB.£845 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB.£999 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM UPGRADES 
FOR GVP DRIVES 

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIN MONO..£129 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9PIN COLOUR..£179 
CITIZEN 240 MONO.   £245 
CITIZEN 240 COLOUR..£268 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR.£199 
STAR LC-24 200 COLOUR.£259 
SEKOSHA SL-90 MONO 24 PIN.£165 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST COVER 
CITIZEN PRINTERS HAVE 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PACK 2 
NEW AMIGA 50MB HD (PK M(K + 
SUKSBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 

A600 +20 MB HD 
1MB RAM 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS, EPIC, ROME 
MYTH, AMIGA TEXT WP 
DICTIONARY, MOUSE ETC + 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
SOFTWARE 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £458.99 
A600 +20 MB HD (no software) 

£419 

PACK 5 
PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC' 

CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 

ONLY 225.99 J 
GVP SERIES II HC8 HARD DRIVES 

FOR A1500/9000 
GVP 42MB HC8 II.£255 
GVP BOMB HC8 II.£325 
GVP 120MB HC8II...£395 
GVP 240MB HC8II.£615 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

Prices changing due to currency 
fluctuations. Please phone. 

r ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS *..**... £8,00 
lOOG TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) .£10.00 
MOUSE MAT .*.*....*.*..***,..£2.75 
MOUSE HOLDER.   £2.50 
14" MONITOR STAND .,.*...£10.00 
PRINTER STAND.**.*..***.*,..**.,..£6,00 
3.5" CLEANING KIT.*„.***.*. £2.75 
CHEETAH BUG...£12.99 
PARALLEL LEAD ...**,....**.£8.00 
ZIPSTICK........£11.50 
QS PYTHON III .*.*.*********.   £9.50 
CHEETAH 125+ **.*****,.*.*..*.*****.. £B.DO 
KONIX NAVIGATOR**,..£1 4.99 

PACK 3 
NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 

A600 1MB FDD 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
MOUSE ETC. 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 
10 3.5“ DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £294.99 
LIMITED STOCK 
^- 

PACK 6 
NEW AMIGA 1800 

• 68020 PROCESSOR RUNNING AT 
14.19MHZ 

• 2MB CHIP RAM 
• 16 MILLION COLOURS 

• AA CHIP SET 
• NUMERIC KEYPAD 

• ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £379.99 
OR £395.99 with 
zool pack 
< Limited stock - Call for latest price , 
✓---s 

AMIGA BIT S 'N' BOBS 
A500 ?MB UPGRADE.£29.00 

A600 1MB UPGRADE.£42.99 

A600 2MB UPGRADE.£123.00 

A600 4MB UPGRADE.£193.00 

3.5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE.£54.99 

DUST COVERS 
A500. £3.00 
A600.  .£3.00 
STAR LC200.£3.50 
STAR LC-24 200.......  £3.50 
CITIZEN 9.£3.50 
CITIZEN 24.£3,50 
PHILIPS MKI/II..£3.50 
ATARI.  £3.00 
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WHY ORDER FROM BCS? 
Established for over 3 years BCS is well known for the quality of its products and services. 

WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. 
Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry 1 year minimum guarantee. All products 

UK spec only. All prices include VAT. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 
349 DITCHLING ROAD. BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 6JJ 
ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

|^1 ORDER HOTLINE 0373 506269/0831 279084 
J All offers subject to availability. E&OE. Prices/pack details may change without notice, r*7'1 

Due to currency fluctuations, all prices may change without notice - Please call for latest prices. 
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GAME REVIEW p 

After Monkey Island 2, the Amiga 

world has waited with bated 

breath for the next adventure from 

LucasArts. Indy's back, and this time 

he's brought SCUMM with him... 

,rSh« may be beautiful but she doesn't know a thing about internal-combust ion engines." The 

lovely Sophia watches Indy file the wheels. We don't want to give any clues away here, of course... 

A V 
■ : 

In the last couple of years LucasArts have 

made ralher a good name for themselves 

with their graphical adventure games, 

ever since the success of Loom, followed by 

The Secret of Monkey island and then the awe¬ 

some sequel Monkey Island 2. Following on 

from the runaway success of the latter game, 

they have taken SCUMM and iMUSE (the 

story1 and music systems from Monkey island 

2) and applied it to a film licence. 

"Film licence!"*. 1 hear you cry. Well, yes 

- not all of them have to be disks worthy of 

72 

Indiana Jones 
and the Fate of Atlantis 

nothing better than reformatting. For one 

thing, ifs not really a licence, because there 

isn't actually a Him that ifs based on - 

Lucas Film enjoyed doing the previous indy 

games so much, they thought they would make 

up a plot for another one. And though previous 

Indy games were less impressive, this is just 

what you you would expect from LucasArts, 

iMUSE-ing storyline 
The game begins with a classy film-style intro¬ 

duction and then a bizarre rendition of the 

Indy theme tune plays in the sirange-bul- 

excellent iMUSE system. While this goes on 

Indy makes his way down through several lev¬ 

els of an abandoned college, trying to locale a 

missing statue. You control Indy at this point, 

hut you don*i have to solve anything just yet. 

The reason he's after the statue is that it 

contains a small bead made from a special 

metal, which can be used in a similar way to 

Plutonium. If this bead gets into the wrong 

hands, a bomb might be made which could 

level out the odd country or two. 

\ 

HARD DISK 
INSTALLABLE 

Indy isn't as thick as 
his macho features 
make out - a square 

peg in a round hole is 
no match far him... 

i •Ik to 5 tQt»g pi-rj*~ t ^ i 

1 Ob* 1 

Own 

Cl os* 

Pick vp U« 

Talk to Push 

Lock ** Pjll 

-j aa m f 

Atlantis or Metropolis? Sophia, world-renowned psychic, explorer and old flame of Indiana Jones, 
draws a large crowd for her speech about Atlantis... 

When the game proper starts, the similarity to 

Monkey island 2 becomes apparent straight¬ 

away. Because the same story system is used. 

I he screen layout is very similar, and the same 
keys are used throughoul. This is a good thing, 

however, because the original system was 

great to use, and Monkey island 2 players will 

fed instantly at home. 

One addition to the story system is the 

fist*fight. Several manoeuvres are available 

should you get into a scrap, and these are oper¬ 

ated via the mouse or keypad - if your Amiga 

has a keypad, that is. If the idea of fisifighting 

doesn't appeal to you don't worry, because 

you can lake three different paths through the 

story and only one of them has you constantly 

bashing your way through the adventure. 

Each path involves different actions on your 

part, and meeting different people, but all three 

paths have the same ultimate goal - to reach 

the Lost comincm of Atlantis. The first is the 

‘Team' path, where you team up with the 

lovely Sophia, ex-colleague turned psychic, 

and combine your skills to reach the end. At 

some points during the game you will need to 

control Sophia herself, and the inventory 

display automatically switches to Sophia's 

possessions - anoiher great touch. 

The next path is "Wits', which is where 

you must use all your intellectual powers (not 

humour) to overcome various puzzles during 

the game. The final one is 'Fists' where - yes, 

you guessed it - you must rough your w'ay 

around the world, fighting-your way out of 



Nudged on by Indy, Sophia gets her come uppance in Algiers on the wrong end of a knife- 

throwing act. Our hero, not wanting to cause trouble, looks on quietly. 

troublesome situations. The paths do cross at 

various points during the game, in true lime- 

line style, so even if you choose the Wits path 

you will sometimes need to fistfight: or if you 

plump for Fists you will occasionally need to 

use a bit of nouse. 

Action adventure 
Whatever path you choose, a huge variety of 

scenes and challenges await you. These are 

sometimes funny, sometimes frustrating, hut 

never, ever dull. 

The puzzles are very 

well thought-out. with 

some exquisite, subtle 

elements that give you a 

real kick when you solve 

them. Also, some action 

elements are mixed in 

with the adventure, such 

as controlling a balloon 

across a desen, and guiding a submarine 

through murky waters. Those of you who are 

horrified by the thought of arcade scenes in 

your adventures, don't be - they are few and 

far between, and merely serve as a break front 

the puzzles. 

The story is littered with dements that are 

genuinely funny, far more than just being there 

to break up the monotony - cheek out the 

scene at the hotel in Monte Carlo where 

Madame Sophia is holding a seance. The 

lights have suddenly gone out, and you must 

make yourself into a ghost by using a bed- 

sheet, a scary mask and a flashlight. The 

ensuing scene is nothing short of hilarious, one 

of those points when you're really glad that 

you bought the game. We didn’t fed. though. 

» It's imaginative, 

well constructed and 

the gameplay is 

smooth and slick * 

that it was a gtxid idea to include a picture of 

the scene here - it would spoil ihc surprise for 

those of you who will play it. 

There’s no doubt about it, LucasArts have 

done it again. Fare of A riant is is a huge, stun¬ 

ning graphical adventure based on the already 

tried-and-tested SCUMM format. The story is 

imaginative, the puzzles are well-constructed, 

and ihe gameplay is smooth and slick. As with 

all multi-disk graphical adventures, if s neces¬ 

sary to swap disks constantly when playing 

from floppy disk. This is 

unfortunate, but it 

shouldn’t pul you off the 

game, and it's yet 

anoiher good reason for 

saving up to buy that 

hard drive you've been 

promising yourself. 

If any criticism were 

to be made it would 

probably be that the storyline is quite linear, in 

thai each puzzle must be completed before 

moving on to (he next. This is noticeable 

here because we were spoiled wiih Monkey 

island 2 and its highly non-linear approach. 

It's a minor point, anyway, and shouldn't put 

you off buying what is one of the best Amiga 

adventures ever, 

Andy Nuttal I O 

Indiana Jones 
US Gold ■ £37.99 

I Despite being a film licence - i>f sorts - 

is a brilliant adventure game. 

this 

• A tried-and-trusted formula, applied to a 
likeable and humorous theme, 

• Stunning graphics describe some beautiful 

scenes from all around the world. 

• Three modes of pluv, which offer a different 

challenge depending on your point of view. 

• Well Ihoughl-oul puzzles (hi if give you a real 

buzz when vuu've solved them. 

A typical arcade sequence from Indy - keep the _ 

balloon away from the ground and fly south... 

REDISCOVER ALL THE 
GREAT BATTLES OF THE 
SECOND WORLD WAR 

WITH 1 5 NEW MAPS FOR 
THE WARGAME OF THE 

DECADE ! 

PERFECT 
GENERAL 

Scenario Disk 
World War II 

Battle Set 

Guadalcanal 
Omaha Beach 
Pegasus Bridge 
Sicily 
Kasserine Pass 
Gafsa .-j | 
Iwo-Jima 
Kharkov 
Anzio 
Utah Beach 
Okinawa 
Saipan 
Gazala-Bir Hacheim 
Arnheim 
Oahu 

4 

- V«5 -> 
K \yV-/ 

UBI SOFT UK Ltd. 
Finchley House 707 High Road 

-00P* North Finchley London N12 OBT 
3J?!. Tel: 081 343 9055 



AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION 
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for AMIGA equipment We 
specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated 
to a programme of quality customer care, our continual expansion enables us to 
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to he second to none. Our 
service includes; 

FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE, 
most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY 

QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES, 
fairer to you, and in practice faster reprocess. Each repair is quoted for 

separately, no fixed charges full of exclusions, or hidden extras, 

REPAIRS FROM £23 

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance, 
FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day w arranty FREE soak test, FREE software. 

No hidden charges. 

OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY 
at competitive rates. 

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff 

5% DISCOUNT 
available to students and OAP's. 

U N BE LI EVE ABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £LS INCLUSIVE 

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request. 

ELECTRONICS 

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS 
i E C ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE £ WEAR, NE33 5JE 

TEL[t»l) 4554300 FAX (091)455 184? 

ICE COOL 
GAMES 

IN 

STOCK 
PLUS HARDWARE & 
SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

WOO pci e(t*k& jtorJi (.50 Ot ktepd Mih 

AGAMIC COMPUTERS 
9 CROWN PARADE 
CROWN LANE 
MORDEN, SURREY 
SM4 5DA 
Tel: 081-542-7662 

RING FOR MAIL ORDER 
Tel: 081-545-0809 

Could you have coded Wordivorih? 

Digito ore seeking an experienced Amiga 

programmer to join the in-house Amiga team for 

1993 product development. 

You'll need to be thoroughly proficient in C 

and familiar with the Amiga. 

Send a full CV and a disk containing some 

sample code in strictest confidence to: The Secretary, 

Digita international Ltd, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 



GASTEINER 
•SSm |CD power 

Unit 3 

Mill mead Business Centre 

Millmcad Road 

London N17 9QU 

Tel: 081 365 1151 

Fax: 081 885 1953 

Arnica 

Shopper best 
buy 

256 Greyscale Scanners 
Total solution for scanning A4 images 

FeaturesTrue greyscales , 100-400 dpi r 105mm head , OCR option 

Top qualrty hardware with the latest version of software from Allows real lime scanning, provides powerful cdting/ 

painting features. Compatible (imporb&xparts) lFFJMG,PCXfTFF and MACRMMT formats,Compatible with all Amga's 

A500tA500+rA600,A)&00^2000,A2500 and A3000 w B 
Touch UP , Merge It and Special 

Touch UP and Merge It Software OCR software. 
Full OCR Version 
Software Available 

£165,00 

Minrrum system requirement 2Mb RAM, and a Hard 

Disk 

£199.00 

Trackballs 

Stylish three button trackballs, 
with third button supporting 
auto fire and drag and hold 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN ST 

FORMAT 
92% 

ST 
REVIEW 

91% 

With two colour 
shining Crystal Ball 

Auto Mouse/ 
Jostick Switch 

St format 78% 
Automatic Switcher 

bet wren two input devices 
with a click of a button. 

Kg mouse /mouse, 

mouse/joystick, joystick/ 
joystick. 

£29.95 £34.95 1 £12.95 I £10.95 

Mega Mouse 
GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

A 290 dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse, 

Top quality construction ensures rapid and smooth 
movement, with micro switch buttons. 

Mouse only Mouse with hard mat 

and mouse holder 

£14.95 
Golden I mage Mouse 

with Mat 

£ 13.95 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMR,A 
FORMAT 

90% 

Golden Image Optical Mouse 

£23.95 

NEW Golden Image/Gasteiner 

Mk II 400dpi made in Japan 

MOUSE.£14.95 
Computers 

Amiga 600 £329.99 
Amiga 600 2Mb £379.00 
Amiga 1200 £379.00 

Hard Drive for 600/1200 
65Mb 2i" IDE HD £210.00 
80Mb 2i" IDE HD £310.00 
120Mb 2a" IDE HD £400.00 
IDE Cable £10.00 

Optical Mouse 

Si Formal 81% 
Cu Amiga 79% 

Superb 300dpi Optical 
Mouse with effortless micro 
switch bullous. Fast, smooth 
and reliable. 

Includes Optical Mouse Pad 
and Holder 

Optical Pen 
Mouse 

A stylish Pen Mouse with 
quality construction and 
smooth fast movement. 
Micro switch buttons.Ideal 
for PTRartworMtc 

Includes Optical Pad 

£26.00 m m [ £35.95 1 £45.00 

Cordless 
Infrared Mouse 

Cu Amiga 81% 
Remote control mouse, 
long working distance. 
Long life rechargeable 
battery 260 dpt. 

Includes Hard Mouse Mat 

1Mb RAM wjft t Vick A60Q 

1Mb RAM witfttuf clnck A600 

£49.00 

£45.00 Hard Drives 
Jl2k RAM wlh clock ASOO 

JMb RAM fbr A500+ 

£ 2500 

£ 39.00 A500/A500+ 
Kkk«tan Switch £ 14.95 40 Mb RAM 1 pgr suitable up to 8 meg £259.00 

BootMlacfc* Switch £ 9.95 
85 Mb RAM Upgradeable up to 8 meg £329.00 

Fewer Simply ft* A 500 

15* EAfcrnal Drtw 

£ 34 95 

£ 49.00 

120 Mb RAM Upgradeable tip to 8 meg 

A1500/A2000 

£349.00 

1Mb Simmi £ 25,00 44) Mb RAM Upgradeable up to 8 meg £249.00 

24 Mb RAM for A 2000 A1500 £129 00 85 Mb RAM Upgradeable up to 8 meg £319,00 

Power Scanner £95.00 
120 Mb RAM Upgradeable up to 8 meg £339.00 

Pk**t add £330 postage and packing to ill orders under £100.00 and Orders <wa £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing, COURIER CHARGE £10 00 AD prices inckide VAX 

GodtfUk aoofipU fxufuonU by VWl, AmsM* CtuKfuc pottnl vtdot, 

E. &. 0. E. F^sog^ *tdbjcct Lo ohorygp WtthftuL ruHri* tWk 1c oVoioJbli% -'^pooifsKrfjon Su.bycct Xm chango WfthauL ryrtrici, 
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GAME REVIEW 0 

It's a matter of timing, and if you get your liming wrong, there are plenty of perils to bring you to a squetchy, 

tomato-ketchupy end!. Almost certain death awaits Terry tomato, as the heavy weight hurtles down wards. 

are solid, but uninspiring. But when Psygnosis 

put out a puzzle game around Christmas, it's 

time for every lover of Psygnosis puzzle 

games that come out around Christmas to sit 

up and play close attention, lust Look at their 

track record. In 1990 there was LemmingsT in 

1991 there was Oh No! More Lemmings, and 

now in 1992 there is Lemmings 2 and Bill's 

Tomato Come. You can bet tt*s more fun than 

lots of things that are less fun than it... 

So Steve Squirrel has nicked your bird* 

and you have to rescue her. Its terrible how 

these computer games reinforce macho sexual 

stereotyping isn't it? The rescue involves 

climbing this kind of magic beanstalk plant 

lhat Sigmund Squirrel lives up. Along the way 

you are required to tackle various screens that 

require you to get from side A (the left) to side 

B (the right). Sounds simple doesn't it? Bui the 

clever coders at Psygnosis have put various 

obstacles in your way. And the only way to 

avoid these hardships is to strategically place 

various props' around the screen. 

These props are the ludicrously all it* 

erative frumulous (?) fan, the 

tomato trampoline, Jeremy jack 

in the box and the blocking 

box. Once you launch Trevor 

he interacts with these props' 

in a manner that can either 

facilitate his traversing of the 

screen or lead him to complete 

liquidation. The choice is yours. 

Lucky escape 
Bill's Tomato 
Game 
If you were a tomato* and you fell off the 

back of a lorry (no, I mean you really fell 

from the back of a moving, heavy-goods 

vehicle) the best you eould really hope for is to 

become tow-salt ketchup. At least if you were 

a conventional tomato* lhat is* Terry and Tracy 

are no ordinary tomatoes though. They are the 

hero/heroinc of this new puzzler from 

Psy gnosis. Our Tom and Trace simply bounce 

down the road in a manner more befitting 

those little 25p dayglo balls you get in bargain 

stores. Until the appearance of one Sammy 

Squirrel that is. By nowr you will have realised 

that alliteration is the order of the day, in this 

sickeningly cute scene-setting story* 

But Simon, sorry Sammy, abducts 

Tamara, sorry Tracy and Timothy, sorry Terry 

has to rescue her. Not only is this a preposter¬ 

ous premise (see, even I'm getting the hang of 

it now) for a puzzle game, but it’s completely 

irrelevant too. All I can say for the entire intro 

to Bill's Tomato Game is that it's best avoided. 

Problem is that you can't. No amount of 

mouse clicking or joystick fire-button pressing 

will cut short this tedious tale. 

Tedious intro 
AH! Some action at Last, once the nicely ani¬ 

mated, but tedious intro is over it’s time to 

Play Bill's Excellent Tomato Gome. Did l say 

excellent? Well it is. Psygnosis put out many 

games in the course of the year, most of them 

Just dodge the sucker gun bullets, bounce on the trampolines *nd gel 

Across the screen, what could be simpler? Erm... lots of things? 

All the levels ere reached by climbing the magic beanstalk, the creatures 

you meet on the way don't exactly help your ascent 

The1 game escapes the problems of the usual 

set-ii-up-anddei-em-go puzzle games by 

leuing you stop Tcny in his tracks and .set 

him off again with a simple click of the mouse 

button. Indeed some screens actually require 

you to send an initial tomato salvo, let him 

trigger a switch, then send another to complete 

the screen. 

A lime limit decides your success on each 

screen and until this is exceeded you have an 

inexhaustible supply of tomatoes. Which is for 

the belter really, because some of these screens 

are not quite as easy as they might be, in fact 

some of them are complete sons of female 

dogs. Altogether, Psygnosis have managed to 

do something original once again. There's no 

chance of this ever being as successful as 

Lemmings* but for many an hour of taxing dis¬ 

traction, you couldn't do much better than this 

Marcus Dyson 0 

Bills Tomato Came 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 

• The intro Is nicely animated, but ultimately 

unnecessary and tedious, 

• Superb puzzles Mart simply enough, but 

steadily become brain-tnishingly difficult. 

• free Hein/ tomalu ketchup, conies in handy 

when you visit the burger bur. 

• Original gamepiay concept makes foe hours 

of pure puzzling. 

(ferdicl 88% 



Super 
Super Heroes 

Compo 
Psygnosis celebrate the impending Super Heroes 

game with a fantastic competition. Next month secs the 

release of Super Heroes, 

a beat-em-up with a dif¬ 

ference form Psygnosis. The 

difference h that before you do 

battle in this game you get to con¬ 

struct your own superhero. You 

can do good and fight for God. 

Justice and the American way 

with a range of super powers of 

your own choosing. And with all 

the options on offer it's possible 

to create more then SOO.CMD.fKX) 

men of sled, which is more than 

Mane I and DC ever did. both put 

together. 

Have you ever wondered 

how they do those special effects 

in the superhero films and televi¬ 

sion programs? If you have, 

Psygnosis are offering you the 

chance to find out. The lucky (and 

knowledgeable) winner witl gel a 

family ticket to the Granada TV 

Studios, Five super hero videos 

and a copy of the Super Heroes 

game, all courtesy of Psygnosis. 

Fourteen lucky runners-up will 

win copies of the game too. 

All you need to do is know 

Lex Luthers from Luther 

Van dross and you could scoop 

yourself a fantastic prize. As you 

know, every superhero has an 

alter ego, a disguise they use when they go lo do the shopping at Salisbury's* or down the local 

launderette. AH you need to do is tell us which superheroes go by the names below. And look 

oui for a full review of Super Heroes from Psygnosis soon in Amigo Format, 

THE QUESTIONS 
Name the super hero equivalents of ihesc mere mortals: 

1 Clark Kent 

2 Bruce Wayne 

3 Reed Richards 

THE RULES 
Same as always: we can’t enter, our relatives can l enter, and anyone wehve told the answers to 

cant enter. Balm an and Superman cant enter cither, so that leaves you. Enter now. 

THE ADDRESS 
Once you've remembered the answers, scrawl them on a postcard and send them to: 

Is it a Bird? Is it a plane? No it’s the Amiga Format Super Heroes compo. 

Amiga Format 

30 Monmouth Street 

Bath 

Avon, BA l 2BW 

Meanwhile beck at the lab... Super Hemes gives you the 

chance to choose your own super powers, Jr* a lot less risky 

than being bitten by a radio active spider. 

Once you've built your Ideal super hero, it's time to go out 

and schlock it to some street trash. Don't try this at home, rt 

really Is a bit anti social- 

Football Masters is the very latest Multi-Manager Football Simulator for 16 bit 
computers. After 5 years of development we are proud to announce the release of 
the most cofnprehetwiw football management game ever. This is the fourth and 
final revision . It's waiting to test your skills right now! Features Include:-_ 

Multi-Manager game foi 1 to 4 Players Three levels of difficulty 

Choose six from fifteen Tactics The player Formation routine is the most versatile ever created 
You can inspect nearly all Opponents Statistics ,tnd you can see aU Pitch Sizes 

Match highlights minute by minute, make substitutions or team changes at any time. Uve injuries, 
yellow/red cards and named goalscorers Match Report with possession, number of shots etc 

Full UK and European Cup itinerary, Includes FA, League, Zenith Data. Auioglass, European, Cup 
Winners and UEFA Cups AH cup match rules have been made as accurate as possible. Two leg ties. 
Extra time. Away goal rule. Seeded draws. European Mini Leagues etc. You can physical 
participate In any Penalty Shootout, fully animated graphics, controlled by Joystick and/or mouse. 

All 4 league divisions (Includes Premier) with play-offs and league expulsion 

Real initial, surname, league career records, height and age entered for all players as at the start of 
the 92/93 Season. Seven skill ratings per player, separate ones for goalkeepers Plus 15 other 
special attributes like Captain, Super Subs & Mobility Players Preferred Fool 

A lively and real-time transfer market, with an approach facility, negotiate wages and contracts, 
includes Foreign Transactions Pirn loans, free transfers and trainees. Unique and simple training 
system to improve player skills. ST 512K version excludes penalty sequence 

High quality printer facilities to list all the vital information. Masses of historical statistics on past 
games, players and manager Realistic Gaite Capacities and Ground Improvements 

Quick game data load and save All screens updated quickly and displayed In a pleasant format, which 
is easy to use and comfortable to read. Fuiy mouse operated. Printed instruction booklet with plenty 
of diagrams An Editor Is available (as an extra) to add flexibility to the new or saved games. 

An options screen allows some of the above to be switched off if so desired Others not mentioned 
above include Show AU Goalseorers iuhen possible) and Show Transfer News 

a WANTED! Sports related programs or programmers 

NEW ENHANCED 92/93 VERSION 

Bold text highlights new features. Scottish version also available. 
There are many, many other little things that make this game the most addictive and accurate 
interpretation of a Football Managers season. It would be impossible to list all the features in 
this advert but we assure you that this is the best. We have thousands of satisfied customers 
from our previous edition of this game, many are stilt playing it 2 years after purchase. See 
the order form below for details on how to order this incredible game. Available for all Atari 
ST's and Amiga's PC WINDOWS version coming soon. €> 1992 

WRESTLING Masters | STABLE MASTERS 
An amazing graphical strategic 
simulator that's fun and easy to play 
for all the family. 0. I or 2 players on 
keyboard, mouse or joystick. Pick your 
moves from the selection available 
and waich your animated warrior battle 
it out, Watch the energy bar indicators 
and plan your next move. Edit Wrestlers 
plus many other features. 

Four years of development by a racing expert has led 
to the release of this great strategy Horse Racing 
simulation. You can partidpafeastheOwner, Trainer 
and or Betting Punter in this remarkable game As the 
trainer you must try to discover the horses ideal racing 
conditions (mainly distance & going). Animated race 
display, formbook. 200 horses with Independent 
personal profiles, tipsters, simple mouse and icon 
menu selection, Many other items are included 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE 

_1(0702)_60055 
\M A IV ADnPDC AN the programs detailed in this advert are onJ| 

■ IVIrYIL# avaibble through tfirect mail from ESP Software, ■ 
Name . .Address 

I have an . 
.Postcode Tel.... 

computer, please send me the following items- 
Quantity (English or Scottish)? Unit Cost Total 

Professional Football Masters 512K (ST Only) * 19.95 
Professional Football Masters l MB ‘ 24.95 
P F.M. Editor (Not For 5I2K Amiga) ■ 12.00 
Wrestling Masters (Amiga 1MB) 19.95 
Stable Masters (Amiga 1MB or Any ST) 19.95 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 27:00 
POSTAGE (Non UK Only) 

I El hn** * rtwguf guifiHte c*-xl ur c wd ptelM iMli to lumber « ■ . | GRAND TOTAL 
I ofy«e cheque, dobia»wflemu*iblfMllch4fthcunri rwclfit. ■ 

‘ enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable 1 

1.00 

i ESP SOFTWARE 
I Cut out and post this form to: (photocopies or written orders are acceptable) E. & O.E 

^ Southetuf-or^Sea, Essex SSI 2ND. UK. 



GOT A MEGA DRIVE? 
THEN GET THIS! 

Got a Mega Drive? Then you’ll want solid information 
on which games to buy, all the latest news from around 
the world, and (basically) a mag that’s every bit as 
good as your console. MEGA (Britain’s best-selling 
Mega Drive mag) kicks in on Thursday 21 January with: 

• Over 300 Mega Drive games tips 
• The exclusive review of Afterburner 3 

on the Mega CD 
• The all-time Mega Drive Top 100 cart chart 
• A four-page review of the Mega Drive’s best 

driving game 
• Mega Drive and Mega CD news from Japan, 

USA and Europe 
• The chance to WIN! a Mega Drive game a 

week for a year 
No Mega Drive player is fully equipped without it. 

WARNING! 
Also read five TRUE stories 
from people who claim their 
console ruined their lives! 
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HISTORY LINE 1914-1918 is atfrategy war 
game simulation set in the period of the first 
world war, $l 
One or two players are able to take 
conjjcoi of opposing forces. Choose to take 
the role of either the Allies -or the 
German-Austro-Hungarian army. From 
youf aerial view; witness'the battle as you 
deploy aii^ then the enemy counters. 
Changing seasons, varying quality of 
terrain, strategically held locations, and 
well planned attacks by outmanoeuvring 
your opponent are all critical considerations 
to be met in order to achieve victory. 
HISTORYUNI1914-1918 contains a wealth 
of historical and technical information. This 
is not only illustrated beautifully on the 
scrqejt during the course of the game, but is 
also -available for your Reference in the 
extensive and meticulously researched 
manual. 
Making rt easy to learn and to plav, 
HrSTORYLINK 1914-1918 is a must for 
eyeryone interested in an extremely high 

Equality, massively challenging, addictive, and 
hugely accurate strategy war game 
simulation. 
Hours of enjoyment - Guaranteed, You may 
even learn something! 
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Screen shots show MS-DOS VGA versioiitalS-DOS version supports Adlib, Soundhlaster, and VGA 25fi colour mode graphics Amiga version 
supports accelerator boards and 64 colour mode graphics. - w 
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Designed and developed hv the same team who created Battle Isle, 
For further information please telephone 0727-868005 
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Blue Byte / play Byte 
AktienstraBe 62 
4330 Mttlhebn-Ktihr 
Germany 



Featuring.. 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 

£12 

BRITAIN'S Nol Sound Sampling System 

"EVERY AMIGA OWNER SHOULD HAVE IT" - Amiga Format 

prim OA NORMAL RRP 

ONLY tx/i7J £39.99 

ROMBO 

RGB Colour Splitter.£39.99 

Take 2 Animation.£34.99 

| POWER 
Hand Scanner V2.0_E94.99 

Itsa Mouse .£12.99 

[order- form 
'please send me 

SAVE £40 

SAVE £65 

i 
(Name... 

lAddress. 
I 

[l ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO_FOR_ 

FIRECRIST DISTRIBUTION 
P.0. Box 39, 
ABERGAVENNY, GWENT NP7 6X1. 
TEL (0873) 850028 

Please phone for complete price list. 

ADD £2.00 
PER ITEM 

PAP 

ONLY THE BEST 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

If you do not see a title you require ring for 30% off RRP 

AflttirTw 1099 Coofmtorkx _jftGG 
APS 9099 OfTAn r&l 

yCriandirwSa^A/G; 9999 flw** A34C1 7199 
B A T (APS) it 49 Pei Qjeen yuvr 67 99 
&4Se Command 'APS) 1699 DExdftuj 16 99 
B*6eisk(APG) 1990 f#CnSt*jr 7999 
Cart it?wrj Cfiafleng* ft 99 ire* DC .—~cM 
Cton&onstoe Mrv$r 
CtactJtect (APS) 

t6 49 AoncerCMr 9 cat! 
76 99 0tr&m90QG £299 

OWtrtjfxy CAPS) S999 MeoO^estf -CM 
OafyCewSfAFS} f699 Hmofyirt caR 
Du* SO 99 Mfriffi 1999 
^fwbtoaerCAR?; 9099 *&e* Jones fee of Atttrt# 16 99 

t999 joetndMpc catf 
tK of ir* Beholder 2 9399 fOGi cm 
m^Stnke Eagle $(AfS1 9999 toaQtr? toll 
m- Sh»tfs f^ntcnAfS) 1999 l-aM fif tecuae cal! 
fiteardSee(AfiG) 7699 legevn of £399 
ftmAi 1 &*tX(APG) 9999 of Vow cM 
Srsnam Tgyk* iffe 7699 lfmmngi9(&iftQnattrm) 16 99 
HOOP ... 16 99 LMMWmxn 

itepoo 
16 99 
16 99 JW itfwtowid Smoker (AfQ) 7999 

f699 ms FsktoStM cali 
/ Mfidden Amcncar fcaftwf CAPS. r699 «(t» lk»m catf 
XKkQffttAfGj 79 99 ■wsr’.wew 1999 
Lascr$qu6d(AfS) 1999 No&emr&oty rail 
IrtstAFG) 9*99 Second A<je 16 99 
lift Of BV toflgXWSl (AfiG) 9099 "nurfrr r ._10 W 
AAf9m*TW*9 * fur# (AfG} 9099 iaruues AfO, low 
Atyt 3 (AKi) 
PGA rfcvSifAflSJ 

£6 99 Any ._CM 
7999 AojCcb TneChMergtG*nes _999 

PtXXAXS f{APS; 9999 >eme war&ge? 16 99 
foeoad tycoon (APS) 9999 16 W 
:iDtxx oa Vv 7699 16 99 
Sccwt c/Mvtvr $ IAPG; 9*99 6etd‘&re&xt _xM 
Scns&eSoonrCAfG: 7699 16 99 
Smaty * AsptfO* CAPS} 7999 Sere it 99 
Space C-j&ck-APS; 76 99 Scmb&e cs" 
mtt(AfG) 7699 Sterna Srut xM 
atrtd1 Sew Cnrtcf 9099 Str&&c Socce 93 16 99 

mtwtjtuj Shta>*wan& 76 99 
JC? ConsirxiKy Set 3699 $ncV t*r Seas'J I9 60 

t9 09 AVSBHtnet 9999 £uy —T - 
ArSifx&t 76 99 Son ¥6 99' 
MeiJ c* awfy<ef 13*9 
Anemav CM 1649 
>Vn«HJOcr f 

kmmo Gone 
CM 1699 

1949 ■■UBO/ftSmeMMff. .,$199 
-A? farmer 76 90 16 99 
AjrvfiTcte M M _n a U IIHllLiJ £g& 
CMor(AfG) 1699 
'Crqpiiyi £900 l|p) 1949 
Otoei Engine __on ice caps: 16 99 
ComottArma - cM BOOMh 1649 

TEL: 0272 401315/401316 
MOH-FRJ 9.30am• 6 30pm SaT.SUN TIMES VARY, Am-rrphoo, * .11 Othtr nm« 

czna O.T.B. COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
S- 7 CLEEVE WOOD RD, OOWHEND, BRISTOL BS16 2ST *««s 

AlpiicalncMcYwl UKpntisiBftiMOQ Mc«u wd Ylu icccptcd. Jk 
Ptusc bHqp 7 For cheques , 

ON THE 
Fit e GENUJNE PREMIER MICROS 
QUALITY "Contra* GQnWw your Amiga 
A5GQ/A6O0/A1200 Alar* ST/ Falcon / 
Acorn ASQlOend transform your FTasty" 
carnputer into somethmg rea% SPECIAL. 

AMtCA Atmp C£fiTTBf" 

.. i:- 
PREMIER MICROS CENTRE 
consoles are stocked and sold by 
all good compeer r eta tiers 

j?U... 

MODULES CAN BE 
PURCHASED 
SEPARATELY AND 
ARE THEREFORE 
EXPANDABLE 

■ INTERNAL SHELVES 
FOR PERIPHERALS 

i TAILOR-MADE FOR 

EACH MAKE/MODEL 
OF COMPUTER 

>}■ *4^) ... jj 
> HIGH QUALITY FINISH, 

COLOUR MATCHED 
TO EACH COMPUTER 

. LITTLE DR NO 
WEIGHT TRANSFER |§j 
TO THE COMPUTER 

> THOUSANDS OF 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 
WORLDWIDE 

PREMIER MICROS... the name for 

QUALITY PRODUCTS AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD. 

Beware of Immitattons_Our ‘Contra Centre'’ is Ihe me angina* 
and still by tar the best 

_Tel fOABO) 300736 Fra [0480)495Q77_ 

ALL T a A O f £ tsi Q U t R t € S WELCOME 

; 

Reach the top with. 

LCL Self-Tuition Courses % 
World leaders • Horns graduate i cachet authors * In cdiKatioriil software charts, • Excellent 
reviews. {e.g “Drfbwiiefy a first dans package' AMIGA SHOPPER) • £5 off total far 2, £ 10 off for 3. 

INCREDIBLE VALUE: 24-PROGRAM COURSES 
WITH A BOOK & MANUAL FOR ONLY £24 EACH 
(Micro Series have outstandingly good graphics Si music for that level) 
Totally comprehensive courses with far too many features 
Si topics to list, but some examples are: 

IvilCHOSC IKVi: ^8 vtat* - GCSeI 

Physics & Chemistry practical experiments * Biology 
Graphics adventure gamr- 

|MI( RO MATHS <11 yean. - GCSEl 

Algebra • Geimietn • Tngonomeay • Statistics • Arithmetic 

|\IICRtM^ENO^BegmiKr^GCSEj 

Real speech * Graphics adventure game * Talking cartoon 

[MM^<MiliRMA^BcgtiiiK^^CSE^usit*c^J 

Real speech * Graphics adventure game * Business letter generator 

|MICI«^N€jUISI^^car^GCSE^J 

Spelling » Punctuation • Grammar * Literature 

PRIMARY MATHS COl RSE <3-12 year*) 

Tables * + * x -S- * HTC * Long & short multiplication * Fr 

KKADINCv MKITINC; C Ol RSH <3-l2ycus) 

Alphabet * Handwriting * Creative writing • Reading * Spelling 

MEfiA MATHS tA level course) 

ALL AMIGA* 
EVEN A1200 

Calculus * Algebra * Geometry * Full-screen graphs ; Science too 
new far this service 

(*All appropriate LCL Courses arc National Curriculum compatible di run on rrnosi computers.) 
Send cheques.rP.O.s (+99p P&P I or phone orders, or request* for free colour 
poster/catalogues to; 

LCL (DEPT AMY). THAMES HOI SE. "3 BLANDV ROAD. HENLEY-ON THAMES. OXON RG9 IQIB 

r™ or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 



POST HASTE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

Select any 3 titles valued £7.99 or less and you pay only £20 
* i r I j 

ScmPollh^h win g 

games titles ara limited 

altari if fha tima at going 

to press. Order early to 
avoid disappointment 

We stock all ft® tef«l and 

currently available titles 
whth we offer at 

3fl% OFF 
Rtcernmndad ftatatf Prices 

GAMES 
1*1 Dfrlffeft M ini^f 
«0 S#*rt* OrtPlA* 
i wh#*i Oilti CwnplaHio 
Afterburner 
Afetl flrwd 0? 
Armakyi* 

Awetome {Piygrwtit} 
B*di Tart III 
Bn mm ife Morn 
BnriPEiwM 1043 
R *ifIn Squidron 
BrtlFectoif 
BMtifll 
e»tjfcrltfl{1 Mb) 
Bur 
RuMihflo&bk 
Burtokan 
C*p<*hi Dynamo 
Captain Pto (PtT0n«**) 
Capfe* 
C*m*r Command 
t>murh?n Defender of Rome 
Champ! wie Compl in Ion 
Chw HO 
CfaiHt 4 
OrfQttut Chan % 
Conqueror 
Corporation - Mil lion i 
O ut Can t 
Doluvt Sir iff Poker j 
Dtrry Pink 
DouNt Draquu 
Double Dragon H 
Dragoni tn flam* 
r *0 Comb* pm 
Falcon 
FarNitj world OUT* 
Final BMW 
Flight or tTvlnlriNfti 
fumbe'i Qtmrr 
Football Out Compilation 
f UtUfl War* 
Glwurt nr Ghctli 
GoKVrn An 
fend Over fe*h 
Impoiiamuta 
Indj he*i 
iikT Quiafe Action 
Indy )on«i-l air Crinade Gr Adi 
liffrnpkin^ K it At ■ 
JKt Me Uhl i Goff 
Jwnri Pond 
Jet Sm Win? II 
KMT Iht IhW 
KkclrCrfl 7 Europe dafi 
Kkltjtl ? Giant* el fur op* data 
KlclOfl 3 Winning Tactic* data 
KHIIng Grma fLhpw ptygrurili) 
KwIk; Sn*I 

4 WAeel Drive 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 
Toyota Celle GT Rally 

Combo Racer 
Lombard RAC Rally 

only £9.99 

1 Hi N ln)i 1 709 
LbvliRf* 700 
LombHri RAC fljI'H *00 
l flirt Elprfl Twbl OMungi 1 
M*gt fly 0 W * 
Mi** £*4»n 700 l 
Miglciiwd Olirj B9R 1 
Minehptier Unfed 790 
Mjnlr Mlrwi 790 
Migironni* 0 90 ' 
M=dnlg*H Riiminoi 

n*° At 
Mffelnlii 0.90 * 
Moonitorw 6 96 A C 
Nnv Start 7 00 ; 
few /eUmtf Slw| i 
N«n|i Hhi Io>I '» «, 
ferth 1 South *60 Af 
Wtui fP*Tflfe*lt) 7 06 

: SUPER SEGA l 

Golden Axe 
In 

I -r 

» Super Monaco G.P. It 

5 Shinobi 
. 1L 

Hr 

j Crack Down 
Hi 
Ki 

’ Eswat 
KJ 
Kj 

; only £9.99 11 
If 

g ObfrjTIfm fhwidrbolt aw |J 
; picii-id T60 M 
* FiCrfiarti 
* Fjaa 

706 « 

a ™ 
l FlbirNrt *06 
J Pattern *00 

Fopuicui B 00 
J Ropufej* PTpmrttd Lmdi 466 

Print* eTFiula • » 
Pn lennrt Inur *60 

J fl ttj» * 60 
J Rainbow l*1*fld» *W 

Rhck DmgiMHrt aw 
J RbbKbp a 60 

Rnborop n aw 
I Rodtwd 766 
! Rug By World Cub 7 DC 
1 Shid™ 0*rti 1 St- 

Shadow Varnori 6 K 
I Sbenfemup Gbhvtftelibn Kn 7 06 
: SigMItMig* * 06 
I SlySpi 8 60 
I SiwINroufeOUTT * 06 
* Sblk* In TriniTH*nl* *06 
! Splrll ilFffiiftbuf 0 06 
J Slurt Cm ft*#* *60 

Eupfliewi 3 700 
J Supw M*h«s GP 796 
a 5up« Saga 6» g 
I Sup** SirdWwr to HoBfWUPd *96 ; 
: Super Smith TV *96 M 

l S-" 796 b 
: Iiei Dim II * 96 “ 
l t* Bnai (Tmrti) 790 b 
1 leu 766 U 
: TufiiRk«i SW « 
I Tiyoti Grtlti DT Rifty 069 f' 

Truiftie iiimdODiy 4 00 P 
^ Trivial Punut 0 99 g 
J Ttibo Outrun 0 96 ? 

Tun kin *66 I 
J Twrtemll 7 96 S 
1 Turtle! 7 Ttit Coin Op 6W } 
J Urtfetm M|ll|*y SlmuljJor i 7 96 l 

urn ouch ib#t 0 96 r 
* VD 7 96 t 

WcMric *96 I 

I
 

J
 

1
 

i
 

696 
Winning 5 fomplarien 766 
World DfenpriAfiiip S«c*t 7 66 
World Crkcb* * W 
W«M SnecwtlWlaeO 7 00 
new M J » 
2-DiA «» 
70 McKiJtoq 900 

BE AMONG THE FIRST TO PLAY III 
IQMaULflE EBtSi 

tcctpl ■dftRCld OfdlFI 

FJWARE 
far ill ltrtht«iNl*g latwira 

EDUCATIONAL 
HnpNitif1Vt?or 11713) 

ngHihhafu or m/iM 
pinch mil} or 12m) 

1 Flinch ti3Ji 4 or lu is) 
1 Mil hi A lil? flf t If 13] 
1 MUM ['3/14 or 14715) 
iwfibacN JunkH 
twi'bxl Senior 
thmett (AAferblcI d«l) 
Mint(Aniwrback tf«ii 
rlr MatOi (ti ll] 

ShS™11"5 
uni and AM 
«Ithfi l 
r'lr- Gotaim 
n School t !?-#. or *« 
n School 3 7-5 51. tt 1 ■ 
n School 4 (3 b, 57. or 1 

spoil oV 
tWh# 

and A 

(*-•] 
SI07t^|lUt) 

j e 

tow 
10W 
iow 
law 
ion 
ion 
14 4B 
13" 
r 
T. 

F8 41 
11 41 
ID 96 
IdH 
0 90 

10 W 
1M 

10 96 
10 
ion 
IBM 

1 14 60 
14.M 
14 n 
13 W 
13?: 
1360 
10 49 
tin 
M. 
ID 

SERIOUS 
TIDED 4 WUlllMEDIA 
Nm Vidro (Cr» Animator) 
Dtfim VI Ate 111 
Broadcm Titter l 
Broadc«1 1 inti Fort Fat! 
Bronfcafl Titter Fort Matau 
AmrgaVrtion ■ ■— .t MTP*roufl* 
Scat] 
Scan soo 
DUeelw II 
TV Titt PraWtilwul 
tV Show r 
VUMWhi 15 30 
tOlDPlOCEUlH 
Final CPpy 
Final Cnf II 

rn 
»« 

nn 

134 
74 
ran 

E)Mim Pi*nt FT 59 96 
Dulim Piut tl 696 
De-linw Photo lab 34 66 
Specfriofei 
Dfifei Anlmgilon stum 
fiei* 0i*i 

57 90 
74 W 
30 40 

fteaf TTUng* Dbg* TO *0 
flietl Thing! Rufflam 70 49 
Rial Thing* Herui 39 49 
fell Thing* Sei 1*1 70 49 
fen Thing* S«T*I 70 49 
Prpflll* 74 60 
lurbopiir* Prolaiftonal 34 66 
1 he Art Depwimem I960 
The Art DapaflrnaM Pie 3 00 134 66 

HARDWARE 
A5O0 PTsrt Cart den daistci 

iOQ 

m 
are 
370 
B4D 
440 

7W0 

are 

Erafonca a 
Pr o«e set 4 3 
PrctiETS 5 
Wwd Pertaei i t 
Ww*rorth J 
tPnUDIKEET 
PrtCale 
Adyaniaga 
DS CMc 

TOP TITLES SPECIALS 
Putty, Lotus 3, 2ool. WiiJdd, Aquatic Gamatk Troddlors, 

''ifn, Firiforct, Assassins, WWF 2. Piojact X, 

Madden's Football, Sensible Soccer 92/93, 

Fire Alee. Jaguar XJ220, Pinball Dreams, Pushover, 

Road Rish, Archer Macleans Pool  _1HM EACH 

Shadow of the Beast 3. Street fighter 2, Campaign, 
Populous II. Epic, Dynablasters, lihir. Lure of the 

Temptratt, Castles, Premier, Legend of Kyrindia, 

Shuttle, Dungeon Master & Chaos Strikes Back, 

Humans. Pinball Fantasies.... £ff.M EACH 

Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantia, Civilisation, 

Knights of the Sky, Silent Service II. Micmprose Grand Pria, 

A320 Airbus, Eys of Beholder II, Campaign, Links Golf. 

Curse of Enchantii..,...... £22,11 ^ICif 

Monkey Island 2. Perfect General..ffl.ftf tMCH 

•cVtin 
ICFfl [n 
fcffl h 

Mi'hi 
Cioiiwotd Plltm* 

Mft 
t F it 

• I r >; I <(tA* 
fling Wth lull* 
* 4Ad Cikhin 

It i lun wllh nuntbtrt 
Hm r_'dfc 

■pMllnd (ill 
filing 1 lw Tirrw 

b Wi th W«d* 

IS 49 
17 W 
10 P0 
17 40 
17“ 
17 
17 
T7 
te 
». 
ID 00 
ie 40 
10 so 
10 w 
MB 

13 W 
7 00 

is w 
10 90 
13:: 
is » 
1300 
1140 
10 90 
44 96 

WflithBr Witcher 
Whit l| If Where ii (TT 

Calendar Quit 
Word* & Number? 
Game, Set £ Match 

Only Ull) 

DAIA1Alii 
Inlodf* 1966 
SupffbJti Pei tonal 7 79 06 
Super bate Frofaiiionjl 4 199 99 
INTKRATED [WHIfrDI] 
MmOfftc* 37 » 
The Work* PUHnwn 59 69 
Gof* 04tk fmree ■09 66 
DTP 
PageSUtim 179 66 
Ptb Pag# 3 f 106 66 
Ptd Ore* 3 66 66 
DulHr* fbrtl 66 66 
Gold Drtk Finn 1-4 34W 
Stiuctuiid CMp an 36 66 
Dfllun ?um II 1666 
EcUpt 70 06 
M' 17 69 
PfQ Vector 156 60 
Detfgnwprkt 70 66 
Evert Drier 3969 
CAD 
X-CAO 30 766 66 
I OD PreteiirtArt U6 66 
ACCOUNT| 
Anna Aaeurtt re 90 
Home AceouMt } 36 60 
Ci*hbdbVfk%il Account* 44 66 
Penonn Tn Planner 70 66 
PnHionH Flnirei Manager * 77 66 
EHAPHttl 

MUSIC X Jnr 

Excellent MIDI Value 
at an incredible Min) 

price. 
Only £19.99 

, Morph PIui 130 60 
, Kara Arum font* i. 7 oi 3 TOM 
, Kara Fanti HoarMlnei l or 7 46 06 
. Kara font! Sub Headline* 

>0 MODFLLIVG a AfVDf rim 
44 06 

30 CofwIrutUon Ki 37 69 
, AO PiofttcItinal 166 96 
, Eipefl Dijw 4D Jm 47 96 

Scidpl 30X1 EM 90 
Stulpt Animfe 40 TOO 06 
vieta Pigr*!*ibnai 06 90 
Scenery Geneialii 37 H 
Scenery Animator 56 66 
imagine ? 
3D frolenlenai 

146 66 
346 66 

fell 30 Hegirnwri 1 4 11666 
fear 3D Prole*non*9Turbo l 4 
PNC CRAMMING 

7W 06 

Amiga logo 1966 
£a*j AMOS 37 66 
AMOS Compfer 70 49 
AMOS 30 33 49 
AMOS Pi ofaiile nil 44 96 
Oevpat 3 49 H 
utefl Bait 57 90 
Hltpfl &111C t ri«Ad 14 46 
Hrtefl Faieaf 74 M 
GFABatlc 35 
MUSIC 

790 

Mute Moutt 666 $1**0 Marter 
Oiluie Mv*k Cwilt Set 
Midi Ml il*i Midi IFF 
Mu iK t J w 
AudloEnglneer SeundSampHi 1 
Bin 1 Pipe* PrifenlQinAl 

70 90 
4090 
1090 
1666 

FJ00 66 
96 96 

Bart 1 Pipti lm Sound kit 49 06 
i Ban 1 Fkgti Muilc Bern A 49 99 

Bar* 1 Ftp** Muik Bo* 6 49 06 
, SuperJam 
' 9I1ICFIL AN FOUI 

74 96 

, ARfXX 37 99 
BAD Chih ogtlfew 34 96 
aottQoiS 76 96 

' D o* 7 D« 39 96 
, DrtkM«ief ll 44 W 
. Flopp jrThih Accefe *or (acdl 0 W 
, GB Route Plut | few Ter non) 34 66 
i kon Paint B 06 
j Quarteib ac15 N.Du !:R ackup 47 60 
J Ouirteiback loo It 59 06 

*«e Wld WUrtf | Wttod Pitt 

AOOOHD Epk Pick 
A1700 
A1500 Inthidlflg Menhw 
A1500 N* Monltqi 
A4000 
COTT 
ie«i off i« ci)nr tirtwifB 
GYP A500 e0Mb.8MfalUM(0k) rw 
GYP 4500 lfOMb.eMbfUMfDk) 470 

GYP SCSI ContTdlllK-BMbfCk) 110 

GVP5C$ie0Mb.BMtfAM(0tj OflO 

GYP SCSI 1 TOMB■ AMhtiJLM(DT1 479 

170M6 Martw Bar* Hard Dltfl OM 
aOMbTo 570Mti Bun hard di(k* POA 

*4 Mb SyguiiT RimmiMi IfDiik 390 
Cum am 3 5' fjrtu n*l OHi 56 

3.5* Fuliffiil pihi 
A600 3 5‘ imimm OiNi 45 
A BOO i Mb Upgrade Cffi 
ASOO Flu* 1Mb upgradR 36 

AMO 6T?k Ram UpgridA^flo clock) M 

A500 517k Rarn t ip in*ton, c I Kfc 75 
1 5 Mb Pwti F rptflilftr 76 

SufKl5D0f1ieh«iRAM(3MhPM) l» 
Supfi 500RX Ahf RAM ;*Mb Pop) 319 

SupriSOnnifA* FU.MreMbPdp) 330 
GVP A7000itM0lM>RwrKBd((K) W 
1 Mtjylt Slirmi 75 

7MtR4 RAM cMpi dm Mb 35 
iMbi I DRAM chips p«r Mb 36 

AT-Onci PC 7W (mulilw ??0 
Ftombo Vidl 17 Pick so 

OpalVItlqn ?4bH frlpMcs 

&mf JklDDABCdl Scmmi 490 
?T(bc Hmd ftrjnrw 00 
Pmrti Stlfwwi h 
GtnlHrtt Ciiptikt TrtJhrt 179 

ZydK MkiocwTfctwd Mdult 17 
Hakfhi Mouse. Qpw*h 73 

hsi Mqu*t (MktMwHchtd) 17 
Mfljfi Mat 3 
50 Bum msit 35 
HON IT DM 

PTullp* S833-II (UK Mddvl) 710 

Cemmodof* iCWJiiwfet ih 
CafflmHjdiri 1060 Murtlipnc 4pg 

NEC *FG Slff 
PAlNIEM 
(Inc Itadi-Amiga Prints* Oihrsri) 

51 Sr l C700 CdldUt IW 
Slw LC?4» Mom 19Q 

Star LC7«-300 709 
Saiscrlpl F»sliciip4 L tti 
OUrtfl Swn 0 Colin 170 
CNtrtfi Swift 340 Cdlew 369 
CKtnn Swift 700 CHoyi 376 
Carvon Buhhn|sf PeiHiWi 310 

HP OeTkflt 650C CHOM 576 

'new* Opal Vision *new* 

Stunning low cost 24 bit graphics card with 
future additions to give many of the Toaster 
functions such as the quad input switcher, 

genlock/framegrabber, Roaster Chip for digital 
video effects and scan rate converter. A must 

for Desktop Video or high quality graphics. 

Superb value at only £699 

You name it... We do it... Just phone ond we II quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to 5{)^S?a, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

(Answerphone outside normal hours) 
VISA. MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 

Visa. Mastercard. Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage. 

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY. - MAIL & NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASEI 
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GAME REVIEW (Jp 

Did you hear those chattering 

schoolkids on the bus yesterday? Well 

this is the game they were all yapping 

incessantly about. Now it's on Amiga... 

This is it then. The much-vaunted 

Sfreeffigkter 2. The game that, sup¬ 

posedly. everybody's discussing on 

buses. The game that's causing a generation of 

Far-Eastern kids to grow up with little joypad¬ 

pushing stumps instead of fingers. The game 

that's giving rise to a rash of children chris¬ 

tened Rlanka, DhuKim. Edmund Honda and. 

worst of all. Ken. And you could be about to 

subject your Amiga to this. 

The idea is simple. You choose one of 

eight characters, each with different skills and 
Some of the moves appear to have little combat value. Honda's gentle knee grab, for example. This 

induces a drowsy feeling in Dhalsim, who will then let Honda leap up and down on his throat. 

Streetf ig liter 2 
These, presumably, 

are fans of the 
Strwetfighter contest 

who disagree over the 

relative merits of 
their fave characters. 

So they've resorted to 

settling their dispute 

in the time-honoured 

manner of rumbling 

in a park, 

A1200 VERSION - 
If you've got an A1200, forget it Forget 
this version of Streetfighter 2, anyway, 
because it's one of those few games that 
doesn't work with the machine. But fret, 
worry and pine not. There's a special 
A12DD version being written at the 

A FISTFIGHT AWAY 
moment, ft's been reported as having 256 
colours on screen, and the speed of a 
gazelle with a train to catch. 

Sfreetfirghfer 2 A1200 version will be 
covered separately in Amiga Format, so 
watch out for that in the near future. 

strengths. You musi then fighi the others in 

lum. Obviously you're hoping to punch and 

kick them to Jeaih. If you succeed you gel to 

fighi a series of big bosses: bent them and you 

can rightfully claim to be best in the world. 

There are seven skill levels per player, 

giving a total of 49 possible different combat 

* It's the best beat-em-up on 

Amiga. Get it, get good at it and 

have a large amount of fun m 

ratings for each right between two contestants. 

These are the key to the bizarre longevity of 

Streetfighter 2. After a couple of hours prac¬ 

tice. you'll be able to beat anybody when your 

skill is seven and theirs is zero. But working 

your way up through the levels until you're on 

zero and they're on seven will drive you mad 

with frustration. 

Summer fight city 
Each player has his* her or its own special 

moves. Putting these in was a brilliant touch 

by CapCom, and it’s what makes the game 

£ Honda is tough, and he's got a wicked 100-hand 
slap* It's like Chun Li's foot thing, and woe betide 
any fool who gets in the way. The way to beat 
Honda is to take to the air and leap on him with a 
fusillade of kicks. Easily said, but our rubber chum, 
Dhalsim finds it difficult to bend his un-natural 
way around E'l blubber, which causes all manner 
of problems. Luckily he can resort to using Yoga 
Noogies, a humorously vicious form of attack. 

Chun Li is the fastest fighter of the eight. She's at 
her best in the air, where she can kick repeatedly, 
and even stamp on folks' heads. But her most 
lethal move is the 100-foot kick. This flashes out in 
front of her, and will cause repeated damage to 
any fool sad enough to wander into its range. 
Chun Li's weak point is her stunnability. Two or 
three good smacks will knock her out allowing 
you to give her a serious shoeing* 

FAIN AS AN ARTFORM 

Ken (and Ryu) can summon the forces of nature 
into a fireball, which, with a flick of the wrists, can 
be directed at the opponent. The recipient can 
either leap over It block it or take it in the mush, 
Ken and Ryu also have the Dragon Punch, which 
protects them from the air. But their weakness b 
their mid-range. Most of the others can hurt them 
before Ken and Ryu can get close enough to do 
any damage back. 



Zangiof, the Russian meat head, gets a lucky hit on the best character. Blank* - best according to the 

unofficial AF opinion poll, that Is. He's the only non-human, and he's as hard as nails (usually). 

Blanks's over-devel¬ 

oped arms have a 

serious reach. His 
claws also do a fair 

bit of damage. But his 

greatest trick is elec¬ 
trifying himself 

(which is too unpleas¬ 

ant to show here). 

Normally, brawling at 

American military 

bases is frowned 
upon, but in the case 

of Ken and Ryu, an 
exception is clearly 

made. Here, Kenneth 

cruelly grasps Ryu s 
hair, and tugs gently. 

great. For example. Ryu and Kelt blast fire* 

bolts. R!ank:i electrifies himself and Dhalsim 

indulges in a harmful spot of yoga flame. 

Apart from the specials, each character 

fights in a different manner anyway. Some are 

better in the air. some arc better at punching 

and some kick like the very devil. Their rela¬ 

tive speeds vary as well, Chun Li is certainly 

the fastest, hui is easily stunned. Zangief is 

stow but practically unslunnable. Rtanka will 

happily chew your head and E Honda is offen¬ 

sively Fat. The game is done in such a way so 

that every player is about equal overall, but 

vastly different in their specific characteristics. 

Of course, il you like a fair fight. Ken and 

Ryu are similar. The only difference is that 

Ken sports blond locks, while Ryu is more of a 

dark horse, with an attractive headband. When 

it comes to righting they’re exactly the same. 

Both can do firebolts and hurricane kicks. 

So what about the two-player mode ? Well, 

with a couple of humans behind the joysticks 

(or Mega Drive joypads - see below), it’s the 

best beal-em-up on the Amiga. The massive 

sprites, speed and endless variety all help, but 

there’s something else, Something it’s not easy 

to put your finger on. Something mysterious, 

{Get on with it - Ed.} An indefinable playabil¬ 

ity which keeps you and a chum there after the 

rest of the human race has gone to bed. 

There are so many playing styles, tech- 

niques and touches that you only pick up once 

you've been playing a while. Some folk go for 

The characters in all 
their glory, spread 

out over the world. 
Each has a story 
which explains why 

they're taking part in 
the Street!ighter 2 

contest. But thet* ere 

far too crap to go into 

detail here. 

WILL YOU EVER REACH THE END EITHER? 

This is the device they use tor playing Streetfighter 2 on 

Nintendo, yoo-II notice it has more buttons, but fear not,.. 

The Super Nintendo (whatever that is) has six but¬ 
tons, as well as the directional control. Three buttons 
control the kicking (soft medium and hard) and like¬ 
wise, the other three control the punches. 

The Amiga doesn't have this number of irritating 
dicky things on its joysticks, so how are the multi¬ 
tude of moves reproduced? Punches are done by 
pressing the fire-button, or moving towards the 
enemy and pressing fire, but kicks are controlled by 
pushing away from the enemy and hitting fire. 

...you wont have any problems playing with a joystick, 

because of some astute Amiga programming. 

It works much better than you'd think and is only a 

problem for those who are used to playing the Super 
Nintendo version, So it isn’t a problem for us normal 
folk at all, really. 

If you want, though, you can even kick your kid 
brother off his Mega Drive and use the joypads from 
that. Now, of course, you get two fire-buttons; one 
for punching and one for kicking, It is better than a 
joystick, but if you swap between the equipment too 
much your playing skills will suffer. 

jabbing leg-kicks, others prefer Hying punches 

and aerial assaults. You soon get 1o know your 

human opponents' little regular tricks, bui iTs 

the swines who vary their approach, drawing 

you into their lethal range before smacking 

your liny head in, who arc really annoying. 

Does it wok? 
Sircetfighter 2 is a lot of fun. chili much is 
certain. It looks nice and plays far better than 

ii looks. There’s so much in it that you can 

spend a long lime just getting to know what's 

possible, and what the best moves arc against 

certain attacks. Pulling someone diminutive 

like Chun Li against a targe person like 

Zangicf can lead to the most dreadful of bat¬ 

tles, with speed versus brawn being the crux. 

The only thing wrong with it is that the 

sprites' huge size makes it a bit jerky at times, 

IPs not loo bad, but just enough to be notice¬ 

able, and to get a bit annoying after a 

prolonged playing session. People whiz 

around ihe screen very quickly, but there don’t 

seem to be many updates as they do so. 

So it only occasionally looks magic, the 

way they fly around. IPs not a big point, but it 

does mean that Streetfighter 2 doesn't quite 

earn a Format Gold. It's certainly the best 

fighting game on Amiga, and no mistake. Get 

it, get good at it and have a large amount of 

two-player fun. 

lames Leach 'D 

Streetflghter 2 
US Gold I £25.99 

• Very impressive graphics. Great backdrops 

and massive sprites. 

• Wide variety «f players and skill-lev els* with 

some seriously good opponents later in Ihe 

one-player game. 

• Lots of moves* blocks* counters and combat 

skills make the game different every time 

you play, 

• Slightly jerky in places, which keeps the 

speed up but detracts from Ihe gameplay. 
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BRITAIN’S BIGGEST 
SUPER NINTENDO 

MAGAZINE Here at Super Play we’ve been flooded with letters in the few short months since our launch. It’s no 
surprise, really - after all, the Super Nintendo is the best console in the world at the moment. It’s no 
great shock that people should come to Super Play for their info, either - after all, where else is 

there to go for such a wealth of Super Nintendo news, reviews, previews and player’s guides, every month? 
So, to all of you who’ve caught on to Super Play, welcome aboard. We think you’ll be glad you joined us. 

And to everyone else, what are you playing at? If you’re even vaguely interested in video games, you must 
be interested in the Super Nintendo. And if you’re into the Super Nintendo, you owe it to yourself to check 
out Super Play. We’ll be waiting for you. 

l00% wTrRiriirTT Tt2* .noependent ^ r— 

£1.95 
EVERY MONTH 

IS 
IHNUMU mi 

pMR 

1003 VEAW 
planner* 
P POSTER! 

JANUARY ISSUE 
OUT NOW 
February Issue out 
7 January 

In the January issue: 
• Complete guide to the Super Nintendo CD ROM! 

The world’s best Super Mario World tips 
• Future Entertainment Show giant report 

Complete guide to the Super Scope light gun 
• Christmas Super Nintendo shopping guide 

Zelda ///player's guide 
• • First UK Super NES reader awards 

And reviews of: 
Mickey's Magical Quest 
Super Double Dragon 
Super Aieste 
Spiderman & The X-Men 
Cosmo Gang 
Kick Off 
And many more! 

And coming in February: 
• The secrets of the new Soper NES 

chips revealed! 
Our first report Irom Japan! 

• And reviews of: 
MHLPA Hockey 
Human Grand Prig 
Desert Strike 
Volleyball Twin 
And many more! 

n’t miss 
out on a single 

thing! 

INDEPENDENT SUPER NINTENDO MAGAZINE 

IfT7 
best games magazine. 



SOFTWARE PACK 
WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIGA 

FROM SILICA 
n-. 

g§ws3j PLUS! 

total value over 

$Aea are pleased X) 0% THE Sotoxare Pka of Year FREE wtfi wy A-nga 
cu *cftasM at normal $ia pncts it rtcUfes me sensatonai ne* LSe ZOOL whdt 
has reoewed rev* rev****! moss orgrai gama wet seen on the Amiga 
ZOOL ■ 'KnqtAsrhf MKks pfl Sent 97S • AmgeGwyux? *» ^ 
STMCGR ■ fw^ferot the Ye* . and tip mistake T Wi ■ CUAn^ - jm* v 
PINBALL DREAMS irsqyde wnpiy superb' ■ **% ■ Atf Seps » 
TRANSWRITE ■ Premie* wo*d processes (UK version) with a BQK soe* checks 
Plus. srth avety Amiga Irem Silica, we wifi give you Photon Pam! 2 paiN package 
ana GFA Base programming language A total of over E26S worth of free gifts 

ZOOL PACK: 
2D0l *0AaiflBtf«»inar 
SFMN-MHfMiawi 
*miDR&ue-:*t*i»*u» 
TRAM?)W«we™w 

PLUS! 
m 4 S-fftgwwvhg m 
PHCTOU PAINT J. pri fiMUgt 

flel AMG0BS5 

NEW! AMIGA 1200 • Motorola 68D?QEC Processor 
■ 14 19MHz Clock Speed 
*3?‘bii AtthiUctutt 
• 2M& Chip RAM Standard 
* Amiga DCS v3 0 
* AA Chip Set (or Enhanced 

AMIGA 500 Plus CARTOON CLASSICS 

* 16 Mtii'On Colour palette 
* 7-?»C otours on Screen 
* 1 a 32-94 CPU RAM 

Expansion S»1 
* PCMCIA Smai Card Sto! 

lakes SIJK -imp PC Cards 
* Buifl-m TV Modulator 

* 96 Key keyboard with 
Numeric Keypad 

* 2- Internal Hard Drive 
Optional Extra 

* i Year Qn-tfM Mamienance 

INCLUDES 
BUILT-IN IB-KEY 

NUMERIC KEYPAD 

NEW! AMIGA 600 PACKS 
WILD, WEIRD I WICKED EPIC 1HARD DRIVE’ PACK 

1 n ASOO >t a CARTOON CLASSIC 

INCLUDES 
BUILT-IN IB-KEY 

NUMERIC KEYPAD INC VAT m AMC 05® 

NO 
HARD 
DRIVE 

20Mb 
HARD 
DRIVE 

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTI 
* tut AMIGA 600 « MOUSE JlT Disk pm*, TV MnMdQf, Smart Card Sk* 
* Hta HARO Disk ■ Very Ian. n^«twa(^torpr«oram(Md d)ia 
* : r 1: • i V . j\ . ■ !. ■ "■• ■ ; 
* LEMMINGS ■ Save (he Lemminm is they drop into 100 screens cH danger 
* MICBDPRQ5I GRAND PRIX • Racing Sim wen ad lire thrau & spats d the Track 
* SILLY PUTTY ■ Th# pliaM ITOtift Oiir* irnmnse piayaibiMy 
* PUSH OVER - A game d) pu;m Cin- G l An! MW Culm Gattfl Ow wifl 
* EPIC - A ScHl adwnlure Can you guide a spare i«er ac ross (he solii qflttfflf 
* SOME - Ydui goal is to become Emperor in this id* playing adventure 
* MYTH - Can von tldp th* spread of evil tna question n* judgements ot th* godsi 
■* TRIVIAL PURSUIT im i tiwuiem - The great Km* qua gam* for the Anuta 
* WORD PROCESSOR * DJCTltiHARY pm - For creating document* 
* ' ‘’EAR ON SHE WAR RANTY 
PLUS' FREE FROM SILICA 
* ZOOL RACK - Four top Amiga ones ■ sat panel above 
* Photon pmni § in in iaw nii w—mw immiii t kiiib nimIi 
* GFA BASIC INTERPRE TER v3 S - A language far programmer; qf aB levels 

For mo more- senous usor, me £499 Epc Language 
Pack s based around the A600HD. the A600 with 
20Mb nartj drwe it etudes cnaJienorog advemufO 
games and software for me lengmsticalty nnded1 
Deta*& are shown on me chad on ^ m * * 
;ne -:-ght aiong *” a .si o' tN Iril QQ 
FREE 3^s "rom. &hca e-rer^ 14 JJ 
Am-gaoOO puthasM 

The Wild. The Ware and The Wck«i (WWW) ts the 
mib ol Commodore's new Amiga 600 games aacA. 
Pnced at £349 i comes compete with Amiga 600 
oornprAer and mouse plus a range of high quality 
emertanment software For pack A #1 A A 

V {/III 
gsfrs from Sica wrm every Amiga ^ 
60D see me chart on the nghl «>*T 

total pack value 
LESS PACK SAVING 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY Oh fill hardware orders shipped in Ihe UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL support helpune Team ol leohncal expartiai your service 

i • PRICE MATCH We normally match competitors on a “Same product - Same pnoe" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS Proven uacR record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with SO staff Solid, reliable and prolrtable 
• BUSINESS * F.DUCA HON * GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available 001-308 0888 
• SHOWROOMS. Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches 
• FULL STOCK RANGE All of yOur requirements from one Supp*'*r 
• FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers * software and penpheral details 
• PA YMENT Ma^or credit cards cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer we suggesl you think very carefuiy about 
WHERE you buy il Consider what si wM be Ww a few months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software or help and adnee with your new purchase And, wt» ine 

< company you buy Irom contact you with details of new products^ Ai SAca Systems we ensure mat you 
wMI have nothing to worry about We have been esiabtished tor almost 14 years and with our unnvaued 
experience and expertise we can now datm to meet our customers requirements, with an understanding 

j which is second to none But don't iust take our word lor it Complete and return the coupon now tor our 
latest FREE literature and begin Id experience me 'Silica Systems Service' 

MrfMr&'MisfrlUg Imbaie *...... Sutiwne 

Company Name (if applicablei _____ 

Address ^........ 

SILICA TfV] 
YSTEMS V I Tel (Nome): ...... 

i Which computer (a), if any, do you own1? 

Postcode: 

Tel (WortA) 

BOJ 



novatech 
BLUEPRINT 1400 DUNDAS SPUR PORTSMOUTH P03 5RW 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

All Printers Include Free Amiga Cable 

CITIZEN Ribbon 

120D Plus El11.63 £3.17 

SWIFT 9 £170.38 £3.17 

SWIFT 200 £186.83 £3.17 

SWIFT 240 £239.70 £3,17 

SWIFT 240 Colour £251.45 £14.98 

EPSON 
LX400 £108.10 £3.35 

LX100 £137.48 £5 82 

LQ100 £171.55 £5,82 

LQ570 £233.83 £3.58 

NEC 
P20 £198.58 £4.43 

P30 £274.95 £4.43 

PANASONIC 
KX-P1170 £118.68 £4.05 

KX-P2180 Mono £151.58 £8.16 

KX-P2180 Colour £171.55 £16.45 

KX-P1123 £151.58 £4.05 

KX-P2123 Mono £171.55 £8.16 

KX-P2123 Colour £203.28 £16 45 

KX-P1124i £203.28 £405 

SEIKOSHA 
SP-1900+ £108.10 £3.23 

SL90 24 pin £148.05 £PGA 

SL92 + £198.58 £POA 

STAR 
LC20 £115.15 £2.76 

LC100 COLOUR £149.23 £11.45 

LC24-100 £172.73 £3.40 

LC200 COLOUR £169.20 £11.45 

LC24-20 £185.65 £3,40 

LC24-200 £199.75 £3,40 

LC24-200 COLOUR £238.53 £13.22 

INKJET PRINTERS 

CANON 
BJIOex (Black or White) El 91.53 
BJIOex Sheet Feed (Black or White) £51.70 
BJIOex Battery Pack £41.13 
BJ20 {Black or White) £289.05 
BJC800 Colour £1523.98 

CITIZEN PROJET £339.58 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
DESKJET 500 £297.28 
DESKJET 500 Colour £372.48 
DESKJET 550 Colour £481.75 
FX80 CART (500 Mono Only) £61.10 
256K RAM CART £124.55 
3YR ON-SITE MAINT. £57.58 

STAR 
STAR SJ48 £190.35 
SHEET FEEDER £51.70 
BATTERY PACK £41.13 

Ink Cartridges 
CANON 1+ 6+ HEWLETT PACKARD 1+ 6+ 

BJ10B8J2Q 17.33 16.39 PAINTJET BLACK 24.68 22,33 

PAINTJET COLOUR 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

27.03 24 68 

DESKJET/500 INK CART 16.16 15.22 OLIVETTI JP350 

DESKJET LONG LIFE 22.03 21.09 

17.33 16.39 

DESKJET 500 COLOUR 25.85 22,33 STAR SJ48 17,33 16,39 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS CM8833/II £212 
Including Free Lead+ Lotus Turbo Challenger II 

12mths Onsite Maintnenance 
Pleease add £8.23 for Carriaae 

ORDER INFORMATION 
Please Note Printer Carriage Charges 

CARRIAGE CHARGES 

UK MAINLAND NEXT WORKING DAY 

Dot Matrix & Inkjet £8.23 

Price is per Delivery NOT per Box 
Cal! lor non Mainland & Saturday 
Ribbons & Ink Carts Post Free 

TERMS ^ CONDITIONS 
PLEASE HEAD CAREFULLY BEFORE OROFRlNCi 
PAYMENT MUST ACCOUPAMV Ofifif R ■jGWO »AV| 
TELEPHONE CflECHT CARD ORDERS ARE NCMMi.lv 
M5PATCECD SAMC DAY Pl£A5£ ALLOW 1 WORKING- 
days for cheques to clear before despatch 
Goods me not supplied on a phial basis it is up to 
you to check specifications WTW UAMl* AC TUNERS 
BEFORE BUYBtG WE DO NOT GUARANTEE COUP A T A**. TV 
PRICES A SPECS MAT CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE C AO 1 

pH 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT-JUST ADD CARRIAGE 

TEL 0705 664144 



BP-1800 PLUS 

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha primers 
to you ai LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES The Seikosha range 
is built to the highest standards by a company that i$ used to 
manufacturing high quality precision products In fact you 
may be wearing one of these products on your wnsf. as 
Seikosha are pari of the massive Seiko/Epson group (with a 
turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff} 

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, we 
will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KFT (worth £25-vm 
= £29 38} ERSE OF CHARGE -(see panel below). For further 
information on the Seikosha range of printers, complete and 
return the coupon below Or, if you cant wait to get your 
hands on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order 
hotline. 061 309 1111 lo place your order now 

FREE! FROM SILICA 
• DELIVERY Next day ■ anywhere in the UK mainland. 

• HBLPUNC Technical hetpttm during office hours 

• STARTER KIT vm every S&kosha dot matm printer 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

QP-IMlI 

NEW MODELS - NEW LOW PRICES!) 

All Seikosha Dpi Matrix Printers come with a 12 month repair warranty 
included in the pnoe Silica are now pleased lo offer a lull one year on-sile 

inty option wilh Seikosha Dot Malnx Printers for only £10.v*t extra! In 
-ilikeiy evenl of a problem with your Seikosha printer, an i 

r home 

warrant 
the unll# 
visit your home or business within S working hours ot your call (on-site 
warranty effective lor UK mainland only) ^ YEAR - ONLY £10 

(♦■VAT ♦ Ell 75) Ref PO£8ifi6 

192 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SP-1900 Plus 9 pm-80 col 
* f 92cps Draft, 43cp$ NLO 

* IK prmter Buffet * 2 Fonts 

* Param interface 
* Graphics Resolution 144x72dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 

* Auto Sheet Feeder Option 

* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

PRINTER RRP £155.00 

STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL VALUE: £180,00 
SAVING: £80 01 

SILICA PRICE: £99.99 

£99 .99 
i »VAT = £117 49 R»l PRI 8195 J 

9-PIN 300cps PRINTER 

NEW 
LOW 

1400 

0 cps 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SP 240O - 9 pin - 80 cot 

* 900cps SD. 24Qcps 0. G0cp$ NLO 
* 21K Printer Buffer + 5 fonts 
* Parallel and Sena* interlaces 
* Graphics Resolution 240x144dp> 
* Epson sr>d IBM Emulation 

* Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £199 00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00 
SAVING £8900 

SILICA PRICE; £135.00 

ik 

24-PIN 240cps PRINTER 

SILICA PRICE: £155 00 

240 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SL -9Q-24 ptn-80 col 
* 240cps SD 192cps 0. 84cp$ LG 
* 20K Butter * 2 Fonts 

* Parallel interface *Opt Font ROM 
* Graphics Resolution 360x360dpt 
* Epson Emulation 
* Standard Semt Auto Sheet Feeder 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £199.00 
STARTER KIT £25 00 

TOTAL VALUE: £224.00 
SAVING £6900 

NOTEBOOK PRINTER ENTRY-LEVEL LASER LABEL PRINTER 

144 cps 80 COLUMN 
* For IBM PC compatibles only 
* Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin ■ ad? col 
* WOcpS SD, 144cps Draft, GQcps LQ 
* i K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics fles^ufjorr 360xT£0dp* 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Burft-m 50 Sheet Auto Feeder 
* FREE SHice Pnnter Starter Kit 

PRINTER RRP £299 00 
STARTER KIT £25 00 

TOTAL VALUE: £324,00 
SAVING CIOS,00 

SILICA PRICE: £219.00 

£219 

* QP :Q* -4Ptfrtf>*fMM 
► nPUa*M9P* Emmvi 
i xxnxxkt* 
k f4flHd*?fAontl 
k uwOvu'hp rmtCvm 
k Potecnpi EmjMon Oreon fExmt 
k Ophx* (BU £jk<jn A DM 

EmMcflCertridgM 
» CcWWtt Pit*** RS232C' 

R5422 SenAUmrnittM 

> Fttu&epapci Atrkltap $mrtd*rd 
papw assert* - W jftivit, 
OpHonafZndOe*' XOMts 

k a*rawr,rtari46s&4 

• Corripea Dettyn wit!* Stt*<ght 
Paper Paps 

• Requ**t CAB 750010/PC £9 ft 
orCABW* hr STmtg* ■ fM 95 

.£699. 

SnJCA PRICE 

£499 
fef LAS SOM 

. RRP 

£3492 

sue* fftCt 

£185 
* VAT . £217 58 Bat PRISON 

Ol>9WWinrtVnci| 

Every Seikosha dot matrix primer from $4ca 
comes with the Stkca Printer Starter M 
wort* £29 38 (C25*vat) FREE Of 
CHARGE. It inductes ail you wed to get up 
*Atf runrkng With yftif Ww pfifmer 

» 3 ~Qist wilh Amif t j ST Printer Drivers 
* IS Metre Pittfiel Printer fable 
* 200 Sheets nl Qoslity Continuous Piper 
* WO Continuous trector feed Address tsQeis 
* S Continuous Envelopes on Tnclar feed 
Punter owners mtt orttetr tee S*a fit int xjt 
SOCtykrrtyHIH-HattFlft?' WORTH £2938 

K+VAT = £182.13 Ref PRI &290 J 

STARTER KIT 

• DOT MATRIX 
• LASER 
• THERMAL PRINTERS 

itVAT ~ £15B.63 Ref PRI B2Q4 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; Oh ail hardware ordere shipped In Ihe UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team of lechnical ax pens ai your service. 
m PRICE MATCH: We normally mateft competitors on a "Same product * Same pnee' basa. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record m professional computer sales 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER {with 60 ittfl} SoW. refcabte and prolrtable 
• BUSINESS ♦ EDUCA TION + GOVERNMENT: Vokirrte Osesums availabie 081-308 0868 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and irairvog laokbes at our London 4 Stfcup branches 

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE All of your requirements from one supplier 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with oflers + software and peripheral delails 
5 PA YMENT Major credit cards, cash, cheque cm monthly terns. 

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you temk very carefully atxiui WHERE you 
buy it Consider what ie will be like a lew monihs after you nave made your purchase, when you may 
require sddMonal peripherals and accessories, or help and advice And. wHI die company you buy from 
contact you with details ol new products7 At Silica Systems, we ensure mat you will have nothing 10 

worry about W* have been esiabkshed *w aknosl 14 years and. with our uinvaled experience and 
expertise, we part now daim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is 
second *o none But tionl just take our word (or n Comptete and return the coupon new tor our laiesi 
FREE literature and begin io experience the -Silica Systems Service' 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: 14 Hw fews. Hatf»efJ«y Rd Sidcup, Kent, DAM 40X 
Ohm UftM Qpwi (tovAx g OfruHi OCtn mUexH^K Qymwg 

Itt Ml-309 1111 
F** Np 0BT-30S 0M9 

LONDON SHOP: 
OpWwnfl Noun Mon-St fl JQwnve.QQpni 

LONDON SHOP: 
OpfWYg Hcum, 

S2 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P 08A 
No LfW hkgTit Cp&nog 

Self ridges ti« Rnr), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB 
M0fv4:iii aa!kini-7(XtimlSWtlwStl0p^^ Lite Thtvid^ - Bpm 

Tel: 971-589 4000 
Fb (Ha Q71-323 +707 

Tel: 071-629 1234 
iOMon 3914 

SIDCUP SHOP: 14 The Mews Hatheriey Rd Sidcup Kent QA14 4OX 
Howf Mgv&kt 9 O&iriV^ Jfciii _ ua W FftSU ' 7pti 

Hi: 081-39? 3311 
Fhi Ha 081-30V 0017 

ESSEX SHOP: Keddtes \2m h : Hkgfi Street Southend on Sea Essen SSI UA 
^ -- s Xfc- c- Xy { QCb-\ ,X'r ',y.- ■J,*'  

T(l: 9702 +G2426 
Fi* te 07« 4S2»3 

Tn Silica Systems. amPOR 0293-84- 1-4 The Mews, Haiherley Rd; Sidcup Kent, DAI4 407^1 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE 

MriMrs/Mis^Ms: ....... Inrtiate ... Surname: 

Company Name (if applicable) ____ 

Address ......*.... 

Tel (Home): 

Posicode: 

Tel (Work): 
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GAME REVIEW 

It's all about leading 

a bunch of rats to 

their deaths at the 

hands of a major char¬ 

acter from 7Tte 

Simpsons, with a 

hideous ftat-K runch- 

Matic machine- What 

larks. What dead rats, 

what a great leap 

from Krusfy! 

As a clown, Kfusty is well aware that the first 

rule of comedy is timing. So hit that lift now! 

There are also laser-firing thingles that will bap 

our Krusty at every opportunity. Fun stuff. 

Krusty's Super 
Fun House 

Ask any Simpsons fan and they will tell 

you it's not just Ban, Lisa. Homer, 

Marge and Maggie (the main charac¬ 

ters) that make the show worth going to a 

BSkyB-owning friend's house to watch. It's 

the subsidiary characters too; people like Itchy 

V Scratchy, and Krusiy Lhe clown. 

Well* now there's a game based on the 

latter character. Krusfy*s Super Fun House is a 

good-looking, nicely thought-out platform 

game which should be able to keep the most 

jaded of gamers on their toes for a while. 

The first point to bear in mind here is that 

you should not judge the game by the case of 

level one - and boy oh boy, is ti easy. This is 

just a lest level which gets you acclimatised to 

the control system and a few of the puzzles 

and tricks that will assault you in later levels. 

In fact, the way in which the levels are set 

up ts nicely thought-out too. You move Kmsty 

about a few platforms, each of which contains 

a number of doors. Simply stand outside a 

door, soak in the strangely menacing music* 

press the fire-button and in you go to one of 

the sub-levels. Then all you have to do is to 

play a kind of reverse Tr&ddlersfLemmings in 

which you have to lead a bunch of rats to their 

deaths at the hands of a major Simpsons char¬ 

acter, Like Troddlers you have to make use of 

“ A Simpsons spin-off that looks 

excellent and has some neatly 

thought out levels too * 

blocks to achieve this aim. Unlike Troddlers 

you have to search for these blocks along your 

way - and this search becomes more difficult 

with the later levels, 

"Ha ha" said the clown 
Killing the rodents is not the end of the level 

though. Once this is done, you have to search 

for some power-ups and hidden levels. Once 

all this is cleared up, you exit the level, and the 

door is locked behind you. Lock all the doors, 

and move up a level. "Easy! Ha, ha. ha!" 

Nope! Even though Krusiy can leap twice his 

height and pick up loads of ammo, you will be 

foxed by the puzzles that build up and up. 

And Krusty it bog-311 good with his 

Krusto-gun. All looks lost. 

The game looks excellent, there's some great 

use of colour and neatly designed levels, but 

it's let down by strange parallax scrolling and 

(once again, when will programmers get this 

right?} poor collision detection. Time and time 

again we see Krusiy hanging off the last pixel 

of a platform; certainly he does a well-ani¬ 

mated wobble as he hangs there, certainly he 

looks worried, but even more certainly he 

shouldn't be in the position in the first place. 

Despite the moans Krusfy1 s Super Fun 

House is a mightily enjoyable piece of Amiga 

gameptay, Once you've got over the initial 

amazement that Krusiy himself can out leap 

Boh Fosbury from a standing start, you will 

find yourself coming back for more and more. 

Tim Smith O 

The walls arc sweating purple acid 

drops, the snakes are looking mean. 

No! Krusty comes through with flying 

colours and then kicks a bag to death. 



A typical scent from old London. As you wander the darkened streets, 

you spot * figure in the distance. Is it Jack the Ripper, or are you,..? 

Waxworks 
Accolade ■ £34.99 
You're fifth in the long Hne of twins and you've discovered, after 
your Uncle's death, that one twin has disappeared at four points 
in your family's history. Before he died your Uncle made a wait 
exhibit of the location where the four disappearances occurred, 
such as Ancient Egypt and 1888 London, 

Each exhibit holds the key to a curse on your family, and you 
must enter into each waxwork and solve the four different mys¬ 
teries. Each exhibit has excellent graphics, and the locations are 
viewed in a first-person perspective, 3D style, Interaction with the 
game's characters and puzzles is similar to that of a role-playing 
game, with objects to pick up and use and nasties to siay. 

Waxworks is packed with atmosphere which is enhanced by 
wondrous graphics. Some of the scenes are quite gruesome, so 
think twice before buying it for kids, but for someone who's par¬ 
tial to a bit of schlock-horror its not bad 
at all - if a tad overpriced. 

Andy IMuttall O 

Caveman Joe decides to carry out an impromptu dental inspection. 

Unfortunately Joe ends up being the filling. 

Joe and Mac: 
Caveman lUinja 
Elite ■ £24.99 
Here's a prehistoric game in which you control one of two cave¬ 
men as they trudge their way through danger, chasing the 
kidnappers of their women-folk, pausing along the way only to 
club a few dinosaurs to death and adjust their trendy underwear. 

Armed only with a trusty set of axes, your cavemen set off 
fighting their way through 13 levels of colourful, cartoon-style 
fun, murdering and maiming T-Rexes everywhere they go (and we 
wonder why dinosaurs became extinct). 

With dear graphics and well-drawn backdrops die game 
almost stands off die screen. Unfortunately the game is a bit shal¬ 
low, your cavemen amble along and the levels are linear and 
allow no exploration. These factors reduce the enjoyment value of 
the game and spoil an otherwise excel¬ 
lent product. 

Dave Paget O 74% 

dM I 

THE NEW ADI JUNIOR. A HEAD 
START FOR THE UNDER 5s 

CREATIVE EDUCATION 
Eufapr»3& $®tiware. Europa House. Adimfion Park. 

Macclesfield. SK10 4NP 

TEL- 0625 859333 FAX 0625 679962 

u Hamlet, that. Oh yes. Learn to read at 47s 

and not even the Bard is hard. And thal s no 

Winter's tale... 

My Arif Mike buddy Adi Jnr. taught me. There \ 

was, sat at the computer, and hey presto! He 

appears and whisks me off to his magical world 

packed with word games. 

He's always around to help me out - he even 

sends word back to Mum and Dad and tells them 

how I'm scoring so they can ask the school to 

lend a hand. 

Adi's such fun to play with. He's the perfect 

learning tool for any of us-from tender 4 year olds 

right up to ancient 7 year olds - and everything he 

teaches fits in with the National Curriculum, 

Back to Hamiet. Wonder why he was named 

after a cigar? Now that really is the question..." 
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GAME REVIEW 

Hooray! Nutts has scored a birdie! It's only on amateur mode, so it still gives you the Mulligan 

option {so you can cheat by taking your last shot back and trying againh but the feat still stands! 

Since the release of Leaderboard, 

Does it give good golf? 
So, after PGA Tour Golf and Links, what can 

Grand slam come up with? The answer is a 

happy medium. Links is slow, but hardened 

golfers will play it for its sheer realism. PGA 

Tour is faster, hut the graphics aren't great - 

still workable, but not stunning. Nick Faldo's 

software companies have been 

striving to produce the ultimate 

computer golf game. Have Grandslam 

managed a hole in one this time? Once again, as the great tradition of 

Amiga golf games continues, we are 

invited to Lread the fairways courtesy 

of Grandslam, the company responsible for 

games like Liverpool and England Football, 

Those titles weren't exactly God's gift to 

Amiga games, so it came as a surprise to find 

that Golf is pretty good. In fact, it's very good. 

Mick Faldo's 
Championship Golf 

TAKE YOUR SHOT HERE. 

When hitting the 
ball, the white bar 
travels from left to 
right. Click once in 
the wrist snap area 
to add 10 per cent 
power to your shot 
then double-click in 
the shot area to hit 
the ball straight 

Wrist snap area Shot area 

Faldo Golf is fast and good-looking, although 

the graphics aren't as good as those in Links, 

Presentation is polished, with plenty of options 

available via the options screens. These make 

good use of colour and has-re lief (metallic 3-D 

effect), and arc easy 10 use. 

When playing the full game, there are two 

courses to choose from, which may be played 

IF YOU FIND YOURSELF A BIT TEED OFF... 
...simply read through these details to find out how to play. 

When you 
move the 

moose over 
this bar. the 

extra options 
pop out. 

Select your 
dub by click¬ 
ing on one of 

these icons. 

Your skill 
with the 

selected dub 
is shown by 

this bar. 

Click on either of these two arrows to 
alter your direction by a few degrees. 

The current 
lie of your 
golf ball. 

This is the 
overall wind 
direction, 

A map of 
each hole is 
displayed 
here, with 
the wind 
directions. 

Alter the strength Adjust your stance and Blue lines show the width 
of your next shot, the spin of your shot, of the actual screen. 

using stroke or match-play rules. Space is pro¬ 

vided for up to eight human players1 names, 

while eight computer opponents are provided 

with varying skill levels. You can choose up to 

four of these 16 players to do the rounds. 

Let's play a round 
After player selections comes the club selec¬ 

tion screen. Each human player must select a 

number of clubs (up to 13) from (hose avail¬ 

able. A nice touch here is the skill meter next 

to each club, which shows how good a player 

is with that club. Although the levels are set 

randomly at first, they move depending on the 

player’s skill - so if you play well with a 1- 

iron. the level will gradually rise for 1-iron as 

each shot is played. These player attributes 

may be saved along with other match data. 

The first thing that hits you is the slick 

way everything fits together. The screens are 

easy on the eye - which is good because you 

don't have to look far to viewr the map, find 

your current lie. or any other information. 

Once on the first tee, you will notice two 

shaded bars on the right and left-hand sides of 

the screen. Moving the pointer into these will 

bring up the menus. The first is the dub selec¬ 

tor, where you choose the dub you want for 

your next shot; the second is a small map of 

the current hole, and all relevant positions of 

obstacles. Also, you can view the current lie of 

the ball, and the wind strength and direction. 

Depending on the shot, you can adjust 

your stance to open or dosed. This will help 



This is the role-playing element of the game- As you play, the better you do with a particular club, 
the stronger you will be with it in future. Mere, you can choose the stronger 13 clubs. 

you gel more swerve on the ball, or get under¬ 

neath it for a chip shot. Taking the shot is 

simple to understand, hut difficult to master. 

If you selected Amateur play, not only are 

the clubs easier to use, hut after each shot you 

are given the option of hiking the shot again 

(Mulligan), or moving to the new ball position. 

This is great for beginners, because you can 

practice a difficult shot until you get it right. 

Having mentioned the uppers, let*s look at 

the downers - hui 

they're only niggly 

criticisms. The first is 

that you can’l quit 

from the options 

screens, so if you make 

a wrong selection - 

such as choosing one player instead of two - 

you have to choose your clubs and go into the 

game before pressing Escape to return to the 

original options. 

After you've zipped through the options 

and had a knock-around, you will probably 

turn to the training mode. This gives you a 

selection of shots to practice. As you success¬ 

fully complete each shot you're presented with 

another, more difficult version - and Nick 

Faldo himself (well a crude representation of 

his head) talks you through. 

Although the trainer idea is good, there is 

one flaw. While Nick explains what you must 

do to complete the shoi. he doesn't actually 

“ Faldo's presentation 

beats all other Amiga 

golf games " 

advise you on your mistakes. In the putting 

section, if you miss the hole, he says “Work 

your shoulders more." Now this doesn’t realty 

mean anything for two reasons: one. Nick 

offers this reply regardless of the direction or 

strength of your shot, and two. you have no 

option to "work your shoulders more" anyway. 

This applies to the other training modes, A 

better idea would have been to store a few 

more phrases which could be used to actually 

help a player who has 

made a simple error, 

such as noi correcting 

his stance or choosing 

the wrong dub. 

Finally, the game- 

play is limited in that 

you can’t look ahead to the position of your 

ball, so wrhcn you've made your shot you don't 

really know if it's good or not. This is an over¬ 

sight, because it would have been simple to 

display the ball's position on the map. 

Faldo, though, is both fun and playable, 

Ifs highly competent compared to other top 

Amiga golf games, it beats them as far as pre¬ 

sentation is concerned and il has an excel leni 

multi-player option. Playing a round with your 

friends has never been more addictive. 

Andy Nuttall O 

Mick Faldo's Coif 
Grandslant ■ £34.99 

Damn, t tost. I reckon it must be those double- 

bogeys on the 4th end 10th tbit did it... 

• brilliantly slick prrwnt;*liuii. backing up 

excel lent graphics anil good sound effects. 

• (urrcnl skill levels with particular dubs 

may be sated to disk, and then reloaded at a 

later time. 

• As quick as PGA Tout, w ith graphics that 

almost match those uf Unk%. 

THE NEW ADI JUNIOR. A HEAD 
START FOR THE UNDER Ss 

“Cor! Little old me - 4l/z if I'm a day-and 

already a dab hand at this Maths lark,.. 

Of course It’s easy peasy thanks to ADI Jnr.. 

my extraterrestial chum. He"s always on hand to 

help as I toddle through yet another funtastJC 

counting game on the computer. 

He even conjures up reports on my scores for 

Mum and Dad so they can ask the teacher at 

school to help with my weak spots' (what am L 

a metal component ?!), 

Adi's such fun to play with, he’s the perfect 

learning tool for any of us-from tender 4 year olds 

nght up to big 7 year olds - and everything he 

teaches fits »n with the National Curriculum. 

Everyone says Pm a real little Einstein. Me? 

I just shrug and say itHs all relative, isn't It? n 

smmpREss 
fV, S PFTWAR E 

CREA TIVE EDUCA TION 
Eurepress So(1*4re. Eurqpa Hou&e. Adimgton Park, 

Macclesfield, SKlO 

TEL OG2S 85933 3 FAX0625B79963 



TRILOGIC> 
M Bradford 

CiUvri walrcna Opals Mon Ffi Sat III - 4p», SUM 
: : -ipr NON OKR HMH 1#-M< 
w#'f# #aiy to find, just 1,5*1 lea fro* the M62. Cmay 
parking. Leave H62 at junction 3£* take AS 31 to Bradford, 
uphill, after about 1, 5 tails a t ]u«t past the park, turn 
left onto Hew Works M, just over a railway bridge- we're 
on the left 4QQyda further on opposite a PQ mail bo*. 

H£3 mall 

A5B Leads 

M62 Huehetr *63 8 Dews burr 

UNIT i, 
RW WORKS RD, 

BPJCprOH_D 

*D12 OQF 

fy SALES N 

0274 69 11 is] 
riot PJT* *0 01 3* y 

ACCESS t VISA, 

SWITCH, DELTA 

CONNECT 

AMERICAN 

_EXPRESS_ 

NMT MAILORDER SERVICE 

SAWED* Y DESPATCH* 

gflmrtiarsMY 
■ 1) Oder by phone wing y^vi 

craditi duf^t, « thAit curd - 
I ii Ordar by Hail - send . 

bankers Aaft or poatal orders 
wide peyafcl* to TfLl LOGIC. 

I J| Plane add part p«t« 4 
packing Of SI. 00 to HI 

wider £100 or £2.00 to Mil 
orders war St00- Large/haetry 

itaa mant wimiqM only - 
If.60. First Claw Hugiatered 
peat £1.50 upto tBf 
Overnight esrri** £5.50 extra, 

cjfc taiuland Wily. Scottish 
Highlands £7.50 extra- 

EXTOPTT ORDERS WESjCOM E 

a>ni PC oountriaa - dabet lit 
add earriage. For EC Countrita * 

UK vat |11.5t)Hi*t tw charged 
(m 1-1-53- Plan* ask lor 
oerr lege efuiripa. 

fwavic* at m arraa 

Out policy ia l tae bw lot the 

laat ■ yaarOh ta»- 
L | Sand orders «iUUJ jlhf# 

i«*rt tn «pxh talnq in itod. 

I 2j P-nfJewour to ta*p at laaat 
» SOI of itaoa ia stock,, 
■ 1> Oily charge pi ioe« diMerent 

Ina lienee wtvwtLisf dts to 

i a ta infers yw ofl wy 
na »f ordering - 

4* Offer frss .A.™ os any 

DIGITISERS, GENLOCKS, SCANNERS k ENHANCERS 

ROCm PLUS KR* oWLt C139.99 

L^rfe vnlna GanI.act with overlay £ fader rontrole 1 RGB | . thro- 

1*4,99 
in cur rgw? Unwf this ia fey far tha bant h/w h«ml icrnner in this priis bracket. 
40Ddpi i 64 lava) gray Scale * #km! lent DaLaecan Professional 2 mlrmr*. 

HOC KIT Chrosa keying unit E2 69.59 

The Ideal paitnar for tha l«fiai Flue. This add^sn 'Paying' unit antalua 
profnaaiotutl. affects such w Chtta* kayjnq, i™» kayinq, Kay thru. Graphic* overlay, 
Lay window ate - ..-—..... 
VE0I 12 - ..IH,f? UTW Colour rrw grabber/digitLeer. 

(If .59 Vitoo • audio o ram sax ia am 

ll» rt Ftaas grabber, ml«ir dlqitiacr I genlock in 

Prase qrabber 4 colour diqltieer in one unit, 
lev wet hlnp« budget genlock. 
$aiprH}f«HiQMl SVHS Genlock. 

Fnri^tTPjrpi 4 background W4*n*j &jgjer VMf, irqjut 4 output] Ctaptaits video input 4 
output! hudriit controlled fd**i crops {ado taiga to video! I«da to black; 

........ 069-9 External gtifftiicp untaaroc for all taigas. 

..im.ft Ctapr isee olsiYHV me video digit is«t Etta 
»ri! * dici paint i * flan peftx»m. «ve tn.« 
. . .. . ... 433V.9* Fits inaide your 45U0.5CW+ 1506 at J&W> 4 

slisinstaB annoying flicker. Latest isprovod version- Ra^iroa VGA nr Ibltiaync 
sonitor. fx^siibl* wi th ALL taiga video pjW. Overscan capability for fell 
KfHI display. Wo visible scat! l Lta - 

n ina» nm wm mqouuo/hbo (209.59 rm hli if rt»w> witsd 
pact or «ooo colour scjuskw int-ft micr mar Frote»iiAal quality rlst t—i 
colour prjwmri rifubl* of resolving 16.7 Hi 11 Inn colours; or 256 level grey seal*. 

I at iMtkii tssnlvtios. Includes taiga tWIvar wftsars. 

best for use with a i 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS IN 
fil ft QUALITY [ y w4TT^CN~| SUPER?I 2 STEREO SYSTEM 

we've lenked high 4 low for a *» giWLITT stnrec apnakfr systs for i 
with nt {tawtiti. luybisidii turn VCfs, Satellite Syat.aa 1 Hallwna, »s 
we've Ingtid uns - it U ■ H tatt p*i disnral r directly aaina prweied, 3 way 
ppwbr ifitH. It haa ta*P, tiebl* I **lai controls i oss with ooftnectinq 

1 aah. Fretpiency riifnw! l2Ht - J«KH3. ORT *64 *9 

■TTl tTOMtc »TITPt - lst-sst HPdsl oply £33-9^ 

AMIGA ROM SWITCH SIMPLE TO PIT Only £27.99 
Our byhtu.nl opiiitwl ta way ha nltd eiutolam you to use either of 2 workbench 
rotas- To ■witoh ovir, just hold down Control/taiga/taiga keys until you hear a 
bl«Y- thw before the bleep to 'wars start1 with the current rca. Fits 
ASEMS/50D + /1500/2660, Fitting invalldatea oipulur warranty iuiIops fitted by us. 
Fitting charge £15-00 Fleas* plain which you have taiga i4wn ordering. 

ROM SWTTCKA 1.3ROM PQlytlAPP ROM SWTTCH * 2.Q1I tBQWorfytHW 

5 PORT FRO-KIDI IHTCILT'ACE C24.f5 
Our unique 5 pul Midi Inlktlai* has trt 
Out IThrv sviots plus two additional 
prwitdubla Out or thru WKbti for 
ingsnlou* versatility. U> you «uun hav* L 
in, 1 nut 4 J thru, or 1 is, 1 thru 4 3 
put. at Hn, ? nuts 4 2 thru) 
Fu ; [y ooh*' ,t .• - ,H* all A-m^p Mi l. 
W>)lWi», 4 Pal taytawinh , 

Elba M di lenit 1 ■ El +9 aw $Z *» 

flTDLBO SAMPLER 2 NOW ONLY 

Cur hporb sounding 5ttMO StaFLCft 2 nena 
an expensive stats of the art A/D chip 
which uq^lnt an fast, it capture* wery 
detail of the sound tmi ly SdjisilSd 
level control, cunvcting lead aupplied, 

hilly OGgutiMo with all popular 
•aqflit^ettwf. 

ULTIKUK FRO JUULOOUI 

JOIST ICK wem U9.M 

Superb lta Otat auith action Analo^ia 
joyetldt with fire button on the end, 
plus prc*ttd)L« I I t triltan. 
Hiertavit<* lire botttaei aptofira (not 
all gtata airport sutofirs> ttaal for 
flight siauUtora etc (Hot all qaaaa 
tujpiir analogue )fjy*ticks] 

JOT*TICS FORT 4MITCR 

tU.99 
* Haa aockata for wouta 4 JoyStidAp 
* Fuah button salacta ohih or 

juftldki 
* [bat no power unlike other type. 
* Saves wear £ tear on eotaa port- 

KTUtSHA HOUSE + 
«niy Qfpin™ hjcalbp a 

U4.H 
Includs* Hours ut 6 holdsr 

huporr rzpcactwwt mush .... £14.19 
WLTA IA AKALOGUE JWSTIOE T. £14,?? 

KtO StiOd KIN! - GlALT ....... £]6.?4 

11FSTICT AUT0T 1R£ ........... £12,9? 

SPreHIMG AI/T0F1RE ......... £11,54 
SFir^HItt: ANALOGUE.. til, 99 

OPTICAL HQOSIt ... £37.54 

HOUSE HAT ... £3.45 
HOUSE aOUTP ... (1-45 

xnrnx mwmi leu* <2.45 

FC ANALOG JOIST 19 OCMVFItTEA £7 + H 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT EXPANDERS 
POM UMf KTSR HUU-M, 1WIU, VH*0 Bit__ 

Ttaee crogjact felly Swltctad Fgunsn.ii biu* enable yt™ tn nwuwict ipto four 
peripherals to ytal ix^utar. Tha oarnactorm on tha units are the aw type 

os the CoBputet * piintar ooimactof so ysatr jwrt iperala jiuat plug atraiqht in. 
A connecting load worth lid.55 - 2w for an* with printers only, or 
long |f ueed with Mqitisan, Kanm 4 i^>l«i {xtsta which req'd ) Is 
euppliad (rot, tn link tha Fapandef to the oo^uter . All 25 connect ions v* 
•vitctHNl, anaoring isolation of connected taiw, 

JWSt - EJT.W 

£17.95 

aw Ltd. toi converts eat Tv* k iv aonitore to dual &OJrf Iwvr. 
ran rvmnaH^t yuut taiga 4 yi*JT VC* to lta One aoatt mtlnt Oft youf Tv 

* ptah butties aw itch salacta igput an* at input two - ia VC* or r>*fJu twr. 
4 Video inputs ax# awltdhad. 

DISKS 4 SPARES IK 
X?" DISKS(BRANDI!} TDK OR D5 SAN|IN 

BOXKS OF lOWim I AJIE'J £ (D&DD I *7.** 

I bakri far II 5 far JJO, Id Nr 155 

3.5' OfclVH WFAb CLUIH 
FATTFB AOUtlfr I171A .... 
Strt'ER DPHIKE .. 
(Ml ... 

(5J0A I/O CHIP ........ 
i*r. a 5 51W46 

4mc n 4 SIM* ........ 
JSbKi* DSAH4 for A556 

AMIGA INTERNAL CA1VB , 
MAINS SUFPflKSSaK BLOCK 4HAT 

UPRATED Ar.DC hMk PACE . . . 

A65fl MFIAOBTHT P*U ...... 
CAT MFlACHHEHf F«J ....... 

ErftvhAl DA IVI h>U -- 

long 

(3,49 
£15.54 
(11,54 
ill-94 

£15-54 
£35.54 
(45,54 
£25^54 
£55-54 
£12.99 
£44.54 

f54.45 

f64.45 
£24.49 

UKJHADC TW* AH1U. 

OFFICIAL 13M L'PORADCKIT INC Lta 
ROM WORKSCNCH DISKS A FULL RJNti 

BOUND MANUALS -174.44 

■KH - WUIIKI 1.1 

MrORKBfLNrif LI UPGRADE ferAA»i*r 
500 with LCHRaml EHjLj A uwnaih - 141.W 

WORKBENCH Ll KJT A 1(H ROM 174.49 

KIOtSTAKT 1.3 ten (24,15 
MCISTAFT 2,04 ft* .......... £39-44 

AMO A 500 RET AIR StttVICT 

F4tM prkr rrp*K rtarff I44.W I nr ptrb 
A btaar Ikrbki Fewer aoK, kti betid * 
Ltarml drtrr n-peft Fn* rMlnwl-fi. J 

AMIGA BASIC XNSI« A OPT ... £21. ,49 

C FOR BCCIWRS ,,, ... (IT. ,45 
DISK WIVES JHSIDK A CUT ... £27. .45 

DOS JMIll * OPT . ... £32. .45 

□FSdCTOr VIDEO . ... .45 
QtAFMICS IMSIDC 4 CPI - -. ... £31. 15 
IMACUB OXFANCCM ....... ... £2*. .45 
LITTLE BLl* MJSEM3 t H .. ... 114. ,45 

MARIK MUSIC DM TW: taTQA ... £27. ■ 59' 
USING AftEXX ON TW AN HIA ... £26. .94 
USING DELUXE PAINT ...... ,,, £14. .45 
UNtCftSTAKIK IMACm 2 ... 134. .45 

user interface manual ... .54 

HAFCMARF RIP WWUAL . ,45 
■CRt FKM* L REF MANUALS * BACH£26- .45 

BhUKSMTUKtHiKpS 
HA STIR IK AMIGA DC* VCLl ... 121.55 
HASTBRIHC AMIGA d0£ VU 2 .. (11,56 

HASTFRIK MmiiDDI 2 . (15 55 
MASTER IK AMIGA £ .......... £11.55 
tiALTKRiMG AMIGA 24 IlfTKftS 
HAkTtftlhC AMIGA ASkfWlfft 
HAETVUtIK AMIGA frTSTKH ,, 
MASTERfHG AMIGA AKS .... 
NAETTRIHG AMIGA AHO ... 

MASTER IMG AMIGA - » 
Atoo IWIDCR once ........ 

MPIHWMAMKMV1DP1 tab 

Cuvet* ■ tbiltandi 2 j li 

Horkbanch nanus I diakfori 
duplicating; taing Preteren-c 
•Miry; Adding peripherals - digitisers, 
genlocks; LHlng CLI! Ctangihg tta SUngt 
segmence etc etc - Bftnina Itag. RutaUeciti 

Aid.MAIN AMIGA MAtjA23Nt3 IN STtkCK 
PLUS SOME BACK |SM!I^ 

eiw-^gn to 

,U0,»f 

ptaT taga. 

waterproof £ Moulded to (it anogly 
wer <ech key, but f Lnifel* 
type thru, 
talta 500, VWm , ugg, iw» . uo.ft 

Staie taita wtan orderinq pL 

WTIITATIC DD«T OOVCU 
AMIGA 590 A 500 Pill* ........ f J-t9 

AMIGA 6OD/60OM/I2OC ........ £3-44 
AMIGA 1500/2004 2FIECI ......£12,44 
AMIGA 1500/2004 lETBOW -...13-94 
1-5- EkT^RHAL »!V* ..(2-44 
H33 /1(385 KMITGC .£4,54 

SMUT 4f LC209 pminvR ...... ik.54 
SHIFT 24/LC24-*2M... C6.1 

/'CZQnZZSEE 
X COPY PPO NCW E34 H 

Latest version - cn^tlate with 
lew 4 2 hiDeiiUc dyclm erteroal 
■Hive adaptor. Highly anoneeaful. 

Mil CYCLONE ADAPTOR £12 W 

TOP AMIGA 

PROGRAMS 

MAJOR PRICE 

REDUCTIONS 

-AHItUPEIKAflOEMW- 
{RaquirH an *■ Wmal dtfvoi 

cmeat nisi imuro 
ACTIOS BUU J PQ* AM» ... 454.99 
MTKW SPLAT i FOR tH»C/2000tU .94 

m. Making baok>gn> without the 
pa mis i ion of the ropy tight balder 

is illegal- 

EDUCATIONAL 
ADI ENGLISH i MATHS .+,* 
AMSWHiWIl OUlttES . 

BETTOR NATOS 112-141 ... 
M™ SFTIXIHG {IM ... 
(ATAHfftD ..-..-.. 
DIKfeALR DIWTJVKfty UT . 

ADVAHTAtZ  ..- £64-44 
ADCRJUZ .  £*f,44 
AMI ALIttaCVT -.  4*3.55 

AHIBACK .. t*4.44 
taAS 2 ..-.. (44.44 
AK.C  .- £34.49 
AK>5 - EAST .  £22.44 

AWS JD U3.4? 
fH'A DQHP1LER .  (20.44 
AHOS 9te3PESSI0HAL - NEW ,--- 145.44 
ARKXX VI,I ..-.. 114,44 

ART 0ftPT PRO saw £25 ..... £134.49 
77T94 AUDITION 4 - .  137.94 
IH.yy AtXi31MAXTOR 4 . £59-54 
(l?fc9y AUDIO EHGIHEftft ? . .. £165-44 

115.44 BUS 1 FIFES ............... £104.45 
114,49 EARS t RIPE® PROFESS!QHAL £224.44 

CI9.94 mtOADCAST TITTER 3 £164,94 

FIRST SHAPES (1-4| £12.49 DO V2 «V PEKrOff 199-94 

FIRST IP THUS * WlltDS (|*f) . 113.44 CASHBtEK ODWW. R/FIHAL A/CS £54.44 
FWf KOOX4 RArtiF 114.49 CROSS W6 VS intr PC wlator £22.4* 

Ft 6* SCHOOL f-Pr.riAJ 5 . 

FRFKH MISTRESS 
GERMAN MASTER ....... 
ITALIAN nm* ....... 

JUMIOft TTFIST |5-12| 
HD'S TYPE .. 

IIP tAUt 

tit.94 MT BT MY ..  £22.49 
£15.44 Dtum FA1HT 4.11 169.44 

£16.99 OEUTTE M»IC ..  £45.44 
£16.49 DELUXE VIDEO 3 —........... £65.44 
£14.99 WVTAC 3 - new version ..... £51.44 
£1744 DC CALC .................... £24.44 

DlRSCTttY (JRK .. 1J6.49 

«H BILL MM .......... £16-99 P1SI msm.-.. £39.45 
LlHKrtHD LAM3UUZ6 £31.44 tVSTTP 1  . £49.49 
MACfC STOUT BOOK __ fit.44 K* TO DOS .. £24.45 

MATHS TALK |4-UTR£| . £19.44 t ™* .   £34-45 
KINS TALK mACTIfJMS_ £14.94 K™ DRAM --   £44.45 
MATHS MANIA _----- 114.94 EXPERT 4D J» .. £35.45 
MATHS Wvmmhl . (19.94 ^57 Art* ..  122.45 

MICRO MATHS ... £14,44 EXCEUZK2 l.. £59.44 
H1THFVMV .114,94 EXOTIC CARS PC* ItACUB .... £16.44 
KICK nillia 114.99 FIKAL CXHTf 7 t>TF_5T VT5L5;:*' UK.99 

MICRCj tFXMAN.. £19-99 ¥j-6.. £94.*9 
*GA MATOS ... £14.55 « FUS - PPICT [W . £62.95 
(HrT MATTOAS 16-7TRSI £16.99 C«,LERT - WV fl*rAaL4E - £54.49 
H3CCY 4 IWT1W .. 111.91 <*>W DISK OFFICE 2 MV r i, f96.49 
Rimw: M* ... £14.99 W£P UISK OFFICE FdfT Pf ... £34,9f 

nntu notes 1 i ? . 116-49 ***&& -.. « 
READ IK WRITING GOtAtSC 115.95 HISCTT BASIC .  £64-54 

tMTHING NOTOBOt* .. 112-49 «*** ACCCWIS 2 .  135.94 
SFELL BOOK __ --- 119.44 ftCWBASE ..  £36-54 

SPANISH rUTC* ... (16-99 hon-,1*fi ..  £69-94 
TARO^ MATHS (6+1 (16.49 HTTEKBOCK ..**• — ** £+6 49 
THINGS TO DO WITH. , SPRlES. 1J7.99 IMACIW 2 ..  £154.45 
VOTAtBTK II (69 99 1KWIW OBJECTS DISK .. IN.99 

Weather watcher .. £17.44 IHMOttSTtt - PRICE,, £124,99 
WCMLD ATLAS 161.49 IPTR0CAD PUS . £76.95 

ZAZ 

IPBCIAL OFTD 

lUf 6 --, 619-99 

Ext«h»rR Value boxad wt com poring - 

HCW5S t MLHKRS > (ID'S TTP* 
CJiW SET t MATCH * WFATNF8 NATCHER 

WHAT IS IT WHHW * CAIFH3AR jUlt 

IS IT i 
MIRACLE ULFfrC KEYBOARD 4 VST EM 

'The Piano Thai laacha* yw hpwr to 

p**ir 

include 6 octave PULL flit 
Keyhaidj 100 IratnaeiL aounda * 
effects, 'Artificial ints11 igenoe' 
software for tta taiga which 
roelndiaeW tta leaeaha to eSdh 

iHdlvidu*]- 
Oui price C3TV » save C3X00 

eHDBmas 
AJ20 AIRBUS 136-94 
AIR SUFPtJtT . ... it 

AUASIX.. £t*.99 

AKOfEl MACT-FAMS POOL tll-99 
BIRDS OF FWV .. 135-99 
OIWFIWSHIP MANDWaTlS £11-49 
GI9MCB..ut,,.  £34-99 

O-ASAR,. +.  £21.99 
CIVILISATIOM ..  (24-99 
COOL WtKLD .   (11-99 
OlAlT CARS lit . 111.99 

MM OF EHOtAMTiA . (25-99 
FTt or THE BRHDLHR If ..... £26.99 
FINAL FLIOfT ............... £16.49 
Flu * ICE .... 111.94 

FQWLA 1 CHAM} FRIX ....... £35.99 
FI5 (TRIKE rArDJt i( ........ 125.49 

iSiAHAH T A TICKS SOCCER *..,,, £16.44 
OoBLlllMS .  116.94 

NAHA* TOE H(XJL|Mj( lit,99 
HEAD TO HEAD . ...... . £ 
HEMAHS £21.99 
IKTFANATL SPOFTS C5UU1, £21.99 

1SHAK.. 119.49 
INDIANA JdftS * FATT or ATIANl 18.99 

JIFMT MHlTl‘1 flBMH ...... (21.99 
IJtTHA WEAPON £18-94 

EJtGffW OF KYftAKElA £25.99 
IJIEDS UMITOti CKAMFKMk ..... £16.99 

LI«S.   134-94 
[inks onuKsrs £13-59 

nm or THE TOMPTOESt ...... £21,99 
JAfflM U220 £11.99 
J<*W AAFrtS IWTOAU ....... £11-91 
un-US TIHMCJ 3 .............. £16-91 

wwrr I Mato t ............ £36.99 
NhiT KAMkKLLk w.mu) CHAMP - 131,99 

PGA TOUR GOLF I .  Itt.tf 
FCRIYCT CFMdlAI... I 
FIMLALL DRPJWO. ............. 116.94 
ft I WALL PAMTAS11 k .......... £21-99 
POFtRCUS 1 . (19,49 

X .   (£6,99 

....... £16.94 

....... £16.44 
MfBMr......-. £19.99 

. (16.99 

....... 116-99 

....... £31-91 

StaAP TEAM .   116-95 
S4BIMX K30CEN 42/41 - £16-91 

SIUEWT SERVICE 2 ........... 125.44 
SMAIKRI OF TOE BEAST (II £21,49 

STRIKER ..  £16.99 
SHUTTlf ..  £22.41 
5H0MD OF HUHXH .. ill-49 

K1HDWQRDS J PRICE JX»*f ..... 115.99 

I ATT ICE C Vfe /SAS C M> . ,, £269.99 
MACRO 63640 ASSEH11PR ...... £34,95 

WILSMPT PLUS £37.99 
HASTOteSOEJW ................ £36.95 

wynLiAN V*  .. £19.95 

£41,95 
124.45 
£34.95 
1156,99 
136,94 
£64.95 
f34-44 

£125,91 
161.45 
135.44 

tCDIA SHOW 

WCAMIX KASTIfft NEW . . 
MINI OFFICE - BAHGAIH 
MORPH PLUS .............. 
HtlSlC I ..... 

(KGANISE 
ON LHC PLATIHtRI ........ 
PAGFSTFAM 2-2 ............ 
FACZSTKFAH MW PACKS ,, , 

PfN FAL - SPECIAL am 
PfHVMAf. TAX PLArtTR. £24.44 
Ff K-KR5A3 FI HAKE MAHG+ ..... 114.44 
PERFECT SCUB .. 157.45 

norESSIOHAl CALC £135-44 

FWOATA 1-2 .. £64-49 
FROTESSIQMAL t*ta VI £64.99 
FROrESSlCKU, PAGE 3 .. £179.94 

FBOttXt 5,53 ...........- 175,54 
HKWRITO V 3-3 - ww li'DtiiJOM 154.49 
ouunroua 5 .. £56,49 
JUAKTORBACR TtXXi £1$ OFF - £15-94 

QUARTET ... £17.44 
SAHH PUBLISHER £4Q OFF ,,, 1169.44 
SC ALA 504 ... f 76.49 
SCAIA rtOPTSSlcWkL .. £149,95 

Ktnrt 36XL a........ 1169.99 
SCULP ANIMATE 4D JW .. £96 .59 
S0M1X ... £36,99 
SoOWs«A5TOP ... £49,99 

STEREO HASTEN 124.94 
SWPEIUAH -.. £63.94 
MrpfMiiASE TOOF * wv PRICE - £l5S-99 

St l PER PLAN ... £64.41 

•Vim Ja ... £56.44 
TARE 2 .... £39.94 
TOCHHOSOUK £29-91 
TftAHSkSRITE .. £26.44 
H3RB0PAJMT PRO Y2 NOW ONT-V £35-91 
VlD£OHASTEft .. £54-41 
WCRDWUKTH 2 - HV VAKSIOH . [74.44 

XCAC 2d60 ... £105,94 

SFBCIAL omwi 
PROTErT v6,i ... £34.44 
OTA BASIC 19.44 
XC0FT FRO - pravioue vanioniiu Mt| 

CYCLOW ADAPT® - £27,94 

..  £L6,99 

..  £16.94 
miKS ..................... £25,59 
WISKID ..  116,94 
MHF WKESTIEMAKIA ..116-19 

COmUATKkNS 

BEG KS 2 » 10 GHCS . 122-19 
CCHtAT CLASSICS ..  £21-95 
DREAM TEAM ..  £16.54 
FANTASTIC rtHlDS #. £2i .49 

Ptltarr ctmucj ..  tn,59 
POOTOALL CRAX Y .. £11.95 
1MTELL3GKHT STNATEX7T GAHRS -- £16-91 
LEM4IKS TW1B PAS _   £32.41 
«GA SFCKTS ... 111,44 
01*ST I GLCNt £22-95 
SUPERFJSfTER ..  flt.44 

tocc pack ..  ii9.9i 



AMIGA 600 

'WILD, WEIRD & 

WICKED’ £ ? ?9.99 

AMIGA 600HD 

’EPIC’ PACK’ 

£779.99 
> MOUSE 
> iWO UAH 
> 5*5" DISK DPtlVl 

> HORMHCK 2*04 
> BUILT-IH TV 

run 
> deluxe pjmrr 3 
> GRAJfD run 
> PUSBOMK 
> fvttt 

ALL ADO* HAVE 
PACE 12 MONTHS 

OH-SITE 
WARRANTY 

Add £42.99 

for 2 meg 

versions 

> MOUSE 
> Ifttg ram 

> 2*9" DXBK DKIVI 
> 2 OHIO HARD DRIVE 
> WORKBERCK 2.04 
> BUILT-IB TV 

HDOULATQ* 
pum 

> TRIVIAL PURSUITS 
> EPIC 
> KITH 

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY 

6 PROSPEROUS HEW YEAR 
SALES: 0274 - 691115' OPEN SUNDAY 

ALL PRICES 

INCLUDE VAT 

> MOUSE 
> 1*3 RAH 

> 3*5" DUE DRIVE 

> WQftXBSfCH 2* 04 

> BUILT-IB TV 
►OOULATOR 

ZOOL 

■ FIHHALL DRULKS 
* STRIKER 

* TRAHSWRITE 
(Wordproce*nor) 
TOTAL VALUE 

ONLY £19.$ 

TCP £15*94 

riT £15,99 
rep £15*99 
rep £49*99 

till.96 

STOP PRESS 
- HURRY - 

BEAT THE 
PRICE RISES 

COMMODORE 
ANNOUNCE 

PRICE 

INCREASES 

ON ALL 

AMIGAS 
FROM 

1-1-93 

UPGRADE TOUR 600* 
WHJSnCl |*1 UPGRADE 142.99 
Similar to HefkhebCh 1 - many now feature, 

4 utilitiee, Ho to open jour Amiga 
eince do d*v ram chip to install. 

2 4 4 MHO PMT W4DRT CARDS IB STOCK 

IlKI imuukl HAM CAR04 IV STOCK 

IHTKHKAL HARD DRIVER PROM UK>V f 120 1 

AMIGA 6 00 DELUXE MDRZTOR B TATI OR / CORtOL dRH 149.99 

AMIGA 1)00 DELUXE IOEITOR STATION / CO NT NO L CBTPEH 14 9.99 

C«pria»* eolour matched a tael at and for RDfiitor/tPJ ehel£ 

under for Pau 6 uUnid drift ate; Houat 4 Jojatioh port 

■ itamion cablHJ mount holdtr; aouit mat 6 Large duat coftr 

t CDftn mom tor 4 emputtr. 

PRINTERS ITT 
CITIZEN 9NIPT 9COLOUR ONLY E104.99 
9pin printer oapnlul* ol Iflqr* tlif* IRC printing 
'ipeed. fotii built-in (twite, Friction I tractnr lenA- P^jer 
pari! - isv« hoviraj in rmwe ContiMia Uiw you mnl 

to uee linqlt ahwlir Low nwt riNwnt, ? year warranty* 
Rptnn 4 IHH Irnp inter taultllnwr mitt larval * 

CITIZEN SHIFT 240C COLOUR £289*99 
24 pin printer with HOcpt draft 4 9G ape latter quality print 
upftni- Hina latter <*i*lity foot*, 1 acalable latter quality 
(nnti- l^tr parlinq. pueh 4 pull tract nr («d, friction Fttd. 
tptdi LQAfO, RRC PlD 4 IW prtpnnttr Hit Hlaliou. Ultra 
Lrw naiaa 1 aval , * ipiit e *V fttr even Iwti tniM- 2 yau 
warranty- I n^adiLi* Thirty oolour q?^>h + rp. 

tTMJtrt* RACK 
WITT ALL 
CltltK* 

FM UTTERS. 

IMCLUDES 
trimter 

CABLE; AMIGA 
DR 1 VMM PISE & 
250 (approM) 

SMtETS or 
TAPER 

AMIGA 1200 

COMMODORE DO IT AGAIN ! 
ASTOUNDING SPEC: 
68020 32BII Cpu 

14.19MHz CLOCK SPEED 

2 KEG RAM 

3.5" PL0PPY DRIVE 

1SKILLION COLOUR CAPABILITY 

BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR 

WORKBENCH 3, MOUSE « PSD 

32 BIT EXPANSION PORT 

PBONE POR LATEST LOW PRICE 
STOCKS ARE LIMITED 

RESERVE YOURS NOW I 

10-4PH 

INTERNAL HARD DRIVES POR 

YOUR AMIGA 600 4 1200. 

20MEG: PRICES 
FROM 

UNDER 
£120 

40MEG: 
60MEG 
80MEG 
120MEG 
* Prlctt ibfiluda drive ciblt. 
(Cafcl* alao available **p*ratal* far £9.99j 
* roc-matted randy to uae* 
* Keay to fit - iaalilll ib itcood • attach 
to internal drive bay bracket (icrtwi 
included) 4 plug-in the cable - that'# all 
tKara in to it. Fitting charge £15.00 

ROOTS UP 

IN LESS 

THAW 10 

SECONDS 

: A 4 MEG PCM CARDS IN STOCK PLEASE PHONE FOR PHICT- 

J3BIT IMKHNAl. FAST MEMORY CAW) FOR AllW - POJL 

Tfv hltakYC ** |»Mm. 14*10} *rhr ■ nht wr4 hvtamekh 

Hit AIIOO: Wtrdwtrti 1; PrawHit JJ; FiftmiaU; Fkal C*py 2; 
Arl IHpt Pre vj; VMI ll; [NfllHln. I rrailjw 1 [I Ptlnt 4 A V*lt 

4 ONLY C2B4 BN 
24 pin printer with ?t0rpt draft 4 90 qa latter qality print 
affrw>i. Nina letter quality fonti, ? icnieia letter quality 
funl*. Pnpei fuikinq. poth 4 pull liscloi rwut, friction Fttd. 
rptH* LQS10, W!!1 I'JD 4 IBM Pnjprinter 24k- nai|ain«. Ultra 
Iw noiit lav«|. fwn ymr warranty. 

chr^m nhodot » mPomkS^L phiwVih 
Hlin 40 Column; 5 t>*ite ? qaun, lb* 4 Nte •aultlitna; HOillS 

qraphiem prlnlliq; 161 buffer* Colour ttrtiw 1199-99 

laser Quality p**rr am ss 
JSOGpi Lea Or quality M Hltla IK jot printer* Foot 4 w*ry 
quiet- Hbqa (ball 4 7*0 ifm letter quality print nfeei.Tliiit 
lattar quality lml ■ ■ qitiaral font anrtta, HP Dtmh jet riw 
faulni Lie. qptiiwwtl 171k t 256k im «i A. 100 a heat autoMliu 
faarlar - Ink oarlridgap - 113*99 

BUOQET 4PPH LAMN PHIWT4B . BCMOtHA 0# 104 UM W 

Pour paie per ainutoi HP LaMfjat [IP multlion) lOOxJDO M*| ; 
lyr on aita HiTNity. fcataoript wtiea with haq ran 4 4*9 M 

L ThESEPfllCeSHC VAT. j 

(a 

f i 

TRILOGICy 
4P* 

NO AMIGA KEPAlk BILLS 

FOR 3 YEARS. 
I'odtrwrlltta bi i hidlnf |.’t IniBraart C*. 

Acticonrf tan he^ien tn anyone - i t hay irH t 

cowered bj Uie oanufact.urmr ■ tmrranty. AM> once thla 
ha* red, you can bet Lhinqa will alert to go 
wrong - ■■mdM'i the gveitqe aknlu !iyi rapelr 
da! la I4M9 bo it Uff-S bjiIlb aenaa for a ont off 
pnywrnr u| 147,99, to RNW that iiat aOCidant or 
branlutan - ynu will never have ANY rnpsir bills to 

poy for I YKAPS. Thi* Exterwhwi Hat raniy/lmuramm 

policy mmt tie taken not within lOdeys of puichaaa. 
, Full detail* an ra^tl. 

" IT'S BACK! 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
> BUILT-IN J.5" 

DXBK DRIVE 
> 1KO RAM 

> MOUSE 

> TV MODULATOR 
> WOKKBDICH 2.04 

BLUB 
> LD44IHQB 
> CAPTAIN FURT 
> THE BMBOHB 
> DELUXE FAINT 3 

2M*g rtriioN - add juet t42*9» 

WCU 300 FLUB 
WAUDKI ).i UFGEADB - 

HAAT PU1UIXI BEklLAB 
TO A120Q - (U.H 

1.3 AMIGAs WITH 1MEG RAM. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS, Vi 

A EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
ROCLITR RF302BT 1-5“DRIVE 

VIT» AKT1VIHUB 6 ANTI CLICK PCATVRZ5* 
CXm PRIC8 £67*99 
Oft WITH NEW ICOPY PRO £99*99 

CUMAHA CAX354 3 *5' DRIVE 
Oft WITH MEW IO0PY PRO 

£56*99 
£89*99 

MONITORS & TV MONITORS 

PHILIPS CM883Ink2 

£229,99 

GOLDSTAR TV 

MONITOR 

£179.99 * t*' SCREEN 
* STEREO SOUND 

* ROB i COMPOSITE INPUTS * 14l SCREEN 
* OW SITE WARRANTY * FULL REMOTE CONTROL 
w LOTUS TUftftO CHALLENGE > SCART SOCKET (*gb 
* OFFICIAL U« MODEL » SUPERB PICTURE 
* DUST COVER t« 99 > DUST COVER 
iCONNECTING LEADfl99 
> Oft BOTH FORfA M 

> CONNECTING LEAD 11 ?9 
> OR BOTH FOR CB Vfi 

Hl-RHS 14“ 

COLOUR MONITOR 

£229 *99 

> 14" ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
>0 2Nw* DOT PITCH 
> IGI4■ 7B4 PIXELS 
> ANALOGUE RGB INPUT 
a TILT i SWIVEL BASE 
> FUCKER FIXER 

COMPATIBLE 

CBM 1084S HOWITOR - 

SPECIAL OFFER ONLY 

£199*99 INC LEADS* 

TV TUNER - suitable 
fox uti* with Philip*/ 

hi it on ■ £19.99 
BUI3LT [■ inuD 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
AIMGAWOPLUB 1M8G MEMCftY UPQHAOE 
Jiiil fUuQi m No fc&hl^rtg Warranty gnaff«ied. 

C44BB 

ASM / US* 1/2317eg upgrade without clock E24.BS 
ASM 1 SOB* 1 am eg upgrade with dock 4 battery C2B 99 
JuM plug* <n No *Q«dnrng Warranty urndladad 

AMKaA HO Imtg upgrmJn * cfOGh (unpoprjlated) t3T m 

AMIGA $00 liag upgr«d« + clock 

coaap 1 atq- now only £44.99 
JuM phjgi m No wldaring Warranty ufaMfaclad 

AiSOO/UDO KMCIA / NEC FAST FAM CARD (14*.H 
A6B8/1W& WCU C 4WP-C PAST HAH CARD 1721.99 
DKIV MNArHJP hOAFiJ PCJR A19007700D inc (144.94 
l.S HG AM)D UH3ADE fully {KfMleled (*9.99 

SVP AMIGA lMS/2004 ♦ mo CARD funpop) [Y9*»f 
iwmc X* StWWi.  .. EACH (29.If 

L awe Jrt MJ#fS ..***** EACH Iff.t) 

\ CVT *fC ■ iJSJT Sims* fJtfH (l*f.f9J 

HARD DRIVES 

SUPERB GVP HARD DRIVES 
GVPHD6EOR *900 4 300+ - NO DRIVE fllBH 
GVP SERIES II HDfr. B0 Meg ft* A500 C37B 90 
GVP SERIES II MOB* IBOntog ft* A5M- now Dd-ly I42S9B 
GVP SERIES II MDB* 2ao*»ag lr* ASM - now only EttW 99 
ThaHDB wa* II tan actad i cr 2 cn * i mag tnm. ORl*o 4 mag 
• mint 
GVP SERIES N HCB 1w AlUUXMO - NO DRIVE tf 19.99 
GVP SERIES II HCB 4 «Qrneg ft* A1UG. 2D0G CU4 99 
GVP SERIES I HCB 4 120rnag fot A1 50Q 2D00 - ruw only 
GVP SERIES I HCB . 24CkmaQ ft* A1 500 2000 * raw only 
Th* HC 4 Seriea II can eotepl upto H, Imng cfl Slmme In 2 meg al#pa 
AW0 !UMeg Hard (BN* A BBOQO Aopdaralor for AU0 CUR W 
*530 taOBkeg Hard drhm A Bfloao AoceWnator lor AS0O C7B490 
ASM 2«>l*ag Hard drive t «XB Aocelvatt* few ASM L9» 99 
Tf* ABM Com boa laalut* a MOiO 40MM2 cpu. I mag r*m expandable lo 
Bmagi,SBB42 mtfha ooprooeawr »ckef power tuppy. toofmgfan. mm 
eipantcn uot SCSI hard dak controller A iwd dak (u apeewted ate*,* The 
A5J0 run al 12MIPS com pared to ftandard AngitO S7MIPS 
GVP 30SS2 MATHS CO-PROCESSOR KfT ft* AMO COM BO C20B99 
1 MEG SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES OB W 
4UEG k« SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES CM W 
44IEG x2efT SIMMS FOR A9G0 Cl 99 W 
gvp iipact external twin bi.*- haRoonivf case aTt« 

COMMODORE A3n HARD DRIVE UPGRADES 
*390 40 meg SCSI upgrade ■ eeay loth CfBB.99 
A390 izomeg SCSI Upgreda eaay ictH uun 
A54P MEMORY ChTPS eaay to fh ■ no aoldai I rig E3 WWE0 

CUM AN* COM 301 STUB DRIVE INTER FACE E««M 
Faatgra* i:2 mag ram * turnery backed clock, piui STS04 hard dr»a imarface 
lor old tiyie PC'*Tdrrvea (Cadee, caae * power *uppV required) 

ACCELERATORS & EMULATORS 
KCS PC CAROS - PACES DOWN 

KCS POWER PC CARD Y45 FOR AMIGA 500 * 500 PLUS Cl 40 M 
MS Dnm4 It required d* 99 

KCS POWER PC EMULATOR CARO FOR AMIGA WO 1» » 
AMIGA J SCO3000 KCS ADAPTOR C64 99 

VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS2» PC EMULATOR FOR A500 01999 
The a • teilHr PC card for P* Aajga&OOSCOvl UO 2000 emabingyota 
AmgatorviPC wRr*ee No■oMlW^ Bl|l|Ml)n VGA. EGA £ CGA PC 
graph**, m ode* *gpppded runa u a tdak on lh* Am <gn itppcxti hard 
drlvoa S.D£B 7 lorkrt 

GVP PCaOfi PC EMULATOR CARO FOR SERIES N HARO DRIVES 118999 
HO NEED TO OPEN YOUR A300 - plug* mleth# lpec>M ikR mlhe 5*1*4 II 
Hard drive* Uiaa a tflMHf 402SB - (upla i S timet rraier than dr^nal 
Itufvaard ISM PC) Ihclute 512K ram Em Mw CGA, EGA VGA. Herculat B 
Mona PC wlao ni«M on yow Amqa mpnior Cam,pet tie wtn uitoj 3 2B 

tughar * DROOS SB* «ea«k * wrrtee USD0St4e* enK* Aeyj* rfem*iB 
e>larnei tiof^y drrwet SockM kw offionaf S02B7 ^oproceuar 
jjim <UH 1B441 K CAJM foe ■» oa.i u« n 
bl 11ub mo/ mean aou* w.e iwo not h 

Clotk dwtWedSBOOOcpu. Bmeg r«n tapeerty • upgradabiePom Imeg 
H2,3,4.S,Min*g *t4(*) Fuity aAacant>guhrigi wun anly t m*g on board ■ g* ** 
200% tpead rncraat* over standard Am*ga 

GVP G FORCE AMIGA 1 50u AJOU ACCELERATORS 
030 iCHta ..f»»cpu 40Mk cloak tm.» 
030 to*    .. tkOJOcpu Vtae.f eiocJr 11099.t9 

UT ,...*.*...* HI M 

INTERNAL HARO DRIVES FOR YOUR AMtQA BOO A lKXX 

PRICKS ■ VERY IMT *CC*a* TW 

HWEG 
FROM 

• fricm* include drive sablt. 

4CHEG * fwwtiaJ ready to u*e, 

MU EG 
BOM EG 
12DMEG 

UNDER 
- biT to (it - inatalJi in lecond - 
attach to intamal drive bay bracket 

El 20 f icree incl udad) * plug-in the cable 4 

PRINTER & MONITOR LEADS 
MIPI 1.$* PARAfJJ't FFIMTtP LEAD 19.99 

N4P2 1* PARA UAL PFUCTSft LEAD U2.49 
AMP $ PARALLEL PRIHftR LEAD (14,99 

WP! null -P EHALE LEV 7» LOME (10.99 

Hi) >^iXt HUE -HME HEAD 2m U>£ (10.99 
MU 16V HUB -HALE LEAD 2* LOR- UJ.ff 

FHIKTEft PCIFT SwEI irpt 12* LEAD tar SAMPLERS -tc E9.99 
2 pira tanyeesaj. mastic ritnntE sta* 15.99 

tMfVER£AL fTTAL PHlmil STWf> 4 PAPER MCOieR (10,94 
1ACRQSS t/wBwaive LAPELS w.v. i. k] . 5* 1000 for (1.99 
oownmnu* pappp u-rf.5- l>i of logoff (21.44 
RIHBCS RP-1WINC ARRAY - Jet black - ***** Lit* (11.44 

MOHCi RIBHUflS (or met mi±*nH Paneeon|cr «t*r (4.99 

OPLOLR RtlWlCi * trJM/N-200 t FW| m/224/247240 (|4,94 
CTTItEH PfcOUIrT !W CJkftTftmCE [ftJJUT! | (11,49 
taitf»p[) r*c pRiHTva dost corats (6.94 

Par pryKtlar Citn«i 6 Star prinlare - pleeew etate printer 
*ei nnirrinq. 

WH1TDH 1 TV/MOBirOB LtADB 

Ail K* TV* WITH SCART SOCKET (Mot ha VCR*] (11.94 
incl Sony, Philip*. Perqju*on, Hitachi, Twhiba, Hit*uLi*hL 
AL2 for Ferquenn MrrOI/Wi0l/|fc05wllh i pin Din aocli 112,99 

All for Hitachi/rctaruhln 4tt* with Tpin Din RfJJ input 112.99 
A1.4 (w Ametrad Crr4t4/6t2l amitnr (with no *wmd) (12.49 

<13.*4 
114.99 
114.99 
112.99 
111.91 

113.99 
12.94 

110.94 
149.94 

* niLHlC 1*»J. I»* Vwkmmt ■« tb»> ecnit «. th 4iT Tw “*•' - wwUtuU;, *« m*J ki*. «hH* iittal t*T 

OAOBJtfl PltOH PLC* t LOCAL dOVtXXHEIT * CDUCATIOBAL EB-TABLIBKKEMT3 HCLCOKE , 27-11-92 

i i«nij 
AI-6B for rwv Amt rad CPC item m-mltor 

ALT for 1014* Hnitor with S pin Bin aockat 

ALTP for IBfli/IM4*/it33 with 4pin D ««Mt 
ALII with 4 pi* D plmj ter eultiaync anitan 

AL12 with 15 pi* ll* foclwt far mjltiayne aonitcr* 

ALU with lSpin 1 row pluq fur euHiaync mmitor* 
PLICEEH PIKER LEAD - 9 pluq to I5wy 2 row plug 

HDDUIATOR entHStOH LEAD eUaJn^tea warhang 
DELUXE HCMITJ* STATION fit* aver Amiran 400 4 4001, 

includes anilui /^wnitei \ pleon PVC Amt rover t auwe w>t 
tin* i±ut out Im herd drive, 

NASH i joystccr exTKHsroH BIT mo vurnnn i 4 i.ipair U+94 
hONIIOR tlLf/SWlVHL BASE lot Mpto 14" ereitor* ur me 110-41 
t «£Avy fwftr swivel oase pqr upto IT* TV* Itl.ff 
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"•'mill 

The second issue of 

GamesMaster magazine 

goes on sale on January 

21. And by God, is it a 

good one! Nestling 

between its 140 game- 

packed pages are more 

previews, more reviews, 

more news and more 

tips across more 

systems than any other 

magazine. In short, it's 

the one-stop-shop for all 

the video games info 

you need. 

This month there are 

reviews of the Bitmap 

Bros' Chaos Engine, 

Super Star Wars, T2 - 

The Arcade Game, Micro 

Machines and many 

more. You'll find a full 

20 pages of tips, 

including a Dynablaster 

expert guide, a John 

Madden 93 strategy 

special and hundreds of 

Game Genie and Action 

Replay codes. 

And we're also helping 

you to prepare for the 

3D TV spectacular with 

a free pair of 3D glasses 

a GIANT 3D Chaos 

Engine Poster and an 

exclusive look at the 

brand new 3D game, 

Starfighter ACE. 



SPECIAL EDITION 

AMIGA technology 
sfoPPRESS 
&MIGA A500+PACKS 

QUANTITIES 
flL""° »* for detads 

AN»GAS> 
FLOPPY1® 

Pack with Deluxe Paint III 

and a MYSTERY game 

But only whilst stocks last 

at just. 

FLOPPY 
DISfc DB.Uf VERSION 

WITH A NEW,., 

SOFTWARE 

PUSHOVER 

P'ftOSE GRAND PRIX 

£319! 

HAND DftiVt VERSION 

WITH A NEW... 

■MM SOFTWARE H| 

Epic * * ROME 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
TltltiE LANGUAGE YFR5I0N Ifi.nih, tomw iftjliihl 

AMIGATEXT WORD 
PROCESSOR 

at only.. H you want a 
DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! £459: 

T I L*1 A I In* L" " l 

Well never try to^u-se the: total youTj P*Y * gJJSjS 

8t extra COST!de5cl!"®s-reallv add to those attractive 

W_. I Mb. IthAUrhre, I Mb. RAM. 
Mouse. Workbench DWlj. MmkhR 

FRrgimito'is 

EXCLUSIVE! Id! 

◄ ADD our great 
POWERPLAY PACK to 

your order for only.. 
you g e t: A Superb High Quality 
Microswifched Competition Pro 

5000 Joystick ■ 10 Essential 3.5” 

Blank Dhks*Disk Storage Box* 

Tailored A600 Dust Cover and a High Quality^* 

Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse 

PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME„.ZOOLt « 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games: 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FUU PROFESSIONALGAMES WHICH 3[ 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO £30'" ^ 

Xenon 2 Megablast Pinball Dreams TV Sports Football 

Hostages Jumping Jackson Striker Bubble Plus TirtTin on 

the Moon Bloodwych Stir Crazy Krypton Egg Skychase 

Eliminator Purple Saturn Day Safari Guns • Lombard RAC 

Rally Captain Blood Strike Force Harrier Lancaster Sky Fox II 

AND...Transwrite * Word Processor for the Amiga 

With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages1 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb. for just £39.95 extra 

32 BIT-2Mb 
6SGJ0 PROCESSOR 

HIRST NEW 
SHIM FOIS (Elis 

The new A1200 

V. is the Amiga of the 
f y 90*5 and the first true 

t\j' advancement to the already 
^ powerful Amiga range 

^ Operating at 14MHz this is 
a revolution in power for the 

h home market. With the new 
AGA Graphics chip set you 
have a truly remarkable colour 
palette of some16.8 million 
colours allowing up !0 

256000 colours at any one 
time and... it runs the 

* majority of existing 
Xs software! JUST THINK 

(i) OF THE IMMENSE 
A> POSSIBILITIES! 

The A1200 ~£K 
is supplied with V/ 
2Mb RAM and has^ 
a full one years on 

site maintenance 

- 

■ 
? 

warranty FREE! 

Available at Harwoods 
with an optional hard 
disk drive of 80Mb! 

Floppy Drive Version 
ONLY.. 

ko> 

OR 
80Mb Herd Drive Drive Version 

ONLY... 

tm 

If you want a 
DIFFERENT SIZE 
bard drive simply 
ask for lire price! 

* Finance Facilities Available, 



*«»** 4 f n 

1500 
TWIN FLOPPY DPI!VIS 

“LATEST 
■^workbench 
^™V E R S I 0 I 

2 OPERATING 

Phone for p rices on 

other spec . A 1 5 0 0 ' s 

computers 

If you want the POWER, then 
look no further... 

Harwoods have put together some great top of the range Amigas 

that will fit the bill for even the most demanding Amiga user. 

We've taken the powerful A1500 and tuned it into something 

extra special with a massive 120Mb. Hard Drive and 3Mb. 

of RAM. but if that's not powerful enough just look at the 

spec, of our Amiga A3000 & A4Q00 packs... and note the price. 

A WE'VE GOT THE POWER! 

But more than an 
ordinary 1500... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 
G VP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5" Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 
SOFTWARE... 

•Toki* -Elf- -Puzznlc* 
•Home Accounts- 
•Deluxe Paint Ml* 

■The Works- 
and the book 

GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
AMIGA 1992 

Superb definition Philips Monitor TV! 
Ideal for Amiga/CDTV Users giving for the 
first time true 80 column text Monitor Quality 
from a fully featured Teletext television set at 
a really AFFORDABLE price! 
Just look at the extensive fetures... 
Jr Direct SCART connector for Amiga. 

CDTV, VCR or Satellite Receiver. w 
Jr RGB/AD, Composite Video & Audio Inputs. 
JSr Full FastText Teletext Facilities [using external aerial socket] 
,Y Headphone Jack Socket Jr 2000 Character High Definition 

FST Tube, for Superb Text Quality and Graphics Displays 
Jr Supplied complete with Loop Aerial for indoor use 
-Jr Infra-Red Remote Control A Free lead to your Amiga 

only... 

is £239 
ter* 

114* Iff f 0 D C 

^COLOUR 

/with a —■ 
)f R E E 

feeble & co 

)«nd dust ® 
[cover + ? 
[In-Home g 

^Service 

GOLD 
monitor TV's 

DISCOUNT r*> Add a CM 8833/11 
fkJk monhof or Monitor/ 
"if ~v when buying youf ^ ^ ^ T T 

" Amiga and payilie 
g- CO low PHILIPS GOLD £214 9 5 * 
= ■ DISCOUNT prices to 
to CO save ever more 
* tn £ 2 2 9 9 5 * 

3000 
Latest Workbench 2 
25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 
3.5* Floppy Drive 

Including... 

FINAL COPY II 
and AMIGA VISION 

Lf> 

(7> £1349 
£1529* 

52 

!3 Oi 
105 

MONITORS 

£265” 

£429* 

o«» 

20‘ dot pitch 

pitch 

/AMIGA 

Latest 25MHz 68040 CPU, 

32 Bit architecture, 

Built-in Maths Co-Processor, 

2Mb Chip RAM, 4Mb Fast RAM, 

Amiga DOS Version 3, 

New AGA Graphics chip set, 

40 or 120Mb Hard Drives. 
Including FREE... 

FINAL COPY II 
land 1 Years on site warranty 

*»! AAAAAg 

i*|0 £2099 
£21291 

A500 

EXTRA UPGRADES 
AMI GAS 

1/2Mb £29.95 A500+ 1Mb £39.95 
A600 1Mb £44.95 

All RAM expansions me Battery Bacleo Real Time Clock 

SIMMS FOR GVP S 
HCB & HD8 Dnves add RAM in 2Mb incrememsts 
IMbSimm £27.95 4MbSimm £99.95 
32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators |mm 2Mb. increments) 
1Mb x 32Bit £52.95 4Mb x 32Bit £152.95 

PACK O m 5 o 

“ 5 “ = 5 J (J 
5 X T J AA* ^ 

= - s *- i „• * S6 — o < r 
- i-2 5-£8i 

* * =3 * £ £ I 
< m £ UI 3 8 I 
<=> Z (5 i, I| 
^ 

3H1 2 x o O s S; 

11- ° 2 “!' A1NO 

A570 
UJMULTIMEDIA3 

CDTV player with Welcome 
Disk, Remote Control*, 

Hutchinsora Encyclopaedia 

& the great game Lemmings 

If) 

O * E 



peripherals and Software 

3 PRINTERS 

& 
INTERS 

Tl° ' X, \ T*^ 

STAR LC 20 MONO £134,95 
NEW STAR LC 100 COLOUR £164.95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £124.95 

! CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179.95 

£269.95 
£369.95 

STAR 
LC 24/200 COLOUR 
X8 24/200 COLOUR 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO £209.95 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR £239.95 
SWIFT 240 MONO £249.95 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR £269.95 

RINTERS 
STAR SJ4E INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ20«x INKJET including 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP OESKJET 
500 MONO 
HP DESKJET 
550 COLOUR. NEW 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR 
STAR LASERS FROM... 

£369.95 

£649.95 
£679.95 
£749.95 

EXPAND your system... 
and get MORE from your AMIGA 

If you've got an Amiga why not 

get THE MOST from it... 
All out printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 
a cable, paper and labels 

FREE OF CHARGE. 
Dot matrix models come 

with a tailored dust cover 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons. 

| ALL Citizens have a 2Year Warranty ] 
Please call for prices on my models not listed 

bccitust it s so easy to attach our ndd-ons and use some great software, 
you can quickly gel to grips with anything. From Graphic Design, Desk 

Top Publishing, Video Miring and Music Composition to many useful 
business programs such as Word Processors, Accounts, Spreadsheets, 

Databases etc. You can add advanced technology such as fast Hard 

Disk Drives for quick access to data. Genlocks & Video Digitisers 
to import and manipulate images, Sound Samplers to help yeti with 

your musical talents and Printer: to enable m 
creations1. With a whole lot more avatlab 

EXPAND YOIR AMtG 

PRINTER 

I PAINTER 
PRINTER 

TYPE 
BLACK I 

RIBBON 
■ACKMWM 
■SIK PACK' 

COLOUR 
RIBBON 

CKftiW™ I 
SIX PACK 1 

CITIZEN 1200* BUCK ONLY £4 75 £22 95 N/A N/A 

HTIsnm SLACK (,74ft V £4.75 £22 95 N/A N/A 

citizen swirr» BLACK fCOLOwR £4-75 £22.95 £16.45 £94.95 

swn turn m BUCX/COlOU* £4.75 £22 95 £16.45 £94.95 

STJLR LCWm/lOO eUCKj'COiOUH £4.45 £23 95 £5 95 £34.95 

STWUCJOb BUU3LCOLOUB £S.95 ZX9 02 95 IX* £12.45 «*a £64.95™ 

fnwuam Sue*‘COLOUR £6.95 23* £39 95 23* £12.95 xmci £89-95unci 

STAR *» HANOI ■uotmow €9 95 73* £49 95 I?* £14 95 w £74 95 

Hewlett Packard Original Consumables 

DESKJET 500.. 

Slack Ink Cartridge £21 *95 
[Double Life] 
Colour Ink Cartridge [Std] C25.95 

PAINTJET.* 

Black Ink Cartridge £22.95 

Colour Ink Cartridge £24.95 

Single Sheet Paper C20.95 
2-Fold Paper £19,95 

Transparency Film: £52.95 

[Pack of 50 Sheets] 

Citizen Accessories; 

80 Cdurm 9£4 Pin £37,95 
Printer Colour Kit [ALL models 
except the Citizen 124 model] 
32K RAM Expansion £1195 
[24Pin Citizens except 2QGW] 
32K RAM Expansion £1195 
[Citizen 20Q240I 
12SK RAM Expansion £32.95 
[Citizen 2m®\ 

Please phone far items not listed 

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS; 
ALL Star & Citizen BOCoiumn modete 

Only...£69.95 
[please state model when ordering] 

AMIGA® 
HARD : 
DRIVES! 

20Mb. Only.. £199.95 
60IVtb. Only.. £299.95 
80Mb. only £349.95 
Prices include courier collection & 
return of your Amiga, installation 

El a full Umonth Gold Warranty 
for both your drive and Amiga. 

G00HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb. Hard Drivel Phone for details. 

DRIVES; 3D 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£369.95 
£419,95 
£469.95 
£569.95 

120Mb. 
£429.95 
£479.95 
£529.95 
£629.95 

A 5 3 0 Combined 
Hard Drive and 
68030 Accelerator 

RAM 
1Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£649,95 
£699.95 
£799.95 
£949.95 

120Mb. 
£719.95 
£779.95 
£879.95 
£1009.95 

68882 Maths 
floating point 
unit for A5301 s £5 

Sinternal 
1150, 

t 2001 
HARD 

"\DISK 

Jdrive 

HC8 Hard C Drives 
RAM 80Mb. 120Mb. 
0Mb. £329.95 £399.95 
2Mb. £379.95 £449.96 
4Mb. £429.95 £499.95 
8Mb. £529.95 £599.95 

NBH! Hard drives fitted with memory may 
fluctuate in price due to the $£ exchange 

rales. Please confirm prices when ordering 

CUMANAuai k& 
wuh free disk head cleaner '-wy- rt 

■LONG CONNECTING _ =r- Wf| 

CABLE - THHOUGHPORT - _ ^=3 

-T3 

<D 

CABLE THftOUGHPORT - _ 

£54.95 
l : 

s ms 

m iBi 
-cLeV* 



jnififT: SERVICE 
Htfm w*» ekmefram * kan to purchase, pituse pkottt its. 

ft’f art ahmys keppr to Aqtfim urn requirements and an * tt 

ant queriesyem mj hast. AmL remember Hof*oods four 

fltaijiptwididTHM BtiST%ttrk*to (ht industry.„ 

AMIG Aaccessories 
Digiview Media Station£134,95 

*5 Colour Pic Plus £679,95 
Super Pic £579,95 

^ Rombo Vidi 12 £89 95 
Annas 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 

— Interface inc.Microphone £79,95 
Audio Engineer Plus 
Sound Sampler £179,95 

o— Technosound Turbo 
■* Q Sou nd Sam pier £29.95 

- ^ Miracle keyboard music teaching 
» system for the Amiga C?99 95 

__ Music X (full version 1,1 whilst 

stocks lastl £19.95 

CO Midi interface 5 port with two 

cables £24.95 
Super JAM 

Bars & Pipes Professional 1219.95 
ZVFI Stereo Speakers with £39.95 
a separate power supply 

Power Mono Hand 

■ ■ i Held Scanner £98,95 
Power Colour Hand 

Held Scanner £239 96 

^ Sharp JX100 Colour 

CO Flatbed !A6 Paper size! £649.95 

oi ProGen - Perfect high quality 

— S entFY ,evel true video si0nat 
J o genlock £64 95 

2 if Rocgen Plus £119.95 
® -a Multi connection cable kit for 

S» all genlocks £14.95 

LU HQ Microswitched mouse £13.95 

Cm3 HQ Microswitched mouse inc. 

Mouse Mat Sr Holder £19.95 
Naksha Microswitched mouse 

C^? with Mat & Holder £21,95 

High Quality microswitched 
Optical mouse £28.95 

HQ Microswitched Trackball! 29 95 

pS-d Superb Automata Mouse and 

Joystick Switch er £ 17,95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 

p /Pfease srafe A500 or plus when 

^ ordering ncr AGO0 compariWe/ 

p Now supports most hard drives! 

55 supplied without DOS £ 1 B4.95 

C y supplied with DOS 4.01 £214.95 
Q_ 1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69,95 

GVP 286 PC emulator card for 

A500 HD8/530 (no DOS). Simply 

_ plugs into your GVP drive £189.95 

Premier Control Centre & Monitor 
Plinth with shelf: 

O^5 For Am iga A500 €39.95 

£ Fqr Amiga A6O0 £34.95 

S lipstick autoft re Cl 1,95 

Competition ProStar autofire, 

burstfire & slow motion £13.95 

Full range of Quick joy and other 
makes stocked ■ call for prices 

BLANK 10 Sony 36" P$ DO £8.95 
50 Sony 35" DS DD £34.95 

V# Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

10 with library case £6.95 

Mfn 50 Disks - only**. £24,95 

250 Disks - only,,* £79,95 

35* Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £2,95 

Pen Pal VI.4 £49 95 

Final Copy II V2,0 £99 95 

K ind wo r d s 3 £39.95 

Wordworth VI.1 £109,95 

Transwfite £29.95 

Prowrite 3.3 £79.95 

Fag estrea m V2 2 £ 1 29 95 

Professional PageV3.0 £ 1 29 95 

Pacesetter II £4 4 95 

5 oft Clips Clip Art, 
Classic Clip Art £29 95 

People Clip Art £29.95 

Collectors Clip Art £29.96 

Animal Clip Art £29 95 

Electric Thesaurus £29.95 

£379.95 

£189.95 

Homebase £19 9 5 

Superbase 2 Personal £29.95 

Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/0 & £39.95 

Scale 500 
Scale Professional 
Broadcast Tiller 2 
Pro Video Post 
Video Studio V3 

AMIGA+ 
OPENING TIMES 
9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays 9.00 until 1.00 

tandar 

Amiga for Beginners £12.95 

Getting the most from your Amiga £13,95 

Amiga Machine Language £14.95 

Amiga DOS inside and out £21,95 

Amiga Hardware reference manual £21.95 

Amiga C for beginners £13,95 
Other Books: .call us with your requirements 

FREE SERVICE: Any computer, monitor or printer that 
requires service in the first year is collected FREE Of CHARGE I UK 

Mainland ontyK Remember ar Harwoods we charge no more for this 

GOLD service. The las test lumaround possible is GUARANTEED by our 

OWN SERVICE ENGINE E RS, Many Hems have In Home Warrant!e$ 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: You will be given our Exclusive Technical 
Support Phone Number to call should you require any help or ertwco 
on any aspect of I he system you have purchased 

MINIMUM 12 MONTH HARDWARE WARRANTY Hems proving 

faulty within 30 days of purchase are replaced with NEW UNFTS 

unless otherwise slated. For the guarantee period, warranty service 

will be completely FREE Of CHARGE [some items are 2 yr warranty!. 

YOUR SYSTEM READY TO GO: All main hardware products coma 

with mams plugs and leads just connect up and use straight away. 

Ht m to contact juu HBY PHONE: Phone our Prefer Hotline with your Access, 

Visa, Mastercard Switch or Lombard Creditcharge Card 

quoting number & expiry dale (Most Dixons. Currys, 

NASCR and other 'store' cards are Lombard Oetfitcharge 

and are happily accepted by usl. 

postal orders payable to GORDON HARWOOD 

COMPUTERS. I Personal/business cheques lake 7 days to 

clear from day of receipt whereupon your order will be 

despatched). Please send Nam a, Address, and most 

importanpy if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number along 

with your order requirements. Please check you ere 

ordering from our latest advertisement before posting 

(phone if you require confirmation). Please remember that 

for example many Septemboi publications appear during 

August, etc,, therefore puces you we may have changed 
(either up or downll, 

Q EXPORT: Most items are available #t TAX FREE PRICES to 

non UK residents and service percofinei Please contact us 

1 for confirmation of eapart prices before ordering 

FREE DELIVERY: by Pared Forte. UK Mainland only, OR: 
SPEEDY NEXT WORKING DAY COURIER SERVICE. Add 

1 just £5,95 per major item for guaranteed delivery jot C7.50 

for Saturday delivery l UK Mam land most regions. 

{Despatch normally on day of order or payment clearenceh 

AB listed prices art *hat Wim W then m SO HilWENEXTIUS. 
VAT awd postage art included, and/inert art corrrcl <u timcnfpamx m 
press (Pack details mat tary from tmt m limel Offers and Smites an 

subject to awitafnliir and to being the latest adrenistd products* potUmd 
prices. Pkfut phVc goads an met suppHti m a trial fid**. E&OF. 

word processors/publishing 

utilities & development 

Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised range, 

and more, available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. (Please 

see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby too! 

How to find wi.„ 

games & entertainment 

Finance Facilities Available* 
Ffrije phone V for tnformtm. iw personal application 

pkd and full ft/JlUM details. 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS 
DEPARTMENVIB /H3. NEW STREET, 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. DE5 7BP 

TEL: 0773 836781 FAX: 0773 831040 

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF 



packed hour of 

sensational tips 

front Britain's 

biggest 

selling Amiga 

games 

magazine. 



ItJ®m PCL5 LASER PRINTER 
Fbcoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide fbcoti Group of compares, ongmalty established 
m Japan, in 7936. With a turnover of over $5 button and 37.000 employees, Ricoh have 
been producing computers and peripherals since T97I and are the world's second 
largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines. Ricoh have employed then expertise to 
produce a KW in iaser printers for the world market, theLP1200 wtt FLASH ROM. 

Fully HP LaserJet litw compatible, the LP1200 employs industry proven laser 
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP12QQ's 
laser hghtsource, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most accurate 
and intense printed images. its fast, efficient processor and enginet together with a 
straight paper path design„ allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its 
competitors, the LP120Q can print an A4 page of graphics at 300dpi with its standard 
memory. Also, Ricoh 's advanced laser engine enables the LP12QQ to address a 
range of print resolutions up to 400dpi. The standard 2Mb of RAM installed 
albws the LP1200 to print a full A4 page of text using standard internal 
resident fontsr or an 45 page of graphics, both at 400dpt. A FREE Windows 
driver supplied enables the Ricoh LP12QO to print a typical page of text at 
400dpi from LV/ntfows 3 using the controller firmware currently installed or) 
the printer and standard internal resident fonts, A 2Mb ftAM upgrade ftotal 
4Mb RAM) is required fo print an A4 page of graphics< 

Again, unlike the competition, the LP12QQ includes a powerful 
document description language as standard, this language, LAYOUT, 
offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made printing 
systems. Forms and document templates cart be 
designed and stored 
electronically in the _ 
LP1200 S FLASH —-- 
ROM, alleviating 
the need for " 
preprinted 
forms! 

shown wnx 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER 
TOP TRAY 
(OPTIONAL EXTRA) 

HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE 

400 dpi 
2 Mb 

r *' 6i 
A4 text AS GRAPHICS 0 my • M GRAPHICS @300(*» 

A Zn RAM UPGRADE IS REQUIRED TO PRINT 
AN M PAGE OF GRAPHICS AT 400dpi 

fi 

RAM \JPPM 
I FLASH ROM UPGRADEABLE 

C5°» 

BEST IP 
AUGUST 92 

RICOH LP1200 
• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE 

Ustng a straight paper path 

MAGAZINE 
Til/ EDITOR'S 

ImCHOICE 
OCTOBER 92 

* PCL5 - HP-GL/2 
With scalable fonts and vector graphics 

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING 
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image Algorithm) enhances 

The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printer and not an 
LED printer. Make sure you check out the competition! 

See how the Ricoh LP1200 comperes 
fo fts Laser Printer Competitors 

EPSON HP Lj'JET 
M'MAM 

ISM 4029 
> 

RICOH 

'FEATURES EPL4100 IJIF 
TALLY 
MT9Q4* 

Model 010 LPT 200 

Average Street Pric* {end, VAT) rwuacwi mv sm D69B‘ £750 £690 

Official RRPtexd VAT) C945 Cl 179 El,099 £1,099 £1.195 

MaKimum rtsoiution in dots per men 3Mk3M ! 300'x 300 300 x 300 300*300 40014M 

Wmdows 3 Driver A- 400 dp! YfS 

Pnm Speed 4 ppm 4ppm 5ppm 6ppnn 

Straight Paper Patti YfS YES 

PCL 5 Prinier Command Lanugage YES YfS YfS 

HP-GU2 Vector Grapifics included YES YES YES YES 
Resotlrtign Improvemern/InhancemerTt VES YfS YES YES YfS 
Standard RAM OSMh TMb iMo 1Mb 2Mb 

Full A4.'3O0 dpi graphics with standard RAM * * YES 
Warm Lto Time <43 tecs <60 secs 60 secs 33ucs 45 secs 

first Page o) Ted Output «2€s#es <40 secs 34 secs 20 secs <15 sees 

Document Descnpboii Unguage included - * YES 
Bash ROM - YES 

Upgradable Firmware - YES 

IC Card Slot YES YES YES 

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP u m £muiaiion - a 9 0 8 
Resident Bd- Mapped Fonts fl 14 14 16 14 

AGFA Jnietetont Scalable Font Technotogv * YES YES 

HP LaserJet in Emulation included - YES YES YES 
EPSON FX Emulahon included YES * YES YES 

IBM ProPrmier Emulation Included * * YES YES 
Standard Tray Capacity too H ~ 100 ?00 too 
Protective cover on standard iray YES * YES YES YES 

Cost per copy" 1 6Sp 200(5 17lp 1 $4p 1 65p 
Min-Max Paper We»Qhl m g$m so- m 60 -106 ! 60-120 60-131 60-157 

Able )o orrnt on 0HP Film YES YES YES YES YES 

Able lb print on card (tSTgsm - Manual Feed) YES YES 

Standby -Noise Level 3l7dB <36dB 3Sd8 <36dS 
.Printing - Noise level AS 300 <4006 SO'df <4MB , 

FREE! 
(WINDOWS) 

.DRIVER, 
• 400dpi RESOLUTION 

(Default rtt - 300dm WHf address 200.210i 4000pi.) 

• 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD 

• UNIQUE FLASH ROM 
For controller upgrade and storage 

• 1C CARD SLOT 
For programmable FLASH ROM cards 

• EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 
For improved connectivity eg. Coax/Twinax, PC-LAW etc 

• LAYOUT Document Description Language 

• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 

m i YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY Next working (fay response 

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary Ricoh LP12Q0, It has all of the 
specifications that you would expect to see in today's most technically advanced laser 
printers, plus a unique additional feature which places it tar ahead of the competition - 
FLASH ROM. This Future Proof technology protects the investment you make when 
you buy a Ricoh LP120G, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser firmware 
developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP1200 which holds the 
printers controller instruction firmware If new firmware is developed, eg an update to 
the printer s command language, it can be downloaded into this memory. Other manu¬ 
facturers would require you to buy a new printer1 Fonts, macros, graphics and additional 
emulations can also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on removable, industry standard 
FLASH ROM 1C cards. The new Ricoh LP120G is the only laser printer to offer this 
FLASH ROM facility The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 paper tray (letter and 
legal trays also available as extras) and the facility to feed single sheets of paper and 
card up to I57gsm. An optional extra universal feeder provides the facility to 
automatically feed up to 150 sheets, from sizes of 96mm x 148mm to 2T6mmx 356mm 
in size at weights of up to 1S8gsm. The universal feeder also feeds up to 15 envelopes, 
overhead transparencies and labels automatically, 

Consumables + Accessories 
met t« vat 

CA8 7SW Cfttai* lof POST.«4? 
KITS200 LmrStanceK*l meG*M* £l?SQ 
IAAS23& Unmat FndatMTfly) 1100 00 
LAA&6? 2MbftAMMocMv £i<900 
LAA 5210 D*vtfo0ftr Tdnti Carfndp C$5 00 

LAA 5S25 OPC Cwtrtp (Drum) £» 00 
LAAS334 L*n»rF*parTi*y(lM5h*t«a| 05 00 
LAAS323 Upd Paper Tr«y(10QSlh*fttl! £35 00 
UAS312 A4 Piper Tray HDD SAM&) C3S00 

CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST 

LPiaoQ WITH SINGLE BIN1 & 2Mb RAM SlUCA PRICE: 

£699 
+VAT= £821,33 Ref: LAS 5200 

r "■** m»»W tiy mjnjftidWiPT t,xa> 

1 *ip*cwiwai(t»***nc*Ai*tfi^PwCi*WBi 
Iriyi Can tp IfcfO TO*T«I^ 

i Up* U 
PCMCIA FLASHCARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 

SlUCA, THESE ALLOW ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE 
FONTS TO BE DOWNLOADED VIA A PC. 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
m FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in (he UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical expert* at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a 'Same product - Same price' basis 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven irack record in professional computer sales, 
• £ 12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 atari): Solid, reliable and profitable 
• BUSINESS + EDUCA TiON * GOVERNMEN1 Volume discounts available 061-308 0886. 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training facilities ai our London $ Smictip branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier, 
• FREE CATALOGUES; WNI be mailed to you with offers * software and peripheral details 
■ PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, Cheque or monthly terms 
Before you decide when lo buy your new laser printer we suggest you think very carefully aboul 
WHERE you buy it Consider what it wifi be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when 
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase 
And. will the company you buy from contact you with details <A new products'5, Ai Srbca Systems we 
ensure that you wiH have nothing to worry about We have been established lor almost 14 years and 
with our unnvafled experience and expertise, we can now damn lo mem our customers requirements 
with an understanding which ts second to none But don | just take our word tor n Complete and return 
the coupon now tor our la lest FREE Heratore and begin to experience the *S4tca Systems Service' 

MAIL ORDER: H The Mews, Haltieriey fti Stflcup, Kent. 0A14 4DX 
Gan um Ot** ftMWn-eoopir, No Ln» ^ 

LONDON SHOP: 
Op<wnfl HOun. Hcm-SK taQun-e.QCbm 

Si Tottenham Court Road. London *.V!P Q6A 
Hp Li* Wgw Opgnnq 

Tel: 081*30$ 1111 
r** no eei xe oew 

LONDON SHOP: Seftodges (iff boor) Oxford SlfWl London, W1A1AB 
Ope^ifl Hour*. Iton^fVi ftaDwn-rOOpinrSWrlflwS X»rn _ _ l<i» ftjjgw TimyUy - 6pm 

SIDCUP SHOP: 14 The Mews, ferley R1 SbJcujj, Kent OAU 4DX 
Bum talw 

Tel: 071 58D 4000 
no m m mi 

Opfnmg Hmjh; Wqiv-SS _ __ 

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies <m noorl, High Stmt, Southend-on-Sea Essex, SSt TLA 
Opwurm Mouf- STOwrvS. jQpn [S«f S P0ww4 OOptii_No Lit  

TeL 071-629 1234 
ErWnwyi MU4. 

Tel: 981*3112 3811 
F^NofflS-XS 0017 

Tel: 0702 462426 
Fo No (PtH *K363 

To Sflica Systems AMFQR Q293-7S. 1-4 The Mews. HaiheUey RtJ Sidcup Kent DA14 4dT^ 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initials Surname; 
I 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS m 

Company Namp {if applicable) 

| Address:,.... 

I 
| Tel {Home). 

Postcode ... 

Tel (Work): 

JWhich oomputenfs). if any, do you own? .. ... ......... 

EftOE ■ *flv*niK*a pnm and may manp* F>w*h tw cokdori lecovni 

. 75L 



The ©emtre ©f te© 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luto 

Amiga GOO Pack 

* UK specification 
* 1 MB system RAM 
* Mouse 
* Full workbench disks, manuals 8c leads 
* Free game included in pack 
* Deluxe Paint ill or Photon Paint lit 
* Two Python joysticks 
* 100 capaoty lockable disk box £295 

Amiga 600 HD Pack 
• Plus internal 20MB hard drive £395 
• Plus internal 40MB hard drive £475 

Amiga 1500/2000 Pack 
• 1MB System RAM 
• Workbench 2 04 
• Twin Floppy 
• Mouse 
• Works (Platinum addition) 
• Deluxe Pamt III 
• Home Accounts t 
• Elf game * Toki game • Puzznic game 
• Two Python joysticks 
• 100 capacity lockable disk box 

• Amiga 1500/2000 Pack £489 
• A! $00/2000 with 52MB HD £759 
*W>ih 2MB Chip Memory add £129 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Music 

• Ergonomically sound 
• facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
• Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

• A500 Workstation £36 

• 100 Capacity lockable disk box 14.99 
•Squick mouse £13.99 
• Mouse mat £1.99 

• TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
• 1000 colour disk labels £12 
• LC20 printer ribbon £3.49 
• Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
• Apache joystick £6.99 
• Python joystick £9.99 
• ZipStick joystick £14.99 

• A600 Workstation £36 

• Swivel and tilt monitor stand 
for the above £5 

Vast range of leads for many 
applications- Please call 

Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 
Comes complete with operation 
manual and the latest version of 
processing software 
One of the fastest growing applications 
for home and professional users 
High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

Power Hand Scanner 
64 greyscales VOO-4QO DR 
Thru'port to printer 
Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4* etc. 

Power Hand Scanner £93.99 

sampling 

• Compatible with A500, 
A1500/2000, A3000 

• GVP Digital Sound Studio £49 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £25 
(Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga) 

• Megamix Master £37 

• Stereo Master £34 



Est. since 1984 

N, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) S 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 ■ Designed and 
built in England * Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus * Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling * Provides the same max. chipmem 
as the A3OG0/A6GO 4500+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB * Complete with full instructions * 
British made 

* Pro Agnus 2MB £139 
* Fitted £159 

Memory Expansions 
A5G0 Pro-RAM 0+5 Meg. Upgrade 

* Chip memory compatible • British made 

* Without dock £16 * With clock £19 

A500 Pro-RAM 1,5MB Memory Upgrade 
* Gives a full 2M8 of internal memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Memory upgrade £29.95 

Supra RX500 (2MB-SMB) 
•2MB £138 * 4MB £194 * 8MB £299 

A60Q 1MB Memory upgrade £38 
10MB Memory upgrade A500 £408 

High Current Rower Supply Cumana 3.S" External Drive Supra Modems Chips and Spares 

* High Quality 
* Renowned and proven reliability 
* Top notch specpfication 
* Anti-click 
* tong moulded cable 
* Slimline design 
* High impact plastic 

* Cumana external drive 
* Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
* Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
* A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£54 

£57 

£63 

£39 

' Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
1 Communicate with fellow computer 
users 

1 Cuts down on telephone bills by using 
fast efficient baud rates 

* 100% Hayes compatible 
' Tone pulse. Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
1 Standard RS232 Interface 
«Programmable number storage 
»Free Corns software 

'Supra 2400 £84 
* Supra 2400+ £129 

► Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) £ 148 
> Supra v. 3,2 (Fax Modem) £ 199 

* Supra v,32 BIS (Fax Modem) £258 

* WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(includes manuals, disks 4 chip]) 

• Kickstart 2 .04 £32 

• Kickstart 1.3 £24 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap between kitksurlsl 

• Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 

• Obese Agnus 8375 £48 
• High Res Demse £29 

■ 1 MB x 9 Simms £22 
• 1 MB x 4 Zips £16 
*8520 CIA £8 

* Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

* Why risk damaging your expensive kif 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

* Switch mode design 
* Full crow bar projection 
* A5Q0, A500+ and A6Q0 compatible 
* British Made 

• A5GG Power supply unit £44.95 

* A590 Power supply unit £44.95 

O SALES HOTLINE 0582 49 1 949 (6 LINES) OR 0430 471 1 17 
mgm Credit Card ordering by phone is easy Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 

the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postai Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT. 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 

ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products {excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 21822B 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.6 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St, 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 

0582 475747 

Ail prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock dge to demand or low 
stock at its suppliers. WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself 
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GAME REVIEW 

War in Europe is what everybody fears 

most, and making a game of it couid 

be considered tasteless. But Blue Byte 

add a bit of history to make their 

Great War a real thought-provoker. 

Ti he Iasi people on earth you'd expect to 

he doing a game about the First World 

War are. let's face it Germans. But 

those brave guys at Blue Byte, the small hui 

perfectly‘formed software house from 

Dusseldorf. have dime jusi that. They've taken 

ihc hare hones of their earlier, much-acclaimed 

game Battle Isle, added a vast amount of his¬ 

torical background and detailed WW1 tactics, 

and produced whai is probably the best strat¬ 

egy wargame we’ve ever seen. 

HistoryLine 1914+1918 begins with an 

impressive * ffom-the-trenches' animal ion of a 

night battle, and then moves on to a longer, 

even more detailed animation of the murder of 

Arehduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the 

Austro-Hungarian throne. This was the flame 

which set alight ihc linder*dry tempers of 

Europe. A detailed account of the many 

treaties, war preparations and pacts which led 

up to this moment follows in another animated 

sequence. The end result, as our grandfathers 

knew to their cost, was four years of the 

bloodiest war this world has ever seen. 

Once you've made it past the enthralling 

intro sequences and the hairs on the back of 

your neck have relaxed again, you find your¬ 

self at the main menu. This is where 

History Line can be aliered according to taste. 

You can opt for one-player battles against the 

computer (you choose whether to control the 

Germans or the French), or two-player head- 

to-head battles. 

You can set the game so that individual 

battles are resolved using animations, or just a 

quick calculation and a result. This is ideal if 

you're running the game from floppy and the 

disk-access is loo much - but it's worth check¬ 

ing over the battles at least once or twice. 

Better still, install HhtaryUne to hard drive. 

Hi story Line is very intuitive and very, 

very playable. Battle hie owners w ill already 

be familiar with the way HistoryLine works, 

and newcomers will find it just as satisfying. 

HistoryLine uses a view very similar to the 

one featured in Battle hter and many of the 

controls are the same. The mam difference is 

f — — A 
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HARD DISK 
INSTALLABLE 

in the graphics and tactics, both of which are 

much-improved and even more detailed, The 

game takes place in two phases: movement 

and fire. While player one is moving, player 

two (or the computer) is firing or using units, 

and when each player has finished, any battles 

and conflicts are resolved using the battle ani¬ 

mations. When that's done, the players swap 

actions, and the whole thing repeats. 

All actions can be controlled using cither joy¬ 

stick. mouse or keys, depending on the way 

you set up the main menu, though joystick 

control is probably the easiest. To move units 

or examine them, you move the cursor over 

their position, hold down fire, and move the 

joystick in one of four directions. This changes 

the cursor into a different icon, depending on 

the direction and the current turn phase. 

As you go into battle, you can double-check the strength and 

power of the units you're bringing to bear on the enemy. 
HistoryLine takes you through the whole bloody war - and 
winter campaigns are a lot harder than those in the summer. 

The event that threw Europe into four years of miserable war: the assassination of ArchDtike Franz 

Ferdinand in Serbia, 1914. Blue Byte's HistoryLine is an animated lecture as well as a stunning game, 

HistoryLine 
1914-1918 

*77J77TT> 

NEEDS 1 MEG 

DON'T MENTION THE WAR 
Blue Byte's head man. ex-programmer Thomas 
Hertz I er, was the visionary behind the HistoryLine 
1914-18 project. He's quick to point out that the 
point of the game Is not to glorify war, but to pre¬ 
sent the important facts about why they start. 

According to Thomas, Germans especially 
don't like talking about the giant conflicts they've 
managed to get themselves into - and you'd be 
considered a bit militaristic if you were overheard 
discussing the Somme in the local Bierkeller. The 
constant su press ion of the past and the denial of 
the facts was something Thomas felt was 
unhealthy, and potentially dangerous. 

#lf everyone tries so hard to deny that what hap¬ 
pened, happened, we'll be too slow to realise if it 
looks like happening again. The healthy way is to 
talk about it accept it and perhaps understand it a 
bit more. Maybe then we'll alt be a lot safer." 
Sound sentiments, and ones which have resulted 
in one of the most well-polished, beautifully pre¬ 
sented and playable games this year. 

. j She Pfao {Jark Simc*. E^r.R-A 
LUSITANIA SISK BY A SUBMARINE. PROBABLY U&> BUt>. 

TWICE rORPEDCED Off IRISH COAST’ SISKS BV IS MMT£S; 

Details, details: lovely touches like the turning 
pages of history in the intro and newspaper 

headlines bring the history to life. 



0 GAME REVIEW 

IMfe- 

You can examine units in detail to find out 

their movement rates, fire-range and armour 

strength. This display also shows a small digi¬ 

tised photo of the original WWI unit in action, 

which really sets the atmosphere. Gone are ihe 

fantasy sci-fi craft of Raffle Isle* Instead 

you're dealing with real history', real technol¬ 

ogy. and real, fragile people. 

A map of the playing area can ho called 

up in the same way. It shows the main depots, 

factories and headquarters of each of the war¬ 

ring sides. You can check out the overall status 

of the current campaign and use it to zoom in a 

specific areas of interest. 

Moving units around is easy - you just 

select the icon shaped like a cross, and this 

highlights all the spaces where your current 

unit may move to. Next you position the cur¬ 

sor on the space of your choice, and hit the 

buiton again. This highlights the mute your 

unit will take, giving you the chance to reject it 

if, for example, it would lake you into range of 

an enemy gun. When you've decided on your 

movement, you just click again, and the unit 

trundles along to the chosen space. You do this 

with all the units you wish to move, and then 

select the swap icon. As soon as your opponent 

has finished his firing phase, he'll select the 

same icon, and then you just press the FI func¬ 

tion key to switch over. 

On the fire phase, things are even simpler. 

You can go through each unii. using the fist 

icon to check whether there are any targets in 

range. Most units can only fire when they are 

directly adjacent to an enemy unit, but there 

are some pretty deadly artillery batteries which 

have a range of up to seven spaces. Other func¬ 

tions can also be carried out during the fire 

phase, depending on the unit type. Pioneers 

can he made to dig trenches, and bases can be 

made to repair damaged units or build new 

ones, providing you have the energy available. 

** It'll make you think, curse 

and swear, and breathe plenty of 

sighs of relief, pll in one sitting ” 

The core of the game lies in the way you play 

it - choosing your strategies, blocking your 

opponents, and trying hard to win battles with¬ 

out destroying all your units in the process. 

The more they fight, the bcticr they get, and 

you really get to appreciate what it’s like to 

Strategy games are 

usually accepted as 
being boring and 

testi-heavy, but 

HistoryUn* uses 

excitement and 

animation instead. 

Lose good men in an appalling battle. 

Hi story Line 19NH9IH is a stunner of a 

wargamc, and nothing like the ‘specialist inter¬ 

est* son of affair we normally associate with 

wargames. It’s got masses of appeal, and it 

should appeal to Ihe masses, even though it** 

about a particularly miserable portion of 20th 

century history. 

It’ll make you think, curse and swear, and 

breathe plenty of sighs of relief, in one sitting. 

With first-class animations and wonderfully 

detailed accounts adding plenty of atmosphere 

and flavour, you may find you learn a few 

things. Even if you don’t, ifs stilt an unmiss¬ 

able game that’s destined to become a classic. 

Neil Jackson <5 

History Line 1914 • 1918 

Blue Byte ■ £34.99 

• A truly brilliant wargame, the like of 
which we’ve rarely seen. 

• Moody soundtrack, classic animation, 
and a belter of a game to boot, 

• If you can handle chess. Hi story Line Is 
a better, 2(11 h Century equivalent, 

• Lastuhilih. addictiveness, and mind* 
hogglingly detailed - if s a winner! 

• Chilling and thrilling - don't miss it! 
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DIGITALLY MASTERED SAMPLES 
IFF SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARIES 

Each <ji$k i$ compiled from a studio qualify master and is sampled on the Amiga 
al twice the sample rate of P D. Sample disks They are compatible with alt P D 

and commerce tracker and sequencer programs N B no. of samples in brackets 
Taking Cturm. Mameds, cham m (Wj 
Sitrv Bnun. Chants ate {tlj 

Baya$ Rhythm Loops«: (8) 
Ud, SiI. Bank Rhythm Loops etc {37.1 
TfetUfl Belt Ysnpq.r. Kotij *tC ftl] 

Balaian Chews. Bksdhrsn #\t (jM| 
Cbfcfidy. Charts Slit Drum sic (S3) 
Kan*. Pw FVrt etc {SO} 
Row Ton*. Snow £ Soi Scratch A Rap |M] 
Bus A S«vw Hi-Hats. Cymbal A Tom* {Hi 
184*0*71 Lop* «e (30) 
Ttrnbaiw. Congas. Caban*. Oorta* ate 1107) 
ACQyttt, Efconc A Owwd « {4i} 

014 RAW 1MIMA* pchad. Fx «(44) 
Pit rmtoo m OOurtwn. Rotand. Korp «£ 122.1 
CIIWM vamiha OX, Round Kwg m (St} 
Wmm Sedenz Sv«. Trumpet! etc (241 
QianWTHMM Analog. Digits' ft LA, ettftSj 
Dlt nwi Octave Spun, with tmnQ*. ?X {16) 
020 run* Cello. Of cn, Hu, Sectunt etc (21) 
Kfi Rom, snows Angiog 4 Digital |1t| 
B2ZMW Meted 0*r$. wW Bails 4 5yt» lift 
023 JMM Clweh i EMcthc (17) 
024 Hil ft**i V* wr»i*4 Stfffl*(20) 

(S9eOMn Actem Sounds EiRcaoni «te (30) 

Each disk is priced at £2.50, any 10 for £ 19.95, the Complete Collection for £49.95. In addition, Sampler 
owners can use our Digitalis Mastered Chrome. Metal, or DAT sample Cassette? which eon lam most 

of the above samples: COO I WORLD MUSIC COLLECTION (175) 

C002 PERCUSSION COLLECTION {228} P&P £ I (any older) Cheques & PO.s to: 

C003 GUITARS AND BASSES (161J WALKABOUT MUSK" (Dept AF) 
Each Chrome £9,95, Metal £11.95. DAT £ 16.95 TRENOVtSSICK FARM, THE MOUNT PAR 
The Three Collection Package is priced al: CORNWALL FL24 IDA 

£21.95 (Chrome)£25,95 (Metal).£38,95 (DAT) Tel (9726) 813807 

■WWPPiWiilil 
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WE H AVE TOlSUPEFT N.I 
JUST CALL & PLAY ITS EASY 

0891 446 
You will be informed of other games & services on line 
CRti* i«p p*f min eh*«p i-ri* A«p |»r min *1 *11 oth*r tlm**. 
PlM*t maur* th»i you harv* Ih* ptrmititon of th* i*|*phon« • uta*cr(toor 
b*for» curling OpvfutW fey B«ll AudltMvK t>0 BOX 1BBS London, W11 *£N. 

SOCCER 
ON HIS QUEST TO FIND THE MISSING WORLD 
CUP SOCCER KID REACHES AN OPERA HOUSE 
IN ITALY. 

/«ISALIS] 

STMVUN(:TIM jm*(s 

COMING SOON: SOCCER KID.0N1.Y FROM KRISALIS SOFTWARE 

\A CHASE ENSUES... j 

WHOM 
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STM&OUS'E BA 
'fHome for a[( your ftmiga needs." 

MIRACLE PIANO 
INCL-FULL SIZE MIDI 

KEYBOARD. SOFTWARE. 
LEADS AND MANUALS 

ONLY £235.00 

COLOUR PRINTERS 

STAR:- 
LC100.£169.99 
LC200.£196,99 
LC24-200.£260.00 
XB24-200.£399.99 
XB24-250.£475.00 
ZA-200......£323.00 
ZA-250.£405.00 

CITIZEN 
SWIFT 240C.£271.99 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR.£189.00 
PRODOT 9 COLOUR...£233.00 
224 COLOUR.£240.00 
SWIFT 9X COLOUR ....£253.99 
SWIFT 24E COLOUR ..£259.99 

Lots more Printers, 
Lasers available* 
Ring for Prices 

CONSOLES/HAND HELDS 

GAMEBOY +TETRIS.£65 

LYNX t BATMAN RETURNS ..£86.99 

6AMEGEAR + SONIC.£116.00 

MEGADRIVE + SONIC.£112.00 

DIGITISERS + SCANNERS 

DCTV (PAL).£366.50 
MICROGEN.£120.00 
MINIGEN.£86.00 
ROCGEN GENLOCK.£86.99 
ROCGEN PLUS.£129.99 
ROCGEN ROCKEY.£242.99 
VIDEON..£120.00 
VIDI-AMIGA12. £66.99 
DAATASCAN PRO.£129.99 
NAKSHA SCANNER.£101 99 

POWER SCANNER..£82.99 
ZYDEC SCANNER.£95.00 

THIS PAGE 
REPRESENTS AVERY 
SMALL EXAMPLE OF 

THE PRODUCTS 
WE SELL 

PLEASE RING FOR 
MORE DETAILS OR A 

CATALOGUE 

(0244)38X435 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

ACCOUNTS 

CASHBOOK COMBO.. ....£49.99 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2. ....£34.99 
SYSTEM 3E. ....£50.00 

DATABASE 

PRODATA. ....£70.00 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL. ....£43.99 

DTP 

PACESETTER 2. ....£39.99 I 
PAGESTREAM V2. ..£135.99 
PRO PAGE V3. ..£116.99 

WORD PROCESSING 

EXCELLENCE V3. ....£77.00 
KINDWORDS 3. ....£35.99 
FINAL COPY 2. ....£62.99 
PROTEXT V5.5. ..£107.00 
WORDPERFECT V4. ..£150.00 
WORD WORTH. ....£83.00 

GRAPHICS 

CALLIGARI 2. ..£219.99 

D PAINT 4. ....£56.50 

DIRECTOR V2. ....£62.99 
IMAGINE V2. ..£169.00 
PRESENTATION MASTER... ..£149.99 

MORPH PLUS. ..£135.00 
SHOW MAKER. ..£125.00 

|TAKE 2. ....£31.50 ! 

VIDEO DIRECTOR. ....£92.00 

i VISTA PRO. ....£62.99 

VIDEO 

BIG ALTERNATIVE SCROLLER£32.99 

BROADCAST TITLER 2. ..£160.00 1 

DELUXE VIDEO 3. ....£62.99 | 

| SCALA 500. ....£69.99 

PROGRAMMING 

AREXX. .£25.99 

DEVPAC 3. .£43.99 : 

LATTICE C V6. ..£192.99 

MUSIC 

BARS + PIPES PRO. ..£188.00 
COPYIST APPRENTICE. .£67.50 i 

ICCS LEV II 3.5. ..£189.99 ; 
SUPER JAM. ....£67.50 , 
AMAS 2. ....£64.00 | 
SEQUENCER ONE. ....£14.99 1 
STEREO MASTER. ....£25.99 
GVP DIGITAL STUDIO. ....£43.99 

* MAIL ORDER ONLY * 

A600 WILD, WEIRD & WICKED 
A600 HD EPIC PACK.. 
A1200 'NEW***. 
A1500 BASE PACK. 
A2000 MULTIMEDIA PACK. 
A3000 52MB HD + 2MB. 

..£319.99 

.,£449.99 

..£369.99 

..£544.99 
£1030.00 
£1350.00 

FULL COMMODORE PC RANGE AVAILABLE 
RING FOR PRICES AND DETAILS 

GYP HARD DISK DRIVES 

IMPACT SERIES II HD8+ 52MB.£320.00 
IMPACT SERIES II HD8+ 80MB.£364.99 
IMPACT SERIES II HD8+ 120MB.£412.00 
IMPACT SERIES II HC8+ 52MB.£265.00 
IMPACT SERIES II HC8+ 120MB......£392.99 

3.5" FLOPPY DRIVES 

POWER DUAL DRIVE. £110.00 
PC880B.£62.99 
PC880B + CYCLONE.£85.00 
PC880E....  .£47.00 
ROCLITE DRIVE.£62.99 

CD RANGE 

A570CD ROM DRIVE.£325.00 
CDTV PLAYER...£458.99 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA PACK...£550.00 

WE BUY & SELL YOUR SECOND 
HAND AMIGA'S. RING FOR PRICES 

All prices correct at time of printing. 
Prices may change without notice. 

All prices include VAT @ 17*5% 
Please add postage to your order. 

POSTAGE RATES 
Software 

Orders under £100 add £1.50 to your order 
Orders over ClOO add £2.50 to your order 

Hardware 
Orders under £300 add £4.oo to your order 
Orders over £300 add £5.00 to your order 

Orders combining software & hardware 
please use hardware rates. 

Send Cheques/P.O.s payable to 

STANHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT 
DEPT AF, 2 UPTON DRIVE, UPTON , 

CHESTER CH2 1BU 

TEL: 0X44 382435 



Eagle 
Software 

SPECIAL >< 
NEW YEAR 

OFFER 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL 
(10am -6pm6days) 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
(2733 Faxline after 6pm) 

_ CREDIT CARD HOTUNE: 

® 081 889 9172 

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER CIO 
1 Meg Cricket (Amiga otty) £390 

Afterburner 
Alerad Beasl. 
Ariranott II ... 

. raw 

.£680 
..£689 

Berbana-i. .. E59B 
Barbarian II. .Efi® 
Batman The Mrwia ..^i, .£699 
Batttehnwki 1042.. « £699 
Beach Voley . .£680 
fittort Money.. 
Cabal .£699 
Calf omia Games. £6.99 
Carrier Command .«... East 
CekaGT+Raly.. £698 
Centrefold Squares . E&90 
Chuck Rock.™.£7,90 
CtolttKrgtom .   £&» 
Colossus Chess.. £6.99 
Combo Racer .  r&98 
Conflict in Europe .£7,99 
Continental Circus .£399 
Ddrute Strip Poke*.£6 99 
Double Dragon I all.C699 
Dragon Ninja ..£699 
Duel .£699 
Fantasy World Diny .£699 

Fl6 Combat Fitot..  £7.» 
F.Q-F.T...„.E6B9 
Gawtet If...«.£699 
Ghosttustera 11.   £699 
Ghoufc'ntthosfe.£699 
Gotten Am HHHH4+++HHW>t+KWH,.„ £699 
Hard DrNiA...£699 
Head over Heeb ..£699 
H. U Guide to Galaxy .£7 99 
IK* .£689 
Im possible Mbscn It.£699 
James Pond.*.£699 
Jet Set Wily (Amiga only) , £7.89 
Kid Gkwes ..  £689 
Lest Ninja II ..£899 
Last Ninja 111 ...£7.99 
Lombard RAC Rally ..£699 
Lotus Esprit...£699 
Manic Miner (Amiga only) £7 99 
M. Jackson Moon waiter £699 
Moonshine Racers.. £699 
Narc .       £69S 
New Zealand Story.£696 
North A South .  £696 
Out Run.  £696 
Operation Thunderbolt. £696 
Operation Wort......£6» 

Pang ... 
Pams Ktek boning 
Platoon W,IHIHIII>I.. 
Predator.. 
Predator II. 
Ram bo'III... 
Resolution 101 
flollng Roomy.. 

Ru%G»uhtM, 
Shadow of tiwB*asl 

£688 
£696 

... £698 

..£696 
£6.96 
£696 
£696 
£8 96 
£696 
£696 
£698 

Shadow Warrtof HWP.„ 
Sherman M4 . 

.... £698 
£680 

Shinobi .. , ....£680 
SpeetlbaB___ 
Stargidar It .. 

£7.96 
.... £680 

Stum Cu Racer. . 
Supapler . . 

....£680 
,, £690 

S^Hmdn. ....£690 
SwlchBlade.. 
Teenage Mutant Turtles .. 
Thunderstrika... 

, £680 
...,£699 
. . . £689 

Toothin'. .... £688 
Vigilante.... .... £689 
War Zone ... .... £600 
Waterloo ... .... £680 
Wrngs cf Futy(Am iga only).. £699 
WC Leaderboari .. £698 
Xenon II ...£7.89 

TOP TITLES ST AMHJA 
A500- I Meg Upgrade ............ N/A £38.96 
A600 1 Meg Upgrade 4 dock . N/A £46.96 
OS Meg Upgrade + dock...... N/A £25.96 
3D Construction Kill . 0690 C369G 
3Stoog«/Kmg ^Chicago ....N/A £390 
4D Sports Box mg .N/A £11.90 
40Sporte Driving. N,1 A £11.96 
A-Train.    Hi A £2390 
Action Stations... £1299 £1299 
AMamsFamily... £1698 £1696 
Agony...    £15.98 £1599 
KrSuppoit.. £15.99 £1598 
Alton* HI*.. £1699 £1690 
AMacttensPool . £1699 £1699 
AMNIOS...   £1596 £1299 
Amos (Easy).  N/A £2389 
AmOsSD .    N/A £2399 
Amos Com pier.„.... N/A £10.89 
Am« Professional.N,'A £5489 
Amos The Create* ..  N/A £3699 
Another World.. £17,90 £17 89 
Aptdga ..   £1698 £9.98 
Aquatic Games star J Pond £1696 £1699 
Aquaventura.N/A £13.99 
Amourguddon ..  £1598 £1596 
Armourgeddon Upgrade* £1696 £1099 
.Ashes of Empire. £20.99 £20 96 

N/A £1690 

TOP TITLES 
Crazy Cars III .. 
Crura* lore Cwp« ... 
Curse otthe Enchanter. 
CylrOft..._.„^.._.u_.T. 
Darkmere__ 
Dai Boot.... 
Days <4 Thunder ,.Wrl+t+„k. 
Mmwue_____ 
Desert Strike. 
D/Genorattoo.. 
Disciples ot Steel . 
Doodlebug... 
Double Dragon 111 ...„ 
Dreadnought. 
Dune. 
Dungeon / Chaw. 
Oungeonm aster.. 
DjjnaBlasl . 

ENia M stress Dark 
ENira II ■ Gertsens ... 
Epic. 

AT.AC- *,«.. £2386 1 
AT0M1N0 . £599 £596 
&17 Flying Fortress* . £2380 £2398 
Bene at the Cosm it Forge.. N/A £24.96 
BARBARIAN II (Psyg) .... £1299 £14.99 
Bard's Tabs III ..Z. N/A £698 
Bards Tefe Trilogy* .  N/A £18.90 
BATJI™™*... £2286 £2299 
Battle Chets II .N/A £1698 
Battle Isle... £1508 £1590 
Battle life Data Disc. N/A £1389 
Battle Toads.. £16 98 £1589 
Bigftin .   £1509 £1280 
fiftsof Prey....... N/A £238© 
Black Crypt. N/A £1690 
Blue Max .. N/A £11 96 
BounHul HD Scenery ... N/A £1380 
Buck Rogers... £10,98 £19 80 

Cadaver L... £1690 £11.90 
Cadaver-the pay off. £10.98 £10 90 
Captive .. £15 90 £15 98 
Cert Lews Chart*nge .... £1588 £1598 
C«0« ..  £1696 £1699 
Castes Data Drat. £11.90 £11 98 
Cast to o< & Brain ..N/A £15,99 
Chaos Engine. £1696 £1698 
Chate HO.. £690 £698 
Chase HQ II .... £14.96 £14 99 
Cnrifcwtion ..................... £2399 £23 98 
C.Y's Air Combat   > £2096 £20 90 
Codename Ice Man. £1296 N/A 
GodCrot Twins..., £1696 £1698 
C»l World ..  M/A £1690 
Confld Kona ..N/A £2390 
ConfraptttnsV..,...N/A £696 
CoversIrt Poker.N/A £16.98 
Cwerl Artton . E2399 £23» 

Eye Of ihe Behottet .. 
Eye ofthe Beholder II 
F14 Ton Cal' .... 
FI 5 Strike Eagle it . 
F117A Sleafth Fighter*... 
F10 Slealth Fighler.. 
F2& Retafedor. 
Face Off - Ice Hockey .... 
Fatten C lassie Collection. 
Falcon... 
Falcon Msdon Disk E. 
Falcon Mi&ston Disk II. 
Falcon 3.0*. 
Fantastic Voyage... 
Fate of Atlantis (Mv). 
Fate ol Atlantis (Arc)....... 
Final Blew. 
Final Fnhl... 
Fie andks.... 
First Samu(rMegaLoM«Fv.. 
FieStane HD Scenery. 
Flashback * ... 
Fight ol the Intruder . 
Floor 13 ...,.. 
Fooball Crazy. 
Football Manager HI ....... 
Free DC 
Future Wars 
Gauntet III .... 
Global Effect.. 
Goblins .. 
Gods.. 
Go tor Goto.,. 
Gotten Shot.. 
G Gooch Cricket.. 
Graham Taylor ... 
Grand Pfh (Form do)....... 
G unship 2W0... 

Harpoon (1 Megi.. 
Harrier Assault AV8B . 

Heros Quest fljtem).. 

ST AMIGA TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 
£699 £1590 Nil Sheet Blues .  £1599 £1599 
£7.96 £17.80 Hd.™...   N/A £1580 
.. N/A £2396 Home Atone ..  N/A £2380 
£18 99 £19. m Horn e Alone Cotourteg Book N/A £ 4.99 
£16 90 £6 96 Hook  .... £ 5.90 £15 90 
.. N.'A £11.98 Hudson Hawk .. £699 £699 
£299 £590 Humans.  N/A £19.99 
£1590 £1586 I. Both am s Cricket. £8.99 £9.98 
... N/A £1680 Indy Heat...£699 £1698 
£11.88 £11.99 Indy Last CfVMtte Graphic . £699 £598 
£17.96 £17 89 Intwnatbrral Sports ChalL £589 £1599 
£598 £688 Ishar-Legend Fortress .. £2099 £2098 
£590 £699 Jack NekteusUnlfnitedCSip. N/A £10 98 
12299 £2289 Jaguar XJ220 ..«... £15® £1690 
£10 99 £989 Jim Pwer * .   £599 £596 
£1099 £19.99 J. Khar* Squash. £6.90 £690 
£11 89 N/A J Wh te s Wh IrtwtnJ. £ 5 96 £16 96 
£20.89 120.99 J. flaroes (1 Meg)... £1590 £590 
£299 £1299 J. Maddens Football.. N/A £596 
£21.89 N/A KGB* ....-.. £2096 £2Q96 
£2399 £2399 Kick Off H ft Meg).C8 98 C986 
£19 89 £19.99 Kioto Off II 5Me& ... N/A £1A86 

N/A £8.99 Kick OH If ..£699 £699 
. N/A£2399 KttGbvesll... £689 £589 
£689 £1599 KILLING GAME SHOW ... £599 £599 
£2399 £2399 Krgs Quest V..   N/A £599 
£21.80 £21.99 Kn^hi Mara* Hint Book . £888 £18 80 
£18 98 £1990 Kmghl of the Sky .. £2380 £2389 
£1598 £1596 Lawn Mower Man * . £6.99 £699 
£599 £599 Lender ...,...£1589 11599 
£1.90.. N/A Leattral Weapon .. £690 £680 
£11.90 £1.86 Legend * Hint Book. . £19.89 £0.99 

£6 98 £5 80 Legend of Kyrandia. Hi A £2098 
£690 E6.90 Legends ol Valour . £2599 £2596 

£2396 £2386 Leisure SuH Larry l.£299 . N/A 
£690 £699 Leisure Suit Larry H.. £4.99 £ 4.99 

N/A £25.99 Leisure Sul Larry III .... £20.90 £25.90 
£690 £1689 Leisure Sul LrnyV. N/A E2&98 
£599 £689 Lemmings.. £590 £590 
£690 £689 Lemmings and Data Osk £1899 £8.96 
£588 £1589 lemmings If* .   £21.90 £21.96 
£2099 £20.99 Lemmings - Gala Disk ..£390 £390 

N/A £309 Lemmings - Stand Atone £596 £599 
£1699 £6 90 Lie and Death II .  N/A £2099 
£1180 111.89 LfiksHD.. N/A £2396 
£9 89 £19.99 Liquid Kris * . £698 £598 
£4 89 £14.96 Lost Patrol. £1596 £1289 
£14.89 £ 14.99 Lost T raasuras of Inbcom . N/A £29 90 

N/A £690 Lotus Turbo Chafeeme II £699 £599 
.£389 £699 Lotus Turbo Challenge 111 £1696 £1599 
£690 £290 Lura of the Temptress. £1990 £1&99 
£699 £1690 Mi Tank. Platoon . £1890 £680 
£16.99 £699 Magic Pockets. £599 £5.99 
£690 £1690 Man Did. Europe... £580 £508 

. £389 £699 M. Df&a Ultimate Football * £598 £380 
£1689 £699 Mega Fortress .. £1999 £1689 
£21.90 £21.96 Mega Sports .. £590 £680 
£398 £599 Megatravel* II £2099 £20.99 
£2396 £2390 MerchantCot-ny . £680 £686 
£2i 90 C2i &S Mtoroprose Golf . ,. £2380 12390 

.. N/A £2699 Mtonight Ftosetance. £689 £609 
£689 £699 Midwinter  . £9 90 £9 99 

N/A £18.98 Midwifer It  . £23 80 £23 99 
£2190 £2399 M^2&Fukyum £609 £690 
£23 09 £2399 M*ghl o4 Magic III.. N/A £2109 
£699 £698 Moonstone. £3 99 £939 

TOPTTTLES $T AMIGA 
Mon key Island .... El 508 £1599 
Monkey tstond II. N/A 12590 
Hcum fSwrtcNiblf) ..n n Eft» 
Myth ... El 688 £690 
Navy Seals .. S3.99 E9.90 
N. Mansei World Champ .. £20.89 120.96 
NoddysPlaytime ..£699 £690 
Nova Nine ..... N/A £9.99 
OR&ITUS.£1290 £12.98 
Ort ..  £596 £1599 
OtfMta1. N/A £9.99 
Pscftt Jstonds ■ T.Vankee IIC20.96 £3389 
Paperboy II .  £699 £689 
Parasol Start.  £589 £5.99 
Ported General .. N/A £20-09 
PGA Gofl Tour.. N: A 120.98 
PGA Courses Disk..N/A £10.98 
PflbaI Dreams . N/A £589 
Pinball Dreams II .    N/A £6 89 
Prtfighler .  £389 £8.08 
PWtfeg..   £699 £6.99 
Populous II ■ TheCtwlengeE11.99 £11.06 
Populous II + (1 Meg)... £23.99 £23.06 
Premiere .. N/A 120.90 
Prmoeol Persia ..  £1599 £598 
Pro Tennis Tout.£6 09 £699 
Project X...£1699 £698 
PushOvet .    £506 £599 
Putty __   £609 £696 
Puzznic. £690 £690 
QUEST ANDGLORV ..... £690 £690 
Railroad Tycoon. £2199 £2199 
Rainbow Islands. £698 £689 
R.0.1 2Baseball., £590 £599 
Red Baron___   N/A £589 
Red Zone.,, .... £59011590 
Rise of the Oregon ... N/A £589 
Risky Woods.£688 £689 
Rohm Hood...£699 £690 
RobowxJ . £1509 £1599 
Ftobocap . £699 £699 
Roboeopll..  £690 £690 
Robocop III .£699 £1689 
Ftobo Sports...   N/A £2389 
Rod Land..£399 £1690 
Rookies*,... £17.80 £17.80 
R Type II.. £4 89 £14 80 
Rugby World Cup.............. £599 £1399 
Rv,F Honda .... £699 £699 

TQP TITLES 
Smash TV 
Snow Bros ... 
Soccer Kid... 
Space 1639 
Space Ace ' 
Space Gun 

ST AMIGA 
£689 £689 

. £1699 £1699 

. £1606 E16 9S 
.. E2Q.98 £2690 
.... N/A £3308 

. ..   £1280 m» 
Space Crusade.. £1696 £1690 
Space Quest UI.III,or IV,H<+1. N/A £2300 
Speclai Forces ..    £2390 £2398 
Speed bail II ..£5 99 £5 90 
Steel Empire ...£2Ql90£2Ol90 
Stereo Master .. £2590 £2690 
Storm Master .£169011699 
Street Fighter II .. £399 £1389 
Striefleet .„.£590 £1690 
Striker.  .£690 £1590 

.. £699 £680 
£380 E380 

. £1680 £1680 

. £1686 £1689 

. £1680 £10 89 
£68@ £690 

N/A £1609 

Super Care II , 
Super CD Road.. 
Super Space invaders .....: 
Super SW1V-... 
Supremacy......H... 
Swrteh Blade II.... 
Sword of Honour 

Sabre Team . 
Savage Empire . 

£1309 £16.09 
N/A £22.90 

Secrai Sih« Blues .£21.89 £21.99 
SecretW«pLull*.r. £1380 £19.08 
Sensible Soccer 92-93 .£1580 £609 
Shadowlands .£2680 £26.09 
SHADOW BEAST II £1399 £1698 
Shadow of the Beasl Ilf.  N,'A £19.89 
Shadow Worlds.. £1300 £1699 
Shoot em up Con Ktt . ..... £7 99 £7.98 
Shuttle the Sim .£2600 £2698 
Siterrt Service II..£2199 £2190 
Sim Ant .   N/A £2290 
Sim Earth ..  12398 £2390 
Simpsons..  £15.98 £1599 
Sin bad/Def ol the Crcwn   N/A 1690 
StoeEwatorV. vi5 99 Ei399 

Tear Away Thomas   .Hi A £1509 
TenneCup2.  £1699 £16M 
Terminaioi U ... £1598 £1590 
Test Drive III  . N/A11598 
The Games ^SEspana .£2090 £20.99 
Thea Finesl Houi.. £10.00 £19.99 
The Manager... £2099 £20 98 
ThunderhawkAH -73M ..... . £21 00 £21.98 
Thunder Jaws...£1699 £1699 
Tip Off.£169011690 
Tohl...£1590 £1590 
Tmtttere.N/A £1690 
TV Sports Baseball ..N/A £11.90 
TV Sporte Boxing ..    N/A £11.90 
TV Sp, FootbalLflocket Range N/A £699 
Turrican li .    £7.99 £7.90 
Twiight 2000.£2190 £2390 
UahE...  N/A £1590 
Ufcma Martian Dreams- £2390 E2O80 
Ultima V ..   £10.89 £1090 
Ultima VI..  £2080 £2080 
UMSII...£2390 £1699 
UMS II Planet Editor - £2099 £2089 
Universal Masters.£1690 £1690 
Untouchables. 1699 £699 
Uridium I!*...N/A £17.00 
Utopia.£1689 £i&99 
Utopia New World .  £380 £389 
Video Kid.£1599 £1599 
Vikrg Fields of Conquest.. £1699 £1680 
Volf fed .£1099 £1090 
Vroom . £1300 £1699 
White Death (1 Meg) .D289 £1288 
Wkt Wheeb .....£14.00 £7,00 
Wily Beamish . N/A £1590 
Wifrt Commander I... N/A £1690 
WfeKid .  £1500 £1589 
wort Chid ....£1609 £1698 
World Championship Boxing £609 1690 
W.W F...  £1508 £1590 
W.W.F. II ..   £1590 £1590 
Zak McKracken .... £398 £390 
Zool.£1690 £1699 

DREAM TEAM only £16.89 
Tarn IMIOIII. ptoni w w F. 

BTTUAPBROSVOL t* only£1689 
X*IH» (I. Sptwtoilll. Oodv Mage PcckflU 

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL 1 only £1698 
X*non. C*4«yn and SpaWbil II 

NINOA COLLECTION only 11339 
0 Oiafon. Shadoa Warnor.0. Nteft 

ravhg mad oHy nue 
Audllind. Rdnood 

ACTION 5 only 118.00 
Danparoui II, Ghoattivitw i. Gnrahte 

Super Ski and Hud D rlvmg 

SUPER FIGHTER or y fl 3 9>0 
Pteflht+f WWF. Final Fagtfl 

SOCCER MANIA only £11.00 
F«*tel Uaft*p*r 4. 0«M * £«e*f F Mitel 

Edtwn. M*rop»(»e 

POWER PACK It only H7.98 
Pi*de« II. 8 atria UM. Wrngi 

lECaaaFroa TtoUwt 

FLIGHT COMMAND only £14.99 
EM ihtoto. Strb ForceHarrWr. 

Lancadlw. &ky Fra and Chaae 

SPORTS MASTERS only £1599 
PGA Gel TOUIH. Ihdy 6W. A^tnUo* Twmfe 

E aropean C ha* pfceh* i HC 

MEGA MIX AMIGA only £10.99 
1 J (. Apony. Ortk 

RAINBOW COOECTJON only £1399 
Non Zealand £t«y, fluWabobbto 

R.tnt4a Itteftdt 

COMBAT CLASSICS £28.99 
F«M»£a^* A«i6*i!Kk&tih 

Thi Yahie* 

AWARD WINNERS ONLY EH.09 
Kick Off il. Pipeeahia, SaaceAce 

and PflpulQua 

GRANDSTAND only £1198 
G azza & vper &OOMT. ?IO T*nr«e Tow, 

World OwLarie board and C Mttewttr C (tort 

POWER PACK only £14,98 
Xiaoon 2, TV Spcrti Foctbal, Sbodwyoh *i«J 

LtMtwdftjy 

HOLLYWOOD COUECTON only 0 301 
AdtoCop. GNetbraten z iadeite»h*L 

B4>anth«UwH 

HEAD TO HEAD only £26.99 
Mq.29$up*rFutou» F 19 Slealh F^Wsr 

MAX EXTRA onJy £1 7.99 
Tn mean II, SJ 0 ra^n. SWIV wd M 

BfQBOXopiyOStf 
Ctftwbteed Te Til oalKaltoee Mari Gum. 

TmgtOiMn. KvabtoPba. PgipW Sat^r. Oar* 
Krypton £«. Jia pmfl Jactton. BaBo. Ho*ag« 

ACTION PACK only £15.90 
C«ek Fran, Beta Maya. On Srf*i. tUp 

Fas L*». Slera an Mi Hoi ages. Targton 

Coiwefc 

BKS BOX II onY £1809 
& act to the F lit V* III, A- Type IK,*. ft w4f 

GhoUStfare the Earth. TVSprfU Foqtbak. 

$ hanghat Are aMe S nb*4 bwiri 

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION 
AMIGA only £20,99 

Mvacia C*u. CaM^ne Chelwwp*. 
Eeiofwaiv Ohalen^e. Duel. Super Dare 

STRATEGY MASTER 
only £21.99 

JWenoa Pofwikx* H umer. 

C tosapiayar 51 SO and S pat j of E acatewt 

4 WHE6. OflfVE only £10.99 
Loft* Espit Calca GTi HulH. Teae Suzulu and 

CoeboHecer 

BOARD GENIUS AMIGA only £17,00 
Data# Monopoly. Data* Sciabbf* 

C leiKt. MaMw Datadh* wd Hek 

CHAMPIONS Only £13.89 
JahaAfti K&quaiA Man Unfed 

W C. Braavghi*i4f«a 

SUPER HEROES only £17.99 
St ruler II, Indiaiu Jam. LeS N<rya II 

and Spy who KM*d at 

2 MOT 2 HANDLE only £19.89 
Golden An* T«lal Recall S Iwkni Waim. 

& uper Oil Road Racaq 

VISIT OUR 

SHOP 

AT 

120a 
HYDDLETON 

ROAD 
WOOO GREEN 

LONDON 

N22 4NCL 

SHOP PRICES 

MAY VARY. 

Please make cheques ard P.0 'spayableto E*gt« Software PSPisfl .00 per item in the UK. 
Orders under E^O please add 50ppef item Europe addES.SOper fiem. Elsewhere add E4 50 per 
item Mew titles will be sent as released and are subject to manUfecHiiers price reviews E.&Q.E 
SPECIAL OFFER APPLIES ONLY EF QUOTED WHEN ORDERING 

Computer _ 

Title 

Name: _ 

Address: 

126 

Date 

Price 

Price 

— 

Postcode: Tel: 

Price Card No: 

Price Exp Date Member No: 

iP&P _ Access Q Visa£ Cheque Q] P.O's Q 
1 Total _ free Membership with First Order. Np obligation to re-order. 
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BUDGET GAMES KTh 

It's compilations time folks, with 

five collections at that bargain- 

basement price. Andy hluttall 

wades through and sorts the Ben Eltons 

from the Bernard Mannings... 

Cheap 'n' 
Cheerful 

108 

Bignose the Caveman 
CDS ■ £7.99 

Aha! At last a game is released 
which has outsize olfactory regions 
as its main theme. Fans of Karl 
Malden will be really happy, 
because they now have another 
possible role model in the shape of 
Bignose, the star of the game. 
Unfortunately, though, the game is 
only likely to appeal to the younger 
generation {who probably won't 
even know who Mr Malden is any¬ 
way). Still, that's life, eh? 

Bignose the Caveman is a game 
of the usual scroll y-runabout-co I- 
lectgoodies-k ill-bad dies genre, but 

unfortunately it's nothing special. As you would expect the characters are 
cute and quite large, the music is quite jolly, as are the sound effects, but 
the gameplay is sadly lacking. 

There are plenty of creatures to bash over the head with your club, 
ranging in size from snakes to dinosaurs, so it's exciting from that point of 
view. Along the way there are other objects either to collect or bash, and 
small rocks to pick up which you can use to knock out the larger enemies 
(such as the brontosaurus in the picture above). 

Sometimes it can get a bit annoying, though. For a start it's all too 
easy to mistime your bash, and end up dead yourself. Jumping over holes 
is also difficult because if you jump too near the hole you will end up 
plunging to your death - and with only three lives, this isn't funny. 

OK, it's fun for a short while, and it's more 
than likely to keep your kiddies amused (and 
quiet) for a few weeks. And it's only eight 
quid. Muff said. 

a 00 <3© 

Bignose react* to the marauding 'saurus 
by beating hirmelf around the head.., 

Super All-Stars 
Codemasters ■ £25.99 

Steg The Slug 

Steg'* family aren't looking particularly 

healthy - call the Social Service*.,. 

Captain Dynamo 
Geriatric fun courtesy of the Captain: 
avoid booby traps - was reviewed in < 

Eleven levels of platform action 
which pits Steg against all manner 
of enemies. None of which, curi¬ 
ously, include table salt. Anyway, 
this is one of the Codey's finest and 
most original, erm, platform games. 

Magicland Dizzy 
Dizzy is an egg with several 
appendages which enable him to 
walk and hold things. Lucky, 
because otherwise this would be a 
bit boring. As it is. It's a playable, 
eggy platformer with cute graphics. 

»ap up levels, collect diamonds and 
leap 'nT Cheerful in Issue 40. 

O In The USA 
This is a cute little game, with a tiny elephant for a lead character and 
many horrid enemies including pit bulls and the Ku Klux Klan. This is 
another cutesy, nicety executed unoriginal platformer - which was also 
reviewed in Cheap 'n' Cheerful in Issue 40, 

Robin Hood Legend Quest 
A curious game for the Codeys, in that it doesn't involve a small, cute char¬ 
acter. Instead you control Robin Hood who, 
instead of robbing the rich and giving to the 
poor, jumps up and down levels all day. 
Poor scrolling and reasonable gameplay. 

TV Sports Boxing 
Mindscape ■ £14.99 

Jon. aha* Stuart from Amiga Power, let* 

his guard drop for a split second... 

Don't worry, this isn’t a 'Messrs 
Carpenter and Bruno engaged in 
some chirpy repartee' licence - 
though at least you might have 
gained some pleasure out of this 
bout of boxing if it were. 

You have to create a boxer by 
selecting his physical appearance, 
style and attributes, and then intro¬ 
duce him to the ring where he’ll 
promptly be killed by some big 
brute with no brain. Be prepared - 
however good you think you've 

made your boxer he'll always get maimed. 
The fight begins with an overhead view of the ring, with the two box¬ 

ers circling each other. As the boxers draw closer together the view 
switches to a side-on view. Here, your boxer has a hard time touching even 
the worst opponent, and even when contact is made your boxer makes a 
far smaller impression than the computer's does. 

Although it's well produced (as with alt TV Sports products) and fea¬ 
tures some excellent graphics and sound, this isn't a very good game at all. 
OK, it does have its good points, but the negative aspects of the game far 
outweigh them. Anyone who does want to get 
hold of a decent boxing game should try out 
4D Sports Boxing which received a hefty 79 
percent in Issue JO, Mci 46% 

TV Sports Baseball 
Mindscape ■ £14.99 

Do you remember Accolade's 
Hardball on the C64? Well, 
Mindscape are attempting to prove 
that game technology hasn't 
moved on at all in the last five 
years with the release of their TV 
Sports version of the game on their 
budget label. 

Flayed in a very similar fashion 
to the aforementioned game, 
Baseball puts you in control of a 
team from the American leagues, 
competing in a stadium of your 

choice. The decor of the stadia doesn't really affect the game of course, but 
frivolous additions such as this are necessary to show that the Amiga is 
being used to at least 10 per cent of its full potential. 

As it stands, the game isn't that bad at all. The problem is there just 
isn't enough fun involved in playing it. Control the batting team for a 
while, and hope that luck's on your side so that you can hit the ball; then 
move into fielding (where you have a bit more input to the game), and 
throw the ball around each of your players for a while. Much like Hardball, 
this is fun for a short while when you play against the computer. 
Competing with a human the fun will last 
longer as you attempt to make your oppo¬ 
nent drop the ball more times than you do. 
Nice graphics, shame about the playability. 

While nobody's looking, Carl attempt* 

to sneak to third base... 



(5 BUDGET GAMES 

Super Fighter 
Ocean I £25.99 

ihter 
You control a character who fights in 
a pit (hence the name), participating 
in a vicious scrap to the death with 
your Amiga to see who goes to that 
great big pit in the sky first. The 
game consists of some dodgy, jerkily 
animated fighters wibbling around 

the screen, wiggling their bums and 
strutting their trussed-up stuff to the 
rhythms of an early Eighties-sty le 
dance soundtrack. 

A crowd of grey-looking people 
stand around attempting to bait the 

fighters, but they just look like extras from West Side Story. They are ani¬ 
mated, but unfortunately they don't change their direction at all - so 
regardless of where the fight's going on the crowd will always face the same 
way. This gives the impression they're watching some imaginary fight else¬ 

where on the screen. 
As you walk around, the characters are vertically scaled depending on 

their position - they get taller as they move nearer the screen. This would be 
a good feature, except that they look too stretched at the closest point. The 
only saving grace in the whole game is that there are lots of moves available, 
so you won't find yourself short of things to do - for the five minutes that 
you keep the game running, that is. 

(Vesf-S/de-Sfory-a-go^go! Just look at 

that really Interesting, er, TV screen...(?) 

Final Fight 

n.vfla 
(9 

Here's a scrolling beat-em-up which 
takes place over several areas of 
downtown Metro City, You take 
control of Guy, Cody or Haggar, who 
are a gang of rather large, reasonably 
well-animated characters intent on 
finding the evil kidnappers of 

Haggar's daughter 
As you could probably guess from 

the accompanying picture, the streets 
that lie between you and said kidnap¬ 
pers are not peopled with 
flower-carrying, love-bringing peace¬ 

makers. No, all manner of twisted, bitter individuals with steroid-induced 
biceps and hands that wouldn't look out of place digging up earth on an 
allotment lie in wait for you to come trundling along. 

On your travels through the many scenes, you will find yourself con¬ 
fronted with various enemies from the Mad Gear gang. These include large 
men who body-check you to the ground, and an American car which sits there 
threateningly while you smash it up - a similar scene is featured in the later 
Streetfighter 2 (see the full review on Page 82). 

All in all, not a bad beat-em-up - especially 
in two-player mode - and the saving grace of 
this compilation. 

Cody, having dumped Josh and Todd, 

prepares for the men-without-brains... 

m 46% 

WWF Wrestle mania 

i 

This game is featured in both the 
Super Ftghter and The Dream Team 
compilations so it's bound to be 
good, isn't it? Well not exactly. It's 
not bad compared to WWf 2 {see 
Page 64), but it's still not inspiring. 

I find the whole concept of WWF a 
wee bit tedious anyway. Take a few 
sweaty, overweight individuals with 
marginal acting ability, stir in some 
horrible Americanisms, and what's 
left leaves a bad taste in my mouth. 

Even at the start of the game, 

when you get to choose your character, the American touches immediately 

Ultimate Hero goes tor Hulk % throat - 
more power to him, I say... 

appear. Your opponent offers up some throwaway comment such as MYou 
may be big, you may be strong, you may look good, but you just ain’t per¬ 
fect”, and you have this uncontrollable urge to scream "Bog off you 
unimaginative knob wit". Unfortunately, though, that reply isn't one of the 
available options. 

Once you're into the game itself (if you last through the preliminaries 
long enough without throwing the 'Off* switch), you are presented with the 
bout between you and the first of five opponents. This involves a couple of 
large sprites mincing about in a ring, each trying to pin the other to the floor. 
A reasonable repertoire of moves is available, from leaping off the comers to 
picking up the chair and hitting your opponent with it but not enough to 
save the game from festering in the back of your cupboard after a couple of 
plays. Ocean's move of including this in two different compilations is just tak¬ 
ing hype to an ultimate low. 
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The Dream Team 
Ocean ffi £25.99 

The Simpsons: 
Bart vs The Space Mutants 

This scrolling platform game, which 
came free with A500 Plus bundles 
last year, has proved to be incredibly 
popular with the younger Amiga 
owners. The scenario is not unlike 
many a computer game plot: the 
Earth has been invaded by horrible 
purple aliens who are hell-bent on 
taking over, and Bart has to do all 
that his little yellow bod can muster 
to stop them. 

After the excellent cartoon-like 
introduction which explains what's 

going on in true S/mpsons style, you must guide Bart through five long levels, 
dodging the aliens and preventing them from reaching the ingredients they 
require for their Ultimate Weapon, To help you get by, you can collect various 
implements on the way, such as a spray to change the colour of purple items 
so that the aliens can't collect them, and a slingshot you can use to shoot bal¬ 

loons for bonuses. 
As well as being a reasonable arcade game, a certain amount of thought 

is necessary in order to complete the puzzles involved. A good game, appeal¬ 
ing to the youngsters, and complex enough to keep the more mature gamer 

amused for a while. 

Terminator 2 
Like The Simpsons, this has an excel¬ 
lent film-style introduction which sets 
a good atmosphere for the game, 
playing an excellent soundtrack while 
showing digitised graphics from the 
trailers for the film. 

The game itself is split into eight 
different sections. The first is a head- 
to-head beat-em-up where Amie 
(you) takes on the T-1000 in an 
Jntematfonaf Karate-type scene. You 
also have a gun to hand as well, 
which comes in useful for putting the 

wind up your opponent. Next up comes a Major Motion-style level, with Amie 
trying to negotiate his way through a vertically scrolling landscape. This is 
made even more difficult by the fact that the T-1000 is chasing him in a large 
truck - one of the token scenes from the film. 

Possibly the best level, though, shows Amie's arm with the fingers con¬ 
nected to the wrist via a small sliding-block puzzle. The puzzle must be 
completed within a set time limit to receive a bonus. As each link is made, the 
relevant finger wiggles realistically - a nice touch. 

Terminator 2 takes its ideas from other 
games so it is fairly unoriginal, but it has 
enough variety for the wee 'uns. 

i the two sliding block puzzle* to 

the fingers to waggle... 
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Strategy Masters 
UBI Soft £32.99 

Spirit off 
Excalibur 

The Knight* of th* Square Table prepare 

to do battle... 

This is set in England in the year 539, 
Arthur has been defeated and you 
play his successor who must defend 
the realm from marauders. 

The game has a Populous look, 
with a map of Britain showing cas¬ 
tles and other landmarks. The map 
may be scrolled to show the rest of 
the landscape. Reasonable enough 
game, similar in style to Defender off 
the Crown, which will keep strategy 
heads happy for hours. 

Battle Master 

Water repels these green thmgummies, 
but unfortunately not their arrows. 

Another strategy game that has 
some role-playing elements thrown 
in. Use the mouse to control a small 
party of characters, each with a role 
similar to ADSrD style games.. 

Although the sprites are small, 
and slightly wobbly, the game works 
well. There's a scrolling landscape 
through which you can move your 
characters and info about the current 
party. A bit dated now but compares 
favourably with even the latest in 
the Ultima series. 

Populous 
The original god game on the Amiga, 
and still considered one of the best 
even though it was updated with the 
release of Populous 2 about a year 
ago. Because of this, UBI Soft have 
seen fit to include the game on both 
the Strategy Masters and Fantasy 
Worlds compilations featured here. 

If you don't know the concept of 
Populous already, you play one of 

Mavis sneaks stealthily bade to her hus- several god-type figures whose aim is 
band, asleep in a nearby hut... to win over the population of an 

island by being good to them. 
Destroy their enemies, level the land and create new leaders - basically, do 

Hunter 

Either that's an incredibly large bull, or 
the 3D scale is a little off... 

Chessplayer 2150 
: II 

in 4i«mUTs. 

Rumour has it that these innocent-look¬ 

ing teddies are Involved in a pawn ring. 

If you've played Virtuality arcade 
games, you'll know what to expect 
from this game. The main view is a 
30 polygon world through which 
you must guide your man through 
several missions. To help him get 
around no less than 15 vehicles are 
provided. These are realistically 
drawn, and have the correct 'feel’ as 
you drive or pilot them. As well as 
the graphics and playability, the 
adventure elements are rather good 
too. Well worth a look. 

Five levels of difficulty are on offer, 
plus a learning' option which 
enables the computer to analyse a 
game, and learn the moves it consid¬ 
ers to be good. So if you're a Grand 
Master, switch learning on and your 
opponent’s 'intelligence' will grow. 
Also available are computer vs. com¬ 
puter and human vs human modes. 

everything a good god would do - but always remember that on the next 
island a rival god is doing a similar thing. It's both a power struggle and a 
race against time, and only the fittest will survive. 

The more popularity you can gain with your people, the more powerful 
your powers will be. As you gain in strength you will be able to wreak all 
sorts of mayhem and havoc. Cause floods, earthquakes and battles in neigh¬ 
bouring islands to try to wipe out their population and so beat the other 
gods into a hollow shell. 

The game is represented in isometric 30 and is icon-driven. The main play 
area is set in the middle of the screen, and this may be scrolled using the set 
of direction icons on the left side of the screen. Play is represented by tiny, 
but well-drawn graphics in the landscape. Although it looks a little dated 
compared to later games such as Mega-Lo-Mania and Populous 2, It's still very 
playable and an excellent addition to both of these collections. 

Fantastic Worlds 
UBI Soft M £35.99 

Mega-io-Mania 

it's not easy being a god when your 

land is entirely populated by trees.,. 

Pirates 

Yoo-hooE Don't look down now, but 

your flies are undone! 

In a similar vein to Populous, but 
you're in charge of a race of people. 
You must speed up their technical 
development so that they can take 
over the other islands. Leave them 
alone and they will reproduce and 
evolve, but make them go out and 
discover new minerals and they will 
make umpteen scientific discoveries. 

The game is finely balanced 
between strategy and arcade styles, 
featuring superb graphics and excel¬ 
lent sound effects. 

An adventure/strategy game where 
you sail the world, seeking and 
destroying ships and towns. If you 
encounter a ship you must engage in 
combat. If you win you either sink 
the ship or set it up with your own 
crew, creating a mini fleet of your 
own. The graphics are a little dated, 
as is the sound, but the game play is 
still addictive - proving that if a 
game plays well, no matter how 
rusty-looking it is, people will still be 
playing it for years to come. 

Realms 

UrnrghE That wall's getting a bit mouldy. 

Oh no, It's the game map, t see. 

Wonderland 

Pretty pictures and animations abound 
in Wonderland. 

Here the aim Is to become ruler of 
eight mythical worlds (though they 
do resemble Earth). You begin as 
leader of a single empire and you 
must tend to your area while plot¬ 
ting to take over the other empires. 

The overall game looks similar to 
Populous, but the graphics used to 
describe the people and cities are 
just too small to be realistic or cute, 
Overall, though, it's not a bad game, 
and great if you fancy a kind of city 
managerlwar gamer-type scenario. 

Based on Lewis Carroll’s story Alice 
In Wonderland, the game casts you 
as Alice and most other characters in 
the book show up at some point. 

The excellent story is backed up 
by nice still graphics and small ani¬ 
mations. It can be played in low, 
medium or high-resolution modes. 
Worth it for Alice fans. 



BUDGET GAMES 

Breed Special Edition 
Team 17 ■ £10.99 

"Shoot, shoot, and then shoot again! Wow. this Marine IHe can be really fulfilling 

sometimes " An Alien snuffs it as the guy with the gun looses off another round. 

Imagine the scenario: a pair of tough-guy marines wandering about a lonely 
spacecraft inhabited solely by horrid aliens. Throw in a couple of machine 
guns, the odd computer or two, and what do you get? 

Well- in this particular case you get Alien Greed f92, which is an improve¬ 
ment on the original Alien Greed game that was released in late 1991. Based 
loosely on the Aliens film theme, the game is in the out-and-out blast-em- 
out-of-existence genre, with superb 5 GHz scrolling backgrounds. 

well-animated sprites and some incredibly effective sound effects - Including 
quite a lot of speech. 

Your job is to complete several missions, one on each level of the game, 
such as shooting the four power domes and escaping before the ship is 
nuked - all pretty good stuff that really gets your adrenaline pumping. 

As you rush around the levels, which are very similar in style to 
Graftgold's Paradroid '90 in that they are viewed from above, you will find 
loads of useful items- Keys to open doors (or you can just be darned reckless 
and blast them open), ammunition for your guns and money in the form of 
100 or 1,000 credit bills. Also dotted around the levels are computers which 
you can log into to gain information or buy new items. 

A map of the current level is obtainable, as is loads of new hardware 
such as guns, lasers, flamethrowers and various tools to get you out of this 
blast-em-with-anything-you've got-em-up. These generally weigh in at a 
large number of credits, though, so it's a good idea to build up a good wallet¬ 
ful so that you can go for the more effective firepower. 

If you've managed to play the original AJien Breed, then you're not likely 
to be stunned by the additional features of the new version - except for the 
extra levels (double the original amount) they are quite subtie. As well as 
ironing out the flaws in the original, the authors have made the aliens 
tougher, improved the storyline, twaeked the game maps and included a 
password system so that you can return to the level you were just killed on 
(which is a useful feature, believe me). 

One thing they haven't got around to doing, however, is changing the 
proximity-detect ion of doors, if you find a narrow corridor with two doors on 
either side, you can't get past without opening at least one of them - 
because the program detects your position, not your direction. Still, this is 
only a minor niggle. 

For those of you who haven't played the original, and if you enjoy a 
good shoot-em-up, they don't come much better than this. If you do already 
have the game, I would still advise you to think 
seriously about getting this version - it really 
is quite a Jot better, and really a snip at only 11 
quid. Buy it now or buy it later. 

Me 87% 
in 

Raving Mad 
US Gold ■ £25.99 

Rodland 

n**&'r** 

Cut ay Tam prepares to perform another 

Karate move on an unsuspecting enemy. 

With 44 levels of action, Rodland 
proved to be a gem of a game in the 
arcades. This conversion remains true 
to the original, and even goes so far 
as to add in some features. Using the 
popular screen-by-screen approach, 
as used by fiubbfe Bobble and many 
others, Rodland offers up Tam and Bit 
as the two main characters. As you 
may have guessed, the two stars are 
very cute-looking, as are the rest of 
the graphics, with even the most 
vicious of monsters depicted as a 
fluffy pet thingy* 

Each level has tots of goodies to 

a sense of humour (not that you're likely to admit this) - Robocod is packed 
with some of the most atrociously groan-worthy fish-type puns you're ever 
likely to see in an Amiga game. Cod they were awful. 

If you're a fan of arcade games, and you haven't got a copy of Robocod 
yet then you're either in prison or seriously deranged (or maybe both). In 
most people's carefully considered opinion, this is one of the best games of 
all time - and this still stands now, a year after its original release. 

Mega 'Haims 

pick up, hazards to dodge and Tam has an excellent way of knocking the bad¬ 
dies into a cocked hat for a bonus. Playable, addictive and attractive. 

James Pond - Robocod 

AAAA ] 

. JIJ r 1 

*@*1 r r r 
James with his amazing enpand-o-suit 

leaps and bounds between platforms... 

Although the original James Pond 
game was merely a platformer, this 
sequel is more of a console-style 
game in which you run and jump 
about multi-scrolling levels, and 
dodge some cute, smiling baddies. 
Wearing a specially designed suit 
which enables James to become like 
Stretch Armstrong or retreat into his 
body armour at will, you must tra¬ 
verse the levels to finally defeat the 
evil Dr Maybe. 

Beware, though, if you don't have 

Not as f luffy wuffy, cutesy wufesy as 

the other two in the peck. 

In almost all multi-game compilations 
there has to be at least one bogey, 
and - sadly - the one in this case has 
to be Mega Twins. You can see why 
it's included, though - because it's yet 
another game where you have to run 
across platforms and collect things, 
while bashing cute-nasti es with your 
sword. In the playability stakes it's 
not that bad; and although it's got 
the cutesy graphics that the rest of 
the pack have, it just doesn't make 
the grade that is set by the other two 

games in the collection. There isn't much of a hook to get you interested, and 
once you do work up some enthusiasm, it'll soon evaporate. 

OK, so it's not a game to buy on its own, but It does make a nice addition 
to the pack, and you will find yourself coming bade to it from time to time. 

By the way... 
This pack comes with a free Kixx game - in our case it's Action Fighter, 
Remember the age-old arcade game Super Spy from Sega, where you had to 
drive a car up a busy motorway, dodging inno¬ 
cents and nobbling the baddy spies? This is a 
reasonable version of that game, which isn't I 
too great - but it's free so who's complaining? 
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See what's 
new for the 

Amiga 
Come and find out what's new and pick up 

show bargains at the same time. 
Music, Business, Education, Games 

Pre- 
Purchase 
your fast 
lane tickets 
by 12th 
February to 
save money 
and avoid 
the queues. 
Ticket prices on the door: £6 

Under 10's, Students, OAPs 
and unemployed: £4 
(identification required) 

Computer 
show ^ 

4 > 
Hi| IWEMBLEY 
In VFHUF OF LECe/yos 

Sponsored by: 

AMIGA 
COMPUTING 

19, 20 & 21 February 1993 
Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre, Hall 1 
Nearest Tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan and Jubilee Lines) 

3000 car parking spaces 

Major feature areas including Virtual Reality, Electronic 

Music and The Home Office, Competitions, Advice centres 

and terrific bargains. Also on show - 

products for PC, Acorn, Atari machines Westminster 

and games consoles EXHIBITIONS 

Tex International Computer 
Show. PO Box 68, 
St Austell PL25 4YB 

Please send me 

Ticket 
hotline: {Njme 

0726 I 
68020s 

I enclose a cheque / P.O. / Credit card details for £. 

Fast Lane Tickets @ £5, 

Under 10's Fast Lane Tickets @ £3 

_made payable to 

International Computer Show 

Address ! 
Postcode 

Credit Card No. Expiry date 

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card ■Sh Mi i 

Westminster 

Exhibitions 

Limited, 

Surrey House, 

34 Eden St., 

Kingston, 

Surrey 

KT1 1ER 

AH trademarks and 
tradenames are the 
property of the reflective 
manufacturers 



HOW TO PROGRAM 

Your Ham! Part 5 
If jfti'vi boon following tfw Bullfrog's program¬ 

ming tutorial over the last few issues,, your game 
will be ready for lb* finishing touches. Read on ai 
the bays {pictured above) explain what to do... 

How to program your own games in assembler 
Welcome to the fifth and final part of our 

series teaching you how to program games 

using the professional techniques of the 

Bullfrog programming team. 

This month, Scott Johnston explains 

how to add some finishing touches and 

tweaks to the game, and how you 

This is the Iasi issue in our assembly program¬ 

ming series, and since the demo could almost 

be considered a ‘proper’ game. Ibis month we 

will concentrate on enhancements - some sim¬ 

ple, and others not quite so simple. 

SOME SEMPLE CHANGES 

The following changes are really tweaks to the 

equates we set up. The main problem with the 

game is the massive momentum wc have on 

our guy. Way too much. What you can do is 

alier the variables: 

could take it further when it comes to 

starting out on your own games. 
MAX_$PEED, used to increase or 

decrease the speed at which you move, 

ACCEL, the amouni your man 

changes speed by when you move the joystick. 

SLOW DOWN, the speed at which you slow 

down when not moving the joystick, 

JUMP, how far your man can jump, 

works in relation to GRAVITY. 

GRAVITY, how quickly you will fall 

back to earth. 

MAX_FALL, how far you can fall before 

suffering from a case of terminal death. 

NO_LIVES, the actual number of lives 

that you have. 

If you think that the collision is a bit dodgy, 

change the man's width, or the bad guy's 

width. To make it harder to die, change 

MAN^WIDTH to a smaller number: the 

smaller, the harder for you to touch something. 

Continued overleaf 
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HOW TO PROGRAM 

If you find it a bit difficult to stand on the plat¬ 

forms you can change the size of your feet: 

reduce the left foot, and increase the right foot. 

This will make it easier for you to stand on the 

platforms, but might have the si range visual 

effect of standing in mid-air. 

[f you run the version given away on this 

month's disk, you will see that a simple title 

screen is present. This was created with the 

code inside the routine intro* s, and was 

called at the start of display, s, You can do 

what you will with this code. 

There is also a very simple "Game over" 

display. At present only the highesi score is 

coded. It will be quite a good exercise for you 

to change the routine that is present to that of a 

high-score table with names for the places. 

Another thing for you to do is to try a code 

a delay. If you press the fire button for too 

long when you start, the first thing you will do 

Is jump into the air. Similarlyt when you have 

finished playing if you press fire at the end 

screen there is a chance of you going right past 

the introduction screen! 

Collection Bonus 

You may have noticed that the ankhs have a 

state defined for them: change the code so that 

if you pick up an ankh which has a different 

state, then you get double score or something 

similar. The graphics for a flashing ankh arc 

also included in the file for this month's pro¬ 

gram listing, so give (hat a go. 

Screen display 

This is the slowest pan of the program at pre¬ 

sent. It is drawn forwards at present: the data 

is stored consecutively, and is copied from 

memory to screen. Try storing the bytes as 

blocks of 48 (the amount wc pick up inside the 

loop) but store them backwards. The bottom 

48 bytes of the screen arc stored as the 1st 

forty eight byles of memory, so we can change 

the (al) to a Hal) and hence we would not 

need the lea command to adjust the address in 

ah The quickest way would be to use the blit¬ 

ter chip, but it*s loo complex to explain here. 

Speed 

At present the whole screen is redrawn every 

turn. This is a large waste of lime, in that there 

are only four or so sprites being updated at a 

time. If you change the system lo a redraw, 

you will need to store a copy of the back¬ 

ground that the sprites are about to be drawn 

onto. Then at the start of the turn, redraw the 

USE YOUR OWN GRAPHICS 

Well, we finally got the DPafftf-to-Sprite 
Convert program from the Bullfrogs, and 
just to make it as available to people as 
possible. It has been included on both 
Coverdisks - so if one has a read Write 
error, it can still be used from the other 
Coverdisk. Incidentally, It any of your 
Coverdlsks don t work, you should send 
them back to (he address at the bottom of 
the 'Backing Up Your Coverdisk" bit on 

Page 10. 
The Convert program Is a handy utility 

for taking pictures done with a paint pack¬ 
age like Deluxe Paint and transferring them 
Into raw binary that can be included from 
within a Devpac listing using the Incbln 
(Include Binary) command. There are many 
examples of this function embedded in the 
demo code, so have a good ponder to see 
fust how ifs done. Convert can handle 
whole screens or those split up into a grid 
so you can use It for your background 
screens as well as your sprites. 

Getting at It is not too much of a chore, 
but Is not immediately obvious. What you 
have to do is boot either Coverdisk (Insert 
It Into a freshly reset Amiga) and hold 
down the Ctrl and 0 keys. The startup- 
sequence will abort, and you will be left 
with a little CU or Shell prompt to type at 
Just type this and press the Return key 
(always press Return after typing Shell or 
CU commands): 

Convert 

The program will run, and ask you for tour 
answers. The first thing II needs to know is 
the path and filename of the picture that 

you want to change Into binary code. Just 
typing In the name will not be enough — for 
Instance, if you had a picture called 
My pic. IFF on a disk called Empty, you 
would type In: 

Eipty :HVpic * IFF 

Next you have to type the path and name of 
the data file that the Convert program pro* 
duces. So If you want to put the binary file 
onto a disk called Devpac2. in a directory 
called Data, with a name of Mydata.BIN, 
you would type something tike 

Devpac2 ; Data / Mydata. BIN 

The penultimate thing you have to type is 
the height of the graphics in pixels. It your 
sprites are, say, 32 pixels high, then type 
32, If you want lo do a whole screen (200 or 
256 pixels high) just type the number. 
Don't forget to press Return. 

Then type the width of each pixel block 
* again, the smaller the width, the bigger 
the number of blocks that the graphics wilt 
end up In, Check out the illustration for a 
couple more Insights. 

Please do not think that Convert is the 
only program that can get your graphics 
into raw code. There are many simitar pro¬ 
grams available, many of which are used 
by Public Domain coding groups like 
Ketrens, Rebels, LSD and many more. 
Some of them are better than this convert 
program (Kefren's Metafiion Utilities are 
especially good, If Incompatible with 
Workbench 2) and some aren't, but they all 
do the same fob. 

Hare It is - Ike final 
Bullfrog demo gome, 

running and jumping 

with collision detec¬ 

tion, a $ound track and 
a 5coring system. 

background, and then draw the new sprite 

positions. You should be able to get the system 

running at a 50th of a second very easily with 

this system. 

Fresh ifted graphics 

If this seems like too much work for you. then 

tty using preshified sprites. This is basically 

16 copies of all the graphics, one at each pos¬ 

sible shift position. These pre-shifted sprites 

are very quick to draw but take up over sixteen 

times the memory, Even with the limited 

graphics it will siill involve a lot of work. 

Organised palette 

Having the palette in a specific order has some 

advantages. For instance, the font is an exam¬ 

ple of this, as is ihe bouncing logo, both are 

only drawn into a single plane. 

There are of course loads of other little tricks 

that you could do to speed up this program, for 

example place all the drawing routines into the 

blitter. I am not going to tell you how to do all 

this for various reasons. 

For starters, wc do have to have some trade 

secrets! On top of that, they're mostly just lit¬ 

tle fixes and shortcuts we discovered when 

trying to solve a particular problem. 

All the same, we ihink you've goi enough 

lo be going on with. This series should at any 

rate get you started in 68000 programming - 

the rest is up lo you! 

GETTING AT THE CODE 
As usual, the code Is not In a usable form straight from the 
Coverdisk - but It's really easy to get It onto your Devpac disk. 
Incidentally, many readers get worried that they need every single 
tutorial. This isn't true. So long as you have a copy of the Devpac 
disk from Amiga Format issue 39, you can use any of the demo 
code on Its own. 

Anyway, to get the code on to your disk all you have to do Is 
swtlch on your Amiga and load Workbench. Once the drive light 
has gone out and you are left at the Workbench screen, pop In the 
Prodata disk and double-click on its Icon. You will see an Icon 
labelled Install Bullfrog^Files. Double-click on this, and insert the 
Devpac2 disk when the machine asks lor if. You shouldn't have to 
swap disks more than once or twice at the very most (though this 
depends on your Workbench version). 

Some people have asked how they Install Ihe files onto a blank 
disk, rather than ihe actual Devpac2 disk. The easiest way lo do 
this Is to format a blank disk, and call it Devpac2. Go through ihe 
above procedure, and Instead of the real Devpac2 disk, put your 
blank in. Then rename the disk to whatever you want. Simple eh! 

OVER TO YOU 
There has been a tremendous response lo Ihe Bullfrog program¬ 
ming series, yet Ihls Is the end of it. However, everybody wants 
more code! More examples, more tutorials, more techniques, more 
tricks, more things to avoid. So we are going to continue printing 
material on machine code and putting source code on the 
Coverdisk - provided we keep receiving suitable material. 

There are two ways in which you can help. The first Is by writ¬ 
ing in to us and asking for whatever kind of stuff you want to see - 
we have a good idea of the sorts of routines and demos you want, 
but the more requests we get lor a particular subject, the more 
chance well cover It 

The other way you can help is lo send In suitable material - 
source, examples, questions and answers, Again, we already have 
some material to keep the series going - but we need more all the 
time. Programming was the subject which most people wanted to 
see more oi In the magazine when we asked six months ago, so if 
you stHi want to see more, please help us. Send m your requests 
and submissions lo; Devpac Continued, Amiga Format, 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. UK. 



Romford Computer Centre 
THE NEWEST NAME IN SOFTWARE MAIL ORDER: 

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/PO/ACCESS/VISA NO AND EXPIRY DATE TO- ROMFORD COMPUTER CENTRE, 7E NORTH STREET, ROMFORD RM1 IDA, 
POST A PACKING INCLUDED EXCEPT NON-EEC COUNTRIES. PLEASE ADD £5,00 PER ORDER FOR AIR MAIL, 

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 0700-73300*77 

CALLERS WELCOME MON TO SAT lOAM . 4 PM 

AMIGA OUR PRICE 

3,DCmKitlL..,....29.99 

A-Tram ,.    .22,99 

A320Airbus..  22.99 

AV8B Hamer Assault......  2299 

Addams Family......,,16.99 

AirWamof.... . ,1999 

Alien 3.   19.99 

Alien Breed '92 .. ... 899 

Amos .........,3299 

Amos Professional. 44.99 

Aquatic Games.....17 99 

Archer Maclean Pool.,,..,... ..19.99 

Arsenal FC .16 99 

Assassin .. 16,99 

B17 flying fortress.  2299 

Bills Tomato Game 21 99 

Birds of Prey,....  22 99 

Black Crypt ,....    16 99 

Board Genius.......19 99 

Bunny Bricks...   16.99 

Champ Manager .  16 99 

Chaos Engine .       16 99 

Chuck Rock 2 .   14 99 

Civilization.22.99 

Cool Croc Twins ..... ............... 10 99 

Combat Air Patrol .... 2199 

Covert Action.—... 2299 

Crazy Cars 3.....16 99 

Creatures ....  16,99 

Curse of Enchantia....16 99 

Desert Strike... 19 99 

Doodlebug  .14 99 

Dune ..~....1999 

Dungeon Master & Chaos. . . .2199 

AMIGA OUR PRICE 

£Vntfbtaslef5 *.*..1999 

Epic............... 16 99 

Eye of Beholder.........19 99 

Eye of Beholder2.22 99 

Falcon 3....          24 99 

fantastic Worlds. 23 99 

Fatal Strokes ..    19.99 

Fire force .   15 99 

Fire & Ice ..    16 99 

Flight of Intruder... 9 99 

Football Director 2.    16 99 

Football Manager 3.    .14.99 

Football Crazy.. 14 99 

Formula One GP.....    22 99 

Frontier (Elite 2). 22 99 

Fuzzbatt......     799 

Gadget Twins .  16.99 

Gobhns.1699 

Gun$hip2OQ0.22.99 

Guy Spy, . ..... 18 99 

Harpoon.  22.99 

Hetmdall.    12.99 

Home Alone 1699 

Humans..18 99 

Indy Jones Atlantis- 

Action Game ...   1999 

Adventure...     19.99 

Int Rugby Challenge . 17 99 

Jaguar XJ220 ..... 14 99 

Jimmy Whites Snooker . 16 99 

Join Madden Football. 16 99 

KGB. 2399 

Kick Off 3 .     16.99 

Legend of Kyrandta ...  21.99 

AMIGA OUR PRICE 

Legends of Valour.... 2299 

Lemmings.  14 99 

Lethal Weapon ... 1999 

Lionheart... 19 99 

Lotus Challenge 3. H 99 

Lure of Temptress .. 19 99 

Megatraveller I  1Q.99 

Megatraveller 2 ... 1999 

Mini Office.       3999 

Myth. 16 99 

NfadMansell W. Champ. 16.99 

No Second Prize .   1999 

PGA Tour Golf 4.    ...39.99 

Parasol Stars .  16.99 

Pathway to Power . 1999 

Pinball Dreams..   16,99 

Piracy .      1999 

Premiere ... 16 99 

Push Over .   16,99 

Ragnarok . . .      1999 

Railroad Tycoon.   22 99 

Rampart ___.... 16 99 

Rood Rash ,.... . .39 99 

Secret of Monkey Isle 1799 

Secret of Monkey Isle 2. 24 99 

Sensible Soccer.. .    1699 

Sensible Soccer 2. ..... 16 99 

Shadow of Beast III.  21,99 

Silly Putty ...*..16 99 

Streetfighter II ....  1999 

Team Yankee__   10.99 

TheManager...... 3999 

Undtum 2 . 17.99 

AMIGA OUR PRICE 

WWF 16 99 

Wing Commander .2299 

Wizkid.... . 16 99 
loot. 14 00 

LEMMINGS 2 ...£19.99 

WORD PROCESSING:- PRICE 

Excellence 3 0 .. .56.99 

Kindwords 3,0 . . 36 99 

Penpal. . 5199 

Protext 5 5 .9499 

Qurdtwttflf 28 99 

Scribble (Platinum) . 26 99 

Wordworth 13 ... 79 99 

Word Perfect 4 3 . 13999 

SPREADSHEETS:* 

Advantage.. 69.99 

Maxipfan 4.0 .34 99 

ACCOUNTING:- 

Arena Accounts . .7999 

Home Accounts 2 39 99 

Per Fi nanc e Man 24 99 

BUNDLES- 

Compendium 6 . 2999 

Works Platinum . . .5999 

PROGRAMMING- 

Amos the Creator 32 99 

Amos 3D 2299 

Amos Compiler . .19.99 

Ma\GMy3UifBV~d1£ / 
MOO H1SC V? C< AS DO WT1C VI .8 *3000 TOWER 0*0 gQQMB 5MB A£0ft0 * tCS 

BZEHH HDIILH HETSSM ihiiim 
A600HD NTSC (40MB) V2.M A600HD NTSC [90MB j V2.Q4 A30001MWBSMB A4000 VLO HD12OM0 

Yew Tree Leisure 
Mail Order supplies 
COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME 
SPECIALISTS 

UGRAPHICS MEMULATOR 
SCENERY ANIMATOR • — 14.900 IMAGE MASTER... 36,000 AttW | PLUS I/O BOV v90G 1 
DELUXE PAINT 4 . zhm DC-TV.-.. 68,000 ROM FOR AM AX II PLUS 3*900 1 
IMAGINE 2 . 4S.600 DRAW 4D PRD.. 38.000 EMPLANT ft 1 
BUDDY SYSTtM +QFT IMAGINE ■ ■ 9.BD0 3B6S* FT 33D& mb' 11^.000 1 

■ VIDEO 1 MLANGUAGE 
A VIDEO.... "139,000 

IMPACT YtS»0N 24 298.000 DELUXE VIDEO I ?9.8«J EASY AMOS 9 5-10 1 
VtDEG TOASTER V? 0 32B.000 ART DEPARTMENT PRO V2 0 34.900 SAS'C LATICE C V5 1 1 

PERSONAL TBC 111 ...140,000 FLiCKER FREE VIDEO 2 39,800 1 

VIDr AMIGA 1 ? NTSC ...24.900 DISPLAY ENHANCER ■■ 54.900 
100963.—tr—tp^e—h 

MHARD DISK ■ ACCEL ERATQR 

7.V m Ml KSl COHlStLLEK iitt ■■■56.000 nUQ r&MHT A506/42000 . Etf.ooq C-RRE Mi 1 te+m tMUto 109.00- 
GVPSJMB/pMR- 98.000 VXL33 T»B RAM fDfl VJOJ0- 44.8DC E f0(O im -W-WE UBK 

1C KS CONTacx_EP Off isk JO DOC PAL UPGRADE K?T i9JM nwme • ^ 
GYP 57MB 4MB A?W0 --■69.000 1 C«I»50HM7 0PU wm 66M1 MAT++ CO 
GYP 1J3MB 0-WR *?000 98.003 l^C tjk w HK W tOL -J Lf .MC 6MS? RATH CO ?4 BV 
GYP ?OOM8 ■pMH A?000 148,300 A35PLLD IflUMtf AMO.— 37,m AiX -XS0 < i&z KS tnK ■" 4 , 

ACCDDUl W-HAHt; DISK CDH90■ — ft j 2US0«Z(WtZ5C5:iitf3M m oki nacruRKc 

WGAMES (ALL NEW. PAL VERSION) 
[PIC 5 900 
P Iff BALL FANTASY 5,900 
TRGODLERS .5,900 
P1N6AIL DHEAMS  5.100 
LOTOS M Mm CHALLENGE 5200 
BEAST III _ _ __  SJ00 
JASLAA1LC».5400 
ASSASIN . S<*» 
root *m 
DOI0 DAN--  ,„>.LW0 
B0B0C0P3.  *3QQ 

MFGASPOfiTS .  6200 
PUTTY    5.300 
CALlFOftNU GAMES H„_4.S00 
TERMINATOR 2 5 700 
SHADOW LANDS .5,900 
WOOM---4 J00 
•OAMSfAMHV .£206 
SUPER TFTRIS-__AM0 
AQUATIC GAMf$ 4,900 
APIDVA.....„.—.5.400 
LEGEND...,.   5,900 

INTI SPORT CHALLENGE 5200 
NIGEL MANSELL'S 5.900 
STREET FIGHTER ll rr 

ISS^A^/ 

ism-mm a beautiful omiga life for you 

CSS A QB US 

sj7.tL.Tj)Vj9 

t MO BRmMKfm-ZMG 
We&3M 

TEL: 03-3037-0609 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN GAMES UNLIMITED 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 

FISH DISKS UP TO 720 99p 

DEJA VU UP TO 85 £3,99 

LARGE RANGE OF T-HAG 99p 

Large range of PD in Stock new 
titles arriving daily frmu all over the 
M'orid, Teil us your interest, games 

Demos etc and my mi// 

fill your disk up. 

Andy Townsend 
84 Yew Tree Road 

Attleborough, 
Norfolk NR17 2RD 

Phone/Fax: 0953 452803 
Mobile: 0860 458958 

PERIPHERALS ETC.., 

I.S Meg Upgrade...... .£75.00 

5,25 Drive.... .170AM) 

3.25 l Meg Driw___ ..L4VAM) 

AmiKin Maine ---— .Lwmt 

Upgrade with eIttik ..... .1320ft 

Upgrade without Hack__ .L 24.00 

Amiga FYrttTjr Supply—..-- .124.00 

Tratekhatl Mims?....... .f 18,00 

JMer Chatters....... .L2 00 

Mouse Mars.,.,,*.,,*".,.",.,.,.,...".' .12 00 
Ur.!-.. .. .tO,40 

Lahefx .MJ1J .u 

ta. 

tkski - phone for hulk price 

Far fttt* mam titles to list, hundreds i if 
vkmnmt titles benweu U L% 

Winter Cleanmt altar £5 each 

0 Lives 

Biullimck 

Cadaver 
CtaUcngr Gall 

Dav> al Thun dvr 

Die Hart) 2 
Flumes of Freedom 

Golden Ate 

Hud vita I i;iu k 
Inter Phase 

Midwinter 
Radio Control Race 

Sm.ish TV 

Wings 
Xenon 2 
Zortc 1 

MANY MORE AVAILABLE 
INCLUDING LATEST RELEASES 

ETC. 

GAMES MACHINES ETC ... 
We sttvk Megadrive. Master System, 
Nintendo etc, Machines, and have a 
Urge range uf pames to date at ten 

competitive prices. 
Jovsi it ks. t ativen or>, control pads 

carry cases etc. 

Pliam/rfJ^AnVlor list 

sttitinh ■fc|uiiwnetUs 

SORRY NO PERSONAL CALLERS 



AMEAGRE PRICES FOR 
AMIGA USERS 

K) ConstJurtmirEr^- 
4 VVTwelDrtyii iCwnpl 20 95 
AlOTtnkUIl«£iMb} *3 05 
Addams Family  17.96 
AD] EmJuh (11-ia*.... P M 
ADI Bd0WIi i7 0S 
ADI Reach (M-IS) 17 95 
ADI MsEha 411-12) 17 95 
ASIMrt»(1M4) .l?-« 
Advanced D—tMTH Sun 7 95 
Advanced Fruit Machine 5 95 
After Burnet  086 

kicks (1Mb)  20 95 
Air Combat Aces |H*> 20*95 
Alt 5¥* Supremacy i Ccreup) 20 96 
An Support ..20 K 
Au-l^nd-Sc*rCbttip)fttM ASN-I* 33 95 
UHCttt 1795 
AMI 3  20.91 
Alias Bleed • Special Edmor. 92 11116' a 95 
Altered Beeat 5 96 
AMhi Nixie* ,,... .-.-_.ll.9S 
AmbetAai 11Mb. H6001 20 95 
Am* 30 .23 96 
AnwH Compiler .20 96 
Amos Ptoiwiiona] Mb} 46 96 
Ajiw* the Creertm 33.05 
Anarchy r.   7 96 
A nut Iw While! 17 96 
Answer Bode Juntot Ouii 16-11) is.Bi 
Answer Back Senwr Quu (12-Adult) 15 99 
Answer Beck • Arithmetic(HI). 8.95 
Answer Back • World GrogtipbV ftl-AD) 8 95 
Ap*dy« .17 95 
Aquatic Osom.1795 
Aquavetltun.. 17.95 
Arch#! Madtoana Pool . 17 95 
ArXenoid ]] fleveng# erf Doh 6.96 
Armour Oeddon 2 17 95 
Ar*en*l The CwiUJUlsr Game 37 95 
Ahshui UMb! .. .  1795 
AW4fd Wt&HTt (Corap) 17 95 
Bon# of the Cosmic Forge ! 1 Mm .26 99 
Barbarian I .. I.W 
Barbarian II |Budg#t| 6 96 
Bards Tola 3 .....E.tS 
Bards Tula Trilogy 23 95 

Bail.»26 
psrnuiih C*p«l Cruiader 6 96 
Batman The MoVlS _  6 96 
Bank* Chaps. 0 96 

Dsnys EiDsEem AdFenrutfe 
Doodlebug .,.17 J6 
Double Bragcm H_    7.95 
Doubts Dnpcc ID-- 17.96 
Drpadncrugtfia   35 99 
Dream Tatar_._ 17 95 
Dun* (1Mb)   JO 96 
:>asxpt, ch** -wn •, 1 mm 30» 
STM Blotter  3095 
Easy Am« i 1Mb 1 .16 99 
BvMtaia.Ha). 20 95 
EhrUa n 23 95 
Emlim Hugh#* IntarnaEmna] Soccer-,....7 95 
EplcUMbNKKM 20 95 
Esctp# Iron*. Planet of Robot Monster* , 6 96 
Espena The D*n»« 02 .-.20.96 
Euro Football Champ . 17 96 

fiOM . 17 95 
XV* 0( lb* BahoWaf 3 (lHbj.20 96 
Eye trf the BehoHei 11 dMbl .23 95 
f It Combat Pilot. 7 95 

7 ttSMUTIHM ...20 95 
F-Z9 Relabel* <N*1 17 95 
Flkwj.-.11.96 
FakwO CounioteUlke Data Dak.7.95 
Fakon • Ftrtrfjghl Data Disk 7 95 
Fantastic Worlds ICooip) 23 95 
Fantasy WofW Dliay (N*l 6.96 
FMOhatran.- ————. 20 95 
Fast Food (NkJ,... 5 95 
Flrasndlce. 17 95 
hie tan* 17J6 
First Division Manager 6 96 
Flight at the Intruder 12 95 
FlMbM QuHt..  .7.96 
Fkn* 13 flMbl 20 95 
FoqUhV Crszy fCddip) .- ... 17 95 
F«nha Director 2 rildb. !**).17 95 
Formula 1 Gaand Pm <1 Mb[ 23 95 
PtiCUM Gcbtlm .10 95 
French MaUaRS.. 15 99 
Fun School 2 [6-8) . . 596 
Fun School 2 Lorn B) 6 96 
Fun School 2 I under fl| . 5 96 
ftin&cbxU(S-7|. 17 95 
Fun School 4 (7-11). 17.95 
Future Wats 10.96 
G-Loc.  17.96 
datewav to Ssvsqib Frontlsr It Mb;. 2195 
Gauntlet 13 . 6 96 
OaunOat DJ   17 95 
German Muta 15 99 
Ghostburtetis 2 [tf*) 6 95 
Ghoul* W Qhorj, 6 96 
OloD*lCtr«(]Mli) 20 96 
Gnome AJcuw 17.95 
QoUmns.  17.SS 
Gnbllnn* 2 ■ 17.95 
Oodf. 17 95 
ooMeu Ate  7.05 
Graham Taylor* Soccer {lMtrl 17 95 
Oiandsyuio iCo*mjJ(Nn.1795 
Gmwhig 2000 ..23 95 

Guy Spy  20.96 
Higar Ur* KuttlKe 15 96 
Haitequln ]7 95 
Harpoon - Battle Set 3 ..... 11 95 
Harpoon BsttlaSatV ..11.95 
Harpoon Editor 1395 
Harpoon ^1.2 1... 23 95 
Hanlar AshuJi rU4b) 23 95 
Head Omt Hefflk 6 96 
Head to Head (Cotnpi 23 95 
HtlUtvtUdj (3 Mb i 2396 
Heroes trf lha LfcbCe . 6 96 
Hsroqussl - Twin Pack 2$ SS 
Herocfuiw t <7.95 
HllcliLheri Guide to the GaiSJty 7.96 
Kwn» Acqouqis 2.39.96 
Home Alone 11MB N*1 17 95 

Kook 4 IMhl. I7.» 
KOverlpfint.. .6.96 
Humans . 20 95 
Hunt (ot Bod GaoOei..7 05 
Isn Botham's CttdseK 1Mb) 20 05 
H+ . 6% 
impossible Mission 2 (N*). 6 96 
Indiana Jonai 6 Fate All (ACTf ]7 05 
Indiana 30aw 6 Fata AU (Adv| il Mb).. 26 w 
Indiana. Jones B Last CntUde (ACT) 6 96 
ln6ana Janes A Last Crusade (ADVT ..12 05 
international Fiughv Cbabenge .. ..17 05 
IntaniaUanal Sports Challenge 20 95 
lahar ■ Legend oJ tha Fortress IhfBOO) 2005 
Italy 1000    6.96 
franhos.  696 
Jaok NkMk ua QoV .4 06 
Jadi Nbddkut Unbmiud Ood (Aoreoatiai: i Mb)20.95 
Jagua: XJ22011Mb).17 95 
James Bond CoflecUon 1W*) 17.95 
Jam** PcnS. 6 96 
JtBiPowat -......17.06 
JtmmT Whites Whuhflftd Stvaokei 20 96 
JhIUh Caveman Hkfi|*(1 Mb) 1796 
John Meddens Football 17.95 
Junks Typdst (6 • 10} 14 06 
Keys o! Mar amor, 17 05 
RGB llMb}     J0.95 
Kick OH * Eatra Time 606 
Kick Off Hit Msg i . 17J6 
Kjck Off 11 I Final Whistle l IN'). 905 
Kick Off B lOwntf Cd Ernopel 605 
Sir* OflD {Rstum to Europe) (N*l 6 9$ 
IGctOfllD ....—17 05 
Eind Words3 (lUb) .. 36 96 
tryghU rfUwSkyllMbi 23 05 
MM.--   6 06 
Leandai-———--17 95 
Leeds Drutad Champaona --  17 96 

20 05 
23 05 
23 05 
17 95 
17 05 
2006 
13 05 
17 06 
17 95 

14 05 
14 »5 
12 06 
23 96 
17 05 
1706 
49fl 

17 95 
7» 

.17 96 
1706 
20 05 
20 95 
1905 
20 95 

. 1796 
606 

...7 05 
1705 
1905 
1005 
20 06 
1705 
2005 
17 06 

.17 95 
20 05 
20 05 
20.95 
20 96 
17 05 
1796 
18.95 
1905 

23.95 
5 95 

23 95 
45 96 
20 06 

. .. 6 06 
1205 

. ..17 » 

... 6.06 
606 

1705 
.5.96 

20 06 
1305 

7 06 
. J3 95 

17 05 
17 96 

— 6.06 
2196 

... 7.05 
696 

.6.96 
JO 95 
20 95 
17 95 

...13.05 
6 96 
796 

1795 
36 05 
23 05 
11 05 
20.06 
1005 

.17.05 
19 06 

.23 95 
23 06 
21 95 

.. 20.05 
23 06 
1205 
606 

.2006 
20.95 
11 96 

BffitUi Mb Hoaauflo DiAk Vol l 
Battp? at Bittiln. 

. .13 06 
2Q 96 

B*ttU Tu^d* 
BattlffhffwkF 1942 
Beftcb Volity .. 
B«ulbuyt«iH 

17 96 
12.96 
59« 

17 96 
(Wtff) SjiffUuiQ iB Adult| . 10 96 
Big Run_ 
Blll'i Tomiur Gudi 

1796 
2C06 

BirtUurf (ley (lMtil 23 04 
Bitmap BrcrthcrF VvJbtlW-1 
Bitmap Brnthffra Vdinot 2 
IBUickCtytn 11 Mb. N+). 
Bnly Blcrwa (lMb| 

1796 
17 06 
3706 
17 96 

BnlnBlHlvr.. . 
Babble Bobu* IN* f... 

GK 
.6 0t 

Bunny Bricks . . 1706 
Cadavfi • Th» FayuR. . 11 
ClUM] .... . 20 06 

CunptiflA .. 29 96 
Cnpcnrr. CdlndlltHL 20 96 

CupUin Dyiwnin 
CflpUvi ....... 

6 96 
12 95 

Cmdivi ________ 14 % 
Call Uyna CWIangv 17 95 
Co: lor Coizuoandi 7.96 

Cartoon CoHscuun ..... 17 % 

Camdq .. 17 96 
Cantu* Mantel. 696 
CotUsolDl Bl»m(1MtH 
CutltiUMb).«........ 

23 96 
20 96 

CuttH • N Cimpojgn Dula Dl*k. 
Catch Tim .......... , „ 

12.91. 
57 06 

CAv^ Mm 10 06 
CflJbc Lffgundk ..... 20 05 

CMwIoB....... 006 
CbampliifWhlp Manager |1Mb) 
Chaw Eitgth* |lMb) 

17 n 
17 9& 

Chaai Chamrpicm 2176 . 
Chi*«n«wir 2100 

13 95 
12 95 

Chuck Yeager 2 . 
Cbsoo Heat 
Civilisation 11Mb) 
CJ m Space. 
Combat Au Patrol 
Cnmbs" Classic* 
Ctaifbct Korean Mb) 
Coot Croc Twins 

695 
16 96 
23.95 
696 

20 96 
20 95 
23.95 

. 17 95 
-Cool World 17.95 
Count Ihidruda ....... 6 96 
C.TVffit ACUdh 
Clary Can ).... 

23.96 
17 96 

CMvh.. .17 06 

CruiOv tbl A COfpOff ... 19.06 
Cryital Eingdom Dory 
Cutv* 'M Enchobba > lMt>| 

li 0S 
2396 

Cfun........ 20 05 
D G«n«ttuon •' iMti 1206 
DoJok Attack 
IHJfty Thompaofi'i Olympic Chaflrngff 
Dark Oua*h o( Xrynn riMtn 
Death Enrghta od Erynn |Ulb) 

1205 
600 

21 95 
20 05 

Daljyfftitnne______.... 17,05 

Deluxe Punt IV 60 95 
Deu'tefoa (N*) ...._____ 20 05 
Dbkjvwt m (be Ft#p* otf Columbu* 2095 
Dozy Cotiactrcv .17 05 

. : 
Legend flE Krrihdm 11 Mb 
Unsure Sint Lany 5 (1 Mb.i .. 
Lenmutigs (Onquiair.. 

mmgs 2..... 
Lanmdwa DouMePs^t_ 
Lemoungs Lrreb (Add Oc vernortf 
Ummipgs Levels (Stand Akmel 
Lethal Waapoo 
Lets spell At Home 
Let's Spell At The Shops 
Ld- ft Death . . 
LmksUMbl -- 
Lrrerpobl Fn«bfliD-„..... 
UcpototKin 
Latnbard RAC R*DV ..—™ 
Lord at the Rings. 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge . _ 
Lexus ET The tOfiiaat# CbaUpge 
Lotus Turbc ChaDenge D... 
Lure of the Temptress l IMbj. . 
MlTankPiAtooh 
Magic Maths H-E).......... .. 
Magic Storybook (lMb| ... 
UagitWocfti 
MagicLand Dmy_-.. 
Mancbsetar Uiuttd- 
Manchester United Eub5t»..- ... . 
Math* Adventure (6-14].-.. 
Maths Dragons 
Wa* (Compiler..... 
Modooald Land. 
Mega Mu (Cumpl 
M pga Sport*.... 
Mega Tw|»* .— 
Mega-Lo ManiaT^st Samurai 
Magaloutress < 1 Mb|...  
MegairatTUej 1 !lMb) 
Megatravellaf l|1Ub)_______ 
Mercenary 3 
Merlin's Maths 17-11). 
Micro French (Begmoeii G4)SK) 
Mioo German iBeglnnen. GCS& 
MKmHtM«<k« l,1Mb) 
Mig 29 Soviet flghtol (N-*j 
Might and Magic HI |1Ub) 
Mrhi Offioa (1Mb) 
Moonstone ;lMb; . 

MtxMiwalkei (»*1 . 
Mbtorhead.. 
Myth.---- 
Marc....... 
Naron Police ....-.. 
KekghtMurs 
New Zealand Story (N-) 
Nigel Mansells World Chahiptcmship 
Nmifl Collection 
Ntnja Wamors..... 
No OreaKv Glory.. 
Nr> Second Pme (N600} 
Noddy's Playtime 1.3 Mb) 
North & Boulb . ..— 
Omar Shaiifs Bridge 13 Mb) 
Operation Ccmbat 
Operallon 71;undc3 bolt .. 
Operation Wotf (N"). 
Outlandet ..... 
Padlac islands .. 
Paunt and Create (Over Sa]. 
Pain t Pot 2 . . 
Fang.......— 
Penza Kick Booing .. 
Farasoi Stars. 
Pen Pal ....— 
Perfect GcneraiO Mb i 
PGA Toui Goh - Courses Dtsk . 
PGA Tctui God Flu* 
PlCturs Fractinns .. 
PutbaJl Drums ... . 
Pmhall Fantasias (1 Mb) 
Plan 9 from Outer Sparc f 1Mb) 
Police Guest 3 (1Mb).. 
Pool* of Daftness OMb). 
Populous U(1 Mag) . 
Populous a Plus 11Mb;- 
Populous tt - Data Drak 
Postman Pat 3.. 
Powai’VplCoropt . 
Powettrtohgw ... 
Powarmcmger Data Diak (WW3j . 

*mnw Manager ___ .J7BB 
Ptemiere (1Mb] . ... 2096 
Pruice of Peisj .6 96 

Pro Tanni* Tour 1 (N*) 606 
Pm&-Gv«i |lMb) .17.SS 

PvSyllMb) _17.95 

PlflBTKf _-. 696 
Guest Fqo Adventure rCrnnp) 11Mb; .23.95 
Guest Far GitfV 1 (IMbl 26 05 
KB.! BaJ»ball2 .20.95 
keot Drrvm__ .. .20.05 
Rignarii ■■„„■■■■-■„•■■..... 26 05 
Katbned Tycoon Li Mb) .23 95 
Eambcw CSbecnoh .1305 
Rimbcrw Islands_____ 606 

.17.05 
Riving Mad 
Evading Wntag Cotmw{3'B) 
ImayffUl nrH Twjh 

1706 
. IB 05 

1005 
Satan .23.06 

aMmr*** . .G.06 
Fbci Dangerous 1 
Rj*c ci! thf Di agon 

-™... 696 
.2695 

Risky Woods _ 
Read Ruh 

1796 
17 95 

Rnbocod... . 1705 

Rotocop I.. ...6 96 
RaitfwoB 3 15 06 

R Kind 17 06 
Rcikng Poitr.y ■ N+« 17 95 
S*b»T«ro()Mb) 
SjTigf 

17 05 
706 

ScxibUa 1006 
Sec-yt*y*i*yUlwd ISib V- 
Sffcty, If MnrjffT [Stand B ’Mb. 

17 06 
2696 

Saciet at Sure: Blades i iMbi 2005 
Socwe 0i'?3 1706 

Shadow ad tbe Beast 33 20 05 
5h*5Cjw3on!Js 20 96 
SawtowwtoUMbl 
Sherman Mi iSTfiOO. 

1705 
606 

Shoe Fecpto 1705 
Shoe* tm Up CwstruetiWi K*i 
Shcrpsng 

706 
1196 

Shutlle I .Mb 2005 
Stkr.t Semes 3 Cl Mb] 23 06 
SjjCUffKQ] 796 
Sun Ant 23 95 
ii.m City 16 06 
StCb City ■ AmtuM^Tur# 1 705 
San City ■ Archi'ertine 2 .. 7 95 
&a) City - Tyitoifi Edjtnr 70S 
Sim City'Populous 20 95 
Cim Eortn J3 95 
StaarDt* 606 
Snow Bros 17.95 
Sc*?w Ptnball 606 
Soccer Stars (Compl ,17 95 
Socay A Sweep 
Spiro Apt 11 

696 
23 05 

Space Crusade 1705 
Space Gun 1795 
Sparuxh. Tuiot 1530 
Specul Forces ilMb N&OOj 23 05 
SpfriUng Fij 17.U) 1795 
Sports Best 1705 
Stwg rba Slug 606 
Stellar 7 . ....... ..1705 
Suw qi Mavw 2006 
Strategy MartffiE 
Stieet Fighter iN*) 
Screw fjghw^ 2 

7051 
19.05 

Slitder 60S 
Stndffi 2 705 
Stnle neet 17 95 
SuiJtt'r 11 Mb) 17 05 
Stunt Cl: RbCti 696 
Supapiei 6 96 
Super Frog (IMbi 1705 
Super MomCu G P 705 
Super Off Road _7 96 

Super Srm Pack rCompi 18 96 
Super Space invader? (N * | . 17.95 
Supw Tesrw UMh) 
Supetcora 

20 96 
6.96 

Supercars B 705 
Superlrghttus iC«np) 
Superskr 2 

1?96 
1795 

Suspnocws Cargo 
Switchblade U 

1706 
705 

Swiv. ... 7 96 

Sword o1 Honour 17 35 
Tennis Cup 2 17 05 
Test Drive UCollodion IN’) 20 05 
The Manager (UOH . 20 05 
JliOTiuri the Tank Engine 6% 
Thunder hawk 20 05 
Tidy the Kovse 10 05 
Tip Off .1705 
Tstus the Fa* . 37 95 
Total Recall 696 
Touchdown .. 11.95 
Toyota CtliCft .... 
Tiai»-jre iiknd Dury [N’*). 

6 0S 
4 49 

Tloarjjc* oJ Say I’rontior |lMb) . 21.95 

Tnviat PuTfui: 096 
TtbddlMi . 17 95 
Tittncan. 0.96 
Turnout U 695 
TV SporU BoKball 
TV Sport* Bamng 
Ughl. 

12-95 
12 95 
17.95 

Ultima 6 jlKb) 20 95 
Utopia 20 95 
Utopia - New Worlds Data Dull 
Venus the PivuiP 

1105 
690 

Vikings j lUh| 17 05 
Vjrtira) Worlds i*Comp[ 2005 
Vu 7.35 
Vacant 1795 
Wayne Gretsky 2 1705 
WOMa - The t^OphOCy .20 05 
Wild Streets 795 
Wilty Bo*inii!t (1 Mb l .. 23 00 
Wing nftiiin-jnfiw I (IMbi 23 95 
Wnk)d 17% 
Wooderiand rSMbl 20.95 
World Class Loadtiboud 7% 
World Oomp Rugby iNWi 17 95 
World Clatt Bugby • 6 Nkiioru 20 95 
Walil Cup Socoea 795 
WWF £trop«tfi Rampage 17.95 
I^iul 096 
ZOut 096 
Zak McEiacten 10 95 
Zool (JMb) 17 96 
Zc>.jI Enltanoed iAmiga 1200.1 
2vconni 

17 95 
17 95 

MINI OFFICE £49.95 
Word Processes Spreadsheet 

Database Graphics Disk Utilities 

QUANTITY 
10.. 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

PRICE 
.....£530 

20.       £10.35 
25.. ....  £12-65 
30.      £14.71 
31.. ..      £16.90 
40.........£ 11.9S 
41.. .   £21.10 
50.. ....       £2295 
BO... £36.35 
100.      £41.70 
120.. .    £49.40 
150.. .  ...£60 95 
200...      ...£78.75 
250.  £07.30 
300..   .£116.30 
400.     £154.50 
500.........£184 65 
1000.        £364.30 
2000. £728.50 

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY 

BOXES 
(with keys and dividers) 

lOShmpack .  0 04 
40 capacity ....*.£4.95 
50 capacity.......t,.£5 60 
80 capacity......£6 30 
80 capacity stackable Banx..£1A 95 
100 capacity.....£6 80 
120 capacity.........£8.75 
140 capacity... ,..,£9,95 
150 capacity ....  £10.95 
150 Dduxe stackable . .... ..£21.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Python 1 (QS130P).... .£9 25 
Maverick I (GS128F). .£13.75 
125+.. .£9 00 
The Bug .. . .£13 50 
Stai Probe.... .£13 50 
Competition Pro 5000 black.. .£13.75 
Speedking A/F... .£1100 
Navigator A/F. .£1375 
Topstai (SV127). .£21.50 
Supercharger (SV123)... . ....£9,00 
Sting-Ray A/F.. .£12.50 
Megastaj A/F (SV133). .£22.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Cartoon Classics Pack..£359 96 
Deluxe Work Centre .. £46 95 
Cumana Disk Drive..£57.95 
0-5Mb Upgrade + dock...£29.95 
0-5Mb Upgrade...£26 95 
1Mb Upgrade (500+).£56 95 
Mouse...  £14 75 
Mouse Mat  ....... .£2.95 
Mouse House..£2 .95 
Dustcover (Amiga 500 or +}). £3.65 
Dustcover (Amiga 600). ,.,.£3.65 
Dusteover (Monitor)..£6,99 
Dustcover (LC10).      £7.65 
Dusteover (LC24)..,..  £6 99 
Auto Mouse/Joy stick Switch  ., 14 75 
Trackball .....£28.75 
Head Cleaner.  £3 78 

Philips CM8833H Monitor with Lotus 
Turbo Challenge IL Dust Cover. Scan 
Cable, 1 year on site warranty, free next 
day delivery....£224.95 
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Bought a chartbusting 

game? Are you muddled 

and fuddled? Or are you 

just stuck and in need of 

help on the latest releases? 

If so, then read on... 

1ft I 
PINBALL FANTASIES 

Type the following cheats in before 
III you select the number of players.,, 

EXTRA BAILS - gives you five balls 
instead of the usual three. 

“ DIGITAL ILLUSIONS - stops the ball P going out of play. You won't be able 
0 to enter your name on the high-score 

table, or collect your bonuses though, 
HIGHLANDER - makes your balls heavier. 
VACUUM CLEANER - clears high scores. 
EARTHQUAKE - disables the tilt function. 
FAIR PLAY - sets cheat options to default. 

HUMANS 
Here are some early level codes to 
the Lemm/ngs-sfyle puzzler 
1 - Darwin 2 - Andie Pandie 
3 - Get a life 4 - Carlos 
5 - Howie 6 - Mooble 

7-CSL 8 The Humble One 
S - Pixie 10 - Milestone 

AQUATIC GAMES 
* Some cheats and tips: 

** 100M SPLASH - run along the top of 
the water, then jump over the pel i* 
can. He will fly off, then come and 
carry you over half of the course, if 
you knock all three toucans off, two 

pelicans will carry you in turn. 
In one-player mode, don't start run¬ 

ning. just let the penguin kick you until 
you fall in the water. This will give you a 
10,000-point bonus and reset your time. 
JUGGLING - rotate joystick madly to jug* 
gle all five balls. 
SHELL-SHOOTING - go to the right then 
jump on the jelly limpet. You will go 
through the roof, where there is a king 
limpet bonuses and limpet mines. 
BOUNCY CASTLE - a forward or backward 
somersault followed by a twist will give 
you a spring box. Use this to gain greater 
height. Do a twist at the top of your jump 
to go through the roof for bonuses. 
HOP, SKIP & LONG JUMP - make the final 
jump and keep waggling while in the air 
for greater distance. If you get a really 
long jump, prepare for a surprise.., 

UNICYCLE - rotate the joystick slowly and 
steadily instead of manically. 
FEEDING TIME - if butterfly hits fish, you 
wilt get a 1,000 point bonus. Time throw¬ 
ing sweets to the fish so that you trap 
butterfly between fish for a bonus. 
KIPPER WATCHING - leave the clock and 
let H ring for a large bonus - watch the 
seals, though... 

Game 
Busters 

Here's an extended GameBusters - a massive six 

pages filled with hints, tips and solutions to the 

games which are bringing you to your knees in 

frustration. Andy Nuttall is the man to help... 

PUTTY IN YOUR HANDS... 
Considering this silly platformer's excessive popularity, 
(plus it's been bundled with new A600s) hints and tips 
haven't exactly been forthcoming for Putty. So here in the 

Amiga Format office we decided to reward the one reader who 
sent some in with a £25 voucher. .. 

• At the start of the game, go left out of 
the gym door to finish the level quickly. 
• Look for things that stand out of the 
scenery, because they could contain hid* 
den bonuses. 
• Always keep on the move, 
• Punch, squash or absorb anything and 
everything that moves. 
• On later levels give the Bots cups of 
coffee to stop them from moving. 
• Always drop long distances - as long 
as there are no spikes to break your fall! 

A ROUGH GUIDE TO FINDING BONUSES.,. 
Level 1-1 Absorb the spider to get some food. Jump to the putties in the window 

for a score bonus. 
Level 1-2 Jump around to find watches. 
Level 1-3 Go to the bottom-right of the screen, and jump to receive a score bonus. 
Level 2-1 The tree at the top of the level gives you extra score, and the tree at the 

bottom gives you Dweeril power. 
Level 2-2 The first tree gives you a score bonus, and the one above it gives you a 

pair of false teeth if you jump. 
Level 2-3 If you jump on the lowest tree on the right you will receive the all- 

important bubblegum. 
Level 3-1 Mould into a rabbit to kill the Gut Buckets, and turn into an Electro Worm 

(?) to kill the light bulbs. Jump at the top for extra power-ups. 
Level 3-2 To get Dweezil power, jump on the picture. Jump near the planet to 

activate Uncle Ted. 
Level 3-3 Jump at the girl's face and the computer screens in order to get an arrow 

and an elevator. 
Level 4-1 Jump at the middle door at the bottom to activate Uncle Ted. At the top of 

the level jump at the right gong to get an elevator. 
Level 4-2 Jump at the middle door to activate Uncle Ted, and at the dragon symbol 

for bubble gum. Jump on the door for an elevator. 
Level 4-3 Jump on the symbol on the right for an arrow. 
Level 5-1 There are plenty of bonuses to be found on this level. The best one to get 

is the dustbin - to obtain this you have to jump on the cannonballs at the 
top of the level. 

Level £-2 Some of the igloos have food in them. 
Level 5-3 Some of the doors have food in them. 
Level 6-1 Jump around to get arrows. 
Level 6-2 There are bonuses in the pictures. 
Levet 6-3 Jump near the tower for a surprise, 

Paul Wills Taylor 
Horncastle 

SO YOU WANT SOME HINTS THEN? 

Dweeiil makes *n unusual entrance... 
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GAME TIPS 

Shadow of 
the Beast 

The Beast series has been consistently good looking, but in the past the 

games have been very annoying when you die, and Beast 3 continues that 

tradition. So what better than some tips from the programmers to ease your frustration... 

LEVEL ONE: 

Run right, shool the circular plants in 

the trees while avoiding the purple blobs 

that are fired at you. Jump on the elevator, ihcn flip the 

switch once. Wait for the lift to reach the top, then run 

right* collect the gold* and shoot the goblins that are 

running towards you. Continue right* level out the two 

platforms by shooting ihe first wheel a couple of limes, 

then colled the grenade. 

Shoot the cog throe or tour times to level out the two 

platforms - then watch out for the lasers... 

Change to the grenade from your inventory by pressing 

FI* then shoot the lasers on the moving platforms. 

Collect the key from the fourth platform, then go back 

to the first* Wait for it to go down, then use the key on 

the door and collect the gold. Go back up on to the 

platforms, then run right towards the village. 

Shoot the goblins, then go down the ladder and 

run right while shooting the other goblins* Shoot at the 

meat which is cooking on the fire, and push it just 

under the spikes. Collect the key, then go back and use 

it on the monster’s cage* Jump on the ladder* then fol¬ 

low the monster until it gets killed by the spikes. 

Collect the gold, then jump on to the jet platform. 

End-of-l*V0l guardians don't come much bigger thin this 
- remember to keep jumping, and shoot a lot... 

Move the platform to ihe left* then level it out so that 

the rock is carried with you on the way up. 

Carry on until you gel to the top. then push the 

rock to ihe left until ii falls over the edge. Jump to the 

left so that you land on the platform* then run up to the 

metallic spiky things on the left. Wail until ihe first 

spikes disappear* then run through ihem. Do ihe same 

thing for the second set of spikes. Fall down the broken 

cliff, then repeatedly jump and shoot at the guardian 

until he dies. Collect the skull. 

Go right and hit the switch, then run left 

with the wheel. Fix the battering ram* 

and run right with it Destroy the door, run 

over the bridge* and duck dowrn. Destroy the platform 

dial the balls are bouncing off, then run right and kill 

all the wasps before collecting the gold. Go left to fall 

down ihe hole, and shoot the gold lock on the right. 

When you f lost to the top* this lever opens both the 

gates at the bottom* so you float down again. 

Go right and fall down the tunnel, then move the table 

left until it's just underneath the porthole by the door. 

Jump on lo the table, kneel down, and shoot ihe lever 

on the left. The table will move upwards* Shoot the 

lever on the right, then wait until you go back down. 

Go right, collect the gold and go up the ladder* Push 

the table into the water and kill the monster. 

Jump right over the gap, then push the box to the 

left until it falls. Jump left over the gap. then walk right 

until you fall. You will now find yourself standing on 

the box. so walk off to the left and quickly push right 

so that you fall on to the table* Shoot the box until it 

explodes into splinters, then go right until you see a 

barrel. Now you must quickly jump over the hole, 

shoot the monster, then jump back over the hole again. 

Do this repeatedly until you kill the monster, bui 

remember to keep on the move, or the crane will get 

you. Nowf go back and push the barrel to the very' end 

of ihe floor, near the hole. 

Go down the ladder, then dose the left shutter (but 

don’t kill the green monster yet). Go to the top of the 

ladder, then go left. Jump over the swinging mace, 

then collect the gold. Go right, and kill the beheaded 

monster by shooting his neck. 

You don't need to kill the headless monster In order to 
complete the level - but It's incredibly satisfying... 

Go down to the place where you killed the man. and 

fiddle around with the lift controls. Pick up the barrel 

and put it near the ladder on the conveyor belt. 

Gel in the barrel, but don’t close the lid. Shoot the 

belt switch, then dose the lid. Fall down the hole, and 

a monster should drag you along and drop you in some 

water. Jump on the land when you reach it* and go left. 

LEVEL THREE: 
CAVES OF 
BIDHUR 
Run right until you are past the two crea¬ 

tures on the bridge, then jump up and 

shoot them from behind* Continue right and jump on to 

the first branch, Stand as far right as possible, face left, 

then jump up the branches and shoot the nest and four 

birds at the top* Run right and jump off the edge. 

You will have to try to catapult this ugly looking figure 

so that It hits the bird cage. 
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Keep going until you see a table, then shoot the left 

leg. Jump to the other side of the table, and shoot the 

right leg. This leaves a pivoted plank. Shoot the head 

in the rocks from behind, so lhal it falls on to the left of 

the plank. Push il as far as possible to the left, then 

climb the ladder and tun off the ledge to the right. You 

will catapult the head up so that it hits the bird cage. 

Stand in front of the bird* and press fire* Once you 

are on ihe bird, stand diagonally up and right until you 

sec a column of metal balls. You will also notice a set 

of adjustable runners. Adjust them so lhal they will 

direct the balls into the top cave, then release the first 

three balls by shooting the switch at the lop. Now 

adjust the runners so lhal ihcy lead to the next cave 

down, ihen release the remaining balls. Fly down to the 

shaft below until one of them drops a hammer - pick 

that up then fly back up to the top cave. 

Dismount the bird, then go right through the gap - 

dodge left when the slab falls. Change your weapon to 

the hammer, then push a metal ball to the edge of the 

This action's possibly the most difficult part of the 

gam* - prepare for much frustration shotting birds... 

shallow' pit. Shoot Ihe slab a few times to move it on to 

the metal ball, then keep moving die balls from the 

back of the slab to the front - keeping the slab moving. 

Once the block reaches the right of the shallow pit, 

keep throwing the hammers until it won't move. 

Change your weapon back to the throwing stars, 

then use the slab as a step to reach the higher platform. 

Go right and kill the monster by shooting it repeatedly 

in the eye. When it's dead, go right and collect the 

empty glass flask from the lab. Go back to the bird, get 

on it. then fly to the next cave below the one you've 

just been in. Fly past the bouncing balls to the edge of 

the red lake, dismount, then select the flask as the cur¬ 

rent object. Jump into the middle of the red lake, then 

press lire to fill the llask. 

e Run right, and duck the flames while 

shooting the flame-thrower. After it's 

destroyed, continue past the steel ball then 

go downstairs. Shoot the left leg off the table, 

then push it as far right as it will go - don't fall off the 

ledge yourself. Shoot the bats to reduce the harm that 

they do to you. Push the bookcase left until it's just 

before the Library sign, then climb the ladder and jump 

on lop of the bookcase. Jump and collect the hammer. 

Climb up the ladder, and go back up the stairs to 

the large steel ball. Shooi the hall twice with your 

throwing stars, then switch to the hammer and start 

rapidly shooting at the ball until it's at full swing. 

Jump on to the hall as iFs coming towards you, and let 

it carry you up to the high platform on the right. Jump 

off the ball, then switch hack to your throwing stars 

and shoot the ball when it's at the highest point of 

swing. The hall should now detach itself from the 

chain and roll down the stairs. 

Continue right, past the sliding puzzle - ifs not 

necessary to complete the puzzle - then go down the 

Keep shooting the metal ball until itpf at full swing, then 
jump on it and leap to the platform above. 

ladder into the crane booth. Pick up the fish al the bot¬ 

tom of the top-left tank, and feed it to the lop fish in 

tank three. Pick up (he Latter when it has eaten the 

small Fish, then feed it to the fish in tank one. Take the 

fish from tank three, and feed it to ihe small shark in 

tank two. The small shark is the only fish that will not 

harm you. Move to the exit box and press fire. 

Climb ihe ladder, then run through the tanks. Go 

down the ladder alter tank three, and fall down the 

drop to the right. Jump over the ball, then climb down 

the ladder. Run right, jump the smalt pit, jump on the 

ledge, then shoot the switch lo turn the furnace on. 

Stand next to the furnace, select the hammers and keep 

Catch th* fMi in the right order - but be careful, choose 
the wrong one end you'll be beck at the beginning. 

shooting the furnace until il won't move any further. 

You will see some spikes hanging from the ceiling 

from a chain slightly to the right. Switch your weapon 

to the throwing stars, then jump up and shoot the 

spikes twice and a small crack appears in the chain* 

Switch your weapons 10 hammers, then repeatedly 

jump up and shoot the spikes until they are at full 

swing, Quickly change back to the throwing stars, and 

shoot the spikes when they're at the highest point of 

their swing to the left. The spikes will then detach from 

the chain and plug the shallow pil on the floor. 

Go left, and climb the ladder. Jump over the large 

ball, and push it to the right until it falls into the fur¬ 

nace. Run right, and jump on the small platform next 

to the furnace sw itch. Wail for the ice lo start melting, 

then when the top is just below your platform jump on 

to it and then immediately to the ledge on the right. Hit 

the switch on the wall which will turn off the force 

Field below you. Wait for the molten metal on the floor 

10 cool, then drop down from the platform. Collect the 

crystal on the floor* and walk right until you're directly 

beneath the other cry stal which is embedded in the ice. 

Keep shooting the ice w ith Ihe throwing stars until it 

shatters, and you will then catch the second crysial. 

THE FINAL 

Run and jump on to the platforms, then repeatedly fire 

at Maleihoth's head. Change platforms every lime he 

goes past you, and try to destroy him ASAP. 

OH NO! 
IT'S THE PATHETIC TIPS! 

Every month we receive hundreds of letters 
from readers offering tips for various games. 
Although most of them are fine, some are not- 
so-hot* This month we begin a series 
containing some of the more bizarre entries,.. 

The honour of being the first among equals 
goes to Michael Confor of Ring's Lynn, who 
writes: 'If you know you're going to die - for 
example, when the beast grabs you with the 
daw - quickly tap the Help key* and you will 
restart at the last load/ That's great Michael - 
but I'm afraid that you forgot to write which 
game this tip applies to! 

On a similar planet to Michael is Jonny 
Reed from Da rtf or d* who wrote in with the fol¬ 
lowing; In Monkey fstand 2. hold down both 
Amiga keys and both Alt keys* and you will be 
prompted with the message 'do you want to 
win?1. Press *y\ and you will be instantly trans¬ 
ported to the end sequence/ Guess what? It 
doesn't work. At all. Ever. 

Here's a tip on Monkey island 2 that's about as use¬ 

ful as a condom on a stud farm. 

Dave Paget of Radstock came up with this gem 
for Kick Off 2\ 'If you hold down the rD' key 
when the team who didn't kick off have the 
ball, a trail of players will be left on the scan¬ 
ner until you let go of the key/ Superb! 
Thanks, Dave. 

Simon Ambrose of Warwickshire goes one 
better with a 'cheat1 for Sensible Soccer**. 
'To have a chance at beating the top teams, 

If you find that Beckenbauer il a bit too good a 

player for you to handle* put him in goal... 

first choose one for yourself, then go to 'Edit 
Teams' and choose your opposing three teams. 
Swap the opponents players around so that 
the star players are on the bench, put the 
'keeper in at centre forward and put an out¬ 
field player In goal." 

Excellent! If you can't beat your opponents 
fairly and squarely, totally obliterate them 
first and they'll be easy pickings! That sounds 
like just the sort of battle plan that Saddam 
Hussein would use... 

Thanks for those - they're completely use¬ 
less... more next month. 
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For countless eons, a sole entity has occupied this universe alone, 
waiting.... 

You are the Commander of a small reconnaissance fleet sent to 
explore an anomaly in the space-time continuum, otherwise known 
as a "Black Hole". By way of an unexplained equipment 

malfunction, your fleet exits hyperspace too close to the vortex 
and is drawn into the void. 

When you emerge from the worm hole, you find yourself in a 
universe fragmented from your own since the big-bang. 
Everything you knew as truth is now false. Even the very 
laws of physics have changed. 

mmrai smmii tr.gui* 
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To return to your universe, you must first meet the challenge set before you by your 
captor: Beat him at his own game. Your four remaining ships must fight against an 
arsenal of intelligent weapons on a series of battlegrids. 

The rules are simple. The stakes, Your very existence! 

Experience graphics, animation and stereophonic sound like you’ve never felt before... 
Pick up a copy of Vektor Storm today, and prepare yourself for the fight of your life! 

Minimum System Requirements: 
512K RAM With Kickslart Version 1.3 or Higher. 

GAMES 
Inovatronics, GmbH/ Im Heidkamp 11 / W-5000 Cologne 91 / Germany / Phone +49-221-875126 /FAX +49-221-8704747 
Inovatronics, Inc. Suite 209B, 8499 Greenville Ave, Dallas. TXUSA 75231-2499 Phone 214-340-4991 FAX 214-340-8514 
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Plan 9 From 
Outer Space 
Are you stuck in a world of B-Movies, hub-caps and magic Styrofoam? Know what we're 

talking about? Then you're playing Plan 9! GameBusters is here to move you on to Plan 10... 

Before you start, remember - if you 

want to watch any of the reels of film 

round in the game, then you can either 

watch them In the editing room of Cheapflik Siudios or 

any of the project booths you will come across. 

Fat American Him producers aren't really known tor 

their mastery of the English language... 

At the start of the game, you'II find yourself in the pro¬ 

ducer’s office. Go in the hall, then down to the foyer, 

Walk into the street, past Joe’s Diner and into the Hub- 

Cap Bar. Talk to the woman (if it is a woman) by the 

bar. She will mention Vlad the I m paler St, which is 

where Bela Lugosi used to live. 

Talk to the barman, and buy the bottle of rum from 

him. Go back to the producer's office, and see if he has 

gone. If he hasn't, then keep going in and out of the 

studios for a while uniil he does. If you examine his 

desk, you will find a key for the editing room. Go in 

his private room on the right, and examine the pictures 

on the wall - in particular the one on the left. This will 

give you an address - Lot 9, Pleasant Rest. Highgatc. 

Go downstairs and ask the doorman ID call a cab. 

Tell the cabbie to take you to Lot 9. Pleasant Rest* 

Highgatc. When you arrive at the cemetery, go through 
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Examining the top left hand picture on the wall will glee 
you an address to visit then let the taxi take the strain. 

ihe gale and enter the cry pi. Examine Bela's body to 

discover a door key, then pick up the hammer. Get 

back in the cab. and go to Vlad the Impaler Street. 

Enter the house, then go left into the study. 

Examining ihe flyer on the table next to the books 

will reveal an advert for the local shopping mall. Pick 

Examining the Mag's head, though, reveals a credit card. 
Funny, that - t usually keep mine in my wallet... 

up the pictures of Bela from Ihe table, then examine 

the trophies on the rear wall. Push the one on the Left, 

and a credit card will fall out. Leave the house and lake 

the cab to ihe Hypcmiega Mall. Press the lift call but¬ 

ton, then go inside w'hcn the doors have opened. Press 

button iwo, then enter the Lycanthropository. 

Talk to the woman, use the credit (TrEx) card to 

buy the scary' mask, then examine ihe mask and you'll 

find a note with a key. Read Ihe note, ihcn go io the 

fifth floor and enter the Hardware Store. Say to the 

assistant; "Nice day for gatherin' com, ‘ then examine 

the spade and buy it (using the credit card). Gel a copy 

of your passport photo by using the passport with the 

photocopier. Go to the sixth floor, and enier the Bank. 

121 

UGH! - ENOUGH! IS ENOUGH! 
Well as great three-letter, Neanderthal game names go you can’t go wrong with Ugh! And as a cute little platform game you 

can’t go far wrong either, though some people do go badly wrong, but that's why we’re here with the level codes... 

Level E Code Lewd Code Level Code Level Code 

2 SELBSTLAEUFER 19 PICASSOONB1 CYCLE 36 FISHYREQUISITTTTE 53 THESE NSIBLEPARTY 

3 hennabreggl 20 SPANISH IN QUISITION 37 ARTHURFIGGfS 54 ADOPT AD APTN IMPROVE 

4 PFANNEHEISS 21 LUIGI VERCOTTI 36 CRUNCHYFROG 5S HELIOSAILOR 

5 S0ICHGOMSASEPP 22 JIMMYBUSSARD 39 SPRINGS UR PRISE 56 ARTHURTREE 

6 2 PFU N DH ACKFLEISCH 23 KE N CLE A N AIRS YSTi M 40 WALLYWIGGIN 57 A 8 LOCK 0 FWO0D 

7 DOGODDERDEIG 24 JOHAN N G A M BOLPUTT Y 41 5IXTEENTON WEIGHT sa LIONTAMING 

8 SPAM SPAMBEA NSNSPAM 25 TRAINSPOTTING 42 RASPERRYKILLER 59 RONOBVIOUS 

9 SEMPRINI 26 BICYCLEREPAIRMAN 43 SCOTTOFTHESAHARA 60 CHANNEUUMP 

10 PROFRJGUMBY 27 1R VLNGCS ALTZBERG 44 BISHOPOFE AST ANGLIA 61 TUNNELINGTOJAVA 

11 CONFESS 28 THEENDBERG 4S P0LLYTHEEXPARROT 62 M AUR1 CEZATAPATf QU E 

12 MITTERMEIER 29 HOWTOFLINGANOTTER 46 EWANMCTEAGLE 63 KENBKGGLES 

13 D1ESCHN IOC) ANGST 30 THECATSATONTHEMAT 47 ASCOT5M ANON AH O RSE 64 AL IB AY AN 

14 INTERESTtNGPEOPLE 31 CON FUSE ACATLTD 46 KEITH MANIAC 65 KENDOVE 

15 INSURRANCESKETCH 32 DISTRACT ABE E 49 NOTGOODENOUGH 66 T1 DOLES 

16 ITSTHEARTS 33 MtTTELSCHMERTZ 50 STILLNOTGOODENOUGH 67 THENAKEOANT 

17 ARTHURTWOSHEDS 34 INSPECTORTJGER 51 NUDGENUDGE 66 KENSHABBY 

16 HAROLDTHE SHEEP 35 LOOKOUTOFTHEYARD 52 THEWOQDPARTY 69 ALBATROSS 
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GAME TIPS 

Use the blurred photocopy in the pilot ID so that you can 

board the plane. Oh, and learn bow to fly... 

122 

Talk to the teller, then change some of your money 

into the cumeneies of Washington* Brazil, Hong Kong 

and Australia. Examine the credit card and note the 

number on the back (350143). Hand the key you found 

in the mask to the teller and she'll ask you for your 

deposit box number. Look at the range of numbers she 

offers, and pick the one closest to yours (530143k 

Open the box and take the reel of film (hooray 1). 

Examine it, and you'll see that it has the word ‘Wun* 

written on it. Next go to the Travel Agents on level 

thiee and buy a ticket to Rio (using the credit card). 

Leave the mall and go to the cemetery. Enter the 

gates* then go left where you will find a grave with a 

wooden cross. Use the spade on the grave three times 

to dig it up* then you should come across the second 

reel of film. The reel should be marked ‘Of. 

Go to the airport, and give the ticket to the airline 

rep. Board the plane, then go inside the cockpit and 

talk to the pilot. Ask if he knows a place to stay* and 

the dull, lifeless vault contains a dull, lifeless film canis¬ 

ter - coincidentally containing a dull, lifeless film*. 

note his name - he will tell you about something he 

left behind in Rio on his previous visit. 

When you arrive in Rio get in the cab* and you 

will be taken to a hotel. Examine the book on the 

stayed in. Ask for the same room, then go upstairs. 

Take the Pilot ID which is on the table, examine it for 

the Pilot's address - 21 Aviation Way* Studio Town. 

Replace his photo with your*. Now leave and go to the 

cave on the beach. The bats will lake the picture of 

Bela from you and leave you alone. Pick up the third 

reel of film, which will be marked 'Lo'. 

Go to the airport* where a group of security guards 

will arrest you and take you to the police station (note: 

it's a waste of time bribing the guards.) After your trial 

you will find yourself in a cell. Give the bottle of rum 

What a scatterbrain that pilot is, leaving his 10 behind in 

Rio. That's just asking for trouble... 

to the guard, and he will leave - dropping a statuette 

on the way* Pick it up, and use the hammer on il* 

Inside you will find a slimy Dcathhead Moth pupa 

(what kind of storyline is this, anyway?). Go to the air¬ 

port. and give the Pilot ID to the rep. Fly home, then 

get a cab over to Aviation Way, 

Use the credit card to open the door, then drop the 

spade, small bey, room key and house key. Pick up the 

scuba gear, then go into the back garden where you'll 

find the fourth reel of film, marked 'Property', Go to 

the store room of the studio, then pick up the love 

beads. Take a cab to the airport, then give the Pilot ID 

to the rep, select Australia as your destination, then 

board the plane. 

Go to the beach, and talk to the sexy (?) bather — 

say 'Hi them! Nice weather'. Then ask her if she 

would Like the love beads. She will take them, and lead 

you to a hippy commune. Fly home, and go lo the 

building site outside Cheaptlik Studios. Talk to the two 

blokes about the hippy commune* ihcn go to the diner 

and pick up the balloon. Go back to the store room in 

the studio. Ihcn drop the mask and ihe note. Pick up the 

dicliunary, then fly hack to Australia and go to the 

hippy commune again. 

Talk to ihe hippies about Fred, and they will give 

you a reel of film marked lH*K,\ Go to the bridge on 

ihe left of the Sydney Opera House and talk to ihe 

painter. You will slip and fall in the water - quickly 

counter, and note the room number which the pilot use the scuba gear before you drown. Pick up the 

SIM CITY - LAND OF FAKES AND MONEY 
Although Sim City has been tipped pretty extensively in the past, we still manage 
to acquire new tips on this simulation for wannabe town planners everywhere. So 
if you're a fan here's how to avoid natural disaster... 
Most people know that by simply typing the word 
'FUND' (In capitals) It will give you an extra 
$10,000. This can then be used as many times as 
you like, but the problem is that after every five 
times you will suffer an earthquake. So how do 
you avoid the earth tremors? 

A good trick Is to build up a huge fortune by 
typing 'FUND' loads and loads of times on bare 
terrain - that is, before you start to build your 
city. That way the earthquakes will do no damage, 
because there Is nothing to be damaged. When 

you have enough cash you can start building. If 

you need some cash while playing, first off put 
the game on pause, then type 'FUND* repeatedly 
until you have enough money. Unpause the game 
and you will only suffer one earthquake - regard¬ 
less of how many TUND's you've typed, If you 
save the game before restarting it and then 
reload* you may be lucky enough to miss the 
earthquake altogether! 

Maureen Ann Baker 

Rothesay 

The nice house in Aviation way contains some scuba 

gear - you can't get up the stairs though, unfortunately* 

crowbar, then use the balloon with the scuba gear. You 

will now shoot to the surface. 

Fly to Hong Kong, and talk to the movie mogul. 

He'll tell you aboui the Netsuke which was stolen. Fly 

to Washington and talk to ihe chief, who'll send you 

to Cuba. While you’re standing on the wharf, the guard 

will speak to you. To understand what he is saying, 

examine the dictionary. He will give cigars and a 

poster* so go back to Washington and give them to the 

chief. He will send you to the Smithsonian Institute. 

Get in the taxi and when you arrive at the institute 

give the slimy pupa to the curator. Go to the warehouse 

and examine the crates until you find one marked 

lO,R. Yental. Hong Kong', Use the crowbar to open it, 

it will reveal the Netsuke and the Last reel of film. Fly 

back to Hong Kong and give the Netsuke to the movie 

mogul who will give you an ancient talisman* Go to 

the border, then go across the wall to China, 

Talk to the painter too much, and you'll fall into the sea 

- fortunately, you have waterproof pockets... 

A group of Ninjas will jump out and take you to a 

monastery. Quickly give the talisman to the monks* 

who will take you lo see the Aliens,,. Game over* 

man... Game over. 

Matt Taylor 

Baltombe 

Gotham City a la 5/m City, It hasrYt art changed since 

Batman moved on to the Big Screen,-* 



Amiga 600 

■The compact Amiga 

•1MB of RAM 
■ Built-in TV modulator 

• IDE Hard disk controller built-in 

■ PCMCIA Card slot 

• Includes Power Mouse Mat 

■ Includes Apache joystick 

Amiga 600 ....£285 

Amiga 600 & 40MB HD .,.,..,.£455 

Amiga 600 & 60MB HD  .£499 

Amiga 600 & BOMB HD    .£549 

Amiga 1200 

■ 32-bit computer 

■ 68020 microprocessor 

■ Optional 68881/68882 floating point unit 
■2MB BAM 

•PCMCIA Card slot 
• 16.8 million colour palette 

■ Displays up to 256,000 colours on screen 
■ Includes Power Mouse Mat 

• Includes Apache joystick 

Amiga 1200 ...,.........£3 90 

Amiga 1200 & 40MB HD ...£560 

Amiga 1200 & 60MB HD .....£604 

Amiga 1200 & 80MB HD ...£654 

Internal Hard Drive 

40MB Internal hard disk ..£199 

80MB Internal hard disk...£269 

Blizzard Turbo 

-A5HVA50D+ 
• Expand up to 8MB (OK installed) 

■ Memory and 68000 CPU run at 14.2SMHz 

» Fast 68000 processor installed on-board 

■ Fully auto-configuring 

■Optical 512K shadow RAM on extra 
memory bank for shadowing the operat¬ 

ing system out of ROM or from disk 

Blizzard Turbo........£129 

Blizzard Turbo 2MB RAM . ......£185 

B'TurbO 2MB RAM + 256K Shadow RAM £ 199 

Amiga 4000 

■32-bit computer 

■ 68040 microprocessor 
■25MHz clock speed 

■2MB 32-bit chip RAM 

■ Buift-in 3,5“ high density disk drive 

• 16 8 million colour palette 

■ Display up to 256,000 colours on screen 

■ High resolution graphics 

■ AGA Custom chip set 

■ VGA or muttiscan monitors 

■ AmigaDOS 3 0 & CrossDDS 

Amiga 4000 & 120MB HD ...£2329 

A3O0O 

■ 68030 microprocessor with coprocessor 

■2MB RAM 

■ Hi-Res graphics with 1MB graphic RAM 
■ Built in SCSI interface 

■ Hard disk as standard 
■T is Tower version 

Amiga 3000 & 52MB HD...,....,,...£1439 

Amiga 3000 & 105MB HD ..£1569 

Amiga 3QG0T 1Q0MB HD SMB RAM £2349 

Amiga 3000T 2Q0MB HD 5MB RAM .,£2936 

PCMCIA Memory 

• Ultra slim memory cards 

■ 1MB & 2MB 

■ For A600/A1200 

1MB Memory card . £POA 
2MB Memory card............£POA 

Amiga Accessories 

A2300 Genlock ..,....£57 

A2065 Ethernet Card .    £245 

A2232 Serial Card. ..£104 

A2320 Display Enhancer.......£163 

Commodore 1960 

■ Multisync monitor 
■ For use with Flicker Fixers 

* Very high quality 

Commodore Trisync monitor.,.£479 

Educational discount* 

available 

n 
Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 

Woburn Road Ind Estate 
Kempston Bedford 
MK42 7PN 

Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234 

Technical 0234 841882 

WHr delivery £2.50 24Hr delivery £4.50 

Parcel post delivery £1 (UK mainland only) 

Specification* & prices are sublet to change with out nonce 

All 1sfam arts at knowledge d. VAT included 

Home Music Kit 

■ The complete music kit for the Amiga 

Digital Studio III 

■ Transform your Amiga into a digital 

sound studio 

■ Create your own music 

■ Re mix songs 

■ Piece together various songs 

Real Time Sound II 

■ Add special effects to music 

■ Over 32 special effects 
■ Echo effect 

■ Can work with MIDI instruments 
■ Each effect can be modified 

• Make your voice sound robotic 

•Allow your music to sound like it's being 

played in a concert hall 

Stereo Sound Digitiser 

■ Convert your desired sounds into digital 
signals 

Other Features 

■ Maximum sampling rate 900 KHz 

•Dynamic filtering 
■Anti-aliasing fitter 

■ Stereo gain control by software 

• Microphone volume scale 

Home Music Kit £49.95 
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GAME TIPS KTh 

ng Hand 
ig is here once more to help gameplayers who 

are in need and distress. If you've broken down in a game, or if you've just broken down 

then you need the help of a very nice man. Sorry though, all we've got is Andy Nuttall .. 

RETURN OF EOTB2 
Try as I might I can't get into 
the big room in the north of 
Catacomb level three of Eye 
of the Beholder 2.1 keep get- 
ting slaughtered by the legion 
of skeletons* Please restore 
my sanity and let me know 
how to defeat them, A cheat 
for infinite health would be 
helpful as well. 

Russ Welsh 
Hartlepool 

Aha, bugged by the sketlies, eh? First you have fo remember 
that the skeletons are continually being generatedL Just out¬ 
side the room containing the skeletons, you wifi find a small 
room with a lock able door. You must rush into the skeleton 
roomr kill three or four skelfies, then run back outside, go into 
the smalt room, lock the door and rest Repeat this until they 
are all dead, then quickly collect everything from the room - 
especially the Dark moon key hiding in an alcove. Then get out 
of there as quickly as possible. 

A program to enable you to cheat the game was included 
on our Coverdisk Issue 33. This is still available from our Back 
Issues section (see the Contents Page), and it will enable you to 
adjust all aspects of your party, not just health, 

I have got to the end of the game in EOTR2, and killed Oran 
Draggorer but then I am immediately wiped out by the dragon. 
Is there any particular item I need to kill it or is my party just 
too weak to handle Him? 

Stephen Morris 
H Islington 

The dragon at the end is in fact Dran himself, but in a different 
form. To kitt the dragon you must use the +4 Talon sword, 
which is the only effective weapon in this case. Hit him with it 
as many times as you can, but when you see him breath in - 
dodge out of the way quickly (if you value your eyebrowsj. If 
you have a numeric keypad, use it to move around - this wifi 
enable you to dodge more quickly. 

Cheat in Little Puff 
Way hack in issue 39, Heather. Oliver and 

Charlotte Day wrote in with a query about the 

game Little Puff We*ve had a few solutions 

sent in, hut they are a hit too long to print in 

fullt so we were pleased when Christopher 

Hilbert and Richard Martin sent in a cheat. 

Simply type in ‘FAT DRAGON NINJA', 

then press Caps Lock and L to skip levels. 

Unfortunately we couldn't test this outr hut try 

it and see. Thanks lads. 

Gat that Remove Paralysis spall 

going, or you'll be Mantis soup. 

Call of Eldritch 
Did any of you out there buy Hound of 

Shadow, the HP Lovecraft-based adventure? I 

Killing the mmi jotister is easy, but the level 

one guardian? Soma find it metre difficult,.. 

have come unstuck with ii. and would appreci¬ 

ate any help or advice from fellow 

investigators out there. 

Guy Cole 
London 

No. Fm afraid l can't help you out. But Vm 

sure somebody somewhere knows the solution 

so write in and help out our Guy. 

Brutish bulldogs 
In the game Premiere, how do l go about 

killing the Bulldog in the sub-game at the end 

of level one? 

Robert Booth 
Colchester 

The answer is to shoot him before he can shoot 

you! It's a quick-draw situation, so when you 

see him go for his gun, hit the fire-button as 

quickly as possible. You will need to do this 

three times to defeat him. 

Strike a light 
How can 1 gel hold of your marvellous 

ScreenPlay book, containing ihe clues to help 

me in Dungeon Master. 1 need to know so that 

1 can finish the game and go on to Chaos 

Strikes Back. 

Maureen 
The Twilight Zone 

The ScreenPlay hooks are available from our 

usual mail order address in Somerset, which is 

printed on the Contents Pages of the maga¬ 

zine. The Dungeon Master hints in ScreenPlay 

One are particularly gtxxi 

Pirates ahoy! 
On a more serious note, we have had several 

requests for help with the adventure game 

Hook, which involve the number of available 

mugs in the Crossed Swords pith. Various 

readers have phoned or written in with this 

particular poser. 

These people have complained that there 

is only one mug in the pub. This means they 

are using an illegal copy of the game. Funny 

one that, pirates playing a game about pirates 

Equally hooked 
And now to someone who has a legal copy of 

the game, and a decent query to boot... 

Please can you help me? Fve tried following 

the instructions for solving Hook as set out in 

the November Amiga Format I managed to 

collect the anchor, washing pole, rope, three 

mugs, a pirate hat AND knock at Mrs 

Smeedle's door. In fact everything went well 

until I tried to use the pole to take the pirate 

jacket from Mrs Smeedle's washing line. She 

keeps stopping me pinching it! 

J Weaver 
Upminster 

Although we printed the solution a few months 

Ago, getting the uniform is still difficult. 

Yes. I found this a little bit problematic as 

well* What you need to do is knock on Mrs 

Smeedle's door, then rush round as quickly as 

possible to the w ashing line and use the pole 

on the pirate jacket. If this doesn't work the 

first time around, keep trying - it will work 

eventually, believe me. 

THAT'S ALL FOLKS. 
Remember - keep the hints, tips and 
queries flooding in. We do read all your 
letters, but only the most interesting 
or more unusual make It on to the 
page. No stamped addressed 
envelopes, please, and no Action 
Replay cheats. See ya neift month. 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in the magazine, then write it down 
and send it in to us at HELPING HAND Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 



THE • GAMES • STORE 

look out for our fantastic 
sale offers 

stockists of gamegear, megadrive & master 
system hardware, software, peripherals 

& boardgames. 

special offers in each store weekly 

BRISTOL BIRMINGHAM BLACKPOOL CARLISLE ■ GLOUCESTER HANLEY 
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IRST TIME” 
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CALL 
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391633 
Burford Computer Services 
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Graphic & General 

Mo# Pli 
Personal F 

tersonajj 

Pro Draw 3: 

e Scroller* 

! Scroller 2... 
itleH....#.. 

BnAltern 
BrladoA 

Deluxe P 

Charts & 

34.99 

Real 3D 

Real Thin* 

Scaia 500 

Take 2 
Vi# Direc 

Prol 
XfAD 20(| 

XIAD.30CI 

149.99 

54.99 

59.99 

,49.99 

39.99 
.19,99 

■39.99 

E.79.99 I-.49.99 
169.99 

§..39.99 
NEW!.Ml 29.99 

ManagerPlB 19.99 

.29.99 

Bp.99 

.89.99 

inners.§..99.99 

Dogs.§..19.99 

..64.99 

,.34.99 
QQ QQ 

...49.99 

.89.99 

,..279.99 

i School 

G9 Route F 

Micr^erlp..§,.16.99 
Tekno Amiga.§..59.99 

lent & Utilities 
“[..29.99 

..22.99 

Efty AM0S.|....^B.22.99 

a|osfrote - anal.*^,..44.99 
Cross DOS Plus 5.0 ,...§..24.99 

Blitz Basic!.1. 39.99 

Can Do Vp....64.99 

Busters!! 
Hi Speed Pascal...64.99 

Home Accounts 2.36.99 
Quarterback 5.0.39.99 

SASC V6.199.99 

Turbo Print Pro 2.0.39.99 

Hardware 
Data Switch.......19.99 

Kick Back with 1.3 ROM.. ...,39.99 

Colourburst.249.99 

1.5Mb RAM with Clock.82.99 

Invision Plus/Live...399.99 

Flicker Fixer 2 A500.199.99 

Naksha Mouse.22.99 

Optical Mouse..29.99 

Renrfale8802 inc Ext Cable.149.99 
RocGen Genlock.84.99 

RocGen Plus.129.99 

RocLite Drive...,..54.99 

ifccKey..   249.99 

Podscat Graphics Tablet.179.99 

Star LC200 Colour Printer.169 .99 

Star LC24-200 Mcno Printer,,,...189.99 

Touch Screen for Amiga.229.99 

3 Button Track Ball.34.99 

Zydec Trackball...29.99 

Zydec Amiga Drive.49.99 

$decA5001M) RAM Cart.-.44.99 

$dec«OOiM) RAM Cart.44.99 
Sharp JX1CD Mono Scanner.949.99 

Sharp JX730 Oolou Prrter.899.99 

Music & Sound 
AD1012 Studio 16 Card.399.99 

Aegis Sound Master.89.99 

Audio Engineer Plus 2.149.99 

Music X 1.1.49.99 

Pro Midi Interface.....19.99 

Stereo Master.29.99 

Techno Sound Turbo....29.99 

QTP & Wordprocessing 
Excellence 3.0....39.99 

Final Copy 2 • NEW!.64.99 

Kmdwords 3.0.34.99 

Mini Office..... ..39.99 

Page Setter 2.34.99 

Page Stream 2.2.129.99 

Pen Pal.34.99 

The Publisher - NEW!.39.99 

Protext V5.5.99.99 

Transwnte...29.99 

Wordworth 2.0 - NEW'.79.99 

Works Platinum..,,.34.99 
.49.99 

..25.99 

Post & Packing £1.50 - Securicor £5.00 
lespatch - Cheques 7 days 
sess and Visa accepted 

;ques should be made payable 
to Softstore) 

STORE, PO Box 1720, 
/Slough SL3 0YX 

0753 683336 
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 COMMODORE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AM5TRAD CUMA1MA PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA ABACUS SEGA DIGITA 

Grda Ts 
l0*A, DISKS... D1S 

rpVULY OU ARANTEED BULK 
^DOUBLE SIDED DOt HI f DENSITY 

rl35lp HXKf Certified l NBRANDED | 
^USUALLY ! ! >K ..t MITS! HINDI l-Il 

^CJL ARANTFF-D AND SUPPLIED WITH 
rLABELS DO N’OT CONFUSE W ITH INFERIOR 
UNCERTIFIED. PLEASE RHONE FOR LATEST 
PRICES 

20DSDD-.£9.99 25 DSDD.....£12,99 
SO DSDD.„..........,£2L99 100 DSDD.£42.00 
200DSDD.......1S2.00 
20 TDK Branded Diilti 

'Mill l'*i> ]!l boldtl bottfc . £19 90 
DESK bU\Lh 

Flip Top Disk Holder b<44* 3 2 ..99p | 

Flip Top Duk Holder bold* 20  .12-99 

40 Disk Holder. Lockabk, Top Quality. 
ik.wish Div idm 2 Ke v *. ..—0.99 | 

RODi:<*k Header. Lockabk, Top Quality, Anh MaiK 
wilh Divider & 2 Keyv.,.,.-. ..15.99 

100 Disk Holder Loekiblc. Top Quality. 
Ami-static. with Dividers & 2 Keys .. .,£6.99 

IHSKSttDlSK IIDAMTLKS 
Pack of 20 in cmr Ttip Duality, Lockable 4li 
Disk     113.99 

Pack of 50 in our Top Qualm v, Lockable Hit 
Disk Holder—.....  ...12S.99 

FILL DRAW Hi 

I Drawer Tvpv Boa - Hold* 200 dtvks, 
I loefciMe. stackable...  -112.99 

I Draw er Type Bov - Cun be >Licked hon/onulh or 
| verticals - Holds iSODnks.......116.45 

MhK LABELS 

I Four Assorted Colours 
160 for........iUOO I 
1 200 for.....   £2.00 I 
ypO Tractor Feed Label* .. . £4 ■ inj 

G.V.P 42Mb Fjlsi Access Hurd. Drive with 8Mb 
Unpopulated RAM hoard ..,.1314.99 
FREE next day delivery 
G.V.P ROMb Fast Access Hard Drive with HMb 
Unpopulated RAM board.„_..£379.99 
FREE next day delivery 
G,V+P 120Mb Fast Accevs Hard Drive with 
8Mb Unpopuialed RAM board.,1454.99 
FREE next day Whfoy 
G.V.P A15O0/A2OGO 8Mb RAM board 
populated with 2Mb RAM . 1159.99 
2Mb SIMMS to hi the above GVP*.159.99 

(lilted FREE if required} 

OLCE 

These arc the original and hcvi. 
Manufactured by Premier Micros from 
Sheet Steel with welded scams and Epoxy 
coated to colour match the Amiga. Precision 
made to fit over the hack of the Amiga lo 
make a perfect platform for a monitor, 
improve the looks of the Amiga and provide 
space for a second drive etc. 
A500/A500 Plus Model....,.,..,,£39,95 
A600 Model .,...134,95 

, Amiga 1200 Model..,,.,.....139 95 

DUST COVERS 

Amiga 500 Keyboard.. 
Amiga 600 Keyboard.. 
Amiga ] 200 Keyboard. 

.£4.99 

.£4.99 

.14,99 

Citizen I20D Printer... 
Citizen Swift 9/24/124D.. 

.. .14.99 

..£4.99 
Commodore Moniior.... .14,99 
Philips Monitor MK 11. 
Amiga 1500 Two Part Cover. 
Star LC10 Printer.... 

.£4.99 

.18.99 

.14,99 
Star LC2Q0 Printer. .£4,99 
Star t r'U/’Jnn Primer £4 99 

Amiga 500 w ith Control Centre Si Monitor 
Combined Cover    ---£8 99 
Amiga 600 with Control Centre & Monitor 
Combined Cover,,...,,....£899 

DISK DRIVES <5, EXPANSIONS 
CUM AN A CAX354 I Mb 3.5 Single disk 

| drive -Ermbie/Disablc switch - Thai port - 

Power ex Amiga----...£54.99 

REPLACEMENT A500 Internal Disk DriveJ 

fully compatible and with 

full instructions,,146,99 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS & SYSTEM 

UPGRADES 512k RAM Expansions with 

| Clock and OnjOff Switch.126,99 

I Mb MODULE TOR A500 PLUS gives 

| 2Mb Chip Memory__,..144.99 

AMIGA 600 ■ j Mb Chip RAM Module with | 

clock, plugs into trapdoor underneath 

the AbOO..—.£44.99 

KICKSTART ROMS 

VI.3 Kick start ROM.*. ,.....,.129.99 

| V2.04 Kit-talari ROM..£49.99 

ROM SHARER 

[ 2 Position Sw itch .........119.99 

SMART CARDS FOR PCM A SLOT IN 

AMIGA A600 and A1200 

2Mb Ram Expansion Card ,.,.,..£129.99 

j 4Mb Ram Expansion Card...,1199.99 , 

UllG A CP I V ML L I I MEDIA PACK 
Amiga CDTV player complete with key¬ 
board. mouse. Amiga disk drive, infra red 
remote controller, batteries, welcome disks. 
Lemmings, & Hutch in sons 
Encyclopaedia-....£479,99 

AMIGACDXV 
Amiga CDTV player, infra red remote con¬ 
troller. welcome disks. Lemmings. Al 
Hutchinson* Encyclopaedia.1379,99 

Amiga CDTV plaver,..099,99 
Kevhourd.. £49.99 
Mouse, ..    £39,99 
Floppy Disk Drive............+..+.,+..,154.99 
Track Ball ..£79.99 

CD-ROM DRIVE 
Commodore A 570 CD Rom Drive, plugs 
into Amiga A500 Expansion Bus to run 
CDTV Software...,,....,.£339.99 

NEW - PH IIJ PS CD-I...£599.99 

AMIGA 500/600 HARD DRIVES 

Top quality Amiga Colour Dust Covers, Tailored, | 
Monogrammed and with Round Edges. 

Protect Your Investment 

G.V.P. 42Mb Fast Access Hard Drive with 
8Mh Unpopulated RAM board,.£334,99| 
FREE next dav delivers 
G.V.P. 80Mb Fast Access Haid Drive with 
8Mb Unpopulated RAM board. ,142t!.99| 
FREE next day delivery 
G.V.P. 1 HlMh F»i Access Hard Dnve with 
8Mb Unpopulated RAM board...1499.991 
FREE next day delivery 
2 x S Mb SIMMS for above 
IFree fitting),,,,..,,,....,.,,.,—. ,159.991 

G.V.P, COMBO 40Mh/ Accelerator Plus 
] 20Mb Hard Drive Plus 8Mb RAM hoard all 
in one case .*...1874.99| 
4Mb SIMM for above (lined free if 
requ ired)   ...... «, „ ., 1169.991 

ZAPPO A50U/A5U0+ Hard Drives - take up to | 
KMbof 1Mb Simms, mouse iipcraied Games 
Switch, SCSI through pon, 12 nionth warranty.I 

ZAPPO A5<W4QMbH*ni Drive ..,.„„„£279.99| 
ZAPPO A50fV60Mb Hud Drivc.........1329,99| 

2 x lMb Simms for above (FREE 
fining!......,....,159,99| 

2.5" IDE Haid Disks for Amiga A6()0/A ] 260 
Simply fils inside your Amiga, complete with 
kad and fixing screws 

60Mb....  ....,.1229,991 
80Mb,.„.....>...£269.991 

i s „ rj Urj'ijJ 
COMMODORE AMIGA waia™ 

| FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ALL [ 
Ol R AMIGA SYSTEMS 

COMMGD.UKE. \M 1<>A AfrOtl PACKS 

| PAOLUME 
AMIGA AfiOO SV BASIC PACK 

I New Compile! Design - 

Kickstarl/Workbench 2.05, plugs directly 

into any T V I Mb RAM. Smart Card Slot, 

I 3.5M Built in l>isk Drive. Complete with 
| Mouse and PSC. 

12 months m home service,«»»„*„,1299.99 

PAULI1MJ 
AMIGA AfiQO HD BASIC PACK 

AS PACK ONE PLUS a 20Mb Built in 

Hard Disk Drive* installed with 

Workbench 2.05 ........1429.99 

PACK THREE 
The Wild, the Weird Si The Wicked. 

AS PACK ONE. with Deluxe Paint III 

GRAND PR IX by (MicroProse) PUTTY by | 

I Sy stem 3, PUSHOVER by Ocean and 

Deluxe Pain! Ill......1359.99 

PACK 1 UL R 
EPIC/Langwage lab. Hard Drive Pack. 

I AS PACK TWO. with Trivial Pursuit in 

I three different languages, Amiga It XL Word I 

I Processor. EPIC by Ocean, ROME by 

Millenium, and MYTH by 

System 3... ....NOW £399.99 

PACK FIVE 

Home Office Pack. 

I The complete all in one package for y our 

I home or business. Commodore Amiga 600 

I us PACK ONE w ith word processor, 50,0001 

worn! spell checker database spreadsheet 
with graphics, disk manager..,.£309.99 

COMMODORE AMIGA AlflH? 
32 bii graphio, Kickstan/Wrorkbench 3.0, 
plugs direct I v nuo am TV. Smart Card 

sloe. 2Mb chip RAM 3.5" built in disks 
I drive. Complete w ith Mouse and P$U. 12 
| Months In Home Service...1409.99 

As above with 

60Mb Internal Hard Drive. Filled under 

warranty by our technical 

depart mem       ..,£644.99 

80Mb Hard Drive Version 16K4.99 

LO.M.MUDUKE AMIGA 4099 
The power of the 68060 32-bit processor 
running at 25Mh/. new dim hie A4 graphics I 

chip set and 168 million colours. High den- | 

sily disk drive, High speed 120Mb IDE 

Hard Drive. New Workbench v3.fl 12349,99 

E^E-N 11VL ALLLhMJKIEb I ACK 
I T op quality 40 disk storage box. 10 best 

1 quality disks with labels, mouse mat, tai¬ 

lored moling rammed dust cover, SPECIAL j 

PRICE £21.99 or £ 19,99 when purchased 

w ilh any Amiga system. 

ZUQLTAUi 
IZOOL, Pinball Dreams. Striker, Trans write, | 

1 RRP over £127 only £20.00 with any 

I Amiga system. 

PRINTER RIBBON RE INK 

j Simply open your plastic ribbon case, spray 
over the ribbon, replace the lid and leave for I 

] 24 hours, 
BETTER THAN A NEW RIBBON 
Guaranteed - Restores dozens of ribbons to 
newr for just .........IT 1,99 

PRINTERS 
Wc are CITIZEN SUPER DEALERS 

and Authorised to offer their Full 2 years 
Guarantee tin all CITIZEN Products, 

This Guarantee covers all parts and labour 
including Printer Head. 

FREE WITH ALLOT R PRINTERS: 
Exclusive Printer Starter Kit 

Comprising: 
* 200 Sheets Quality Paper 

* 200 Sheets Continuous Paper 
* 200 Tractor Feed Address Labels 

* 2 Metre Amiga Printer Cable 
* Special Amiga drivers disk to match 

your Amiga perfectly lo any of our printers 
Free next h orbing day delivery on ail 

Printers 

MTV CITIZEN SVUKl 2 SERIES 
J WTusperquiet * very fast - 2 year warrants 
CITIZEN SWIFT 200 - 
24 pin uciluur...........£239.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 240C - 
24 pin colour .......,,.,.,.....,£279.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 1199.99 

| CITIZEN SWIFT 24e COLOl H .1249.99 

\E35 STAR LCIQO SERIES 
STAR LC1II0 - 9 pin colour..1169.99 
STAR LC24/ICM) - 24 pin mono .1199,99 
STAR LOO MONO...,1134,99 J 
STAR LC200 COLOUR....£199.99 
STAR LC24/20 MONO.__1229.99 
STAR LC24/2M COLOUR ^^£269.99 
CANON HJ3CI0 330 .Black £18.99 
PANASONIC KXPil70.....™»Cl49 99 
PANASONIC KXP 11241.£239.99 
SEIKOSHA SP IAMM) plus - 
9 pin iBnaiti-rn,„im„„i.j.£139 99 
SEIKOSHA SL 9t) • 

| >4 pin mono..........  ......1179.99 

INKJET PRIMERS 
I CITIZEN PROJET..........099.99 

CANON BJI0EX Portable Bubble Jet 
Printer w ith 3 foals. Cable etc ......1249.99 
OLIVETTI JP 150 -300 DPI Bubblejci. 

I Hewlett Packard Emulation,.,,.£229.99 | 

1MULT CAKTRIPOES 
I CANON BJIOE Ink Cassette.£17.99 
COMMODORE MPSI270 
Cartridges...114.99 
REFILL INKJET CARTRIDGES - 

I w IN P \ i ks easy load) 
HEWLETT PACKAKD/cmZEN 
PROJET..,.,...Black £16.99 
............Blue £18.99 

EPSUJS PRIMERS 
EPSON LX400...  £139.99 

1 EPSON LQJOO..,,___ ...1229.99 J 

MONITORS 

I PHILIPS CM8S33 MR 11 Stereo Ccdour 

I Monitor High Re^oluimn. Free Lortut 

I Turbo Challenge 2 Game, lead s and 

I on-rite Warranty----£229.99 

I Philip* Tilt Si Swivel Stand for 

the above...*.116.99 

New COMMODORE I0&4ST 

Stereo Colour High Resolution. PC Style 

Monitor, mounted on li Tilt and Swivel 

Stand Colour matched to Amigra 

A600/A1200, include* leads. 12 month* 

w arrant y..... ... ....1189,99 

FREE NEXT WORKING DAY 
DELIVERY ON ALL OUR MONITORS 
FREE STEREO SOUND AND RGB 

CONNECTING CABLES. 

Please note that alt our Monitors are 

official UK specifications. We do not sell 

Grey imports of any kind. 

mmiiminui atari citizfm star asi it vn (i\i\v\ philips c;oi dkm Uiac;f. wksha abacus sfca iiicita 



WKSHA ABACUS SEGA DIGIT* 

v in n r 3 Pz*L 

Amiga Application1*..,.....£16.9? 
Amiga Baltic Ins-idc and Out..,..*.£18,95 
Amiga C tor Beginner...116.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Guide..,._£16.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Power* ___£24.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Woikbook*..,£29.95 
Amiga DOS a Dabliand Guide,,,**,..*.£14,95 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out 
Revised Edition wilh Disk ...£29.95* 
Amiga DOS Reference Guide 3td Ed,,..08.95* 
Amiga DOS Quick Reference,,......£8.95 
Amiga DOS 2 Companion ,,.........,...£22,95 
Amiga Intern,.,,.**...,..,,.    .....02,95 
Amiga for Beginners 
new version W/B 1/3 & 2.0 ,. ..^..,112.95 
Amiga Graphics Inside &. Out...*1299*,! 
Amiga Game Makers Manual..,...,116,95* 
Amiga Machine Language,...**.,--£14 95* 
Amiga Primers Inside & Out ..**„**,**,.. 129.95 * 
Amiga Programmers Handbook 
Vol 2........£22,95* 
Amiga ROM Kernel Ret Manual 
3rd Edition Devices ..—*„,.*.£24 95* 
Amiga ROSi Kernel Ref Manual 
Trd Edition Includes and Autodocs.£315#* 
Amiga ROM Kernel Rel. Manual 
3rd Edition Lib*..,£32.95* 
Amiga Hardware Ref. Manual 
3rd Edition ..*....£24.95* 
Amiga 3D Graphics Programming 
In BASIC...    £16,95 
Tbc Best Amiga Tricks and Tips*.,..,£24.95 
C: A DabhandGuide...  £14.95 
The Commercial Games 
Programmers Guide....*..*..£11.95 
Get The Most Out of Your Amiga 
Vot 2_-™.*-.*-_    19.95 
Get The Mom Out of Your Amiga 
Vol l*rr n ~r~..*,*„,*„,**,*,*.***.*£13.95 
Inside Amiga Graphic.. ..„,,.***.*.£16.95 
Kids and the Amiga * 2nd Edition..£14.05 
Learning To FI) with Fltghi Sim......£12.95 
Making Musk on the Amiga* ...£29.95 
Mastering Amiga Beginners  _... 119.95* 
Mastering Amiga DOS 2 - Vol I *_*jC2I.9? 
Mastering Amiga DOS 2 - Vol 2,**.,.£17.9? 
Mastering Amiga Printers,..,,*.£19.95* 
Mastering Amiga System........129.99* 
Mastering Amiga Workbench 2.............119.95 
Mastering Amiga Amos,.—™£ 19.95 
More Amiga Tricks and Tip* .,**,****.*,.„,! 14.95* 
Screen Play  ................19.95., 
Using AREXX ott the Amiga Plus*.£29.95 
Using Deluxe Paint - Second Rd..£18.95 

* With FREE disk 

WMX3SM 
Word worth version 2,0 from Digits.£74,99 

| Sethi 500...... ...£89.99 
I St ala (Needs L5MbRam& 

Hard Drive)—.—.—.115999 
| Pen Pal....,...139,99 

GB Route Plus..*.*,.*.*.**.„..£59,95 
Design Works ,**,„,*„*„*.„,*,.£57.99 
Quarterback —*..,*..*....£46.99 

I Quarterback Tools......159,99 
1 Home Accounts..,..*...********.—.*119:99 

Home Accrami* 2 —.—..  136.99 
X-Back up Pro....................135.99 
Amos.*.***..*„..*.£32.49 
Amos Compiler...*..*.*,*..*.****,**,*, 119.49 
Amos 3D..     —121,49 

I Easy AMOS—. ..  125.99 
Amos Professional.. 155.99 
PagestreiMn 2.2....1139,99 
NEW Final Copy Jl ...£89.99 
An Department Professional ..,...,1179,99 

I Jnimcad....*.... 149.99 
Professional Calc*_......- 1129.99 
Professional Page vj.0.109,99 
NEW Mini Office Woidprocessor. 50,000 
Word Spell Checker. Database, Spreadsheet. 
Disk Manager & Graphics 
RRP.,£59.99 Special Offer...147.99 

I Junior Typist..,.,.,,,,.-..*112 99 
Gold Dii OFFICE v2,+_ 144.99 
Deluxe Pami IV ai..  £89.99 

l Publishers Choice,.*......02.49 , 

MIRACLE PIANO TEACHING 

I Professional Midi Compatible 49 key key* 

I board with unique Piano Teaching System. 

I Record, Overlay and mix your own 

I creations with the Miracle's 8 Track 

I Studio. Wilh 250 lesson software, cables. 

I earphones, foot pedal and manuals. 

I PLAY THE PIANO IN 3 WEEKS 

I Complete System...**.*«*.**1289*00 

I Fun School 2 - Under 6 s.,.,*,17.99 
Fun School 2 - 6 to 8 s.—..17,99 
Fun SchtMil 2 - Over 8 s.*..17.99 
Fun School 2-8 and Over ..*.*,....,.,*£12,45 
Fun School 3 - Coder 5..115.45 
Fun School 3 - 5-7 Years .........115.45 
Fun School 3-7 and Over..115.45 
Fun School 4 - Under 5....£16,45 
Fun School 4 - 5-7 Year* ..£16.45 
Fun School 4 * 7 and Over ,.*,.*..*..,.116,45 

[ ADI Maths 11/12.......£19,99 
ADI Maths 12/13.*.119.99 
AIM English 11/12.*..*..*,119.99 

I ADI English I 2/13....119.99 
ADI French 11/12..*,....*.£19.99 
ADI French 12/13. £19.99 
ADI Junior Reading 4/5 19.99 
ADI Junior Reading 6/7 „*.**.**_*! 19,99 
ADI Junior Counting 4/5*.  119.99 
ADI Junior Counting 6/7.....119.99 
Paint N' Create 5 years* ,*,,*,,*..*.**. *£22,99 
Merlin's Maths 7-|| yearn...*..*.£22.99 
Spelling Fair 7-13 years,*,„,*,**.*..*122.'99 

KOSMOS 
Answer Back Junior . .*.*..*.*,**,.114.45 
Answer Back Senior....IF4,45 
Fact File 500 - 2l)th Cent. History....17.95 
Fact File *500 - General Science ..*,.*.17.95 
Fact File 500 - Know England_**17.95 
Fact File 50(1 - English Word......£7.95 
Fact File 500 - Natural History ...,..,,17*95 
Fact File 500 - World Geography ..17,95 
Fact File 500 * First Aid...,17,95 
Fact File - Spelling........17.95 
Fact File - Sport...*,*.  .*.,*17.95 
Fact File - Arithmetic ,.*..,*.*.**,*,,,17*95 
Fact File - Association Football **....*17.95 
The French Mistress. £14*45 

1 TTte Jialian Tutor ..,.*,**..*114,45 
| The German Master,,.*,,*.£14*45 
I The Spanish Tutor...........£14.45 
I Maths Adventure..,.,,....£19*99 

L.C.L 
Micro English (GCSEl.,*...*..,.,,.*118.95 
Micro French (CCSEi...£18.95 
Micro Maths (GCSE)....,*£18,95 
Micro German <GCSE)--*118.95 
Mega Maths i A Level!...£18.95 
Primary Miths(3-12).™„,**Xl&.95 
Reading and Writing 0*8) *.*..117.95 

VI [SC 
I Better Spelling (8-Adult),,*„*.,.116.99 
I Junior Typist..,.*.*.. ....,*.,........112.99 

Better Maths...*....116.99 
I Noddy's Playtime.*.*.**,,*,*,.*,119.99 

MTV DELUXE PAINT III 
TUTOR VIDEO 

Leant to gel ihe best from NEW Deluxe Farm IN. This video shows you how to 
| design and execute your own Animations. Titles and 

so much more in a Step-By-Step* Easy-To-Follow way. 

Subjects covered include: 
★ Screen Painting 
★ Zoom 
★ Colours 
★ Working with Text and Fonts 
★ Stencils 
★ Perspective 

Animation 

Video Titling etc, etc 

RUNNING TIME: NEARLY THREE HOURS!! 

Superb Value At ONLY £18.99 inc Post & Pocking 
"l was a link sceptical about the chances of taking a complete beginner to such artist it 

heights but 1 must admit to being wrong* 
AMIGA COMPUTING, September 1991 

Jg_ 

Audio Leads - connect your Amiga 
I to your Hi-Fi 

3 Metre Stereo Audio Leads....14.99 

| Quality Soft Moumt Mai......£2.99 

Mouse Bracket (to hold mouse).£1.99 

3.51' DKk Drive Head Cleaning Kits ,*..11*99 

I Twin Jovstick/Mouse Extension Lead..15.99 
Joystick/Mouse "Y* Lead..,,**,.*.**..*.£5.99 
Joysbek/Mousc Switch Bin fnoi 6001,,.£9.99 
Joystkk/Mouse Auto Sensing Switch Box 

by Robo.............£16.99 

Aerial Switching Boxes. Ml in TV lead to 
| eliminate constant disconnection 

and w ear on TV ,„**.**„*....£3.99 

Surge Protection Plugs,......£11.99 

i Printer Cables ..*...£7.99 

Modulaior Extension Lead stops your 
Modulator falling out!!! Plugs into Modulator 

| port and Modulaior and allows Modulator to 

| sit along the back of the Amiga instead of 
I projecting. Approx 12" cable knglh...110,99 

Naksha Mouse with FREE Mouse Mat, 

FREE Mouse Holder and Operation 

Stealth Game...  .125.99 
lisa Mouse * 280 DPI Micnssw itched ,114,99 

| Techno-FI us Mouse 
Micros witched 300DPI!! ..*,.*,,*,.117*95 

I GVP DSS8 ■ Digital Sound Studio 
Sound Sampler..  £57.95 

CESSORfES 

Midi Connector. Midi Leads & .. 
Free Music X Junior **.*,.*,.*„*,,*.*.*.**139*99 

Quickjoy Foot Pedal.. .124,95 
Voltmace Delia 3 A 
Analogue Joystick*  ...£12,99 

Gravis Clear - The Joystick ,,.,*,,*,*.,,..*.£36*99 
Zipsliek Supetpro Autofire 
Joystick*..,*.*,***.. ,*„*„*.*112-99 

Sigma Ray I Pistol Grip - Auto Fire).*.! 13*49 
Speed King Analogue Hand Held 
Joystick_*...114.99 

Mouse pad/mouse pocket - 
Gifl Pack.,..,***.*.*....14.99 

Optical Mouse.. .  ..*£34.99 

Desk Top Copyholder. Makes 
typing and inputting easier __£9.99 

Space Saver Copy holder. Moving arm. 
clamps to edge of desk...*..........117.99 

Primer stand. Fits any printer.. £7.99 
3 Metre Joystick OR Mouse F.xtcnsion 
Lead*...      ...,..,,15,99 

Primux 350 DPI Mou*se...,*.*114.99 
Alpha Data Scanner - Scan & Save ...£124.99 
Alpha Data Scanner - Touch Up.£149.99 

Naksha Scanner - plugs in side 
expansion....,,____ .199.99 

Mega Mouse ..*,*,.114.95 
Power Scanner V3..  £109.99 
Monitor Ami* clamps on edge of desk, 
creating additional work space *,,*,,*.*,**£34.99 

DITiON 
MPUTERS 
ITED 

DEPT AF, 3 STATION ROAD, KETTERING, NORTHANTS 
NN15 7HH. SHOP HOURS (0536} 414892 jC 
OUT OF HOURS (0780) 720531 

llELEfrlONf DIRECT TO OUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE AU MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
(ACCEPTED QUOTE YOU* NUMBER AND EXPifcT DATE SAME D*Y DESPATCH I SEND ALL POftMS Of PAYMENT MADE PAYABLE TO AUOlTtON COMPUTERS LTD WITHYOUR 

ORDER OEAS£ SEND YOUR NAME, ADCTf SS AND DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER ALONG WITH 
YOUR DETAILED ORDER REOUJfiEMENTS GOODS WILL BE SENT BY POST. FREE OF CHARGE 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER CHEQUE OEAWWCE 

fSk'm ALL OUR PISCES INCLUDE FREE STANDARD DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS OVER U 5 00 ORDERS 
J UNGER 115 00 MUST INCLUDE U 00 SMALL ORDER CHARGE NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY 

ONLY £2 50 EXTRA ON ALL ORDERS OVER £100.00 

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V^A-T, 

rnimnnnDC inm miTCC e rto 4M^td tn ct iitct mill roe r-m iii.a nur i; XTiirem umci c cm tii/'iTi 
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Workstation showdown 
Wtiat'S the top machine for under £2,000? The best buys revealed 

Your computer, your creativity and Future 

Music are all you need to enter the 

fascinating world of making music, We’ll 

guide you to the right software and 

hardware at the best prices, then show you 

how to get the most out of them. 

Every month we will open up for you the 

entire world of music technology, from 

creating and playing live to recording and 

producing. Your computer can be the 

starting point for making superb music - 

STs, Amigas, Macs and PCs are all at the 

hub of making music today. 

We won't swamp you with jargon and 

technical drivel because we know just how 

confusing the business of music technology 

can be. You'll get clear, concise and 

entertaining reviews and features, written by 

experts who know what they’re talking 

about and can show you how to do it too. 

Find out just how 

exciting creating music 

can be. Future Music 

issue three is at your 

newsagent now! 

♦ News pages 
packed with 
previews, 
personalities, 
the latest 
launches, 
opinions, 
updates 
and events 

♦ Informative interviews with 
performers and sound crew 



Take control of your music! 

♦ Authoritative reviews of all the 
latest hardware and software 

♦ Expert technical advice on all your 
musical problems every issue 

Technology plus creativity 

Don't just listen - play! m<, COntt,i of your synth 

Buyers’ Guide 

♦ Comprehensive buyers’ guides to 
hardware and software 

♦ How to... guides that will help 
you get the most from your gear 

The technology’ for making music R becoming increasingly 

affordable, giving more people than ever ihe access to equip- 

mem that can create, play and record to a high quality level. 

What you need to know is what equipment R right for you and 

how to get the most out of it. We will guide you through thR 

complicated world - ripping out needless 

[argon, giving authoritative reviews, provid 

ing essential advice and keeping you up to date 

with everything to do w ith music technology. Join us every 

month and be part of a unique club of music enthusiasts. 
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DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF PC FORMAT OUT ON CHRISTMAS EVE 



1993 - we wiU start as we mean to go on. As ever; we will be offering highest quality 
goods at the best possible prices. 

3.5” DSDD PLUS BANX STACKABLE BOX 
50 DSDD 3.5" plus Banx Box.£32.00 
100 DSDD 3.5" plus Banx Box..£46.00 
150 DSDD 3.5" plus 2 Banx Boxes  .£70.00 
240 DSDD 3.5" plus 3 Banx Boxes.  £108,00 
320 DSDD 3.5" plus 4 Banx Boxes.£148.00 
400 DSDD 3.5" plus 5 Banx Boxes. £180,00 

BANX BOXES ARE STACKABLE, HORIZONTALLY AND 

VERTICALLY, LOCKABLE AND BEAUTIFULLY MADE 

3.5" DSDD PLUS DELUXE BOXES 
50 DSDD 3.5" plus Deluxe Box.£27.50 
100 DSDD 3.5" plus Deluxe Box...£44.95 
150 DSDD 3.5" plus 2 Deluxe Boxes...,...£57.00 
200 DSDD 3.5“ plus 2 Duluxe Boxes.£76.95 
400 DSDD 3.5" plus 4 Deluxe Boxes. £145.00 
500 DSDD 3.5" plus 5 Deluxe Boxes.£178.00 
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE AND SUPPLIED WITH 

LABELS. BOXES ARE LOCKABLE ANTISTATIC WITH AMPLE DIVIDERS 

u 
The most comprehensive and best value pack ever. 

RRP 

NEW A1200 COMPUTER.....£399.99* 

ZOOL PACKAGE WORTH ,..£127 92* 

(Includes Zool, Striker, Pinball, Dreams, Transwrite). 

100 'A' Grade 100% Certified 3.5" disks.£40.00* 

Banx Deluxe Stackable Box.£11.95* 

Deluxe 8mm Mouse Mat.£3.95 

3.5 * Diskette Head Cleaner.£3.95 

Tailor Made Dust Cover.£3.95 

Clip on Copy Holder.£6.95 

TOTAL.  £598.66 

OUR ULTIMATE PRICE.£439.95 
*When purchased separately 

BANX stackable disk boxes 
Exclusive to us, these disk storage boxes are superior to 

many we've seen costing more than twice as much. 

Beautifully constructed in best quality materials with a 

smooth-running drawer Supplied with four colour- 

coded dividers and fittings to stack horizontally or verti¬ 

cally. Available in two sizes. The Dual Format version is 

also ideal for compact disks. 

3.5" 80 + DISK CAPACITY £11.95 
MULTI BUY DISCOUNTS 

3-4 €8.95 EACH 5+ €8.50 
DUAL FORMAT 

180 5.25" disk capacity 

or 130 3.5" disk capacity 

£16.95 

READER OFFER - 100 HD 3.5" Disks PLUS 
BANX STACKABLE BOX pfM ft * 
for the incredible price of only 

18 Crescent Way, Orpington, 
Kent BR6 9LS 

♦ALL COMPUTERS SPECIAL FREE SUPERFAST DELIVERY 

All orders subject to availability. Prices include VAT 

Free post & pocking on orders 
over £20.00 

Orders below add £2.95 

TEL: 0689 861400 
FAX: 0689 850628 

pia 
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FUN SCHOOL 4 

For the under 5*£ 

FUN SCHOOL 4 

For 5 lo 7 year olds. 

FUN SCHOOL 4 

For 7 to 11 year olds. 

Parents of the world, rejoice. 

Your child might soon by dashing home from school to reach not for 

the latest megakilier computer game, but for their homework. 

It's no dream, thanks to Europress educational software. 

We heard how worried you were to read what so many people are 

saytng about falling standards in schools. And we saw just how much 

Children loved computer games at home. 

So we sat down and created the best of all possible worlds; an action 

packed range of educational software that's so compelling, homework 

will give even Ninja Turtles a run for their money. 

Naturally, every tttle in the range follows the guidelines of the 

National Curriculum to the letter, but engages the imagination of your 

child to the full. 

Our Fun School range covers stacks of general topics, while the Fun 

School Special packs focus on subjects such as Maths and Spelling, 

For GCSE children, our ADI range is every bit as entertaining but has 

a more academic approach. 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 

Spelling Fair. 

For 7 to 13 year olds. 

ADI ENGLISH 

For 11 to 15 year olds. 

AOI FRENCH 

For 11 to IS year olds. 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 

Pamt and Create, 

5 year olds and over. 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 

Merhn s Maths. 

For 7 to 11 year olds. 

ADi covers English. Maths and Le Frangais and helps children sad 

through their e*ams with the greatest of ease. And now ADI Junior gives 

tots as young as four the start they need to make reading and counting 

as easy as 1, 2, 3, 

Europress, We‘ve started a new trend in education. To learn more, 

and about formats available, please contact us at the address below. 

PUrOPRESS 
S O F T W A R E 

CREATIVE EDUCATION 

Europress Software, Europe House. Admgign Park, Macclesfield. SK10 4NP, 

TEL: T«hmc»l/Admin: 0525 SS9333 FM 0625 S79962 

ADI MATHS 

For 11 to 15 year olds. 

ADl JUNIOR COUNTING 

For 4 to 7 year olds. 

C
ountin' 
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IlleServe of Hampshire Established 7 years 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or moose are included. 

Special price £27,50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 
24pin Colour * 

Advanced 24pin printer. {Swift 24E 
replacement I Phone for a data sheet 
* optional colour. Price with cable ft paper 

240 Mono 

240C Colour 
£245 
£265 

Swift 200 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pm printer. (Swift 224 
replacement i f^wnc for a data sheet 
* optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono £1 95 
200C Colour £21 9 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform 
colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24E). £5 
Version 2 (Swift senes 21.* £10 
Driver* ? ft price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-lOe/ex ,,.   £5 
DeskJet 500 Colour.£10 

Midi Interface 
£19 

£4.95 

4 charnel Midi 
Interface for Amiga 

Or Ts Midi Music S/w 
(A5Q0 only not Plus! 

New Prices 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
J year ws 

With cable & paper £325 

Deskjet Colour 
30Qdpi colour rikjet printer. 

Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost. 

ferak £419 

New HP 
Deskjet 550C 

300dpi colour inkjet primer. 
Colour laser quality, with colour 

and black cartridges resident 

3 year warranty. C E O O 
Witn cable & paper Z-O 

Printer Packs 
A! punter* are supplied wflri a printer pack 
conastrifl erf printer paper and a connecPon 

Free of charge 
A stand i* £5.00 extra (with a printer] 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4, 70 

Canon BJ-1 Oex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199_ 

Star SJ-48 
360dpt Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199_ 

Star LC100 
Spin colour with cable & paper 

_£159 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin 119 
LC200 Colour Spin—„ 175 
LC2420 Mono 24pin. 185 
LC241Q0 Mono 24pin 1 75 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2 04 full upgrade 79,00 
Kickstart ROM only v2,04 . 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only v1,3 . ... 29,00 
Phoenix rom sharer .. 24.95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24 95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelerator . 239,00 
Falter Angus custom chip .... 37.50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £15.90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST 6 Amiga £ 1 4.90 

GVP Series 2 
for A500 Hard Dlsks 
80Mb Hard Disc £379 
120Mb Hard Disc £419 
240Mb Hard Disc £689 
80Mb A530 Combo £649 
1 20Mb A530 Combo £749 
240Mb A530 Combo £989 

for A1500 
80Mb Hard Disk £339 
120Mb Hard Disk £399 
240Mb Hard Disk £629 

GVP ram £41 per 1Mb 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 1 Mram +cldck..,. £24.90 
A500 1 Mram no clock £19.90 
A500+ 1 Mram + clock £39,90 
A600 IMram + elOCk .......... £49.90 

Citizen ProCM 
14" Super High res. Multisync 

Colour monitor, dot pitch 0.26mm, 
suitable for A3000 or A400Q 

with cable £349 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
Rebadged as AKFI 7 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor 

Dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£165 £169 
with cable without cable 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
pA q 1M external 

* yU whje stocks test 

Commodore 
£48 A1011 1M external 

White stocks last 

Roctec/Zappo 
All Amiga* A500 A1200 

1M external drive £49,90 

Amiga A1 200 
5x faster. Workbench v3, 2M ram. 
Custom graphics 26 6K colours from 
16,7 rnifcon. 

£359 

Amiga A4000 
2bMHi 6Mram f 9DQQ 
Wb 3 120Mb Hd 

Amiga A600 
Standard A600 single floppy 

£265 
without software 

Amiga 600SD 
(O.Pamt IL Grand Pnx, Putty. Pushover} 

Wild Weird 
& Wicked £305 

Citizen 120D + 
£109 

with cable 
& paper 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable Mono £155 
8 B8per Colour £179 

Commodore 
1084SD 

14" Stereo Colour Monitor. 
Dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£179 £175 
with cable without cable 

Price valid for current stock only 

Amiga 600HD 
(Trivial Pursuitf Epc, Rome, Pushover! 

Epic Pack £435 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available. With cable & paper 

£169 

New 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
UK, 240V £21 9 with cable 

+ game £215 without cable 

If game not required reduce above 
prices by £5,00 

Price valid for current stock only 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 
lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 7,50 
50* 3.5* DS/DD 135tpi. 32.30 
100*3.5“ OS/DD 135tpi 59.93 
250*3.5" DS/DD I35tpi.. 141,00 
Ik* 3.5* DS/DD 135tpi. 540.50 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin . 134 
KXPl 124i 24pin. 215 
KXP2180 Spin Colour .*..189 
KXP2123 24pm Colour..* 229 
Epson LX40Q Spin 119 
Epson LQ570 24pin. 265 
Prices include VAT cable ft paper 

Accessories 
3M Joystick Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A500 Printer cable .   7,95 
Modulator/Disk Extension. 10.95 
23way Plug or socket ...- 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover.  4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type! 4,95 
Mouse House... 2,95 
1M internal 3.5" drive. 49.00 
A600 replacement PSU ..39.00 
A590 replacement PSU. 49,00 
Rocgen Plus Genlock + .* 129,00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks. 7.95 

DISKETTES 
SONY / DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 

10* 3,5" DS/DD 135tpi_ 5.95 
50* 3.5* DS/DO 135tpi   21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 13Stpi. 39.60 
250x^.5', DS/DD I35tpi... 94.88 
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD I35tpi. 379.53 
40 * 3,5H Disk bo* with lock. 5.49 
100 * 3,5" Disk bo* with lock.,, 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 

Naksha Scanner 

New 
with touch up r 1 no 

software L I Ui? 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga r O 1 EA 

with house ft mat ^ U 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £13.90 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue. AH prices include 17.5% VA f 
FDUCA TtONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back ft 12 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 

Please phone for express clearance of cheques. 
Established 7 years 3 minutes from M27 Junction 1 1, 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday ft 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT} 

Amiga/Format Dept. 
40‘42 West Street 
Port Chester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

IlleServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Secuncor J 
0705 647000 New Telephone Number 0705 647000 
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SERIOUS' REVIEWS 

Amiga Format has been voted magazine most influencing 
buying decisions' by dealers in trade magazine Computer 
Trade Weekly for three years running. That's because they 
know our reviews are the most trustworthy: what we say, you 
seem to agree with. 

Simply enough, that's because a} we know whal we re 
talking about, and b) we re honest. We know whal you want, 
because we're Amiga enthusiasts ourselves. And because 
we re Amiga experts, we test everything to the full and see 
how It performs. 

If something Is let down by poor features, if It's difficult to 
use or if it s overpriced, well tell you. But on the other hand. If 
ITs well worth the price or does something amazing well make 
you aware of that - and look out lor the Amiga Format Gold 
award which distinguishes a truly excellent product, one that 
really stands out from the crowd. 

How the Rating System works 

SPEED (marked out of 5) i I • • « 
Tremendously Important for both hardware and software: there's 
nothing more annoying then welting. A purely Intuitive Judgement 

DOCUMENTATION (out of 3) ••••• 

Although there ere some packages that are so simple that no manual 

is needed, complex Items benefit hugely from a good explanation. 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5} Itltt 
The target for all good software should be powerful but simple; this 

rating assesses how easy il is to gel lo grips with the Item. 

FEATURES (out of S| tlttf 
Does it do whet you went It to do? How well does it do It? And does it 

also do lots of other things that you'd never have thought of? 

VALUE (out of S) §#••• 
A pretty important retlng, this one; if s package does everything you 

could wish lor, it's no use to you unless you can afford to buy it. 

The Verdict, our at a glance overall rating, 
Is a percentage; it's based on sheer qual¬ 

ity, but with price taken Into account .so 

that you know what kind of a deal you get. 

W^AP*HGk 

Mid 

first-ever combined sound sampler 
this bizarre combo have to offer? Fit 

Multimedia 
VIDEO 
MASTER 
Innovation rules the roost, here. 
Microdeal have not only come up 
with the Amiga's first 16-bit 
sound sampler in the form of 
Clarity 16 (due for release very 
soon), but have also created the 

and video digitiser. So what does 
id out on... Page 136 

Music 
And here’s another very original 

idea. Just because you have no 
real musical talent, that shouldn’t 
prevent you from having a bash. 
Not when the Amiga makes it so 
easy. Dr T's have come up with a 
great intro to music lor beginners 

and youngsters in the form of a play*along music creator that sets the 
backing tracks and lets you do the rest. Page 140 

Let's ejet 
serious! 

Neil Jackson sets out the bill of fare for the 'serious 

product reviews'. Be sure to look out for an exciting new 

printer idea and a new program for star gazing... 

Memoiy 
GIGAMEM 
So you thought that all the advantages of extra process¬ 
ing speed were only for the wealthy who could afford 
accelerator cards, did you? Here's a new piece of soft¬ 
ware that provides the Amiga with all the advantages of 
‘virtual memory1 - It's like having lots of extra RAM even 
If you don't Discover Its advantages on.,. Page 144 

Graphics 
IMAGINE GUIDE 
We've discovered that there's no computer to compare with the Amiga when II comes to 3D 
ray-tracing. Possibly the best 30 package to date Is imagine, but It can be difficult to get the 
best out of the program until you know your way around it. So what could be better than this 
excellent book to be your guide? Page 14b 

Graphics 
REAL THINGS: DOGS 
Deluxe Paint puts animation at your fingertips, so we re told. All very well, but suppose you've 
never tried animation before? Suppose you're not very good at drawing? To the rescue comes 
the Real Things series, with animated clip art', this time based around the ever-popular 
domestic theme of canines. Page T 46 

Printers 
OKI LCD PRINTER 
'What's an LCD printer?' you might well ask. Well, fn 
quality and in price it's very similar to a laser printer, 
though the way it works is somewhat different. This is 
the first example of this kind of printer we've ever tested, 
and the results are surprisingly excellent. We put it to 
the ultimate test on... Page 148 

Desktop publishing Is one of the most satisfying things 
you can do with your Amiga and, fortunately for you, 
there's a number of companies that are competing for 
your money and producing excellent DTP software. This 
latest arrival from The Disc Company promises remark¬ 
able value, but how does it perform? Page 150 

Astronomy 
DISTANT SUNS AND 
VOYAGER 
Astronomy isn't one of the hobbies that you would nor¬ 
mally think of as going hand in hand with computing and 
your Amiga, But think again, because here are two 
remarkable programs - one brand new, one updated - 
that will help you explore the wonders and mysteries of 
the night skies. There’s a whole universe happening now 
and is waiting on... Page 1 56 
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DIGITISER & SAMPLER (T- 

136 

Do you need a video digitiser? How aboi 

a sound sampler as well? Why buy the 

separately when you can have them boi 

in one box! Jason Holborn pu 

Microdeal's latest combination to the test. 

VideoMast 
£69.95 ■ Video digitiser and sample) ■ Mien 

WHILE SOME HARDWARE developers 

choose lo diversify into different fields, others 

stick to doing exactly what they're best at. 

Take Microdeal, for example. They have been 

at the leading edge of Amiga sound products 

for several years now and their range of 

Amiga sound samplers is now second m none, 

Yet sticking to what you do best doesn't 

necessarily mean you have to stagnate, 

Microdea! are tin the verge of a whole set of 

innovative new products, not the least among 

which is Clarity 16, the first 16-bit high-qual¬ 

ity sound sampler for the Amiga. We expected 

that wre might he able to review it this issue, 

but a full review will hopefully appear in next 

month's magazine. 

And the innovation continues with 

Video Master, ihe tlrsi ever piece of electronic 

wizardry to offer you the capacity lo digitise 

both graphics and sound. It's an odd idea but 

one that makes good sense. Lei's see how it 

performs under test... 

One of Microdeal's most popular samplers to 

date has to be Amas 2, a combined sound sam¬ 

pler and MIDI interface in one compact {and 

almost bijou) box. 

Although there are plenty of better sound 

samplers available on the market (RamScan's 

Audio Engineer, to name just one), no other 

sampler even comes close u> Amas 2 in terms 

of giving the buyer value for money. Offering 

full-stereo sampling and MIDI compatibility to 

boot, Amas 2 continues to prove popular 

among Amiga musicians. Rumour has it that 

even pop idol Paula Abdul uses an Amiga that 

is equipped with an Amas sampler! 

Spotting another obvious gap in the mar¬ 

ket, Microdea] have now opted for the ‘combi' 

approach once again with the launch of their 

Video Master, a low-cost video digitiser and 

sound sampler for both the A500 and A500 

Pius. Unlike any previous Micro Deal products. 

Video Master connects to the A5Q0Ts 86-pin 

bus connector (the same connector that is used 

for hard drives) so I'm afraid the rest of us are 

out in the cold until MicraDeai choose to 

release a version that can be used on the rest of 

the Amiga range. A version for both the 2000 

and 3000 is at the planning stage, but don't 

hold your breath. 

The thing that makes VideoMaster so spe¬ 

cial. though, isn't the fact that it boasts both a 

digitiser and a sound sampler in one box. 

Certainly most other companies would have 

simply marketed the product as a low-cost 

method of obtaining two extra add ons for 

your Amiga, but not Microdeal. 

Instead they have cleverly managed to 

seamlessly tie the two products together and 

create a son of 'integrated environment* for 

working with both sound and pictures simulta¬ 

neously - you can more or less think of it as a 

mini-multimedia workstation, if you like. In 

effect, this is exactly what it is. When you 

think of the Amiga's obvious strengths in the 

multimedia market, it really comes as some¬ 

thing of a surprise that no one has thought of 

bringing out such a combination before. Oh 

well, I suppose someone had lo be first, and 

Microdeal are there. 

It is fairly easy to set up VideoMasier, 

because once you've lodged its cartridge into 

the A500fs bus connector, then you're ready to 

boot up the Video Master software and start 

digitising both sound and pictures. 

The program is basically split into three 

different sections - there are two panels for 

controlling the video digitiser and sound sam¬ 

pler. and then there's a very powerful video 

sequencer which enables you to create your 

own multimedia movies, comprising sampled 

sound and animated frames. The VideoMaster 

digitiser is a real-time mono affair that can 

grab a series of frames from any composite 

video source. The digitiser operates in two 

modes - either quarter screen or full screen. 

Although full screen is perhaps the most 

useful of the two modes, quarter screen is far 

more practical simply because it enables 

VideoMaster to capture frames at a much 

higher rate - 25 frames per second as opposed 

to around four frames in full-screen modes. 

You will find that grabbing at 25 frames per 

second eats up RAM pretty quickly, but it pro¬ 

duces some really impressive results. 

Frame update can also be slowed right 

down using VideoMaster's very useful Time 

Lapse feature. Time Lapse can be used to grab 

a series of frames at specified intervals (one 

every two hours, for example). This can be 

particularly useful when digitising very slow- 

moving objects, VideoMaster can also capture 

single full-colour frames in one of two ways - 

using an RGB splitter or by placing a set of 

coloured filters (these are included) in front of 

a video camera {preferably black and white). 

Like Rombo's Vidi-Amiga, VideoMaster 

stores each and every frame that it grabs into 

mentor)', forming a sort of digitised animation. 

Using VidcoMaster's frame editor (which dis¬ 

plays a series of live frames In miniature), you 

can then cut out and insen new frames with 

case, enabling you to modify your animation 

to suit your needs. Several of these ‘mini- 

VIDEOMASTiR is 

available from 

MRrodeal 

0726 68020 

VideoMasier 

combi' digitiser 
sampler. For ur 

£70 you get your \ 

own mmi-multirtii 
worksfat 
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movies' can [hen be lied together to form a 

sort of digitised film. 

You've got your video footage, all that 

now remains is to grab wine sound effects to 

add atmosphere to your movie. Video Master 

comes complete with a fairly good quality 

sound sampler thal can sample a mono 

sound signal at up to lb KHz. OK, the 

sampling rate is nothing special, but then you 

have to remember that sound samples do eat 

up a Jot of RAM, so the last thing that you 

want is a huge sample eating up all your 

Amiga's memory if you also want to display a 

complex animation. 

To be fair, the sound quality is pretty 

high, especially when you consider ihc rela¬ 

tively low sampling rate. One minor gripe 

that \ do have, though, is the quality of 

sample editing - 10 call it basic would be an 

understatement! 

Once you’ve got both your video footage 

and your samples, you can lie them togeiher 

using VideoMaster's video sequencer. This is 

a bit like the sample sequencer built into 

MicroDeal’s hut for one big 

difference - this sequencer can also handle 

digitised animations. Your “film’ can he built 

up from any number of video ‘clips’ simply by 

assigning each 'dip* to a key on the Amiga's 

keyboard. Then click on the ‘Record' gadget 

VIDEOMASTER AT A GLANCE 

Vld*oMa*Ur'» 
digitiser Is a fairly 
capable beast that 
can grab quarter 
screen Images at 
rates of up to 25 
frames per second. 
Obviously the num¬ 
ber of frames that 
you can grab is 
restricted by mem¬ 
ory, so It's best to 

use a lower frame-grabbing speed if memory Is a 
little tight* On an 8Mb Amiga, it's actually possible 
to grab over 1,000 of these frames (grabbed at 25 
frames per second, that translates to 40 seconds of 
fulUmotion video!}. 

The video frame 
editor ts used to 
remove or Insert 
frames into a video 
clip grabbed using 
VideoMaster's digi¬ 
tiser. Each frame 
within the clip can 
have its own colour 
palette, so It's per¬ 
fectly possible to 
load and use an IFF 

image from disk. Small sections of dip can also be 
isolated by grouping them into a block and then click¬ 
ing on the 'Cut Rest' option* Alternatively, blocks can 
also be removed using the 'Cut Block' option. 

Although the maxi¬ 
mum audio sampling 
rate offered by 
VideoMaster is 
restricted to just 16 
KHx, the sound qual¬ 
ity Is surprisingly 
high. If you already 
own a sound sam¬ 
pler, VideoMaster 
can use this instead. 
All your samplos are 

recorded into a single massive audio buffer with each 
sample separated from the rest by a set of two point¬ 
ers that designate the start and ending paints for the 
sample. Editing is a little basic though, so you may 
want to port your samples into a dedicated sample 
editing program far more comprehensive editing. 

Finally we have the 
sequencer, which is 
the fun bit of 
VideoMaster. This 
enables you to con¬ 
struct your own films 
comprising video 
clips and sampled 
sounds. Constructing 
a sequence is a little 
like using a MIDI 
sequencer. All you 

have to do is to assign each event (which can be 
either a video clip or a sample} to a key, dick on 
'Record' and then tap the appropriate key when you 
want the event to be played. 

and VideoMaster records any key depressions 

in real-time. By tapping the same key in rapid 

succession, it's also possible to produce an 

impressive video ‘stuttering1 effect. 

Samples arc added to vour film in exactly 

the same way. Bach sample is assigned to a 

key and then you simply record the sequence 

again, pressing the sound keys to record the 

sample events inio your sequence. If real-time 

recording is not accurate enough for you, then 

you can also add key board events in step-time 

mode using the sequencer's ‘Insert' option. 

OK, it does sound pretty haphazard, but you'd 

be surprised to find just how* easy it is to get 

some really impressive results. If you want to 

share your creations with your friends, 

MieroDeal kindly supply a standalone player 

program which can play your films from a 

separate disk. 

There’s no doubt that using VideoMaster 

is iremendous fun, but 1 can't help thinking 

that this is perhaps its only use - as a novelty 

rather than a serious tool for graphics, music 

or even multimedia w ork. 

The full motion quarter screen-grabbing 

option could prove useful for CDTV develop¬ 

ers though, because it provides an easy method 

of producing video footage suitable for CDXL 

(the CDTV’s attempt at full-mot ion video). 

The sound sampler section isn’t too bad either, 

but VideoMaster really is rather let down by 

the quality of its full-screen digitising. 

Although quarter screen grabs are full of 

detail, full-screen grabs seem washed out. 

I keep on wanting to compare VideoMaster to 

standalone digitisers and sound samplers such 

as Vidi and even Micrudeal's own Amas 2. but 

this isn't a particularly fair comparison to 

make simply because of the price difference 

between VideoMaster and the competition (the 

two products mentioned above would set vou 

back £200!), 

VideoMaster still represents astoundingly 

good value for money, though. Let’s face it, 

what else can you buy these day s for just £70? 

Sure, you could buy three games, but 1 can 

assure you that you'll have far more fun with 

VideoMaster! If your digitising needs aren't 

too serious, then you'll find VideoMaster is 

well worth investigating. O 

VideoMaster 

SPEED •••* 
Grabbing and editing options art performed at 
a lightning-tasl rate. 

DOCUMENTATION * • • 
Although visually nothing special, ih# 

VideoMaster manual is quite readable. 

ACCESSIBILITY I III I 
Plug H in. connect a sound and video source 

and you're away ■ tt really is lhal simple. 

FEATURES ••• 
Doesnl pose a threat to dedicated samplers 

and digiusers, but it s a capable system. 

VALUE 
Only £70 for a sound sampler and a digitiser 
can i be sniffed at. 

Ml 85% 
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__*u4 uSSTVSKr1 - “rfr OU> AMIGA TRADE-M 
Die bed trade in olloiwrote, mIto for peripherals ami 

accessories. Trade in your old flwdiine for o brand new 
A600/A1500/1300/3000/4000/COTV or even PC 

ASOO's FROM £195 
AlSOO's FROM £299 

k limited number el refurbished MOO/1500/3000* or* 
dvalbble. complete with 3 moeiltrs warranty. 

Wo, ask about relurbtsfied printers, 590 and other bard 
drives, (Ktderaiwv nwirlors and peripherals 

AMIGA 500+ 
£254.95 

*500* with A570CD + PDCD..£519.991 
LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE ■ PHONE! 

AMIGA 3000 
1? MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

Lolest version, 59030 25MHz, 3T &80K FB + spore drive boy {or 4 
spore boys on Tower],517K 32 bit ROM, 4 Zorro til, doll with IK AT slots 
(or I CPU, 1 lorro tllr 2 PC AT an Tower), hard drive and memory es below: 
DESKTOP 52MB 120MB 2TQMB 425MB 
1MB video + T MB Fast Ram 1289 1469 
ZMB video* 1MB FttstRpm 1 
2MB video + 4MB Fast Ram 1 
2MB video 4 8MG Fast Ram 
TOWER 
1MB video + 4MB Fast Rom - 2299 2549 

2MB video + BM6 Fast Ram - 2449 7699 

With Multimedia Pork: AmigoVtsion, 

Prim Paint 4J and Scak ADD Cl 95.99 

With extra 4Mi fast RAM (fitted it required) ADD £169.99 

With Philips SVGA 2fldpE inc tilt & twivel ADD £259.00 

2949 
3199 

AMIGA 4000 
MULTIMEDIA AMIGA 

New AC A Chip Set + blistering 6B040 processor, 256,000 colours from 
16.6 million, scon doubling lor flicker Tree display 25 MHz,. Mouse, Amiga 
3,571 J6 MB 15" drive flu* Cross DOS for iransfer of files between 
Amiga DOS +MS DOS, 2 reor + 2 front 3.5* bays, li 5.25" bay, Hard 
Drive os below, Amigo DO A 3,0 system and utilities, Gobi Service Warranty 

ALONE 
120MB HO 2 +4MB £2259 irvc. VAT TRAPEa LlE 
120MB HO 2 + 6MB £2399 inc. VAT 
240MB HD 2 -f SMB £2399 inc. VAT 
With Kago M/Sync SVGA lew radiation high-res 2B dot pilch col. 
monitor inc tilt and swivel, oil 4000 modes ^pp £400 

NO OTHIIt DIALIR^AbTmAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

• 8+ years experience m Commodore product and here 10 stay 
• Camnnidofi ira^ 

parenis muhimedia. educational, acmes, programming at 
technical specialists (usually more man one!) 

• Dpen 9*6 pm Monday to Saturday and 1(00 am lo 4.30 pm 
Sundays for emvmmt shopping 

• CaRers welcome for advice and demonstration oi our 1600+ sq 
ft High St, lawn Centre brandies 

• Soma day deualdi for rtwsi orders rereived by 5-30 pm; express 
am and Saturday ser vires available 

■ Hardware rorefulfy hondfed and drirverad safely end reliably 
by caged, insured, lop name courier service 

• Pre despatch testing on Amiga systems 
• Free 36 day, next day row* collection and delivery d NEW 

replacement (except product with on site maintenance) 
• Hatime support and tohouse engineers 
• Upgrade and node in otters lo keep you up to dote 
• Exceptional dter soles service 
• BFPO and fx, 

AMIGA 600 
m Mih 12 month on-site warranty, 
1MB. WE J OS. 35" FD + Smart Cud bittrfgu 
Mouse and Monink 

WITH 8833/(BM 
A10NE 1084 + ON-SITE 

A600 259.00 439.00 
A600 20MB HD 419.00 599.00 
A600 40MB* 469.00 649.00 
A600 80MB* 494.00 674.00 
A600 120MB* 594.00 774.00 

2MB VERSION ADD £39.95 
See helow/across far alternative software porks 

' Top quolity 3rd parly drives, covered by full 12 month return- 
to-base warranty 

AMIGA 1200 
1200 SD 369.00 
1200 60MB 599.00 
1200 80MB 649.00 

2 MB, 60020 with new AGA chip set, 256,OOG^ 
colours from 16 million colours 
plus on-site. 

CURRENT TITUS VARY-INCLUDES: Kf II Hunt for Red October 
Chess BFiriky's Scary Sehod {under 12) 

fkllenge Goff Battleships 
Neighbours Licence to Kill* Bond Gome 
Frankenstein Silkworm Helicopter jeep nision 93% QJ 
FtW the Duck (underl 2) Continental Circus 8 Ini race circuits 92% AA 
Master Bkner ■ 3D spom Xenon - C+VG Gome of Ihe Month 
Onslaught - Formal G 90% Thundersfrike ■ fighter Right Sim 
+ LOTS MORE - AT HAST 2S TRIES TO CHOOSE FROM] 

1500 PACK EXTRA 
(ALSO FOR A500.A500+, A600 

CDTV, 3000| 
miii/MP 

» The Works Platinum, wu i processor, spreortsheel. 
dolotwse 169.95 
Delu«e Point ill wih onitootio* 79,99 
Gel ihe mosl out of jour Ampo book 9.95 
BO Prog. Hotsbyte PD Greats Pack see Honest Lai Pods 39.9 V 
t is< 7000f krt picVgrophics for OPoinl [:; 9.9V 
Puquk 08 2od 24.99 
loin Met 24.99 
Bl Pinholl 29.99 
Digilo Home kcounls 29.99 

TOTAL VALUE 429.82 
WITH AWCA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 
PLUS Slortor Pack 67.99 

STARTER PACK 
MAX VALUE/8BP | 

Mkr'-owtclied Joystick 9.99 
80 cap lockable disc box PLUS 10 blank <fco 16.98 
4 grad bu*ed game* See HOI LIST 159.96 
Phone far current choice OR DFaml !H +700 Clip Art EWgrophks 

• Mouse Mat and Dusl (aver 9.98 
16 Days Free Hotel Accomodation in UK, Ireland av 

France - you pay only for meals 
TOTAL VALUE 196.91 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19.99 
SEPARATELY 2999 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICES! 

CALL US!! 

AMIGA 1 500inc. on-site 
[ hi UK spec with 1MB RAM. mouse, expansion as 2000, kok, manuals New 
I kidding Kkkstart 6 Workbench 105. Hard (fee confkgutoM inc. ihe high 

perlor mome GYP It controls cord, 
EXPANDABLE 10 8MB 
Dud Drive 
DO-GVP i- S7MB HD 
DD*GVP+B0MB HD 
OD+GVP+17DM8 HD 
DD+GVP+17DMB HD 

469.00 
moo 
799,00 
*7100 

1049.00 

1500 SPECIALS 
1/2PRKI1500 S/W PACK EXTRA flusnwiih 
only with 1500 1500 Pock Extra at only £24.99 
1500 HD + ON-SITE, **33/10845, CVTIZIN 
200 7\ pm cri printer. 1500 fxiro software pack, 
Starter Pack + AmigaVraon 
52MB._£1149.00 170MB.£1329,00 WHh *833/10845 ADD 179.99 

WrihZtM + M/WFF ADD 379.99 
Per extra 7MB fined ta GVP ADD £60.00 
fka with Kkksiori 1.3 + ROM Sharer ADD £3190 
Ako with Citizen 200 24 pm Col Printer + Starter Pack ADD £199.00 

CDTV 
1 MB. mslh Dise Coddy, Weltome CO *■ tutorial + remole rootrol unit. 

AS ABOVE WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE i- WB 1.3 

Asulsuvo £369- £459 
With GoUilrv Block TV £549' £639 

| monitor + remote control 
I Extra RAM CPOA 

* Pirn Hutchiniom Encyclopaedia + Lemmings 

See below/across for software pocks 
new, 
•RICES! 

THE HOTTEST LOT RACK 
VALUE/RRF 

203.90 All as Slorler Pack 
PLUS: 
Another 10 GREAT individually packaged pun 
THAN THE REST previousRRhup lo 39 99 eorh, phone to 
choose from HOT LIST, or leave il fa us! Children's games available 
BO Prog. Hobbyte PD Greats Pock [I Includes lap gomes like 
Batllecors, Star Trek, (ompuier Conflict, Meoaboll, doiem of arcade 
classics, board classics ond shoot em ups, DPaini d»p art. Utilities 
Word Processor. Spreadsheet. Dolabose + Desktop Publisher and me 
uftimole virus killers a must for every new Amigo owner! 39,99 

TOTAL VALlil 513,71 
WITH AMIGA 49,99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra 'Hot Lilt1 games ADD 25.00 

WWW EXTRA - OR 
'ANYTHING YOU CAN 

DO* PACK 
WWW gomes S§y Puff* 

Formula 1 Grond Pri* 
Puthvovtr 

DPoml 111 with animation 
7Q0 dip art ptcs/amphirs lor DPqini 111 
3 dm Home Park md. W Processor. Dl 
Virus KSIer 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

VAIUI/RRP 

25.99 
25.99 
25.99 
79.99 

9,94 
9.99 
4.99 

182.93 

49.99 
59.99 

EPIC PACK EXTRA 
Needs 1 MB and Hard Drive VALUI/RRF 

Epee Pock: Trivial PunuH, language lab, Amigo text 29.99 
Epic, Rome, Myth 

DPoinr HI with animation 
700 efip art pic^graphki for D Paint [II 
3 disc Home Pack md W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 

• Ymrs Killer 
TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AJAIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

77.97 
79.99 

9.99 
9.99 
4.99 

212.92 
39.99 
49.99 

CENTRE • PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER • 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RRP 
* Cartoon Classic Gomes: Lfemmangs OR Zoo! " 15.99 

The Simpsons Stinker 24.99 
Captain Plane! Pinball Dream 25.99 

* Deluxe Poanl HI with animation + 700 CMp Art pki 89.99 
* Hie Works Ptotinum Wan'd Processor, SpreM^ieti 

and Database 169.99 
* Edd the Dud 29.99 

OR Round the Bend OR Digital Home Account* 
* Virus Kfler Disk 4.99 
* BO Prcc. Hobbyte PD Grwts Pock ■** Honest Lm Poci39.99 
* 4 disc OP pack int. Fonts. Op Art and Dw Tutor 9.99 
* Hobbyie Infont, Junior {specify] or Secondary 

EducolionoJ f^Dck 19.99 
* 10 Btank Discs + 80 (opacity lockable disc box 26.98 
* Mouse Mot + Dust Cover and Joystick 19.91 

TOTAL VALUE 488.65 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79.99 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL Also with Gfiien 200 24 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pock ADD 199.00 

\\^> 

+ SCHOOL PACK 
Zoal Number 1 thartbuslef 
Striker ■ 94% Clf Amiga 
Pinball Dreoms- 94% ADI 
Transwrite UR WP +Spei<hecker 
ADI French, Maths or English (1M 5r specify age) 
ADI the lovable exlra ler restria I gifted teacher, guides you 
through national Curriculum. Ideally compliments school work, 
From the award winning Fun School team 25.99 

25.99 , 
25.99 
25.99 
49 99 

OR 
6 HOI UST Games 
Hobbyte 80 Programme PD Greats Pack Set Hottest Lot 

Hobbyie Secondary Educational Pack 
MkfoswHched quality joystick 

TOTAL VALUE 
WFTH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

209.94 
39.99 1 
19.99 
9.99 

407.87 

49.99 
69.99 

ABSOLUTE 
PACK 3« 

BEGINNERS 
13 YEARS 

VA1UE/RRP 
Your choke from: 
Fun School 2, 3 or 4 (for 3 9 yrs specify age, 9 diff, 25.99 
versions ovmlabli} Do la 6 stunning UK educational games in each 
package, with beairirtut pictures, exciting animation + musk that 
helps to develop numbers, word * other skiffs. Up to 6 levek of 
drffkJty Conforms with Noironol Curriculum. 
Merlin’s Maths (far M1 yrs) from the award winning 
Fun School stable, 6 engrossing gomes to teach essentia! moths 

skXst m a way children wi bve 
Spelling Fair (W 7 13 yr*l el fhe ton of the fg» on 6 levels mokes 
learning spelling addictive and hii, Indudes 6 games plus 300€ word 
dkiionory + special selection ol wards for needs of dyslexic cMdreo 
+ parents con cregte own dictionary of words recpjirmg special 
attention. 
yd the Duck (7 yrs) OR Ell (7+ yrs) OR Round the Bend 25.99 
Hobbyte Infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pack, featuring up to 
12 learn while you play pomes 19.99 
Hobbyte 30 Easy Childrens Gamas, 10 pock disc including Train 
Set and other top entertaining PD lilies 19.99 
SprittPoini + 700 Clip Art pit* 89.99 
int. children, Fairytale +Legend characters, Sport. Cartoons etc. 
Joystick + 10 Monk discs 15.98 

TOTAL VALUE 197,92 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY S9.99 

SPECIAL Each extra titfc from first 
selection add just 15.00 

AMIGA 24 BIT 

WE SPECIALISE 
• Extra RAM • Accelerator 

124 bit colour card • 24 bit colour real time digitizer | 
• 24 bit 30 Art + animation s/w 

• Fitting and free 1/2 doy customised training 

TELEPHONE JP 

TRAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NODDY'S PACK 

M YEARS 
AT lEAST 57 EDUCAnONM/EUH FIUEO GAMES' 

MAX VALUE/RBP 

* The Shoe People ■ 6 colourful and entertaining games 29.99 
featuring Trompy and friends to encourage early number reading and 
pre-reading skis With Shoe People music 

OR Thomas the Tank Engine s Fun with Words ■ 6 separate easy lo use 
lemming programmes with animation end sound 

OR Noddy * Playtime (ta 7 years) 8 magical (earning gomes si 3 levels, 
PLUS Junior Art package me. Colouring, electronic Tuiry Feb', FREE Toy 
lawn mop. Keyboard overlay and mbner. 

* Shapes end Colours ■ Bobby the flown entertains and lays down the 
foundation for maths and writing in 6 coburlul animated gomes 9.99 

* Fun School 2, 3 or 4 the Tun xbooT suite have wan just about every 
award going, Sort wonderful animated games 24,99 

DR Picture look: 4 colourful and amusing gomes from ex Fun School' 
design manager will delight young child ren. 

■ SpritiPaint + 700 Clip Art pics 
Inc. children, FairvtaJe +Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons, 

* Hobbyie Infant EducutiondPDPock, containing 10 
fun while you leorn games 

* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children s Gomes Pock 19,99 
* 10 Blank Discs Joystick, Mouse Mol 26.96 

TOTAL VALUE 22L90 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 

SPECIAL Each extra title from first 
selection add just 18,99 

89.99 

19.99 

ARE GO! 
We hope! We are trying to organise a pack, complete 
with die-tosl toy, na promises, but phone for latest!! 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitj virus ptoleclor + backup 73.99 Golden Image Happy Mou«18.99 
A520 Modulator.39.99 Cl truth Monte * fihli 73-99 
1540 Deluxe amlrat centre.44.99 Cl Optical Morse 78.99 
AfiOO Control Centre.29.90 Gl (rytlol Trackball 35.99 
CDTV Keyboard.19.99 

MODEMS 
Amsfffld SM 2400 Madam_— .. 118,99 
Supra Fax 2400 + 5 year wongnty—.—-.—78.95 
Supra Fax 2400 Plus + 5 year warranty..—......117.95 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Zydec 3.S external drive, doHychcm * on/off___Im..48.95 
Cumano CM 354 3.5 external drive beige.52.99 
CD1V external 3 5 drive, black + 10 blank (tea...49.99 
K 3808 with anti tick + Bliti back up and virus protector...65.00 
K 880 B as above, Cyclone compatible +++„.+++. 78,99 
Dual drive os PC BBOB ......125.00 
Replacement A500 drive  „..+++++++++...-...34.95 

s/i 
el+2 q CBM 106451 including lilt + swiveF+2 games....199.95 

CBM I084SDI monitor + leads + 7great Hoi Lhl games,..189.00 
Philips UK 8833 MKII men pleads * Turbo Challenge + an site.219.99 
Tiff + swivel stand for Philips 6633....12.99 
CBM 1960 tab res monto ...____—199.99 
Philips 7CM Hi res SVGA ,?Bdp me. lift l swivel..259.99 
NEC 4FG Multi-Sync...544.99 
Microwny Flcker Fixer__   124.99 
ICD Acker Free Video 2 A50G. ......197.90 
Bee DesFix .—.196,99 
KAGA 14* Multi Sync for 1200/4000.„.,„429.00 
KAGA 24T Multi Sync for 1200/4000.1549.00 

SCANNERS A DIGITISERS 
ipo* GI6000 60Odpi 24 bit A4...789.00 
Epson GI 8000,904dpi 24 bilA4.1197.99 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Gieyirale, Pawerston software.88.99 
Power (aloar Hand Scanner......219.49 
Sharp JK 100 A6 Scanner + scenlab i/wufto IB |H—.469.99 
Sharp JX 320M Scanner + s/w up to 74 bit.898.99 
...73.99 

Sum™ Sketch IIA4 Tablet Dtgilaer_____319.99 
Sum™ Sketch II A3 tablet Dqtfotf.579.99 

GENLOCKS 
QMTendafe8802,/B806 POA ItapiAx _ 
EBUbnckdeS807SW6_S79.99 Pmgen_ 
Rocgwt_78.95 AkaPbv330.. 

ACCELERATORS/HDAS00/600 
A5301MJ170MB...778.99 70MB HO upjrode.119.00 
AS30IM8 240MB.908.99 40MB HD upgrade.199.00 
4530 68887.703.99 60MB HD upgrade.225.00 
6VF> HOB 42MI.339.99 BOMB HD upgrade.275.00 
GVP HOB 85MB.439.99 IV5 Trumpcnrd 42M1KD . .279.99 
GVP HOB 1 TOMB.499.99 Extra 2MB fitted tn any ahem 62.99 
4590 70MB..259.99 Miccabeikt Vll30 25MHi .219.99 
4570 lor 2.041 MB 500 . 309.99 34BBuntR4Mfor<dxm.__179.99 

ACCELERATORS/ 
HD A1500/2000/3000 

GVP Senes II40MS .3OT.99 GFate 030 50MH74MS . 1099.99 
GVP Sere I BOMB_ 379.99 G force 040 31MH2 2MB.POA 
GVPSemsMTOMB 409.99 %Zu0402»«f74M8.1739.99 
GVPSeciei II420MB  1033.99 CMC28VHZ13C®) 1349,99 
0 Forte 030 25MH2IMB 543.99 SytquePrcenimbleHOBSMB 549.95 
Gfvte 030 40MHZ 4MB _ 783.99 Extra 2M8 feted to try obm 62.99 

EXPANSION 
4500 512k Ram Exp+flack . 19.90 41700 32 bit 2MB exp_POA 
4500- 1MB tip...28.99 41200 32 bit 4M6-6B881 779.00 
4500-f Switch IMB exp 37.99 41200 32 bit 4MB+6B882 349.00 
CBM 2 04 wade kit_74.99 41200 32 bit SMB-68882 5 49.00 
4600 1MB exp (chip). 39.99 4500 Ran Share. 1.3.POA 
4600/1200 IMB up IM117.99 4S00 Ran Shorn 2.04. POA 
4600/1200 4MB exp Hatilt 79.99 4600 Ran Sh -13. POA 
fti£n. (dlinikn Mul Elk AM J kin wi ■ HunlifikU ku illTMM Qflu DMfO ypOfOut QVOSfQDIC', DV 
«ir gudtfied eagnter i or DIY kit  .—*—*-POA 

EMULATION 
(tSPowerbooid ..POA GGnle 386u?5MHz.438.99 
KG Pewerboaid with DOS POA G Gale 486SX .795.99 
KG adaptor.POA GVP 286 for GWII-S3C 216.99 
At iridgeboard lac 1500 299.00 AlOnte.214.99 
306 Btidgebootd lot) 500 POA GVP 40/4 foi 1500 .945.99 

PRINTERS 

YflWc[fflWww'1 ’VIS* 
ALONE 

Citilfll 120+0 
Star 1(20 . 

_114.49 
.85.99 
.994.94 

496.49 EecOesPdGenkxk._„ 329.99 Bee Do YE Ge^ 

DISCS 
10 ionk DS/DD dhisin bax 4.9V 50 Blank DS/DD dins_17+99 
10 Blank DS/HD discs  . 6.99 50 Blank DS/HD discs.27+99 

..MO 99 

..113 49 
Stw LC100 9 pin (ol...J46.49 
SuxLOOOtaC_16349 
GtmnSwdir_16149 
Star Lt 24 20_-173.49 
Star LC 24-1QQ 24 jo.... 163-49 
Star 1C 74 200.J 97.25 
W U 24 200 d.236 49 
mm 1240..+++176.99 
Epson L0100 a—JH.99 
rnmmn-.17999 
Citizen S200 24 cof‘ ....169 99 

Gtiiro S240 24 caf*.259.99 
Gtittn S24x wi'..296.99 
HP Ddtjtf 500_....329.99 
HP Onkjct col®.39999 
HPDdrirtiSOC....S19 99 
HP PwrtjiP..... „„639.99 
BJIOti lulttgrtport. ..704.99 
IJ 20~. 304.99 
Bi 330 A3....469 99 
U 300_.,338.99 
SKfSJ4l™„_191,49 
HP Lasifjet 11P+.64199 
QMS Ink Jet talAI.4999 95 

WITH 
STARTER 

PACK 

rtwbo Print! Pro drivir/util s/w highly itcoruMndad ADD C39.95 

I STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 or continuous paper, Amiga to 
I printer lead, Universal Printer Stand & Driver ' mlh Prim Manager 

24 BIT 
A Vfcb 24 with IV Paint for S00 586,90 Harleguin 4000 24 fail card 1219,91 
Ait Dqjt.hu 2,1A.129 .99 
DCTV....403.99 
Firecracker __POA 
GVP IV * VIM.. 1389.99 ItembrondT 24 bit board.1419+99 
GVP IV * V1U-0 —..1759.99 V kjb 24 btl rwhtmdigrfMr 279+99 

Imaged 
Opd Vbiort 24 brf board + Qpaf Pom!, Opd 
PtesenH Katote 24 bit s/w_559.00 

SOFTWARE 
GRAPHKS/CAD Pto Video Phn.l 37.9S Kind Wccdi Ill ™.3S.« 

.47JO TVSbcnr Pro-51.39 Maxinlon Plus *4 35 99 
Deluxe PomflY...53.99 TYTexlPro.68.99 8399 

txf«t 4D luniM...36.99 YideeDwectac 106.99 p0,Ktreom22 143.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Expert Draw 

Image* v2 
.48.99 

.109,49 
___ Pagewiierll_42.49 

..- 5?M 

Reel 3D An'rADI "-,7‘S0 
Personal Finance 

Manager Plus,,, ,31.99 

Pro. P»gev3_137.99 

Soxan PubfilhN.. 177+95 

Turbo FVa 1.4. 229,50 soft™ packs 
5cdo 50*.68.99 UTILITIES/ 
Scale MM20EI 434.99 LANGUAGES 
ScdoPto 1.13.. 173.50 4MA* II Plus __..I49.99 SuperbesePYo 4.148.99 
Sculpt km®*®. 21,49 Wocdswocthtt.79.99 
Amman 40.198.99 Amos the Creator 30.95 w«ks Plalinan .. .41.99 

Spectre (eW.57.99 ywBtempdec-19.49 

K CAD 7000..89.50 *•**»«.**■« 
MUSIC 

KCAD 300D - 705.99 b«iDe»*S. 

Essence..14.99 **•*■*»« 

n.n AD lOliShtdie 16 

349.95 _ 43.75 5«"<di 

AMn4D_lii.99 CF*B««.1^.99 Aud» Enjmeet 

vibrn penrsnmnN / urttt£i-21,-w Pk»2Serapia l«.99 InNOPROWKnON/ fluon(( M .30-H ^,.„ 4, 

IJl70„ -a,,, Oattiec back Tools 44.99 Bees {Pipes 

S5LZ.*twPta.-...-44.95 p,a10L.....,„167.99 

GVP Digital 

Sound Studio.48.99 

Deluxe PhoioJah 51.49 Exnlwca 3.,88.99 Midi htarfoce.19.95 

Morph + +++++...... 134,99 Find Copy il 66,94 Rombo Megomix ...23.99 

AmigoVtiMa.47,50 
eraadtosi APPLICATION 
Har II.148.99 Arena Accounts 89.54 

I A ORDERING: 
TELESALES MO: (0737) 56003 

ttert day dsiwy far tnecP card orders pbced before 5pm subyed w noUiiry. Ahernanniy send dwque, posJtj order, briers 
6dt or rffbco Oder (Plti, fducaiion end Gomnnwi! boties.onh) n: Eteat. if, Hobbrte Cornguta (inta, 10 Maker Pface, Sr 
Hmi,Heml0 5flG Ptensealew 7 ■art^gdeysfa [twqi* cwnexe. Subjed to avadaWrty, 3*150^ t( normuiy w#wi2l 
’wi d r«e»pf d {ioaed paiw-i. '‘rws ore iontc sr tine d gamg ta preti, *ioi«vef, we ae MmrettfTes forced to efior^e 
them, «fh« up or down. PIbqu n«d bdurg ordering, fttffand serwes and difleroni packages rmoy in m our 
shomorn. and pice may vary kxp Mail Otdet pnres. Personal (dbtsan asked to tuote rhs ad to ensure Mol Omer poriages 
otaoftered. 

UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Smoi comuntablft & DespaiEhed by pm, plaint th«k 
software rterm charges when wdoring 
ohf hMiMy axLepr lcse«s Next day courier service, £ 10 per box 
Offshore- owl Highlands Please enquire 
IN ADDITION m OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
Satvntay cWr*nm Mnrmcf m pk« £15 + VAf per bax 
imnertcby Narmdiota pkrs£8 + VAf pet box 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 
Lrtdri terms ai 34,8% APR (vnudbhl ton 

be arranged for purchases av« El 50 subject 
ta status Camntaive leawtg tchemn ate 

readers and 00 hwtvtdb* Ar( icteahcnf lo* 
wriWen aetads nod ooplmjtrrn tpfie 
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If you want to create your own hip-hop, 

dance or rave music, but you don't think 

you have the talent, Andy Nuttall may 

have just the thing... 

music* and add in effects such as pitch shift, 

echo and repeated loops. 

The lam screen is similar to Remix, 

except that here you can change the current 

pattern by clicking on one of the style buttons 

at the bottom of the screen. Four different 

drum styles are provided for each hack beat* 

along with four bass and four melody lines, If 

these are selected during recording, the new 

pattern will play at the start of the next bar. 

Using this method you can change the feel of 

the music as it plays, creating an entire song 

easily and quickly. 

The main fleam flax 
screen, which if uicd 
to ploy the pre¬ 

recorded tracks and 
adjust each volume 

using the sliders. 

Boom Box 
£39.95 ■ Music software ■ Dr T's 

WHETHER YOU ALREADY own an 

Amiga or not* it's likely that you already know 

about its musical power. Not only is it becom¬ 

ing the choice of MIDI musicians every where, 

it also has the capability of playing samples 

without any external hardware. 

It is this latter point that Dr T's have 

exploited with their latest program. Boom Box. 

The developers* who are already renowned lor 

their excellent MIDI sequencer KCS JJ and 

patch editor X oR. are aiming their new prod¬ 

uct at a market full of would-be musicians 

who have no previous experience with com¬ 

puter music, hut have got an Amiga and they 

know if s capable of making a decent noise. 

The idea is that Boom Box just provides a 

hackbeal while you alter ihc mix of the music 

and simply have a jam by using imemal 

Amiga samples, You are provided wi\h seven 

different hackheats, each with differing musi* 

cal styles such as hip-hop and rave. Each one 

consists of three separate tracks for drums. 

bass and melody, while a fourth irack is 

left open so you can play the samples 

over ihc top. 

Boom Box is controlled via one of three 

different function screens. Playback. Remix 

and Jam. The Playback screen acts in a similar 

way to a ghetto-blaster style tape player, with 

controls such as play, pause, fast-forward and 

rewind. Here you can also adjust the volume 

level of each track separately to set the ‘fed* 

of the piece of music you're trying to create. 

The Remix screen enables you to alter the 

mix of a buck beat, by using your mouse to 

move the volume sliders corresponding to 

each of the four tracks. At the same time, 

pressing keys 1 lo 6 triggers an IFF (internal) 

sample stored in memory'. 

The six can be chosen from the 50 differ¬ 

ent which are provided, or if you own a 

sampler you may use your own. The samples 

included are pretty varied - from hip-hop slvle 

drum machines to the obligatory James Brown 

vocals. You can also alter the tempo of the 

BOOM BOX is 

available from 

Zone Distribution 

071-733 8444 

MEEDS 1 MEC 

The Jam ureon, where 
you con remix the 

tracks, changing the 

bossline, rhythm and 
tap end, while janv 
ming along using the 

samples provided. 

Boom Box achieves Us objectives because it 

enables you to begin playing and mixing as 

soon as you load it up. and it's simple and 

great fun to use. It does have some limitations* 

however, which could have been made better. 

The main niggle is that you can't create 

your own patterns of music, so you're stuck 

with the patterns provided. Of course* it 

doesn't claim to be a sequencer, so ii would be 

unfair of us to mark it down because of this, 

bui some kind of pattern-creating routines 

wouldn't have gone amiss. Having said that* 

there are enough patterns built-in to keep you 

going for a while - and there is scope for add¬ 

on disks in the future should this package 

prove to be popular. 

The other minor point i*s that the liming 

will occasionally go awry when you try to jam 

along with too many samples. This is a had 

point, hut it shouldn't happen loo often, 

This is an excellent introduction lo mak¬ 

ing computer music, as control is easy and it's 

not ai all technical. Any parents who have kids 

that are into hip-hop, techno or rave music 

could do worse than buy them this package. 

OK, maybe it won't teach them to play the 

piano, and they won't use it to make a hit 

record, but they might find it a useful stepping 

stone to greater things. ^ 

Boom Box 

SPEED 
Generally quick and responsive, hut It can 
occasionally slip out of lime. 

DOCUMENTATION • • • 
A reasonable manual containing both Amiga 

and PC Instructions - but only PC screenshots. 

ACCESSIBILITY ••••• 
Very easy lo gel into, clearly presented end 

great fun to use, 

FEATURES •••• 
The patterns and samples provided are good, 

and the options are well thought-out. 

VALUE * * + • 
An excellent package, well worth getting for 

hip-hop fans, but marginally overpriced. 

fetid 80% 



AMIGA SUPER VALUE PACKS 
A600fd STANDARD FEATURES 

Js, 
ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
1 MB RAM 
1MB DISK DRIVE 
BUILT IN TV MODULATOR 
4096 COLOURS 
SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
MULTI-TASKING 
4 CHANNEL DIGITAL STEREO SOUND 
MOUSE 
WORKBENCH DISKS 
COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS 
ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

WANT 2MEG OF RAM? 
UPGRADE YOUR A600 TO A MASSIVE 

2MB OF RAM FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR A600 

(Normal RRP £59.95) 

WANT AN A500 PLUS V.2? 
LOOK AT PAGE 3 

UNDER SPECIAL PURCHASE 

A600fd BAD INFLUENCE PACK 
AAOOfd computer as per standard specification 
PLUS ASTRA TEN GAME PACK PLUS BAD INFLUENCE GAMES PLUS ACCESSORY PACK 

Datastorm.19.95 WWF WRESTLING ..£29.99 2 MICROSWITCH JOYSTICKS. £25.98 
Dungeon Quest.. 19.95 A must for wrestlemonio fans Not one but two quality joysticks 
E-Motion.19.95 FINAL FIGHT.£29.99 TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER.£12.99 
Grand Monster Sam ... 19.95 Arcade martiol arts ot its best! Essential protection 
RVF Honda..24,95 PITFIGHTER.£29.99 HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD.. E 7.991 
Driving Force.., .24,99 Ringside fighting action Keeps your mouse squeoky cleon 
Pipemania...24.99 TL. , , 
Rock V Roll.19.99 ^us super valve pack 

Skweek....19.99 retails for over £°ul C ^QA 
Tower Of Babel.19.99 is available to you for only Xs Jr Jr .99 

A600fd GAME5MASTER PACK 
Incorporating Commodores 'THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED' 
A600fd COMPUTER PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN ’BAD INFLUENCE* PACK 
PLUS WILD, WEIRD & WICKED PLUS SPORTSTARS PACK PLUS BASIC PACK 

DELUXE PAINT Ilf.£49.99 KICK OFF.£29.99 GFA BASIC.£49 991 
Essentiol painting package The original and greatest football gome Essential for Basic programming 
GRAND PRIX..£34.99 PRO TENNIS TOUR ..£29 99 PRECISION DISKS.. .£ 12.991 
The best racing simulation ever! Stunning gomeplay 4 effects Ten branded disks to aetyou qoinq 
PUSHOVER.£29.99 GFt GOLF.£29,99 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX.£9.99| 
Infuriatingly addictive puzzle p|0y a round in the comfort of home Essential for storage 
game 
PUTTY......£29.99 Fnis super value pack mm 
Brand new release from retails for over £950, but A* £A AA __ 

System3 is available to you for only 

AGOOhd EPIC/LANGUAGE LAB PACK IA600MD os standard with 20Mb Hard Disk built in 
PIUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN ’BAD INFLUENCE* PACK 
PLUS EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK PLUS BASIC PACK PLUS PAINT PACK 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT...£39.99 GFA BASIC.£49.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 ...£89.951 

Super 3 longuoqe version **^P'S"""** One of the most ^ p o a guage e sion pREC|S)ON D|S|<S....£T2,99 °ne °* the mos' 

tru.........WV VV Ten branded blank disks comprehensive paint| 

Space shoot-em-up 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX ..£9.99 packages on the market. 

| ROME *..£29.99 Essential for storage 

Millenium classic This super value pack retails ^ 

MYTH .. ..£29.99 for aver £1140, but is avail- ^3^3 ^3 

ab/e to you for only I Arcade adventure .99 

E ft A STORE 
-rtjjm 
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BY PHONE TST fS 
Simply coll out Hood Office quoting vow Actess/Viso 

number on Q 234 210060 (5 lines) 
Open 9.00am - 8.00pm 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Simply call in to your nearest Future World store 
where our fully trained personnel will be more than 
happy to deal with your requirement, 

BY POST 
Make cheques, Building Society drafts or Postal 
Orders payable to 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD, 
UNITS 25 27 SERGEANTS WAY “ 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD 
MM 1 QEH 

Please wrile cheque guarantee card number on the reverse of 
cheque to ensure some day clearance Cheques without 0 

cord number subject to 10 days clearance 

REMEMBER ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT 

& COURIER DELIVERY [UK Mainland only) 
SATURDAY DELIVERY £10.00 . 

FINANCE 
Finance available to suit your specific needs Written details on | 
request, Instant credit is available in all FutureWorld stores. 

PRIMIIR GOLD CARP ~ 

i 7 day money back guarantee on goods purchased if not 
completely satisfied (subject to goods being returned in mini 
condition) 

• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
9 I year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service 

should a fault occur 
• Exclusive Premier Gold Card with Personal Membership 

Number entitling you to special offers 
• All this for only £19.95 per item purchased 

l YEAR GUARANTEE 
For (he whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 
completely free of charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, 
COMMODORE & STAR, we are equipped to deal with the 
majority of queries. Lines open 3 00pm to 5 .30pm 

FULLY COMPUTERISED 
ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff ta provide uf>to4e-minute stock 
information coupled with efficient dispatch. 

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
I All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining 
| our motto: 

BEST 

SI- STAR! 
Printer! 

All our S'cr Printers now come wilh the following 

value poet worth £34.96 COMPIFliLY FREE 

QUALITY COMPUTIR CABU.RR7E999 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND RSPE9.99 

200 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER ..RRP £4.99 

TAILOR MADE DUST COVER.RRP £9 99 

16 NIOHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
| 0 PLUS • PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Wordproeessor 0 Spreadsheet • Database • 

Virus Killers • Backup UKiily 

STAR LC20 MONO PRINTER 
9 Pin Dot Mortixl 80/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pod £268 01 

Bill y.vrt for on vnb«li.vafal. £ 1 39. 95 

NEW STAR LC100 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour, 180/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pod £299 95 

But your* for an unbelievable £ 1 79. 95 

STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL m with value pad £339.95 

But your* for an Hiih«li*Vflbtl £ 1 99. 95 

STAR LC24-200 MONO PRINT!* 
24 Pin mono printer 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £386,29 

Bvt yours tor an unbelievable £239. 95 

NEW STAR LC24-100 MONO PRINTfft 
24 Pin mono, 192/64 cps 

TOTAL RRP wilh value pack £349.95 

But yewrt for on unbelievable £ 1 89. 95 

STAR LC24'2O0 COLOUR PRINTER 
24 Pin colour printer, 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £445.04 

But yours tor on unbelievable £289. 95 

STAR SJ48 INKJET PRINTER 
High speed/qudrty mono printer, lOOcps [LG) 

TOTAL RRP wilh value pad £379 96 

Bet yours for an unbelievable £234. 93 

■VOTED N01 
RETAILER 
OF 1992“ 

'VOTED N01 
RETAILER 
OF 1992" 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR 

Exclusive to FutureWorld 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
LOTUS/M t PACK 

Features: 
* Award winning stereo monitor 

* On-site maintenance 
t LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 

PLUS 
* FI9 STEALTH FIGHTER 

ONLY 
£199.99 

MEMORY DRIVES 
A SCANNERS 

512K BAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £ 19.95 
WTIH CLOCK £24,95 

1.5 MEG EXPANSION [Not Plus compatible) £79*95 
1 MEG EXPANSION (Gives your A500 plus o massive 

2MB) £39.95 
1 MIG EXPANSION WITH THRU-PORT £49.95 
NEW 8 MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER 

I Complete with Thru-Port ; 5pubed board with 0 Meg RAM £99 • 
2 Meg RAM £129 *4 Meg RAM £189 95 • S Meg RAM £299 =5 

DIRECT A500 REPLACEMENT DRIVE with instructions 
POWER PC 8 BOB Bobu it slim drive with anti-dick 

CUMANA CAX 354 SLIMLINE DRIVE 

POWER PC 8BOB with Biiti/Virus hardware 

POWER PC880B + X-COPY PROFESSIONAL 

£44.95 
£49,95 

£54.95 

£69.95 

£99*95 
DUAL POWER PC8808 <omplete with Power supply £124*95 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP 52 MiG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE 

I TO 8MB. 0 Meg CAM £379.95 • 2 Meg RAM £429 95 
IB 4 Meg RAM £499 95 • 8 Meg RAM £679 95 

GVP 105 MIG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB | 
• u Meg RAM £579.95 % 2 Meg RAM £629.95 « 4 Meg RAM 
£729*95 • 8 Meg RAM £899*95 
POWER SCANNER WITH VERSION 3*0 SOFTWARE £99.95 
UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 

I Complete *#! hardware interlace and new version 

13 0 software £49,95 

AMIGA 1500 CARTOON CLASSICS SUPiRRACK 
NEW AMIGA 1 500 featuring Woddwfdi/Kd^ 2 The Works. D Point 1. Home Acds etc .. RRP £699.95 

ASTRA TIN GAME PACK 10 individually packed gomes [see A500 Gamesmoster pock for details)RRP £229 

GFA SASIC Essential far basic programming RRP £49 99 ... _ 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE T0TAl « 
Bart Simpson Vs Space Mutants ‘lemmings* Slit yours for on unbelievable 

Captain Planet RRP £79.97 

2 FIGHTER JOYSTICKS RRP £15.98 £599.95 
QUALITY MOUSE PAD RRP £6.99 

N*B This Machine requires a TV/Madulatar (£34.95) If It It ta be used with a television 

"VOTED N01 
PFTAll PP 

All goods sabjeci to availability 
All prices correct at time of going 
to press. I & 01 
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WORDWORTH 
vl.l SCOOP 

at £29.95* 
★ With any 
purchase 
over £50 

SAVE 

£100 
Simply cal! in one of our stores 

or ring our telesales department. 

Moke any purchase to the value of £50 

or more and we'll supply you with the BEST Amiga wordprocessing package 

on the market for just £29.95 - saving you £100! 

But hurry stocks are limited at this crazy price! "VOTED N01 
Alternatively you can buy Wordworth vl.l on its own for £69.9* RETAILER 

OF 1992" 

★★ SPECIAL PURCHASE ★★ 
A500 PLUS VERS 2.0 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACKS 

FEATURING: 

DELUXE PAINT III 

BART SIMPSON 

CAPTAIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 

RRP 

SUPER LOW PRICE 

£299.99 
*★ SPECIAL PURCHASE ★★ 

TOP TEN CHRISTMAS | 
GIFT IDEAS AT GIVE¬ 
AWAY PRICES WHEN I 

I YOU SPEND OVER £25 IN I 

ANY OF OUR STORES OR PUR¬ 
CHASE MAIL ORDER ★ 

NORMAL GIFT 
ITEM PRICE PRICE 

4* 40 Capacity 3.5" Lockable Disk Box £9 99 £2.99 

JA SO Copocily 3.5" lockable Disk Box £14,99 £4.99 

I fork ol Ten Branded Precision 

3,5" Disks £12.99 £3.99 

I A. 3.5" Disk Drive Cleaner Kit £9.99 £1.99 

i Jtk High Qua lily Serrikoft firousepod £7.99 £1.49 

200 Sheets of ConKnous Printef Paper £7 99 £1.99 

I Standard Microswiteh Joystick £9 99 £3.99 

M Zipstick Superpro Aylofire Joystick £16:99 £8.99 

Quick joy Topstar Joystick-The Ultimate £23.95 £14.99 

^ Repfocemeni Amiga Mouse £24.95 £9.99 

★ LIMITED TO ONE GIFT 
PER TRANSACTION 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
" Simply the Besr Commodore authorised repair centre 

FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY COURIER Make one simple phone coll and leave the rest to uil 
GUARANTIED 7 DAY TURN AROUND We guarantee la return your computer WITHIN 7 days of collection 

FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Vour Amiga will look as good as new 
3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineers work to the highest standard 

All INCLUSIVE PRICE We won't con you with hidden extras 
FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 

For a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pack completely free! 

ALL FOR THE INCREDIBLE 
PRICE OF £59.95 

NB Personal callers in to one of our stores may deduct £10 from the above price. 
We reserve the right to refuse computers that hove been tampered with or are beyond 

economical repair. In this instance a nominal £10 charge will be made to cover carriage costs. 

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL Of 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20,00 

BASILDON 
MEGASTORE 
12/13 South Walk, Basildon 
Telephone (0268) 270013 

|<#NDFORD 
MEGASTORE 
1 The Howard Centre, Bedford. 
Telephone (0234) 212460 

; LUTON 
SUPERSTORE 
3 Amdale Centre, Luton 
Telephone (0582) 482680 

> NORTHAMPTON 
SUPERSTORE 
1-7 College St, Northampton 
Telephone (0604) 33996 

, ST. ALBANS 
SUPERSTORE 
34 Market Place, St. Albans 
Telephone - Call Head Office 

> WELWYN 
GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road, W.G.C. 
Telephone (0707) 390029 

OPENING SOON 

MEGASTORES 

I ^ALDERSHOT 

| ^WEMBLEY 

SUPERSTORES 

|<^> BARNET 

WALTHAMSTOW 

"VOTED NOI 
RETAILER 
OF 1992" 

■ 

1 
\ 

I 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT A COURIER DELIVERY 
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VIRTUAL MEMORY fTp 

J a sort Holborn examines a program 

that claims to add hundreds of gigabytes 

of memory to your Amiga... 

GIGAMEM is 
available from 
HE Marketing 
0753 666000 

Ike GigaMem 

Preferences program 

gives you extensive 

control over your 
'virtual memory' - a 

clever technique that 

enables your Hard 
drive to pretend ft's 

actually RAM. 

performed faultlessly while it has been 

installed on my A3000. 

With all that virtual RAM at your dis¬ 

posal, it's now perfectly possible to run 

several large tasks concurrently. You could, 

for example, run a hand scanner at 400 dpi, 

process 24-bit graphics in Art Department 

Professional, digitise sound at 52KH* and 

build up a minute-long animation within 

DPaim, all without running out of memory. In 

practice this isn't always the case though. 

What you must consider is that virtual 

RAM is treated as fast RAM. so any program 

that relies solely on chip RAM will not he able 

to take advantage of GigaMem, Thankfully 

most modem graphics and music programs are 

not held back by the chip RAM limitation, so 

you'll probably only encounter this problem 

with older programs. 

GigaMem 
£TBA ■ Virtual memory software ■ HB Marketing 

BACK IN THE days when 8-bit micros 

roamed the Earth, the memory capacity of 

your microcomputer was often measured in 

terms of kilobytes rather than megabytes. Back 

then, most of us were more used to 64K. 48K 

or even measly 32K micros - a machine with 

anything more than this was considered to be a 

real powerhouse! 

In these days of 24-bit graphics and 16-bit 

sound sampling, though, a machine with less 

than 2Mb of RAM is considered almost un¬ 

usable! Vm lucky enough to own a machine 

equipped with a full 9Mb of RAM, but even 

this elephant-like memory capacity is often not 

enough for sophisticated applications. 

So what do you do when memory prob¬ 

lems start to occur? The obvious answer would 

be to add more memory to your system in the 

form of RAM chips. This is all well and good 

providing that you have both an accelerated 

Amiga that is capable of being expanded 

beyond the Amiga's self-imposed 10 Mb 

memory limit and your pocket can take the 

strain (32-bit RAM chips don't come cheap). 

Believe it or not though, there is a way of 

gel ting around this problem without having to 

dish out mcgahucks - all you need is a hard 

disk, an accelerated Amiga equipped with an 

MMU (Memory Management Unii) and a 

copy of GigaMem, the Amiga's first virtual- 

memory system. 

Virtual memory is a very clever software 

technique that attempts to fool your Amiga 

into thinking that it has more memory than is 

actually installed inside your machine. The 

data which the Amiga attempts to store in this 

fake' memory is in fact held on your hard 

disk. Using some very clever buffering, data is 

transported to and from the hard disk when¬ 

ever it is needed by the application that created 

that data. Although this obviously results in a 

slow-down in the system performance, it's a 

small price to pay for all those extra 

megabytes of memory* 

The amount of virtual RAM that you can 

access is Limited only by the capacity of your 

hard disk, although it's unlikely you'll ever 

need more than a 100 Mb. GigaMem is capa¬ 

ble of handling up to one gigabyte of virtual 

RAM (that's 1,024 Mb!) so it's very unlikely 

that you'll ever fed held back. 

Like most virtual memory' systems, 

GigaMem won't work unless you own a fairly 

powerful computer. Even if you own a 

machine equipped with a processor accelera¬ 

tor. GigaMem won’t run unless the card is 

equipped with a memory' management unit 

I MMU). Both the 68030 and the ’(>40 have 

these built in as standard, so A3000 and 

A4000 owners have nothing to worry' about. 

Another very important addition is a 

pretty substantial (and fast) hard disk. Unlike 

programs of (his kind on other systems, 

GigaMem doesn't insisi that you set aside a 

partition of your hard drive for the virtual 

RAM, so there's no need to reformat your 

existing drive. Personally, though, I would rec¬ 

ommend such a practice simply because it 

offers far more security just in case something 

does go wrong - losing ihe contents of your 

virtual RAM won't be loo much of a loss, 

but you’ll kick yourself if your hard drive 

gels wiped! To be fair though, GigaMem has 

GigaMem m<rst certainly isn't the answer io 

every Amiga owner's RAM-shortage prob¬ 

lems, Most of us encounter these problems 

sooner or later, but GigaMem won't be of use 

to you unless you're lucky enough to own a 

machine that is capable of handling it. 

Thaukfully the price of processor cards 

equipped with memory-management units is 

starting to fall dramatically {especially now 

that Commodore have released the A1200 and 

dropped the price on the A3(KX)). so the sort of 

hardware that is required to run GigaMem is 

no longer the sort of pie-in-the-sky stuff that it 

was two years ago. 

If you have got a machine that is capable 

of running GigaMem and you've got plenty of 

space available on your hard drive, then 

GigaMem may well be the answer to all your 

RAM shortage problems. Although software 

solutions such as this will never really perform 

as well as a dedicated RAM expansion. 

GigaMem represents a very good alternative. 

One thing's for sure - GigaMem will defi¬ 

nitely be staying on my hard drive* O 

GigaMem 

SPUD •••• 
Considering the complexities of virtual mem¬ 

ory, K has very acceptable performance figures. 

DOCUMENTATION * I 
The GtgaMem manual could probably benefit 

from some more in-depth explanations. 

ACCESSIBILITY • 
How many Amiga users own an accelerated 

Amiga with a memory-management unit? 

FEATURES »**• 
For what should be a minimal price. GigaMem 

can add a Gigabyte of RAM to your ay slew. 

VALUE • • • 
Considering the high cost of RAM chips, 
GigaMem offers a very good alternative. 

ferdic! 78% 



STAND OFFER 9 pin PRINTERS 24 pin PRINTER 

192 cps 136 COLUMN 
* Citizen 9x - 9 pm ■ J 3$ column 
* i92cps Draft. NLQ 
■ 8K Pnnter Butter - 3 Fonts 
* Parang interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
9 Epson gnd IBM Emulation 
* Colour Option Avar&bfo 
* FREE Sittca Pnnter Starter Ktl 

-02* 
IHUTtA Nil —_m 
rum ifliLur ciw 

JHIWj C154 
SftlMfflCf F1OT 

INKJET PRINTER 

FROM SILICA 

270 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen SwA 2CQ - 2* pm ■ 80 wNrrm 
* 270cpuS0(13mr2ita*DmK T2c& IQ 
* &K P/inter Buffer ■ 4QK maximum 
* Parallel interlace * GLQFom 
* Graptnca Pasofution 360x360 dpi 
* Etmm. JBM J Nf C P20 ffnuWfens 
* fluilfliif P™rjjipj|^AulLiSrtFiC»W}f 
* Lfflrj Otwr u 5 09(A) 

Colour Option Available 
S&mPi * FflEE SJcj Print™ San* Kn 

MV . ...nnni Ml 
SILICA- ITMTHNIT m 

Tom VAiUf (511 
HVIW til*! 

mxamcr tua £179 
=» 3*aeJ 

1 92 CPS 1 36 COLUMN 
• Citizen S*#I24k - 24 pin -136 column 
9 l92cps Oral! 64cps NLQ 
• 6K Printer Buffer * 4 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution 360 x360dpi 
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• PRES Silica Printer Statict Fit 

Vim 1TMTTHKIT 01 

tom want an 
same nis 

me* met trti £299 

360 cps 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen Profei - tni^ei ■ 30 column 
* 360cps Draff. tZOcpS NLQ 
* SO Nozzle Heap - map»0UU4RB(N 
* SK PunJof Buffer + 3 Fonts 
* Optional HP Compatible Font cards 
* Parallel Interface 
e Graphics Resolution 3Q0x3Q0dpt 
* HP De$kjet ptv§ emulation 
M>» -t*M 

JCTai r4tuf («M 
UIW 

siucAFfticr rail £345 

64 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen ptw Notebook Pnoter 
* Moo^npAd Printing on Pfem Paper 
* 53cpf LO 4K Buffer * 2 fonts 
* Rear ana Bottom Paper toatfmg 
9 Parallel interlace 
* Grapfacs Resolution MOxJGOdp* 
* Epson. IBM NEC P6 S Ota*i EmUOtion 
* Pm^tiOd FrtJrtr Attns Atiftery dr COr Adaptor 
MP_.._EOT 

mu mm ran 
jyiws Ei?t 

MJCJMCf tm 

FREE DELIVERY 
Itefl Gay - AnytfKffl in ffi Ij*. nuinUfld 

FREE STARTER KIT 
Worm £29.36 - With Qtotn «KH flufft* pmtm Pent 5Wu 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 
(ifcItKjing thi do! mjliii piintif kadi 

WINDOWS 3.t 
ft« Windows | G diWH rritti SUrttf M 

FREE COLOUR KIT 
Wimr^Switi 

FREE HELPLINE 
Tscfriral Support hdpSra opw dunpg pftc* ton 

FREE! 
STARTER KIT 

ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED 

WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER 

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
• 3Sf Disk - Driver for Windows 3.1 
• 3# Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers 
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper 
• IOC Continuous Address Labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes 

WORTH £29.38 
WITH EVERY 

CITIZEN DOT MATRIX 

PRINTER FROM SILICA 
^ or £19.36 (CIO off RRF) to purchase. 

£115 
^ . VAT., i T35 'CJ PRI 2120 ^ 

nflF__ tm 
OUCA JTAflTfRNTUJS 

wm mi# C??4 
WlffW «« 

SILICA PRICE nis 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN W; 
i Citiz&n 120D+ - 9 pm 
► 144cps Draft, 30cos NLQ j 
* 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
i Parallel or Serial Interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpt 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
i Puff tractor & bottom feed 
* FREE Silica Pnnter Starter Kit 

£101? rel PRI 

f The CiUren 1200 0«nnter CtHTiflfi supplied with « pn-iBlt^l ■ 
irrteftiK# standard 11 you reqguffl ■ son*l imaffaw PHtid, 

H 2125 when placmp your prd*r with Sihtn j 

NEW! SWIFT 2 

SERIES 

SWIFT 240m 
MONO PRINTER 

(COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE 

SWIFT 240C 
COLOUR PRINTER 

300 CPS 80 COLUMN SWIFT 240 MONO 
• C4um Swfi 2*d2*0C • 24 pm ’ 60 cokont1 
• 300cp* S01150*1. 240 on Omit. BOcps LO 
• SK Pnntor Bvflw 4QK maximum 
• 9 LO Fonrj * 2 Scatatil• fonts t'S-40ptsl 
m ! x Font Cartnaga Slot ■ for plug m 'Siyte Fonfa 
• PttraM Ifttmrface 
• Qrtpftia ftmrXution 360x 360 dpt 
m Epson iBM NEC P20 A CEL EmJMom 
m Quanar printing Facility 
• AtWd Sal FiK/Aly BhOtracttoral t>F. 

Auto Emulation Datacfion 
• Command Vuo rV Front Control Ponat 
■ Utf9 Octet Mode ■ 43dS(A) 
• Colour Printing Stondurd ■ Swtff240cr, 

Cokmr Pnmrinj Optional ■ Swift ^40 
• FREE StiKA footer Storm 

£239 
SWIFT 240C COLOUR 

tW4 
aTABTFftKFT. J?S 
tow Kite? cm 

sai'Wid Eiaa 
VLCIflUCIf Hft* 

£259 
*v*T» cth m Fftt3*n 

NOTEBOOK PRINTER 
ACCESSORIES 

SHEET 
HMflQB lUD_ 
mrm wsttoiyN 
*w>m | 

SERIAL INTERFACES 
’«c. ac« 

PS4 S*4' Jf^'T H&Ci ms 
tftnit* o»» 

J2K MEMORY EXPN 
TWBumiN din 

Ntsm RUMid 
At SM 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS 
IHIMIIb Of! 

Rtxm ****** t.’n 
Afi»+ iMiMiite Fit} 

— INjMIVUtor tn« 

Mil 
COLOUR KITS 

*A» nt 
iwneMivTii _ 
Pms ACCESSORIES 

»M”i| in 5 
PM-liS 0*J" 

nie 
fRRmt 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 

PLUS! 
AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V20 
fv -Srtr pnrRing hrjm fcnfl ■* £»W* 
«naaat«^ ‘ 1 ‘ ^ 

V> mix- I (fin rwjuisn iFiir y£w buy • Swffl 9 
fa 24x m a 2*0 V*** 

worth 

£14.10 
} (rVIlT mwrilvJO 

Trhrru. v*r it« ttKjutfuit wsc 

CITIZEN PRINTER 

STAND 

For Swift 9< 24, 24e> 200,240 
and 224 Printers 
■ M»|» *«?p pace wrfh Qtasn Printer's 

powerful paper tiandting 
a Robust A Oom&e Cangtrueiicm 
■ Sjr-ps space sw protects conijnyctJS 

RaAormy trom iij-jf and damage 
• CompalntJto ^rn boffom and rear feed 

operation 

2S3St 

192 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen Smfr 9-0 pm - 60 column 
• f92cps Draft *8cm NLQ 
* 3K Prmm Suffer * $ Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
m Graphics Resolution 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
w FREE Colour Kit 
• FREE Silica Pnntet Staffer Ktf 

HfiP DM 
COLOUR KH fJI 
ITMtlfB DMT m 
tow VAlUt DU 

yme rnj 
sir tci rmcr cm 

£159 
24 pin PRINTERS 

f i.-k- 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ] 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in Che UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ol WChmcal experts af you* 
• PRICE MA TCH We normally nnatch compewofs on a "Same fxtxkid Seme pn»T basis 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven trac* record m professional compmer sates 
• €12 MfLUON TURNOVER (with SO staff): Sow. fetebie and profitable 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 061-301 0686. 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstralicso and training facilities aft our London & Sidcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ol your requirements from one supplier 
V FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters + software and peripheral details 
• PAYMENT: Major CrtdH Cards, cash, cheque Or monthly term*. 
Before you decide when lo buy your new primer, we suggesi you think very carefully about WHERE you 
buy It Consider whai it will be like a lew months alter you have made your purchase, when you may 
require addilronal peripherals and accessories, or help and advice wiih your new purchase And, win the 
company you buy from comacl you with details cl new products? Al Silica Systems, we ensure thal you 
will have noihmg io worry about. We have bean eslabHehed lor aimosl 14 years and, wilh our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim io meet our customers' requirement with an understanding 
which IS Second lo none. But don’t just teke our word for it. Complete and mum the coupon now lor wr 
latest free literature and begin to experience the “Silica Systems Service' 

To Silica Systems AMFQR-Q293-&5 1*4 The Mews Hatheriey Rd Siflcup Keni DAI4 4DX^ 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 
Surname 

Company Name (il applicable): 

Address:............ 

Postcode: ....... ' 

Tel (Homej: .......«.... Tel {VYcrH} ____I 

55M_y 

Wr/Wr&,'Mis&’Ms initials 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

m 
Which computer(s), if any, do you own? 
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SERIOUS REVIEWS ^ 

146 

Understanding Imagine 2.0 
Reference Book ■ £15.9b ■ Alternative Image (0533 440041 ] 

BRILLIANT AS IMAGINE 2.0 may be as a 

3D modelling and rendering system, there are 

a tot of people who don't realise this because 

they just cannot get to grips with the program. 

The complexity of the interface and the huge 

range of functions and options make it one of 

the densest packages to learn on the Amiga. 

The problem is not exactly helped by the 

manuals that Impulse have managed to pro¬ 

vide to go with the two versions of the 

programs. The first is so minimal that not all 

the features are even mentioned, let alone 

explained. Dedicated users could have hours, 

days, months of fun trying to fathom things 

just by trial and error - which is perhaps the 

best way to leam, but painfully slow and frus¬ 

trating nonetheless. 

The second manual goes to the other 

extreme and is so dense a tutorial that dipping 

In for reference is almost impossible. Luckily 

for Imagine 2 users, Steven Worling has pro¬ 

duced a new reference book - Understanding 

Imagine 2.0 - and it is not only by far the easi¬ 

est way to leam the system, but also one of the 

best manuals available for any 3D program, 

The book steadily works its way through each 

of Imagine's powerful editors, explaining 

ever>f function and quirk, solving likely prob¬ 

lems and concentrating extra effort on the 

most difficult or special aspects of (he system. 

The style is easy and chatty but precise and 

informative at the same time. No stone is left 

unturned. Even after four years of using 

Impulse products from Turbo Stiver onwards, 

and two years of effort on imagine. [ learned 

something new on almost every page! 

At the end of the 'manual' proper arc 70 

pages of appendices detailing problem 

workrounds. fun tricks, tips, ideas, object cre¬ 

ation strategies and detailed descriptions of all 

of the textures and F/X, many of which are 

useful in any 3D program. 

The only real problem with Understanding 

Imagine 2 0 is that it is almost a bootleggers" 

charter at only £15,95, Nevertheless, if you 

own Imagine you just have to buy this book, 

imagine 2.0 is arguably the best 3D system on 

any desktop computer. And now mere mortals 

can use it too, O 

92% 

1 AM NONE too partial to dogs. Hot dogs 

maybe, but dogs anywhere closer than One 

Man and His Dag I can do without. So dogs 

on a computer screen are just about in the right 

place for me. Nevertheless, it's a mark of 

RGB's success with the realism of Real Things 

- Dags* that, even behind the screen, pro¬ 

longed experimenting with the latest addition 

to the Real Things series has made me feel 

more than a little uncomfortable at limes. 

The Dags package consists of two disks of 

animbrushes and animations suitable for using 

in Deluxe Paint Hi or IV. plus the usual 

thorough RGB tutorials and user guides. Nine 

breeds are covered: some in more detail than 

others. Once again - like Safari and SeaLife - 

all of the images are from frame-grabbed 

video, though some hand touching-up has been 

necessary. With so many copies of the HAM 

Deluxe Paint /V now available. HAM versions 

of some animals are provided, and these add 

considerably to the realism. Of all animals 

though, perhaps dogs are the least enhanced by 

the extra colour depth of HAM because they 

are quite limited in their range of shades. 

As well as the introduction of HAM, RGB 

have introduced Chaining, Previously, each 

an im brush has had one complete movement of 

an animal - walking, hovering, swimming 

across the screen. If this method of animation 

is to progress, animators need to be able to 

link together several types of movement - 

changing direction, standing up and walking, 

running up to and then attacking prey etc. The 

Real Things - Dogs 
Animated clip art ■ £30 ■ Living Data 

The Real Things series 
is steadily progressing 
- Dogs has HAM 
colour depth and the 
new Chaining anima¬ 
tion feature. 

'Chaining' together of several movements in 

Dogs is the first example of what promises to 

be a very powerful tool. 

Looking at the complete series of Real 

Things, a steady progression is obvious. 

Horses was well executed but obviously hand 

drawn. Hitmans and Birds were also 'just" pro¬ 

duced the hard way, from scratch but with 

more skill and a real feeling for movement - 

especially Birds. 

Safari and Sealife - originating from digi¬ 

tised originals - were far more realistic 

especially in the naturalistic movement. Now 

Dogs, with both HAM colour depth and the 

new concept of Chaining, has made another 

leap of development. 

Nevertheless, by playing with lo-res 

images in DPaint again it is obvious how far 

the Amiga has fallen behind in the graphics 

area compared with the Mac and PCs. Huge 

chunky pixels and gross colour banding make 

it difficult to take this level of Amiga graphics 

seriously. This is not the fault of Real Things 

Studios who arc trying their best on a limited 

system. Fortunately along comes the Amiga 

1200 and the AG A, Let's hope Living Data 

will progress even further with the huge leap 

of quality to 8-bit colour and 800x600 resolu¬ 

tion. No more dogs though please! O 

RIAL THINGS - 
DOGS is available 

from RGB Studios 
0825 732666 

vi 
ft* Mi 75% 



T 
rom the makers of Pen Pal comes a 

brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 

Processing package, that's simply the 

only choice Tor those who demand the 

most From their Amiga. 

Final Copy D is not only the Amigos must powerful 

Wad Processor with every feature you’d expect 

* plus many inure found normally in DTP packages - 

but also the only Word Processor that gives superb 

scaleable outline fonts from any Amiga * even 1 

Imagine outputting to your printers highest resolution, 

with almost Postscript1'1 laser perfection - no matter 

which printer you. may have. Even with a simple ^ 

nine pin dot matrix you'll get perfect 

printing* from Final Copy's ^ 

20 smooth outline typefaces 

that are included! i?. 

...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 
FinajQ^ 

If** 

Wtffc tu poiwjfauwri then's m better W(3td f^KesxrfPuhiishrr 

fnrycur .4rmga. YtvV qurkh rrtiksr she benefits h^tA hottott Ar etf&cffte 

present if the Mxvftsft”* mt t*her high end pufrhdmf roam* 

from Softwood. [/* 

ftrtftJ 

s printer with normal Word Processor 

multiple newspaper 

style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 

squares, lines at any angle, ovals, circles, 

arrows etc., plus colour text, along with many 

other formatting tools - your documents will look 

and read just as you want them to. 

Final Copy II includes a 110,000 wad British- 

English Collins Proximity Spelling Detector & 

Corrector, to help typing errors become a thing of 

the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 

Thesaurus, for that extra inspiration. 

Final Copy II is so easy to learn and use. that 

k you' ll become an accomplished author in no 

g time at all - but if you need extra help you're 

^ not on your own as our support hotline is there 

^ for all UK version users. Look out for the UK 

logo on the box! 
Word Processor —^ 

...rinal Copy II 
_ X m/ Only £99.95 

^jompatible with. 

Amiga^A500/600/600HD/l 500/2000/3000. 
System rcqiurCTTienLs min. of 1Mb. RAM and two Hippies 

or a Hard Disk Drive [A60QHD requires rt leas! 1.5Mb]. 

*Anv Workbench suppled graphic printer, colour qr mono, 
including.. Citizen I2QD, S24D. 224, Swift 9C4. 2CKK40; 
Star UCtO, 20, 200, 24200. and XB Sews; Carum BJIOck; 
HP Iflk/PiutLjet; PosCSCtipi™ devices and many more. 

I 

FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS 

ji 
ratio Distribution by... 

♦ CenirevoMBD ♦ KB Marketing « Ltiturtsoft ♦ 
# Meridian Distribution # SDL/Prodis * 

Dealers Please call Harwoods, for your supply of leaflets 

and irdusicfi in the list of flDdosfc we to cuflnmerv 

United Kingdom wrsitm imported & supported 

GORDON 

Gordon ILrwuxid Compilers * New Scwt * Alfrcttin 

Doriyshuc * DE55 7EP * Tdcphcmc (1773 1136781 

inal Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here's just a selection: 

♦ Uses the latest Workbench 2 Style interface on all Amigas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls Tom tat your 

document w ith the simple touch of a button) # 25% to 400% editable page reduction and magnification command ^ 
♦ Title page, master pages & style sheas ♦ Righi/left [xiges with binding offset ♦ Open multiple ^ 

documents ♦ past mouse document panning and roonViin-zoom ♦ External and internal mail ^ 

merging#Cui,copyandpaste#Searchandreplace#Onsereenmaths# Auto-hyphenation ^ ^ 

♦ Import. resize ,ind crop IFF. HAM and 24Bit ILB.VI graphics and auuvflow text 

around them ♦ Text over graphics ♦ Ouiluv fonts on all Amiga screens, and any - ^ ^ 
non-Postscript niorPosiscriptmcompatibleprinter#4pointuplo30ppoiiii 

>4 

lover 4" high| smooth text printing ♦ Tex! leading and spacing 

controls ♦ Condensed and expanded charades ♦ Positive 

and negative obliquing ♦ Background priming. ^kri 
allowing simultaneous editing & priming of two 

or more documents ♦ Fast proof printing ^ ^cT?6, ' 

facility ♦ Comprehensive range of ^ 

additional attractive font ^ 

volumes available. ^ 

E.&O.E. ^ ^ 

'ft®** 

M1?"' 
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PRINTER REVIEW 0 

Oki launch into the Amiga market with 

their new light-emitting-diode printer. 

Had laser printers better watchout? 

Jason Holborn writes... 

Oki OL40 
£899 ■ LED Printer ■ Oki 

148 

OK, I KNOW what you’re thinking - what’s 

an LED printer, right? Well an LED printer 

isn't that different from conventional laser 

printers, such as the Ricoh LP1200 reviewed 

in Issue 41. Both type of primer use basically 

the same electrophotographic recording sys¬ 

tem to fuse charged ink particles on lo paper. 

The only real difference between them is that 

an LED printer uses an incredibly fine array of 

light-emitting diodes (LEDs* to charge the 

sheet rather than a laser beam. 

Heading Oki’s offensive into the Amiga 

market is the OL400. a new prinler that offers 

LED printing technology to the masses. As 

we’ve come to expect from all things Oki. the 

QL400 is a good-looking printer. Finishing in 

the same off-white shade of cream that adorns 

the Amiga 500 (although newer Amigas seem 

to use a far pastier shade of cream), the QL400 

is a well-designed printer indeed. 

The paper tray (which can hold up to 200 

sheets of standard copier paper) sticks out of 

the front of the casing, giving easy access 

when the dreaded ‘Out of Paper' error mes¬ 

sage appears on the OL4t)0's LCD display. 

The control panel (which uses an LCD dis¬ 

play) is both straight forward and surprisingly 

easy to use. It’s so easy to use that you barely 

need to consult the manual. 

The OL400 comes complete with three emu¬ 

lation modes, so getting your favourite 

program to talk lo the prinler shouldn’t be a 

problem. By default, ihe OL400 runs in 

Hewlett Packard LaserJet 2 mode, but it can 

also be driven in IBM ProPrinter XL and 

Diablo 630 ECS emulation modes. Although 

the HP LaserJet printer driver bundled with 

Amiga 
Desktop 

The Olti if a 
well-designed and 

good-lacking printer 

that brings you 

quality results at 

inexpensive prices. 

Ihe Oki printer comes 
with Swiss and Dutch 

fonts, which ore the 
same as Helvetica 

and Times. 

OKI 01400 
phone Oki for your 
local dealer 
0800 525 585 

Superb printouts make 
the Oki the ideal choke 
If you use your Amiga 
for DIP, or if you need 
quality letterhead 
printouts. 

,t in tin +*» *u“ 
,1 lil di L» m“ 
,f *JH5 
,■ 4/? I pi Lr» i >v 

ALtJ LHk, Affi . 

UdHlW. a*F.t.fer JU* #11 lij« 

Workbench 1.3 and 2.04 is sad to say the least, 

but rumour has it that Commodore have 

improved the driver in Workbench 33), the lat¬ 

est release of AmigaDOS that will eventually 

filter down to the rest of us in the shape of 

Workbench 2.1. There's talk too of a dedicated 

HP LaserJet driver from IrseeSoft (producers 

of the successful TurboPrint Professional and 

Citizen’s PrittiManager) too, so LaserJet 2- 

compatible printers are finally quite useable on 

the Amiga (about time too). 

The OL400 is equipped with a decent 

selection of typefaces, especially when the 

printer is run in its native HP LaserJet emula¬ 

tion mode. Typefaces on offer include Courier 

and Line Printer faces, plus ’Swiss' and 

Dutch’, which are basically Oki’s own ver¬ 

sions of Helvetica and Times, These typefaces 

are available in a number of different point 

sizes, giving a maximum choice of 25 differ¬ 

ent fonts. If the fonts on offer don’t meet with 

your approval, extra fonts and typefaces can 

be added using optional font cartridges. 

The OL40O certainly shares more than a few 

similarities with more conventional laser print¬ 

ers. For starters, it’s what the techies call a 

’page printer' — that is, it’s only capable of 

printing a whole page at a time, so you’ll get a 

full sheet of paper thrown out at you even if 

you only want to print a single line of text. 

Primers such as the QL400 are designed 

primarily for DTP w^ork, so you’re probably 

better off with a dot-matrix or an inkjet if 

printing text is your only requirement. Another 

similarity is the OL400‘s resolution - a bog- 

standard laser resolution of 300x300 dpi is the 

maximum printing resolution on offen 

In use, the OL40Q proves itself to be a capable 

performer. Although printing speed is not 

exceptional (four pages per minute), the print 

quality is top notch, however a couple of my 

early printouts showed signs of print-purity 

problems due to unequal toner distribution (the 

same shade of grey would print slightly darker 

in some areas). After a few days use though, 

this problem managed to sort itself out and the 

prim quality improved as a direct result. In 

particular, the output from ProPage was 

exceptional when printing at a maximum den¬ 

sity setting of seven. 

Prices for the QL4Q0 can vary between 

dealers. Oki actually quote a retail price of 

£899 for the basic 512k OL400 and £ 1,099 for 

an GL400 with 1.5Mb of RAM (you’ll need 

the extra RAM for ProPage work), but even 

they admit that you can pick up these two 

models for approximately £449 and £599 

respectively just by shopping around. 

Another big advantage of the OL400 

printer is the low price of the toner cartridges - 

instead of the usual £70+ that you find writh 

laser printers, a loner cartridge for the OL400 

will set you back just £20! At these sort of 

prices then, the Oki OL400 represents perhaps 

the most affordable laser-quality primer avail¬ 

able on the market. £> 

Oki 0L400 

SPEED •••« 
Despite Workbench's awlul HP LaserJet driver, 
the OL40Q turns out some acceptable speeds. 

DOCUMENTATION §•• 
A little more detail would have been nice, but 
the manual is adequate enough, 

PRINT QUALITY 
Apart from the print purity problems discussed, 
print quality was excellent 

FEATURES ••••• 
The 01400 Is so blindingly simple to use that 

you don't really need a manual! 

VALUE 
Not only is the 01400 cheap to buy. but it s also 
pretty cheap to run too. 

90% 



MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS OF 

COMPUTER CABLES, 
PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES 

BOTH PAC 

DUST COVERl 
MOUSE HOLDE 

MOUSE PAD 
BRITISH 
MADE 

JOYSTICK/MOUSE 
CABLE SET 

A500 ONLY 
THESE WORK CENTRES ARE AVAILABLE 

FROM THE FOLLOWING INDEPENDENT DEALERS: 

CONNECTIONS 
LTD ^ 

ACCHiNGTQN AOAMSMRlD EVESHAM MICROS 09Q9ZXH96 07741579*5 
vmw sorr^pot 0395 2689M fROME AlttLON COMPUTERS 0373*52595 AEWCASTli-u^etP-LYME COMPUTER HOUSE o%mar SHEFFIELD the computer STORE 0742 7W*3 
MRN51EY THE COMPUTER STORE 032629*12* f4TES»tW MAJQnANMOiOS W5 *93 7306 NEWCASTLE W3N-TYNI MiCRQTYNE Or 261 40*6 skpr&o the computer store 0743 58*121 
tLXllv HfATW m-Hh HI SW*»? rtALlFA* T* COIPOTBISIO« D422 3W077 NORWICH ONE STEP KYONO 0600 663796 RM il STD COMMUNICATIONS 07*3 331 m 
SiRulftnAM EVE SMAW MICROS EM 446 SOSO HARROW ADAMS WORLD mmmz NORWICH SOFTWARE EMPORIUM *03 631362 SOUTHAMPTON LG COMPUTED omn\m 
BIRMINGHAM mt*s* Q?l *1*1 «• HASTINGS BMCTA SOFTWARE 0*2* 4**5l5 NORWICH ¥W«6 COMPUTERS *03 425209 SOUTHf NO-ON-StA ESTUARY COMPUTERS otob 6m3i 
BDORMWOUTti IANSHMM COMPUTERS <)E202 29Gtti htchn flOlfCHA 04(3 438C22 NOTTINGHAM LONG EATON SOFTWARE 0W2 728SS5 SOUTHGATE LOGIC SALES 0*1 812 4*42 
BRADFORD mi COMPUlEfl STORE fl?74?l?TO4 HUCGERSDElO THE COMPUTER STORE 04*4 i'44Q$ NOTTINGHAM THE COMPUTER STORE 06G2SM64S ST AUSTELL A 6 dC COMPUTERS 0726 6*443 
WIDPWT fittftson 0336 27*9* tva Ti* COMPUTER STORE 0482 25536 CXDKAM home and business 06i 633 160s STOCKTON 1OPS0FT 0643 6 70503 
BRIGHTON OAMtfl COMPUTERS tan rztwi IU4ST0N MEftLiN EXPRESS Q6ffi4*t*42 GKFORS SOFT SPOT 0666 79*202 SWANSEA ItfRTECPLC 07*2 487680 
BuANLtY BURNLE Y COMPUTER CENTRE 07KW71 (PSWiCh &fT$«0 BYTES **73 233678 PETERBOROUGH IKK SALES 0733 4*96 THURROCK database computers GTHIMH* 
CAM8M:DC.f EVESHAM MICROS D0?3 323*98 BAMMAh COMPUTERS HI At 5Mt PLYMOUTH COMPUTER BASE 0752 668635 TyNBRlDGE WELLS •WCTA SOFTWARE 089? Si IW2 
CAMTlftBUfiv COMPUTER WORLD m? mm LEEDS ANR 0533 33041 POftTO€5Ha WE-SIRVl 0705 325354 WAlflERfLO the computer store M2 4 290159 
CfltSHLffll LODC SALES 0W7 75323 LEEDS TH£ COMPUTE R STORE OSHJfSMA PORTSMOUTH BTS rm bytes *7«07t#» WALLASEY COMPSHOP 061639 3*41 
COVENTRY H SOFT *203S5$2?I LEIGH-ON- SEA PlATMUM COMPUTERS fMlflGM p 0 s 0702 61*131 WIS TON SUPER MARE JACKIES COHtfR 0SO4WA;,' 
DfffiH i THE COMPUTER STORE O33770F9M LOUOHKWOUO« AC COMPUTER EMPORIUM (6M25I7W MYlEUSH PLATINUM COMPUTERS 0268 771900 WOKING HARPERS *483 7580*1 
DONCASTER THE COMPUTE A STORE MG? 375760 LUTON WTS ELECTRONICS mi mm READING COMPUTER CARE 0734193*15 WOLVERHAMPTON MICRO BUSINESS CENTRE 0902 39625 
0UMMI BITS AND BYTES 0382 72052 MAJOSTOK COMPUTER WORLD 0022 677115 REIMTCH son SPOT 0677 585209 WORTHING WORTHING COMPUTERS *903 710861 
(NfifLD ADAMS WORLD Hi 3*2 0740 MANCHESTER MlGKTY MICAQ HI 22*1117 , RUGBY COMPLEAT computers 0789 572309 YORK THE COUPUfER STORE 0904*48934 
1 Allfi HAM MANSflELU MAKRfLO COWMTERS COMPUTE 

KMX OWN moss. MFAIJ BUSINESS CENTRE, MEAD LANE. HERTFORD, ENGLAND SGI3 7AG TEL: 0992 584205 FAX:0992 5B4207 
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING 0 

The Disc Company have brought DTP 

within the reach of the masses with 

the cheapest Amiga DTP program yet. 

Jason Holborn says 'Wow! 

HE PUBLISHER Version 1.60 Free Store 07291 

The 
Style 

^ ^ ^ DM THEBRND 

Publisher" 

150 

£49,95 ■ Desktop publishing ■ The Disc Company 

IN DESKTOP PUBLISHING ihe most 

expensive aspect can often be the software - 

capable packages like Professional Page can 

cost over £200 - so you've got to be serious 

about DTP to warrant the expense. In an 

attempt to bring DTP to the masses* though. 

The Disc Company have launched The 

Publisher, a mono-only program that can be 

used to produce anything from posters and 

fliers to complete magazines. 

At under £50* this is the cheapest Amiga 

DTP program available - even PageSetter 2 

(its nearest rival) will set you back double the 

asking price of The Publisher* Surely at this 

price, it can't be any good... or can it? It comes 

on three disks containing two program mod¬ 

ules and a plethora of fonts. Before you can 

start laying out the next issue of your football 

or Amiga-users' fanzine though, you have to 

install The Publisher on to a separate set of 

work disks or your hard disk (definitely a rec¬ 

ommended extra* simply because of the 

amount of disk swapping that’s needed}. 

Installation is fairly simple and involves 

selling up a couple of assignments that tell The 

Publisher and its program modules where 

everything can be found. It comes complete 

with programs that automate this process just 

in case you don't understand Amiga DOS. 

Like most DTP programs, it is memory 

hungry. Unless you've got at least 2Mb of 

RAM. don't even attempt to run the program. 

The Disc Company recommend a minimum of 

THi PUBLISHER 

is available from 

The Disc Company 

in France on 010 

331 4910 9995 
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Even a magazine such 

as Amiga Format could 
be laid out using 

The Publisher - and 

here's the proof! 

1 - 2 3 - 4 
1 >J,J >ji,j 1.L ■ LJ J L.l ■ . I. - I .. I. ■ L, ,1 1 

1 1 

2 'i 

3 1 

4 1 

5 1 

6 1 

£49.95/DTP/The Disc Company 
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Standard Adobe Type 
One fonts tan be used 
with The Publisher 

without having to con¬ 
vert them first. 

1.5Mb, but this is unrealistic considering the 

memory overheads that creating even a simple 

document will demand. On a machine with 

2Mb and a hard disk though, il is a very 

useable system. 
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The Publisher comprises two programs - the 

layout program and a separate PostScript inter¬ 

preter, Why a PostScript interpreter? Well, 

„ this program ii important because The 

^ ..i -l.I*.■. i. i. IT ■. i. 17r Publisher b not capable of printing to any 

printer other than a PostScript device. 

Obviously few home users have Postscript 

printers, so The Disc Company have included 

the interpreter to enable the output to be 

printed on a standard Preference-supported 

printer If all this sounds familiar you'd be 

right - The Publisher is actually a slightly cut- 

down version of Emerald Graphics' Saxon 

Publisher, a previously expensive (£200!) 

DTP program that proved only slightly more 

popular than the Inland Revenue. 

Like Saxon* it docs not have a straightfor¬ 

ward process for laying oul a page. Instead of 

simply opening up a box and dropping some 

text or graphics into the box (k la ProPage), 

with this program it requires more planning. 

Although pages are still built up from a series 

of boxes, each and every element (text and 

graphics* for example) is loaded into the pro¬ 

gram and then assigned to Tags'. To transfer 

the element that you have loaded into a box, 

you then select ihe box and click on the tag 

that it is to be assigned with, OK, it’s different 

from ProPage'& approach* but you'll probably 

find this is a more flexible approach. 

Text can be flowed directly into a box by 

loading a text file created in any one of a num¬ 

ber of word processors [The Publisher can 

read files from Excellence! and Kindwords* 

among others) or typed directly into the box 

using the program's built-in text-editing facil¬ 

ity, Once the text is in the box, you then define 

a 'style tag' that dictates the type of font used, 

its point size, leading, (racking etc. Unlike 

Pro Page, it can also automatically add both a 

shadow and an outline around any text that 

you choose to edit And, because ihe program 

uses standard Adobe Type One outline fonts, 

you can also stretch and squeeze tcxl within a 

box with no degradation in print quality. 

The Publisher's direct support of Adobe 

Type One fonts is perhaps one aspect of the 

program that helps it to score well* Although 

Type Ones are still not seen as an accepted 

standard on the Amiga, getting your hands on 
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extra Type One fonts is considerably easier 

(and cheaper) than obtaining Compugraphic 

fonts (the Amiga standard for outline fonts) 

simply because of their widespread acceptance 

on the Mac and PC platforms. Now that both 

PtoPage and PageStream can handle Type 

Ones as wrell, quite a few PD suppliers are 

starting to offer Type One fonts, so adding 

extra fonts to The Publisher is a cheap and 

easy affair. The Publisher h already well 

served w ith fonts though - the package comes 

with no fewer than 10 different typefaces 

including Helvetica, Times- Avant Garde. 

Bookman and Zapf Chancery- 

Graphics in various formats can easily be 

ported into your documents. Standard IFF and 

IFF-24 bitmap graphics, plus EPS and DR4D 

structured drawings are all supported. 

Although colourful bitmaps can only be 

printed in monochrome, The Publisher is capa¬ 

ble of representing these colours with up to 

25b shades of grey when printing to a 

Postscript ImagcSeitcr. IFF support is well 

catered for. but it would have been nice if The 

Publisher had provided direct support for 

PrvDraw ‘clip' files, the Amiga standard for 

structured drawings. As it is, you'll have to 

STEP-BY-STEP PUBLISHING 

Once a box has been 
created and dragged 
to the site needed, 
text can be pulled in 
by typing It directly on 
to the page er by load¬ 
ing in a text file from 
a word processor* 
External text is flowed 
into the box simply by 
selecting the box and 

then clicking on the 'tag' that contains the text* 

Now that the text is in 
the box, we can create 
a 'style tag' that 
defines the font to be 
used. Its point size, 
leading, tracking and 
so on* Standard Adobe 
Type One fonts can be 
used without modifica¬ 
tion, so extra fonts can 
easily be bought, per¬ 

haps as PD, and added to the range available for use* 

The next thing we can 
do with the program is 
assign a 'texture' to 
the text to define what 
degree of shade It's 
going to be and also 
whether or not you 
want a drop shadow 
for exomple, or an 
©®03Bb@. Simple eh? 

With the tag defined, 
a quick dick on the 
'paragraph style' gad¬ 
get assigns It to our 
text* Next we rotate 
the text* Note that this 
doesn't rotate the box 
itself - |ust Its con* 
tents* The box contents 
can be rotated through 
a full 360 degrees* 

Here's aur rotated text 
complete with its final 
typeface that we 
picked: drop shadow 
and outline. If you 
want, you can then 
reshape the box by 
pulling out each corner 
point so that the text 
flows correctly* 

Graphics are easy to 
add* Just create a box, 
select 'Import IFF and 
assign the tag to the 
new box* If the picture 
doesn't fit, you can 
use the 'Scale To Fit' 
gadget or manually 
scale the graphic using 
the Box requester. 

save your ProDnne drawings in EPS format to 

use them w ithin The Publisher, 

Box manipulation is one aspen that sets 

The Publisher apart from the competition. 

There are the usual tools to rotate, scale, flip 

and generally mess around with boxes and 

their contents, but it also enables you to create 

irregular-shaped boxes, something that even 

ProPage can’t handle. You can also assign 

what it calls a 'texture* to any box loo, includ¬ 

ing an outline, drop shadow and lilt colour. 

Printing is the most complex aspect of 

designing a page with The Publisher. Due to 

its Saxon Publisher origins, it is not capable of 

direct output to Preference-supported primers. 

Instead it creates a PostScript file that must 

then be loaded into its separate PostScript 

Interpreter (which is basically a rebadged ver¬ 

sion of SaxonScripi Professional) if you w ant 

to print to a dot-matrix, inkjet or HP-compati¬ 

ble laser printer. Don’t let this put you off - 

it’s really a straightforward process. 

The Publisher is one of those packages 

you initially loathe, but after a couple of 

hours’ experimenting you end up absolutely 

loving it. Although il certainly isn’t the most 

accessible entry-level desktop publishing pro¬ 

gram (its high system requirements and 

unconventional method of working see to 

that!) there's absolutely no doubting that it’s 

by far the most powerful. To be honest, com¬ 

paring it with its most immediate competition 

docs the program no justice whatsoever. 

The Publisher is such a powerful program 

it deserves to be mentioned in the same breath 

as professional systems like PageStream and 

ProPage. With a good selection of Type One 

fonts and a hard disk-based Amiga, there’s no 

reason why The Publisher couldn't be used to 

lay out Amiga Parmaf. Even on my rather 

aged B2(XM>. it was able to produce pages with 

the kind of ease and quality normally only 

associated with high-end DTP programs such 

as Ventura Publisher cm the PC and Quark 

XPress on the Macintosh. 

If you're lucky enough to own an acceler¬ 

ated Amiga, The Publisher suddenly becomes 

a package that can trade punches with the best 

of ‘cm. For budding amateurs and profession¬ 

als alike, it’s a bargain that definitely 

shouldn't be missed. O 

The Publisher 

SPEED •••• 

Even on « fairly standard kind ol Amiga, The 

Publisher is surprisingly rapid 

DOCUMENTATION t ••• 

Installation Instructions are somewhat vague, 

but the program is explained wall enough. 

ACCESSIBILITY I • » 
Using the program Is simple enough, but you'll 
need a fairly porky Amiga to use It properly, 

FEATURES ••••• 
Apart from no colour support. The Publisher 

can trade punches with the best of 'em. 

VALUE •••§§ 

£50 for a package of this quality is exception¬ 
ally good value lor money 
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2Mb W' 2Mb 
RAM p^K RAM 

AMIGA 1200 ZOOl PACK 
featuring 

zod 
Pinball Dreams 

Transwrite 
ft Striker 

only S399 bw vat 

a with 8833 MV II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge I! Promotion ♦lead 

only £609 inc vat 

12 MONTHS ON SITE WARRANTY 

we cannot be beaten 
on price -A 

2Mb XV 2Mb 

RAM PacK RAM 
BUSINESS SOCOlTONS PACK 

NEW AMIGA 1200 ZOOL PACK 
(As Box A) 

Everything you need to be up 6 running 
with Wordprocessing (Tronswrite) 

And 9 «n Quality Printer 
12 MONTHS ON SITE WARRANTY 

only £499 Inc vat 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
♦Turbo Challenge II Promotion 

only £709 Inc vat 

ADD £75 FOR 24 PIN COLOUR PRINTER 

We cannot be beaten 
on price 

2Mb 2Mb 
RAM pack RAM 

NEW AMIGA 1200 
Ultimate Hard Disk pack 

A1200 ZOOL PACK (As pack A) 
with 60Mb HARD DISK » £569 00 
With 80Mb HARD DISK « £599.00 

With 120Mb HARD DISK - £739.00 
With 130Mb HARD DISK - £779.00 
With 160Mb HARD DISK - £859.00 
With 200Mb HARD DISK - £899.00 

12 MONTHS ON SITE WARRANTY 
With 8833 Mk II Monitor odd £209 Inc vat 

.A 

WARNING1 Don t get taught short 

We cetontfTiend you invest n a 60Mb Hard 
Disk instead of a 20Mb. Lots of games ore 

growing n memory size 
Eg Workbench * 2Mb 

Monkey island II Gome = 8Mb 
That equals 1 /2 your hard disk gone before 

you start Who soys size doesn t malted 
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1Mb 
RAM 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 580 4259 

1Mb 
RAM 

Pack 
Basic A600 only £249.95 

Captain Diamond's upgraded A600 packs 
using superb 2.5' Drives a* 

used m most notebooks 

60Mb only £449 Inc vat 
80Mb only £479 Inc vat 
120Mb only £619 Inc vat 
130Mb only £659 Inc vat 
160Mb only £739 Inc vat 
200Mb only £779 Inc vat 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
♦Turbo Challenge II Promotion + lead 

ADD £209 Inc vat 
12 month on site warranty 

Add £49 95 fc* 1Mb extra RAM 

Give your 600 a Hard Disk see opposite 
Hard Disk repairs: 12 months 

return to base 2 

CittM 

THE ALL NEW EVERYTHING BUT THE KITCHEN SINK PACK 

AN A600 ft ALL THIS FOR ONLY £299.95 
ft WE WILL EVEN CHUCK IN A JOYSTICK, 

DIAMOND GIVES YOU MORE BECAUSE WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS 
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WANT A 1200 
With Workbench 3? 

GOT A 500 
P/X IT & THE 1200 

IS ONLY £299.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

BAKUAHM5 UP IHb MUIMIh! 
Philips 8833 Mkll Monitor with Turbo 

Challenge II £199.95 
+ Free FI9 Stealth Fighter for the first 

500 customers on this product. 

Roclite Drive with Anti click/Virus £59.95 

THE CAPTAIN'S 1200, 3000 & 4000 CENTRE 
MAILORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 560 4259 

NEW AMIGA 1200 
68020 processor running ot 14.19MHz. 2Mb RAM 
expandable to 10Mb. an amazing. 16 million colours. 
Work bench 3. A A chipset. Built In TV modulator. 
512K Operating system, 32-bit CPU slot, 880K 3 5" floppy 
drive, 4 sound voices & 4 great games Zooi. Striker, 

Transwrite & Pinball Dreams. Only £399 99 

Why not try Diamond’s amazing Part Exchange 
offer on the 1200. We will give you the 1200 tor 
£299.95 against ANY old Amiga, pressumlng tt*s 
In fair condition. (Subject to manageis discretion) 

THE NEW AMIGA 3000 
25MHz processor. 100 Mb hard disk, 2Mb Fast RAM. 

2Mb Chip RAM £1479,95 INC VAT 

THE NEW AMIGA 4000 
68040 Amiga DSOS 3.6Mb RAM, 120Mb Hard Disk 

£2099.95 INC VAT  

GRAPHICS A VIDEO 
New (CD Flicker fixer £209 
GVP Impact Vision 24 Bit Cord 
(1500/2000/3000) from £1550 
DCTV (Pal Version) £44000 
Rocgen £89.95 
Rocgen + £124.95 
Rendale 8802 £119 95 
Rendale 8806 RGB £49900 
Commodore 2300 Int £99.00 
G2 £57500 
G2+ £99900 
Video Pilot V330 
(Video Editing) £1173 
Philips Editing System £39900 

A VIDEO 24 
24-bit grtfXics for ftw A500 16 8m*ock 

cotou frcme txifer. £549,00 

NEW 24 8FT OPAL CARO 
24-bitcokxj, l6.Srnfton cofoLn FtJ 
CJfifTicitton Fits cM Amigos £449.00 

GVP HARD DRIVES / ACCELERATORS 
AMIGA 1500 / 2000 HARD DRIVE 

Impact Series II HC8+ Control Card only £134,99 
GVP HC8 + 52Mb Quantum for 2000 £263.96 
GVP HC8 + 80Mb Quantum for 2000 £328.96 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 240Mb Hard drive £639,99 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 420Mb Hard drive £1169,99 
GVP Impact Vision 24 Bit Card £1499*00 
AMIGA 1 $00 / 2000 ACCELERATOR CARDS 
GeForce 03025MHz with I Mb 32-Bit RAM £549,99 
GeForce 03CM0MHz with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £899.99 
G-Force G3O50MHz with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £1269,99 
G-Force 04028MHz with 2Mb 32-Bit RAM £1699.99 

FLOPTICAL DRIVE £649.90 <21 Mb disk £5760) 

^^^AMtoSnCSoInTARimRIvf^^^ 
I GVP HD8 + 62Mb Quantum £318.95 
GVP HD8 + 80Mb Quantum £368.95 
GVP COMBO ACCELERATOR FOR A50Q 

GVP A530 + 80Mb Quantum £668*95 
A530 Combo dOMhz + 120Mb H/D £72*68 
A530 Combo 4GMhz + 200Mb H/D £918*00 
60602 Coprocessor for A53Q 1234.99 

GVP MEMORY RAM MODULES 
Series II RAM 8 RAM Card for Amiga 
1500/200 with 2Mb £149.99| 
32 bit 60ns 1 Mb SIMM for Accelerator 
Cards (A530 + G FORCE) S64.99| 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM 
(A53Q + G FORCE)£179.99 

COMPONENT SHOP 
QUANTUM H/DISKS 10! SCSI 

§119.1® 1149.98 
13S7.W em.m 

240Mh 109 VC £42996 

New flopticd Drive 4549 9Q. 
21Vlbrtsk 987 JQ 

| SYQUEST DRIVE 
cart. 44Mb 28rm £399 00 

CONTROLLER for add 1*9 *8 

ROM SWITCHER New A ***** 
1.3 2 04 ROM Swttcfw 19 91 
1.3 ROM ova**** <t 129 96 
2.04 ROM nvcik**# # 139 9* 

Workbench 3.0 F.Q.A. 

CAPTAIN’S CHIP SHOP 
4X2S4KDPAMS 
For A590 S #*C 13.SO 
1X1MB DRAMS For St+j/Stfxa 13 SO 

f€XUS/GVP/R«hcid £34.99 
4x9Mb SMMS for GVP *tc H 64 H 

DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA Internal £59.95 
CDTV drive £74.96 
Roclite Slimline 
no click 8t Virus protection 
on track 0, £59.95 

Diamond Amiga 
Drive £49.95 

CAPTAIN DIAMONDS 
ULTIMATE A600/1200 HARD 

DISK OFFER 
20Mb (um4«d stock) £149 95 
60Mb £17500 
80Mb £229 00 
120Mb £35900 
130Mb £37900 
160Mb £47900 
200Mb £54900 
Turn your A600/1200 with a single 

floppy drive mt© the ultimate 

machine with a Hard Disk 

12 months Tetum to base 

Only £24 95 for fitting. 

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 

un>wrTnD<i jt tyt^ 

8833Mk!l +Turbo Challenge II £199,95 
CBM I960 Monitor £449.95 
CBM Flicker Fixer £299.95 
Philips 14*SVGA monitor, suitable for use with 
A30Q0 or 1500 with flicker fixer £229.95 
Please add £14.95 for connecting lead 
NEW PHILIPS MODEL 220 GDI £449 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
New Smart Card memory upgrade (A6G0) 
2Mb only £129 4Mb only £169 
New 2*04 Official Upgrade with 
manuals & ROM only £79.95 
AS00 Plus lMb Expansion £39.95 
New A600 1 Mb Expansion £54.95 
Supra 500RX2MbExpan.(500/50C^) £139,95 
512K RAM Expansion + Dock (500) £34.95 
Above without dock £29.95 
1 5Mb Mb Expansion (Not Plus) £79.95 
1 Mb Expansion with Thru-Port (500) £49.95 
8Mb RAM Board for A1500 or 2000 
A/ies Board 0Mb £79.95 
For each 2Mb RAM add £69.00 
INTERNAL DRIVE KIT 
Replacement A500 Internal 3.5" drive kit* fully 
compatabie with 1 Mb unformatted capac¬ 
ity * Comes with easy to follow guide £59.95 
EMULATORS 
Golden Gate386-20 for 1500/2000 £349.00 
Golden Gat Q486SX25.1500 /2/3/400G £749X30 
GVP 16MHz PC-286 1500/2000 £239 99 
Vortex AT Once Plus 16MHz £214.99 
MICE 
Moksha Upgrade Mouse £22.95 
New Roboshifh Auto sensing Joystick/Mouse 
switch box £13*95 
TRACKBALL 
One hand control unit, after using this you 
wil never want a mouse again £29,95 
A5GD ROM SWITCHER 
Switching between versions of Kickstart on 
your A50O is could not be easier than wrth our 
new ROM switcher. £9.95 
Kickstart 1 *3 ROMtslppm mwowy) £29,95 
Kickstart 2.4 ROM £39,9$ 
POWER SUPPLY 
Commodore A500 A600 PSU with the switch 
mode (£10 OFF with PA) £49*95 
SOUND EXTRAS 
Amiga Sound Enhancer £35.99 
Stereo Speakers £39.95 
CONTROL CENTRE 
Turn your Amiga into the uttimate hi-tech 
infer orated workstation envi ronment £34.99 
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: your old 500 

new Amiga 1200 
Workbenceh 3.00 

only £299.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

PastGxchahge ox d©mo ’ 
AS 00 v/tfti 3 moniftw v/cr/onvy, 
£199.95 
Ex demo A590's 6pn £199.95 
AU PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Graphics & Digitising 
Deluxe Paint IV £59 99 
Digi view Media Station 
Intro CAD Plus £64.99 
X CAD 2000 £89.99 
X CAD 3000 £239,99 
Image Master £106,99 
Image Finder £39.95 
Vista £44.99 
Pro Vista 
VDf Amiga Colour Solution £99,00 
Pro Draw 3 £59.95 

Music, Midi & Sound 
Audio Engineer +2 £189 
Audiomaster 4 £44,99 
Bars & Pipes Pro £174,99 
Dr T Copiest Apprentice 
DfTKC5 Level II V3,5 £179.95 
Music X1J £44.95 
Stefeo Master £29.95 
Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Techno Sound Turbo 

Video Titling 
Amiga Vision £49.99 
Big Alternative Scroller £39,95 
Broadcast Titter 2 
Font Pack 1 for above 
Font Pack 2 for above £74.99 
Pro Video Post 1174,99 
TV Show £49.99 
TV Show Pro £59.99 
TV Text Pro £49.95 
Video Director £99.00 
Can Do VI ,6 
Show Maker £149.00 
Scola 500 £69.99 
Scala Pro £175.00 

Wardprocessing 
Trans write 
Kindwords 3 
Final Copy 
Wordsworth VU 
Excellence 3 
Home Office Kit 
Pagesetter 2 
Page Stream 2.2 
Saxon Publisher 
Propage 3 

A DTP 
£29.99 
£34.99 
£99.95 
£59.95 
£79,95 
£49,95 
£39,99 

£129.95 
£159,95 
£139.95 

Development A Utilities 
AMOS Starter Pack £39.95 
Easy AMOS £24.99 
AMOS 3D 
AMOS Compiler 
Cross Dos 
Dos 2 Dos £24.99 
Disk Master £34.99 
Dev Pack 3 
Drectory Opus £24.99 
Lattice 2S* DevSyst £159,95 

Animation A Rendering 
Art Dept. £44.99 
Art Dept Pro 2 £119.95 
Imagine 2 £174,99 
Map Master for Imagine £44,99 
Morph Plus £149.95 
Presentation Master 
Surface Master for Imagine £24,99 
Real 3D Beginners 
Rea! 3D Pro 
Sculpt Animate 4D 

CLUB MEMBERS PRICE ONLY 
(FTices are already discounted) 

Quarter Bock V5 £34,99 
Superbase Pro 4 
X Copy Pro 5,2 £29.95 
Hi Speed Pascal £69.95 
Hyper Book £39.99 

Accounting 
Home Accounts 2 £34,99 
System 3 £39+99 
Area Accounts £89.99 
Pro Calc 
Advantage 
Day By Day £24.99 

Educational 
ADI Maths 11-12 £19,95 
ADI Maths 12-13 £19.95 
A D I English 1U2 
A D I English 12-13 £19,95 
Distant Suns 4 £49.95 
Fun School s (Each) £ 19,95 
GB Route £49,95 

APPLICATION STAR BUYS 
Final Copy £99.95 

Wordworth 2 
Home Office Kit - Includes 
Spreadsheet, Database St 
Word Processor £49.95 

Printer Driver Disk for your Amiga, £5.00 (Please specify model) 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS | CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COL £154:95 

STAR LC20 £113.97 CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COL £205.00 

STAR LC100 Colour £141.95 CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COL £235.00 

STAR LC 203 Colour £165.95 CITIZEN 240 COL £25027 

STAR LC 24-20 £175.95 CITIZEN SWIFT 24X £303.15 

STAR LC 24/200 MONO £195.95 CITIZEN SWIFT 24X COL £349.00 

STAR LC 24/200 COL £237.35 SEIKOSHASP 1900+ £99.95 

STAR ZA 200 COL £269,00 SEIKOSHA 2400 £129,95 

STAR XB 24 200 COL £368.95 SEIKOSHA SL92 £175,00 

STAR XB 24 250 COL £435.92 New Seikosha 24 Pin Col 4,ij or 

INK JET PRINTERS| LASER PRINTERS 
HP DESKJET £295.00 Oki 400 £499 
HP DESKJET COL £371.30 NEW Oki OL410 1Mb 
HP DESKJET 550C £480.57 inc. HP HIP Emulation £680 
CANON BJ10EX £136.83 OK! LASER 810 £939 
CANON 8J 20 £287.87 OKI LASER 830 
CANON BJ300 £326,65 Postscript 2 Mb £939 
CANON 8J200 £369.00 NEW OKI OL 850. (Feature 
CANON SJ33Q £442.97 enhanced OL840) £1499 

AMIGA BOOKS 
Advanced S. Prog. Guide £24.45 Disk Drives Inside & Out £20.95 
3D Graphics Prog. Bask: £13.95 Amigo For Beginners £12.95 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £17,45 Graphics Inside & Out £2445 
Amiga C Advanced Prog. £24.45 Machine language £13*95 
Amiga C for Beginners £13.95 Printers inside & Out £24.45 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out £13,95 Systems Prog. Guide £2445 
Amiga Dos Quick Ref. £6.95 Best Tricks & Tips £13.95 
Desk Top Video Guide £13.95 Making Muse On Amiga £2445 

TOP 10 TITLES 
Zoof 
Firefarce 
Road Rash 
Lotus 3 Ultimate 
Putty 
Humans 
Pinball Fantasies 
Sensible Soccer 
Nigel Mansell 
Wizkid 

CLUB MEMBER PRICE ONLY 
Why don't you join 
Captain Diamond's 

Discount Club and save a 
fortune on a! your games 

Personal callers only 
Norma! saving off RRP 

£19.49 
£19.49 
£19,49 
£19,49 
£19.49 
£22.49 
£22.49 
£19.49 
£22.49 
£19.45 

AMIGA BUDGET TITLES 
Wolf Child, Thunder hawk, Asterk, Chess Player 2150. Drlvih Force, Skyweek, 

Live & Let Die, Onslaught, Pipe Mania, Rick Dangerous. Rock N Roll 
Soccer Trivial Pursuit, E-Motion, Dungeon Quest, ShuffSepuck Cate, Predator 
lower of Babel, Data Storm, Grand Monster Sam, Powerplay, Kid Gloves. 
Predator 2. CanMJp, Corporation. Cadaver, Line of Fire, Teenage TurKes, 
Bock to the Future HI, GunsNp, Mike Reads Pop , Gazza II, Monty Pythons 

ANY FIVE BUDGET HUES FOR ONLY £20 OR £5 EACH 

25% 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE UK 
AMIGA WORLD 
In the basement of 
232 Tottenham Ct Rd 
London W1 
Tel 071 580 4355 
FAX 071580 4399 

NEW SHOWROOM 
410 Bath Rd 
Slough 
Tel 0628 604555 
Fax 0628 668952 

144 Ferry Road 
Edinburgh 
Tel 031 554 3557 
FAX 031 554 2115 

HEAD OFFICE 
84 Ledge Road 
Southampton 
Tel 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232 679 

1022 Stockport Rd 
Manchester 
Tel 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

406 Ashley Road 
Poole Dorset 
Tel 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

443 Gloucester Rd 
Bristol 
Tel 0272 522044 
FAX 0272 521738 

Amigo 1063 High Rd 
Chadweit Heath 
Romford 
Tel 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 

PC Centre 
1045/47 High Rd 
Chadweil Heath 
Romford 
Tel 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 

LONDON CORPORATE SALES Saran Duffy 071 5804355 Fax 071 580 4399 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order, giving your Access, Visa or American 

Express card rxxrrber (AMEX has a 3% surcharge), or send a cheque or 
postal order to our Tottenham Court Rd. Branch 

MAIL ORDER Phone.071 5M 4259. Mirtmun Coiner Service £17.63 
Corporate Sales>Accognt Customers Min. order value = £50, New Accounts 
min. £500. Alow 10 working days for cheque clearance. Bankers drafts clear 

same day. A! prices ore correct at time of going to press. Due to the 
Chrtsmas rush on magazine release dates thfe actual advert is void from 
January 10th 1993 untt February 1993, However many prices have not 

changed since last month so please contact your local branch for details. 

THE DIAMOND PRICE PLEDGE 
W, whilst buying goods from us, you can show us a better price for the same 

goods in stock with one of our UK competitors then we will match It. 

Even If our prices have Increased we wil honour the price In this 
advertisement on items in stock as long as you bring this odvert with yog. 

This pledge applies only to customers retying on this advertisement before 
the 10th day of the month of publication . It does not apply to corrpetitors 

prices offered in closing down or stock clearance sales. 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 580 4259 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
fff/es marked * are not yet available and will be sent an day of release, 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa Ate. and expiry date to; 

Dept AF43, 10 Tinkler Side, Basildon, Essex SSI4 1LE 
Please state make ana model of computer when ordering* P&P me* UK on orders over £5*00* Less than £5*00 and 

furope add £1,00 per item, Elsewhere please add £3,00 per item for Airmail, These offers are available Mail Order onl 
If3W»jlWlR jvnooy ivam-npm, n 

Next day service available add £2,50 - ring for details. 
Check to see if games are J Meg Capacity* 

• id* t^ld-T r/Jf F/i 

Addams Family.16,99 
Afterburner.    6,99 
Agony .   24,99 

Airbus* 22*99 
Air, Land, Sea...,,.,.24.99 
Air Support . ., .19.99 
Alien 5.19.99 
Altered Beast. 6.99 
Amberstar  ...,......,,..19 99 
Amos The Creator. .29 99 
Amos 3D....*..*♦...24,99 
Amos Compiler. — 19.99 
Amos Professional....44.99 
Another World...,.l 9 99 
Aquatic Games...,,16.99 
Arianoid 2 ..*..„***.*„.6.99 
Award Winners .16,99 
Archer Macleans Pool *...16.99 
Arsenal FC *.  16.99 
Ashes of Empire_.,..*,**__ ,22 99 
Assassin,...,...,.  .16,99 
Assault on Alcatraz.16.99 
A - Train*. .  ,,22,99 
AVSB Harrier Assault...19.99 

C, Kid,,.17 99 
B17 Flying Fortress (1 Meg) * _22,99 
Batman Caped Crusader.6,99 
Batman the Movie.   6,99 
Bat 2 * (1 Meg) ..26 .99 
Battletoads *.    19,99 
Bill’s Tomato Game . .19 99 
Billy the Kid *.....16 99 
Birds of Prey (I Meg] ..22 99 
Block Crypt .  19 99 
Blues Brothers   8,99 
Bonanza Bros .  .16.99 
Bubble Babble.  6.99 
Cabal.6.99 
California Games 2 ... 16,99 
Carl Lewis Challenge... .16.99 
Campaign 22.99 
Castles *,*.„**.**,,,,*.*._____... 19 99 
Championship Manager (l Meg)..,, 16.99 
Chaos Engine.16.99 
Chuck Rock 2 *.   16.99 
Civilisation (1 Meg).22*99 
Conan The Cimmerian *..19 99 
Coal World *.....17 99 
Covert Action (I Meg],,.,22.99 
Crazy Cars 3....*.16 99 
Cruise For A Corpse..19 99 
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy *..14,99 
Curse of Enchato..22 99 
Daley Thompson Challenge.6.99 
Dork Sun: Shattered Lanas * ... .21.99 
Dark Queen of Krynn...,.,22.99 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 Meg].1 9.99 
Deluxe Paint 4.    ,.54.99 
Demonsgote *.    .22.99 
Desert Strike #...19,99 
Dizzy Collection ..  16,99 
Doodle Bug .,*,.**...**..17.99 
Double Dragon.8,99 
Double Dragon 2.  8,99 
Double Dragon 3...16.99 
Dragon Ninja..,,. ,6.99 
Dreadnought. 22.99 
Dream Team.******.,.****.,*... 17.99 
Dune .... 19.99 
Dungeon Master Chaos.19,99 

Dyna blaster.......19*99 
Easy Amos. 29.99 
Elite 2 V....  22.99 
Epic.....19,99 
Euro Football Champ .....16 99 
Eye of the Beholder (! Meg ].19 99 
Eye Of The Beholder 2 [1 Meg]..21,99 
Eye of the Storm *...19 99 
FI5 Strike Eagle 2 (1 Meg].22.99 
F16 Combat Pilot. ..8,99 
F19 Stealth Fighter.19 99 
Falcon 3 V.   24.99 
Fantastic Worlds,,,   20.99 
Fire Force.....*.*..***,**.,*..**.16.99 
Fire and Ice...16.99 
First Samuroi + Mega-LoMania . .. . 19,99 
Flog *.***.******.*.19,99 
Flash Back *. .19.99 
Flood..     8.99 
Football Crazy...... 16,99 
Football Director 2 |1 Meg).16 99 

Formula One Grand Prix ***2Z99 
Games 92-Espana ,**•*•*! 9*99 
Ghostbusters 2.  6,99 
Ghouls and Ghosts.6 99 
GLOC ...****.,...,...16,99 
Gobliiins.. 16,99 
Gobliiins 2.16 99 
Gods.  1699 
Graham Gooch * ...19.99 
Graham Toybr....16 99 
Grusome *.16.99 
Gunship 2000 * (1 Meg) .22.99 
Guy Spy .    .,19,99 
Hard Drivin...  ..,,6,99 
Harlequin *.************* 16.99 
Harpoon + Bottleset 2..*.**.....22.99 
Harpoon Bottleset 3 .9.99 
Harpoon Bottleset 4.9.99 
Harpoon Scenario Editor.13.99 
Head Over Heels......   .6.99 
Head to Head.22.99 
Heart Of China (1 Meg] .. 22,99 
Heimdall (1 Meg)....  19.99 
Hitchikers Guide...  7.99 
Hoi ..      16.99 
Hook ..     16.99 
Humans...  19,99 
Ian Botham...19.99 
IK-k,.,.  6.99 
Indy Jones ■ Atlantis Action *. ,19.99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Adv (1 Meg] ,. 24,99 
Ini Sports Challenge ..19 99 
Ishar ..    19 99 
Ivan hoe ,,..*..*. .**.*,..*,***,*6*99 
Jock Nick la us Extra Courses.9.99 
jock Nicklous Golf. 7.99 
Jock Nicklous Unlimited Golf [1 Meg) . 19.99 
Jaguar XJ220 II Meg)..,..16.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker...  19.99 
John Madden .... 16.99 
Keys of Maramon *.  .....16,99 
KGB*.  ,20.99 
Kings Quest 5 (1 Meg).22.99 
Knightmare.19 99 
Knights of the Sky (1 Meg) 22*99 
Laser Squad 2 *.  16 99 
Leeds United.    ..,17.99 
Lednder.....16,99 
Leathal Weapon 3 ...,.,,,,,,16.99 
Leather Goddess...  7 99 
Legend.,21 99 
Legend of Kyrandia .. 23 99 
Legends of Valour.20,99 
Leisure Suit Larry 5 (1 Meg).22,99 
Lemmings + Data Disk .. ,.19,99 
Lemmings Construction Kit *.,1 6.99 
Lemmings Data Disk.13.99 
Lemmings 2 # __    17.99 
links..  24.99 
Lombard Rally..    ,..6.99 
Lure of the Temptress.19.99 
M *.    21.99 
Ml Tank Platoon,***.**..,**,.**.,*.19,99 
Magic Pockets.  16.99 
Mon Utd. Europe.8.99 
Match of the Day.,.16,99 
Mcdonalds Land*.**,.**. 16.99 
Mego fortress (1 MegJ .22 99 
Mego Sports ...*..* *1 9.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (lMeg).19.99 
Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg] . 19.99 
Micropros© Golf..  22 99 
Microprose Soccer.,.6 99 
Midnight Resistance.  6,99 
Midwinter 2 (1 Meg}..***,**.. 22.99 
Moonstone (1 Meg).. .. 19.99 
New Zealand Story..6.99 
Nigel Mansell World Champ.19.99 
No Second Prize ,*.... . .19,99 
Operation Wolf. **..*,,.6,99 
Ork..  19,99 
Outrun.  6.99 
Pang.*,.,**.****,,*,*,*****.**.. ...6.99 
Paperboy 2 .    16.99 
Para sol Stars ..  16.99 
PGA Golf Courses,. ..9 99 
PGA Tour Gdf+. .19 99 

Pinball Dreams *«****»***•• 16*99 

Pinball Fantasies.19.99 
Piracy___*—___19.99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg).,19,99 
Pools of Darkness (1 Meg} ..2199 
Populous. .8.99 
Populous 2 *.22,99 
Populous Challenge Disk.10 99 
Powerdrift ,**.*.*****,„**.*.*..**,...**„.,8,99 
Powermonger .***„.**,.19 99 
Powermonger Data Disk 1 . . 9 99 
Premiere (1 Meg).19*99 
Premier Manager. .1 7.99 
R-Type.  .6.99 
Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg).22,99 
Rainbow Collection..13.99 
Rainbow Islands...6,99 
Rambo 3.    6.99 
Ramparts...   .16,99 
Reach for the Skies *.22,99 
Realms (1 Meg)...**..19.99 
Red Zone..   16.99 
Rise of the Dragon (1 Meg).22,99 
Risky Woods ..16.99 
Road Rash.   19 99 
Robocod.........  16 99 
Robacop..... .. .,8.99 
Robocop 3. 16.99 
Robo Sport.19 99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.4 99 
Rome AD 9 * ..  16 99 
R-Type 2.  16,99 
Sabre Teem. ,19.99 
Second Surami * ,..**.***...,. ...16.99 
Secret of Monkey Island [I Meg). .16.99 

Secret Monkey Island 2 ****24*99 
Sensible Soccer 92/93*16*99 
Shadow Lands ..*.*19,99 
Shadow of Beast 3...... \9.99 
Shadow Worlds.17.99 
Shadow Warriors. .6.99 
Shinobi.  8.99 
Shoot Em Up Con Kit.  8 99 
Shuttle....19*99 
Silent Service 2 (1 Meg].. 22,99 
Silkworm.**.*****,,,**..,.*,**.8 99 
Silly Putty..  16.99 
Sim City+Populous .. . . . 19.99 
Sim Earth* ,***.*,*,****,*,***,,**....22,99 
Space Crusade... 16.99 
Special Forces..***,,*,..*.22.99 
Strategy Masters *.   .20 99 

Street Fighter 2 .19.99 
Strider....**. 6.99 
Striker (1 Meg)...1 6 99 
Strip Poker 2 + Data.6.99 
Stunt Cor Racer ..  .....6.99 
Super Fighter____17,99 
Super Fighters,...    **17.99 
Superfrog*....,..,..... 17.99 
Super Hang On...6.99 
Super Tetris ..16.99 
Switchblade.6 99 
Switchblade 2.  8.99 
Team Yankee.**.******.***.,.*.*..19.99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg).19.99 
The Immortal (1 Meg)***. 8.99 

The Manager.19.99 
Their finest Hour |1 Meg) . 19.99 
Thunderhawk,..... 19.99 
Htus The Fox.. 16.99 
Top League..20.99 
Troddlers.    16.99 
Turbo Challenge . ..8,99 
Turbo Challenge 2.1 6.99 
Turbo Challenge 3 *******.***.**,,„ 16.99 
Turbo Outrun.  ...6,99 
Turrican 2.*******....9.99 
TV Sports Baseball * .  19.99 
Ultimo 6 11 Meg).19.99 
Universal Monsters* ..  17,99 
Utopia + Data Disk.19 99 
Wing Commander (1 Meg]..22.99 
Wizoall.   6,99 
Wizkid.16 99 
WWF 2.     17.99 
Zool.16.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Kick Off 2 Final Whistle 7*99 
Kick OFF 2 Giants of Europ« 7*99 
Kick Off 2 Return to Europe 7.99 
Kkk Off 2 Winning Tactics 5.99 
Kkk Off 2 1 Meg 9*99 
Kkk Off 2 t Meg 7.99 
Shadow Of Beast 2 9,99 
The Krifttal 9*99 
Wild Wheels 4*99 
Mercenary 3 9.99 
Dixxy Panic 6*99 
Popeye 2 5*99 
Thunderstrike 6*99 
jSeymor Goes to Hollywood 6*99 

EDUCATIONAL 
The Three Bears (5-10) 13.99 
Magic Math <4-8) 13.99 
Math* Mania (•-12) 13,99 
Junior Typist (5-10) 10.99 
Better Spell iong (8-14) 13.99 
Better Maths (12-16) 13.99 
Fun School 2 (6-«) 6.99 
Fun School 2 (+•) 6.99 
Fun School 2 |U«) 6.99 
Fun School 2 is-n 16.99 
Fun School 3 (♦n 16*99 
Fun School 3 (US) 16.99 
Fun School 4 (5-7) 16.99 
Fun School 4 (7-11) 16*99 
Fun School 4 (US) 16.99 

JUNIOR ADVENTURE 

A Christmas Carol 
Scroge (♦•) 13*99 

Robin Hood (♦«) 13.99 
The Wind in the 

Willows (♦6) 13.99 
The Wixiord of 02 (♦*) 13,99 

BLANK DISKS 

TDK or Makell - Boxed 
10x3.5"-£7.99 

20x3.5"-£14.50 
50 x 3.5" - £35.00 
Precision - Boxed 

10x3.5"-£6.45 
20x3.5"-£11.99 
50 x 3.5” - £26.00 

Unbranded - Loose 

10x3.5’-£5.99 
20x3.5" -£10.99 
50x3.5" £23.99 
100x3.5"-£44.99 
Recycled - Loose 

10x3.5"-£4.50 
20x3.5" -8.50 
50x3.5" - 16.00 
100x3.5" -30.00 

JOYSTICKS 
Quick Joy Top Star 17,99 
Quick Joy 2 Turbo 10.99 
Quick Joy Jet Fighter 10-99 
Fighter 5.99 
Cheetah 125+ 7.99 
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ASTRONOMY rfTb 

To the Sun reader, astronomy is what 

Russell Grant does. To the layman, it's a world 

of semi-religious terms like Right Ascension. In 

truth, astronomy is as simple as turning on 

your Amiga and looking out of the window. 

Neil Jackson does a bit of star gazing... 

Starlight 
excess 

156 

ONE THING THAT astronomers hate about 

Britain, it's the weather. Not because they get 

wet. but because a sky of clouds makes 

viewing stars a bit tough. For first-time 

astronomers* there's another problem - know¬ 

ing what you're looking for. ITs easy to get 

disorientated when looking at a sprinkling of 

stars hundreds of Light years away, especially 

if you don't know a binary from a black hole. 

Famous names like Galileo, Herschcl and 

Copernicus learned their astronomy the hard 

way, with pen and paper, endless calculations 

and a lot of eye-strain, but nowadays we don't 

have to go through that. 

With an astronomy program you can do all 

the leg-work of finding stars without going out 

in the cold. Once you've located a star with 

your computer, you can read the coordinates 

from the screen and set up your telescope to 

match. Even if all you have is a pair of binocu¬ 

lars and a magnetic compass, an astronomy 

package can still make sky-searching easier. 

There's an entire universe of bizarre celes¬ 

tial objects, man-made lumps in space, and 

Lord knows what else up there. The trouble is, 

it's never there when you want it and it's usu¬ 

ally tiny when you eventually find it. 

A good astronomy program lets you zoom 

in close to sec the details* or experiment with 

different viewpoints* Really good programs 

(like those on review here} arc supplied with 

digitised photographs taken by professional 

astronomers* These stunning full-colour views 

can make the whole topic seem more vibrant 

and exciting. And the more you play with your 

model universe, the more you’ll learn from the 

real one - without getting wet or cold* 

In essence. Distant Suns is similar to Voyager. 

It does many of the same jobs like tracking 

planets, updating the sky in real time, finding 

specific stars or deep-sky objects. The major 

difference is the way in which Distant Suns 

goes about its work. If you're running it from 

a single-floppy Amiga* you'll meet Distant 

Suns' clumsiness in the first few moments. 

Although the program disk comes with its 

own Workbench which means you don't have 

This is just one of Voyager*s many full-screen HAM views. As with Distant Suns, you can purchase more 

of these direct from the makers in the USA or creole your own* 

VOYAGER £69*95 
by Carina Software 

DISTANT SUNS 
£69.95 
by Virtual 
Reality Labs 

Both are available 

from HB Marketing 

0753 6S6000 

to find yours* it doesn’t auto-run, which is a bit 

daft (Voyager makes no pretence - it doesn’t 

ernne with any Workbench, so you have to use 

your own!). Worse, Distant Suns rakes ages to 

load, and at one point it asks you to swap the 

disks - using a black box. with black text* on a 

black background! Very helpful - noil 

Assuming you make it past this oversight 

(which just looks like a black-screen crash). 

Distant Suns goes on to ask for no fewer than 

10 disk swaps. Nightmare! I wouldn’t want to 

have to do that in the dark. To get the most out 

of Distant Suns land avoid terminal insanity) 

you really need at least an external disk, Both 

programs improve several hundred percent 

when installed on hard drive, 

Another bug-ette occurs when you set up 

your location and current time. You type this 

data into a separate dialogue box which opens 

up on the main screen, This is fine if the sys¬ 

tem clock is stopped - if it isn't* the dialogue 

box resets to the system clock and location, 

usually just before you finish ihe last couple of 

entries. A small point, but an example of the 

way some things are done in Distant Suns. 

Distant Suns does have features which 

aren't in Voyager, but there are only three 

worth noting. One is Distant Suns' facility to 

DISTANT SUNS 

At first glance. Distant Suns is a bit daunting, because all 
the simple functions are tucked away in hidden menus* 

It'* alfo slightly slower to update. 

I I W» I tlrtMH f I «*>*« 
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Distant Soar" most impressive feature ts Its What's Up? 

mode* This tells you all the important things you're 
going to see in the real sky tonight. 

No matter where you are on Earth, you can pinpoint 
your viewing location with a couple of clicks* And you 

can even learn a hit about the Earth tool 

lunatics beware! With Voyager's moon map you 

can spot individual craters and find out where the 

astronauts landed* A full moon indeed I 



create animations which you can save as 

ANIM files, another is its AREXX commands. 

Combine the two and you can make some 

impressive standalone animations automati¬ 

cally, but it requires some time to master 

A more useful feature is the What's Up?' 

mode which displays all the major movements 

in your hit of sky according to the current date, 

time and location. It's quick and useful and it’s 

great if you're intent on spotting something 

‘special’ and you need to know the time it hap¬ 

pens. it also gives you a few days' advance 

warning of meteor showers. 

Some of the other claimed features dorfi 

seem to be doing anything at all The twinkle 

option is supposed to simulate the interference 

caused by the Earth's atmosphere, but this has 

no noticeable effect, despite much twiddling 

with the monitor. 

Another mode, the Flashcard, is supposed 

to give you quick star-spotting tests. In theory, 

it chooses a random constellation viewed from 

Earth and you guess what it is. In practice, it 

just doesn't work properly and it just keeps 

displaying the same bit of sky, and then 

crashes. Further investigations seem to pro¬ 

duce no solutions, hut the crash hasn't 

happened again, just to be awkward. 

On the whole. Distant Suns is a bit disap¬ 

pointing compared to Voyager. It does have 

redeeming features, especially the animation 

capability, but it doesn't really have the air of 

quality that Voyager possesses, (t may he more 

useful than Voyager if you're a die hard seri¬ 

ous astronomer, partly because its notation 

will he more familiar to pros than beginners, 

and partly because it has a red-only display 

mode which doesn't ruin your night-vision. 

TKis is one of Hw two Ivl-Krew wtwi thot come 
with Pfsfoof Sons- H you wont any more, you hove 

to buy them separately. 

On December 9 1992 there was a total eclipse of 

the moon. Viewed from the surface of l he moon of 
course it would have appeared as a solar eclipse. 

ASTRONOMY 

SKY VERSUS SKY - 
THE PROGRAMS COMPARED 

Both programs feature a bewildering array of options, and 
both look similar whan it comes to the stars on the screen. But 
the two programs have several differences which could 
change your buying decision. Here's how they stack up,.. 

SYSTEM SET-UP 

Voyager 
Vf.1 

Distant Suns 
V4.I 

Minimum RAM 1 Mb (chip) IMb (chip) 
Number of disks supplied 3 2 
Runs from floppies Yes yes 

(Workbench reqd) (Workbench inc) 
Hard-drive installable yes yes 
Multi-tasks OK yes yes 
User-definable startup yes yes 
Load/save settings yes yes 
Demo settings included yes (38) yes |3| 

TIME CONTROLS 

Auto-advance time 
Forwards and backwards time 
Variable time step 

LOCATION CONTROLS 

yes 
yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 
yes 

User-definable location yes ye* 
Predefined city locations yes no 
Pick from globe yes no 
Pick planet to view from yes yes (not moon) 
Outer space viewpoints possible yes yes 

VIEW CONTROLS 

Variable field of view (zoom) yes 
Star aflas/planetartum view yes yes 
Local horizon view yes yes 
Full sky/Mercator view yes yes 
Variable bnghtness/magnitude range yes yes 
Town/country/crty Sky brightness levels no yes 
Twilight sky modes yes |3 shades) yes (16 shades) 
Star trails yes yes 
Twinkle mode no yes 
Dim control panel no yes 
Lock view to object yes yes 
Show precession (planet-wobble) yes yes 

VIEW OPTIONS 

Planets If 11 

Quick-search major stars 17 ? 
Quick-search constellations 89 89 
Quick-search astensms 
(familiar star-clusters( 24 10 
Comets 16 1 1 
Asteroids 16 3 
Spacecraft 5 none 
Deep-sky objects 
(galaxies, nebulae, etc| yes yes 
Constellation outlines yes yes 
Mythical constellation creatures yes no 
Sky grid yes yes 
User-definable object orbits yes yes 
Earth's shadow yes 
Custom horizon line yes yes 
Milky Way outline yes no 

EXTRA FEATURES 

Identify random star mode no yes 
"What's up tonight?' mode no yes 
Conjunction search yes no 

Planet gallery yes no 
Moon map yes no 
Day/n*ght map yes no 
Full-screen planet/star pictures 22 2 
Save screen as IFF yes yes 
Save animations as ANIM file no yes 

If you intend to create animated sequences 

which can he played separately. Distant Sims 

is the only choice. However, Voyager has sev¬ 

eral interesting sub-screens which provide 

more detail on the common stellar objects than 

Distant Suns. This, combined with the easier 

control interface and more accessible educa¬ 

tional bits make Voyager the best choice for a 

casual, amateur or beginner astronomer - and 

lhai's most of us! 

Distant Suns is a bit more techie, and 

assumes a degree of knowledge and patience 

which only more advanced astronomers may 

possess. Distant Suns is belter-suited to 'field- 

work' with a telescope, because it can give a 

quick run-down on objects which are in the 

sky at any particular lime and date. Voyager 

can also predict interesting events, but the 

only way to find what's available for viewing 

is to run a few time-lapse frames and study the 

screens - a bit more time-consuming. 

Overall Voyager is the most recom¬ 

mended program of the two because ii 

provides the most options and, more impor- 

lantly, ihev're presented in a much more 

understandable w ay than Distant Suns, 

Voyager does everything with a certain 

flair and lack of complexity that Distant Suns 

just doesn't seem to have. 

Distant Suns 

SPEED ••• 
Slightly slower than Voyager. Distant Suns 

update ralo isn't excessively slow. Jus I erratic. 

DOCUMENTATION I i 
Too much wattle, most of which doesn i really 
demonstrate what you can do with the program. 

ACCESSIBILITY • • 
Unwelcoming lirst screen sets (he lone. The 

program is tough to get your heed round. 

FEATURES SOS 

Not as many features as Voyager, but Distant 

Sons can build and save animation fites. 

VALUE SOS 

Useful and interesting, but only worth investing 

in if you specifically warn to make ANIM (lies. 

Voyager 

SPEED • S S S 

Good enough on an A500, Voyager literally flies 
along on an Amiga 1200. 

DOCUMENTATION S S S S S 
Walk-throughs and reference sections make 
this an ideal manual for beginnners and pros. 

ACCESSIBILITY MM 
Obviously there are lechie bits, bui Voyager is 

fairly intuitive, even lo firsHime astronomers. 

FEATURES S S S S S 
Bundles more options lhan anything else al this 

price- Enough to keep you involved for hours. 

VALUE •§#• 
A bit pricey, but Voyager is worth it, Consider it 

an investment into your your kids' education. 

- ^ASGk 
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DUE TO CONTINUED DOLLAR/POUND EXCHANGE RATE PROBLEMS 
COMMODORE ARE TO INCREASE ALL PRODUCT PRICES AS OF THE 01/01/93 

AMIGA A600 THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED PACK^f 

12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 
INDI Direct Mail Is original and vary 
exciting. Before you buy mail order 
you must first bo confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
Hiot the supplier will still be there In the 
future, should you need them. 

ier will still be there in the 
I you need them. 

A mall order purchase from INDI is a 
safe and secure decision, and Here's 
why. 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
public company now In Its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
of computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need us. 

INDI PRICE 

Once again Commodore have put together o 
winning theme pock to complement the already 
popular Amiga A60Q. The Wild, the Weird and the 
Wicked Pack is an ideal starter pock containing o 
considered mix of software making the most of the 
Amigo's amazing capabilities. 
To moke this pack o perfect gift INDI have added a 
further four award winning games and a staggering 
list of valuable extras at amazing prices. 

PACK AS STANDARD CONTAI NS 
• Amiga A600 single drive 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
• PushOver * Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix • Deluxe Pain! 
t Mouse and Manuals 

INDI VALUE ADDED 
• Micro Switch Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• ID Blank Disks 
• Kick off 2 Pipemcmia 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsoc Carry Cose 
• Zappo T-shirt 

SALES AND SUPPORT Panasonic Quiet 
The INDI tales team have been trained 
to take your order with the utmost care 
and efficiency* AIM stock offered for sale 
Is held In stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and Is available 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business* If at any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be 
banked until the product Is available 
(a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General Information regarding 
product It available from our tales 
team, however technical support Is 
always on hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted are Inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
Tel 0606 43860 Fax 0606 43825 

DESPATCH 

We researched the colour printer market in great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amigo's powerful 
graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the Panasonic KX-P2123 quiet printer 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer, you would probably need a quality word processing 

package to use with it. We found that too, in 'Wordworth', yet at 
a retail price of £129,99 we thought that might be a little too 
expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with 
Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'Wordworth' free with 
every Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

INDI PRICE 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. 
Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology 
at an affordable price. 
• Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LG and 32 CP SLQ. 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, green, yellow, 

violet, magenta and black) 
• GuietPrinting Super quiet 43..5-46kBA sound level (most matrix 

printers are typically in excess of 60dBA] 
• 7 Resident Font! Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, 

Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High performance and high 

quality output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind, 

*WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS The writers choice 
The ultimate word processor (or AMIGA computers. 
NORMAL RRP 029.99 inc. wj» 

All orders received by 6pm Monday to 
Friday are despatched that day for 
next day delivery using our national 
carrier—Securkor. (UK Mainland only). 
Saturday deliveries are available at a 
small surcharge. If you are aut when 
we deliver a card will be left at your 
home giving you a contact telephone 
number to arrange a convenient re- 
delivery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved 
immediately using our on-line 
computer. 
All orders are despatched on a next 
working day delivery basis. Cheque 
orders are despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually 5 working 
days from receipt. A delivery charge 

otherwise stated* 

WE ALSO ACCEPT B.F.P.O. 

CARRIAGE CHARGED AT 
UK POSTAL RATES. 

AMIGA A1200 

The latest, the ultimate, the best home computer 
available. 16.8 million colours, superfast processor, 
superb stereo sound, lightning speed - the all new 
Amiga 1200 has them all. Marvel at the ease with 
whicn the Amiga 1200 and its amazing 32-bit 
processing power devours the most demanding 
software. At this price the A1200 has no equal — forget 
the rest, it's definitely the best! 

1200 STANDARD FEATURES 
68020 Processor 
2Mb Chip RAM 
AA Chipset 

Alpha-numeric 
keypad 

• PCMCIA Slot 
• 3,5" Internal Floppy 
• Built-in TV modulator 
• Free 12 Months At-Home 

Maintenance 

INDI VALUE ADDED 
• 3 Superb Games • International Sports Challenge 
• The Cool Croc • Paradroid 90 

INDI PRICE 
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EVEN THOUGH INDI HOLD CONSIDERABLE STOCKS OF PRODI 
INEVITABLE THAT OUR PRICES WILL EVENTUALLY BE AFFECTE 

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL 

OME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

The problem with any new product is that it 
always takes time for everyone to realise its Full 
potential. CDTV is no exception and in our 
opinion everything we hove read does a pretty 
poor job oF explaining just what CDTV can do 
and why it is so exciting. 

DIRECT IMAIL 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 

IT'S A CD PLAYER • Yes, it will ploy all your 
Primol Scream, Pavarotti, Pink Ffoyd and any 
other CD you care to mention in superb high 
quality stereo, with remote infra red control. 
IT'S AN AMIGA - Plug in the keyboard, 
switch on the external disk drive and the colossal 
range of inexpensive Amiga software con be used 
on your CDTV 
IT'S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM Just imagine, 

_ stereo sound, images and text all on screen. It asks 
a question, you respond, it responds - truly interactive! Each CD disc holds hundreds of megabytes of data with instant 
optical access. The whale of Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc. This interactive 
system is a unique aid far Education, Business or leisure. The Future is here! 
PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD Amiga CDTV Player CDTV keyboard 
t CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive CDTV Infra red remote controller * CDTV 
wired mouse CDTV Welcome Disc Manuals Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED • Lemmings CDTV (£34.99) • Blues Brothers (£12.99) 
• Pipemonio, Populous, Kickoff 2, Space Ace {£122,52) 

COTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO VQUR TV SET 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE 

AFTER SALES AND 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 
All product* are guaranteed for f 2 
months. Some products carry oil 
month at homo service/re pa Jr 
guarantee (where indicated). 
In the unlikely event that any product 
purchased from INDI arrives at your 
home faulty, we will collect from your 
heme and replace the product 
completely free of charge. 
If you own an AMIGA 1500 or 3000 and 
would like to expand its hard disk or 
memory capability or add any other 
peripheral INDI con offer you a 
complete door to door configuration 
service together with an additional 12 
months Back to INDI warranty. Why 
not ask for a quote? 

Products advertised represent a small 
sample of our instock range. A 
complete price list Is available on 
request. 

All products purchased come with a 
complete list of all products available 
from INDI with special customer 
loyalty offers. 

You've got the CDTV, you've got the keyboard and 

floppy disk drive - for a total computer solution 

all that's needed is an ultra-fast hard disk drive. 
The CDTV-HD unit boasts a massive 65Mb of hard 

disk storage with lightning fast access times through 
its SCSI interface. The unit comes complete with 
Workbench 1.3 and all necessary cables. 

S&S 

ACCESSORIES 
CDTV Starter Piadc - IncludesCDTV, Remote 
Control, Hutchinson*, Lemming* 
& Welcome Disk CD'* 

AS70 External CD drive for the A5Q0 
A.A5G0+ {includes Free Hutchin*om 
Encyclopaedia & Lemming*) 

MEGACHIP - iMbChipRAM 
Upgrade for CDTV 

CDTV Key boo rd (block) 

CDTV 3.5* External Floppy Drive £ 0£VA4(/4T)QH 

ENCORE SCSI Controller-)- Internal 

Mount Kit 0OUTO€l4y 

CDTV internal Genlock 

CDTV Remote Mouse 

SCART TWMonitor Lead 
jinc, stereo phono lead) 

££&s 
®BS5S| 

AS PART OFOUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, 

WE RE5ERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED. 
PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION 

ATTHE TIME OF ORDERING. 

PRICES ARE VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION ONLY 

HOW TO ORDER 
BY POST — simply fill In the coupon 
below. 
BY PHONE — ring 0606 43860 where 
your coll will be answered by one of 
our INDI soles team. After 6.00pm 
each day your call will be answered by 
antwerphone* If you would like to Sace on order hove all details at hand 

eluding Credit Card. The message will 
guide you through your order. 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA 
Pane ionic Colour Ribbon 6 Pock 
for KX-P2180 & KX-P2123 RRP £119 99 
INDI PRICE £89.99 
Panasonic Ribbon Pack for KX-P2180 
& KX-P2123 RRP £99.99 
INDI PRICE £69.99 
Panasonic Sheet Feeder for KX*P21£3 
&KXP2100 or inter*. RRP £89 99 
INDI PRICE £79.99 
KX-P2180/KX-P2123 Deluxe 
Accessory Pock Pock Canto ins; 
• Automatic Sheei Feeder e 2 x Black 
Ribbon* • 2xColour Ribbon* 
e lx Dust Cover • 2 Piece Printer 
Stand RRP£16999 
INDI PRICE £132.99 
ZAPPO FLOPPY - External 3.5" 
drive suitable for all Amiga* £44.99 
ZAPPO 601NC - 512K Amigo600 
RAM upgrade (no clock) £29.99 
ZAPPO60TC - 1Mb Amiga 600 
RAM upgrade (with clock) £49.99 

MU LTISTART II ROM SHARER 
+ 1.3 ROM - Use both 1.3 & 2,04 
KidstortROM* £44.99 
ROCTEC GEN LOCK - Cost effective 
video overlay for all Amiga* £69.99 
SUPRA RX 2Mb - External 2Mb 
RAM upgrade for A500/500+, Con be 
increased up to 8Mb £119.99 
2Mb 5MARTCARD - Credit cord style 
RAM cord utilising A600/A1200 
PCMCIA SLOT £129-99 
4Mb SMARTCARD - For A600/ 
A12Q0, maximum RAM with o lifelime 
guarantee! £T99.99 
replacement power supply 
- for the Amiga A500/A60G/A1200 

£24.99 
AMIGA 3000 - With 2Mb RAM, 
120Mb Hard Disk, Publishers Choice, 
Amigo Vision £1526.23 

AMIGA 4000 - With 6Mb RAM, 
120Mb Hard Disk & Amiga Vision 

£2348.82 
COMMODORE 1960 » 14' High 
resolution monitor for use with A3000 
& A4QOO £369.99 
OPAL VISION 24-BIT GRAPHIC 
SYSTEM - Forthe Amiga 1500/2000/ 
3000/4000 £699.99 
AT 500 (Amigo Vision worth 
£99.00 free) £469.99 
A1500 +1084ST + PAN ASON 1C 
KXP2123 PRINTER ( + Amiga Vision & 

228 99 Free) 
£929.99 

A1500 + 52Mb SCSI + 1084ST 
+ KXP2123( +Amiga Vision 4 
Wordworth worth £228 99 Free) 

£1159.99 

Wordworth worth £22 

SEND TOUR ORDER TO: 
INDI DIRECT MAIL 
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, 
85 WITTON STREET, 
NORTHWICH 
CHESHIRE CW95DW 

Please send... 
Price.. + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/PO for £. 
or charge my Access/Visa No. 

Expiry date 

Signature.. 

Send to Name. 

Address. 

I 

Daytime Tel. 

Postcode. 



JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

wnn up i 

tss>- 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 
Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 
one dish. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos * reloads 
Independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drive! Works 
with up to 2 Megs of Ram * even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus)* 

, SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE - 
now with 0E1P trainer. Even better than before - allows 

'you to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo. 
^Perfect as a Trainer Mode to get you past that "impossible” level. 

Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 
including any "attached* sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 
software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

BURST NIBBLEfi. 
Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk 

^^copier program at the press of a key - no more watting. 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 
directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 
music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE • 
Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC 

software. (Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

SLOW MOTION MODI 
Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 
adjustable from full speed to 20% speed, Ideal to help you through 

the tricky parts! 
MANY MORE INSTANT CL1 COMMANDS ■ 

like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc* 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM 
Simply press any key and the program will continue where you 

left off. 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 
including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

such dynami 
^dLJOYS 

rS* * 
MUSH 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 
Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 
memory- Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 
screen status 'overlay" shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 
such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

JOYSTICK HANDLER - 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 
try useful for many keyboard programs. 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 
demos,etc* and save them to disk. Saves In format suitable for 
most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 
autofire from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 
Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

.gdL IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 
Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with 

all Action Replay III commands. 

DOS COMMANDS 

Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times - 

DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 
FILE REQUESTOR - 

if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 
requestor is displayed. 

DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. No need 

to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 

Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working 
with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your 
•xte?ftalf(rfve* 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 
including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

DISKCODER 

With the new “Diskcoder" option you can now 'tag' your disks 
with a unique code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by 
anyone else. Tagged' disks will only reload when you enter the 
code. Very useful for security. 

<33*; 
^With th 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4& Hrs, ALL CHEQUES.POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.,. 

■ DATBL BL BCTRONIC8 S 
GOVAN HOAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS. ENGLANO. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHC 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT FT 
LONDON. W1. TEh|071 580fr 
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REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT'S 
"FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 
• INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGOING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Dfetfri Electronics lid., rwtfrar condones or nuirwiM* ttis u» pi is producis lor me reproduction 

ci ropyrigJi! mrtwiil Tn* backup laoiiUBS oi this product m deigned lo teproduce only software such as Pytfie Domain malarial, 
ihp users own programs or software whor* per mission m make backups his bwn clearly given 

n is illegal to make cope*. even ror your own use pi copyright material, wuhpui ihs dear 
permission of me raprnghi owner, or tfi* i**no« tbereol 

A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF 
I FEATURES FOR 1500/2000 VERSION £69.99 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THEk 
EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE 

POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

— MOST 

SET MAP - 

allows you lo Load/Save/Edit a Keymap. 

YUjP^R PREFERENCES 

^^Action Replay III now has screen colour preferences with menu setup. Customise your screens 

to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 

including compressed/small character command. 

• DISK MONITOR 

^^Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to understand format. Full modity/save 

options. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE 
POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 
• Full M68000 Assembler/Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block 
• Write String to memory G Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text 
• Show frozen picture • Play resident sample • Show and edit all CPU registers and flag 
• Calculator • Help command • Full search feature • Unique Custom Chip Editor allows 
you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler. Decimal • Copper Assemble Disassemble - now 
with suffix names 



• The NEW Datcl Colour Scanner uses the Mustek 
8 colour grey scale head to produce 4096 colour 
Images. 
• Several modes of operation are available to give 
SP 10 or 32 different colour and Ham images as well 
as 16 grey scales. 
• Scan update direct to the screen with direct 
scrolling and positioning of the scanned image. 
• Full colour pallettc control with Gamma 

correction. 
• Save IFF or Raw files of screen or buffer. 

• Runs in 640 x 256 or 320 x 256 
screen display. 
• Unit plugs Into expansion port of 

Amiga and does not require external 
power unit,. 

IFF Suffer Save 1600 x 1024 

pixels, dual buffer, scan 

matching & view Buffer, 

• Unmatched edit /capture facilities 

& keyboard control not offered by 

other scanners at this special price. 

Full keyboard control of most 

functions, 
• An ea*y to handle Handy 

Scanner featuring 106 mm scanning 

width & 400 dpi resolution enables you 

to scan graphic a/text Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to 

yyjtf, run under Workbench. 

• Adjustable switches for 

brightness/contrast level#. 

Full sizing menu of scan area, 

Stp, • Geniscan gives you the 

S^^ablUty to scan images, text or 

graphics & even offers 200 Dpi Dual 

Scan Mode. 

Screen grid overlay * configure 

\AjjA menu to save parameters. Icon 

menu to select functions. 

jOTnL X, Y position readout & metric 

pm, sixes. 

* Save images in suitable format 

for most leading packages including 

PHOTON PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 

View window and position 

control panel . 

* Powerful partner for DTP that 

allows for Cut and paate editing of 

Images etc, 

COMES WITH FREE PHOTON PAINT 

• Package includes Handy Scanner. Interface, 

Power Pack and Scan Edit IV software. 

ADD A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DRAWING/CAD WORK 
• With the Amiga Genitixer Graphics Tablet you can streamline 

the operation of moat graphic or CAD programs, 

• The Genitixer Graphics Tablet utilises latest technology to 

offer Up to 100 dpi resolution at the tip oi a stylus, 

• Complete fl'r6“ digitising area plus super accurate stylus 

combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control. 

• Works by "mouse emulation’ so the Genitixer will work with 

most packages where mouse input is the usual method * Deluxe 

Paint, Photon Paint, CAD Packages* etc, 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe Paint. 

• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems * now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD, 

• Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy * plus 

' absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many times faster than by a mouse. 

• The Genitixer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 

• Unlike a mouse* the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that 

tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet face. 

• A pressure sensitive switch built into the 

stylus lip activates the Tablet overriding the 

normal mouse Input, When you are not 

using the Tablet* you have normal mouse ^ 

control, 

* Complete system - Graphics Digitizer 

Tablet, Stylus* Deluxe Paint Template, Powei 

Adaptor* Test Software* Interface Unit, plus I 

Driver Program * no more to buy! ' 

• High quality 

direct replacement 

for mouse on all 

Amiga*, 

• Teflon glides for 

smoother movement. 

• Rubber coated ball 

for minimum slip. 

• Optical system . 

counting - 5DO/rudfcv 

NOW A TRUE OPTICAL MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 

A YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

A Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no 

11 so no problems with clogging, flipping, etc. 

I^^uunt output for very fine movement, 

action. 

to fit the hand, 

more to buy’! 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
'all CHEQUESjPOSTAL orders made payable to... 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT, 
k 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

AT AN s 
UNBEATABLE 
PRICE!! 

► ► GENIUS MOUSE y ► GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

PATEL LONDON SHOP 

r~^ii 1 

1 1 ‘ ! I 

Lori 
TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
DON. Wl. TEUG71 58064601 



FED UP WAITING? 9 COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED ^ 
* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 
(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends) 

:=— All dl»ks can be *upptlM 
tonratted and ready to use for nv IBM CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 

m COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
PINEWOOD STUDIOS. IVER HEATH 

1 BUCKS. SLO ONH 
i ~ L_I TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

E V.A.T. & DELIVERY 

BOX/10 

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS 
525* (1.6 Meg) 3.5* (1 MEG) 

7.00 7.00 

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER DATA CARTRIDGES 
525* (360K) 

5.00 
U'2MEG(1.44) 

12.00 

LQQK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Diski 
5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only £26.00 

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50.00 
5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00 

10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00 
+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS 

GOLD MASTER BRANDED 
” 2 FOB 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

w 
1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

1 MEG 
MF-2DD 

6.50 
6.00 
5.50 

2 MEG 
MF-2HD 

13.00 
12.50 
12.00 

OC30CA.£17.05 

0C300XL.£17.50 

DQfflHLP.£1550 

DC300EXL . ..£18.10 

DC600A_£1550 

0C6150-£1750 

DC6250.£24.00 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CAU OR FAX 

0C5320.£24.00 

DC6525.£2800 

CC100C10MD £16 50 

OCIOOO 20Mb £1650 

DC2000 £13.50 

DC2080 

DC2120. 

.£16.50 

.£1650 

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

DSDD DSHD 
£21.00 £32.50 
£40.00 £63.50 
£75.00 £125.50 

£175.00 £295.50 
£329.00 £580.50 

INCLUDES LABELS 
NOTE: The above disk am based or > 55% clipping level, 

cheaper disks are available -please call 

50 Disks 
100 Disks 
200 Disks 
500 Disks 
1000 Disks 

5.25 BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’s with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty 

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS 

_ 48tpi 
25 Disks 133 £8.50 
50 Disks ^^£16.00 
100 Disks £28.00 
1000+ PLEASE CALL 

96tpi 
£8.75 

£16.25 
£27.25 

HD 
£12.00 
£23.00 
£36.00 

Iftfl. 77 SYSTEM 
QSlIATuftoZ... _JB 
Q&149 ttrod* 1 125 
QSf 28F Uhf4* 1__£|| 

QSlSSAwaioil ....J27SQ 
0S13T Ap**#»■■■■. JT 
OS130F Pytfwn 1 »SG 

£3650 

NINTENDO 
OS130N Python?.£9i0 

MF> 
MICE/TR AC KERB A LLS 10 OFF Joysticks with anoitier purchase a&ove £15.00 

COMPUTER MATES 
BRANDED DISKS 

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3.5" DISKS 
DSDD DSHD 

COLOURED 
DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £23.00 £35.00 £27.00 £38.00 

100 Disks £45.00 £69 00 £50.00 £75.00 

200 Disks £85.00 £137.00 £90.00 E143.00 

500 Disks £200,00 £325,00 £210.00 £331.001 

PS2 MOUSE_____......£21 *00 
AMIGA/COMMODORE ......... .*v..£19.00 
ATARI MOUSE,..A,„.£19.00 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL ..ff... .£22.00 
MOUSE MAT........«.£2,50 
MOUSE POCKET  .M..£2.50 
MOUSE STAGE..£10.00 
MOUSE MAT HARD.....£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER. ....,£5.00 

3.5- DISK CAPACITY 
140 £1150 m. £9 50 
100_ £7 90 
SO...,..,,,,.£7.50 
so..m» 
40.  ,MJOQ 

STORAGE BOXES 
STACKABLE BOXES 

Dusk Narrw Cap 
35- Blfti 30 £1399 

575* DISK CAPACITY 
140.£900 
120... £B50 
too.,„.£7.50 

COMPUTER DESK...£90 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH 

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES 
12' or 14‘ COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES .Only El 3 99 
Optical Glass Filter 14'.£25,00 
Optical Glass Filter 20'.£35.00 
12'or14'TILT 8 TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STAND .£15 95 

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES ] 
PRINTER STAND (Feet) 
80 or 132 COLUMN. . .£8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS 

■ ^ ** .A a n a r * j f * 

...£500 
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C 

SO £8 SO 0“*' Bari S ’30*80 til 9S 
35 Bunny 300 D8.99 
53S Blmtr.S 2M E18 99 

6IMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8 VIDEO TAPES. CARTRIDGES 
AU ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE * 2 KEYS 

£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE 
3,5' or S.25' 10 Cap. ..£1.50. 5Cap ...£115 iCap.SOp 

Cardboard Disk Masters...£150/1000 or £25/100 

DUST COVERS 
AMIGA/ATARI .......£6,00 
12'or 14'MONITOR .£6 00 
SO or 132 PRINTER. .00 
LAZER PRINTER..,,,.£6 00 
84 or 102 KEYBOARD. r .....£6.00 
tower cpu ..*..............moo 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI VACUUM CLEANER.£7.00 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION £3 00 
3'CLEANING KIT.£3 00 

HEAD CLEANER 3.5'or 5.25‘,£2.50 
ALL THE ABOVE 8 MORE ...£11.00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL. 
4 WAY.20.00 

2 WAY....15 001 
DATA SWITCH LEADS . 8 00 each 

COPY HOLDERS 
i unutuj vn hj.tj iii hi mi j 

100 £1.00,1000 £0.00. SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE | COMPUTER CHAIR...£411.1X1 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH ON HAf JD HELD VIDEO GAME S] 

A4 Desk Top Angtepoise ..£15.99 
*--- tfclamp,...- A4__ . 
A4 Desk 

■oise i 
op. 

£15.99 
£8.00 

Paper Clip Monitor Side £4.00 
Paper Clip Monitor Top £5.00 

GAMES AVAILABLE AT 

ONLY 

P.52 Sea Battle. Grand Prix, 

Challenger Tank. Brain Power, 
Carrier, linear Racing, Super 
Block, Snake, Hashblock/Eagle- 
plan. Honey Bee, Space Fighter, 
Alien. Tennis Pro. Olympic 
Trails, Police Bust, Pacboy, 
Block Buster 

SUPPLIED WITH: 
* CRYSTBALL GAME 
* BATTERIES 
* STEREO EAR PHONES 

SPECIAL PACK OFFER 
BUY 4 GAMES - CHOOSE ANY 

OTHER TITLE FREE 

LQQK! 
VIDEO TAPES. El80. LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS 

10 FOR £20: 50 FOR £90 

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS 
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED 

CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS, 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 

3,5" 72QK-0BOK 
MF-2DD 10 s 1 Meg 

1 Box. .£5/00 
MF-2DD 30 s 1 Meg 

1 Box (30)...£14,00 
BAMBI 2DD I Meg 

25 Disks in 25 Capacity 
Storage Box 

1 Box..£14.00 

3.5" 1.44 Meg 
MF-2HD 10’s 2 Meg 

1 Box.,...£8.50 
MF-2HD 30 s 2 Meg 

1 Box (30).£21,50 
BAMBt*2HO 2 Meg 

25 Disks in 25 Capacity 
Storage Sox 

1 Box...£21.00 

5,25" DISKS 
M*20 48TPI36QK 

1 Box (10).£4 00 
M-2DD 96TPI 720K 

1 Box (10)...£4 75 
M'2HD 16 Meg H/D 

1 Box (10)..£5 00 

i>% discount given on 
ID SOXtS OR MORE 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535 
FED UP WAITING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS 



17-BIT DISK PRICES 
17-BIT DISKS £1.25 EACH 

FISH DISKS £1.25 EACH 
SCHEME 17 DISKS £2.00 
CLR DISKS £3.50 EACH 

CLR 2 DISK SET £4.50 

CLR 3 DISK SET £4.99 

GET 1 DISK FREE WITH EVERY 
10 YDU BUY! 

ORDER 20+AND GET 
3 DISKS FREE! 

ORDERING DISKS 
All major credit cards are 
taken, opening times are 
MON - THURS 9am ■ Bpm 

FRr-SAT Sam - 5.3Upm 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES 

AND POSTAL ORDERS 
PAYABLE TO 

17 BIT SOFTWAR E 
OUR ADDRESS IS 
(DEPT AMIGA F) 
1ST Floor Offices, 

2/8 Market Si 

Wakefield WF1 ION 

TELEPHONE - (09241 36691? 
FAX - (0924) 200943 

F«™ign orden (And l»S Minimim Cl) 

Postal charges as follows 

Public Domain add 50p 

Commercial software add 75p 

Please use four Customer No, 

when ordering (Documents 

enclosed) 

Please don’t forget io add the 

right amount 

assassins po games 
VOL 1 TO 30 

SfUl tmdiahk. the most 
ctimprvhemiiv list uf 

PD games ever 
AMIGtJtDS. BAfl 1 2r ft »iPFJf, 
PA LIMA', AIR ACE 2, SLIDER 

\mt tA DR MARIO, rxx. .VO IX. 

hot \CF + BLAST. C/fROMF 
LEMMLVGOfDS. TTtlVTRlS am 

CQXXECT4. CRACKER, WELUtlX. 
sxake prr cots drop, m, s 

HOLLYWOOD 7*71 TAr Dk.ALAi\ 
1U£$ + MAST MORE 

AIL M GAMES DISKS AffE QUIT E21.lt 
including all POSTAL CHARGES. 

INDIVIDUAL DISKS AVAILABLE AS WEU 
El ,26 EACH 

TEUPHQNS FDR MOftE DETAILS. 

WEIL OVER 130 GAMES IN ALL I 

MUSIC DISKS 

+2146 Trip 1o Trumpton Mix 

+ZQ95AIC Rythmn IS A Dancer 

+2089 Ses St Remix 

+2QM Gospel Karaoke 

+2DB1 love Sex Intel hgence 

+2049A8 Erasure Remix 

2034 Techno Tower 

2002AG Rolling fSuperb! 
+1956 Short Modules 

1939 Alwtei Brimbla Music 

+1929 Sonic Boom 2 
+1699AB Drums + Reverb 

+1094 Anarchy Big Time 

Ams# ttmmtier ABC 3 rtw*s CRTS 

stuck 
ON THE LATEST* 

GAMES? 
THEN GET DISK 

+2193 OVER 200 TIPS 
AND COMPLETE 
SOLUTIONS, FOR 

HOOK, LURE OF THE 
TEMPTRESS* 

ADDAMS FAMILY 
ETC, THANKS TO 

PHOENIX FOR 
COMPILING IT AND 

SENDING IT 
ONLY £1.25 

SEND US A FAX ON 
0924 200943 

PLEASE NOTE DISK NO'S 
WITH NO + ARE 

NOT PLUS OR 
A690 COMPATIBLE INI! 

mm& PUBLIC ®@BUMN 

FROM 

17-BIT 
SOFTWARE 

Hie UK*! Leading PD library* over 4000 
disks in Mock* over 35000 satisfied 

Luuumcrs worldwide 

WE STOCK FISH* 
T-BAG+ 

CLR, 

AMDS. 
STOPPM3SWE NOW STOCK FISH TO 710 D 

NOW to pd ?? 

WANT TO KNOW 

MORE ?? 
Then you uill find our starter 

pack im&tutibie1 
* Includes Latest l pdattf 

* Four Catalogue Dtsks 
- Sample Game?. Di*k 
- 42 00 PD Voucher! 

ONLY £3.95! 

AM/IFM 
mm 9 

inetudes Midi ft tr th<fi:nmr 
part ,f. tuifninh. mush 
rrrflras, dhcagttlphiet, 

I t ompetitHnu. Iif$ ami itmds 

kmuts more * 
Entry AmJ&x Nttufc 

enthusiast shrmtii get this 

disk Only ±2 SO t»r i $ OO 

u vh the sample* disk 

CDPD FISH 1 TO 660 

ON CD FOR ONLY £19-99 

NO CDTV OWNER CAN 

MISS THIS !!l 

ONLY £1999 

1 BIT SOFTWARE* THE BEST KlA< IE TO LOOK FOR SAVINGS! 
CHECK OIT THE STASH BELOW! 

NEWSFLASH 27 AVAILABLE HGWI 
Pidtetf with ttimm, news, reviews sis, 

I programmers dream. 
Aft 3 disks far £6.95. 

2 disk issue £4 95 

PHOTON PAINT 2 
wmsflMeimM 

rn HAM an package is a real snip tor 
3»r art enthusiasts. 

Just £12.95 *■ 75p PAR 
(nertdibie valet! 

CDPD DEMO DISK 
Contains thousands of demos, 
modules, clipart, vtltWas etc. 

This it 9 bargain not to ho missed. 
Onty £19.99. 

Piano include 75p for postage 

CDPD ISSUE i2 

SPACE WARS 
A! last. Over 150MB of superb ray 

traced animation on fiigti grade 
VMS video. Tobias's movie 

masterpiece can bo yours for 
£1145 +PAP 

14 DISK C1JPART 

EVERY PICT! Rl KV \ TO MAN | 

ON 14 ACTION PACKED DISKS 

Jl ST LOAD INTO YOUR 

.V mi VTKV I MM I 

COMP OF CLIPART ONLY 414,50 

77ir k,rf Instruments 
fmek there is, netirly a 

fOO(t Med and Prafracher 
compatible instrument, 
rut your mim ticks with 

this amazing offer 

Only £10.50 

GRAPEVINE 13! 
Catch up with the latest 
gossip, news and who's 
who in the Amiga world. 

Packed beyond belief with 
more articles that you 

could imagine > 
£3.75 (3 disk issue) 

SWIV 

The l iiimate Shoot Em Up, 
TVf 7b Be Bettered” 

RRP £25,99 
ONLY£7.99 + 75p P&P 

NOT + COMPATIBLE SORRY N 

FOOTBALL CRAZY !! 
Kick off 2, FJml Whistle And 

Player Manner ft 

THE BEST EVER 
FOOTBALL COMPILATION 

ONLY £12*99 

HOBBITS + SPACESHIPS 
The new music 00 term Bjorn 

A Lynne and Flesh brain. 
Over 72 minutes of great 

original music. Recorded On 
(he very latest synth 

equipment. KoAM/FM 
enthusiast should be wlihout 
this outstanding music CD 
yours lor only £12.9® dOril 

miss it! 

SILKWORM £6 J 
MOVIE STARS COMP £9.99 
DELTA FORCE COMP £8.99 

DEATHBRINGER £9.99 
ACTION 2 COMP £8.99 

200L £17,99 
PUTTY £1® J9 

LUREOFTHET/TRESS £19.99 

Unbelievable Budgo 

FidJ Price fmftw arr 

HIRKY Will STOCKS LVST 

I 
HE SAME DAY 

♦CLGt2. . ..BULLDOZER BOB 
+CLG11. .fill GUNS BLS7(N6 
+CIG10.-. .FUTURE SHOCK 
4CLGG3.. . .MOTOR DUEL 
•CLG06. . . DRAGON TILES 
4CLIKJ? . .PHILO 
♦CLDOB . SUPERSOUND 3 
-CLL35. .MENU MAKER 
.ClU^i . alpha GRAPH 
*C L U03. .TYPING TUTOR 
* C L E ■: WORDS ■ UDDERS 
-CLEOS . . NIGHT SKY 
•CLE07 l J D!S*Sl .FISHING 
♦CLE05 . A CHORD 

Allthcpnw miiw ijj!xh ear? 

CK*ni j> u IMF", \Hf*i’r 

tliFXnFD 

A'4«f 50 

GAMES DISKS 

♦222K.ROTON 
+2225.,...., -------CHICKFT 
+2221. 
+2218_ ......OBUDOX 
+22U9AB, ..OLEMP1AJ) 
+2207.. ....ESCAPE 
+2200. __.TURBO THRUST 
+2197 ...j\CT(JFWAR 
+2192..«.. ..CHAINSAW MASS 
♦2191. .PINBALL PWEVIFW 
+2IR5 . . .... . SILVER BLADE 
+2IH4_ ...MATRIX 
+2176.. .—..OmSMAZE 
♦2174.;.... ......KIAKTKIS 

+2175...... .ASSASSIN PRKVIEW 
+2171. ...GAMES COMP JO 
♦2163. .GAMES G ALORE 12 
+2I58IIA, ...FRANTIC 
*2156...... .TOP SECRET 
+2147,. .VERB QUI Z 
*2141™ ___..(jntELLO 
+2159_ ...ROULLETTE 
+2156.. ...^.-..-..POTATOE HEAD 
+2150_ -AIRPORT 
♦2Jll.,«« __RESCl'E 
♦2110,,.,*. ..TANK ATTACK 
+2109. .. ,„..„DONKEY KONG 
♦2107. ....CASUE NOME 
+2105-. ...GAMES GALORE 11 
+2100. .....TRAfLBIAZEK 
+2097 „w) .DR MARIO 
*2090. .SCKXILR CARDS 
+3>t5__ _CARD GAMES 
+2079.*„.. .. .......DOMINOES 
+207R...... ... ..NESTFR 
♦2074,,...,, _____MR WOBBLY 
+2n60...,„ __ __.ESt^APE V2U 
♦2051. .....IIALDY 

UPDATE 28 
Full ot goodies including:- 

Games, Articles, Shot! Stories, 
Workbench Hacks, Useful 

Programs Etc. 
Not to mention the very latest PD 

lists. 

Only £1.75 
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LATEST DISKS 
42^8 ....*.... SHOE CONSKfT 
♦2329...*.*. 
♦2320.  iLEVATION GAME 
♦2327ABC.+TffE ADAH! M3 MEG 
♦2^.  IffTREPlD GAME 
+2325AB .IRON CLADS GAME 
+2321 ...DFAIMI TEXTURES 
♦2323..    PCQ SHELL 
♦2322---SCHJiD INHAHCIR 
♦2321..FlGHTliG WARRIORS 
♦2320 ..FREEDOM CRACK MAG 
+2311. .™*._..*_..,B BASE ¥15 
+»1!...GRIKDER GRAPHICS 
+2317..*_.....OUTER IM GAME 
+2310..,.*... ..KASTLE KUMQUAT 
+2315A9. ELENIUM MUSIC 
♦2314 ..,***„...+,ALVIH AEROSOL ANIM 
+2313..**.....ASGAflD CHEATS DISK 
♦2312..PRIZE FIGHT DEMO 
♦2311___ASSASSINS UTILS 3 
+231®..*,*—..ASSASSINS UTILS 2 
♦2309.. ..ASSASSINS UTILS I 
♦23W...ASSASSINS 100! UHLS 
♦2307.ASSASSINS GFX UTILS 
♦2306....ASSASSINS CRUNCHERS 
♦2305 ....ASSASSINS COPIERS 
♦2304 ....KAOS THEORY (TECHNO) 
♦2303 ...DICKS CRUNCHERS 
♦2302AB.*.ROAD HOG ANIM 
+2301,.....HOBBITS + SPACESHIPS 
+2300..**,*....MATCHSI1CK MAN GAME 
+2299..*,.+t+.UGH PREVIEW GAME 
+2290 ...TEARAWAY THOMAS FRE 
+2297 ... .....SHDAOOWSLIDES 
229S„„..........FRIDAY 13TH FT 3j1M) 
2296 .....FRIDAY 13TH FT 3f1.5M] 
♦2295 ..,...XMAS ANIM 
♦2294.,„,DR WHO THEME VARIDS 
♦2293...SHADOW SLIDES jCARSj 
♦2292.,,*....WOMAN (CL! TUTOR) 
+2291 .   JIM HAST ANIMS 
+2290 .  ....ACCOUNT MASTER 
♦2289AB......... TALISMAN GAME (2M) 
♦220SAfl.,„.HIGHLANDER SLIDES 
+22S7AB......*,,.,,.GHOST SOOIS 
42286AB   KING CREOLE (ELIVtS) 
??&5. ..RAGING HORMONE ANIM 
+2284.EIGHT SLEMX OUT ANIM 
2283....RAVE ATTACKS 
+2212.........CLUB MIX 
+2211..CULT MOVIE POSTERS 
2280...*......IMPERIAL TUNES 
♦2279.  --ANIEPGAME 
+227BAB GLADIATORS SHOES 
♦2277 WHOM 3 (STAR IREK INFO) 
♦2276  .ATOMS GAME 
+2275.**....AMIGA BOY (GB SIM) 

PLEASE NOTE 
ABCO AFTER A DISK 
NUMBER IS 4 DISKS 

AND IS £5.09* 
PLEASE STATE WHEN 

1 ORDERING WHEN A PD t 
TITLE IS A MULTIPLE 

f DISK ONE, IF YDU JUST 
QUOTE THE NUMBER j 

YOU MAY ONLY 
RECEI VE THE FIRST 

DISK !?! 



fTj PD GAMES & UTILITIES 

AM/FM 9 
CYNOS1K D0020 

At i / FI 1 
AMIGA MUSICIANS FREEWARE MAGAZINE 

Mhhuwii tpmsm_»■ 

Ifiwi »>4t f Kill tNH 13 

MI «*» 

twnn h* n 

mm 
HU 
■«* W.ll lr ftijtlu 

.«h«t - fci lit Ciwlif 

i if Nw ItrlnTli «al M/H, 

Maybe AM/FM does look a bit loo simple, but Teijo 

Kinmineifs front-end is very easy io use and bug free. 

Bjorn Lynne* apart from being one of the most note¬ 

worthy musicians in the Amiga scene, is continuing to 

spread the word through the Amiga Musidttm 

Freeware Magaziner OK. it’s a magazine on one disk, 

which means there's not that much 10 keep you spell¬ 

bound. Bui w hat is there is very good* and there's also 

a companion samples disk with each issue - the sample 

disk is stuffed with drum sounds from a Korg ML 

which should ensure many a gotxl beat. 

The best part about AM/FM is that it's Interesting 

for beginners as well as old hands. It's a shame they 

scrapped the MED tutorial, but there's a lot of other 

useful stuff there, like a continuing series on MIDI and 

a few pieces on musical trends (which is what your 

commercial musicians are really interested ink David 

Cassidy's "Rock Is Dead' article is most stimulating, 

exploring the reasons why ‘guitar music’ is becoming 

less popular. 

As for the music, it's mostly not Bjorn (just as well, 

'cause I find his stuff a hit dryk Kim Jensen, Andre 

Meyer. Kon Wilms* and Aamo Ylisela have all con¬ 

tributed an invigorating mix of musical styles, which 

together with the MIDI track for Vangel is' Chariots of 

STOCK CON 
TROL VI.O 
DEJAVUL/l 1 1 

Wouldn't it be nice to automatically warned when 
ypg had to order slock? This does that and mare. 

This is a release from MA Sewell and it s pro¬ 
grammed with CeriDo VIM. It's not the greatest 
stock-control program ever written, but it s easy to 
use, gentle on the novice, works with a printer and 
installs to a hard drive. If you've got a small stock¬ 
pile that you want to keep control of, get this disk. 
Works best with Workbench 2t but 1*3 can be used 
too if you boot it before you run Stock Control. 

Emerging from that huge pile of Public Domain disks on the other 

side of the office is the man who they call Pat McDonald. And 

clutched in his hands he has the latest pick of the free software... 

Fire makes for a useful bunch of raw data. Some of ihe 

music is playable siraight through your Amiga, other 

stuff needs a MIDI sequencer plus a synth or two to be 

heard. There’s even a "Recognise this piece of music?' 

competition. Very good, if a bit small. 

BLUE ROSE 
FONTS 
EDDIE BARRY 

Very useful disk ihis. First off it has a slideshow of the 

fonts that are included on the disk ~ good examples of 

how to put the fonts to creative use. To be honest, 

the fonts are more useful for slideshows and demos 

than for desktop publishing, but this is PD Update, not 

DTP comer. 

The fonts are mostly in colour* for use in Deluxe 

Faint III or later* and arc very eye-catching* You get 

42 different styles* mostly very large, so if you're look¬ 

ing for stylish fonts to label your creative works* look 

no further and gel ihis disk. Oh yes* as well as being 

available from a few PD libraries, it's also available 

straight from Eddie Barry for ihe princely sum of 

£1*50* A shame they're noi scalable, bui at this price, 

what do you want, blood? 

THE 
MANAGER 
DUAVUk/IU 

Nine items on an invoice sheet, automatic VAT calcula¬ 
tion and fastish printing - what more do you wont? 

Yet another MA Sewell release* for keeping track of 
invoices and orders. Very similar in style to the 
Stock Control program, just as easy to use and 
highly recommended to the lower end of the busi¬ 
ness community who are willing to give cheap 
software a try. With both applications you get the 
programmer's address and telephone number {in 
the UK) for fast* effective support. 

Eyes everywhere - o short TACK demo that only runs on 

1.5Mb machines. Efficiency is not TACK*s strong point. 

The Animation Construction Set - should be TACS* 

really. Anyway, whatever you call it. this is just a set 

of utilities to help you create your own self-hooting 

animation disks with a bit of music on. Before you 

rush off and try to create a movie. I have to say that the 

resulting disks are not as gtxxl as full-blown demos 

with their own custom programming. Bui if you don’t 

know a coder and want to release smalt animations* 

this disk could help. 

It has to be said (hat the disk leaves a little to he 

desired - the way that you create your own disks is to 

copy the supplied one, delete the animation on it. and 

put your own there, A similar procedure is used to 

change the sound module to accompany your anima¬ 

tion. Rough and ready really, hut it’s simple and it 

works, plus you can do a bit more tweaking if you 

know your way around the Shell. Not exactly perfect 

hut it's a stan. Well done to Gerry Broad and Alistair 

Hare (Broad and Hare Animations)1 for a beginner- 

friendly disk. 

Robert Gluvas has been working hard on this 

Operation Wolf-style game. The plot is pretty basic - 

the evil Excel company has been making military 

robots for illegal export. You've got a nice. big. fun 

and fast car to stop them. It's very' difficult, pure may¬ 

hem, not excellent graphics (it was written in AMOS) 

but still a worthwhile release* Not an easy game to 

complete and very got*] presentation (heavy metal 

music is not easy to do on the Amiga, plus the high- 

score table is wicked>. 
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WE PROMISE YOU GUARANTEED 
1st CLASS SERVICE 125 KINGSWOOD. THORPE MARRIOTT. NORWICH. NORFOLK NR8 6UW 

ttleAxe 
WIN 

PRINTER PACK 
Print Jum about anything with thii pack. Graphic*. Letter*. 

Envelopes, Disk Labels, Video labels, Cavselte Labels, 
Banners, Forms and more also loads of drivers I 

£6.50 

WE GUARANTEE QUALiTY ERROR 
A ND VIRUS FREE DISKS 

WE OPEN TILL 9PM TO PROCESS YOL R 
ORDERS 

EMiESDl Y TELEPHONE ADVICE 
WHERE POSSIBLE 

AIL ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 3PM ARE 
dispa raitn same imp by first cmsi post 

• Hard Drive for your Arnica 6(MI/12(H) • 

• Memory for your A 500/600/1200 • 

Details with even order & Cal Disk, And on request 

MED V\V2, THE GREATEST MUSIC MAKER + 4 DISKS FULL OE 

INSTRUMENTS, BEATS clc... TO GET YOUR REMIXES GOING!! £6.50 

UTILITIES 

GAMES 
* m 
+ 910 
4 915 
4 9E6 
* 91? 
* 91* 
* 919 
* 930 
* 922 

92* 
* 926 
+ 92? 
* 92? 
+ 930 
4 9?l 
4 9M 
t m 
4 936 
4 939 
* 
4 yji 
4 912 
4 «M.1 
4 944 
4 943 
4 947 
4 94# 
+930 
+ 951 
+ 952 
+ 9*l 
+ 935 
+ 936 
+ 93? 
+1030 
+ 1031 
+ 1052 
-I M3 
+ I056 
+ JOS? 
+ 1092 
+ 1100 
4 3 306 
4*107 
4 3330 
+ 1331 
* 1132 
*1133 
+ UM 
* 1135 
+ 1136 
+ 1157 
*1170 
*1171 
*1172 
*1174 
*1175 
4 1176 
* 11?? 
+ 1146 
* OR? 
+ I IKS 
+ 1189 
+ 1190 
+1193 
+ 1205 

STARTRECX __ 
TANX_____ 
CHESS 
MISSILE COMMAND 
AMEOBA iMADfJtS 
FUMJJJtPLbL INVADERS 
AMIGA DRAGON TILES V25. 
M’S 
HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA 
THE SIMPSONS 
WTZZY'S QUEST 
THINK TWICE_—* 
HYPER-BALL.. 
5EALANCE-- 
SHAPES... 
WACKO Jr- , 

+ FAMOtSk 
_<2 DtSKS* 

lADDfCTTVD 

Gnu mac* pv 

_. Mmct Mind 
ArLmoml clone 

SdbmiriK Min, Goad 
...Qrad for KmJLt 

Eft W(indcfttfid 
SCRABBLE 
WORMHOLE 
ANAGRAMS 
SKY FLYER 
GALACTIC POOD FIGHT 
ATIC AT AC 
D-IRIS [TETRIS I 
ARC ADE CLASSICS 
NC THE SHOOT EM UP 
CARD GAME.,. 
E-TYPE_____ 
TtlKEN 
3 S GAMES.,....,.. 
TOTAL W AR Uk RISK 
YUM YtiM 
BATTLEMENTS.. 
INTERNATIONAL CRICKET 
PtPEUNE-Ute hpcmumn. 
M ATHS ADVENTURE . 
SURVIVOR __ 
ESCAPE____ 
BEAST. 
QUADMX... 
CROSSWORD CHEATER 
QCESnONTORr_ 
ESCAPE VJ+™_— 
GX200 

.mmmJC ifwe tevidnt 

...muH 

.  Slots 
.The tat Aatenkb clone. NSW 
....Hm Trim Chw out 

■ V, ; AhlftUfll 
*..»**«,-**-(Suai*g> 3 

Remember HUNCHBACK? 

.....Good 
. .liscelleiu M*fo Obw 

Duitjusm MliOff TypGlfnc 
. .Escape In.™ llif Dodgy l-lour 
....Vomer lie Bead 

BnUuuil PWibr Type, IMQ 

. Cfcue VfehdChcta- (>iiu \ 

.... Inn Tig wr 

MENTAL IMMAGEG AMES 1 . 
MENTALIMMAGEGAMES 2. Suttee 
HELLZDNE  ___ CW to K-Typt 
SERENE ttl Aih^tn ffc.ii dtott era up 
NUMPTY k TKt ALIEN INVADERS M+fti- Una 
FLAG CATCHER- — —  
battle of Britain a war ... 
ANTtP—- 
tiip secret___ 
MASttiF- NIBLICK GOLF 
ASS ASSINS G AMES V» 
ft t/ARD WORLD 
LEED3NGS . . 
DONKEY KONG 
FULL HOUSE. _— 
SPACE TRAX _ 
TURBO THRUST.. 
RAID..... 
X EL AH BALL.. 
DOW NHILL CHALLENGE 
MEGABALL__ 
PUGGLES ... 
OTHELLO_ 
SANITY.-.*. 

Wwt lfc»r ItonK ' 
_ ULcRkL 
_____ . 
.......Rim 
....Gulf 

Another pat cdifcm 
Great Ibb and p^hfc.£ 

.PIjv vour cjbvI* njrf*' 

.SfUfiAV 
Grod 6rw Thrnvl (tame 

Vet} Miad* iosViv 
_ 1% Tiwt 

SfcHat 
..  ArLukwI done 

, Krmrmhtt Cuddly Cute rt 
...Nc* 

+678 
+ 797 
* 799 

*839 
+ 857 
4*40 
+ m 
+ 710 
+ 85R 
+ 704 

+ 711 
* re» 
+ 681 
*681 
+ 630 

+ 703 
+ 7*t£ 
+ 7bf 

+ 713 
+ H85 
*m 
+ 8J4K 

+ S» 

+ 84-1 
+ m 
+ toot 
+ 1002 
4 1003 
+ urn 
+ ut« 
* 1026 
+ 1027 
+ 1029 
+ 1038 
+ m2 
+ 1053 

- I'>5J 
+ IU58 
* 1059 
* 1060 

+ 3122 
+ 1124 
*1125 
+ 1130 

+ 1162 
• 1163 
* 1 164 

+ 1163 
4 31166 
+ 1167 
+1178 
+1179 
4 1180 
4 1191 
4 1192 

SIDV20 ____ 
TTTING TtTOR 

CLERK.._____ 
DESKTOP PUBUSffiR 
St PFJtKtU Efts 
TEXT PLUS VJ.0C _ 

PC EMULATOR 

AMIBA5L 
IR-COMM I 02 
NORTH r 
T V GRAPHICS .. 
VIDEO AfTUCATIONS 

SMOVIE ....._ 
DISK SALV 

__THE LATEST (T l IS A BLAST WITH THIS ONE 
-*MEASL RES TYPING SPEED AND ADJUSTS LEVEL Of DIFEKULTY 
_FANTASTIC ACCOUNTS PROGRAM FOR BUSINESS Oft HOME 
___»_MAKE LEAFLETS e& WITH QRAPMCS + TEXT GOOD 

-.... KILLS SADAM PLUS 171 MORE VIRUS'S LATEST 
__- WOftP-PRO MENL: DRIVEN AftEXX SUPPORT THE BEST 

RUN P C SOFTW ARE IT WORKS COME WITH CC A GfX NEEDS MS DOS 

POWEJLFL'L EASY TO USE DATABASE W ETH 4 MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS 
__THE LATEST VERSION OF OILS COMMS PROGRAM GOOD 
___L NPACK ON TO 2 DESKS COMPLETE C ENV IRON VIENT 

2 DISK BACKGROUND A FONTS H JR V IDEO ENTHUSIASTS ETC 
__2 DISK V1DEO L11LJTIES TO AC COMPANY TV GRAPHS 
__ __AMAZING TITLE AND TEXT SCROLLER RHt V IDftO ETC 
...MUCH MUCH BETTER THAN DISKIKX TOK ON W B 

BATTLE AXE ICON STUDIO    ..THE TUP ICON MAKERS AND EDITOR WITH SOME ICONS 
DO TRACE_____ ____EXCELLENT RAY TRACE PROGRAM 
OncKHASL LABELPRINT. VIDEO-LIBRARY, MENT  . I DISK GOOD V ALUE 

GRAPHIC tmUITES 
DYNAMITE FONTS l & 2 
MEGA UTILS_ 
ANTIFLICKER_ 

AUDIO MAGIC VI... 
AUDIO MAGIC V2 
DI V p AC SOURCE CODES 
GEU0NITE FONTS . 
MESSY SID II... 
LITTLE BENCH 2.0 
MAGNETIC PAGES 

MED V 3.2 
ESSENTIAL UTILS III 

_TOT ALLY PACKED WITH GRAPHIC STUH 
_l DISKS FULL Of POSTS TO USE IN DPAlN! ETC 

___ no* yes over so useful irnums 
...-STOPS SCREEN FUCKER IN INTERLACE SHIM 
__TULL Of USEFUL ML'SIC SEQUENCERS & SOUND RIFTERS 

II YOU HAVE THE ABOVE, YOCRJ BOUND TOW \NT Tills 
__IHB Of PROGRAMS FOR YOU TO EXPERIMENT WFFH 

MORE GREAT LOOKING FOOTS TO USE IN YOUR P AINT PACK V* ETC 
AN UPDATE TO THIS GREAI HLE COWER ILK Will LA o PC 

A GREAT W B REPLACEMENT, WI III LOTS OF USEFUL UTILITIES 
..MAKE YOUR OWN MAGAZINE nN DISK, DR TUTORIAL nc 
...HIE VERY LATEST AND BI ST MUSIC PROGRAM 

SPECIAL 1 
IQOGip disk bank me 10 Branded Blank disks. A mouse 

mat and a disk drive, Head cleaning kit 

£15.99 
Books you MUST not go without!!! 

Amiifj C Tuf Bcitmnm .JE1.B.45 

Amiga for Beginners. .X15.45 
kmijji IhiduLUT Sff MiinuJ __ £2S 95 

Amiga Machine Language ..XI 8.45 

Amiga Rom KenuJ Kef Auto Dues .. .XM95 

Amiga Rom Kami Ref. L.ihv . , XJ4 9^ 

Amiga Rom Kemal Ref Dc+ktca .£24,95 
Amiga Dsn Inside A Oui Revised. - ..£26.99 

Making Music On The Amiga.____ _138-45 

Vl+sitenng Amiga Printers. ----- __£ 19.93 

Amiga Devi Top Video 2nd 6*ii»w .X2095 

AM/FM 
Amiga Musicians FreeWare Mag 

The world* 6cti Ainipi mum; did, (rufinrc AM/FM Kjiftt peai. Full al npt. 

Eotoeiib m well fciwwu wCt+irc etc Pn^ciit., wwnt ihmfutdt at* itiimc +uh 
nch i*mt Amj(+ iwih +rtd m*Ji I: kew *ish nmvtt owl Hv Amip 

then tou jttM dun't wim EoiniVi tht> Nuw i» i*n>t9 and KnA is’.uo njtbbte. 

£2.50 /MT ttSUf 

ASS AS S IN S M EGA tt(X IT . 
MR BACKUP V5.02A. 
AMIGA PIT'S UTIUnES. 
NCOMM I 921_ 
□COPY V10.„_... 

HYPES CAT VU. 
PIC BASE. 
ASTRO 22, 

A GREAT COLLECTION CM l ill.H IES 
MASSIVE COLLECTIOW (M; BOOT MAKERS 
HACKS I P YOUR HARD DISK IN MINUTES 

SPECIALLY FOR THEA500PLUS 
BEST COMMS PROG 4 HOST Ol ARCHIVING FILES ck 

.GREAT D MOB COPIER FORMAT N1BBI i. COPY, iX IS COPY * & MORE 
STORE 9999 DfSKS^RDCS BY NA.MI OR DISK NO 

LATEST 

H ARDW ARE PROJECTS A 
HARDW ARE PROJECTS B 

AMKjAZER 

SPECIAL DATABASE FOR STORING IFF PICS VIEW DIEM rt, KEEP TRACK OF YOt'R ART 
_________ ProfcMtodit Atimfog* Gfr+i 
......-...GET THAT MX.DERING IRON (ILT 
___ ™_.. . MORE AMIGA PROJECTS 

______ANOTHER GftLAT ASTROLOGY PROGRAM 
PICTURE CONVER TERS PACK 
MEGA MONITOR... 

REORG _____ 
LEKAG. . .. 
SCREEN BUNKERS .. 
FREECOPY U_____ 

AMIGA Pl?NT__ 
AGRAPH____ 
UTILE OFFICE --- 
DIRECT ACTION 
SUDfSHOW GENERATOR 

STRl CI3 ’RFJ> CUP-ART .. 
fftJN EXPRESS>2 DISKS) 
AMOS LTOATOR VI 34 .. 
AMOS COMP1I.OR UPOATOR VI A*.. 
V CR EU ER .... 
BLUE ROSE FONTS ..._ 

_*_CONV ERT FROM C6L PC, ST MAC AND MOKE 
DOES THE SAME JOB AS ACTION REPLAY NE ARLY 

GREAT DISK OPTIM1SER 
_NEW LATEST FJDfTION EVENT MANAGE3LCALENDAR 

__SAVE VOI R MONITOR 
LATEST UPDATE REMOVES PROTECTION FROM GAMES 
_ A HORSE R ACING PREDmoN PROGRAM 

PROOtUES GRAPHS. PIE CHARTS, BAR GRAPHS A MORI 
.A WORD PROCESSOR. DAT AB ASE A SPREADSHEET IN ONE 

MERGE ANIMATION A SOUND. REQI IKES IMB* 
CREATE. YOUR OW N SU NNING SLIDESHOWS W mt MUSIC! 

SOME GREAT CUP-ART FOR PPAGE ETC 
mt BEST PO AM IGA. AMKZA>fC FLE TRANSFER PROGRAM 
__ UPDATE YOUR AMOS 
... UPDATE YOUR AMOSCOMPtLtR 
.......KEEP TRACK Of YOUR VIDEOS" 

, SOME GREAT LOOKING FONTS FOR DPAINT 

Brtllum new f«mc. ^tuirtlwv* & loF irumc 

Cmiopv f>jsk vt till 

FREE GFX Ripper 

£1.50 

BUSINESS 
PACK 

WORDPROCESSOR, SPELL 
CHECKERS, DATABASE. 

SPREADSHEETS, ACCOUNTS Hi MORE: | 
Rcgulariv updated with lutesa 

£6.50 

Conlatnh I’cnlliiwinjE edueMiarwl prugrutu: SptUCheek, Gtfmurn. 

SjwjniybA Ercru'h Tuinr, Simlj, Aid, Coupling. Divisitm, Mkthematkil, 

Rifles; Tc«l, The Wealher.ClkKey.GmvRy Well. Airfoil, Unit 

Converter, World Djulkitk. Plcn. Quw. ShcrEvkhEvo,CupiiaU, 

Maihh Advtniuri1, Elements,. The Galkvw!* A Cr^ptiiKing, 

£6.50 

GAMES PACK 
Packed u tih ^rwa game* fitufi aitade to board pan** mdudm; Amiga 

Tam* Amoeba Invadtrv Missile Conmuod, fttilErpcdc. Copper, 

PacMan. Galagx SYS. To*m, BackGunmem. Amigtrek S\mx 

Rcsoti, YaditC, Drip. Cbciv Naka. AirAoe II. SubAtiack arid 15 

£6.50 

lU/; 

•JO* 212S 
’IlSili 

POSTAGE A1X 
ORDERS £! SAME 

DAV DISPATCH L!K 
C1.50 EUROPE 

13 REST WORLD 

Compiled by us thest disks art the best and latesl 

editions, Our aim is to put a collection of progs of 

the same ihrme [ogcEher. The disks self boot. No 
need io load workbench. They have easy ut find, 

easily underfitond, easy lit print instimliotK 

FXl The Prim Workshop.........Utilities 

FX2 The Hard Drive Workshop.Utilities 
FX3 The Graphic Workshop....Utilities 
FX4 The Video Titles Workshop..,.IT sillies 

FX5 The Packers Workshop .....Ulilslies 
FX6 Disk Repair Workshop .. t iilsties 
FX? Haehcrs Workshop...flilitics 

£1.50 each 
AF1.DELUXE PALNTTITOR1AL. A great Hit disk shoeing you 

how to product grul riTtcli lor log os fonh tie, etc incredible info 

AF2 ......ULTIMATE VIRUS PROTECTION DINK 
DcnT leave it too late gel a copy - has good info on Virus too. 

AF3.POWER SAMPLES I.FMHk niund 
samples not wren on other disks. 

AF4.POWER SAMPLES 2- More of the above & m a* good 
AF5. ..MaTtmimc 1 Greal mush; tracks 

AF6_....JMAXIMUSIC 2 Mure great niusn 
AF7.„...ANIMATION ]. Brtll Ra) Traced arum 

*l32h CAtAftSWBf .(JAMT. (jRAPHIC AD3 ENTIRE 
*1127 CULLOS *L (GAMEi CAVE ADVF.VTL RE 
*11^ ADVENT! 10 GAME CONMILOMN KJT 
.SLS C.V AESLYi£ MAKER- tffTTRVTJOB 

AMBASEntQ.___ | JLTE5TT AND GOOO 
non_ _TBCTHKT 
4MT4SH 

•m P NLTf . _ _. iMSK CAT ALOG1LR 
t rm: COtLDtTBErosStBli 

41 KG TEXT ENtUNT > A ----SE* 
*lk» THE MAN EYBfF_ EV^STAlVMJLHt GOOD 1 PAl&i 
• HCs BimocAB^ __ - - — _oftviftrs 

DATA EASY 
+\t**> nwM'tu 11 WORDPRO 
4 KH> TEXT ALOAD DOC VIEWER WITH S7HCH 

i *hm /Ftor.sumjs _FLIESOEMIS 
♦ H.H7 IJTTLEBtNTH 13 _A LITTLE WORKBENCH 

ARTV'11 
*lfN9 MEGA Vttt3 OUM5 
*I'JM opTums: 

IFF CONVERT 
*l'» NASLTUI 
*im4 aiiwTsini 
‘1012 WORKBENCH RACKS 
.1*1 SIPFJtC 

T: HFLfHl CTTLS 
m Of THE BEHOilO HINTS MATS k SOLLTONS 

41101 RHAlNSTnRM MI'SK’ DISK _GOOO SOUNDS 
+3133 ETYPt:..... ... __-.GREAT C AME 
4313* canon a up printer uwvfjls 
4l 1131 s ram a cmn> fkinth owvsss 
*3 11U PRINTER A PLOTTER DRIVERS.. _HUGE SELECTION 
4|tW AU ROUNDER___ ...-GREAT NEW CAME 

AJJIIRIURS 
JtKCKIV FJl 

tlKMlRE 3PV| Aft} 
nJSPA K HUD 

SAME WAV ON 
GlIAftANILED 
LKHOK FREt, 

DISKS, 
All A HO VI, 

WORK ON «X),-V»0 
k'l l s \ wm 

ORDER T3U, 9 
EVERY Nit; Ht T 
HAYS A W F4-.K 

This puck hits been made due to the greal demand for 
Lilts type ul material. It conhisls of; Srnovie (he IcaC 

stridler. 2 disks full efhaekgftHtflds. & ferns, & 2 
disks full of Video Application utility software. 

£6.50 

UGA AMIGA INTRO PACK 
mmmmrm of mm m im yol get the MtsiaT OF you 

AMIGA - MAKES OFF VlftY EASY -TEXTEM.CQflHlDUt llti. 
CSLNOIEM VltU IEYCWEJ IN AMIGA OmTOG JIM tSSIT 

£5.00 



AMIGA 1200 
Amiga 1200, 68020 processor, 14, I9Mhz* 32-bit, 
2Mb chip RAM standard, AmigaDos v3*0, 
optional hard drive (see below), A A chip set for 
enhanced graphic capabilities, 16*8 million colour 
palette, 2-256.000 colours on-screen, PCMCIA 
smart card slot for memory exp* 96 key keyboard 
with numeric keypad and 1 year on-site warranty. 
Also with free package from BattleAxe 
containing a word processor, database, 
spreadsheet and 3 games*,. 

Prices for AMIGA J 

Amiga 1200 
with 85Mb + 
Hard Drive v°^ 

200 Inc Hctrd Drive 

Amiga 1200 
with 120Mb 4 
Hard Drive v'V 

Hard Drive Models Come With Our Own 12-Months Warranty 

▲ HARD DRIVES I200/A600 
We can supply, or install a fully compatible 2,5" IDE hard drive at a very 
compatible price. Complete installation and full easy-fitting documentation 
included. Fully guaranteed for 12 months. Various sizes including; 

VIDEO 
G.V.P. CINEMORPH £84.99 
Amazing special morphing effects at a price you can afford! 
G.V.P.s Cine morph allows you to create in your home whai usually need* a professional 

video studio and a bank loan. Morphing is the process of merging from one image to 

another, whether it be a human or a ear etc, CineMorph gives you the opportunity lo do 
this in a very understandable and user friendly way. Creating animations and stunning 
effects to give your video productions that bit of class and excitement?!!’ 

/ NEW ! NEW ! NEW! NEW ! 

NEW!! G.V.P. G-LOCK GENLOCK 
/// Supports AA Chip Set (Amiga 1200/4000) !!! 

Features include: 
fr | • 2x composite video, IxS-VHS inputs* 

• KGB composite video & S-Vl-iS outputs 
available simultaneously. 

• Sound mixer, 2 mono inputs & I output. 
99 ® Full software control via control panel, 

hotkeys and/or ARexx. 

GYP'S G-LOCK Genlock is a I me pnee/pertornmnee breakthrough Works w ilh all 
Amiga computers and even supports the new chrome key modes of the ECS/AA chip 
set (Amiga 1200 etc). The only choice for the mid-range Amiga video enthusiast. 

85Mb 120Mb 
£Call Now! £Call Now! 

Prices varying constantly, call for lowest available price. 

MODEMS/COMMS 
— 

The Supra-Fax Modem 
V.32 bis (14400 baud!!!) 
Allows you to send and receive fax 
messages. This new? modem from 
Supra has full 1400 baud capability. 
Spec includes V.32bis* V.32, 
V*22bis* V,22* V2I. MNP2-5, V.42, 
V,42bis, Class 1 & 2 commands, 
9600/14400 Group 3 Fax. Includes 
free comms software and modem 

“Wo £249.99 

The Supra-Fax 2400 
t uplep 9600 BPS) 
With ihe ability to send faxes! Even 
faster than the standard 2400 from 
Supra with auto-dial St auto-receive. 
9600 bps Hayes comp, V22, V42 Bis, 
MNP 2-5 & auto adjust to maximise 
transmission speeds. Includes free 
modem cable and comms &/w. 

£129.99 
Supra 2401) 
Get on line using this great value fast 
modem with auto dial and receive. 
2400 baud Hayes comp. V22 BIS, 
Inc modem cables and comms s/w!! 

£75.99 

PCMCIA CARD SLOT 
EXPANSIONS FOR 1200/A600 

These memory expansions 
fit in the PCMCIA card 

slot on an Amiga 
l2tXYA6tX), Giving you 2 

or 4 Meg of extra fast 
memory. 

2 Meg 

£119.99 

4 Meg 

£179.39 

Absolutely a necessity if you are into Graphics. 
Music, Desk Top Publishing* Desk Top Video 

and memory eating games* 

GOLD DISK OFFICE II 
5 fully integrated programs that make an easy to 
use* highly productive office W.B.2 compatible. 
(Write) Word Processing. (File) Database 
Management* (Graph) Business Graphics, (Calc) 
Spreadsheet Calculations. (Page) Desk Top 
Publishing, 

£120.95 £54.50 

IMAGE FX £179 
High powered image processing system 

Lattice (SAS C) V6 £225.50 
The greatest C Compiler/Environment 

PERIPHERALS 
Triax Turbo Touch 360 
Fantastic New Console Type Control 

Improve your printers 
quality (24-pin) with 

TRUEPRINT 24 
Now! £52.50 

A radically new sty le of hand-held 
controller from Hornby, Feather-touch 
direction pads mean no buttons or switched* 
We believe this will improve gameplay and 
provide superior control!! 

£? Please Phone for Turbo Touch Prices 

G.V.P. Digital Sound Studio 
High i] ii li I it y 8-hii stereo sampler. Sample uplo 51,000 
samplcs/secund in stereo. Special effects inc echo, mix, filler, 
re-sample & much more. Works with any Amiga inc 1200. 4 
track sequencing software with midi support* create 
SoimdTracker compatible and stand alone song files with ihe 
great DSS software. 

COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS?<AS0opi»M>w»e«> 
Switch-h is the CURE.' £22.95 

If you have an A5Q0 Plus and you arc fed up with incompatible software, or you 
have upgraded lo one of these machines and all your old software fails io work* 
then here is your answer. Includes audible switcher, keyboard controlled. (See box 
right for ROM prices). Needs required Kiekslart chip. 

Price* Hifcjctl l«i 
I'lutayf w Ithnul padre 

ttleAxe 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

9am (0603) 261060 9|" 

100 Capacity Disk Box ....£7*99 
Mouse Mats*,.*..,.  *...,*..,*.£3*99 
Modem & Null Modem Cables..£9*99 
Amiga to Scart Cables*,..*****.,.*,..£9.99 
Disk Drive H/Clean Kit..*,.*.....£3.99 
Primer Cables.. *,,**.**.**.**.*.£6.99 
Rom Sharer 5CX) 
Keyboard Operated Audible **.*******.£22.95 
Kiekstart 1*3 Rom Chip....*..*_£21.99 
Kickstart 2.04 Rom Chip..,.*,.,...£34.99 

BRANDED DISKS 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE ERROR FREE 

BOXED IN 10’s WITH LABELS 

!0  .£6*99 50.£28,99 
100. £54.99 500 £229*00 

125 K1NGSWOOD. THORPE MARRIOTT. NORWICH, NORFOLK NR8 6UW 

When ordering by post, please make cheques 
payable to BattleAxe, and include Name, 

Address, Postcode and if possible a daytime 
telephone number along with your order 

requirements. Thankyou. 
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PD GAMES & UTILITIES 

Machine mayhem with a big gun* Don't expect to hist 

mere than 10 seconds until you've practised a bit* 

168 

HARD DISK 
MENU 
DEiA VU L/l 18 

This is MA Sewell*® (see bottom left on previous page) 

most useful program yet. HDM sets up a simple menu 

an your hard drive, la run programs simply by painting 

and clicking at the name, raiber than wading through 

heaps of directories and drawers. 

This sort of utility is fairly common, hut this one 

has good documentation* a separate installer for NTSC 

systems thaw often do programmers understand the 

difference?) and is easy to use. Hard disk users who 

don't have a menu system yet, do look at this but 

remember that it uses a bit of memory* so really mem¬ 

ory-intensive programs tend noi to work unless you 

have a couple of megabytes of spare memory. 

LEX ESS 
MBS13/G6 

Enter a letter bo gutsi >bl« hqt4 - it hot £ Irtteri. 
» 1 
Thdt fitter It net present in Up? hot*! 

it 

USED LET ItHS: 

-BBBBgBCCCE: 
But Win*: 

Hangman anyone? Lnxets knows about 1,000 different 

wards to test on, and is very easy to play. 

Nice little freeware version of Hangman, Big deal* I 

hear you say* there have been computer Hangman 

games for donkey's years* Well* the reason I mention it 

is that for a start, it's written in AMOS, and for another 

thing, it's very, very' easy to use* If you're a program¬ 

mer looking for good examples of programming that 

are easy on the end user check this out. Well done 

Ashley Willis and Christine Perkin. 

FINAL 
FRONTIER 3 
CYNOSTIC PD D00003 

Four disks packed to their write-protect tabs with Star 

TrfJfc-related material. Simon Plum be* the editor* has 

boldly gone on a crusade to broadcast all information 

relating to the crew of the Starship Enterprise. The 

only slightly spurious inclusion is a music track by 

Echo of LSD* but as it’s rather good Vm not complain¬ 

ing. If you want fake hut funny scripts, latest news on 

Paramount*! continuing Star Trek releases, listings of 

Ian clubs* plus lots more, get ihis and enjoy* 

This game is unique. It shares certain similarities 
with many different games, and combines them all 
in a subtle blend. The closest game I have seen to 
it is Rotox- you control a ship in the middle of the 
screen, and the playing area spins around you* 
The idea of the game Is simply to get back to Earth 
- your ship made a pioneering trip into hyper 
space, and the natives really aren't friendly. 

Graphically the game is pretty dire* with flick- 
ery, wobbly graphics and some jerky animation. 
The actual in-game graphics are poor* but the 
sounds and odd playability make up a little for this 
deficiency. If you want a weird, weird game, get 
this * the graphics are not amazing but the game- 
play is quite original* 

Personallyt I reckon that the author. Nell 
Murphy, could be the next Jeff Minter If he stops 
using AMOS and just uses machine code. Bruce 

Zapping, spinning, twilling, turning and grabbing, five 
bask game elements that are very hard ta pul dawn* 

Murphy better keep practising with Deluxe Paint 
too -1 mean, he's a better artist than me, but that's 
not really saying much. Duality* not quantity would 
have made for an even belter game. 

Pocmart, the Pri*a with a slice missing* Ancient game, still 
leads of ton, especially with the game changes. 

This is a new one for me, but 1 am assured that it's 

guile an old release now, Pendle Europa Super 

Patman 92, to give it its full title is a rejigging of ihe 

famous partial pizza that can’t stop eating, The playing 

area is bigger than the screen, and smoothly scrolls to 

show the local ghost activities* A pity there's only 

three types of ghost* but the way they appear is novel* 

Each of the ghosts has different behaviour patterns 

which makes it a very different kind of Pat man. The 

mix of ghosts and mazes means you need more skill 

than before. Also, the power pills don't last long* but 

you can avoid the ghosts in the tunnels. Nostalgic fun. 

It's indispensable for recording ordinance information 

for mem hers of the Church of the Latter Day Saints 

I Mormons, to use the common term). 

The new features include Soundex (which is a sys¬ 

tem for cataloguing similar sounding names, like 

Smith* Sm> til and S my I he* as used hy various national 

revenue and census organisations) and Gcdcom (so that 

you can swap data w ith similar programs on the Mac 

and PC). Also, the A Doc on-line help system hy M 

Denis Gronclle has been implemented - with M 

Gronclle's permission - to help new users rind liieir 

way around. O 

ivory month we print Ihe top 10 games and utili¬ 
ties from a PD library* This month it’s the turn of,,, 

STARTRONICS PD 

1 Pacman 92 

2 Leap! 

3 Cybernetix 

4 Assassins €40 

5 Dragon Tiles 

S Bounce n Blast 

7 Raid 3 

3 Mental Image Games 2 

9 Soccer Cards 

10 CLRCLE011 Let s Learn 

(IUI m (pr tw laitiil) tt »!«I * tmtUm:- 
EHT WE j ME I EXT j rttt | HIT l WT* | 1W*E» 

AGerte is a bit less powerful than before (less records per 

disk) but you can store more tods about the individuals. 

Genealogy is the study of family trees, and is a pastime 

where a computer can be extremely useful. This is the 

best current program for the job, and has been updated 

many* many times (as long-term readers will know). 

WHERE TO GET THE 
DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 

AMIGANUTS: 12 Hinkler Road. Thornhill, 
Southampton 

CRAZY JOE'S: 14S Effingham Street. Rotherham 
South Yorkshire* S6S 1 BL. 0709 829286 

CYNOSTIC ED: 85 Wyken Croft* 
Coventry, CV2 3AD. 0203 613817 

DEJA VU SOFTWARE: 7 Hollinbrook. Beech. 
Wigan. WN6 7SG. 0942 495281 

EDDIE BARRY: 32 Glenmore Walk, Widen. 
Lisburn, N Ireland, BT27 4RY 

NBS: 1 Chain Lane, Newport* Isle of Wight, 
PO30 5QA.09B3 821983 

STARTRONICS PD: 4 Arnold Drive, Droylsden, 
Manchester. M35 6RE* 061-370 9115 
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CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST 

Telephone or Fax Hotline (0702) 466933 

Hz P D Soft IAF43) 1 Bryant Ave, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

ji 2*16 DRAGON TILES vt,5 

JK V 
j(l] Education pap tor n 
JJf V54* KIDS PAINT ■ 

jk vss* fastfaots. ; -■iwytht 

sySpn WORLOMAP f ttduct%' 
WfTs nl .Vos?- P1ANFTS ' irj-.n 
Lli V?37 ENGwES 

Ji VT7* AMOS LISBON l T 

jjf V762 KIDS GAMES 

Ji m3 4MK>4 «&NN|P 

jk v«2* element o o 

ijor vtis utomss d*h iuw .t 

ji *401 WiNDOweChiCH ylQ (2) 

JX V*13* WORKS TATION ' 

ISKTwfltL me Woriebench mt-ne (i) 
i Ilf V*17 5UPERRENCH & EXTRAS 
pi An exc^tenueplocertMinl dtek 

_) V420 CURSOR BASIC COMPILE? f 

[ JX *42 4 ANTI flJC KER Sold to slop 

jjf VOI IMPL0OER *4 0 ItalutfiS 

I Ji **13 animation STUDK? 

! ji **** printer driver ch$k m 

I Ji V70O PERM CHECK: ■ J - H'nn- 

| ji V7Q1 strat a vi o 

larky oriole, Krtihon or magThkalton 
J i VTbl EASY RAMOS TOfl EASY 

Kamos lhir, rs Ihe Elml moduli* fru [ rtsy 

| ji V7Q3 AMOS UPDATE R DISK rl 14 

llli V70* AMOS COMPILER vl U 

Ji V7Q5 MED *3 ;i 

ji V7WJ AJfEXi TVTOftAl 

j* *711 UWX :<x¥0T i o 

VAIS MU A HD MANAGEMENT 
f 2 DirWorfc vl *2 r ik1 cflpc-r M«goO 

J *817 AS00 PlUS EMULATOR A 

UPDATED VERSIONS 

! jjf 2**7 CO*C»OP r\:‘ Mac -e 

j J 2**8 CRAZY SUE Another fysi 

i J 2*50 SMASH TV - IK ESP Off 

. ji I*W AMOS WUfT MACHINE « 

jjf V$49 LANGUAGE TUTOR vl 0 (23 

ji V71J PROTEUS ftfiS Surf vow* 

II Ji *479 CHESS A CHESS UTIUmES _J*V713 COMuGftAFtRC FONTS 

*484 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 

_tff LPiO WORD t*CTO»Y |y. 

jjf LP29 « TOP FUN " proqj 

Jjf LP1? rocket maths 

ji ip*i mush: "box - «‘iifv 

introduce music raw ?* S'* 9 
jjf LP59 PREHISTORIC fun 

ji V486 AMI BASE PROFESSIONAL 
Ivt.o, cj*esi TOTfen d me e*t< 

j* V* 90 MESSY SlD tr2.C Will 

0 Ji *71$ TM| COMPLETE BIBLE .. 

[ bd Tesigmcoi! 1Mb 0) 
P ji V716 SPECTRUM EMULATOR 
vl.* wtimh is NOW" 3 1-fTW. IqMpi 

Requires a spectrum compuiw oner 
I Ji V719 FREECOPY vl 8 Remawt 

jN v j 39 CONAUTHOR vl 0 i 

Ji *121 SMOOPQOS vl 5 

j* ¥822 ABACkuP vl 77 

ji *823 PO«f»UVEr*la 

ji VB26 AHDM vl * 

Ji V827 REPAIR TT HwrZnpvJ J, i 

|r< 1 yrta'lRenr'-pwSMfl TWDBAvl l 

ji Dungeon master 
MAPPER vll f rijijKftoflpj c-l 

Ji VAll FOOTRAU HAGUE EDITOR 
Ivl.l Warn io updato your i«jnw la 

^ ji V878 DRAW MAP v* l 21 

f J i 1Mb 

Ji 2*82 OESClNDERis ocl 

ji 2*83 INI RUDER ns 0 Mu 

ji 2484 CATACOAM vl7 A c 

Ji LR1T3 UNDERSTANDING AMOS 
1Z {21 The update ip mo r^r popul,n 

Ji VS21 PLOTTING & GRAPHICS 
IWJQTOY, A powerful lul teaflurad 

. . ... pr<j.j PLANS A COmpulgl 

l j* *522 ARP *1,3 ■ Canman vl.lc 

Ji *720 DlSKPWNT vl.St AI 

ji *523 OfCE C COMPILER i2] 

! Ji *82 B STARCAT V2.0 Aneic«®»« 

IK' ■■ ' diltelnjvA I ml.I • |rty j Ji *841 MODULA-2 for to ^ 

*721 BOOT INTRO CONSTRUCT Ji VMZ SlD vtl FILE MANAGER 

ji *71* PRINT iR DRIVERS v4 

ri Ji *534 CATALOGUE UTAlTlES - Ji *725 THE SUPER KAURS v2 6 
BOOT x v* 50 > .v *Nl b«f v*l 

! j *5*0 DUPUCATlON 4 BACKUP 

Ji V*4 VOEO PRODUCTION 1-2 (21 

Ji V*T5 vwo SCREENS f to ^ 

jjf VS 17 vdeo ra ft ixf r-1 

Ji V518 IMAGE LAS i 
jr^Siceommi Arr WP1 TmH On Top 

JiVStP VIDEO STAJLSTORE hy3 

VS47 PRINTER DRNES GENERATOR 

ji VS71 WHOM R v2 02 !.l) - 

Ji *727 ART Of MED J i j 

ji *710 ICON MAMA 

Ji *711 AMOS8ROT vl Ip 

N Ji VS73 RLE & HO MANAGEMENT ;:j#*712 WORKBENCH v2 0* 
E2| ■ HDCUCK *2.0, Program ^ 

Ji V616 VIDEO. SHADES 4 FADES 
ANIMFAMfc AUUMy lathi >.croi‘r 
jir, 4 lhjI SUPERVCW 

bclMtt. TURBOTITLI • -iv Hit)' i« : I 
ji V6T7 ANDROIDS VIDEO BACK 

'GROUNDS SetoCilon p1 8/0 Pirlpfps 
jjf V687 VIDEO WIPES .■ i uMhtion d 

Ji V691 HARLEQUIN VIDEO ART 4 
FONT WSKS.lvid eon- r-.li ,v <i | 
Iwesftsni tKuhgraitndi & Form pi 
ji VB18 inSCRiPT vl, I Prod , . . 

ji VB29 VDEO PRODUCTION J-* 

Ji VBS1VCEO PRODUCTION 

TOUTS t5| 

ji ¥«** COMPUTER GENETATEO 
ART TOOLS-to - » - 

Ji VB7* veto TtTU* PRODUCTION 

goOOT-K FU MMCRR. j i-tor-tor ig 
iTih I.DmcioriM OOSCOnTrOL Ca»^ 

ji V57S HOM( BUSINESS Pack 

■Spread Sheet* i'rcounts Fr.nhrK: (8) 
, Ji VS 83 ICONIDITOR H v2,ft Con 

j* *587 GELIGNITE FONTS SA 

Ji *805 PRO CA1C vl 0 

j *007 PRO TRACKER v? 7 

Ij ji V6 M3 GOU SCORES vl M 

ji *820 ASPvCC vl 2 

i *821 (DWORD v2 2 

IJ *824n«COP«Rv2 0 

um/nEsic 

ji *711 SOFTWARE LISTER vU 

| ji *715 MEMORY MANAGER vl 1 

i Ji *7*2 ONLINE vl 4 

] Ji F891 THE PROFESSIONAL C 
'MANUAL vl 0 l M ** I.n^' :■:.!« W 

i Ji *757 AMKmADEX vl 81 

ji *758 TEXTPLUS if* 0* 

y ji *759 TEXT (NtilNi vl * 

■* AZSPRL 
J# *7*0 BOOTi vi 03 

, ji *7*1 A GENE v* II 

Ji L27 V1DS0 REM 3D TDfTUHtS 

ji LP75 VIDEO LAB vl 0 

Ji FTP9 FLETChEII FONTS 
disk, pack of 50 lt»pqmll«. 

Ji FFP10 FLETCHER FONTS 
diit pack af SO 100 rximi l* • 

VARIOUS UTILITIES 
Ji *1* FISH TANK SIM m srggforr 

ji *109 PRINT S7UOTO i Id 

|ji *191 MASTER VIRUS ktlur 

f ji *39* M R BACKUP HO .1 t i 

j *213 DtSKMASTER vl 2 n • 
fftOf' CtrVt dilk to OftoKTH^ DtSK 
5MV Correct* 5 (*pcmc bad »wi-. 
ji *2*2 DLMUCATKJN ft BACKUP 

ji *277 FORTRAN- 77 vl It ’i>rr, 

j Ji *279 CROSSWORD CREATOR 

] Ji *28* MCaD PROGRAM j 

ji *298 NORTH C vl 1 c2|" ivlyxr 

j Ji VlDl EYE Of THE BEHOLDER 
hint BOOK me Inrroducliofi tock 
Jgfoynd Maps Glr-ole^gy 4 Soluiion 
Iji *333 ANAlTICAiC SPREAD 
CSHEET (2) Th^LWvireoil'.Ntol 
JJi *132 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM 
iPfedKi wtwch htise will wn me race 
Iji *339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR 
Ttoto Dr&k l TKe Adwniure Daisies 
Ji *350 BUSINESS CARO MAKER 

pwign your own Busmess cards 
_ti *388 800 BUSINESS LETTERS 

ji *825 NCOMM v3 Q to 

ji V627 DPAiNT FONTS N*’t U1 

K3j Tht- IM WfCiaO Fonts (or u« 

j V815 IBaM EMULATOR vLQ5 

Ji *647 HACKS A >• ■ •, ■ vt, WB 

: J *648 THANKS CRUNCHER vl 0 

- Ji V649 WP 4 SPELL CHECKING 

ji *7*2 BBASt v5 S 

ri *770 ACCOUNT MASTER vl 02 

04 wwoovncNCH 

'' (2| 

. Ji *ft*l DESERT STORM 

ji *84* DEUT HACKER vl 1 

ji VMS Q M J v5 31 

Ji *8*8 5C 0F*OO5 MAPPER 

Ji *847 MONEY MANAGEMENT 
[fvl -Ql TF<- txmt otcoun.' poorsae 

i Ji VM8 SUOESHOW GENERATOR 
[y3 l Creole Wtoesitowsof 

Ji VftSO fftAC vl i 

ji VBS6 PICTURE TOOLS 

I ji VB 57 POST SC RlPTE RS Down 

Ji V8S8 MUSIC MAKERS V. $4^0 
|ol prog*arris to psodute ttatenl 

i ji *859 AUWO TOOL5 ® Sound 

ji *841 Id DESIGNER 3nous3d 

ji V84Z AQUARLHM 

ji Vi*5 IMAGE PROCESSORS 

Ji *8*4 MANOEL EXPLORBE t2] 

ji *8*9 Animation a$v : 

j Ji *871 id KLPBt L j'tmje.-wr 

Ji *872 ICON TOOL KTT 

ji VB 71 UGFC vl 1 

j^*773 wb 
|v2 D E M i'llr" i 

J Ji *778 RAYSHADi v* 0 i''" 

I ji *7*2 FORMS ■ ■ ih ! r ; ■ rw 

- Ji *781 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX 

ji V659 COMPUTER DIAGNOSTtCS 
ip*. I iv tmea problem w-ih vou- 

•Ji Vfr*0 HOME MANAGER Thu a a 

Jjf *661 VERTEX : :•«■. ,-r' 1. 

j V662 «0PYO0«0 

ji Ji *666 MODCkiHG OBJECTS [23 

J V6B0 DISK OPTIMIZER yl.O 

Ji V661 GAME 1AME8 il.lGffanoHj 

:1 j 9681 SUPER LOCK vl 01 Seal 

Ji *78* AREXX ;2| 

i Ji *786 PASCAL 

Ji *7ft7 PROGRAMMER TOOLS 

1 ji *790 animation ims 

ji *791 DMKCTORY ULTS - 

Iji *79* GfinCHt 

Ji V797 FASY AMOS PROGS (21 

' ji *799 ADVANCED UTlLi - t'^i ■ 

i 
I I Ji *190 DESK TOP PUBLISHING 

- ■ KJi *392 AMJGA5H BANKlN ^ (x> 
EMrtkim eragf (yw mat i tow? war uvt 

i ji *l?4 Chimes toxs v2 0* 

ji V684 FONT CHARACTER EDITOR, 
Jvl.o, Alw tnr.iains other uiihrteS 
ji V665 ASTRO ffRO ASTROLOGY 

! Ji V686 MULT1DOS Vl 12 ^cr V' 

Ji V688 MAGNETIC PAGES vl 80 

JHV690 WB 0* UTUTES [Ij Th4 vK 

| JJt *692 RACE RATER vl* Yy 

' Ji *696 POST vl 7 --jSv’T1 rte?£ 

ji *698 AGRAPH vl 0 

ji *800 ARCHIVE RS u 

-HR *808 WB vj’o* UTRJTES (2) i 

, Ji *809 MEGA CHEATS v2 1 

i Ji V8U EI1CTROCAO vl 42 4 
PROTOYPEfi 

Ji *112 CANON 

Ji *814 PC TASK vl fl 

i. _ 

Ji VB75 SPACE 9m 't: 

ji VB 76 SYSTEM v* l 

ji *879 BEAT DlS MODUUS ’ 

Ji *881 SECOND WORLD WAP 

ji VBB2 MAGNUM vl 4 

ji VBB3 CG FONTS 2-6 

|t*rchtf04*orDTPPaetoH fSi 
ji *888 TRONI CAD vl.O W ki! 

ji VB89 WlNOOW OPERATED 
MANUALS vl Old A Short r^u-i V 

ji YB 90 PAGESTRtAM FONTS Il¬ 

ia ■ • ;y 
j* *864 TOOtMANAGtR v2 fl 

ji VB97 OCTAMf 0 vl 0 5?a 

jN *600 BOOT JOB vl 0 

j*i V901 FLMvl 0 

jl9*602 XGRaPh vl 1 

ji V903 UEDIT v*.0 (3) : 

ji V908 DELUXE PAINT TUTOR 30 

Ji *621 COMPUGfiAPHX FONTS 

j.'.;vt&er<nv2C4. 

I JX *924 PLOT MAP vO 85 - - 

JX *925 SLAUGHTER CHEATS 

,Ji2Mb Ji 
,j« V741 TERM v2 8 5 

H l'c^ ptedre-r. kv ^40J. m 
ji *777 VOX! CU y5 D - tfl ■ v 

ji Vi JO BBB85 vS 7 

f! Ji ¥869 AfiACKUP v2 0 

Ji V920 FLETCHER FONTS PRF* 

Ji THE COMPLETE A6* PACKAGE 
v2 0 

ERIC SCHWARTS 
; Ji 1700 ANTI- LEMMP45 2h*H- 
Ji 2333 GULF WAR CONFLICT jMt 
JX 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES IS (4| 
JX 2311 AMT rt WALKER I [2) V.'l 
Ji 238* AMY AT TH( BtACH [2j Vfr 
Ji 2477 AMYWALKS 
ji 2*76 UNSPORTING . ' ■ 
Jj 2500 THE SKY DRW 

>073 TFTR3S ORIGINAL 

^ ji" W2b onas ft >c ,U~ r a i or 2 

ji 1561 TRfTWTS CAlto - *, 5 cdOy*r 

ji 1735 ASTIftOOS OAGfUv 

j 17*7 LlAMATRON GAME 2001 

ji U*6 SCRAM&J , :. 

ji 1870 PaT<nCES ' .v *ih* beu 

ji 1977 POM PQM GUlWiR Ml 

l j 2018 XT MAN ArtamiK Spue team 

Ji 2022 SEA LANCE r?v. i ', ' . --nl 

If Ji 2054 ATK AT AC A wncMOn o* 

Jjf 2162 BATTLE OF BRfTlAN WAR 

Ji 7164 DUNGEON ON NADROJ 

| ji 2196 PARACHUTE KXJST You 

Ji 2120 STRATEGIC GAMES i'-Y ■: 

jm 2 2 21 MIND GAMES 21 I 

j an*'swordoftw warlock 

jX 7*85 BON CULOS IVo 
■ SKMac ■/.« Gamem 

JM 2*86 COLOSSAt CAVE vl 0 1 

ji 2*61 LEGEND OF LOTHIAN 
Vl 02 

Ji 2*6* HUNCHBACK y" t a 

jX 2491 AMQS CS&CKfT - ■ 

Ji 2511 DOOOT1 * 

ji 251* BATTLE CARS ■ *r0 

Ji 2S35 SUPER PACK MAN 92 ' • 

£ Ji 2613 DUAL ’■ :jqmc wh«rt 

ji 261* TETRtN • u" I or 2 ptoye’r 

Ji 2615 WAR’ 1ir.jto7vrt.ar 90^v n 

Ji 2617 GOLDEN OLCMES 2 CrooK 
ajjicr 

tfoi- 

, Ji 1814 8UU RUN vl J v&ncmidl 

c ji 2818 GHpiT . 0 M x<J* 

ji 2873 GRAND PAX MANAGER 

Ji 2825 All ROUNOFR f, Cyjft Ec 

ji 2826 Talisman -oaei 

Ji CA2 151 M*n wimcto. ivm.ftqft 

, JK CAJ )5) • vh 

j ji Ou'lJ)V^.! bOto.^b<yfv: 

JKCA5I5) v, 

|JiCM«Myttiatog«:olMon^ 

jjiCA7fl) 

. Ji ¥707 SCALLAEUl cup ART 

Ji V*19 Viz JX VM9 WALT DtSNTf 9 
j Ji *421 GAftFiE LO Ji VB8* PRO DRAW 
ji 649T KATRIX PCmt Ji Vt93 OttHY C0LQL*|| 

Ji AT05 KUMGON P7 
CRUtSER Ji W8C STAR TREK 1 i" 

1 btv^cbYKCC.1144 TNG Thu ^cmecsby f| 
Ji ATlO ENTERPRICES ’«nyA fAc Inlonb vl *7 ■ 

MwjttiMar., 

Marvev i 

I P NCC 1701 A T1 

ji AT33 APPRO*CHNG 
(Vessels. \r^\m 

JX AT73 STAR TREK 

FLEET MANEUVER *, r,C 

Ji 1081 THE UTlTlMATE 
STAR TREK [2j Game 

Ji 2222 STAR TREK 
THE NEXT GENERATION 

Scamblo 
Ji 262C DR MARIO 4 

JX 2821 ETERNAL ROME 

] JX 2622 CLASSIC GAMES 3 
) Oonh«y Kong - ■ 

FronfcC friddk* 5 Mad Bomber 

I JX 2474 MTERP10 ' *4 L--: t€ 

ji 2676 AMI MOOA vS.4 

Ji 27X] CLASH Of THE EMPIRES v2 I 

|3totw< Pt IMP ;2 Dnv*% 
ji 7772 BLACK JACK LAB I 

JK 7778 CARD SHARP 

JX 2712 ACT OF WAR Simular in 

Ji 2715 TANK ATTACK 

Ji 2716 RESCUE Ar- adiclivc jpgc- 

j 2721 i-TYTfl A5iSm4s space 

Ji 2723 SOLFTapI' K londitei 

Ji 272* NEIGHBOURS 
j ADVENTURE |7) '■ •••.:■ • 

Ji 2731CYKRNETLX > 

Ji 2?lft AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

ji 2775 ROUUETE ROYAL 

to»d MUhtTHG ffj 
J 2501 STAR TREK (j) 

[Ji AT33 THE PROBE II Gome / Jimbo Barber 
Un. 1 ARID Of PREY AfT>eriCQn vOTSrOf. 1Mb 
JX AT34 LEAVING SPACE Ji 2503 STAR TREK 

■OFFICE. DOCKING. Game 1 v [ r.< Gusiafur 
J ATTACK MODE, Bird of US 'np-jrl 1Mb 6 P) 

DEJA VU SOFTWARE E4.99 
■ JX LP33 T TEC DRAW Th* be*! DfOWirj 

i JX LP42 X-SHTCH Ce-Jit- • Design poRemt tor 

J> LP44 FORMULA ONE * h* DMT ferrxAj vw 

JX LP47 DIRTY CASH vl 04 'toS been hrvfafj r» 

^JX I>93 STAR LC 200 y 4sfc Str 

Li LP98 POWEPTtXT good WP rt to 0 but 

JX LP101 MORSE COSE TUTOR you to 

Ji LP102 DISTANCE ESTIMATOR Tht| rs an 

jX L FI04 MONEY MONITOR 

JX LP107 ego dfttav gome m wnxti you km 

JX LP108 FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE vl 0 i 

Ji LPllQ MONEY STlNNER ’ iJjSrlroSir^ 

ji Lpm stool control Sc S Sog^Sm 

Ji LPU? INVOICE/ORDtR MANAGER 

Ji IP11S ROOTS - '■ r ' S-; program 

Ji LP117 JfWfLS a Ttffii type gome wm ™fcs 

Ml I I II I H ' ■ ll 
1799 L 

i 2742 v 
X 2613 I 
i 2 5 2 * 
X 2627 * 
X 2623 
x 2815 * 

2805 : 
1 2807C 
0 2632 

X32SO 

'• VASAPMBMVI 
HEW ENTRY 

MO J [NEW ENTRYI 
«ACY7MAJlC12*H 

- Ji 7779 SUB ATTACK vl 0 Control ji 277B SOCCER CARD . f-vv l-kTj ‘ i'X 2628 G(T F ROGGE D / Dt'CAY * 
ji urnsjl. fWjnagerrbem gqr%e 1J l 3 2743 rfS fl IME TQ PLAT 

r,"toey sail pent LANDMINE jx 2802 card-o-rama :&-.sw8 Ij ■ 4 2781 RAVI t ATTAC» .1 [NEW ENTRYI 
JK 77*0 DIPLOMACY lyfl r^tT' Crib JVto$^tfis Kkvtoie Bkxi. 1J t * 2802 EQ *10 TOWER t PARADftE 

fl-nck. yxKYi SftNfcl H AIUm 8 ?Wuy |J 1 6 2747 Ht.Fl (xBYiduci 
Ji 2803 PUZZLE-O-RAMA - nJ ' 2785 Pm V MELON (NEW ENTRYI 

Ji 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT Gold. Skjntail. Cobra. 8^- J 8 2508 Old W3G 6V PHENOMENA 

! CAMEL5 By ,vM M.ntor The nded a 9 27*43 f-SYC " t FFEU [2p [NEW ENTRY! 

H1^ IWi# wdh mijpfil C0m4l> jx 2808 UOr BUG ArSw at (he S Jj ' 2753 M ... Ill tNEW ENTRY] j 

Ji 7*11 TOTAL WAR P1^1 L 

IL Ji 7437 GOLDIN OLDIES 

ordering by post 

PD-SOFT NOW STOCKS IBM-PC PD PHONE FOR A PRINTED UST or AN UPDATE 



United Public Do 
T h e i n n o v a t a r s 

THE BEST SELECTION OF PD IN THE UK ! 
GAMES 

PGQ03 AIR WARRIOR Good Ikghl Sun * 
PGW6 ANTEP ft SLOT CAftS role playing gam#* V 
FG0O0 AS I 1 Tamp, Rdlterpede. Ay slrin Amgwft etc# 
PGOCW AS I 2 Invaders .Baily 2 Missile command #lci* 
PG01Q ASl 3 Mogibjli ft Drip Superb I* 
PGOl 1 AS l 4 Frogge* Go Mdku Cr«A«r Jumpy <rtt I* 
FGQ12ASIS Raid. GoLooly 6 tt#lal*ter * 
PGOl 3 ASl 6 Patman Oownhilichaltisnge Welttna #td* 
PGOU A§l 7 Moonbas*. Trla.NaNwOmJ Cteuttorunisr . 
PGOl IASI ft Aiu«2.HbiM. Snakeurf ft Nymtwdumblef'* 
PGOiti ASl 9 Features Santa pong ft Btoarci' * 
PGOl 7 A$l 10 Escape Pipeline. Piekeur ft $yf* 
PGOl ft ASl it Dad. COnnas, Rwv«ri» Tpwera ft Tnppn* 
PGOl ft ASl 12 Uamatroo. Car. Poweronfl Fab"* 
PGQ20- ASl 13 Twirtria. Sguambte.eteck HMtfcH 
PG021 ATtC ATAC Realty pvytbte 1 * v 
PG02* BLACKJACK Ge«t cam ga«w r* 
PG02SCASTLE OF DOOM EiCMMnh Gelrt * Y 
PGQ2S COLOSSUS ft WORLD Fab Kfv*ntur#» U Y 
PG0» CROSSWORD COMPILER As 4 sava '* V 
PG032 DRAGONS CAVE D4D style oar™ Meg*. Y 
PG034 eternal ROME Strategy A DOMINOES# V 
PG046 HACK Great t*«l adwiur* Mhom style' *V 
PG047 HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA Hem Tpfwb Game’ * 
PGCRft HOLY grail One ot the ten H*i advwKieas# V 
PGOSi KILLER CARS Grew Wed rtdon game'* V 
PGQS3 LARN A superb tat aChrenbre game * Y 
PG0&9 LORE OF CONQUEST tpaee lr**ng DftD gam* Y 
POOL? MENTAL IMAGE 1 Gndbmner invader* ft rebound* 
PGOCS NO MANS LAND H. met. mm game short am up *¥ 
PGU71 POM POM GUNNER L*e be** bead Oh Th* W-Y 
PO07? PROPERTY MARKET Become a mdlon**« 1 
PG07* RETURN TO EARTH EWe Space trading game" *Y 
PG076 SEVEN TILES Speedban type game MEGA' 
PG&79 SEALANCE A submenu strategy ®im* *Y 
PGOftO SERENE Good (utekty *h»l up'*v 
PGoat SERENE II Folio* up to me above game *V 
PG085 STAflFLEET N<* game done «i SfuCK'* Y 
PGM* TRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT m*k# own tWh»*Y 
PGi Ot THE INSIDERS CLUB Sleeks ft abate* game 
PG10S WlZZYS QUEST Fab arcade adventure game'-Y 
PGl M ASS M ChntChtaMflMS ft Amiga Columns1* 
PGi to SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE Nee ear r»flim*1*V 
PGi2i A500- GAMES PACK ilunet lt> tyn on a ptes* Y 
PGl 2* TOTAL WAR Great new Risk type game .ok plu*i*V 
PGi 27 AIRMAN IA Super pl«rift*m gamp from Adtfwiff • Y 
PGl 31 ATLANTIS A nice looking strategy gam*1 -V 
PGl 32 ASl t5 BaMecerg Lefirm ft Mambemov*' 
PGl 33 ASS 1ft Wastelands Mrssion X, Pacman - 
PGI 34 ASl 17 Tomcat Dalendn Jelmnn SugbUwler* 
PGl 35 ASl iB Henry m Panic Skyliye* Omega race1# 
PGlMASl 19 OfpwttirFranbcFreddy.Biplane ft more1* 
PGl 3ft BATTLE OF BRITAIN ft WAR strategy war games*Y 
PGI 39 DUNGEONS OF MADROJ EKellont DftD gam** Y 
PG MO MIND GAMES Slacks pi Imp wiih tM| IV 
PQU1/3 SWORD OP WARLOCK RPG advoniure 2dnve+ 
PGl4ft ASl 20 Mrcrobn* Hollywood trhrit Ctun drop- + 
PGl 49 A NIGHT AT THE TOWN Witty loxl advefr1uf*.Y 
PGtSS WAR very good BiTaiegy^arcflde gairi**Y 
PGi 55 ASl GAMES 21 Zaus ToUfu Battr»m*nlt CKagntilop* 
PGl56 ASl GAMES 22 Lemmlngoaja.Wi^jye quest tJuel elc* 
PGl 57 ASl GAMES 23 Ouit* money. BlP.lmerteron Arcadia- 
PGt&a GAME TAMER 2 3 igyeticK 4 2B8 cheala*Y 
PGl6ft RAID Ml Wicked new abcHlamup Mil +Y 
PGl67 SERENE HI1 From the aidNy or Raid ui*Y 
PGi69 ASl GAMES 2< Revenge Du* Croak 3d mane nefo 
PGl70 ASl GAMES 26 Mr Bnch.Copper.hflm*riw*a.1E Type* 
PGI 71 ASl GAMES 2ft Superpacnwt 92 Smash tv Aah*de 
PGl 72 ASl GAMES 27 Addclive card game* Really goodl* 
PGI7* AMOS CRICKET Shareware cnckal game i v 2ptr+ 
PGI 7$ SPACETRAK 2 p«vef *bwt each owier up game* Y 
PGl 76 TECHNOeAN GAME Quit ft an 
PGl 77 MELLZONE Stu 
PGl 7B MENTAL IMAGE < 
PG160 SECTOR i A ™ce game simOar to Ahan (Y*#d*Y 
PGlSt STRIKE8ALL 6«aabali lypa gam* dona « Am» *y 
PG162 ETHOS Simple graphical adventue 5e*«l ityle*Y 
PG1S3 CATACOOMBS great DftD style game VG *Y 
PGI ft* FATAL MISSION Very good Stewfemwp game * 
PG166 ASi 26 Doody. DrMarc. invadtn2 MadbomwrZ* 
PGtft? ASl 29 DOG. Rome Nova B Be Au, Quad'..* 
PGI sa ASl 30 Bounce ft Btert. Total Fee Tank altacfc'* 
PGt@9 SPACE RESCUE Sw acran**e i*e *Nj« em up * 
PC 190 TOP SECRET An tiiNrt gwakiy piaflarm gam*1# 

,Y 

PE021.-4 SCIENCE Very good Tour drsk set'* £4) 

BUSINESS 

N GAME Quito a nca puzilegame' 
Stunning R type clone GET THIS1 * 
AGE 2 Thraa Enoeaenl n*w games 

PGl 91 ACT OF WAR Na* a _ - __ _/ game1 
PGi 93 MASH IE NtflUCK Y*a,a go« game lor yo 
PGl 95 KLAKTRlS Suburb guakty * “ -- 
PGl 97 ANDYS AMOS C gamea on hareUY 

i iramwazei. Tap. uiw. nwiev * 
u 35 Porng Snaheui CVbemaiti etc'* 
,1 36 Mother KxN. Worvderlafid, Kobfl Me’* 
A 37 Kiaktrtfi Gnoatthej. Paccar etc'* 

iESftgoodg 
PGl 96 AIRPORT No* you control an m 
PG199 CASHFRU1T Ntca irv* mac#w»a game' *Y 
PG2O0 ALL RSXJNDEH CRICKET New cncKei game<*Y 
PG20T APPLE CATCHER SrfnpN wBedw1* Y 
PG202G IRON CLADS Good strategic war game'i2}Y 
PG20* THRALLBQUND Tent adventure wflji graph«V*Y 
PG20S SOCCER CARDS FqoSmp manaang gama'.Y 
PG2M ASl 31 Ai*tfbM.Cf«y PP* revoM^n etc% 
PG207 ASl 32 Blob. Sector one ft Firefighter' » 
PG206 ASl 33 Hyowtall ft War1 * 
PG2EJ9 ASl 34 TraWazef. Yelp Qb«c RuV>uu- 
PQ210 A&I 35 Ptwng E 
PG2l l ASl 3- 
PG212AS13 . .. . .. . m_ 
PG213 ASl 30 Oneon Oni.Baldy.SKyflyirr;' 1-,^ ..,- 
PG2H LEGEND QF LOTHIAN Superb Ultima type gatne^Y 
PG£i 5 ASl 36 Lota ol card gamas on the dtfk1 * 
PG21& ASI 40 Disk lull sbetang putzle gamea i* 
PG217 ASl ai Pacman delune. Heltzone Leap title* 

EDUCATION 
AHt#onA12Q0' 
PEWl-^S EDUCATION SET aoence program^ lor egea 11* + 
PE006 KIDSPAINT Fab Utile talking colouring book* 
PE00?''e LEARN A PLAY MaEto. spelling lie 5-10 yrS * 
PEDD9 STORY LAND 7 Save tbyland Irom Ih* wllch' * 
PE010 TOTAL CONCEPTS ASTROMQMY Book on a disk * 
PEOlt TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Book «n idi|k+ 
PE013 SIMON ft SPACE MATHS Talking rnalha program 
PE014 SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN TUTOR TtanaUtfgr r 
PE015 TREASURE SEARCH find the toil treasure I * 
PE016 COLOUR THE ALPHABET l*tun letU^r, ft cotOUra1 * 
PE018 TYPING TUTOR. Superapeii Budgm ft Mscalendori i 
PE019 DUNKS DTP Awl d DnshTopPublitiher P&c kide * 
PE020 MATHS D^ILL Good matha duk lor the young i * 

AW ok Or A T2BO mxc»pt PfltMtf'r 
PB001 AMICASH bank managemBrl prmram* 
PB002-3 ANALYTICALC Superb spreadsheet!* (2} 
PB0W ASl LABEL PRINTERS 3 ot the boa* 
PBO05 SANK IN control your cheque book* * 
PB006 BUSINESS CARD MAKER Nice program* 
PB007 CLERK Complete accounts package* 
PBaflft DESKTOP PUBLISHER S.mpi# to use * 
PB009 FLEKYBASE DATABASE Address keeper* 
PBOI O JOURNAL Keep Hack of ivianoes 
PBC1 1 MISC BUSINESS Geobme. Grocery Ust, Calc 
PBOi 2 OBASE Sample 6 Wd 
PB013QED Smripjo a ededUve text ed* 
PBOl* HIM DATABASE Fu«y r^Oonal f* 
PBOt S TEXTPLUS Vl QO The BEST Wordprocessor * 
P0IOT6 UEDIT ISSUE 3 NEW VERSION Tgrt £<tawr* 
PB&tT VtSICALC SPREADSHEET S*mpie lo 
PBCH6 WORDWRIGHT Wcat^rti wdh speftchecker! * 
PBCH9 BUSINESS LETTERS compacts, leners * moro- 
PB020 TEXT ENGINE 3 * NEW Vevston Iff * 
PB021 AMIBASE PRO Powerful easy to use Dtorce * 
PB022 BBASE li Y5 S A ras: 1 easy to use database* 
PB023 FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED lorm creation prog* 
PBQ24 LAST WILL ft TE STAMENTS Just ih case '* 
PB025 EDWORD Brand new wo^dpro V good * 
PB026 AGRAPH Swrb Program gr j^srtna data * 
PfiOfi? BOILERPLATE Berness Kfflers ft WordPro * 
PB&26 L'TTlE OFFICE imergratad Wpm.Sst Dbase.©x* 
PB029 ADDRESS PRINT Good M pnhbng pfqBra!m, * 
P0O3O THE MONEY PROGRAM Home account*^' * 

UTILITIES 
(No» -yr m ok on At200*l 
PUEW2 A-GENE Good geoeotqgy pfbgram * Y 
PU004* b A64 EMULATOR NEW VERSION 2 0 {2i 
PU005 AMATEUR RADIO 1 Inter*# to rata hams * V 
PUD10 ARP t 3 AmigatM replacement project* * 
PU012 A&l GRAFF IX UTILS grAphcs convertors ele*Y 
PU0t3 ASl BOOT UTILITIES DoOtblock otilnw * V 
PUCH5 BORYTHMS S7ARCHART 2 Good programs* Y 
PUMl C.LIGHT RAY TRACER Good program* V 
PU022 CHEMESTBETfCS mpiecyle d^ayer * Y 
PU036 CURSER BASIC COMPILER Just what you need1- Y 
PUW7 D-CQPY The best PD disk popt*r ft more * V 
PU039 DBW The lorounnw to Steutet 3D MP * Y 
PUW0 DEMOLI5HER 160 UTIL TIES - MEGA '* Y 
PUCK? DOPE INTnOMAKER Make your owm mtrw- 
PU&48 DYNAMITE FONTS u CulNPasle fonlscvwens Y 
PUW9 DYNAMITE FONTS Mo»e GutNP«t» Fonts V 
PU06S ELECTROCAD DEMO orcui! do&igw- * 
PU056 EXILE FONTS Encellenl CnP fonts* 
PU&50 FONTS AND RAM MANAGER BIG video Ponte* 
PU059 FONTS ft SURFACES Backdrops 4 fonts* Y 
PU062 GRAPHICS UTILITIES V&tiOLte miK. programs*Y 
PU&63 HAM LAB Conved VGA PC >IPF.'HAM * Y 
PU3&4 HARD DRIVE UTILS MR&aehup ft FixDisk ft more*Y 
PU065 ICONMANLA Program cons ft more '* Y 
PU£W6 ICONS Crrniwn packed wiih hsoos 1+ Y 
PU067 IMPLODE R V4.0 Megacrunch.ng LW* Y 
PU071 JR COMM 1.02 Modem users comms package Y 
PU072 ME TALL ION UTILS Font Editors ft more utils* Y 
PU073.76 KING JAMES BIBLE QtdftNtfw testaments (41* Y 
PUQ70 M-CAD Hires desrai" P^kag® Exceteni * Y 
PUO&O MESSY SID Read WMe PCFues. BrOiahtl* ¥ 
PUOS3 MORSE PROGRAMS tor the rata harm Y 
PUQ66 7 NORTH C 13 (2} Complete C Hinkler ft m* Y 
PUCS0 NORTH C 1,3 Tfm a Ih* packed 1 cHk verwiUY 
PU069 PASCAL COMPILER needs good CU knowfedge* Y 
PU09I PENDLE 2M MEGAUTIlS An essential cotecbon* Y 
PU095 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR ft new drtrers* Y 
PU096 PRINTER DRIVER UTILITIES Various U&ti etc Y 
PU097 PRINT STUCK) V1 25 Pnms p*cs 4 [ant etc * Y 
Put 06 ROT A umpfl 3D drawing pabuge Very sopulv - Y 
PUIOBtO t2 diski Structured chparT for P^aage *• V 
PU1123 SOMETHING FOR NOTHIN Video UNsftFonts* Y 
PUt 15 ST EMULATOR Hun Mart ST 50*tw*r* " 2 Dmes 
Pui 17 SUPERKILLERS Virus KM' Ydu need tfm* * 
PU12L2 TV GRAPHICS Opam bacKoropsftforits*(21 ¥ 
PU12+ ULTIMATE ICONS iconmmierk»nab.* V 
PUI2930 VIDEO APPLICATIONS V<h» UDto*$* Y 
PUI 36 ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR. Now with louffij * 
PUt3S GRAPHICS CONVERTERS PC>AM»g3 gb Convener 
PUI40 UT TlEBENCh Fte coper ft uNs Dos2 only 
PUUi 2 TAWT h team about your sta^ '* v 
PU143 OPTIUTILS 1 Crammed M t Gal 4* Y 
PU144 DPtmTiLS 2 Get irw ffcw mo * Y 
PUUSOPTiCOMMS 1 Ncomm t 9(2t Lharca. Z» Arc* Y 
PUug ELECTRONIC PftOTOTYPER veroooard de^gner y 
PU1W FOOTBALL LEAGUE ED UWate league oo^t-e^s Y 
PU151 BROTHERHOOD UTTLS 1 Bcopy Scenery Oed *Y 
PU15266 CLIPART SET t5 Deks ot the BEST dpan -Y 
Put 67 MULIi-PLOT Superb date plctbng program t * 
PUl69 GELIGNITE FONTS CrfNPasle fonts* 
PUi 70 P-SUiTE Disk magazine maker*y 
PU171 OPTlCOMMS 2 Ncomm 2 ft mve .V 
PUl 72 WORD POWER SON* AragrarmCibSfwftrds* Y 
PUI 74 ASTRO 22 p*o4«S>on«l astrology orogr^mi’ *Y 
PUI 75 GELIGNITE FONTS it Eicadem IFF lont** V 
PUl 76 GELIGNITE FONTS ill More dl above"* 
PU177U BENCHMASTEH Wihdbwsbench ft Meteybd” 
PUl62 STOCK ANALYST Tedwcai »nalysrs program*Y 
PUi63 AMYGEN ErnUd geheoiogy program* Y 
Put-64 PflQCALC Vl 0 gror«e«ionai cateuUrtw’ 
PUl656 COSMOPOLITAN FONTS (4| Packed wifh fonte*V 
PU109 TRONtK VIRUS KILLERS 2i virus kiltait 4 dOCTY 
PU19I LANDBUILDEFI Iradal land generator-Y 
PUl 92 SlD 2G*llhis i directory ut«1 111 MEGAkY 
PUl97 MOBED 2 Dpaml lor SpMe$ ft DObfr.Y 
PUl96 VIDEO WIPES Mfiiks ft lattei Dpaml 3<4 *Y 
PU2CH MAUCE FONTS Encetlem liny tents lor Dpamt* 
PU202 CYCLOPS Wend Piatema-lrreiaf creator f *Y 
PU203 SCOPE t&4 uttlB ft clips lor Fprao V 
PU205 PC TASK w-cked PC Emulator Get H 1M *Y 
PUW7 MULTISID Combine SiD2ft Muil<jos(PC>AMaGA)*Y 
PU2O0 ASl HANDYTOOLS 3 moga tompilawn of utiia Y 
PU2C9 FRED FISH CATALOGUE contains FISH i - 60& *Y 
PU210 PCQ PASCAL Latest version &r Pascal comply 
PU211 AMIGA PUNT A horse race presiding -proguLmt+Y 
PU212 PERM CHECK PLUS a poote precfcction prog Y 
PU213 RACE RATER Another horse racing prog*ami’ „y 
PU214 dir WORK a $4 type file copying programl . Y 

PU215 CAPTIQNATOR Superb shareware video wlmgNY 
PJJ2T7 BROTHERHOD® UTILS 2 utM^s tev the pluiL* Y 
PU216 ORDER Excetant demo ot cemrwoal Dbaae*Y 
PU2te WBhACkS* coeectibn Of hack* for * owner** Y 
PU221 225 & COLOR ICONS Hundrade of new icon* *Y 
PU22&7 C EYES FONTS For u*e in DpMK, WB vbc (?)*Y 
PU229 PROBABLY RIPPER Creale disk* tout* wrth tt4l*Y 
PU229 JPEG 24 tri graphics cbmpreaaiQn ufci d«Bk' * Y 
PU230 MORE PRINTER DRIVERS new printer drrveri'*Y 
PU231-5 PAGESTREAM FONTS S Eksk* Super font*'* (5)Y 
PU2367 SCOPE 197 ft Adobe type tenia 2*aka MH -Y 
PU2369 M O R C Mouse operated rune outer.orode 1* 
PU240 FftEECOPY Vl .4 pewertel risk copyingprggranti+Y 
PU241 CALORIE BASE Useful for peopl* pn |*I*Y 
PU242 TEXTPLUS PROFESSK>nCl * n**da hard dmre'*Y 
PU243 ASPtCE Crrturt analysis prograrn'tY 
PU244 BQN APPE7U This a a recipe database program*.Y 
PU245 256 C MANUAL Latetl riHtf flfl t2 Pdfc*' U2) -V 
PU2576T PAGE STREAM FONTS 2nd set of tents' - Y 
PU262 RICHARD SMEDLEY COMP It Mortgage* irtc'.V 
PU263 LYAPUNOV FabnAous ft unusual fra53»> *Y 
PU264B OUTU»« FONTS For Pro pag*r3 ONLY"*Y 

ANIMATIONS 
P«Ol BASKETBALL A j| 11 
PA039 ERIC S AMY V$ WALKER CuM ft *orf~A 5M V 
PA040 ERIC-S BATMAN JOKER Very tenry "*Y 
PA042 ERIC 5 COYOTE STRIKES BACK impin'* 
PAD*3 ERtC-S WORE AEROTOONS Very wfly l"- Y 
PA0*5 ERIC S STEALTHY II Mg 29 v* SteaWry '*Y 
PAO*6 FRANKLYN THE FLY Day *n ffte Re Of aJfyl * 
PA046 GYMNAST ANiM Gymnast on bar*' *V 
PA0S34 LIGHT CYCLES |2) Tron vwnitonr 
PAlBfi MAGICIAN 11 Good RT ar«mation.y 
PA060 NEWTONS CRADLE RT aramahon * 
PA065 60 REAL 30(4) Superb & the (Y0gr*ih * Y 
PA072 THE JUGGLER A class* amqa demo'* Y 
PA074 THE WALKER vs The Helcgpter Mega P* Y 
PA0?5 The WALKER vs A2000 A cluw • . Y 
PAO02 TIN TOY ANIMATION Ray traced hn *Y 
PAoftS JET ANIMATION Fractat Fkght txk better’ * Y 
PA066 FRACTAL ANIMATION M screen low Hymg amm* Y 
PAD90 TOO MUCH 30 St» %l ftrt ol mprvHor" * Y 
PA09T0 GAS TURBINE STEAM ft PETROL ENGINE (St* V 
PAQ&4 AMY JOGS,WALKS ft SNEEZES by E Sehwartt' *Y 
PA095 HOW TO RUN INTO A WALL by Eric SchwvtZ1 *Y 
PA097 SMALL STATION AT KHERNE New imgvtf*idh*V 
PAO90 EASTER ISLAND ANIM Antce I'aclel ommelienUY 
PAfJ99 ATF AGILITY n*w ES armm. very witty an, uwiUY 
PA 100 VTOL CONTEST Check out th.5 new ES anml ' *Y 
PAiOt DOLPHIN DREAMS Great Dolphin mm I * V 
PA 102 BATTLE OF BRITAIN Amusm^ $h*rt ammU Y 
PA 103/4 KINGFISHER 2 Superb b.rd ftMffl«ftk)n*N Y 
PA 105 TOR ANIM Dog jump* Out of screen! * Y 1 Dog lumps out of sere# 

AGATRON 
AH ok on A12QQ! 
AGAQi RED LOTUS Spmmng down Ihe road'. Funlcutic ft 
AGA03 ST AH TREK §huflte 6y past Great Mm * 
AGAQQ STAR WARS - Fighter lly by. >mpre*sivfl 1 m . 
AGAiO STAR TREK ■ Enterprise in dry dock mcrotatot 
AGA20 Huey 2 A helicopter leaving a, landing pod . 
AGA21 ENTERPRISE DOCKING WITH SPACE STATION* 
AGA22 ENTERPRISE APPRQCH1N& atufHimg amm ' 1M t 
AGA23 FLEET MANOEVRE Stunning ammatun' im ♦ 
AGA24 KULI PEN ammalmn ft Ping pang Greatf im * 
A0A25 THE HUN a wberb car chaee I mg » 
AGA31 PORSCHE amm n*mg out of table l mg * 
AGA33 PROBE Bird oi prey ammaiwh ft Kltngonhir' 1 m* 
AGA35 SPACE PRO0e great arum cK probe zwmmg gfff. 
AGA36 BIRO OF PREY, loop the .’aop animation 1m * 
AGA37 TOBIAS GOES KNACKERS Cher* (Ns * Im * 
AGA36 TOTALLY WICKED ' Shuttle ft Entefpnu MEG] 

POWERANIMS 
PWMT 2 ANTI LEMMINGS (2} Th« * BrVkwrt' 2M 
PP0C3 AT THE MOVIES Cute arum gr Amy squrrref t 5M*Y 
PP006 IQ BUZZED «,3r Great arm si waip craahmg" 2M 
PPOti 12 DATING GAME (St Very winy'. Get# 3 5M» 
PP0I6 GULF WAR Another ES pnducbon' Good 2M' V 
PP021 24 LANDING (4} TptMH Richtef poweran.m 4M 
PP02S27 STATION AT KHARN |3] iwecHtae 2M demo Y 
PP040 44 AT THE MOVIES II (41 HAanOus I i™>3*ig 
PP044 4S AMY V WALKER n (2j Ahdther wKty ?S demo JM 
PP046 SWEET REVENGE CwtK* v* Roadrvnner 1 1 5mg*Y 
PP0489 A DAY AT THE BEACH Stunnrg ' 2 Mg 
PP050 UNSPORTING Wcked WtAoon by Stfwwu* 2M Y 
PPdSl 2 CHARLY CAT Sw Shwartz*** cartoon' 2mg Y 
PP0544 CHARLY CAT At THE BEACH 2nd 1*6 mm 5mg'Y 
PP055 6 A PC MISSION Superb walker ft lank battle 3mg' 
PPOST'S CHARLY CAT CAT^ES A CANARY F*&' 3MG 
PP060 3 CHARLY CAT MQOSTERMIND Great" 3 5MG 
PPO&A DUNCAN DUNG BEETLE Uouiuai 2mg wtenadionl Y 
PPO&* CHARLY CAT SWWJQKE Latetl anen 2mg . Y 
PFw?rg SPEED LWlT 3mg molwcytte .ao*' * Y (3l 

DEMOS 
PDC05 AMOS 3D DEMO Show* wsme gmat eftecta1* V 
PD0t6 CHAOS ROCK Fab light sfww wiih 1raclat»'* 
PD068 PHENOMENA ENIGMA Absolutely builianl'. Y 
PD076 PLASMUTEX Good pltsma 4 great mu»le * 
P00&4 SCOOPEK MENTAL HANGOVER A 
PD&97 SlLENTS GLOBAL TRASH Incredible"* 
PD130.44 ALCATRAZ QOOESSY Awesome" Ok qn 500*1 
PD 139 TRACKERS TOWER ft AGC5NY Unuauai vacter*" * 
PD142 FINAL CONFESSION Music ft Plasm* gffeotu Y 
PD 143 CAT Stente A. Cttertacs demo for «l dub * 
PDl 59 ANARCHY IN THE KITCHEN Some good F* FAN 
PD 162 ALCHEMY MARCH WITH very good rww dome** 
PD 164 DESIRE MENACE Good Psycho rave demo * V 
PDl 65 DARK DEMON Mega nyw demo get iH Y 
PDi70 PIECE OF MIND Good 3D vecter effect* i 
PDl71 ,'2 SlLENTS EXP0SE(2l Incredible Get il 1+ Y 
PD 175 REFLECT SOUND VISION Super ettect* A mu«c' 
PD 176 CHAMELEON DEMO Very nice vecl&r demoi* Y 
PDt77.ft TRSi TIME ZONE Now. some good aheoUl.Y 

MUSIC DISKS 

PM013 ANARCHY CAPTURED IMAGINATION Nee musleN 
PMC 16 BEATLES SONIX NIC* muftiC * Y 
PMOIft BEATMASTER l LOVE TECHNOLOGY ftawdisk.* Y 
PM019 BRUNO s MUSIC BOX II Superb \*ii turA mosrc-Y 
PM020 21 BRUNOS MUSIC BOX HI JazzV* Get il *Y 
PM022 23 CLASSICAL MUSIC Bach Handel etc *Y 
PM027 D MOB MUSIC 3 House muso iemw, good' + 
PM036 34 DIGITAL CONCERTS 2-6 EK»tent house dance 
PMC35 DIGITAL DEBUSSY Fabftoo Baxter odMrtttelrY 
PMQ3& DIGITAL DEBUSSYll cl*4NC DebuSSy nauMi- Y 
PM0S8 MAG FIELDS CHIP FESTIVAL Fid of ehp my**'*Y 
PM059 MANIACS OF NOISE Ttes l« MMi 
PM082a B2b VIVALDI ■ FOUR SEASONS 12) V GOfflJ !+ Y 
PM09U91 MOiART HORN CONCERTO 4 by H Gam™* Y 
PM092 PLANO TUNES N oe oanb songs good * Y 
PMC95 STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Rentapn gf the wng* Y 
PM 1056 KEFRENS MEGAMix Fabulous dance music* 
PMt i* UPROAR SPLIT BEAVER MIX rave m#g*ttn - V 
pm : 15a b CHROME muse dsfci 1Y 
PM121 NGHTBREED MUSIC DEMOB Rav* music demo- Y 
PM1224 PLAYSO 2 (3} You must get frw m +Y 
PM 125 PLAYSID re RobHubbard, MantasOfNtae * Y 
Pu t 34 5 SOUNDS Of SCIENCE (2) Bn***'* Y 
PM 137 KEFRENS MEGAUiX » Vary good " dance muse’* 
PM 141 HARDLINE MUSC 7 groovy tynffi-styte Yack*-Y 
PM150 DESKTOP HARPSlCrtORD RECITAL CiaftS"£$' * V 
PU152 PARADISE NO BRAIN NO PAIN Good ter rayera"* 
PM153 BiZE KILL DA BABE 6 cracks tf rave mu*«" * 
PM154 PULSE Yes pUsateig rzwnwcagvi'1 - Y 
PM 155 VINE G RAVE 5 more good f*«* tracht1" *Y 
PM 167ft HEATBEAT UPDATE ft great songs here'* Y 
PM159 DECIBEL OVERLOAD 5 ofteram hrtiU Y 
PM 160 fUStON MATRIX 5 Type IracksV Y 
PM16T CYBCRNETIX tft songs packed on 1 Oskr* 
PM162 MORE MED TUNES PkD tune* by AS** StarrftKi-Y 
PM163 0CTASTUFF Some good ft track tunes1 * Y 
PM164 OCT A ROCK 3D More 6 vac* 4 3d graphcsVY 
PM16S6 NUTCRACKER SUITE Sum* ter&uon'* V 

SLIDESHOWS 
PS002 ADVANCE HAM Really stunning U Y 
PS0O6 AIRCRAFT SLIDE Ptes of fgbw a*craflVY 
PS009 ASTRONOMY SLIDE very impresiiv# '*Y 
PSOt 3 BORN TO BE FREE animate *Y 
PS033 GERMAN RAY TRACE Superb See mes# U 
PS045 KELLY S S Some qutfty HAM imam * Y 
P&D66 NEWTEK DYNAMIC HAM 640x5t2 4096 eoter (W3* 
PS062 NW DYNAMIC HAM N :« VWftte Superb guaBty.* 
PS067 RICK PARK S ART Dpamt h.rei p«i' * Y 
PSQ72 SUPER HAM CARS This It ft mutet-M#ga!+ Y 
PS066 SONIC 5 Superb D HAM 4flft6 colour pics* 
P&090 FRACTALGEN incretate tractate eic * V 
P50912 FRACTAL MOUNTAINS Dlfliiim 5tu«‘- Y 
PS093 VANISH 3D Aw#4t>m# 3d ray (need *Y 
PS094 INVISIBLE WORLD II Yuk Bedbugs And mpref*Y 
PSiqi ANALOGUE SLIDE Ray traced spac* p*s * Y 
PS 102 ACCESS DESIGN Ray traced space tas * 
PS 103 DYNAMIC HIRES 2. 4 feftuubc quality ptetureeN 
PSi04 VGA PiCS Some enellenr quality pictures here'-Y 
PS105 SCAN PICS E*#lteht quality p«;iuro5!*Y 
PS 106 BAHRAIN SLIDES Pics from the ra«ddte aail1* 
PS107 ALCATRAZ MUSEUM lfl super quality drawmgs1* 
PS 106 SANITY COMP WINNERS 10 Superb drawings'* Y 

MUSIC UTILS 
PT001 ALGOR YTHMS Create wend midi tunea 
PT002 ART QF MED Extent !+ Y 
PTCKJ5 CAStO CZ EDITOR 250 mteh» ! * 
PT006 DELUXE MUSIC DATA Midi muse* Y 
PT009 K1 IFF SAMPLES Fabuteus samples * 
PTOi f KAWAI Kl edrtor ter patch ehangea1 
ptots KAWAI K4 edrt^ as above" 
PT0I3 MED 3 2 E<c«4ent music sen * Y 
PT014 MED MUSIC DISK As H says !*■ Y 
PT015 MIDI DISK Varwus m«j, stuff * 
PTB20 ST-01 - ST-10 -Semples-Ring ter details 
PT02I &OUNDTRACKER 2 6 Eicefent. ok pjuft’*Y 
PT0Z2 SOU NOTH ACKER COMPILATION Several i 
PTOSB’fkT 0 ST-M-aa SAMPLES Stuta quanty. V 
PT02ft YAMAHA D3t7 VOCE FILER lor DX7 syntm1 
PT&30 YAMAHA DX7 VOCE SORTER lor the anove ? 
PT03123 ST-67 - 89 3 dsks Ml UY 
PT034S ST-97 ft 90 More sanutes UY 
PT037 PRO TRACKER 2 2 THELATE5T VERSION" 
PT036 YAMAHA DXTOO.TXBlZ. DX27,DXll ft FB01 
PT040 CCTAMED Vl ft ch»nn^ MED seQuencerU 
PT041 NOISEPLAYER 4 o MuMeaAmg module pteyer* 
PT042 START IFF SAMPLES Superb7 Get th*ddc*-Y 
PT0435 HOUSE SAMPLES 3 tak* ten or house Mmp*w 

_ AMOS PD 
AMOS URATER Ulesl updater w y ■ 34 * Y 
BALLOONACY Bomb me buildings * Y 
SHAPES Extent luds game *Y 
CASSETTE LABELLER - MIXED SOURCE*Y 
WlZ^tDS DOMAIN graph** adventure*Y 
WAR OF The FOUR graph* advwmure game-Y 
FRUIT MACHINE Good lor the gambler* NY 
NOTEBOOK ft SHOPPING LlSTEasy lb use ■- Y 
FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE Latest yerstal-Y 
COMPILER t.34 UPDATE Amt* atmpitef 1* 

APD036 
ATOttS 
APD237 
APD257 
APD271 
APD292 
APD32& 
APD347 
APD363 
APD373 

NEW! 

PM001 tM GREATEST 64 TUNES too lab 64 tunes' 
PMQ1D AMEGA PARTY WINNERS Fayi WICKED 
PM0I2 AMIGADEUS CLASSICAL Eme KHunef etc :T' 

PU269 CONSTELLATION D*mq Of shSrewbrO program1'*Y 
PU270 STARCAT2 Easy lo use catatege maker •-* Y 
PU271 CLUMPY ICONS A disk crammed with i»rB* Y 
PU272 GOLF RECORDER Database lorgort scores'- Y 
PU273 PCAMIGA Similar |qMessy**, * 4«te!* Y 
PU274 TRONIC AD Vi 0 Etec&onic oreud design'* Y 
PU275 FLIT CdnviKt Autodesk amms to IPF+ 
PU276 BASS A Bulletin board system^ + Y 
PU277 PROTEUS BBS Another comm& program' + Y 
PG21&T9 CUSH OF THE EMPIRES Super eiraiegy!* Y 
PE025 FRACTIONS ft SILHOUETTES Good mama tutor* Y 
PEftZfl WW II FACTS Good historical program^ Y 
PEftS? AMIGA BEGINNER Learn lo u»e your machine* Y 
PDlTft'ftO HALF BRAINS SUNSTORM Vary a&od dftfflbC 
PMi67/ft JESUS ON E'S Crazy rave muac denwl* (2] 
PS 109 NAM VIETNAM Bine* ft while slides! * Y 
PS110 MIRAGE FORGOTTEN PCS Nice ptetureal* Y 

liV POS I: send ytiur Niim 
HV PHONE: (‘all us with 

Pi) PRICES: I -5 disks i. 
POST & PACKIMi! I K 

REMEMBER: We stock 

K [) K K I N M A D E EASY 

5p per disk * Res! 

lie co hi pirn to lisle 11 

rdh accepted 

II rinh VJp per disk 1 
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main Distributors 

not t h e i m i t a t o r s ! 

New „ The Central Licenseware Register „ New 
Commercial Quality programs at a PD price ! 

jf'ilfitA 

tH itm »Hh .'urirrctir 

CLEG! TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Have yovr 
Clutdre-n ever wanted to know about the anoem world 
Ol she dmotaur i It so then ttv* a Icy you an 
ortfidnf encyclopedia covering jumssjc Tm*«: & 
CT»atac«ous period* compkfcie with p»du<«ft and 
tfitotmalson Th« program if plus COmpaNAe and 
comei on 2 Disk* t* $0 + 

CL£02 TOTAL CONCEPTS GEOLOGY Thti irtte a the 
second m the seiiei of quality program* by CN« NR. 
ui*ng Trie GotiDifk HyperOe®* system. fl Will fluids 
you and yOur children on an mietactiv* gutoBd Idur 
through toe incredible wedd d vglcanpji, '«*? a™? 
minerals (h* program 4 vary *impie |p u*e1 
Geology w on 2 Diana £4 50 * 

CLEM TOTAL CONCEPTS SOLAR SYSTEM Now 
our moat popular tine 1 Thi* one invfle* you to leartl 
all atom lb* tolar eytlem, with totavroAtton on an ol 
|ht pianola 4 tystemB with picture* supplied by Nasa 
Ihia ia a auped) educational package lor children & 
adults Thit till* ia to big rt ta auppiied on Three drtks 
■np is priced al only £4 99 * 

CLEW MIDDIES COLOURING PAD Tftii m a 
colouring book for young children and They wgm get 
in a rrwss using il I n <s vary simple lo use win full 
matrucuona with trw program Simply peek a pciyre 
and colour n in ' incudes a save option so one# you 
have coloured yOu picture yOu can save 4 Bui 10 0 
disk to pnni out u*mg Dpamt aic Price £3 50 * 

CL EOS A-CHORD So you warn become the next Eric 
Clapton than inn « jusi what you need * Thia program 
will leach you nearly every tingle gorier chord 
including lingering teetumqueB. il will even play the 
chorda ustng the amigae built in sound chip A mud 
for every single guitar player beginner ana experts 
sIihd Pr.ce £3 SO- 

CLEGG THE AMOS MATHS INSTRUCTOR. A 
superb maths tutorial covering all sons cl 
mathematical sublets including tng, Quadratic. 
SlmulTonwua, Inequatiuea. Volumes. Area. Vat & 
Internal and more an enGells-nt aid lor GCSE 
students Price £3 SO + 

NIGHTSKY 

CLASSJt CUPAKT 
iQkayonAtm A40QQ.) 
I hr itipan ih dir tvtlttUaa ii wi high fmllr.1. 
hktt tHfmpi. Vmt I'torn** !*** an Mm*#* kinri urrt*. 
far a\w in ifpauti or tUT pot ken ■- neck AU timkHin 
#1 a all*If mf torn to vmw ihr wtHnr rtfiMjr 
At ■wruy nU mw* rfnm pat Atl'r 
vlttil M HH)|\i;s s«pcrh miflap cikptfi. i *kt!> 
Vkt'Oj H1H SfS 2 dhkt, pKturn «# m*nnum rlc!* 
VKI OL* lit t HilOl h 3 UhA* full uf h«ir ripen!* 
Ik HU M W| \\m K U! I dWLof ttnc« <tf II pbnrt.1- 
4 U TO* All X > drtLt full uf mrnri WwrtG 
Vk toe YU iMEh 2 dhA% rill at wimten flrptl * 
MUTOT Mils t a stallktdsdlpvC* 
vk 10* HI MM-VL IhsV FuN ol VTkr dipwdr. 

UElOf IlHH I: (dWljp(hkl* 
V K11* STl ms fh IjWtaf UtMlrnl U pr pk%r* 
%kl II SA1 ILTIMI Mafli wwf»n.vn «*!« 
Skill VMkS t dhkvofXm^rHalrd pin!* 
Skill PI V U 'dkJuof irwrlnue pk+- * 
SKIM SMMSlJi hanlMtk' qualm pKturr»'-» 
SHTlU StStWr llptnlwt i*prr q»lin?# 
Skill sil Hill L m_S IH *»prf ulhuumr^. 
SRTIt si IliKK \ 2 dh4n ol vlml pkluml- 
SRI IHSRIKS I Hpart m * bMri lArmrN 
skliesmkl 1 dnS^oli .4 tfpm ptttuisv* 
sk I»tn VS1PK Siuebcr ipiwi iierdMkS 
SR 121 Mfr l»l< M Id^rullofnwd^aldipanr- 
sR Ill MLS NIT Ffatamfrom iarikva*^ 
SR IIS MOMS11VE MOVITtS I*h tor nm muaik> 
SRI14 W tl M tuem (ihtih upr rlipartS 
SRiy HIH4DAYS Huhdailipr picturr*:. 
SRI 2* SSSMAS 1M11 lull «l h,nurn:* 

SMOOTH 

SCROLL IMG 
TITLES 

craatad with 

VIDEO TITLES 

CLE07 TOTAL CONCEPTS ERESH WATER 
PISHING The laleftl m the aeriioa Prom Chris him and 
the !>r»t m the hobbymt aerea. Ihna super title 
describe* baiting Perch Roach, Rudd, Carp. Bream & 
many olher common ireshwater fish Ideal tor the 
beginner or the hobbyiel wrth many ueeful diagrams 
included1 A superb itfe. on 1 disk Price 3 50* 

CLEM NIGHT SKY A Superb mlfoductlcn lo th« 
COnstollaltoni, Ehlf program letfurue* Ovpr 1 SOU 
atari end the sun moon stars & planet* can be 
displayed as seen from any part of the Earth1 Large 
derailing screen, mouse or keyboard controlled, click 
on any displayed ob|«ct tor information This superb 
idle Comee bn 1 disk A 19 priced at 3.S0H 

I CLEW WORDS & LADDERS An eiellem spelling 
1 program for 1 w 2 playen. each player tuu a few 
[ secortos to spell m word correctly the player who 
I reaches the top ol the ladder it ihe wmner. The 
I program hai 10.000 words so tome words can be 
I quite tong, however you can aeleoi the leveM Wilt also 
I provide printed output to a connected printer. 3.Ml* 

r*» 
*PNt 

CLE10 BASICALLY AMIGA TT*s ® a 3 &sk set tor the 

new user1 An ertehS’ve gunde trough the tee ot 
Am^ados Covering Hardware. Software. Graphcs. 
Sound me workbench Viruses end nvdi much 
more you wui soon wonder how you dd without this 
useful tfbky pac*F For young and 0*0 users ai*e 
3 disk.m priced al * 99" + 

CLE11 LETS LEARN VI 1 For Children Of about 5 IP 7 
years ol age. each part progresses through hve levefe 
a* ddhcuHy, when a level 4 sajfsfactonij, eomptoted 
then a pduf# of a farmyard «s splayed & a new 
artrmal rTtroduced9 Try $yms„ TuneS Codes. 
ir»u«nt»rsj . Oopd^K & Squares' Tha pro^am afeo 
has a ptmt option11 disk 3 50 * 

CLUOl VIDEO TDLER a a program that w« allow v 1 
you to create smooth scronmg video irttos with the jU 
gaeato&t ol ease, programmed by Darren Mccaul 
whose Starbaso is due out soon, the program tots you 
use any amiga bitmap font, of which several are 
supplied and scroll in any colour vertically up the 
screen Essential tpf an video enthusiasts EG 50 * 

CL002 FISH INDEXER N you have eve* wanted a 
program but have never been able lo find M 
ANYWHERE chances are i‘s probably m Ifi# fish 
library, but rather than having to rake through 
thousands of imes o* tenl, why not use (he Ft&h 
mdener. a superb database of the entire Fred Fish 
fibrary. with lull search pnnt and mofe Price E3 50* 

CLU03 TYPING TUTOR A program here now tor all 
you budding office ctorts. learning to type can be a 
real pain, lessons cost a fortune, but not when you 
have an amiga 1 This program will take ymi step by 
step through a luH typing course, showing where to 
place your fingers and tots more Before tong you'll be 
able to type as fast as S can I Pnc# £3.50 + 

CLUCH ALPHA GRAPH This «s art extemely useful 
program lor [ho production of pie chads, bar chads, 
Stock scatter etc. very useful in con|uncbon with 
spreaditheots & osrw business programs, this 
program comes on one d»4k end 15 priced al 3,50f* 

CLU05 SUPER SOUND III Tin* ts 1 supeto 
program- wh»ch tan manipulate samples m almosl any 
way you please, special eflect* such as wertr. 
irameto, phasing, phlangmg. echo are fust a re* of 
the thmgs which ure easily accompLished.the equul of 
expensive commer-Ml software' Pnce 3.50'* 

auto POWER ACCOUNTS Thi*rS an accounleig 
package tor keeping check on your ban* account and 
4 capable of generating account statements and 
income 4 expenditure reports The program win arte 
altow you to "password protect' your data files' Art 
•nvaluaWe program for all Ot your finances, comes on t 
disk , pnoe 3.S0 * 

Glui 1 CALC Vt 3 A mee spreadsheet program when 
works on any Amiga" A spreadsheet is an ertctionc 
version ol the ttacttionai method of performing complex 
calculation* using rows & columns ol figures In the 
same way a wordprocessor allow* rearron^ng a 
editing before priming so a spreadsheet allows figures 
« calculator** to be constantly changed' 3 M ♦ 

4RT17 ART SOI VEAL FLOWERS Hie»l »rit- 
\M I m HI TTKRFT.IES Mxr picture - 
kRT14 FOOD 1 dnkv oa a feud luUton ttomcT* 
ART.to l.’OLOL k(M; ktJtlK I'^iloor rn IrtHiMG 
VHT.t-1 BOHDI kS ’ d.Jk^ inu-J kwd inlu DTK* 
ARI32 MAt' (T IP Z dj*L> ki*h qndili mjc»n> 
VttT.U HORNR Al k NIr wmk cSpwl!* 
kkl.U THim HI LRS 1 dhA* alTcdd 1 toer*!. 
kkl.IF A AMITY K4Kt: 2 di^ks firdtiun HipipnG 
\kt ,»* HALLOUILS IMPART Mirrd Hipin;. 
4107 hHOWTlMl, Irtmint %»Rxini Hr!* 
4RTk( \EGGIES \ vhp>ri:. 
\RT Mt FLORAL 14 vw tooikd pkHunrsr* 
4kT« MYTHS Milkkal uwwn - mdiar'* 
ART Al IHhi WOODCVTS Septf .toOdpr pin!* 
ART-41 CAT Won IK ITS Great oildiral pto!. 
4km AFRICAN WOt)Df ITS 4frnh mtsuhS 
4k I 4* AMKR1C4S 44(mix I TN Mrvr minuh'i 
4k.1*5 4RTU' WtXUKTTS Scjrthrrti ■*M^**> 
4KI44 I ARM 44(KiiX 1 IS I*™ 
4RMT 4ll\»:i> ANIMAL W4MilKl TS Sicr ptctU 
ART4R BIRDS WIMHM l IS Iktfa fmlen iwrd pkii". 
4kl« 4IORI ANIMALS M«rr Wiprffc piclLi^:. 
ARTM 4MM AL OM ART Varied *Uci*at afpic^r* 
ARtfI BOTANICAL Ski tin dried** plani p«s'. 
4RT52 Tamils mim> 2 
ARTSF MHI lit MOI R 2 emu^nf rsrioua dnA^r* 
4BT 44 SPACE A TKAS.SPOkI Ufl lhrflW% 
(STW SC1|TSC>.SK£ Crural «wwi pklvr*'* 
ARTS* SKIRTS! due ptoi ua m npucH Itowwl* 
SBTfT NAVY Inh at «unal [ipc pkUiml* 
ARTS® tn ACM. I driLt ue > ir^ri itottK^ 
IfiTJtl ALPHABET Border-* A ilphtbrl rliput* 
ARTfcft ACCENTS A |1_ASHES itm uarv A a^rrl- 

4a*r n«rM*^*Tf 

IH I I 14 IMI 

I CLU12 VIRTUAL WINDOWS Vt 0 Cdtectheiy 1 tuit* 
o» very usehd prggramt. al on one dWri Feadurw 
Notepad Address book. Desk (tkery Sohwore VHS 
Ktventory « art Aifigadoa snm guoi 
Ai can ba accessed from a menu system well me 
mouse A are very easy to uae 
Rnce 3 50 * 

CLU13 DATOS- A ptTwpriui any to uu database with 
many features audible tone. keyboSi^-mpgM control 
tempiaie feeium, eui A posts wrfr mouM, help 
fsatorss. rearrange add fields even slier creaton 
wammg message* can prim down or acrou the page 
■p MVf paper many more reaturs* too nomerouKS to 
lift Prtcal.SO * 

I CLG05 TRUCKIN ON TNa it we version ol a PD 
gams that was originally bogged to hall, toe 

I programmer has taken aa the mam elements tf the 
I game and re-programmed il in C. » rta now fuly 
| playable truck driving simulation end management 

program TO 4 a mutt for an you truckers OUT there 
and is s-uppfced on 2 disks A needs 2 drives' 4 SO 

I CLGO-0 DRAGON TILES This Is 4n BiceHent pujUe 
I game you have a huge stack ol different icons which, 
] using the mouse you must match up rp make a level 
I disappear sound* boring tout ts actually vary 

addictive. I wa$ playing n fpr hours ' A Vast 
] improvement on th# PD version Dragon files is well 
| worth anyone* Couple of quid I Price £3 50 + 

CiGCD MOTOR DUEL Now this t£ just fabulous I 
Martin would not leave This game atone tor days, rt* a 
3D car racing chasing-shooting game, wrth guided 
missies and lasers, its by Ihe same programmer as 
me PD game Baniecars, but its a tot better, play the 
computer < Mega difficult) or link up TP a noth amiga tor 
1 on i action 1 Price £3,50 * 

CLGOi 1 ALL GUNS BLAZING This il a two player 
car racing game viewed from overhead You can also 
dtast mo other player's ear witfi missiles, fay mine*, 
oil slicks and smoke There ib aiaq a facility to design 
your awn tracks to your own satisfaction Price 3 SOI 

I ClGo f2 BULLDOZER BOB The abject of me game 
I is to clear the screen- of coloured blocks by pushing 
I th#m together Onto [hey touch [hgy disappear' You 
I have a limited number of moves (□ clear the screen. 
] and the difficulty increases with such level This ■$ 
I dehrtiiaiy a game tor puHle tans' Price 3.5C' * 

CLGOi3 PARADOX Yes another good pu£2le game 
simitar to Butldoier Bob but Mr Cool head >s doing atl 
The pushing' Push me coloured baSs (ill they touch A 
disappear' Fhwre is a time hmit tor each screen a a 
variety of objects to collect but beware ot traps' Very 
iidd-cdve game 100 levels of gamepiay' Prnce 3.50i ♦ 

CLGO (5 SPLODGE THE ESCAPE Great platform 
game Splodge was going on holiday to Ganymede 
when the spacedus on which he was travelling was 
hi-jacked by Big hairy monsters' He was imprisoned 
ih art oki house behind a Rongart SMCSPdri building' 
You must guide Sptodge. solving puiiles A collecting 
coins to buy a ticket hpm* to Jupiter Price 3 50 * 

MORE CLR TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE 
CLUOfi WORD FINDER crossword A anagram solver A dtettonary1 2 H*$hs A SO * 
CLU09 PLAY A RAVES Music module linker, create your own 11100*' 2 dhikK 4 50* 
CLGQt NORRIS A med^vtl romp ocrqsf many levels' very addictive 1 (Irek 3 5g * 
CLG02 DARK THINGS Another scroky run A rump pLitlorm game’ T drtk 3 50 * 
CLG03 PHASE II Ths a a Sideways scrgHmg shoot am up, 1 drA 3 50 » 
CLG04 X SYSTEM Mutotover shoot up blast end ol tamt t disk 3 50 ♦ 
CLG14 SONIC SMARTlEHEAD PLutom game for 8 years A over I disk 3 50 ■ 
CLG17 IMBRIIJM DAY OF RECKONING E-eienl gr^K adventure' f dwh 3 501 
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ASSASSINS GAMES 
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION OF GAMES FQN 
THE AMIGA ALL THE GAMES IN THIS PACK 
ARE THE ®€ST AYAH ABLE HfARlv SVEHY 
GAME YOU CAN THINK OF MCtUQMG 
P ACM AH MVAOERS GALAXIANS ASTIROlOS 
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HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (P) £315 
CattXr M>T4B9f Sfmx&mt Gwmw, AWene, Ufad Trat 
6u$et ft»«. Typeg Mar, Typhvaer 
Grocery *-kjtnt HartufK 
CLIPART PACKS 1, 2 Oft 3 EACH PACK • 5 DISKS £5,25 
Jdrffa^psrfscVi efcfa, aPfuB of the very best ctpartkif 
ppartefe. (P) 
FONTS PACK 1 OP 2 EACH PACK = S DISKS £5,25 
p^rteefH’fMds of 5 d<sks. oart 1 confamt PbOtefccr fan 
WCifi fonts,, forts OL'S* g Copnqppfai tew, ifcrsrfacffa* 
p/ ^rar fats ter DH*vV flc. J (?? 

ANGUA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 (P) 5 DISKS £5 25 
Sd'jiia^ofcris^coA^ib^iTOdb^^^^And^ Ther 
#T Jdcofcw fi^-nrfti*^iP«^''?hry^ptt^^ 
same vwy its the Cfnsei faff 5L£pf#ed ^ Dfiscif flfsd Pie fafl 
range of cee7er>cK^fores!T^ are typed sirvghttn and 
wtfi Ofanf and TVTfxt 
EDUCATION PACK t (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
German. Gfcfoe. Gwfrme. Drawmep. fwsfungh. CfcUJfc, ftwfa. Arty.', 
foMiyS/fn, Winter; uKmtMs*ct dr*cJi^nonBfffFhts eMcrtn-omrofow 
t«sr iters' artcJiS Aw ml5^ev-, 

ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 90 
Tteujpenbpodinow/nckxttt StsrChflrf, Arni^cr. Tma> 
Concepts, AsmaTtwny, Gravity iPpv. fray Sim,. Ortxt. Ptonel ana 
Fast faction She sotor system 
PRINTER USER PACK S (P) (NEW) 4 DISKS £4 90 
a i'cmpiefeiy new coNkIkp of pn^rvm to ncto ywpcf rf* test 
gtf^lWfjnnfa >hrtxfa Dskpnt*V3$J (Dr# labels). 
MOM4sw fCassefte thtetoes. JSSfiefa £r*pw* 
C'&wteper), «ew Art(M*gsnj - Mewim footer? fltlnf mot 
SIMULATIONS PACK (P) 5 DISKS (Not A1900) t5®5 
At#*PCSmJobensnonewc* .vtefre. kmgOlrfaJe. 
JfftPffKjn, 5*&rte Ffljcbn, DCW. Conquest FTsudm CUtt Ar 

EASY 6U SI NESS PACK (?) 5 DISKS £5 25 
fiwf 

fn^nc y3 (7Fv «erv igfcg v&itamcc&r!. SertSd VT 
fSPBAWeett QSwe rSrrptr Cwjow 0s«e tf/Good 
DstsCwsrl flr*i_• adverts fafase 2 X5pc4 5£»t* 
dfteatei »wr Siutfo 
INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (FJ 5 DISKS £5 25 
vcKtaw^r fiifafawnscr eeta&Qmam&aniMactQStX 
s-ctat Gooc? sfaw#**?;. AmtwctofOtoiftjW 
lisabBt - nm*J, Ans^pe*- See*Owde), iS UW »*# 
«wf artotf, «ewyw vp ('Am*n Ffe wywpricrt * AT foe 
fryurtrj; Far (p(5fap ftjb Wtes’ 
DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5 25 
if yet werf to team meet about ku Am$4 tdet tf» etadV'Hftj? 
be a dst e^er n retime* includes Am? Ainfa rfiBV We 
ccrrpflCttri St* (Wiimnr cu ttpiscemere roo^ ta-n>r^ 
(Clarke jiy ton n sectnojj fonts', VwsdTccttr J, (Kopy 
■rCopes, fapflm, .Fa*maft and irm£ CU Titovt {Afi you need to 
JcOCVf) and fij® £dier LrfiAtMS^ 
■C PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6 30 
A cpntstefe 1C' Agassi? and suprtJ mseurtw manudf fw*1!* 
tilycb ^Wd IdJfijm tne 'C lansKjqw, Jnc4dtl Ntsin C fP ‘ 
and far C mphi^ (4 
MED V3 St MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 20 
MED4wti*tyttQGW*ed« (he oesrjnwrwctatase. PE) or 

dtnewde*' FM pact o-rtar-n v? ?; tv ttrtf mpkjo cofftDWr 
wflft t«4 Ot cHKaf wrtpte. J ete* M CY MED rrusc saves «# 
H^5WMCDai^tdiCiid4^£^ IP H4iyr ya/ 
rnftrfwif js taptitMf >3^ 500+ CLASSIC games PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5 25 
An fXTFdibtt coAecnan c/n£*ft> Lormaaoi ix*»,'.v s'jaje 
jn^teii'Nxn^fato&i^^jndado® JrtJkjdfes Defadrs: 
Gabion* ScramWc MtuKc L'omsmaTi'J to-Plan*s, OtK 
5py. c fnvHfa., AfletAtt ArealCUt fflr.i 4 iTOnr1 
CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £4 20 
Another DtAftax^coriftdtciYJIS^^^ 
Otee Y9 flirtsamnyw Stocttot, Fch«»j, ^pe, /ers. Ator 
ConnKta ftsmincie, OtMb, Crsgtm r.*nr 
Kkrd*Cr Canhefet MWWmnK* Wtn^artFf, Ffangm^i, ftWm 
andmarwrr pumis mow 

PACK 3 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
6 bnmd nevt ^apTucav pu?jJr samre a'J ImMisyty <far, 
gummed to kem yoo pfoymtf Amt, fits Cndw; tethefe, 
QuaJfrr fartori TicFnotan 
K EMULATOR PACK (P) (NEW!) 3 DISKS £315 
Jw&idiK (he *ncj^diNe Kte# CGA fmuimor and rwo &&$ bit of 
PC-Ms/fDoffWrt SpHvyBW 
C MANUAL V3 PACK (P) (NEW!) 5 DISKS £5 95 
Tht Amiga CDv>ctaO(ft*a consrsts of uk nwxjafs w*ih morf ffwn 
40 chapter, ? ?5 c*rrwtatrif evarnpk?, Uhiit^s and other 
?TC3C**es ff affa*fc L^to JCiimpieWiwT*onrKM'loi^^ 
/n C on fir A/mga E •ponds enfo If dtsisr 
C MANUAL Y3 DE-tRUNCHED' (P) ,.12 DISKS £12.60 
HARO DISK PACK 2 (P)...% DISKS £3-15 

cdfccftw & if* *w 'tad dk» JiKia rtiMje yCetGti'menj'Takffi 
Ncnedo idmteydzi a tamp (faetfl s^ptad (iX0*cKtpo*a 
tutfr iTtve, jmar ardiitrtxm&:; dv openver, coper ina cbe arc 

SHOOT 'EM UP PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5-25 
Thfitlr<srbMBy^^rr«iAJ(> inck/OB GabfkJ fl? Sewers**? 
ntrudP A*efT Tom Cal, Moonew aid Hr^jcmc 
SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.05! 
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W rypms rut* fisew- &wf fcxw .> 
IM9S (P7%) VwKivcier WJ T5 (P){7ht idea ■ For BePkA K&> 
t»90 m (PS'ft) aacwyvd lyp (fatk and *mb K deb) 
U497{P)i95%)AX>0t uNfbei (‘ferthe A5<»r oft/) 

moo* (P)i -*ewj ifats «T5*rter * J tw.Jr :«¥ season 
OrftnMT DHE) r»r? 

04€Q9{P)AFmyB TJtonat(A (xyrnen monuot on doA a*3f»tyj 
LMOIffN'/iNfew'JCrfa'f T«W AAoT mcTvrdcN?*! fa 

Aa^esPewn, At» PtgceseO 
Linaep fp) Cfacorws P I'fafaes noenro W 
U*QQ3 (P) (NEHC Mam f «enf f Sef yeur amqa to perform nwty 

Jais dy rfSetf, af any omd) 
IM0&4 (PJA04 tmuifltor fPctete - C^EnfaifaJ 
W025 (PJ (V4%) KoAr^e (Transfer fries and much mow * 

upeto) 
U402& (P) $upcr%>i)crs f f Af the best w*us Mfa. on ore dak) 
\MO£7(P)(F^WifracnpfiTTdfin^Ydeotideryetseer>^ 

rnCredibie tedirrs v*fy pdtt&iQhai) 

GAMES 
G60W(P}ASC0* Gtfnes (Si Games fa tie Plus*) 
G60S7 (P)m%Hc*tuan k&rbiAimafflXKhtrihrt-^ 

sprues • hordes of mce&m* (HEW) 
mis P)(temmitit($t4}erb ¥dkim'smti) 
6603d (?) (NEW) mmK IKr i fofra wncrj of Die ft* 

txwd^wnf1 
<36039 (P) (HEW) tost Mjfle (A shoc^^m^ try fred 

ftshm 

G6G40(P) (NEW) fevofabn (Punk: game ■ P player 
tanks*l 

Q6041 (P)(N£W) Oantheflo 18 vdedocherfapJays a 
mean game) 

06042 (P) ("NEW) Super Pocman 92 (Eastfy commemai 

G6Q43 (P) Siozyok < Casmo pertoen ba* ctoptems) 
0X4* (P) (32%) Amos Srrgc (fart me vrtvn A-n^j cNh) 
G&*5 (ft (38%) Amos Cwfctf (the tw? PQ ae*et game) 
660*6 (P) Ames firf Mschne f (Afar katjrs fwi em<) 
GtfDC?(P?>4fao(Thrcte^co^^ 

CHILDRENS 
C7F9 (ft Coos Pad Ne* c&osrs toot fa wxnjnm; 
CTlrfrPreJSfaNnfrrBMtat*^*' 
C7IPfPf (87%) Total Concepts (2 Daks) (Afimnorny S 

Dnosate ftAjcabcoFbc* • Gocd: 
CWfP)Cdfcfatheafabotf Gw»redlc«fafae»6 

ieamers ■*)«+; 
024 (?) (fiM; to* (U* Mrv Bdi aid rpy jwd -5111*; 
cpps (A) rftrt; Mrs 1 rtaifam acfaircun- fa * rs 

5^ever>'Pw^Ju 
C7W W CS?R-J GtSf Mad® (Gear wws*en dWU 
C72?(p) (100%) lop spy# {Hpnewtd m the desf Jbfafam 

jameevertf; 
C72S (P) (?W%J; ,Marr Srhcn (prachcr daw: arpmetn; ago 

stoodu/n 
emm (NEW) Ccurfag ftm (far age 4*, Encetient sonpk 

anttmetK practice) 
C73Q (f) Wdzvs Qb«r Danvd * Afatam, great gameh 
C73) (P)(f£W) W&y*\ the C«tlf (Proksmlpijtforn game} 
032{P)(tfW) hachons i'E*cdkn fattens tufa) 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (?) (100%) 4 WSKS £4.20 
PrctJdOh rt/ £soi Dact mr ftpyOCJ «ryefa)g 10 sot you off n 
MidtaD S McMe fa SmcMPi looing' usng any feet cf any star 

9VhC fa sxkstort nkh fads d* wipes and fades A-Qwh fa 
tunes Moeoi ShsdcM. y\K?&aodshaocv-ii and smoothanyfat 
vfabjjfaman vfacc refa vfatoteat ioa^offafiafamian* 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 9 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL!!! (P) £2.W 

ASCfa^nstatjrt^mvfafaPTVwdlrf Pi^feSiontfifV' [mm, 
con*rs nffucaw fa afi me n dir paar J?d a season 
cpfati mrrfavtoide-nemr • Aisc re vdes j ju^rtr _?jfJed 
(dfafa BV E*b .yOb S'Ta^P re n^orprp«pvns: step by step 
wars «r a*myOfO*n afles «vo/jd Pesyed fa Demmes 
andeesMrxWiaei, 
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£2 99 
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Public Domain Software 
♦ We have 3.000 PD d>Sk& lor your Amiga, from serious applications 10 

demos & games 

♦ We can supply most ol the programs & demos featured in this 

magazine 

♦ We have been distributing PD for the Amiga since 1988 and have 

i ,000s of satisfied customers_ 

100 GAMES 
£34.99 post free 

5 DISK PACKS EatipackhasBdsksolViebestPD software 

♦ BUSINESS PACK ♦ KIO S EDUCATION 
♦ ARCADE CLASSICS ♦ CLIP ART 

♦ ESSENTIAL UTILITIES ♦ BOARD GAMES 

Superb collection of the 
best available games 

£7.95 
per pack 

FREE CATALOGUE 
To obtain one. send an SAE or 2 Stamps. 

This compilation contains 
100 of the best 
PD.Shareware games S 
includes arcade games, 
sports sims. adventures, 
board games, puzzles etc. 

KINGSWAY COMPUTERS 
72 GLENCOE RD, SHEFFIELD S2 2SR 

TEL (0742) 750623 

9>L _ ^ 

MSB 

^Qifput^ 

Educational 
Software 
The Connoisseur’s Choice 

If you are looking for software to help with the National Curriculum, 
then Look no further. Our new Tree catalogue Is packed with 

programs suitable for all ages from six to adult on a wide range of 

educational and leisure subjects. 

Write or 
telephone for 
our new FREE 
16-page colour 

brochure of 
Educational 
and Leisure 

software 
(Please state 

computer type) 

Subjects now av&itabfa include _ 

Maths Science 
French Geography 

History 
English Words 
Spelling 

German 

Spanish 
Italian 

Arithmetic 
Football 
Sport 
First Aid 
General Knowledge 

Kosmos Software Ltd; FREEPOST (no stamp needed} 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LUS 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

rs, printers, Soundcards, lay, 
fbl.es. Control Pads, Philips Cl 

ers. Battery Packs, Action 
arry Cases, Books, Magazine: 

ational Software, Canon Bubble 
e games than you could ever 

30 High Street, Kingston Upon Thames, 
Surrey KT1 1HL081 546 5941 

Waterglade Centre, Ealing Broadway, 
-rrm London W5 21N 081 840 2048 



0 PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

The best bit about this animation is that it doesn't involve 

'Wacko lack o' anywhere. Oh, what a giveaway. 

|" HI TO MAFF, CLARE, SARAH, ALVN, 5TE, BRAINS, STEVIE, JANINE, H AND BIFFA* 
\___________..____________i 

Cut out the area above, make it into a loop with some Sellotape, 

then rotate it between your fingers. You now have an instant, 

Public-Domain scrolly greeting! Also, you could try moving it 

up and down for added effect. On with the demos... 

A fascinating demo, featuring the good 

part of Michael Jackson's Bhuk ami 

White video - you know, (he bit with 

loads of heads morphing into each other. 

An inspired piece of animation which 

demonstrates the power of morphing at its best, nicely 

converted in monochrome to the Amiga. 

As an added bonus the demo is completely silent* 

which is bad for MJ fans, but a blessing for the resi of 

us. Excellent, 

JESUS ON E'S 
MBS, 

DISKS 13/D9 & lO 

Wow! Hey! Freakoul! And other such terms which the 

young ravers of today use (honest).Jesus tm E's is an 

incredibly long megademo, featuring flashy graphics 

synchronised to a powerful rave-style soundtrack. 

This type of demo has become quite popular lately, 

with the releases by Extensors and Wildfire reviewed 

in Issue 4L but this release by LSD beats them all 

hands down. They have managed to squeeze about 10 

minutes' worth of wild music and graphics on to two 

Lots of interesting animations abound here, tike this one of 

the Utah Saints - other dips include The Wall.. 

disks, and this includes several pieces of digitised and 

retouched graphics, Also among ihe mish-mash of 

graphics are good examples of solid vectors, hand- 

drawn stills and some rather excellent animated 

full-screen images. 

If ycHJ're into rave* then take a look at the current 

Amiga rave demo scene - and this is far and away the 

best yet. Not for the God-fearing* or for epilepsy suf¬ 

ferers* but great for everyone else* 

The Walker stands atop a small hill In a perollax-ftrailing 
backdrop. Hot sura wha'd plant a tree up there, mind..* 

Continued overleaf 

173 

THE AD 
CRAIG COLUMS 

(3 DISKS - NEEDS 3 MEG) 

Now famous for his Dolphin Dreams and Speed 
Limit anims. featured in issues 40 and 41, Craig 
Collins has now come up with The Ad. This is 
another futuristic animation in the imagine-ren¬ 
dered style of Speed Limit. and is set In the middle 
of the Kola Wars In deep space. 

The beginning shows a spaceman busy weld¬ 
ing a panel on a space station, while wearing a 
backpack advertising Koka Kola, He looks up and 
sees an advert for Real Kola, and decides to have a 

Our mafi'i busy at work welding part of the halt of a 

space station - when he sees a Real Kola ad... 

Quick drink. After floating up to a passing ship he 
drops off on to a ship advertising Pep-C. The Kola 
Kops then spot him and follow him, creating a 
superb chase sequence. He grabs on to a passing 
taxi cab, then drops off at a Tup Water machine - 
where he eventually gets his drink. The style is sim¬ 
ilar to the famous Lady loves Milk Tray' ads. 

incidentally, the author mentions the problems 
with adding sound effects to anims, namely the 
large amount of memory this would take up* This is 

- 

_ V V 

* • Yv\ 

j (i (] ' 
***9o he s«ti off to try and find some real refreshment* 

Here be spots some Kola Kops approaching*** 

a good point, but when you're using three meg of 
memory for the graphics, another 1Q0-2QQK 
wouldn't really be a problem lor sound. Anyway, 
Ihal's just a thought. 

The Ad is an improvement over Speed Limit - 
much clearer rendering, although the brightness 
factor could do with being upped slightly - and a 
more easily understood storyline, Craig Collins is 
turning out to be one of the best technical anima¬ 
tors on the Amiga - Tobias Richter, watch out*,, 

■ *.and in a white-knuckle ride through space, he has to 

duck and dive fa avoid the later fire. 
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PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 0 

DESERT DO-DOO 
MBS, 1 3/A25 

Excellent! The recent surge of young talent in the 
world of Amiga animation continues with this work 
by Andrew Shephard. Although he's produced a 
couple of anims before, under the title Robotic 
Antics, this is the first piece of his work to be seen 
here at Amiga Former. 

Do-Doo is a character who's stranded some* 
where in the Sahara Desert', poor little lad. Wearing 
nothing but standard desertware - sandals, shorts 
and a towel on his head, he wanders the sandy 

planes looking for civilisation - eventually drop¬ 
ping to his knees from sheer exhaustion. The 
civilisation he discovers in this case is an Ice¬ 
cream van (which are, apparently, quite common in 
the Sahara), containing a lot of ice cream and a 
busty young lady. 

She asks Do-Doo what he would like in a nice 
(Schwartz-esque) voice, and he relies "99. please." 
This is a cue for the final scene of the anim, which 
Is quite a surprise - and you'll have to get the demo 

to find out what it Is. So what's so different about 
this animator that he warrants a mention in Demo 
Zone? He's just 12 years old, that's what. When you 
see this anim it's difficult to believe it was created 
by someone so young - nice one Andy, 

After Craig Collins, Roddy McMillan and Hugh 
Grove appearing in the past few months, yet 
another talented animator arrives on the scene. The 
future of Amiga animations just looks rosier and 
rosier, don't you agree? 

Dq-Doo merrily treks around the desert, taking in a bit 

of sun and generally enjoying the atmosphere..* 

ly now he realises that holidays aren't all they're 

(racked up to be — terrible food and undrinkable water. 
The lusty decadent delights of Mr Whippy await our 

hero, but in decidedly odd quantities. 

Ah. hack to the original megademo formal of a nice set 

of wholesome Amiga time* from Razor 1911. Along 

wdh the music comes several scenes of animated 

graphics, including some excellent fillcd-polygon 

space scenes. A huge Star Wars-type walker strides 

about a parallax-scrolling landscape one minute and 

then you have u rather large ship flying around in 

deep space , 

Another clever sequence is a spinning floor, on to 

which hundreds of shiny metal balls are dropped. They 

bounce around realistically for a while, before being 

sucked up in whirlwind-fashion. The presentation is 

superb, with particular attention paid to the way the 

characters arc drawn, 

A well put together demo, using some very clever 

routines. Worth getting, 

AUDIO-X 
CTNOSTIC PD, 

DISK S00002 

Bjorn A Lynne (oka Dr Awesome) prepares his stunning 

rendition af Handel's Toilet Water Music,,. 

Bjorn A Lynne iaf recent hOBbiTs & SpACesHipS CD 

and Space video fame) wrote this collection of 

tunes, using internal Amiga IFF samples. Although it’s 

not quite up to the standard of those two (they also 

used MIDI instruments), it is very nicely done. Not 

only is the music excel lent, but the introduction screen 

is nothing short of brilliant. 

The middle of the screen is taken up with the music 

Miles - seven different tunes, including a bizarre ver¬ 

sion of Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple, At the lop 

of the screen four toilets flap their lids in lime with the 

music - one seal for each channel. A brilliantly surreal 

idea, very well done. 

At she bottom the obligatory message scrolls pasi 

with greetings etc for other coders, but each letter of 

the fom used looks like a shaped biscuit - very nice 

(no pun intended). Switchblade have done particularly 

well here* as have Crusaders. 

13/A10,11,12 & 13 

The Sortercr, having morphed from his original state, 

realises that being a dragon can have its goad points... 

A good four-disk animation courtesy of Anthony 

Carpendale. which shows the story of a sorcerer who's 

been turned into a dragon. The sorcerer is first shown 

standing near the edge of a valley, waving his staff in 

the air. The thunderstorm begins, and a lightning boh 

strikes our man - this is where the fun begins. 

Obviously some god or other upstairs has decided 

that the man should grow some scales, and he begins to 

transform into a dragon. This is achieved using a 

couple of reasonable morphing effects created using 

Deluxe Paint /V. The graphics are generally pretty 

good, although they do look a little bit on the scruffy 

side — they could do with a bit of tidying up, but this is 

only a minor point. 

A big problem with this anim is that each scene is 

loaded separately front disk, and this spoils the conti¬ 

nuity of the story. Although the swap disk screens are 

imaginative, the program should really look for the 

next disk in the second disk drive. As it is. the program 

recognises two drives, but only after clicking the 

mouse button. Maybe it's lime that animators provided 

the facility lo easily install their anims on to hard 

drives - after all, many serious users own them, O 

TOR TEN DEMOS 
OF THE MONTH 

Just so that you know what's up and what’s down 
we get a Public Domain library to give us what 
their top-selling disks of the month are... 

MBS 

1 Analog;Falling lip D779 

2 Piece of Mind D789 

3 Odyssey PD130-134 

4 Linus PD166 

5 RSI;Time Zone PD 177-178 

6 Dig itai:G ha melecm PD176 

7 Dolphin Dreams PA1Q1 

8 Sonic the Hedgehog (Not Plus) 13 D6 

9 Alcatraz:Museum PS107 

10 Jesus on E's 13/09-10 

WHERE TO OBT THE 
DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 

CYNOSTIC PD: 85 Wyken CroftT Coventry, CV2 
3AD 0203 613 817 

DELTRAX: SB Bodelwyddan Avenue, Old Colwyn, 
Clwyd, LL29 9NP. 0492 515 981 

CRAIG COLLINS: 25 Jubilee Avenue, Normanlon, 
West Yorks, WF6 1DW. 

NBS: t Chain Lane, Newport, isle Of Wight, P033 
20Q, 0983 529 594 



The Tipsterc 
The worlds best selling Horse racing software 

Uses information from daily newspapers 
* 

National Hunt, Flat and Dirt 

Available in your local software shop 

"At the price, no self respecting punter can 

afford to be without it". (Amiga Format) 

"A nice little earner". (Amiga Computing) 

Tipster is available in two versions, costing £29.95 

each. The International version is for use with daily 

newspapers while the Professional is for use with The 

Racing Post. Please phone for a demo disk (£9.95 

refundable) which also contains The Punter (Pools), 

The Dogs (Greyhounds) and The Bookie (Odds 

Calculator). 

£29.95 m 
Sidmouth Software 

PO BOX lf SIDMOUTH, DEVON EX 10 OTD 
TELEPHONE 0395 67073 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road. 
Slough, 

Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Tel: 0753 535557 

19 High Street, 
Old Town, 

Swindon. Wilts 
Tel: 0793 488448 

Prices including VAT 

SHOWROOM 
open; 

Mon - Fri 
9.30 - 5-30 
Saturday 

9.30- 4.30 

HAJ LOADER 
Consumables 

add £3.50 
HwJwaif 

add £9.00 
(courier) 

* 2 Meg RAM 
* PSU, Mouse 

• Free box of 10 disks 
p Mouse Mat 

£379 inc VAT 

PACKAGE AS ABOVE PLUS 
* ZQOL # Striker 

Pinball Dreams * Trans Write (word 
processor + spell checker) 

£399 inc VAT 

Amiga A60Q + Deluxe Paint III + 
game 

£289 inc VAT 
Amiga A600 + 20 Mb HD... 

£455 inc VAT 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack including Puzzntck, 
Tdtif Elf, Operation Systems Software, Home 
Accounts, Platinum Works, Deluxe Paint III + 

manual 

£545 inc VAT 

£3233232 
Amiga A5QG Pius Cartoon Classics 

with 10 extra games 059 
A500 Sasic Pack (stand atone old version) 

plus 10 extra games plus Photon Paint 
plus GFA Base ££99 

— 

51SK flam + clock. £35.00 
1 Meg Ram ■+ Clock..£115 00 
A5O0 Power Supply Unit £45 00 
Maksha Mouse plus Operation Stealth £5900 
1Mb Upgrade for A500 Plus £4900 
14* screen biter  . £1700 

StarlC&GMono £135 
Star IC90Q Cc*0ur (9 pin) £108 
Star LC24-2Q(24 pm) £194 
Star IC94 £00 Cokx* (£4 pm) ££53 
Panasonic KXP11£4i £222 
Panasonic 100* U£3 £175 
Panasonic KXP2 1 £3 {£4 pm btort) £ 185 
Panasonic KXP21 £3 (£4 pan cototf) £'£$5 
Cit'zrn 1900+ .£110 
Citizen Swift 24 E + Colour Upgrade £290 
Cmzen Swift 9 + Colour upgrade £ 195 
Citizen fi40€ . £299 
StarJet Bubble^ Pnnter, 5J48 £259 
Canon BJ’OCX £222 
HP Desfcjet 500 - leads £397 
HP DeskJet 500 (cotour) £450 
HP Desk/rt 550 (cotou) £489 

All abc*e come complete with leads 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES / HARO 
CARD (GVP SERIES II) 

EQRA1M0 
02Mb heard (0-8Mb £335 

t 20Mb rveard ((^SMb) £44 5 
Km A509 
82Mb tVdnue .:0-8Mb>. £3*5 

190Mb ivpnve (0€Mb) £4*o 
Upgrade the above with 1Mb SIMM module £39 

1 Meg 3.5" internal. 
l Meg 3 5* External (Rocfite), 

£55 
£67 

1000s OF TITLES 

£1.35 A DISK BRITAINS BIGGEST COLLECTION OF P.D.SOFTWARE 

1000s OF BARGAINS 

MS_QEJQPGAMBS,-ARCADE ROLE PLAYING - ADVENTURE-SPORTS-BRAIN ACHES- 
-SIMULATORS-FAR TOO MANY TO LIST 
mjNTAm QE MUSIC -SAMPLE EDIT0RS-P0WERFUL MIDI SEQUENCERS-DRUM MACH IN ES- 
L0ADS OF SAMPLED & MIDI MUSIC DEMOS - COMPOSERS & MORE 
GBmOCS GALORE,-LOADS OF PAINT/DRAWING PACKS-ANIMATI0N-CART00NS-F0NTS- 
HUGE QUANTITY OF CLIP ART-ETC. ETC. 
UNLIMITED EDUCATIONAL -G.C.S.E. REVISION-TYPING & LANGUAGE COURSES-ASTRONOMY- 
ASTR0L0GY-KIDS READING/WRITING/MATHS/SHAPES/COLOURS ETC & LOADS MORE 
PILES OF PBQGBAMS -UTILITIES-COMMUNICATIONS-DATABASES-ACCOUNTS-PUBLISHING- 
ST0CK C0NTR0L-C0MPILERS-PRINTER DRIVERS-VIRUS KILLERS & LOADS MORE 

ALL DISKS PHONE NOW FOR FREE MASSIVE CATALOGUE!! SAME DAY 

VIRUS CHECKED 
081-290-6140 

DESPATCH 

PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS WITH EVERY PROGRAM. 

P.D.-SHAREWARE-LICENSEWARE-BUMPER BARGAIN PACKS 

NEW TITLES ARRIVING REGULARLY 
175A WIDM0RE ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3AH 
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SPECIAL OFFERS 0 

We pick out top-quality software 

and indispensable hardware for you 

and your Amiga, and we deliver 

them to you at bargain prices. 

CREDIT CARD 

HOTLINE 

0458 74011 

Make sure you check out 

our amazing back issues 

and subscription offer 

on Page 180! 

Xenon 2, Pro Tennis Tour, Ferrari Formula One„ 
Nigbthunter Rick Dangerous, Super Skit Pick n' Pile, 
Carrier Command, Chicago and Satan all in one mas¬ 
sive pack! (Doesn't work on A5O0 Plus or A600), 

A fantastic package with Imageworks First Samurai 
arcade adventure doubling up with another Format 
Gofd-winntng game: Mega-lo-Mania, the Godlike 
strategy game from Sensible Software, 

Description Price Order Code Descnpoon Pnce Order Code 

10 Great Games €24*99 AFGGComp TWO for On* €24.99 AFMegism 

176 

Let the kids and the Amiga make friends, with 
Europress' acclaimed education sottwarel 

Description 

Teddy Disk 

Frog Disk 

Spy Disk 

Price Order Code 

€17.99 AMI31 

€17.99 AM232 

€17*99 AM 2 33 

Described by Amiga Format as a package which 
win suit any household', this Is the ideal way to keep 
track of your financial affairs, from what's In your 
cheque account to how much is left after the bills! 

Everything you need to turn your own home Into an 
integrated business environment all fn one handy 
package, A word processor, spreadsheet, database, 
graph utility and disk organiser In a complete set. 

Description 

Horn* Accounts 2 

Price Order Code Description 

€44.99 AF229 mini Office 

Price Order Code 

€49*99 AFMinOff 

Amiga Format Mail Order 

it's well over a year since new Amigas were sold with 
less than I Mb of memory. Nowadays many games as 
well as most serious software, require that magic 
meg. Here's a bargain way to upgrade your A50Q. 

Description Price Order Code 

512K RAM Expansion £25.99 AM237 

Amiga Format Binder 

* 
O 

Are you tired of all your Amiga Formats being left 
scattered all over the floor? If so, protect them with 
these stylish and practical black-and-silver binders. 

Description Price Order Code 

One binder £4.95 AFIOS 

Two binders £9.00 AF109 

Newly updated sampler from New Dimensions 
enables you to grab digitised sounds, then sequence 
them into simple compositions. It con fains a new car¬ 
tridge, updated manual and a set of audio leads. 

Descnpiion Price Order Code 

Technosound Turbo £29*95 AF246 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

The Amiga Format star buys 

AF Amiga Accessories 
H your bedroom, lounge, study or wherever is anything like the AF offices, you'll be need¬ 
ing a dust cover for your Amiga. So weYe had these super ones designed in a nice grey 
colour that's just bound to be all the rage in 1993. And knowing that co-ordination is the 
key to style, we ve created matching mouse mats and disk wallets as well. The covers and 
wallet are resilient and water resistant (small Coke spillages, not computing In the bath}. 
The mouse mat Is well... sort ol flat and grey actually, but in a truly fabtastlc fashion. Get 
them now, or gel them later. 

Description FVme Order Code 
A500 Dust cover £8.99 AF5 DUST7 
A600 Dust cover £8.99 AF6DUST 
Monitor Cover £12.99 AFMONIT 
Disk Wallet £3,99 AFWALL 
Mouse Mat £7.99 AFMAT 

Special Offer, buy a full set end save 

A500 Cover, Monitor cover, Mouse-mat, disk wallet__£29.95_AFCOVERS5 
A600 Cover, Monitor cover, Mouse-mat, disk wallet_£29.95__AFCQVERS6 

Video Master 
Get your very own 
mini multUmedia 
workstation with 

MicroDeal's new 
combined audio and 
video digitiser, 

This product, rated at 
85 per cent In this very 
issue of Amiga Formal 

allows you to capture 
both sounds and pic¬ 
tures for manipulation 
on your A500 or 
A500 Plus. 
And once you have 

your sounds, the software includes a powerful video and audio sequencer, 
allowing you to make your very own multimedia movies. 

StereoMaster and 
free Quartet software 

Description _ 
Video Master 

.Price_ 

£64.95 

.Order Code 
145 

Description__ Price_Order Code 
StereoMaster and Quartet_119,99_ AF114 

This update ot 
Microdeal's 

MasterSoundis an ideal 
entry level sound 

sampler, its numerous 
features and improved 

easy-to-use graphic 
interface make It an 

excellent bargain 
for all you budding 
Amiga musicians. 

And as an extra special 
offer we are throwing in 

for free the excellent 
Quartet sample MIDI 
sequencer. This powerful, but easy to use, four track 

enable you to build your sampled sounds into lull music tracks. 
At this price, you can't afford to miss it 
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SPECIAL OFFERS fJTj 

The AMIGA Collection 
FORMAT 

Designed lor the beginner who wants to learn pro¬ 
gramming but doesn't know where to start, Easy 
AMOS is more than a programming language. Based 
on the successful AMOS, it has many helpful exam¬ 
ples and detailed explanations to help you learn. 

If you want to get the most out of AMOS, why not 
pick up both the most popular AMOS extensions in 
one pack? The Compiler transfates your AMOS ere- 
ations into stand-alone 100 per cent machine code, 
while AMOS 3D lets you create amazing 3D worldsl 

This is the highest-rated package ever reviewed in 
Amiga Format. Top of the AMOS range It updates 
the famous AMOS extended basic programming lan¬ 

guage with new commands and facilities that make it 
a real winner! (Needs 1Mb minimum) 

Description 
Easy AMOS 

AMOS Manual 

Prpce 

£29,99 

Order Code 
AF247 

Description 
AMOS Bundle 

If you want to make the most out of AMOS The 
Creator. this is exactly what you need. It's the 

complete manual, as supplied with the 
package, and it also includes an 
Extras disk that contains all the 
example programs and extra bits 
and bobs that we couldn’t fit on the 

Coverdisks this month. Well continue 
to give lots of tutorials and advice, and 

showing you techniques for creating 
specific kinds of programs, as a regular 

feature in Amiga Format, so you wouldn't 
be stuck without this book: but as the com¬ 

plete reference work, you II lind The Manual 
will make your AMOS career far more enjoy¬ 

able and creative! 

Description 
AMOS Manual 

Price 
£12.95 

Order Code 
AF249 

Pnce Order Code 
£49,95 AF250 

Description 
AMOS Professional 

Price Order Code 

£59.99 AFAMPRO 

Graphics Workshop Manual 

Graphics Workshop is a superb program. What 
makes this drawing package so special is that, 
along with all the normal tools you would 
expect from a top paint program, you get 

some powerful extra utilities. You're not 
just limited to using one custom brush, 
you can pick up and store up to 10, It 
also features AKIM and Animbrush 
forms of animation, and a cell system 
which is quite probably the most 
powerful animation system there is 
for the Amiga, Why not get the 
most out of this top program by 
buying this expertly illustrated 
instruction book and tutorial 
guide (with a special tutorial disk). 

Description 
AIHO! Manual 

Price 

£12.95 

Order Code 
AF249 
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WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS ISTS: XT '* * 
HARDWARE 

A600 + Joystick + mouse mat ....£294.00 
A500 Plus & Software.£349.00 
A1500 & Software.£565.00 
1084S Monitor.£199.00 
Gtf> series 2, Hard drive 52 Meg.£350.00 
1 Meg sims..£20.00 

^ Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices. J 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga Int drive.............£49.00 
Cumana Ext drive......£54 GO 
Zytfec Ext drive..£49.00 
512K upgrade with clock.£23.50 
512K upgrade no clock..,,-.,..£17.00 
1.5 Meg upgrade with clock.£79 00 
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade.£37 00 
8 Meg fast ram, 4 Meg populated ..£169.00 

PRINTERS 
Star LC-20.£128.00 
Star LC 24-20.£195.00 
Star LC100 Colour *new.£165.00 
Star LC200 Colour.£189.00 
Star LC-24-200 Colour.£269.00 
___J 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshotll...£650 
Python Mkfo Switched...£8 00 
Speeding Autolire.£1050 
Competition Pro 5000 Black ,....£11.90 
Maverick Autofire.£12 95 I 
Zipstick Autofire ..£12 95 
Intruder  £21 50 
Aviator Flight Sim.£23 50 

l Jet Fighter. £12 99 J 

DISKS with labels 
Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 

3.5‘DSOO.....37p each 
3 5'Rainbow —.   44peach 
3 5* DSHD    56peach 
5.25*0500.  SSpeach 

Branded Disks 
3 5* DSDD ... 45p each 

35" labels per roll ofl.OOQ . £6 50 
35* Tractor feed per 1,000.   £8.50 
\_Please phone tor bulk purchase discount_/ 

STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity......... £0 95 
NEW 200 Cap box stackableTlockable £16 50 
50 capacity toekabte.. £3 95 
100 capacity lockable------ £4.50 
80 cap Ban* stackable/lockable..£7 99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable. £15 00 
250cap stackabJe/lockabte  .. £18 99 

l Most of the above available in 3.5" and 5.25* J 

■ ■■■■■ ■ ■ ■■■■ ■ ■,.mA 
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 
500 plain white labels & software to print 

your own professional labels 
Only £9.95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
1000 labels with software £13.50 

Mousehouse.    £1.60 
Mouse Mat. £2.50 
Disk Drive Cleaner .   £1.80 
Amiga Dust Cover.    £350 
Monitor Dust Cover.   £350 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift .  ..£14.95 
Amiga light Pen & Software . £32.00 
Optical Mouse.£32.00 
Squik Mouse...  £14,90 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories. .£22 00 
Zy-Fi Amplifier & Speakers ..£37 95 
Thumb & Finger Trackerball...£19 99 
Crystal Trackball..£32 00 
Action Replay Mark III..  £57.00 
Techno Sound Turbo Sampler. .£32 00 
2 Piece Printer Stand with tray. £5.70 
Midi Master..... £26 QO 
Wordworth 11. £77.50 

^Tilt/Tum Monitor Stand.£8 50 j 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1 Mb of memory for just £13.00 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 

advert along with just an additional £13* we will supply and fit a 512K 
memory expansion at no extra cost. 1 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply semi or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed tight, enclosing 

payment and this advertr and we will do the rest(Important, please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in their opinion 

are beyond reasonable repair - normal charge applies. 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

VISA 

* Commodore registered 
# Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
★ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including parts, 

labour, VAT and post & packing 
★ Some computers can be repaired within 24 hours of booking in 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 



EVERYTHING 
VOU AIMM$ WttiTtP TO 

KNOW 
*e<Hr rovft 

AMIGA 
ISSUE 3 

Majoring on music 
with o big release. 

ISSUE 4 
The complete story 

of the Amigo, 

ISSUE S 
Explore the amazing 
world of 3D, 

ISSUE a ISSUE 7 

Simulation games: Learn to program 

why ore they such wit h Dave Jones I 

an obsession? 

issue a 
How to make great 
videos with your 

Amigo's help. 

AMf&Zii 
^ 4 h t 

ISSUE 1 1 

Chaos! The ban- 

ward of the year, 
on the Amiga. 

ISSUE 1 2 

How la get into 
music, with □ free 
cavertape tune! 

ISSUE 13 

Games made from 
films: why ore they 
always so poor? 

ISSUE 14 

Public Domain spe- 
cial: we pick out the 

best free software. 

ISSUE IS 

A real mixed bog, a 

trip around the 

world of the Amiga, 

ISSUE 1* 

CD TV: the very first 

look at the future of 

home computers. 

ISSUE 19 

Beginners' special 

explains how to 

core for your Amiga. 

ISSUE 20 
The best there is in 

Amiga software 

chosen & explained. 

ISSUE 21 

Paint programs: 
every single one 

tested and rated. 

ISSUE 22 
Samplers, scanners 

and digitisers con 

change your world. 

ISSUE 23 

3D secrets revealed, 

complete fvlt-prke 

game on disk. 

ISSUE 24 

CDTV exclusive, 

plus two complete 

full'price games!! 

ISSUE 27 

True Colour brings 
16 million colours to 
your screen. 

ISSUE 28 

The secrets of game 

graphics revealed by 
Vivid Image. 

ISSUE 29 

First review of the 
AS00 Plus, word 

processors tested. 

ISSUE 30 
Huge XMAS special 

with two complete 
full price programs! 

ISSUE 31 
Beginners' special 

plus how to moke 
your own games. 

ISSUE 32 

Ivory single CDTV 

disc available is 
under review. 

ISSUE 35 
What to da If you 

have the art or 

music program, but 

not the talent. Plus 
HAM paint program 

Spectrmotor Jr. 

ISSUE 3a 

With the multi¬ 
media program 

ConDo! Jr and the 

full low-down an 

the A600 and rhe 

CD-ROM drive!! 

ISSUE 37 
the amazing story 

of musicians and 

artists who hove 
made it big with an 
Amiga, plus 

Animation Station. 

ISSUE 38 

Gat an A5 00? Learn 

how your machine 
can become a Super 

Amiga! Plus: choose 

a monitor from our 

guide and IntroCAD. 

ISSUE 39 

Bored with games? 
Think you con do 

belter? Read the 
first part of the 

Bullfrog's guide. 

Plus: DevPoc 2; 

ISSUE 40 

We give you all the 
hints and tips on 

how to get the most 

out of Deluxe Paint. 

Plus: rVTexfand 

CrostOOS, 

ISSUE 9 

Multimedia: what is 

it, and what con it 

do for you? 

ISSUE lO 

Business soft ware 

explained and the 

best gome ever! 

ISSUE 17 

The first tack at 

true colour, bringing 

16 million colours! 

ISSUE 25 

DTP explained plus 

the massive round¬ 

up of the year. 

ISSUE 18 

Massive Christmas 
1990 special with 

complete gomel 

ISSUE 26 

Deluxe Paint IV - 

exclusive disk demo 

and first review! 

ISSUE 33 

Landscape program 
Vista, plus how to 

create cartoons. 

ISSUE 34 

Desk top publishing: 

exploined.Full Page 
Setter DTP program 

ISSUE 41 

The inside story on 
two new Amigai: 
the A4000 and 

A! 200. Plus: com¬ 

plete word 

processor Scribble/, 

ISSUE 42 

The top 3D games 
of all time tipped. 

Plus: Complete 

AMOS language and 

lemmings 2 Demo 
on the disk. 



0 SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Subscriptions 
Think carefully... then do it. 
Consider. A year's worth of the most 
popular Amiga magazine in the wor/d, 
delivered in a mysterious silver plastic 
wrapping straight to your door every 
month. What's in it for you? 

Well, it's a luxury, isn't it? Of course, 
you could go out and buy the maga¬ 
zine every month. But isn't it nice to 
treat yourself occasionally? 

Save the time and trouble involved in 
that monthly excursion to hunt 
through the shelves at the newsagent 

- instead, put your feet up and enjoy 
the feeling as your monthly treat is 
delivered to your door. 

And remember that in those moments 
of crisis - when others are chasing 
round all the shops in town in a 
desparate search for the last copy of a 
sell-out issue - you'll be laughing. 

So how much does it cost to enjoy the 
luxury of having someone else do all 
the hard work? Surely it must be a tidy 
bob or two? 

Absolutely nothing. Not a penny. 
Postage included, the whole thing 
works out slightly cheaper than 12 
issues of the magazine at normal price. 

When you consider that means over 
2,500 pages of magazine with reviews 
of 300 new games and over 150 items 
of serious software and hardware, plus 
stacks of information about how to get 

the best out of your machine, and all 
the latest news of what's going on in 
the Amiga world - you begin to realise 
it's a heck of a deal. 

So how can you be so unkind to yourself as to let the opportunity go? 
UK £38.95 Europe £67.95 Rest of world £97.45 

We will also give you the choice of any one of these great freebies... 

Harlequin 

Here you get 23 levels of crazy 
platform mayhem in search of a vital 
organ. It got a massive 78 per cent 
in Amiga Format Issue 33. 

WizkJd 

A stunningly bizarre platform puzzle 
adventure game from the inappro¬ 
priately named Sensible Software. 
Scored 93 per cent in Issue 37, 

Personal Finance Manager 

Microdeal s DIY domestic-budgeting 
system is ideal for balancing your 
cheque-book, or keeping small busi¬ 
ness accounts! 

Two Free Issues 

Alternatively, you can have the best 
free gift of them all - two extra 
issues of Amiga Format Extra infor¬ 
mation and entertainment, 

1 Amiga Format subscription order form 
Yes! please enter/renew my subscription to Amiga Format and send me the software of my choice 

Tick as appropriate Harlequin Wizkid Pers. Fin. Manager Free Issues 

UK £38.95 Europe £67.95 □ Rest of World £97.45 

PLease send me the following Amiga Format back issues 

i Name_ 

| Address_ 

_Post code_ 

; Telephone No. _ 

: Method of payment Access Visa Access □ Postal order 

| Total Order_ 

i Credit card No._Expiry Date_ 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Amiga Format Subscriptions 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset 

TAM 6TB 

Please make cheques payable to 
Future Publishing Ltd 

This offer is valid until 31 Mar 1993 

AF MAG 2/93 
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COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £199.00 
■ _i 

\ PHILIPS 8833 MK II 
i STEREO MONITOR 

Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £299.00 
j 
t_i 

r 
i 
i 
i 

HARD DRIVES 

AMIGA 1200 
NOW IN STOCK 
£369.00 

L 
Open Monday tor 

Saturday 9am - 6pm | 
Callers and Malli 

Order Welcome j 
Easy Parking 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC EMULATOR 

FOR AMIGA A500 

ONLY £159.00 

GOLDSTAR 
MULTIMODE HIRES 

MONITOR WILL 
ACCEPT AMIGA AND 
VGA INPUTS £249.00 

i 

GVP SERIES II GVP SERIES O GVP SERIES II GVP SERIES II GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 1500/2000 A500 A500 A500 1 
120Mb Maxtor 120Mb Quantum 80Mb Quantum 120Mb Maxtor 120Mb Quantum 1 

Space for 8Mb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM Space for BMb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM | 

£379.00 £405.00 £369.00 £405.00 £425.00 1 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 
80Mb Quantum 

Space (or 8Mb RAM 

£319.00 

AMIGA A600 FUN PACK 
Amiga A600. Mouse, Modulator Manuals. Workbench. Joystick. Disk Box, 10 

Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaint 3, lMb RAM. PLUS 13 GAMES, Lemmings, Simpsons, 
Captain Planet, Safari Guns. Bubble Ghost, Tin Tm, Purple Saturn Day, Jumping 

Jackson. Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg, Shuffle Puck Cafe 

ONLY £329.00 me VAT 

COMMODORE 
386 x 20 

Bridgeboard 
£399.00 

Amiga A600 
Amiga A600 Wild, Weird. Wicked Pack £335 

Amiga A600 Cartoon Classic Pack ....£299 

Amiga A600 Epic Pack .......*.£479 

Amiga A600 Standard Pack_.£279j 

SOFTWARE 
FINAL COPY 2.£64.99 AMOS PROFESSIONAL.£45.00 
AMOS * EXTRAS DISK .£32.00 QUARTERBACK V5.£39.00 
BROADCAST TITLER H... ..£139 00 PRO-WRITE V3.2, .£69.00 
HOT LINKS.£49.00 IMAGEMASTEE. £92,00 
D1GIVIEW MEDIA STATION £7900 PHOTON PAINT 2  £25.00 
LATTICE C V6.£19900 FINAL COPY 1.£45.00 
PACESETTER V2 £4200 DESIGN WORKS.£59.00 
PAGESTREAM V2 2.£125.00 DOS 2 DOS .£28.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS PACK £4900 (KBACK TOOLS .£42 00 
X CAD 3000.£239.00 WORDWORTH 2. £72.00 
CROSS DOS V5. £39.00 SUPERJAM .£69.00 
SCENERY ANIMATOR. £53.00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS.£99.00 
TURBO PRINT PROFESSIONAL. £38.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor ..£53.00 
IMAGEMASTER 24 Bit linage Processing, includes effects .£105.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL...£119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS.£29-95 
KIND WORDS 3. £39.00 
BARS + PIPES PROFESSIONAL.   £179.00 
MORPH PLUS..    £149.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM Integrated package.... £39.00 
IBM EMULATOR emulates a PC on the Amiga.£39.00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language.  £53.00 
MIN I OFFICE Integrated package .....£39.00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL..£269 00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 with tutorial video.. ......£115.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3 0 New Version.. £129 00 

r1 
i. 

HARDWARE 
- COMMODORE 386 Bridgeboard For 1500/2000 ..... .£399 00 ! 
1 ROM V2.M AND ECS DENISE each £29 00 I 
j A57Q CD BOM lor A500. . £389.00 | 
I MEGACHIP 1 mamim Gives 1 Mb of chip memory . £139 00 . 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE Ideal for sampling . .£75.00 ■ 
I GVP PC EMULATOR (fw GVP A&QQ hard drives\ ItMta Cl95.t>0 1 

A530 40 MHa Accelerator with 52 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram. .£639 00 i 
A530 40 MHz Aocaleiatof with 120 Mb hard drive with \ Mb ram £749 00 ! 

- - - - £ 00 I 

indgehoard fot 1500/2000/3000 .. .. £426 00 | 

A530 40 MHz Aoculeiator will 
I DCTV 24 Sit Crap to Bpaid... 
I GOLDEN GATE 36£/2£ Bridge 

TV TUNER for Philips and Conuratoe monitors £69 00 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC24/10Q Mono....24 pin inc free lead.....*.£195.00 ! 
STAR LCIQO 9 pin colour inc. free lead.......£175 00 1 
STAR LG20 9 pin mono inc, bee lead....*..........El 32.00 I 
CITIZEN PROJECT Inkjet mono printer me. free lead..£359.00 | 
HP DESKJET 550 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead... ...£569 00 i 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead.....£175 00 t 
CANON BJ10 EX bubble jet primer inc free Lead . €219 00 
STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead. £225.00 * 
HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead.     .049.00 f 
HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead.....£479.00 i 
CITIZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer me free lead ...£239.00 , 
CITIZEN 240E COLOUR, 24 pm printer inc, free lead.*.„.....£275.00 \ 

AMIGA AlSOO 
i 

I The AlSOO inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 5 monitor. Twin drives. Dpamt 3. | 
The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739,00 
AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

MEMORY 
SUPRA RX50Q 8Mb RAM BOARD FOR A500/A&00+ 

With 1Mb..,...£92 GO With 2Mb..,,,£117 00 
With 4Mb........£185.00 With 8Mb...,+ £285.00 

A500 512K With Clock..........£29 00 
A500+ 1Mb  .... .£3200 A600 1Mb.....£47.00 
ROM 1.3/2,0 Sharer With Switch (Rom 1.3 £22.00)  .... £12.00 
ROM 1.3/V 2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 £22 00)...£22.00 

ACCELERATORS 

Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 25MHz..... £222.00 
j Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30,40MHz .—.. £351.00 \ 
| Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed ...    £129.00 j 
I GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 Mb RAM.  £545.00 I 
I GVP 68030 4GMHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM.   £779.00 I 
! GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM...     £1090.00 j 
I_1 

MODEMS & FAX 
Supra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc. comms software..... £255 00 
Tornado 9600 Fax/Modem (Speeds up to 38000).......£399,00 
Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc. comms software.....£189.00 
Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600).... £129,00 
Supra FAX MODEM SOFTWARE.................£29,00 
Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A1500^82000 . £99.00 

jjomado 14400 Fax Modem (Speeds up to 57000) NEW IN _£499_0O_ J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Pricti subject to change without 

AOtlffcfttlon 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 532922/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

Access 
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(J) AMIGA ADVICE 

Workbench 
This being written in the season of good cheer, Pat McDonald is 

where he should be - down the pub. Here are some conversations 

he overhead, all being Amiga-related problems and solutions. 

JUST BOUGHT 
AN AMIGA? 

FROM; THRASH, CLEVELAND 

] have an A61M) with a /uppu 1Mb memory upgrade 

and a Cuniana external floppy disk drive. When 1 

load up W orkbench, it tells me that I have KH55J2B 

Mb of graphics memory. By the time Workbench 

has finished loading, this figure drops lo 1,731,728 

Mb of fret memory. When i dick on the 

Workbench icon, it drops again to 1,715,504, I'm 

confused - just how much memory does the extra 

disk drive take? 

Every lime you do anything with Workbench,, the memory 

meter nt the top of the screen changes. 

About 25-3GK. Workbench 2 also takes a large slice 

out of RAM for its own purposes - tty removing the 

expansion and then loading Workbench, and compar¬ 

ing the difference in memory. As for the amount of 

free memory going down when a directory window 

opens; the Amiga has to remember whai was under¬ 

neath the window, so it can be replaced when the 

window doses. This takes even more memory away, 

hut leads to a small tip which can help conserve mem¬ 

ory - always dose redundant windows if you are 

running low on memory , 

21 When I use a hunter killer virus checker, it often 

tells me that the disk it Is checking has a non¬ 

standard hoot block (especially my PI) collection I. 

Then, when 1 try doing a check for file viruses, I get 

the message “Not a DOS disk in device DEV1 - that 

K it doesn't matter which drive I put the disk in. 

That’s the error message for Bo&tX. for Virus 

Checker 6J5 iVs more like ‘Error locking file Not a 

valid DOS disk'. What's going on? 

Starting at the top - although bootblocks arc always 

the same size, they differ greatly in their content. Many 

programmers like to design their own disk formats, 

which either load quicker or can store more than the 

standard AmigaDOS format. In order for such systems 

to work, the bootblock has to tell the Amiga where the 

next bit to load is, as well as displaying messages, 

putting up graphics and playing sound samples. 

Non-standard bool blocks like these are common in 

two software categories: commercial arcade games and 

Public Domain demos. Such disks are not arranged like 

standard disks that you can look at with Workbench - 

that’s the reason you gel “Not a DOS disk", because it 

isn't! Such disks are immune to most file viruses 

(which can't make head nor tail of them) but are still 

susceptible to bootblock viruses, 

You often gci a message like "Error on block 880 - 

key set twice" when examining such disks through 

Workbench. The reason for this is that the first thing 

Workbench tries to do w hen you pop a disk in is have a 

look ai a position halfway on the disk (the start of track 

40, or block 8K0) and check to see if the disk is a stan¬ 

dard Amiga type. 

Now, these non-standard disks will, in 99 per cent 

of cases, fail to work with Workbench because stan¬ 

dard Amiga disks have a lot of integrity codes written 

on them, and non-standard disks do not. What that 

means is that, if part of a disk goes bad (Ihe little bits 

of magnetism get scrambled) then Workbench can 

attempt to dctcci where on the disk the problem hap¬ 

pened, and how bad it is. 

As for the different erTor messages, the way any 

program displays an error is up to the programmer. The 

two different messages are referring to the same prob¬ 

lem, that is they can't look at any standard files on 

such disks, because the disks have been custom 

designed by somebody. Incidentally, game disks are 

usually nol custom encoded for bigger screens or 

longer sounds - they're like that so it's more difficult 

to pirate them, 

3) When checking the tracks of some disks 1 get the 

message has a checksum errur on disk block 

1693“ Frequently 1 also get the message “DOS 

Error 9955"* A particularly had case was a disk I 

ordered from Diskcoverv PD called Microdeal 

Music Disk. W hen I bool the disk, it works as far as 

the intro screen, hut then hangs. Is it possible to 

repair this error? 

it's almost certainly nol a natural error. There arc two 

explanations - cither the disk has been damaged by a 

virus {unlikely as ihe errors arc occurring in the same 

place - most viruses arc more randomly destructive), 

NICK ONE NORMAN 
FROM: IAN BOOKER, HARROGATE 

I am going to upgrade to an A1200. preferably with 
a maths coprocessor and a hard drive, so.., 

1) Whai can I reasonably expect to see In the way 
of expansions for It In a couple of months? 

IDE hard drives, which will be getting more expensive 
because of the pound-to-dollar exchange rates: PCM¬ 
CIA memory cards, which will stay about the same 
price (the price is going up because of the economic 
crisis, bul coming down slowly as production gears 
up), PCMCIA hard drives will probably be available, 
but expensive. Several trap-door memory expansions 
should be on sale, and maybe an *030 card or two as 
well (these will take longer to get into production), 

2) I am planning to run J(CAD and Imagine on the 
new machine. I currently have a Philips CM8833 
Mk 1 monitor, but what can I gain by getting an 
SVGA or multisync instead? 

OK, remember, you asked about XCAD, If you want to 
edit at high resolution, the screen will flicker - some 
people can work with interlace, some can't, if you plug 
a multisync or SVGA (SVGA's are cheaper, but do test 
them first - some don't work on the Amiga) and set 

Or it's a protection track, left unformatted so you can't 

copy the disk through Workbench. I regret piracy has 

removed a large pan of the trust from the pregram- 

mer/eustomer relationship, 

4) When using Virus Checker 6J5, (which 1 have 

dragged into the WBStarlup drawer on my 

Workbench disk) E cannot get the program lo learn 

new boot blocks. 1 just get a message saying “Error 

sorry canT update bra in Oh*" When I checked the 

Cry for Dawn PI) disk l pictured below) I received 

the message. “Kootgirl data is protected from being 

read you will have to use ‘Protect filename +r* if 

you wan I this file to be checked for viruses". E tried 

it. I just gut “Unknown Commend" messages. 

Many PD programmers use non-standard disk systems, to 

squeeze even more graphics and sound on lo their disks. 

Continued overleaf 

XCAD 2000 Is o design program, but a TV Isn't suitable 
for using It - the higher resolution you use the better. 

your Amiga Productivity mode on. then you can edit 
interlace screens in comfort on a rock steady display 

ft you know someone who has Art Dept Pm 2 you 
could render your designs into 24-bit true colour IFF 
files, which could be converted to HAMS more colours 
than you can shake a stick af mode or 256-colour 
mode with Art Dept Pro 2. You could view such pic¬ 
tures with Multiview. SuperHires images (1,280 width 
but not interlaced) could be done, though they don't 
display well on a standard A1200 in HAM8 mode (256 
colour is fine). They worked fine on an A4000 though! 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

MINE'S A 
LARGE ONE 

FROM; GEOFFREY ST ITT A FORD, EPSOM 
I decided to change my ageing A500 for an A12QQ. 
At the moment I have a CM8833 monitor. Star LC10 
printer and a Cumana second drive attached to my 
new A1200, 

My problems started when I attached a Rocgen 
Plus genlock to the machine. If I have my other 
equipment plugged in as weff, then the machine will 
not even start up, simply displaying a software fail¬ 
ure message. If I disconnect everything except the 
genlock, then I can get to the animated disk that 
appears when you turn the machine on, but cannot 
get any software to boot. Why does the machine go 
belly up as soon as 1 put a disk in the drive? 

Genlocks perform a clever trick - they let you overlay 
Amiga graphics on to a video signal, which you can 
then record. However, in order for the precision syn¬ 
chronisation needed to happen, the Amiga has to be in 

a certain state of Sow usage. In addition to that, gen¬ 
locks do horrible things to your Amiga power supply, 
like drain it dry, 

With a cut-down machine, it all goes well until the 
drive spins, needing time on the buses (address and 
data) and taking quite a bit of power as i! gets up to 
speed. Bang, your Amiga then falls over in horrific gen¬ 
lock accident 

I noticed that the power supply unit is marked A 600 
and is quite light in comparison to a friend's A5GQ 
power supply. Ooes the weight of a unit make any 

difference to Ihe power supply capability? If I fitted 
a bigger power supply in the A120Q, would that 
solve the problem? Or should I get a 12 Volt DC 
power supply tor the Rocgen Plus? 

1 tried plugging a Rocgen Plus into an A2QQQ with a 
hard disk and memory, not too over the top considering 
the size of the power supply, yet that hulk coukJn’t 
power the genlock. Methinks the Rocgen is a bit greedy 
even for a genlock. 

186 

Because you’ve got Workbench 2, this is a lot easier to 

sort out. In a nutshell, the programs can't find the files 

they need to run. If programs on Workbench standard 

disks work fine from floppy but do not work when 

you've dragged the icon to your hard disk, you will 

have to drag more riles from the floppy into the 

relevant drawer on your hard disk, (Files in the floppy 

libs directory have to go to libs on the hard drive, devs 

to devs, and so on). 

However, files on a disk without a relevant icon file 

(the same name with .info after it) do not show up on 

Workbench, The next thing about Workbench 2 is if 

you double-dick on a disk icon, then select Show/All 

Files from the Window menu, every tile is given an 

icon. So you can drag these invisible files on to your 

hard disk. Remember, you will have to do the same 

Show/AH Files selection for your hard disk too. 

Hard disk users with Workbench 1.3 - you have to 

use the Shell or upgrade. 

5) As I said earlier. I've dragged the Virus Checker 

icon in Ihe WBStartup and il runs automatically. 

Why doesn't this work with programs like 

WizardCtock or Cross DOS'! 

Dr Vi KCS is currently the best MIDI sequencing package 
available - maybe Musk-X 2 h better, maybe nat. 

Yes. Dt T's KCS Level 35 is the acknowledged, best 

music package available on ihe Amiga (1 understand 

Music-X 2 is currently being worked on for release 

later in l(J93). The original Music-X is best steered 

dear of if you haven't got a MIDI interface and at least 

one MIDT instrument. KCS Level // needs extra hard¬ 

ware too to be really good. 

Either because the program was written to be incom¬ 

patible with the WBStartup drawer (rare but not 

unheard of) or again, some Tiles are not available from 

the hard disk. When AmigaDOS boots up from a disk 

(hard or floppy), it expects all the fonts, libraries, 

device drivers (including printer drivers) and 

Preferences settings to be on the disk it booled from. 

6) Fd just like to congratulate 17-Bit Software on 

their incredibly speedy PD mail-order service. See, 

it's not all whinging! 

Good, But they're not the only ones. 

BOOK A GIG? 
FROM: RUDESH AMBASNA, MITCHAM 

I currently own an A2I10D and 1 use it mainly fur 

constructing music. I use MED for the actual music 

arranging, and Audio Engineer for sampling. 1 have 

3Mb of RAM. 

]) I tend to use tong samples rather than short 

instruments. Apart from QctaMED* is there a better 

music construction program better than MED for 

this sort of work? 

2) MED will not play a sample longer than about 

13IK, Is there a way around this? 

No. At least, I've not heard of one. Apart from reduc¬ 

ing your sample rates, to have longer samples (danger, 

quality loss, 1 hear you shriek) in the same space. 

3) 1 can only load about 880K of samples into MED 

before il displays an “Out of Memory" message. If I 

then save the data as a module, (he total length of 

the module is less than 1Mb (again, about 8KUK), 

Furthermore, I can copy this module to the RAM 

disk three times. Why can't 1 use all 3Mb of mem¬ 

ory to load in samples? 

This is because you have only got 1Mb of chip RAM 

for storing samples. Bearing in mind that some chip 

RAM is usually needed by the program (this is for 

things like the graphics, disk drives etc) then you are 

running out of chip RAM. You could try fitting a 2Mb 

chip RAM expansion into your A2000 - the only one 

that I've actually seen working {Wings doesn't work on 

it) is the DKB McgaChip 2000. which is available 

from 16 Bit Centre (0423 531822) as well as many 

other suppliers. 

The Rocgen Plus Is notorious for producing overt right 

displays and for hogging your power supply. Toke note! 

However, no trouble at all after l borrowed a power 
supply from a Saga GameGear recharger Who said 
Sagas ware useless? Any 1£V DC adaptor with the 
right connector will help - get a big meaty one. 

41 And finally can you give me some basic informa¬ 

tion about MIDI? 

It's a way of wiring a plug, and then a fairly simple 

system for sending and receiving information. There 

are three common types of socket, namely MIDI In 

(for listening). Out (for talking) and MIDI Thru 

(directly repeating what's coming in without change). 

They are usually found on the backs of musical instru¬ 

ments and equipment (like professional-quality 

samplers). The Amiga has none of these as standard 

(except the CDTV - no MIDI Thru) but a £25 interface 

plugged into your serial port gives all three, 

You can then run MIDI software on the Amiga, to 

control and sequence MIDI instruments and equip¬ 

ment. Oh yeah, MIDI stands for Musical Instruments 

Digital Interface. Or was it Idiots? Anyway, have a 

look at the advert for Future Music - that's where old 

Maff Evans went to, 

ERE, YOU KNOW 
YOU SOLD ME... 
FROM: LGP FARMER, NORTHHI’MBERLAND 

Two weeks ago 1 purchased an A1200 w hich works 

very well on its own. However, there is a problem. 

It does nol like either of my external drives. These 

are both PC880S and both are fine on the A500, 

The trouble seems to arise when reading from 

the disk in Ihe external drive. Quite randomly it 

will start claiming that there is a “Read error on 

block ???", but it's never the same block each time. 

If I dick on ‘Cancel’ then Ihe machine carries on as 

normal. It doesn't happen that often but when it 

does it is very annoying, 

Occasionally, the machine reports a disk as 

NDOS (not DOS) and refuses to load data from it. 

If I take out the disk and put it in again then the 

disk works fine! 

I reported this problem to Wang, who dutifully 

brought around another A1200, with exactly the 

same results. It would seem that there are some 

problems between the A1200 and Power 

Computing's PC 880. Has anyone else had the same 

problem? Is it curable? There are no problems at 

all when I use the internal drive, 

I haven't heard of anyone having ihe same problem, 

and as the Power PC88OB was returned several months 

ago I have no means lo test it myself. However, the 

fact that both your drives don't work gives credence to 



The Power FC880B, apparently not compatible with the 
A1200, A shame, because it's goad on other machines. 

the impression that U doesn't work. It’s probably a 

similar problem to the Roclitc drive from Roctec not 

working wiih Workbench 2, that is it probably goes a 

bit loo fast. 

FROM; JOHN ROMBAUT* ESSEX 

The problem that 1 seem to be having is when I get 

a screen indicator such as “Error white opening 

203“ or “Error 8fKF\ If s totally useless lo me when 

presented as such because il gives no real indication 

as to whnl precisely is the fault. 

As (here does not seem to he any available publi¬ 

cation explaining the numbers [ have gradually 

been compiling my own index, but nowhere can I 

find explanations for error numbers 34, 66, 103* 

106-119* 125-201, 215, 217 and 880. I also wonder 

whether there are any numbers used between 217 

and 880, Can you help at all? 

Sony, no evil intent, ifs just a writer's trick to lie all 

the loose ends up. I apologise. Errors on disk block 

880 arc explained above in ‘Just Bought an Amiga?*. E 

assume that the others are happening when you are 

□sing the Shell or CU - if they arc happening lo you 

on Workbench, then only Shell can give you a due as 

to what is going on. 1 don't know' what version of 

Workbench you are using, so if you haven't got 1.3 or 

later, my advice to you is to UPGRADE, 

E'll assume, like I said, that you are a new Shell 

user. There is a handy feature to get a little explanation 

up. which can at least give you a bit of a clue as to pre¬ 

cisely what you are doing wrong. I get errors like these 

every day. When you have goi an error just type this 

and hit Return; 

Why 

Easy when you know how. Now, [ can't tell you what 

all the errors mean, but here arc the common ones, 103 

I DRIVE A FERRARI 
FROM: PAUL ANDREWS, SITTING BOURNE 

If I was to purchase a hard drive for my 1Mb A500, 
add about 4Mb of RAM to H and install Formula 
One Grand Prix on ft, would the actual game play 
improve? Would the graphics be smoother? Would 
an accelerator be a better Idea? Or is It impossible 
to improve (he speed of a game after the program¬ 
mers have finished with it? 

Hard disks just load and save faster, so when a game 
is loading and saving you spend less time not playing. 
An accelerator (Amiga with a faster processor, plus 
suitable faster RAM than found in your average A50Q, 
A500+, A600, At 500 or A2Q00) will indeed make 
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is simply your computer is running out of memory. It 

happens on small Amiga*, and it happens on big 

Amiga*. You are always limited if you're trying to use 

more memory than you have got. 

121 is also very common. Its when you try to use a 

data file as a program - like just typing ihe name of a 

picture you have saved with Dehtxe Paint, for exam¬ 

ple. In this example, you would have to type the name 

of a picture displaying program, like Vithm. Showpic - 

get a couple of PD slideshows and they will usually 

have the program on them (hopefully with the docu¬ 

mentation file, often just called Readme for obvious 

reasons). Remember, programs arc executable by the 

computer, data files are not executable - the computer 

cannot understand data files. 

205 means you were just plain wrong - you tried to 

access a file that doesn't exist. Typing error - we're all 

human. The easiest way to avoid problems with the 

Shell is lo always give the full path lo where you want 

to be (name of a disk, colon, dircciorics/subdirccto- 

ries/nameofllle, Like this: 

MyDisk: MyDi r/My Lowe rDir /My Program 

Upper or lower case (capitals or little lettersl very 

rarely make a difference with Shell, Leant from your 

mistakes and keep trying. 

SPILT TRASHCAN 
FROM; 

IAN TROTMAN, 

SOI Til WIRRAL 

I am new to the Amiga, 

having just bought an 

A600HIX While I was 

copying tiles on the hard 

disk* I somehow man¬ 

aged lo create the icon 

"Copy of Trashcan \ I 

have iried everything 

short or reformat ling the 

hard disk to erase Ibis 

without success. How do 1 do it? 

Assuming that the errant file is on your hoot partition 

of the hard disk, then type this into a Shell. Notice the 

double quotation marks, which you have to use if the 

name of a file contains a space: 

Delete "Sys:Copy Of Trashcan* 

If the file is in a lower directory (Sys is just Amiga 

shorthand for the disk the Amiga has booted from - 

usually Workbench) then put the name of the directory' 

followed by a slash. If the file is an icon file (followed 

by ,info) then don't forget to add that: 

! till 

li L 
Trashcan 

I was minding my own 

business when this trash- 

can icon gets spilt all over 
my screen. Disgraceful! 

Delete *SysiMyDir/Copy Of 

Trashcan.info' 

Oh yes. The file is probably protected from deletion, 

which is why you couldn't get rid of it. Type this: 

Protect 'Sys:MyDir/Copy of 

Trashcan,info' rwed 

Only the d is necessary, ihc other bits are for readable, 

wri (cable and editable. 

I WANT TO SEE MORE 
FROM: MARTIN SMEE* CROYDON 

I have a standard 1Mb A500 revision 5 with good 

old Rickstart L2 in it. 1 have owned the machine 

for six years now and have not yet found a piece of 

software that doesn't work with it. Ifs been great 

and has never Tailed, hut miw ] fed a hankering to 

catch up a hit with the latest machines. 

!) 1 want Kickstari U and 2.04* together with the 

8372 A Agnus to give me IMh of chip memory* hut 

Fm not sure whether I can go that Tar or not. Is it 

possible and if so how ? 

ROM sharers were papula' in the USA years before they 
taught on over here. Want a different Kick start? Get one) 

It is possible, as the revision 5 board can take the big¬ 

ger Agnus and Kicks tan chips. However, it is not easy 

for the inexperienced, and it is printed every so often in 

Amiga Format (Issues 18 and 32). 1 regret you earft 

buy one* they are all sold out. Time for a repeat perfor¬ 

mance? With A20CX) bits in loo? And a smashing great 

orangey bit in the middle? 1 would but this is a pretty 

Continued overleaf 

187 

certain games, notably simulations and including 
F1GP, update the screen faster, so giving a smoother 
moving view. However, not all games are faster, as 
they already go fast enough, so to speak. 

Arcade games are usually docked to a certain 
speed. Also, a tot of oW arcade games (not all} use pro¬ 
gramming methods which make accelerators wave 
their little silicon legs in the air. Programmers are much 
more accelerator aware than they have been - even 
so. there are still problems !fs not just a question of 
going to a bookshop and getting reference material off 
the shelf - 99% of bookshops will not stock up to date 
knowledge. Anyone with any recommendations. please 
drop me a line , because a lot of people want to know 
about the 68020 and other big processors. 

Wont to make your machine move like a Ferrari? Watch 

out - not alt software will spaad up... 
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small issue and ihe articles do need a lot of updating, 

wc don't want people getting it wrong and ending up 

kilting their Amigas, now do we? 

211 was going to t rade in my A50Q for a CPTV, hut 

the offer ended loo stum* Are similar offers avail¬ 

able? Do people regularly offer trade-in deals? 

Simple, you go to a shopkeeper and make him an offer. 

Or wait for him to make you an offer. 1 really am the 

wrong person to talk to. Get out there and hustle! 

3) I'm stuck as In what to choose, an A570 CD- 

ROM drive or a GVP hard drive, I think CD-ROM 

is a great idea* hut 1 have a gut reeling that it wifi he 

better yet with the MPEG chip set* Can you clarify 

matters a bit? Is CD-ROM here to stay? 

THe A57Q was the first Amiga CD-ROM interface (as 

opposed to a full CDTV), I doubt it will be the last either. 

CD-ROM is here to slay, bui exactly what direction it 

takes is anyone’s guess. Commodore committed them¬ 

selves to the MPEG standard * when the hits appeared 

for the rival CDl system - then they had to make ‘an 

announcementAny actual new CD designs are 

vapourware - stuff which you can't buy yet and you 

shouldn't really until you've read a review or two. 

41 I believe this one is unsolvable, hut have a go 

anyway Pal, I own a very old Tandy DMP-400 dot¬ 

matrix printer* Try as I might I cannot get it to 

work with any printer drivers (and I have collected 

a few over the years). What is the correct driver? If 

you don't know, how vvimld I go about editing or 

creating a new printer driver for it? 

[ don’t know. People consistently bombard me with 

requests for printer drivers. I help where I can* but it’s 

a job I’m not prepared to shoulder, mainly because l 

don't like broken shoulders. OK, you want to have a 

go yourself? Get Amiga Printers inside ami Out by 

Rail Oekenfelds. published by Abacus at $34,95 

(prices vary in the UK), The ISBN is 1-55755-087-5, 

which should help you in tracking down a copy, Read 

it, understand, learn how to use the supplied disks and 

months from now you might son your problem out. 

The problem is that there are many dozens of dif¬ 

ferent types of printer, each with its own unique 

method of control. While many printers share similar 

codes for control (primer protocols like Epson 9 pin. 

Postscript, and Hewlett Packard variants) everybody 

wants their primer to work ai its besi capability, which 

means getting a dedicated, correct primer driver as 

opposed to the supplied ones on the Extras disk which 

work to a certain extent, but arc not up to the high prim 

resolutions available on the latest primers. If anybody 

wants to set up a driver library, let me know. 

Techno Babble 
Do you know how to talk techie speak? Well if you don't then 

this little bit of jargon-busting should sort you out! 

Accelerator hardware expansion that gives your 
Amiga a faster CPU, Often used with maths-intensive 
software where a standard processor is too slow, for 
programs called raytracers which literally trace the 
rays of light which bounce around a scene to produce 
a picture Also used to considerably speed up flight 
and other kinds of simulations. 

Avit« Bruih: a brush is a small section of a graphic 
screen, cut out with a paint program like Deluxe Paint. 
Anim brushes are different small images with the 
same dimensions - for instance, a bird flapping its 
wings or an eye blinking 

ftlfttwt BLock Image TranslER device Used lor 
copying large areas ol memory irom A to B. or 
to combine different areas into one single image. 
Widely used to generate large graphic shapes in 
computer games 

CD-ROM: a storage device for playing compact discs. 
As well as standard music discs, CD-ROMS can play 
special compuier discs thal are massive in capacity 
compared to normal floppy discs, 

RAM; memory accessible by the custom chips 
(Paula, Agnus. Denise) as well as the processor Used 
to store all graphics and sounds. Can be used by pro- 
grams too - with speed slow downs, 

CUM Command Line Interface, The program which 
enables you to type commands inio AmigaDGS for 
standard operations like copying files or getting a 
directory, Shell is more commonly used now. 

CiRHn co-processor Used to generate subtly 
coloured backgrounds - this device is built into the 
Agnus chip and it can alter colours while the screen is 
being generated. Executes instructions at the same 
time as the processor 

CWe Central Processing Unit The decision making 
chip, the one that tells everything else what to do. It 
can be interrupted by custom hardware if its programs 
are in chip RAM 

RAM: memory that's only accessible by the pro- 
cessor. Programs stored here run fasier than those in 
chip RAM - hence the name 

PfiMM fraRRtn device for capturing live video data 
and converting it into computer picture data. Doesn't 
require a still video signal. Usually gives much better 
results than a video digitiser, which does the same job, 
except that the video must be paused. 

Fr**«*r cartrMftt quasiiegat device for examining 
programs while they are running. Usually with many 
useful built-in utilrties which help overshadow its 
dubious ongins. 

H*rd drive: basically a tog disk for keeping 

Workbench and ail the serious software that you use. 
Works much faster than a floppy disk. More and more 
games are becoming installable on to a hard drive 

IFF: Interchange File Format. A standard way of 
storing pictures and sounds, it was invented by 
Electronic Arts and adopted by Commodore. A single 
standard - practically all art programs can load and 
save pictures in this form. 

Klckrtart: the name of the set of programs which 
are run when the Amiga is turned on. Also contains 
many library functions for programmer use. Latest is 
Kickstart 3. Other releases; 2.05, 2.04,1.3. 1.2,1,1, 

flRFMG; Motion Picture Expert Group, A bunch of indi¬ 
viduals who set out to find means to store films and 
video on computer rather than photographic or mag- 
netic means. Still some way off on the Amiga. 

Fth Public Domain. Literally, software that is the prop¬ 
erty of everybody PD disks can be freely copied by 
anyone, and you can also distribute them to whoever 
you want. The correct term is Freeware'. 'Shareware' 
(try before you buy) and Licenseware' (commercial 
and non-disiribu table) also come under the same 
rough heading 

MOMt Read Only Memory Memory that cannot be 

altered. Widely used as the starting programs tor com¬ 
puter systems that have just been turned on - ROMs 
remember things permanently 

MAM: Random Access Memory Memory that can be 
altered and re-altered many times Typically, it does 
not remember what it contains when the computer's 
power is switched off. 

Script fM*t a sei of commands which you would oth¬ 
erwise have to type into the CLI or Shell by hand. 
Saved as a text tile. Learning how to use Shell or the 
CLI involves learning how to write script files. 

SMI: more up-to-date version of CLI. Works in 
exactly the same way. but enables some flexibility in 
what commands are called via the alias' function. Also 
gives some hot-key combinations to enable some edit¬ 
ing of previously entered commands, 

sound BdMpBn hardware device that converts 
electrical music signals (typically from a tape or CD 
player) into compuier sound Can also be used with a 
microphone to capture live sounds. 

Sprite: a graphic object that is independent of the 
screen. On the Amiga, sprites are limited in size and 
colours. Typically used for mouse pointers, alien mis¬ 
siles, and so on. 

the name of the script lile, con¬ 
tained in the S directory, which is executed after a disk 
has booted. Typically contains just the name of a pro¬ 
gram to auto-run. but can be very complicated. 
Whatever the nature ol the file, it must always be 
called Startup-sequence and live in the S directory. 

WorkRtnch; the set of programs which sets up a 
graphical point-and-click' interface on the Amiga, 
Much more fnendiy than the CLI or Shell, but noi as 
flexible. Always has to be loaded from disk, which is 
slow but does enable much customisation. Workbench 
3 requires a Kickstart 3 ROM. Workbench 2 requires a 
2 ROM, 1.2 needs a 1.2 ROM and so on, 

z*rr«: this is the generic name for the Amiga’s 
expansion connector, The A5G0, A5Q0 Plus and 
A1000 had the original lotto I; the At500s and the 
2000s have Zorro It; and the A3000 and A4000 have 
Zorro III, They are not compatible, hence the different 
expansions for different machines. The A600 and 
At 200 have a PCMCIA connector instead 



33 Ormskirk Rd. 
Preston. Lancs. 

PRl 2QP 
Ladbrqk© Computing 

Hefrahonal are one of the longest 
estabished home computer deaters n the 
UK We have developed an eatensve 
customer serves potcy whch nvolves 
testng of al Hardware pnor to despatch 
to ensure that goods amve r» worttng 
order offenng tree atMce and support 
over the phone and keeprg culcmers 
rtormed AJtxxigh cw pnees are not 
ai ways the cheapest we do erxteavuu to 
offer ccrastenry good servee and 
backup 

At pnees are correct at copy dale 
23/11/92 (Write slocks tastt and are 
sti^ect to change wthoul poor note© Al 
pnees rclde VAT but exeixte deivery 

How to Pay 
You can order ty mat Cheques/Posial 
orders made payable to Lartoroke 
Compuhng, Or gve you credf card 
delate over the phone 
Deivery 
Add E3 lor postal rtetvery (check wth 
stall before ordenngi 
Add £5 for next worteng tfey axner 
dohrery Add EH tor Saturday oouner 
defcvery (Martand LK orfy} 
Open MxvSat 9t3Ctem to SOCpm 
LadbrtAe Ccmpofcng Ltd Tfadng As 
Laribfcke Oompuftng hremeibonBl 

Fax. t0772I 561071 
Tet 9 am - 5:30 pm (5 Lines) 

f077>JIM«M 

Star 
Star LC20 £ 124 
Star LC100 colour £ 165 
Star LXJ24/100 £ 179 
Star LQ24/200 colour £ 259 
Starjet SJ48 Buhbleiet £ 210 
SJ4S Sfieet feeder £ 69 

Citizen 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour £ 270 

Hewlett Packard 
HP Destget 500 £ 339 
HP DeskJet 500 colour £ 449 

Lasers 
Seikosha OP104 £ 549 
• 5t2K RAM (Exp to 2.5Mb) 
• HP LaserJet IIP emulation 
• 14 resident fonts 
• 12 months on site warranty 

Ricoh LP1200 £ 759 
• Fuly HP (I compare*; 
• 4000p( resoluton 
• 2M> RAM on board 
• Serai & Parcel ports 
• 12 months on site warranty 
Al Star dot mate* prmers come compete wite 12 

months m site warranty Ptea^ add f3 fa 
Cenfraicscatfe 

• 100.200.300.400 Dpi resolutions 
• ! tetter mode, 3 photo modes. 
• Includes two of the most 

respected gaphes packages. 
MGRAPHS TOUCH UP and 
DELUXE RANT K 

Golden Image Scanner £ 99.99 
Jn Scanner £ 89 99 
Jn as above but excluckig Touch Up. 

OWIIMMm 
• Quantum SCSI Hard drive 
• Ultra fast tins access 
• Up to 8Ms RAM on board 
• Disable switch 
• 2 year warranty 

52Mb No RAM £ 329 
52Mb 2Mb RAM £ 369 
52Mb 4Mb RAM £ 429 
120Mb No RAM £ 439 
120Mb 2Mb RAM £ 479 
120Mb 4Mb RAM £ 529 
120Mb 8Mb RAM £ 649 

2Mb SIMM upgrade £ 48 
4Mb SIMM upgrade £ 93 
8Mb SIMM upgrade £ 180 

Our Service department can repair 
Amgas m mrwnum time at 
competetrve rates. We can arrange 
for courier pickup and return 
dekvery of your mactrne to ensure 
it's safeiy We even have a same day 
service which wii ensure your 
machne is given pnortfy and 
sutnect to fault, completed the same 
day We can fit memory upgrades. 
ROM upgrades. We offer a Quotation 
service for £15 for which we wii 
examine your machine and report 
Pack with an exact price for repair. If 
you do not wish to go ahead with 
the repairs then fust pay the €15 
However if you do go ahead then 
the charge ts included n the 
mwvmum charge Please note: The 
nvnwnum charge cavers labour parts 
are extra. 
Quotation service £ 15 
Min reper charge £ 35 25 
Courier Pickup £ 11 
Courier return £ 6 
Same day service £ 15 
A500 PSU £ 39 99 
Internal drive £ 39.99 

Atari NmaOM 
The Falcon leatixes 16MHz 32 bit 
68030 CPU, 16MHz Bfctier, 32MHz 
DSPS channel 16 bit CO quaity sound 
chjx VGA resototon n 65536 colours, 
Mutitaskng TOS. Network port 144M> 
floppy expandable to 14Mb RAM 
Stereo microphone nput tor drect 
sound dgtBng Stereo souid output 
Falcon Wb RAM £ 479 99 
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65HD £ 879 99 

Amga A600 £ 269.99 
Includes The new reduced see 
keyboard nternal modtjator. M> on 
board RAM, Workbench 205 Wi take 
smart cards. Also ncludes 12 months 
on site Warranty 
Amga 600 wikt wierd 
and wicked pack £ 319.99 
Includes A6O0 with Pushover, 
Mcroprose Grand Prix, SHy Putty and 
Deluxe pant i 
A600HD Epic Pack £449 99 
Includes A600 with 20Ms nternal hard 
drive and Epc, Trrval Pursuit Rome 
Myth 
A50O Plus Cartoon 
Classics £ 274.99 
Specal Ql ler whie stocks last 
A500 Class of the 90 s £ 434 99 
Specet Offer write stocks last 
Mni Office £ 45 
Worcfcrocessor. Dal abase Spread 
sheet Disc Ulities and Graphcs, 
Compendium Six £ 29 99 
A Pack of 6 educational games to 
encourage creative teamng n Maths. 
Scarce Geography and En#sh 

L 
Golden Image Mouse £ 14.99 
The Golden Image Mouse was 
recently gwen an Amiga Formal Gold 
Award with 90% and otters 290 Dpi 
resototon, 2 h#i quafcty mcroswttched 
buttons and a free mouse mat 
Optical Mouse £ 24 99 
The Golden toiage Optical Mouse is a 
hxji quaWy, 3 button replacement 
mouse The fuly Qptcal mechanism 
means no movng parts otter ng far 
hi^Ter fehabity Includes Mat 
Jin Mouse £ 7.99 
Don! be deceived by the tow pree of 
this mouse Mass productoi of the Jn 
mouse has resitted n a high qualify 
Opto/Mechancaf nnouse featurng 290 
Dpi resolution 
Ladbroke s Mouse mat £ 2.98 

Rease add E? tor P&P on mce 

■ 

A 

m 880K formatted capacity 
• Dottole sided. Double density 
+ Thraucji port 

Gl External drrve £ 47 99 
Amga nternal drive £ 39 99 

’The Natural way to draw" 

• ISODp resoluton 
• Qpto/Mochancal mechanism 
• 500mm/SEC trackng speed 
• Switchabie between Amiga/ST 
• Direct Mouse replacement. 

Gl Brush Mouse £ 19.99 
Gl Brush * Dpeint i £ 24.99 

A500 512K with clock £ 17,99 
The golden Image 512K RAM upgade 
ncludes battery backed ctock and 
enable/disable switch 
Xtra RAM A500 ♦ 1Mb E 49.99 
The Xtra RAM for the A50G Plus onfy 
adds Mb of chp RAM to the A500 
Plus 
A600 Amtek 1Mb with elk £ 42.99 
Plugs strait nto A600 trap door, 
compattole with A600. A600HD 

50 3.5* disks E 20 
100 3.5" Disks £ 38 
3,5" Disk head cleaner £ 4 
40 disk box £ 4.99 
80 disk box £ 799 
150 Disk box £ 17.99 
A500 Dustcover £ 399 
Mouse J/S extension £ 5.99 
PRO Star Mini joystick £ 14 99 

Pbiips 8833MKH £ 225.00 
This best saftng colour, stereo monitor 
comes complete with 12 months on 
site warranty and tree Lotus Turbo 
challenge! 
Phiips 15“ FST Tv E 219.99 
• SCART input Tv 
• 39 channel remote control 
• Flat Screen 

Philips 15“ Cube Teletext £259.99 
• SCART input Tv 
• 60 channel remote control 
• Fastext teletext 
• Flat Screen 
• 3 Speaker stxnd 

8833 MKfl-Anvga cable £ 9.99 
Phiips SCART to Amiga £ 999 
8833MKH dustcover £ 7.99 
14“ Monitor stand £ 9.99 
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Answerfile 
Short snippets and extracts to help solve those little, tricky techie 

problems, all straight from Pat MacDonald's keyboard. 

Q Could you tell me whar I he difference is 

between RAL and NTSC? 

A 56 graphic display lines that’s what* PAL pro¬ 

grams have graphic displays that are taller with 

more scan lines than NTSC programs. Both PAL and 

NTSC are television standards For signals - you can’t 

Feed a PAL signal into NTSC equipment and vice 

versa without some alteration to the vertical hold con¬ 

trol of your TV or monitor. 

What programmers usually do is write their pro¬ 

grams lo use only the first 200 lines of the screen - 

that’s why there is a blank area at the bottom of the 

screen. Such a program works fine on both NTSC and 

PAL Ami gas. However, a full PAL screen program 

won’t be so good on an NTSC screen - the bottom 

sixth or so is off the bottom of the display, 

Ql jus* can’t gel Formula One Grand Prix 

working tin my A4000. You said it was great 

on that machine, so how did you do it? 

Driving round a circuit with oil the smoothness a 68040 

accelerator provides Is the best way to appreciate F1GP. 

A The way to do it is to disable the CPU caches. 

Hold down both mouse buttons when the 

machine is starting up. and then click on Boot Options, 

There is a little box with ‘Disable CPU Caches1 written 

next to it - dick on this so that a tick mark appears. 

Then dick on Use, Click on Graphic Options, and 

select the Enhanced Chip Set (ECS). Then click on 

Use. finally dick on Bool and run the game from 

floppy, i regret I couldn’t work out how' to install the 

game to hard disk using the supplied program. 

QI want to learn how lo solder - I don’t really 

have the time to learn electronics, but can 

you give me a few tips to help with Ihe odd upgrade 

or broken wire? 

AHmm, All right, here’s a deal - if you’re under. 

enn. let’s say 18. then don’t do it without adult 

supervision. The fumes from molten solder are very 

unpleasant and arc also a health risk. Get a soldering 

iron, about 20 watts output at most (smaller irons are 

better for intricate work) and some resin-cored solder 

wire. Remember that the iron gets HOT. 

Also get some scrap electrical gear - don’t use your 

aunt’s beloved Fifties wireless - some elecironie scrap 

like a digital alarm clock or a cassette recorder from a 

junk dealer will do. A damp sponge is handy lor clean¬ 

ing hot soldering irons, and do get a decent holder for 

when you need to put the iron down safely. A desol¬ 

dering pump fsolder sucker’) is cheap and very handy 

for slurping up excess solder. 

Make sure no power (even batteries) is going to 

your piece of electrical junk. Unscrew' it and remove 

the circuit boards, disconnect all wires (but keep them I 

and connections so you what you have is a circuit 

board wmh lots of components soldered in. 

Plug in the iron and switch it on. When it is at the right 

temperature, solder will melt over the tip (the lip end is 

known as the bit. and you can usually fit a variety of 

sizes of bit). Congratulations, you’ve just tinned your 

bit. Tinning is the an of applying solder. 

OK. with your freshly tinned bit, apply it to a likely 

looking blob of solder on the scrap board. After a short 

while, the solder will melt, and you can wobble the 

connector around (if you are frightened of burning 

your fingers, use a pair of pliers to move the compo¬ 

nents), Use a desoldering pump to suck away all the 

excess solder. 

Gradually wrork your w^ay around the components, 

cleaning the bit on the damp sponge and tinning it 

again (your bit should always be shiny and clean). 

Eventually, you’ll be able to lake out the components, 

although you’ll probably bum the board slightly. 

Judging the heat of solder takes a while to leant, hut is 

easily mastered - don’t hold the iron to the board for 

long periods of time. 

When you’ve finally managed to get all the compo¬ 
nents out, try soldering them back in again. Find a 

different bit of scrap board and repeat the process. 

Remember those bits of wire I told you to keep? Try 

stripping off some of the outer insulator, and writh the 

iron and a bit of solder, tin the end. 

Eventually, you will become confident enough to 

have a go at the real thing - a good place to start is 

making a null-modem cable for two-computer, two- 

playcr games. If you start dealing with chips, then 

anti-static precautions have to be taken (either wear an 

anti-static wrist strap or keep touching a water pipe 

every few minutes to avoid static building up which 

blows your chips). Get a basic electronics book out of 

the library and learn, Get really good and you may end 

up with a job. 

Q How does a ROM sharer work? Please keep 

it simple, because I want better compatibil¬ 

ity without more confusion! 

Amiga Kickstart ROM chips. The idea is that you take 

out your present Kickstart chip and plug in the ROM 

sharer to the empty socket. Then plug the Kickstart 

into the ROM sharer, plus a different version of 

Kickstart. By flicking a switch, you can choose 

w hether you want to use Kickstart 1.3 or 2. 

Here’s the technical version. ROM sharers are 

small circuit boards with two (or more) sockets, and a 

set of pins to connect to an Amiga ROM socket. The 

idea is that you carefully lever out your current ROM 

chip, and plug it into the ROM sharer. You then plug 

in a different ROM fKickstan 1.3 if you already have 

Kickstart 2, or Kickstart 2 if you already have 1.3) 

alongside the present one. and plug the ROM sharer 

into the socket left by your present ROM. Usually 

there are jumper leads to wrire up the change in ROM 

to a particular mouse button being held down, or the 

joystick fire-button being pressed, or a particular key 

being pressed, when the machine is resetting. 

QWhy is it that all software doesn’t work on 

the new A12110? Or the Aft (HI and A500 Plus 

come to that? 

A Lois of different reasons, but it all boils down 

to this - the programmer who wrote the incom¬ 

patible program did not follow' the guidelines on 

ensuring compatibility with future machines. Now\ in 

the programmer’s defence, it has to be said that a lot of 

the guidelines involve setting up the Amiga using the 

supplied Commodore routines, which is a bit of a drag 

and a lot of hassle (plus money for the correct, 

‘Official’ Addison-Wesley guidebooks). 

Not many programmers do stick to the standards. 

When Amtgas change (different Kickstans, Agnus 

chips, Denise chips) then the homebrew routines which 

work fine on an A5G0 tend to fall flat on their faces. 

The programmers scream ’don’t change anything’ on 

the one hand, w'hile at the same time asking for more 

memory, standard hard disks and CD-ROM drives, 

better sound and graphics etc, 

Qls it legal to swap games? 1 mean, one boxed 

copy for one boxed copy? My friends and I 

often get bored of games, so is Ibis all right or not? 

'Ere, l'v& seen ane of these before, IPs one of them there 
Kickstart switchers or ROM sharers. 

A Well Til try' to keep it simpIc-Uh, ROM sharers 

are expansions which can take two or more 

First, understand that I’m not legally qualified 

in any way and the situation varies from pro¬ 

gram to program, but as I understand things... Strictly 

speaking, no it isn't. You will rind (often embedded in 

the small legal print in the documentation) that it is 

illegal to rehire, lend or otherwise give others access to 

the programs. The Idea is that when you buy the soft¬ 

ware, you are buying a licence to use the product, not 

the actual software itself 

On the other hand, some software doesn't have any 

such messages anywhere in the documentation or read¬ 

able within the program. Check the small prim for 

yourself. Incidentally, this also means that it's illegal 

lo sell your games collection when you sell your com¬ 

puter - second-hand software doesn't exist according 

to the conditions of sale under which you bought it. 



0 AMIGA ADVICE 

I have been told that the Action Replay 

cartridge* do not like Vmigas with large 

amounts of memory. What is the limit? 

TH* Action Reploy III cartridge, while a hugely useful util¬ 

ity, does not like excessive RAM expansions. 

A For the Action Replay II, 3Mb of RAM. You 

could go a little beyond this if you are clever, 

hut 4Mb and up is a big no-no - the cartridge will not 

work. (The same goes for Action Replay III) 

QW hy is I here so much computer speak in 

Amiga Format? Why use jargon? 

Alt’s shorthand. Every craft, market, hobby has 

its own breed of special words and acronyms, 

to save on ink and gel more information into a smaller 

space. We da try to explain jargon where we use it. but 

w hat makes jargon unreadable is that the person read¬ 

ing it has no explanations - which means we have to 

use a bit of discretion about what we explain. 

Is RAM a jargon term, or part of Modem English? 

How about printer? How about scanner? How about 

floppy disk? Write to Damien the editor via Letters if 

you think there’s too much jargon, or tell me what you 

don't understand and I’ll try to explain. 

Do you read all the letters you get? 

A Yes, If it'i addressed to Pat McDonald, 

Workbench, Answcrfilc or Amiga Answers via 

the Amiga Format office, I read it. 1 don’t gel to 

answer many of them due to lack of space, but all 

entries are carefully considered. Usually I answer a 

mixture of the common and the outlandish. 

QCan L upgrade my Amiga to Workbench 3? 

Can I just bool a Workbench 3 disk in my 

present Amiga? 

You cannot boot a given version of Workbench 

unless you have the relevant Kickstari (turn 

back to Page 19b and see Techno Babble’). It is possi¬ 

ble to upgrade A3QOOs to use Wrorkbench 3, but not (at 

the present time) any other Amiga that does not 

already have it. 

A300Os ore the only Amigas that can upgrade to 

Workbench 3 and gel this lab desktop. 

In-depth explanation 
No if: AmigaDOS 

For o copy of the above, simply phone Bruce Smith 

Books on 0923 394366. 

1 Operating System; the software that forms a 
bridge between different elements of the 

computer {screen, keyboard, programs and so on). 
The abbreviation is OS. Disk Operating Systems 
are OSs that can in addition cope with talking to 
and listening to disk drives {as opposed to older 
tape-based systems). AmigaDOS is, quite simply, 
DOS for the Amiga. 

A lot of people think that Workbench Is the 
same as AmigaDOS. Workbench is not the 

same - it’s a convenient illusion for what is going 
on In the background. Traditionally, OSs have 
been controlled through the keyboard. In the mid- 
Eighties, WtMP {Windows, Icons, Mice, Pointers) 
systems made computers more accessible, and 
the Amiga uses all four - you generally use 
Workbench to use the computer, but for many 
tasks you have to talk to AmigaDOS directly 
through the keyboard. To do this, you have to dou¬ 
ble click on the Shett or CLl Icon found on the 
Workbench disk. 

Once you are in the Shell or CLl (Shell is 
nicer, but only available on Workbench 1,3 or 

later) you will see a number with a prompt. This Is 
the number of the Shell process - you can have up 
to 20 Shells or CLIs open at the same time. If you 
want another window, just type NEWCLI or NEW- 
SHELL and press Return. To get a listing of Ihe 
current directory, type LIST and hit Return. To gel 
an alphabetical listing (which doesn't show the 
size of files) type DIR and hit Return. 

The first name you enter Into a Shell line is 
the name of a program on Workbench. What 

you are really doing when using Shell is running 
programs - differently named programs do differ* 
ent things. Most of the commands can be found in 
the C directory. If you want to have a look at them, 
type list C (notice that AmigaDOS doesn't care 
whether or not you use capital letters). To stop the 

screen scrolling, press any key - press the Delete 
key to continue with the directory. 

The AmigaDOS commands in the C directory 
need a certain amount of housekeeping in 

order to operate. To pul it simply, there has to be a 
T directory, either on your Workbench disk or, 
more usually, set up by Workbench In your RAM 
disk. This T directory is a temporary storage area, 
used by commands such as Copy, Dlskcopy and 
others. If your computer keeps asking for volume 
T, then the directory hasn't been set up and the 
commands cannot work properly. In addition, ENV 
has to be available, and {on Workbench 2 and 
above) an ENV-ARC directory. The Clips or clip¬ 
board directory has a similar purpose. 

Rather than continually typing lists of com¬ 
mands into the Shell or CLl, you can instead 

write a script file with a word processor or a text 
editor. Such a script tile Is simply a list of 
AmigaDOS commands, together with the argu¬ 
ments. An argument for a command Is the bit 
that's not the command name - for instance, List 
c. List is (he command and c is the argument, and 
refers to the c directory on Workbench, Much 
more complex arguments can be used when you 
know your way around AmigaDOS, 

The most common usage of script files is the 
startup-sequence file. This lives In the S 

directory (type list S to have a look) and is a list of 
AmigaDOS commands. This script is executed 
automatically when Workbench (or any other 
AmigaDOS disk) bools. 

It you want to have a look at a startup- 
sequence. then bang this into a Shell or CLl; Type 
s/startup-sequence. Alternatively you could load 
the file into a word processor or text editor. 

Many ol the commands in the C directory are 
only for use in scripts. For instance, the Echo 

command prints text messages, the If, Then and 
Else are for making decisions in scripts, and the 
Jump and LAB commands are for jumping around 
to a different label in a script file. The point I’m try¬ 
ing to make is that there is a lot of support on 
Workbench for script writers - but you don’t need 
to know about tt In order to use Workbench. It 
comes In handy when you are trying to customise 
Workbench, and designing your own disks. 

Do not think that all the AmigaDOS com¬ 
mands you can get are on Workbench. Many, 

many Public Domain and shareware commands 
have been released over Ihe years - utilities for 
doing things tike setting the current font in use, 
opening a window, clearing the printer channel or 
testing MIDI equipment, to name but a few of the 
categories. The most successful commands usu¬ 
ally end up being bought by Commodore and 
placed onto (he latest versions of Workbench. 

AmigaDOS commands have some com¬ 
patibility between different versions of 

Workbench, but some won’t work on different 
releases. So, if you try to use the 1.3 Install com¬ 
mand on a Workbench 2 machine, It will not work 
{ft usually crashes the machine). This means you 
have to be careful when making your own disks, 
because If you use an incompatible command you 
will prevent some people from using your disks. 
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NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY I Evesham nicrosl 

Sj 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
£vnhmn Micro* FtmI- Flr*t for choice, p>CM *rwJ Mnric*. E etebli ehed 

for over nine years, with * ptrenq financial pUrlua and secure future. 

Our ComputeriKd T*1*m1** Order Proceeding meant f**t. 

efficient service. Well appointed Retail Showroom* with Urge proCuct 

range on display. Oof huge Cuttcxner detabne, high percentage of 

repeat custom and parwonat raferrata undedinei oor popuumfy, 

REMEMBER - when |rfiu need u*. w* win atm he bare. Our errenahr* 

sponsion progtam meant we couW amfimtuen y be tlm at wfh„, 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque. Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 
ACCESS / SWITCH / VISA 

Cards Welcome 

Government Education & PLC order* ***corn* 

Same day OWcabeh when**** poutfe 
EsfFttts Goun*i defwefy ILK Uartand only) E6 50 edra 

Please note that & tuntatg (ley* mml Eh attwwd: lor cheque clearance 
ImmeduB* cteerwe an Bank Drab 

CakM card orders W* do not charge wm c*rd \*n* the good* a*«va*ehad 

Moil Order Fax: 0386-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal opening limes: Monday-Saturday, 9 00-5.30 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednetday-Fnday 

EVESHAM 

Unit 9 St Richards Rd. 
Evesham 

Worcs WR11 6XJ 

IT 0386-765180 
Tax 0386 765354 

BIRMINGHAM 

251-255 Moseley Rd, 
High gate 

Birmingham 812 0EA 
TT 021 * 446 5050 

rax oei Mt 5010 

CAMBRIDGE 

5 Glisson Rood, 
Cambridge 

CB1 2HA 
n 0223*323896 

fax : 0223 322083 

MILTON KEYNES 
320 Witon Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK9 2HP 

^0908*230898 
fax 0908 230665 

TT 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5 00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Om^todfr^ctMtimtotffoingidpnM* An goods tubpa to AvmitbfHty 

UJ I DiqiT* Wtpdwfffi r tow MABataup t n U'J 

s| 
KmO WrafPi. 3 c 4R m AMCS f 37 ISO 
Pf<*a>rt V4 S £ i?0 00 H.SoN l hMh-^ c i l«O0 

sF AEc thmti V7 C <»0D Of A BASIC Comp*., f 04 
Pul * c r*« DwpK I 9 5 f *4ft4 

CO 

AS00 HARD DISKS 

price ^ 
P breakthrough^ 

AT LAST,*. the chance fa buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at reathtkaHy tew prices) 

p SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS Ter optimum performance rust 

Aorms Time A AutupaJlung 

& Include* Its own DEDICATED PSU CBM recommends Against LH« Of 

Hard Oita wthou! independent penw supply 

p Opbon lor up Id 4MB additional easy RAM EXPANSION uinng SIMMS 

ft COO I__ by popular demand we have fitted A Cooling Fatfir 

ft GAME SWITCH aiisws Games to be loaded without disconnection 

ft Includes SCSI THHOUGHPORT ait rear for Hurther expanwn 

£ High quality meiai casing, cokm and styiemaichod to the Amiga So0 
ft Include* MR0ACKUP PRO U **fi » ConhgurollorvFormal software 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £229 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £329 

2Mfa RAM Vernon: ADO £40 * 4Mb MM Varuon: ADD £120 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

sna£ 19.99 
KAiyi/VLUWl\ I#sfc vat AIVO DELIVERY 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 

FOR ONLY: 

£ 1 6.99 
CONVENIENT ON t OFF MEMORY SW(TCH „V AUTO RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK F> COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A50Q+ TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs info trapdoor expansion area > 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ChlpRAM 

Jr RAM On/Off Switch . Compact unit size , 

Only 8 low power RAM ICs > High reliability 

'A500 PLUS' 
1 MB RAM 

UPGRADE | ONLY £37.95 

UPGRADE 

NWSB, 
1.5MB RAM BOARD 

Fully populated board increases total RAM in A50G to 2Mb! j Plugs 

into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY chip ,<■ Includes Battery- ■ i 
Backed Real-Time Clock > Socketed RAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 

NB the oiiparriion board 

recMta* Kictatart i 3 w 

With 15Mb FASTRAM installed.£ 62.99 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock.........£ 34.95 

’MEGABOARD' 
With our MEGABOARD, you cart further 

expand your ASOO's memory to a tola) of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chtp type. 
or not exceeding 9cm in lengih). 

CONNECTS TO YOUR 
512K RAM UPGRADE 

TO GIVE 1.5MB 
meoaboaao needs *«*«■« lj n operate 

ONLY £42.99 .■saaanrrsasr.'- 
GAHy ciuq Uty to Nttow Hvslfuctton* pro GWt eft*). Cesy to Mcm tnMrucfton* prowuMi 

A500 EXTERNAL RAM UNIT 
> Throughport for further expansion 

> Very low power consumption 

> Style matched to the A500 

> RAM access LED 

RAM test/run switch 

;r Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Wlb* 
or fully populated with 8Mb 

„V Optional PSU {allows Amiga to power 
other devices) 

Incorporating the latest ZIP* DRAM 
technology, our new External Memory Upgrade 
allows the A500 / A500+ to be upgraded by up 
to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99 with 4MB...E159.99 with 8MB...E259.99 
PARTIAL! Y POPULATED UMTS EXPAfitO TO BUB WTH 2M0 UOOULES 4V4JL*Stf SEPARATELY ATOM, Y £9999 HP 2UB * 0PWNAI POWER SUPPLY it* & 

N 0 Any memory totted to Ihns urnt js m 
fiddmon to fnut on your m*cnin« attendy. 

to 4 maximum ol &MO on me external umt 



Evesham Micros • NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 
ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 
Sltricac to 4fonts 18044CPS £l«M 
HEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-Pwi Colour A fonts i 1H M 
Star LC 300 9-Pm Colour. A fonts. ISO 45cps.. £ 113 M 
NEW' Star LC Z4-100 24-Pgfi 5 lonts 192 $4cp& C 19* 23 
Star LC 24-20 24-Pin. 5 lonts. 192B4cps excellent fealones £ 70* 45. 

Star LC 24-200C Superb 24‘Fin Odour 5 lonls 20D/67cps C 2M 0» 
Automnltc Sheel Feeder for 10" LC pfiniara (pis.stale model) t 64 9S 
Star XB24-20O COLOUR 24-p-n 60 cd power printer C 369 95 
Star KB34 250 132 column version pi X924 200_ C 43* II 

CMtMfl Swift ^4E including COLOUR Wt r ** 
Hewlett-Packard Oeakfet &KJ C 327 a 3 
Hewlett Packard De-ikfet SOOC (Colour) c 4 1 0 04 
*l£W' Hew I ell -Packard Desfc|Wl 560 Colour L 527 it 
Canon 0J -1 o E X inkjet Printer E 323 H 
Epeon LX400 budget TO’ carnage 9p1n lfl0#5cps E 1».» 
Epeon LQ100 24-pin tgO'SQcpr. Bk bulter E 204 OO 
Pnnjtaonlfi KXPl 1241 uprated 24-pin model SOOrICCcps l ?7» O0 
Prtnaeonlc KXP2133 good ^Iluo [»n cnlciur model  F 29V 00 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE !, 
At ■ panuin* 40t>dpi Manning re&ototiDfi IMib 

scanner produces truly supers Quality Kimii 

Mae a Ml 105mm scanning width. variable 

tunghMet* control «nfl 1001200 ' 300 a00dp< 

rtialuton OaBlavcan Proreaekmal Verebon 3- 

ecarvKng: and editing software allo*s wl-ltm* 

Kanrang m eahef tun# aft # * up u> M 

s^Maled grey tew* Rrowdee pow+yi 

wMng leeturn and enceitenl CQmpalfcxi*r wflft 

mott DTP and Pa*nt FacMpre. eg D*to«t Pami a, 

TouCb-Up Also supplied e. The PubH*N*t DeskTop 

Pubmhing package ideal lor «nwrrpoF«iiTng your 

gcannad imegw mhj Hyps# and ngwalatwt_ 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE lhai ihl* it the 

smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 

can buy lor the Amiga Excellent 

performance, now with a 300dpi 

resolullon. Amazing new price 1 

£14 99 SAmFJkCTm GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga ST compatible 
excellent travel+accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! C 29 00 

TRACKBALL 
H(gft Pfftpnnance imcuull, *tecily oomptfi&l* ip 
ly Amiga v Alan ST Ruga into mouM or poytiok 

porr Supw-vnootb and aeawH - you pmb*o> 
«onT wam to use a mauHr agen after uwng 
triei T'ackewi ' Fuji ore-nanofo oon&oi Top 
<m4^y »ieHTi«!%r^ 

a(HHd and accuracy ntry tme Nsdw 
aoftwa-g 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICKSTART ON 

YOUR A500 IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHERf 
You can vnpron Hhtvt oompabMrly on yw AMD PW By lutng ou» ROM nrtdW 
you «n enemtne between the Njdml*il ? WW}f iwkHwi! end enoPw yow 
Xidlitin ROM on*', gnwrig you Ih* Irenoom pi choice 

F fling it, very tmpu *ndeKJ. nno requim no soidenr^j W 
tfwcial technical knowledge Fiflmg allow* two metnode 
01 twitching, iwlher by keyboar'er rewrl or by an cKlerne,1 
toggle e*<lch N.o. Alckilerl ROM nol auppdtoEl A&00 
Revi*ton p board* will require circuit modllicaHon, 

ONLY 
£24.95 

nickeled 1.3 ROM tupplwd aeparaWy only t IS *S 
Klcketed a.p flQM supplied seperetaly pniyt>aa$ 

ASQO Atvlilen SA PCS Circuit Mediltcation Same* t 2* 

tv Ci Amplified Stereo 
^ T~il Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR 

AMIGA WITH 

THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS ! 
Your Arrugu prdduidfi tine quality tw-ft iearao found 
Eh|oy qu^iity *te#&o sound rapfoduciion (o pie tor.' w*m |L I I V/ 
mis new design twin speaker sydiwiY fnconsoratof. a |\( L T 

£39.95 (fuppaed) or from 
Speaker 

speaker unil Run,* liorw PSd 
(not mctudadl 

16G?9SntOii9Wt <Hm WxOi 

AMIGA 
BCOTHO 

new packs IGA 600 
Standard Pack 

With 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £279.99 
0MB BAM CLOCK Vf(tSJON C 11 4.W 

Wild Weird 
Wicked Pack 

FeatLires Push-over • Grand Pria 
* P'U'Tty * Deiux Pamt lit * 12 months 

Built-In TV on-siie mamieaance 

Epic Pack IDE Hard Disk Controller * Ktck&lart 2 * ONLY £324.99 
Commodore s 20Mb Hard Disit version IMfa ChipRAM • Accepts Memory Cards 3aa® aam/CiOCK version f 

ONLY £449.99 
2MR RAM/CiOCH VERSION C 4*4 99 

4MB RAM CARD 
For any A600.^.£149.00 

Evesham Micros] 
W« kr* now abl# to tuppfy Amiga 
A60d i wftft larger hard diika Wa 

SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 

60Mb | 120Mb 
a rVStftr N-w> (pg*. 

£479.99 
“aS££2S3di*»“ M/U^Pa^I £524.99 

£599.99 
£644.99 

AMIGA 1200 KickSlart/Workbench 3 0 * Fast 68020 processor * AGA chipset 
* CPU/DMA expansion port * PCMCIA expansion slot £379. 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 
A600 TO HARD DISK 

Bring the benefits o( a Hard Disk SOM b £229.00 
installation lo y0ur existing Arroga 
600 with our easy to fit upgrades 1 20M D Loda.UU 

NEW FROM 
A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS StMPtl PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE! 

If Simply Plugs into the A600 s 
trapdoor expansion area 

If Increases total RAM capacity cl 
A600 to 2Mb ‘ChipRAM’ 

If RAM Enable / Disable Switch 

Battery'Backed ReaFTsme Clock 

ONLY 
£39.99 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, tho 

Rocgcn Genlock* oiler levels Cl 
qunilly. function nnei 

sophlaticnlian no! normally 
available in thlt price category 

• ■ ■ ■ -A ■: '■ ^ ’iJ.LTfS - - 

GENLOCK MK.II GENLOCK PLUS 

ONLY £79.99 ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
m With rts deOcavo -nortior nra4. w rncoei cjrioiies. 

ACCESSORIES 

LH COiOur mentor «4h ** CTWWtt C* nmcA* 
' M w*oi Ttweiit TV at a* <sw emc* ■ 
H Fe4irf'rs yjrw Krw" tor mcrgMeO MPlriv* 
IM D»U6 M raflflt ipsaM# «mt ouiDui 

™ COAQ nn including VAT. 
> Z.fcQ^7*UU delivery S cable 

Philips CM&B33 Mk.H Monitor (G*nu‘n« UK veraor 

includes cable, i Year on-sne mamtenarice 
and Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game. 1229 oo 

AO0-an turp drtar for AS VO NWf! cased uftii power fup 
443Mb . . 
TOOMb ._ 

MiOr interface connects 10 lenei port 
VlrveProfeclor^ ISIS left drwre«n fytbMTi prosectng ax dnve* 

vOM2Ami)4 video ages*** GdKkege esc viDUChmme 
Aiiege WO Du*l Cow 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
Fixed rale repair service includes disk dnvf faults.*.,„,C 54 951 

P/ease contact us on 0386-446441 
Please note lha! we reserve the right to refuse any 

machine which is beyond economic repair 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

* type replacement Power Supply 
Unit Good quality switch mode’ 

type. Super low price' 

ONLY £39.95 
t Power Supply for A590 Hard Disk £ 49 95 

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE t 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 

• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 

• Sleek, high quality 
metal casing 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Through port facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 

unformatted capacity 

Straightforward installation 

procedure Kit includes full 

fitting instructions 

ONLY 
£39.99 
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1Mb A500 version 2 04 complete 
with leads, ps.u, etc 

ONLY £254.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram £279.95 

1Mb A600 complete with leads, p.s.u. 
etc. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £254.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram (E«0«nnnihdudacbck) 

£284.95 
THE WILD, THE WEIRD 6 THE WICKED 
A600 Value Pack from Commodore 
includes Deluxe Paint 111, Formula 1 

Grand Prix, Putty and Pushover 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £309.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram (Expansion includes dock) 

£339.95 

1Mb A600 with 20Mb Hard Drive. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £424.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram £454.95 

EPIGLANGUAGE PACK 
A600HD Value Pack from Commodore 

includes Deluxe Paint III, Epic, Myth, 
Rome and Trivial Pursuit 

PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £439.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram 

£469.95 

DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE 
1Mb A600 with built-in 80Mb Hard 
Drive. Complete with leads, etc. 

ONLY £499.95 
Above with 2Mb Ram uparrana^dotfc 

£529.95 

Latest 1Mb 2.04 version complete 
with mouse, leads, etc. {requires 
modulator for TV use) 

ONLY £479.95 
1500 HOME ACCOUNTS PACK 

As above plus The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Home Accounts, Toki, Elf, 

Puzznic & DPaint III 

ONLY £524.95 

Latest 25MHz, 2Mb Ram, 52Mb 
Hard Drive, 3 Vs* Floppy. 
Complete with Wordworth 11 and 
Amiga Vision 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1299.95 
Above with 105Mb Drive 

£1479.95 

New multi-media system 6Mb Ram, 
40Mb HD, AmigaDQS 3, 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1979.95 
Above with 120Mb Drive 

£2099.95 

CD Drive for A5O0/A5OO+ 
Super low price... 

ONLY £259.95 

CDTV complete with infra-red remote, 
leads, etc. 

ONLY £354.95 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA PACK 

As above plus keyboard, infra-red 
mouse, 3 5’ drive, Workbench Disks, 

Welcome CD 

ONLY £354.95 

TV Monitor complete with remote 
control & sleeptimer 

ONLY £154.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

PHILIPS 8833 Mkll 
Simply the best value stereo colour 
monitor. UK model complete with 1 
years on-site maintenance. 

ONLY £169.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 £6.95 
(when bought with 8833) 

CBM 1084$ 
Commodores official stereo colour 
monitor for the Amiga. 

ONLY £174.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM 1935 
14" SVGA colour monitor .28 Dot 
Pitch 

A MUST FOR A3000/4000 

ONLY £254.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM 1960 
14’ Multiscan SVGA colour monitor 
.28 Dot Pitch 

ONLY £409.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

A4 Copy Holder..  U.tf 
14" Monitor Dust Cover. £3.9* 
12/14" Screen Filter.(6.99 
14" Tilt & Swivel Stand (9.99 
View Centre Monitor Stand £94.95 
View Centre/Control Centre  £99.95 

Reputation speaks for itself 

ONLY £49.95 
POWER PC880E 

Solid Drive with anti-click 

ONLY £49.95 
ROCTEC ROCLITE 

New superslim drive now with anti¬ 
click & virus checker 

ONLY £54.95 
POWER PC880B 

With anti-click, virus checker and built 
in blitz copier 

ONLY £59.95 

52 Meg Hard Drive .. £319 95 
80 Meg Hard Drive ..£369.95 
120 Meg Hard Drive .....£469.95 
Additional 2Mb Ram for above £39.95 
Additional 4Mb Ram for above £19.95 
Additional 8Mb Ram for above .£99.95 

GVPA530 COMBO 
52 Meg Combo..£43**5 
80 Meg Combo..US*.*5 
120 Meg Combo..£7** *5 

2t3 Meg Combo.C*i*.*5 

GVPHC8 1500/3000 
52 Meg Internal.£*44 * 5 
80 Meg Internal.£3** *5 
120 Meg Internal.£3*4.*5 
Ram upgrades available for A530 
Combo and HC8 internal - Phone for 
details. 

with our PRICE BLASTER PIERCE we carrot be beater or price-ORDER HOW 
9.30am • 6.00pm ORDER HOTLINE 



RAM EXPANSION LC-30 130D+ 

LC100 COLOUR 
SWIFT 9 

LC 24-90 
-SWIFT 200 COLOUR 

BEST POSSIBLE ADVICE, BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE & BEST POSSIBLE PRICE-ORDER ROW 

A5QQ Vs Meg no Clocks.£14.43 

A5Q0 Vs Meg with Clock.£17.fi 

A5O0 Pius 1 Meg Expansion 

(upgrades A5QO Plus to £ Meg)£f 7.4 I 

A6O0 1 Meg Expansion 

no Clock.,.. .ttf.fi 

A6QG 1 Meg Expansion 

with Clock.£34,41 

Keyboard Rom Sharer...£14.44 

Keyboard Switchable Rom 

Sharer.......£14,49 

Kickstart 1.3 Rom..£21,99 

Kickstart 2,04 Rom.£31,ff 

Made by Power Computing 
Expandable up to 8 Meg, fully auto- 
config with thru-port. Suitable for any 
A500/A5QQ+ 

2 Meg Ram Board .£104.45 

4 Meg Ram Board.£144.43 

8 Meg Ram Board. . £174,45 

GA8520A.*..£4.44 

Super Denise. £10.44 

Fatter Agnes 8372A.£14.44 

T.V, Modulator.£14.45 

Replacement Power Supply.£34.95 

Replacement Internal Drive.£39.91 

Replacement Quality Mouse.£9.44 

Mouse/Joystick Switcher 

Box Unit. £4.44 

Price Blasters Pledge 

TS&A \bd*» 
*S*jea^Btna 

^ndcOpdJWJd*.' 

9 Pin Colour, 185/45 CPS 

ONLY £166.95 

24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
180/60 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £189.99 

9 Pin Mono, 120/25 CPS 
£ year guarantee 

ONLY £107.99 

9 Pin Colour, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £149.95 

24 Pin Mono, 192/64 CPS 

ONLY £164.95 

9 Pin Mono with colour option, 
160/40 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £159.99 
Colour version £166.95 

* Amiga to Printer Cable 
• 500 sheets continuous paper 
• Universal printer stand 
• Printer driver disk 

ONLY £9.99 
when purchased with printer 

True LQ Printer, 100 CPS 

ONLY £194.95 

24 Pin Colour, 220/55 CPS 

ONLY £239.95 

24 Pin Colour, 200/66 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £264.95 

9 Pin Mono, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £116.95 

24 Pin Mono, 180/60 CPS 

ONLY £176.95 24 Pin Colour, 180/60 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £219.95 

SWIFT 940 

SWIFT 840 COLOUR 

SI 48INKIET 

SWIFT 300 

LC 34-300 COLOUR 

LC 300 COLOUR 

LC 34-800 
£4 Pin Mono, 220/55 CPS 

ONLY £196*95 

24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
200/66 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £249.95 

LC 34-100 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 

ESSENTIAL SPARES 

ROM SHARER/ROM 

EXTERNAL RAM UPGRADES 

9.30am • 6.00pm ORDER HOTLINE 



Award winning Power Scanner 
with latest version 3.0 software. 
Extra value pack 1. Includes 
Wordworth VI.1. Word* 
processing 
£129.95) 
ONLY.... 

Package (RRP 

.£99.99 

Extra value pack 2* Same Scanner 
includes Paint Pack comprising 
Deluxe Paint 3 and Photon Paint 2 
{RRP £139,95) 
ONLY.*. £99.99 

Colour Scanner available with 
either of above packs 
ONLY. — £939.99 

Music X Junior. £9.99 
Music X Vers 1.1.£17.99 
Pro Midi 4 Port Interface ....£14.99 
Rombo Megamix.....£24.99 
GVP Sound Studio..X49.99 

VIDEO 
Scala 500-  £69.99 
scala Professional.£179.99 
Take 2 (New enhanced vers).,£39.99 
Vtdi-Amiga 12.£74.99 
Vidi-Amiga 12 + Megamix...£96.99 
Rocgen.£84.99 
Rocgen Plus....£114.99 
Rocgen Rockey ................£264.99 

ART 
Deluxe Paint II.£4.99 
Deluxe Paint lit.£9.99 
Deluxe Paint IV.£54.99 
Spritz Paint.£4.99 
Photon Paint.....£4.99 
Photon Paint 2.£9.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
Kindwords Version 3..........£34.99 
Final Copy 2.£59.99 
Wordworth Vers 1.1 T *5 0 
(Special Purchase).WV.99 
Pagesetter 2.£39.99 
Pro Page Professional.£124.99 
Saxon Publisher.£179.99 

UTILITIES/BACK-UP 
X-Copy Professional..£29.99 
(includes Cyclone cartridge) 
Action Replay - Latest vers£54.99 
Amiga Release 2.£76.99 
Blitz Amiga...***..***........,....*£18.99 

SV119 JUNIOR TURBO 
6 micro switches, twin fire...£3.99 
SV123 SUPERCHARGER 
6 micro switches, autofire ,..£7.99 

1. SENSIBLE SOCCER-..,£17.99 

2. ZOOL'*».-...  £17.99 

3. CIVILIZATION £24.99 

QUICKJOV TOP 90 CHARTBUSTERS 

Bulk quality disks, 100% certified, 
complete with labels. 
Box of 50.£19.99 
Box of 100.£37.99 
Box of 200.£69.99 
Box of 500.£159.99 
Box of 1000..£319.99 
Branded precision disks made by 
top manufacture Dysan. All boxed 
in 10‘s complete with labels, 
shrink wrapped - top quality. 
Box of 10.£4.99 
Box Of 20..,.£9.49 
Box of 50.£22.99 
Box of 100. £42.99 
500 Disk labels.£4.99 
1000 Disk Labels.£7.99 

SV126 JETFIGHTER 
6 m/s, pilot grip, auto, S/M...£9.99 
SV125 SUPERBOARD 
10 m/s, stopwatch, variable 
A/F, S/M .£14.99 
SV129 FOOTPEDAL 
Ideal for Flying/Driving.£19.99 
SV133 MEGASTAR 
Steel Shaft, 7 m/s, A/F, S/M £19.99 
SV127 TOPSTAR 
6 nVs, Pistol Grip, Heavy 
Duty.£16.99 

BONDWELL - QUICKSKOT 
QUICKSHOT 1 
Basic Leaf Switch.£3.49 

4. MONKEY ISLAND 2.£26.99 

5. PUSHOVER.£17.99 

6. FORMULA 1 GP.£24.99 

7. PREMIERE.£21.99 

8. BEAST III.. £20.99 

9. DUNE.£21.99 

10. ADDAMS FAMILY.£17.99 

11. FALCON.. £10.99 

12. MAN. UTD.....£5.99 

13. PGA TOUR*.,...£20.99 

14. TEAM SUZUKI.£5.99 

15. GRAHAM TAYLORS ......£17.99 

DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity Disk Box,....£1.29 
40 Capacity Lockable Box....£3.99 
80 Capacity Lockable Box....£5.99 
90 Capacity 'Banx'.£7.99 
150 Capacity 'Posso'.£15.99 

QUICKSHOT 2 
Pistol Grip - Classic.£4.99 
QUICKSHOT 2 TURBO 
Microswitch version.£7.99 
APACHE 
Leaf switch, Pistol Grip.£5.99 
PYTHON 1M 

16. WIZZKID.£17.99 

17. ESPANA GAMES '92.£20.99 

18. SPACE CRUSADE.£17.99 

19. COOL CROC TWINS.£17.99 

20. STRIKER.  £17.99 

CONTROL CENTRES 
Manufactured by Premier Micro's 
- the leaders in solid control 
centres. Made from sheet steel 
and epoxy coated to match 
A500/A600* 
Comprises of monitor platform 
plus shelf to store extra drives, 
etc. A500 version complete with 
extension leads for joystick/mouse 
ports. 
A600 version.».£27*29 
A5QG version.*.£32.99 

MICE & TRACKER BALLS 
Squik Quality Mouse.**,...£9*99 
Roctec Mouse. £12*99 
Golden Image Happy Mousetl 8*99 
Golden Image Brush Mouse £23*99 
Naksha Mouse.**.**,£23*99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse.£28.99 
Zydec Trackerball ..£28.99 
Golden Image CrystalIrackerbali£35.99 
Emm Mousepad,.£3.99 
Optical Mouse Mat..£8.99 

Super Pistol Grip with m/s. . . *£8.99 

NEW CHARACTER5TICKS RANGE 
Choose from; 
BATMAN RETURNS, TERMINATOR % 
ALIEN 3 AND BART SIMPSON. 
Comes complete in amazing 
“MOVIE SET" GIFT BOX - IDEAL GIFT 
RRP £14.99 - SEE DIEGO'S 
SUPERSAVERS 
CHEETAH 125+ 
Industry standard, robust I/s £6.99 
MACH 1 
Robus Microswitch, steel 
shaft..£9.99 
STARPROBE 
Superb handling, m/s, steel 
Shaft*..**********.£11.99 
THE BUG 
Beautiful! Available in green/ 
black..*.£10.99 
80LLISTICK 
Ergonomic hand held, 
gives NES/Megadrive owners 
a run for their money..£6.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
FUN SCHOOL 2 
Under 6.....£6.99 
6 to 8.  £6,99 
Over 8.£6.99 

FUN SCHOOL 3 
Under 5. £14.99 
5 to 7 ..   £14.99 
Over 7..£14.99 

FUN SCHOOL 4 
Under 5. £14.99 
5 to 7. ....£14.99 
7 to 11.£14.99 

KOSMOS LANGUAGES 
french Mistress.£13.99 
German Master.£13.99 
Spanish Tutor.  £13.99 
Italian Tutor.....£13.99 

SUPER VALUE PACK 
All four languages...,.£29.99 

'ONE OF OUR COMPETITORS COME CIOSE-WHY PAY M0REP-0R0ER NOW 
ORDER HOTLINE. 



DISK ACCESSORY PACK 
it Box of 10 branded precision disks 
it 40 capacity lockabfe disk box 
★ 3W disk drive cleaner kit 

ALL FOR ONLY £©*99 

CHECK OUT 

DIEGO S TOP 10 

Christmas Supersavers 

CHEETAH CHARACTERSTICK JOYSTICK 
The perfect sift, available as either: 
* Batman Returns * Terminator 2 

* Alien 3 * Bart Simpson 

Complete in movie set gift pack! ON LY £8.99 

TAILOR MADE 
AMIGA 500 DUSTCOVER 

A steal at just... £1,99 

GFA BASIC (RRP £49.95) 
Essential for prosramming 

£3.99 

6mm QUALITY MOUSEPAD 
At this price you can't go wrong 

£1.29 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Basic console with joypads & p.s.u. 

£99.99 

IIPSTICK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK 
Simply the best autofire joystick on 

the market 
ONLy £9.99 

ASTRA TEN GAME PACK 
t Detsstorm * Dungeon Quest * E.Motfon * Grand 

Monster Slam * Fowerplay * RVF Honda 
t Shufflepuek Cafe + Soccer * Tower of Babel 

ALL 10 GAMES FOR ONLY £14.99 

CARTOON CLASSICS SAME HACK 
it Bart Simpson * Captain Planet 

* Lemmings 

£14.99 

AMIGA 1.3 BUSINESS PACK 
PRO WRITE 2.5 (Wordproccssor) 
maxiplan (Spreadsheet) 
INFOFILE (Database) _ _ _ 

only £24.99 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us NOW on 

0234 214212 

Send Cheque or Postal Order to 
DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 

19 Upper Priory Si 
Grafton Industrial Estate 

Northampton 

NB; Please write cheque guarantee card 
number on the reverse of cheque to ensure 
same day clearance (cheques without card 
number subject to 10 day clearance). 
Call into our showroom for a fast and friendly 
service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 

DELIVERY CHARGES* 

£2.95 for orders less than £100 
£4,95 for orders over £100 

Next day express service £7.50 
Saturday delivery only £15,00 

‘Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19 99! 

Features: 
• Next day couner delivery 
• 30 day exchange for new 
• 1 year guarantee giving free collection and 

delivery should a fault occur 

TERMS & CONDITIONS: 

• Price pledge only applicable to individual 
items over £50 where the price differential 
exceeds £1, 

• Price pledge applicable to goods on a tike- 
for-like basis and currently stocked by 
competitor, 

• Gift voucher may not be redeemed for 
cash. May only be used in future purchase 
where normal delivery charges will apply. 

• Goods ail subject to availability, E&0E. 
• All prices subject to change without notice. 
• Platinum card is non-refundable and covers 

only one item 
o • This does not affect your statutory nghts 
SpT-—...... 

ORDER FORM , 
] Name.... 

! Address...... 

Postcode  . Tel............. 
Acees$/Vi$a No./. 

Expiry date./. 

Goods ordered..... 

Delivery 

Total. 

we GUARANTEE ton cam buy cheaper thah DYNAMITE-ORDER NOW 
9.30am - 6.00pm ORDER HOTLINE 



New Horizon Computers 
The Hard Drive Specialists 
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A600’s & AT 200's & PCMCIA CARDS 

NOW IN STOCK 

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES 

SPECIAL OFFER 
For A600 & A1200 Owners 

New Horizon wilt collect your machine, fit the drive ot your 
choice and return your machine by overnight carrier to any 
moinland UK address for a fully inclusive price of only 
£38.50. Offer lasts tilt Feb 20th 1993 only. Phone our Sales 
Hotline for further detoils. 
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1. By Phone © 

FREE next working day delivery 

on all items shown and for 

Credit Card orders placed 

before 3pm (UK Mainland only). 

Saturday delivery add £10.00. 

2. By Post 

Send a cheque or bankers 

draft made payable to "New 

Horizon Computers" and post 

with your order to : 

New Horizon Computers, 

Mail Order Dept 

High Hope, Lea, 

Ross on Wye, 

Herefordshire HR9 7LN. 

Remember, when you buy 

from New Horizon 

Computers you receive: 

★ Fully Inclusive Prices 

★ No Hidden Extra's 

★ Free Next Day Delivery 

★ Full Technical Support 

it Full After Sales Service 

CREDIT CARDS 

WELCOME 
VFSA 

New Horizon Computers, High Hope, Lea, 
Ross on Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 7LN 

Tel: 0989 750280 Fax : 0989 750337 

SALES HOTLINE 0989 750260 TECHNICAL HELP 0989 750337 
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Flight of the Intruder — --—.............£9.99 | 
Football Crazy.—.*.—.—.£12. W 

| Omnlcron Conspiracy 1 

r.i5i9 

Jimmy White Snooker.*-...*. ..——1C14.99 

.XI4. W 
Lure of the Temptress.XI 4.99 K Pit m Megalomania...£9.991 
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GeminHefing^........^ £9.99»Jaguar XJ220 
Predator 2.. ™**^X5*W 
Back to the Future 2 ...£5.99 ViUilf 

Cisco Heat.™...£7.99 

Narc.......£5.991 

LANK DISKS 
100% CERTIFIED FULLY GUARANTEED 

20.£8 100-£30 
50.£17 250_£70 

(PLEASE ADD £2.00 P&P ON ALL BLANK DISK ORDERS) 

KICK OFF 2/PLAYER MANAGER/FINAL WHISTLE 

AUNT ARCTIC ADVENTURE £5.99 PREDATOR 2 
PAPERBOY 2 £6.99 MEGALOMANIA 
NARC £5.99 GREMLINS 2 
UNTOUCHABLES £5 99 MIGHTY BOMB JACK 
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER £9.99 MOUSE MATS 
MEGA BLASTER JOYSTICK £5.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 
NIGHTBREED £5 99 NAVY SEALS 
FIGHTER JOYSTICK £5.99 WILD WHEELS 

(FULLY MICROSWITCH ED, 2 FIRE BUTTONS) 

■ AueilBCt SPANISH TUTOR RRP £19.99 
FRENCH MISTRESS RRP £19.99 

LEARNING GERMAN MASTER RRP £19.99 
PACK ITALIAN TUTOR RRP £19.99 

RRP £19.99 
RRP £19.99 
RRP £19.99 
RRP £19.99 

ALL 4 FOR 
OMY £19 
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UNIT 3, CROSS KEYS SHOPPING 

MALL, ST NEOTS, 
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PE19 2AU 

UNIT 3 • CROSS KEYS SHOPPING MALL • ST NEOTS • CAMBRIDGESHIRE • PE19 3AII 
TEL: 0908 379550 (SHOP PRICES MAY VARY) fcnrJ H'^'H e&oe 



MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since I9&4 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. European orders please cafl or write tor a 

quotation. AH goods subject to avatfabHity, pnces subject 
to change without notice. E&QE. 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 

TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 
placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/PO's made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 
MJC SUPPLIES (AF) 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

NEW - AMIGA 1200 
The very latest Amiga computer now offers 

twice the processing speed at 14+9Mhz, 2 Mbyte 
of Chip Ram as standard, the new AA enhanced 
chip set offering up to 16 million colours, a full 
96 keys with numeric keypads, Workbench 3.0 

and 12 months On-site warranty 

MJC PRICE CCALL 
(price includes tree courier delivery) 

AMIGA 

The ’portable* Amiga, features surface mount 
technology for greater reliability and Workbench 

2. Comes with 12 months On-site warranty, 

MJC PRICE £271,00 

(price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA 600 HO EPIC PACK 
Amiga 600 with a genuine Commodore 20 

Mbyte hard drive fitted. The Epic pack comes 
complete with four games. Deluxe Pamt 3 and 

an Amiga Easy Text Word Processor 

MJC PRICE £429.95 
(price includes free courser delivery) 

PLEASE NOTE:- All the above computers are 
genuine UK models with nothing taken out of the 
packs. Al! come with 12 months Orvsrte 
warranty and free courier delrvery. 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Includes: 10 disks, 40 capacity disk box, 

joystick, dust cover and Mouse mat. 

MJC PRICE £19*95 
(Or just £15.95 if purchased with an Amiga) 

AMIGA 600 CONTROL CENTRE 
Manufactured by Premier Micros these are made 
of sheet steel and epoxy coated to exactly match 
the 600, They are precision made to fit the 600 
and offer a perfect base for a monitor and a shelf 

for your extra disk drive or peripherals, 

MJC PRICE £34.95 
(Or just £29,95 it purchased with an Amiga 600) 

A600 1 MEGABYTE EXPANSION 
Increase your memory to 2 Mbyte, 

Includes Clock, 

MJC PRICE £44.95 
(Or just £39.95 if purchased with an A600) 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

THE FUN SCHOOL RANGE 
Probably the best selling educational software for the 

Amiga. Fun School 3and 4 also conform to the 
National Curnculum 

Fun School 3 for Under 5 £15.95 
Fun School 3 for 5-7 years £15,95 
Fun School 3 for over 7 £15*95 

Fun School 4 for Under 5 £15.95 
Fun School 4 for 5-7 years £15.95 
Fun School 4 for Over 7 £15,95 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 
In response to consumer demand a range of FUN 
SCHOOL SPECIALS have been developed to help 

children wrth specific areas of learning. 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE 

Merlin's Maths 
Spelling Fair 
Paint and Create 

£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 

Kosmos 
software 

four foreign 
laths Adventure. 

LAUGH AND LEARN WITH ADI 
The ADI senes is aimed at being fun to use as well as 

being a serious educational tool. Each package is 
specifically designed to follow the National Curriculum 

for a particular school year. 

ADI - English 1112 years 
ADI - English 12/13 years 
ADI - Engtish 13/14 years 
ADI - Maths 11/12 years 
ADI - Maths 12/13 years 
ADI - Maths 13/14 years 
ADI - Maths 14/15 years 
ADI - French 11/12 years 
ADI - French 1213 years 
ADI - French 13/14 years 
ADI - French 14/15 years 

£17,95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17,95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 
£17.95 

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11 years) £14.95 
Answerback Senior Quiz (12 to Adult) £14,95 
Facttile Spelling [requires Junior Quiz) £7.95 
Factfile Arithmetic (requires Junior Quiz) £7.95 
French Mistress £14.95 
German Master £14.95 
Spanish Tutor £14.95 
Italian Tutor £14.95 
Maths Adventure £17.95 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12 years) £18.95 
Micro Maths (GCSE LevelO £18 95 
Micro French (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Micro English (GCSE Level) £18 95 
Micro German (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Reading & Writing Course (3 years*) £18.95 

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE 
This is a range of excellent educational 

adventure games for various ages. 

Maths Dragons (5’12 years) 
Cave Maze (8-13 years) 
Reasoning With Trolls (5-12 years) 
Fraction Goblins (8-13 years) 
Picture Fractions (7-10 years) 
Tidy The House (5-9 years) 

£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 

KIDDY'S PLAYTIME 
A complete entertainment and learning package for young 
children. Contains 10 exciting, programs which include a full 
Junior Art package. Noddy sramt rot. Post Office, Market 

Place and many more. (1 Mbyte Required) 
MJC PRICE £18:95 

AMIGA SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
AMOS • THE CREATOR 

Amos Compiler 
Amos 3-D 

£19.95 
£21.95 

NEW > AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
An enhanced version of the very popular Amos 

program. Contains over 200 new commands, 650 
page brand new manual and many more new features. 

MJC PRICE £44.95 

MINI OFFICE AMIGA 

Great new integrated package featuring a Word 
Processor, Database, Spreadsheet, Graphics 

and Disk Utilities. 
MJC PRICE £39,95 

NEW . WORDWORTH 2 

smooth orvsereen fonts at any size. Columns, New tool 
bar. Indexing, Table of contents, Lists, improved mail 

merge and many more new features. 
MJC PRICE £74.95 

Protext V4.3 
Pen Pal VI.4 
Kindwords 3 

£39.95 
£37.95 
£32.95 

VIDI AMIGA 12 

Vidi Amiga 12 is the latest low cost colour 
digitiser from Rombo. RGB Splitter is built in and 

colour images can be captured in less than a 
second. Mono images are grabbed in real time. 
Features mufti tasking software, composite or 

5-VHS Input, HAM, EHB and overscan. 
MJC PRICE £75.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
. 

Pro Midi Interface £19.95 
Stereo Master £29.95 
Rombo Megamix Master £28.95 
Rombo Take 2 £39.95 
Pagesetter 2 (requires 1 Mbyte) £39.95 
Hisoft Devpac 3 £49.95 
Hisoft Highspeed Pascal £69.95 
Final Copy 2 £65.95 
Deluxe Paint V4.1 £54.95 

FINANCIAL 
Home Accounts 2 £36,95 
Personal Finance Manager Plus £29.95 
Maxiplan 4 £34.95 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES & ADD-ONS 
ACTION REPLAY Mk3 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DP! quality replacement mouse - Pack 
includes Mouse House. Mat and Operation 

Stealth game. 

MJC PRICE £22.95 

ZYDEC SECOND DISK DRIVE 
Excellent value external drive for the Amiga. Includes 

free Virus X Utility, 

MJC PRICE £52.95 

ROBOSHIFT 
Auto sensing joystick/mouse switch box. 

MJC PRICE £13.95 
SOUICK REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

Great value replacement mouse. 
MJC PRICE £12.95 

prices include VAT & delivery! 



"-.Excellence 3 is not far off being the best document 

processor for the Amiga...." 

Amiga Format Nov. '92 

excellence! Version 3 
l-MB REQUIRED 

NEW FEATURES 

* User Specified Automatic Timed Smw 
* Support for the ECS high resolution 

productivity mode 
* French and German Spelling Checker 

Support 
* Applcon/AppMenu lten i for Workbench 

Support 
* Up To H CtAttmtts Per Page 

* Automatic Palette Correction 
*16 Colour Screen Support 
* Document Reading w ith the Amiga speech 

De\tce 
* Adjustable Cursor Options 
* Customizable Grammatical Checker 
* User Definable Colour Elements 
* Improved Ruler With Mam1 New Features 
* Multiple Backups (number is user 

specified} 
* Nrn‘ ASL Compatible Font/File Requesters 
* ARexx Support 
* Bookmark Support 

* AGFA/Compu graphic Outline Font Support 
* Modem Amiga DOS 2 04 compatible 

Interface (will operate for AmigaDOS 1.3} 

ACCESSORIES 
* 14i) thousand word Dictionary with legal, 

medical. technical. scientific, geographical and 
biographical supplement* 

9 1.4 million word Thesaurus (with definitions) 

* User dictionary maintenance utility 
* Spell-as-\ ou-tyjtc 
* Grammar and Style checker 
* Bullet proof Hyphenation 
* Glossary with Macro key support 
* Safe exit fmnn program saves Glossary changes 
* Safe exit from document* for iy> lost dale 
* Macros can be assigned to almost any key 
* Maih 
* Paragraph soiling 
* Index and tables of Conten t generation 
* Full ward Indexing 

PRINTING 
• fOO^i colour Postscript s appeal 
• A tvpes of printer output, special HP support 
• haemal printer font s upport 
• Mail Merue 
• Preferences printer driver compatible 
• ,1 fixed mode printing 
• Landscape printing 
• Document* can be printed to disk files for 

transfer to service bureaus and electronic mail 
systems 

GRAPHICS 
• .Wit pictures with text in paragraph 
• Graphics in headers, footers or footnotes 
• Hisnm; editing 
• Picture scaling and cropping 

FORMATTING 
4 Mouse and keyboard support 
• Left. Justified. Centered « Flush paragraph 
• Left, Justified. Centered & Decimal tabs 
• Multiple Headers, footers and Footnotes (odd 

and exen headers and footers] 
» Cut. copy and paste Headers, Footers and 

Footnotes 
• Global font and slvle substitutions 
• Page and Ruler settings stored in document 
+ User defined Page Setup and Print faults 
• Dircti input of paragraph leading value 
• Display current date and time in document 
• Automatically numbered footnotes 
*> Insert retains all text and codes 
• Test files retain tab characters 

OTHER FEATURES 
• Typing speed exceeds 170 words per minute 
• IFF and ASCI Mile import 
m Document summary for guick statistics 
• Free Technical Suirporl for registered users 
% Clipboard support 
9 Eosv insertion of foreign character* 
• Not copy protected 

• Undo typing 
• Metric file conversion utility 
• Hard drive install utility 
• Verification utility insures disks are perfeci 
• Markers and Margins maybe separate!*'hidden 
• Project jeon support 
Vh I p to 2SQ fonts in a single document 
• Reads Scribble! fiks 
• Page Goto 
• WrfHflf memory manager 
• 1,4, or if colour windows and colour printing 
• Jong path name support 
m Low, medium & high resolution IFF support 
• Support for interlaced windows 

and it's 
FAST 

What they had wrong was that 

Collins English dictionary. More 

the price is no longer £79.95 

Buy the OFFICIAL Manual 

ENGLISH Dictionary disk ft 

Scribble cover disk 

ncre 

Scribble Cover disk offer!! 

£9.95 
Simply fill in the coupon opposite and st 
along with your cheque or ACCESS/VISA details 
and add £1 *50 for post 8L packaging to: 

HB Marketing Ltd., Unit 3, Poyle 14, iVewlands Drive, Colnbrook, Berkshire SL3 ODX. Tel: 0753 683336 



Price/Performance Breakthrough! 

PageSetter3 
Desktop Publishing, Word Processing, & Paint Software 

INTEGRATED INTO ONE EASY-TO-USE PUBLISHING PACKAGE! 

it 

Includes Everything You Need To Start Publishing Your Own NewslettersFlyers, Resumes, Invitations and More! 

Great Easy-To-Use Desktop Publishing Software 

Place text and graphics anywhere 

on the page for design freedom! 

Automatic text run-around graph¬ 

ics for a professional look! 

Great on-screen colour! Up to 

256 colors with any Amiga with 

the AGA chip set (like A4000)! 

Supports AGFA Compugraphic 

and PostScript Type I fonts for 

Jaggie-free fonts on any printer! 

Word Processor 

K 

SAILING \ 

imkikwrtiAn i/rerikisi 
ihu tow With Itnhimpt mCC f f/YU 

lu n h totoito* bttaw 4i 

NEW NEWSLETTER! 
natoki htolOto>»li htofkt Ui-t-!- md 

Nbitomt^bvltbow M ^canflpu. 
WiHm Arpplitoto tt# jM'nkiHoiwI1 
■■Htort m W! w ».* * <i ton 

****** MEMBERSHIP 

* A mouse click brings your text here for 

super fast editing and changes! 

* Full high speed word processor! 

* 90,000 word English spelling checker! 

* Powerful search & replace and more! 

■ Import IFF and Professional Draw 

graphics then crop and size! 

* Free clip an included! Over 120 

pieces of full colour, high resolu* 

tion structured clip art to add 

instant zip to your documents! 

- Built-in structured drawing tools 

for lines, rectangles, ellipses & 

polygons! 

* layout rulers, margin/column indi¬ 

cators. and grids with snap-to for 

precision alignment and layout! 

* 5 levels of magnification! 

* Page sizes up to 17" x I7+*! 

- Runs on all Amigas with I MB 

RAM and 2 Drives! 

Variety of type styles including 

bold, italic, underline, outline, 

shadow, and pattern fills! 

Sharp output to the highest possi¬ 

ble resolution of Preferences and 

PostScript printers, including 

colour! 

Hot-links to word processor and 

paint program for fast text and 

graphics changes with no hassle! 

Paint Program 

* A mouse dick brings your graphic here 

for super fast editing and changes! 

* Full paint program lets you create or 

edit graphics quickly and easily! 

* Powerful paint tools! 

Gold Disk PageSetter3 Smashes 
All Price Barriers! 
Now everyone can create their own newsletters, flyers, resumes, 

invitations and more, because only £49” puts a complete publishing system 

on your Amiga! You get great DTP, Word Processing, and Paint Software 

that's hot-linked together for maximum creativity and ease-of-use. 

Get started today, it couldn't be easier or more affordable! 

Call 081 309 1111, or see your dealer right away. 

And if you already own PageSetter, for a limited lime you can upgrade your 

current version to PogeSetter3 for only £25", tall 081 309 1111 now! 

-flsYAT. Gold£W,fioidDfiAfugtSenw. andPiodesson^Drawvttrodemoitiol Goldfofc In Abort* pg*i&mwiwed witodsmortsd ter 
lesptttTM owners Mrs. jtou col SDL no* to dote you orders: 081 300 S440 

GOLD DISK 
P O. Box 789 Streetsville 
Mississauga. Ontario L5M 2C2 Canada 



HOW TO CONTACT 
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You can be certain of gelling your enquiry to the mag¬ 
azine dealt with, but only if you make sure you're 
addressing your letter to the right person or place. 

• We can never give personal replies by mall, so don't 
send us a stamped-ad dressed envelope. 

*We can under no circumstances give personal 
replies by fax, so please don’t ask us to. 

- We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 11am and 7pm. and we ll be happy 
to talk to you then, 

Welcome, one and all, to the first Letters page of 1993. As ever, this 

will remain the premier Amiga forum in this fresh, new year - which 

basically means it's the place where all things Amiga are discussed 

not by those boring old writers, who get their say in the rest of the 

magazine, but by you - the readers. Why not have your say next 

time around? The address to write to is Letters, Amiga Format. 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA I 2BW. 

* Our advertising department can help with problems 

concerning companies who advertise in the magazine 
ff you phone during normal office hours. 

* Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format 
Mail Order department are not in Ihe same building. 
They can be contacted on 0458 74011 . 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side of 
your Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, 
Pat McDonald will try to answer you in the mag. Or, If 
you have any advice lor olhers or any handy lips to 
share, send II In and you could win a prize. 
WORKBENCH, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH 
STREET, BATH BA1 2BW. 

GAMEBUSTERS 
If you've Just found the cheat mode, mapped out the 
levels or found all the passwords for Ihe latest game, 
send the Info to Nutts and you could win a prize, Ort if 
you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else’s problem and win a prize! 
NUTTS, GAMEBUSTERS AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW. 

The letters pages are there for you to air your views 
and share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be in Workbench! Damien Is 
looking for thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes given for the best two. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW. 

COMPETITIONS 
To enter a competition, write Ihe answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it in. 
You can enter as many times as you wish, but all 
entries must be posted separately: don't put several 
entries In one envelope together, or include entries 
with letters to any other part of the mag, 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2DL. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
If you've ordered something from the Amiga Format 
Mail Order section and you've got a problem, please 
remember that we on the magazine don't deal with it 
at all. Write to Mall Order at our Somerton address or 
telephone 0458 74011, 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER. 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Similarly, if you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the magazine catches up with you, then 
send the new address to: 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS. THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY, 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 
The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm we employ for that specific purpose. If you 
have a faulty disk, send it to them enclosing an SAE. 
We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can't help. 
DISCOPY LABS, UNITS 2&3,OMEGA TECHNOLOGY 
CENTRE, DRAYTON FIELDS, NORTH ANTS, NN11 43A. 

A1200 THUMBS UP 
Can 1. through your pages, con¬ 

gratulate Commodore on finally 

releasing a worthy upgrade to the 

A 500. namely the A1200. 32-bit 

processor *020 2Mb machine for under £400 is one 

hell of a bargain. 

I’m predominantly a gamer, although I do use my 

Amiga for music {OctaMED Pro, if you're interested) 

and maybe this wilt mean arcade-speed games with 

arcade-sized sprites, Speedbail on this beast doesn't 

bear thinking about! 

However, what do ] do with the Kickstarl L3 soft¬ 

ware I have? You said that the new chips can be set up 

(via the boot screen) to emulate the older chips, but 

how much of my older software will be worthless? 

I'd love to own one of these machines, but are any 

third panics going to develop Kickslart ROM sharers? 

I doubt it. because surely it would mean incompatibil¬ 

ity with the processor and its speed, or will this not 

affect it? 

Also, for an extra £100 surely Commodore could 

have included an upgraded sound chip? After all. even 

sub-£50O the A1200 would still have been a bargain. 

Maybe then ihe music industry, as well as software 

houses, would take the machine seriously. 

NR McIntosh, War ley 

PS Why not offer readers a free subscription to your 

mag for a decent thought-provoking letter? Beats a T* 

shin any day! 

Got a picture you're proud of? Sand it in, see it in print 
and twin an Amiga Format binder? Since Letters Is 
where you get to contribute your words, we thought it 
would be the perfect place to see your pies on display 
too. However your image was created, whether you've 
sketched il in DPaint or generated it with a ray-tracing 
package, we d like to see It. Only the best will make it 
into these hallowed pages. Send your entries on disk 
in IFF format to The Gallery, Letters, Amiga Format, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

Taking your fast point first, the reason we don t offer a 

subscription as a prize is because a prize letter winner 

might he a subscriber. Haring said that, I like the idea. 

You're tlte first to win a free subscription and a smart 

AF pin badge for a letter prize. 

Please indicate on yotir letters from now on 

whether you d prefer a subscription and a pin badge 

or a binder and a T-shirt if you are lucky enough to 

win a prize - and we*ve got some new 199.1 T-shirts 

under preparation now. 

You re quite right that the A1200 is an extraordi¬ 

nary machine, but the £399 price is important. 

Commodore made the point at its launch that they 

could have included the high-density disk drive (stores 

twice as much data on a floppy) or a DSP (Digital 

Si gnat Processor} chip for improved sound, but hear¬ 

ing the price limit in mind the software houses voted 

for the 2Mb of chip memory. 

A Kicks tart ROM sharer would not conflict with the 

processor and could, indeed, make the A1200 even 

more compatible. As for how much of your software 

will run on the A1200, well, it's anyone's guess. We 

reckon the hit rate is pretty giunl and is certainly worth 

the risk of busing an A1200, 

A1200 THUMBS 
DOWN? 
Could you tell me what will happen to ihe A600? And 

if it does get scrapped* is there going to he a part- 

exchange for the A1200? 

In November. I boughl an AftOO thinking it was 

Continued overleaf 

ED-209 By Nili Erkhien of Skien in Norway. 
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going 10 be the best of the Ami gas for the price. Then 

clever old Commodore brought out the A1200 and I 

thought this was going to compete with the PCs. then l 

read the review in your magazine and saw the price 

was only £399. 

You might be thinking* well, he's goi a perfectly 

good computer. But if I had known that the A1200 

would be only £100 more then my first choice would 

be the A1200. 

Colin Todd, Newark 

Fair point. The A1200 is a wonderful machine amt the 

great thing about it is precisely that everybody wants 

one - it's recreated the buz: of the A500 six years ago 

in that respect* and at the same price of £399. 

That having been said, the A600 isn't dead - never 

mmd the A300 and A5W Plus We’ll still he grain? as 

much in the way of great games land also serious soft¬ 

ware 1 as we have ever had 

And in some ways, there's an even bigger shake-up 

on the way. When CD arrives in style, an awful lot of 

us will he looking on in envy and discovering that it 

will cost quite a hit to upgrade. 

You pays your money and you takes your choice. 

Right now. Td choose an A1200. but you cant regret 

owning any kind of Amiga 

CDTV FAN 
At this moment in time* I’ve had my CDTV for five 

days. 1 thought I’d died and gone to heaven! Fantastic. 

On the first day 1 rushed tn to my electrical retailer 

and bought Do mark s Trivia] Pursuit. OK, I know it 

was £50 - but surely worth it. I’ve been playing it for 

almost five days and nights non-stop - well* minus 

sleeping, going to work and eating and... well, you 

know. 

May I just ask* can wc have more space in your 

mag? If anybody has been wondering whether or not to 

buy a CDTV'. then please take the opponuntiy now. 

You will not regret it! 

Colin McAllister, Nelson 

No. you can t have more space. As it is. wc review 

every CDTV title that comes out and also every piece 

of hardware for it {one so far r the internal hard drive 

from Calculus, with metre to come tn the form of an 

external hard drive next month r 

I've been accused recently of having a Swiss bank 

account in which to stash the backhanders Commodore 

dish out in return for our continued support for the CD 

concept. Wouldn't it be nice! 

But anyway, Td just tike to make the position clear 

l really wouldn't advise anyone to get a CDTV at the 

moment. It needs Workbench 2 and more R.AM before 

it's a viable concept, and a new version with the AA 

chip set in would help immensely. 

What l am in favour of {and. by policy, the 

magazine is too1 is the idea of CD as a storage medium 

for entertainment software. It wilt happen, and if 

you're against it. you're like Canute trying to hold 

back the ride. 

COMMENT 
Congratulations on the article The Year Ahead’ in the 

latest issue. I read it with great interest. 

A plea from me! As you know* I am responsible for 

fostering CD development in Europe w ith the develop- 

men! community. Many outers of CDTV are using 

their systems as Amiga computers and it would be of 

great help if you could declare on your Coverdisks 

w heiher or not they work on a CDTV* or on the A500 

Pius with the A570 drive. 

The reason is twofold. Firstly to give comfort to 

CDTV owners. Secondly to encourage the develop* 

mem community to write system-legal software, 

allowing for the presence of CDFS, In this wFay wc can 

* future-proof softw are, and encourage developers to 

prepare for CD versions. 

Jim Mackonochie, 

General Manager, 

CDTV Development, 

Europe 

As a matter of policy we tike to ensure that alt software 

on the Coverdisks is compatible with all versions of the 

Amiga, and in this respecr we treat the CDTV as just 

another kind of Amiga, We wouldn't single it out for 

labelling any more than any other machine. 

System-legal programming is a hit of a can of 

worms. Many developers wc have spoken to are keen 

on the idea of making all their softnare hard-drive 

installable, which goes hand in hand with system legal. 

However, many also feel they can only achieve the best 

quality by ditching the system 

I think the best solution is to emphasise the role of 

CD as a solution in its own right. After all, hard drives 

will hardly be necessary for playing games when a CD 

drive is the commonplace standard. U r are committed 

to CD and are looking to further its cause with devel¬ 

opers all over the world. This war part of the 

reasoning behind that article - to see how ensure the 

Amiga community is of the direction in which the 

wind is blowing .. 

1 200 TESTED 
We were surprised to see that despite the promises of 

the specification our new A1200 did not seem to be 

that much faster than the old one. We decided to do 

some speed tests and I thought you may he interested 

to see the results. 

Many speed tests seem to quote "24 hours ray-trac¬ 

ing time reduced to..." which seemed a bit far away 

from the average user to us, so we stuck to simple day- 

to-day operations. 

Our two test machines were an A500 Plus which was 

fitted with 2Mb and a second disk drive, and an A1200 

with 2Mb of RAM and two extra floppies, Here’s the 

results, with the 1200's figure first and the Plus' fig¬ 

ures in brackets... 

Test one: loading Pagesetter 2 and then loading a 

two-page document. Loading took SO (68} seconds and 

then the project loading took 40 (53) seconds. 

Test two: using DevPac 2 to assemble a 4486-line 

program. DevPac look 47 (40) seconds to boot up, 

with the assembly taking 25 (38) seconds. 

Test three: laying down a perspective brush 

while using De/tar Paint III. With no anti-aliasing this 

took 2 (2) seconds and with high anti-aliasing it was 41 

(79)seconds. 

Test four: a scarch/replace test in a document w ith 

892 occurrences of a word, using the Wordworth 2 

demo from your Coverdisk. This look an astonishing 

640 (880) seconds. 

Some of the loading times are slower foT 

the A1200: this is because of the longer reset lime 

w hieh wre felt it was valid to include because you have 

to sit through it. 

Taking the averages of these results you find that 

the A1200 offers a speed increase of i .4 limes over the 

A50Q Plus. A machine code memory cycle test shows 

the A1200 to be four to five times faster, so the ques¬ 

tion arises as to where has the extra speed gone? 

Michael Hughes and David 6utier, 

Brunei University 

It's a very important point, Just because the A1200 is 

clocked faster doesn't mean it actually will make 

everything faster. 

As you've discovered, the 'pure' speed increase is 

indeed four to five times, This will only apply in prac¬ 

tice to certain kinds of programs, however, and 3D 

stuff in particular. 

Loading from disk wilt he no quicker, because it's 

the speed of the disk drive, not the processor, that mat¬ 

ters there. One other factor is that your Plus with 2Mh 

includes lMb of fast RAM. which as the name suggests 

is more rapidly accessed for certain jobs. 

But remember, all potential 1200 buyers, just 

because it's nominally faster doesn't mean it is in 

every situation. 

PIRACY 1 
Why docs everybody think that if pirated games 

slopped circulating, that prices would subsequently 

drop? They wouldn't! 

Why were audio CDs so expensive in the first 

place? Because nobody had the CD players so nobody 

was buying CDs. Nowadays. LPs are virtually extinct 

and ye* CD prices are still around £14! But why. since 

CDs represent an enormous proportion of sales, don't 

Continued overleaf 

Joe Camd by Ray Catalan of Ruislip. Hi-Dive by Mark Lockett from Month** ter. Liberator by A, Berwick of List in Hampshire, 



DISSENT AND SENSIBILITY 

The Amiga 500 stood still between 

1985 and 1991 while the PC has gone 

from strength to strength and now 

encroaches on territory once occupied 

solely by the Amiga. 

In the same wpay Commodore 

messed around with unsuccessful vari¬ 

ants on the C64, I consider the same 

thing to have happened with the A500 

Plus and the A6G0. Now with the 

release of the A1200 they have done it 

again - or rather half-done it! 

The two biggest and most unforgiv¬ 

able omissions are a high-density 

floppy drive and enhanced sound. This 

is what I wanted from an upgrade to the 

Amiga A500: VGA-comparable graph¬ 

ics: 256 colours on-screen: hardwired 

line drawing; MIDI port; high-density 

floppy; 68030 or 68020; four extended 

joystick ports (Nintendo type); eight- 

channel, 16-bit stereo sound or DSP; 

SCSI interface. 

Only three of these have been 

included, which is just not good 

enough. I don't think that these are 

unreasonable considering the basic 

Amiga architecture is now eight years 

old. If an upgraded Amiga with just two 

or three of these had been released 

every couple of years, at the same rale 

PCs have increased in power, wc might 

have had all of these additions in a bog- 

standard home Amiga. 

Instead wc have the latest cock-up 

from Commodore - the Al 200. Granted 

iCs a leap forward, but again it is half- 

done. I think they should release 

another computer, call it the A1800 or 

A2400 and incorporate all - ALL! - of 

the above upgrades. I would pay an 

extra £100 for them. 

Lastly I would like to say something 

on the subject of CD. Tve read the 

answers to the five questions you put to 

various developers, but nobody men¬ 

tioned anything about Sony's new 

minidisk formal. Wouldn't that be an 

answer? The aciual mini-disk is slightly 

smaller in size ihan a standard 3.5-ineh 

floppy but can store the same amount of 

music as a normal CD with just a 

claimed very slight loss in quality and 

thus the same amount of data (640Mb). 

An important factor, though, is that the 

mini-disk, as well as producing read¬ 

only disks like CDs. can also be used 

for re-recordable ones just like a normal 

floppy. Maybe you should investigate 

the potential for its use as an alternative 

to the standard floppy. 

It seems to me like the perfect 

solution, until cheap, high-capacity 

PCMCIA cards are available: I’ve been 

told that a gigabyte card with, the speed 

of static RAM has been developed. 

Amer Butt, Manchester 

To be fair to Commmlore, / think they 

made it quite dear that certain of the 

items on your list were seriously con¬ 

sidered for inclusion in the A1200 - in 

particular* the DSF chip for improved 

sou/ui and the high-density floppy were 

on the drawing hoard hut 2Mh of chip 

HAM as standard preferred, The 

reason they had to compromise was to 

keep the cost down to £399 - after all, 

this stuff ail costs money. 

A high-density floppy should he 

available as an add-on hut makes little 

sense as part of a standard sebup when 

the Amiga is moving towards CD, 

Improved sound is not a pressing prior¬ 

ity when extra chip memory allows you 

to have vastly improved samples, 

I firmly believe IDE is better than 

SCSI for the smaller home machines in 

the Amiga range because it makes for 

cheap, portable internal hard drives. 

MIDI is really a bit unnecessary - / 

don't think if setts computers - and the 

four joysticks is one of those rather off- 

the-wall ideas. Which leaves what? 

Hard-wired line-drawing, for 3D work. 

Trouble with that is it could mean 

changing the Amiga architecture, and 

with a faster processor to throw speed 

at the problem, it realty becomes less of 

a necessity. 

As for mini-disk, it uses data com¬ 

pression to achieve near-CD quality so 

the data capacity is actually a lot less. 

On top of that, the last thing the soft¬ 

ware industry wants right now is a 

plratahle read-write medium, 

Next month 
Issue 44 
IHaivh 1993 
Hard Driving 
Hard drives. Wonderful things, everyone should have one. but not everybody does. Wc 

show you what you get for your money, and tell you how to get more for less. We give 

step-by-step instructions to guide you through the mine field of fining an internal hard 

drive in your A600/1200. And a full buyer's guide will reveal which drive is the best 

quality and which is the best value, no matter which model of Amiga you have. 

The Amiga 
Format Instant 
Software Library 

A quick glance at the Amigo farmer software shelf reveals a fascinating array of boxes, but 
do any of them hold product goad enough lo make the Amiga format Instant Software 
Library? Find out next month. 

The Amiga is a powerful computer, but without an adequate collection of software, you 

could be missing out. Next issue we’re going to take a look at every area of home com¬ 

puter usage, from games to 24-bit ray tracing and everything in-between. In each area 

well be making buying recommendations in three price ranges, from the next to nothing 

right up io the ultra high end land ultra high priced). A quick browse of our Inslant 

Software Library will enable you to build up a system that will do what you want at a 

price you can afford. An in-depth read of our indispensable guide will show you just whai 

can be achieved with an Amiga, some imagination and the right software. 

Waiting for you at your local shop 
from February 11! 
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they get any cheaper? Because the manufacturers are 

making millions and don't fancy making less! 

Why on Earth should Amiga games gel cheaper? 

So ihc software houses make less money? Don't be so 

naive out there! 

Piracy is making more money than it's making 

losses. Let me explain this to you. Without piracy. I 

would never even have dreamt of gclting an Amiga. 1 

knew someone who got regular loads of games, about 

20 a week, all free except for having to buy blanks. 

So I reckon that software companies haven't lost a 

single penny because of me. On the contrary, lots and 

lots of people have made money because of me having 

pirate games, and so having bought an A500. 1084 

monitor and lots of other hardware and extras. 

Paperback Writer of Paris/London 

Your last argument is typical selfish tosh ami l disre¬ 

gard it utterly What it completely ignores is the fact 

that you re got plenty of money to spend on your 

hobby, hut you are not witting to give any of it to the 

people w ho spend their lives working to create the 

games you play, 

f tu not talking about the software publishers: I'm 

talking about the programmers. Many of the most tal¬ 

ented have already left the industry because if s simply 

not worth their while. They can make more momy 

being accountants. You are ripping them off person¬ 

ally. just as badly as if you broke into their houses and 

nicked all their kit. Since you get hours of fun out of 

their games, I reckon that's appalling. 

Your point about CDs, however, is an interesting 

one. Ifs pretty obvious that the music companies 

tipped us all off on that one, using it as an esc use to 

cynically manipulate the cost of recorded music; and 

they'll do it again with DCC or mini-disc if we give 

them the chance. 

The difference with CD storage for games is that 

the softw are publishers are committed now, before it 

really takes iff. to ensuring that it works at a reduced 

price. So they won t he sitting there thinking "Mmm, 

these £45 prices are a hit profitable, aren't they? Let's 

not drop the price just yet." and not ever doing it. 

They'll he committed to it from Day One, 

THREE EQUALS FIVE 
According to my bookshelves, Douglas Adams wrote 

four books on the subject of Arthur Dent's galactic 

misadventures and... err... four books do not exactly 

constitute a trilogy, right? Yet thafs exactly whal 

Andy Nuttull quite wrongfully claims in his Infoeom 

review' in Issue 40, 

See. a trilogy is more like a collection of three 

related works (Greek *tri’ means 'three', 'logos’ means 

'word')* Mr Adams' Hitchhiker saga would really be 

more of a quadrology, 
Lasse Nielsen, Brabrand, Denmark 

A fair point, hut though your use of the English 

language is most erudite, you're, a bit behind the 

times. Douglas Adams has just released the fifth book 

in 'the fifth in the increasingly inaptly named Hitch' 

hikers Guide trilogy \ So you see. ifs all a bit of a 

joke, really, 

PIRACY 2 
I am what you would call a piraie - I have loads of 

copied games. It occurred to me that if FAST arc so 

hell-bent on catching these people w ho hack or crack 

original copies of games, then why don't they read the 

intros to ihe cracked games, because they give BBS 

numbers and PO Box numbers. 

Surely between FAST. British Telecom and the Post 

Office these people can be traced? Granted, some of 

them live abroad, but other countries musi have an 

equivalent of FAST, 

A Nony Mouse, Anywhere 

A very fair point, and one / feel is worth hearing in 

mind for all concerned. 

CHEAP DRIVES 
1 am an amateur radio ham I call F6AFO and 1 use my 

Amiga to send colour pictures all over the world in 

SSTV mode (Stow Scan Televisionh I've used the 

CrossDOS Coverdisk program to import some picture 

files from PC disks. It’s working all right, hut can you 

tell me what software (preferably PD) I could use to 

convert .SS, .SSI and .PIC files to .IFF Hies to use 

with Spectrat olorJr? 

What do you think of Project ByneiVs project to 

use PC controllers and hard disks to build a hard disk 

that can interface with the Amiga 500? Do you have 

any information about that subject? 

Jean-Pierre Blanchard, 

Vafentigney, France 

fve never heard of the formats you mention - if there's 

anyone out there w ho knows of a program that docs 

the job. please get in touch. 

Meanwhile, we haven't come across the Project 

Bynery device that you mention, but we did have a 

really rather interesting story from a reader on the 

telephone the other day Apparently, Cumana do an 

interface that fits inside an A500 trapdw*r that allows 

you to use an old-fashioned PC hard drive of the ST- 

506 type, The advantage of these is that they are 

cheap. Our reader had fitted himself out with an HOMh 

drive in his A50Q for only £70 - a real bargain. 

STRANGE... 
I use an Amiga 1500 Plus. Workbench 2.04, a GVP 

Series II hard drive controller and a 52 Mh Quantum 

drive, AH four Workbench disks came with my 

machine, but my query- concerns the Install disk, which 

for some reason 1 decided to have a play with, 

In the Prefs drawer of this disk there is a Locale 

icon, Isn't this a Workbench 3 tool? If so, what's it 

doing on the Workbench 2,04 Install disk? There is no 

program there, just the icon, Fd just like to know what 

use it is. 

Secondly, can you give me a date as to when the 

Workbench 3 upgrade kit wilt be released? Have you 

got any idea of ihe price? 

MG Westwood, Wolverhampton 

It surprises us that there's a Locale icon on your ver¬ 

sion of Workbench, although perhaps ifs been there 

all along and ifs just that no-one noticed. The idea of 

Uh ale is that ifs a function that programmers can use 

when they want to write software that will he used in 

different countries and different languages . 

By setting his or her Locale, the user then automat¬ 

ically chooses that programs will boot up by using 

the appropriate language. Programs that take advan¬ 

tage of it w ill check to see the Loialc and boor up 

appropriately. 

As for an upgrade to Workbench 3 - Commodore 

have made absolutely no announcement of whether 

they wilt issue an upgrade, never mind when. The 

problem, of course, is that the real key to Workbench 3 

is its support for the features of the A A chip set, 

which you can t fit in a lesser Amiga because it needs 

full 32 hit. 

There is a rumour that Commodore will release a 

version of Workbench 3 for the A500, A600 and so on 

under the name Workbench 2.1. hut again we have no 

official confirmation of this from Commodore. 

TOP OF THE CLASS 
Tam 12 years old and have owned an Amiga 500 Plus 

for about a year. In my school w-e are Mill using BBC 

micros for computer studies, Fm not w riting to pm the 

BBC dow n, but l only know of three people in my year 

who own one. In my class alone, out of 29 pupils 14 

have an Amiga of some kind, 

I think there should be an Amiga in every school. 

For a start the Amiga has far superior graphics and 

sound capabilities; just look at Deluxe Paint and 

OctaMED. to name but two. 1 and many people have 

asked teachers about getting an Amiga for the school, 

which ihey respond to by saying that they are going to 

gel some new computers, namely Acorns and PCs, 

The reason they give is that the PC' is easier to use 

and all the Amiga really is is a glorified games 

machine. This attitude towards this amazing machine 

is very sad. Join the crusade to get Amigas into school. 

Daniel Thomas Gib bins, Swansea 

Sadly, the fact of the matter is that you people - the 

pupils - A'wju an awful lot more about computers than 

your teachers do. Worse stiff most of the decisions on 

w hich computer to buy are made by the LEA (Local 

Education AuthorityI and nor by the school, so your 

teachers actually don t have any choice 

A few enlightened County Councils have realised 

not only that the Amiga is a superior machine in itself, 

bur also that a is to the advantage of schools to use 

amipitrers that the pupils are familiar with. If you lived 

in Somerset you might well be using an Amiga in your 

art classes, or in Birmingham you might be learning 

music with one, 

Spot the shot 43 
Simply identify the 

game that this small 

portion of a screen¬ 

shot is from, write 

the answer on a 

postcard w ith your 

name ami address 

and send it in to us. 

The address is Spot the Shot 43* Amiga Format, 

30 Monmouth St. Bath BA l 2BW. The first correct 

entry out of the hat every- month w ill w in a fabulous 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

The winner of Spot the Shat 41 is Kcnjbdjonion Sylvian 

from Lyon in France. There's an Amigo Format T-shirt 

on the way to Koubdfanian, who enters spat the shat 
every month, and dways on nice postcards. 



=GVP 
AMIGA PERIPHERALS 

GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Sifcca Systems are pleased to present the GVP range 
d peripherals. GVP are the worlds largest thud party 
manufacturer of peripherals for the Amiga range and 
have a reputation for high specification, quality 
products The company was founded only tour years 
ago by a man who knows about the Amiga. 
Commodore's ex-Vice President of Technology. He, 
along with a team of Amiga experts inducting other e* 
Convnodore staff, understand the add-on requirements 
of Amiga owners better than anyone. Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amga owners want, 
they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty 
on the products they manufacture So. if you are 
looking for ihe very best m peripherals for your Amiga 
computer, look no further than GVP 

FREE BROCHURE 
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY 

vsN" 

GVP's HDB+ hard drive and A530 hard drive with 40MHz accelerator represent 
the highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable prices Each 
Incorporates a Iasi action hard drive. RAM expansion capability custom 
VLSI Chfp and FaaagTROM SCSI driver, for unbeatable performance 

The MD8+ hard drive offers up to 6Mb of standard . vsVV^ 
internal Fast RAM expansion and the . 
A530 Combo, up lo 8Mb ol 32-brt wide v v\NXX 
last RAM expansion. Both feature a \vx 
SCSI controller, which supports up to 
6 additional devices, and an 
Auloboot/Game cut-off switch. Both ^ 
are available in 40. 80. 120 and -w*w**^ 
213Mb hard drive versions 

In addition, the A530 Combo zooms 
the Amiga forward with an 030 
accelerator running at a blistering 
40MHz This enables your Amiga 500 
to ran at an incredfcfe 12,1 MIPS, faster 
than an Amrga 3000! No other product m 
the world combines all the leaturos found hi 
the A530 Combo! A plug-in PC emulator option, 
shown below, is available lor 
the HD8+ and A530 Combo 

s&*' 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HD8+ & A530 

* 16MHz 60286 processor 
* 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
« 512K of PC RAM plus the used Amga RAM 
« Supports Hercules. CGA. EGA/VGA 

(monochrome i and T3100 video modes 
* Runs MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 
This powerful 286 emulator module simply plugs into 
the "011111-5101" of the GVP HDS+ or A530 (without 
invalidating the warranty), if has full access to the 
Amiga's resources and allows 
you to ran PC and Amiga pro¬ 
grams at the same bme. giving 
you two computers in one 

£149 

A53Q 

RAM BOARD 

UP TO Hi Of IMfl MU rASt RAM 
riZ-BaWlPE SiWIte - fitirai 

OTHER FEATURES 
HODi'ACGfLE IMTMI ELlT-OFf SWITCH INM 
i»% mm awpsTiiiu'nr_ 
SCSI COHT«04LE4 f DU UP TO i 
uknucwUl deices 

vuicwiGhcmp 

EMwTtcAi ML&* i imaGicnc aui 
IU1LI W VEXTrUnD* F*h TC PflIVfXI Th* 
mn FROH OVfJRHlATUK 

DfDIMTlOPtUVEB sumi 

MiMf-mor fm fvfuke t rrwsaOhiS 
|E a PC EMULAtpHl  

ntHDVULi mwAsypppHT 

Mutt hmdmy tmn cornu tmi 
FM U1TWUTE rtwoMiMff 

UITTOTM WjnwMU 

rnjm»«CMiTi 

PRESS COMMENT. 
Superb Wd «tellent oesthetki 
and bhnding ipeed make this Jfw 

A5Q0 had (W - 
AmA shopper m$*t 

GVP daim$ tbit b the bftest hard 
drive in the wotid and n&H of bur 
iesb could prove thai wrong , 
UnlOMdiOML fHEcfcoic*' 

AMMSHOmRitM* 

Sad the best had drive - 92% 
ajaga format twr 

'GVP have done if again?- 94% 
AMIGA FORMAT 9V2 (Am 

the build qualify is excellent - 
in term c?ir performance their 
gear it the best _ their 
equipment is worth every peon/. 

AMIGA FORMAT ftf? (ASSOf 

HARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS 
PRICES FROM; 

£349 
MODEL 40Mb 1 SOmp 120tvib 213mp 

"“K” |£349|£449|£529i£699 
«3o combo £749 £849 £929 £1099 

FOR ALL AMIGAS FOR AMIGA 1500 + 2000 + 3000 

SOUND SAMPLER 
• Metre* emt* 
* pings tnto pArjtlMfiCfJ 
* MiDt support for song tnpvt 
• Extons\ ve emtng features 

For m* Hflu-prtftsKfliil ml auJc- nabbytf i ngfi 
(JJilHV SW TBPfO 4cWtS SWTCter frjC COfrtlCtt TO 
Eht ptudfi port an my Amg* 5«, «0 'Kti 
iwc axe or do® ancuBr Conbrad «*cna 
dtotaw 

MUS 
£500 £39.95 

VIDEO GENLOCK 
* 2m Oynpovt* Video, lx S-VMS inputs 

ava^itite Simultaneously 
m Sound mu§r. 2 mono inputs anrf r w^iur 
• TuI oonttvf irii control pen*', 

nothey* wttw AR&kk 
GVP's G-ocL_arinicii 4 a Ini* jx<*prrttfuwio* 
OWMS+pJJi THt G«ft 9PTU1 wWi a#- il XnjR. 

nflj IW uccm fw nv* enm 
-xdH 5f Tv E'CSAA 3^: stt 14 m orw <Tcxi to 
tw -iWv »nwp w*U*m 

VIO 
£500 £349 

CINEMORPH 
The uibmare nUuittn ror khpi* wtip wan>i 
to fliplor* in ElH woritf ol MORPHING 

Finn rt‘11 tace. Bh#n ■ ptiin* and Th#n #1 
explosion ■ mQiphing if gf««l ton rHutf 

F X GMwpIl HJpfWftl my I'.ipi* JLn^a 

w» moan Efctir-to-ijf* «m3 
ifMRilMjns Mnrivn RAM nQj**d 

ASC 
4423 £99.95 

IMAGE F/X 
A d Uiint. niOfpri pontinj. 
I'Z^iM^. saving animal ion and vri*o aTfat^i 
m 6n( my to-u*n pmsgiam Oih*r rnapor 

TMTurn mciuda virtual m#mofy auppon 

paiw fhr«C! on IP a l* on umtl Aral* 
compaifijf artfcb and on in fnovprinQ and 

anvnaten Wnmrn 3 5*te RAM 

ASI 
2002 £269.95 

ACCELE IRAT0RS 

030X03^ 4fW\S0*,\ 33-% 

48C3CEC WXIC •XX &*: 

u**m m til IS X 
SMdlftti JS « iC S3 

WT'S-SOC me W3C Sjr-T 

S-otfWI to to to to 

UilfTMX 
fJ» m Ito 

hum SO SCSr SC9 SCSI 
SwPi 

ta* irtxtt IKUI m sir} lACr*: 

PBCE 

Ai GVP G-Fpfoe weetwnton or t» uned . 
rt> 1 hard cart by *Brg a Mont U, GY* ; 
«2S1r D43S. mairfig < the ulIWATE 

ixO&m-penpiwa t’SCSlfr^wiai 
L" 'i 

HARO CARDS 
* Factory tnsinited Harts Drives 
* 0, *0. 60. 120.213 & A20MU options 
m On-Poa/naMb memory scoters 
* Add up ip 6 SCSI (fmnc&s 
The intrtfi H HCS had tn* ai* f« equ*Mrt0t 
hi tQb raid ttf to ** ’tot i EtBQ T^ 
n Mm* of to tuM tod T-4J 2 and 
rtarpanw m irtifp, law; pfc flAU 

QMh ^ £129 
40Mb ^ . E 32EI 
80Mb £399 

T 20Mb £440 
213Mb 

420Mh £999 

VIDEO ENHANCER 
* P6 mtHKfi colours 6 m * PAl Res 
* Supports comp k%too. S-VHS A RGB 

* Now with R fl 0 
iFoact V«oi iA o fm 2itt Prtiemm 
Vid» Kufrot h tettLnes 16 n*xi caws on 

sp4«n b ffict twrHr gmfeek tar Ear trams 
tJW nre HU# a» dqtai wyw 
W* Ca*9n-i v i'4 30 noticing and wttwg 
icftnwc Scan V2* veto tore miian put 
UTT3 P»vt jaw part pamgt AcJttaM 
*&um teecbr (?VA £49 95 
W-M ■ vuj sputter vc tv* Cl 4*9 
!»•» mi tmaatn £1099 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT • DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVZRMGHT DCUVEPY: On aft hardware orders Shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team pi technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a ‘Same product - Same price’ basis 
• ESTABLISHED T4 YEARS: Proven track fOCOid in professional computer safes 
• TJ2 MILLION TURNOVER (with SO staff): Solid, ratiabta and profitable 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration end training l&ohiies at our London & Sidcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements Ifom one Supplier 

FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you wrth oNers + software and peripheral detarls 
PA YMENT: Major credit cards. cash, cheque or monthly terms • 

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you rh»nk very carefully about 
WHERE you buy them Consider what it wdl be *e a lew months after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals and software or nefp and advice Arid, will ihe company 
you buy Iron contact you w#i details of new products9 At S»i*ca Systems, we ensure Thai you wA have 
nothing To worry about We have been established for almost 14 years and with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements wth an understanding 
which is second to none But don't just take our word for rt Complete and return the coupon now lor our 
latest FREE literature end begin to experience the Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: M The Mews Halterley ftd. SitfCup. Kent DA14 4QX Tel; OBI 309 1111 
Mr Lrw Qptn Men-Se tMwp4.0Ct)ffl_No NqN Op#n^ Fu t*j «1*» HCH 

LONDON SHOP 
HQurt mnsm 

S2 Tottenham €burt Road, London WlP DBA Tel; D71-580 4000 
Nti F(i M) 

LONDON SHOP: SeHhdgts >t«i Roar) Oxford Street London WlA IAS Tel; 071-629 1234 
ftwwTfl Uort-fii 9 Many? titan <S*dBM4iCE*Hfr_Uf TTunflay _ExhWtfi XU._ 

SIDCDP SHOP: M The Mews, Battertey Rd, S»dcup. Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811 
MNHinMM .. Opayifl Hwi MO9m*m-S3Q[yn Ug N>pV FfttiSy Tjxn Faa Np. OSl-Toa 0017 

ISSEK SHOP: KeflGies Hm h., High Street, 5otrtfiend:on:Sea‘ Essex SS11 LA TeE: 0702 462426 
Qpywig HMtin-Fn 9 309^ 30pm <£919 0fam-6 Mpn»|No Ute FhjiM Op*^»Q Fn No 

To Silica Systems. AM FOR-0293-68 1-4 The Mews Hatherley Rd Sidcup, Kent DAI 4 

I 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mf*Mr&M4$&‘M& Initials.. 

Company Name fit applicable); 

Address ..... 

Surname; 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS m Tot (Home) . 

Which computer(s). it any. cfc> you Owo?., 

.. Postcode 

.. Tel (Work) 

60H 
niMiw; 
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AND THE WINNER IS... 

EMPIRE S CAMPAIGN 

COMPETITION 

Launching their exciting battle strategy 
game Campaign on the world, Empire 
agreed to donate two full eight-video sets 
of The World at War series and five sets 
of the Chronicles of World War li maga¬ 
zines as well as 25 copies of the game 
Videos, books and a game go to WG 
Anderson of Glasgow and Philip Baker of 
Stourport’OfhSevern. a set of books and a 
game to James Mullen of Walton, Adam 
Bower of Ayfsham and MJ Pearson of 
Halesowen, while the rest are too numer¬ 
ous to mention here! 

CALCULUS A57Q 

COMPETITION 

AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 35 

Calculus were a bn premature here - 
it seemed that the A570 was about to 
go on sale but it turned out that the 
CD-ROM drive was delayed, hence 
the lateness of this, Anyway, here are 
the five lucky winners of an A570: lam 
Stewart of Freemantle, Southampton; 
G Newman of Bnmbscombe, Stroud: 
N Gngg of Higham Ferrers, 
Nonhants. Peter BoyaH of 
Peterborough; and Mrs M Hodgson of 
Kings Heath, Birmingham, Well done! 

208 

Competition 
craziness 

It hasn't escaped our attention that we’ve forgotten to 

announce the winners of a number of recent - and very 

exciting - competitions that have been run in this maga¬ 

zine. So as a kind of post-Christmas binge, here's the lucky 

winners of them all. Is your name here? It may well be - 

best of luck! 

PHILIPS CM8S33/II MONITOR COMPETITION 

AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 39 

Philips started giving away Lotus II with each monitor sold, so to 
announce the fact they kindly agreed not only to give two moni¬ 
tors away, but also to take someone for a slap-up day out at the 
British Grand Prix. FabJ The people who will be on the receiving 
end of the best Amiga games monitor there is are P Hook of 
Uckfield and Jane Dunn of Liverpool, while the grand prize goes 
to Steve Taylor of East Dereham. 

SSI ROLE-PLAYING GAME COMPETITION 
AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 

US Gold, who distribute SSI's top-notch RPGs in the UK, offered 
up tO copies of each of SSI's latest. The Dark Queen of Krynn and 
Treasures of the Savage Frontier. A brace of adventures is on its 
way to: Sean Johnson of Grantham; Nick Rogers of Wilienhall; 
Alasdair Thomson of Dundee; Peter Toye of Belgium; Andreas 
Kersten of Hannover, J Shea of Tottenham; Mark Johnson of 
Wallasey; Simon Phillips of Uskeard; Simon Brown of York; and 
Etie Gaby of Streatham 

WILD, WEIRD AND WICKED COMPETITION 

AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 40 

Commodore kindly donated three of the current A600 game 
packs for us to give away, complete with Amiga, and they go to 
the following people: Stuart Crawley of Irvine; Steve Robinson of 
Dewsbury; and Alan Bradbury of Stockport. Congratulations! 

MIN DSC APE’S MIRACLE COMPETITION 

AMIGA FORMAT ISSUE 41 

Four of Mindscape's amazing keyboard-paying tutor systems was 
a fabulous offer, so how could we refuse their generosity? The 
fortunate people who will be learning to play in the new year are 
as follows: Mrs J Curtis of Cardiff; Gary Kilminster of Great 
Missenden; R Woodrow of Norwich, and Tom Stanbury of 
Brighton, Applause all round! 

Your guarantee of value 

This mag comes from Future Publishing, a company founded just seven years ago but 
now selling more computer magazines than any other in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with bps. suggestions and explanatory fea¬ 
tures. written by the very best m the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial independence and our 
reviews give dear buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information fast. So pur crayopwiekfers highlight 
key elements by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, and so on.*. 

Greater relevance. At Future, Editors operate under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers* needs, 
• Then satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw on readers’ contributions, resulting in the 
feeHest letters pages and the best reader tips* Buying one of our magazines is like 
pnmg a nationwide user group. 

Better value for money* 
More pages, better quatity - 
magazines you can trust. 

Don't miss it 

- reserve 
your copy! 

Amiga Formal sell* out vary quickly in many areas of the country - so ft's just not worth the 
gambit that you might miss It. Make sure of your copy by IHIing in this rorrn and give ft to 

your newsagent. They 11 be happy to keep a copy aside for you, or even deliver « direct 10 

your home every month And remember - If you have problems getting hold of your favourile 

Amiga magazine, telephone Kate Elston on 0225 442244 and she will be happy to help you* 

Please reserve deliver Amiga Format magazine for me each month, starting with the March 
Issue, on sale Thursday February 12th, 

Nome 

Address____ __ _ 

_Telephone number_, ___ 

Note to newsagents Amiga Formal la published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) and is 

available Irom your local wholesaler 
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Lowest Priced Top Quality Rihiions 
Armtrad DMP 20OO/3O0Q 
Amstrad DMP 4000 
Ctiizcn l2rmSP!(YSwifi24y9 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour 
Commodore MPS 1220/1230 
Epson LQ4OO/5DU/S0O/85Q 
Epson KXNX/RX80/FX/LX800 
EpHKft TOMX/RXIorVTX/MXiOftl 
Epwn lx«omm 
NEC Pin writer P2200 
ftattrtmcKXPI 123/KI24/1140 
Panasonic KXP1WU80WI592 

fft ft 
3,66 
3 85 

12,81 
4.50 

3.45 
2.90 
3.36 
2J2 
303 
3.46 
2 m 

m 
3,51 
2J0 

12.66 
4.35 

3.30 
2.75 
3.21 
13)7 
2 M 
3.31 
2.74 

ft* 
3.31 
2,50 

12 46 
4.15 
3.10 
2.55 
3.01 
1.77 
2,68 
3.11 
2.54 

Star LCHV20 Black 
Star IX10/20 Colour 
Star LC20C Black 
Star LC2O0 Colour 
Star LC24-L Q/200 Black 
Star LC24-10/2OO Colour 

1 iill 2± 
2.29 2.14 1.94 
6.00 5.85 5.65 
3.00 2,85 2.65 
9.78 9,63 9.43 
2.86 2.71 2.51 
9.63 9 48 9.28 

Canon BJM D Inkjet Cartridge 
HP Drskjri Cart. (DouMc Cap* 
Canon BJ-10 Refill flWm Pack) 
HP Deskjel Refill (Twin Pack! 

On gmal 17 .54 each 

Original 2179 each 

11.00 each 
11.00 each 

Ring For ribbons, inkjet cartridges and inkjet refills not listed 

| Ring us and we will beat all other prices 
0543 250377 Ring us or send cheques to: 

Owl Associates, Depl 35, Owl House, 
5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

0543 250377 
EAOE 

i 

PREMIUM BOX 1 rDS/DDDISKS 

25 10.99 

50 20.50 

100 36.99 
250 54.99 { fXEl 
500 164.99 

w " ? / 

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

100 Capacity 
c 120 Capacity 

13.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap. box + 50 5.5" DS/DD 24.49 

120 Cap. box +100 3.5’1 DS/DD 42.99 
90 Cap. Bank box + 50 3.5" DS/DD 29.49 

49 
49 J 

} 
3.5" BANK BOX-90 CAPACITY 

A SUPERB PRODUCT WHICH 15 BOTH 
LOCKABLE AND STACKABLE 

ONE 9.95 
TWO 16.95 
THREE 26.95 

HO TUI 

Full Mark Brand 2off 
PRICE EACH 

Citizen 1200/1240 Swift24 2.75 2.55 
Citizen Swift24 Colour(Compat) 12.95* 

Panasonic KJ(P 1060/1123/1124 3.25 3.05 
Star LC10/LC20 2.60 2.40 
Star LC10-4 Colour 5.90 5.70 

Star LC24-10 295 275 
Star LC24-10 Colour (Com pat) 9.95* 

Star LC200 3.00 2.80 
Star LC200 Colour (Compat) 9.95* 
Star LC24-200 2.95 2.75 

5tarLC24-200Coiour(Compat) 9.95* 
Ribbon re-ink 12.95 

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those 
. marked with an asterisk * 

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE 

Amiga Externa! Drive 49.99 
A500 AMB upgrade with clock 23.99 

A500 AMB upgrade without dock 21.99 
Mouse Mat 2.99 
Mouse Holder 2.99 

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels 5.99 
Amiga A500 dust cover 3.50 

Phillips monitor cover 3.99 
5tar LC10, Star LC20 covers 
Star LC24-10. Sta r LC24-200 covers 3.99 

All products are subject to availability-All prices include VAT 
Please add £3.50 p+p for disks and boxes.E&0E. 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPUES LTD Fax: 07034S7222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd. Netley Abbey. Southampton S03 5QA 



Award winning innovative products from Power Computing Ltd 

7s* 

A2000 Hard Cards 24-Bit Colour Optical Hard Drive 

<3VP Series 2 HD 

■Up to 8Mb SIMM RAM on-board 

•Supports external SCSI devices 

■ 14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare. £129 

40QMB0M8 £249 80QMB0MB £349 

40QMB 2MB £299 80QMB2MB £399 

40DMB 4MB £349 80QMB 4MB £449 

40QMB8MB £429 80QMB8MB £539 

Nexus Hard Card 

I 
■ Up to 8MB RAM on-board 

Bare..£129 

40QMB0MB £249 8DQM8 0MB £349 

40QMB 2MB £299 80QMB 2MB £399 

40QMB 4MB £3 4 9 80QMB 4MB £449 

40QMS8MB £4 2 9 60QMB8MB £539 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 

40 Quantum £179 80 Quantum £229 

ISuita ble for GVP G -Force. GVP HD or Nexus HCt 

Other sizes of HD available, please call 

RAM Expansion 

■ Aries A1500/A2000 RAM 

2MB £129 6MB . £209 

4MB £169 8MB .£249 

Macintosh Emulator 

"This really is the best emula¬ 
tor we've seen for the Amiga. It 
behaves Just as if you really 
were using a Mac" 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

AMax-ll Plus 

• Amiga 1500 and above 

• Runs Mac software 

•Runs System 7 
•Full support for all SCSI Mac 

peripherals and the ability to read Mac 

disks in your drives 

■ 68020/63030 compatible 
• AppleTalk emulation 

■Can use Amiga ECS 

•Easy to install 

Opel Vision 

•24-bitgraphic card .577 ft 
• 16,8 million colours available 4^ 

• Operates in all standard Amiga 

resolutions 
•VLSI Microcode graphics co-processor 

■ Double buffered 24-bit and 15-bit 

animation is available in all resolutions 

■ Palatte-mapped' design updates screen 

colours in real-time. Fade pictures in and 

out and change their palettes 

» Equipped with 1.5MB of display RAM 

■ Auto-config for NTSC or PAL 

■ Available for all Amigas 

Software included 

OpalPaint 

•24-bit painting and image processing 

Opal Presents 

■ Presentation program 

•Control OpalVision images, Amiga 

graphics and live video 

• Includes fades, effects etc, 
■Many more features 

King of Karate 

■ 24-bit computer game 

■ Exciting karate competition 

•Demonstrates OpalVision capabilities 

0 pal Vision.................£699 
More information available 

OpalVision roaster chip available soon 

Monitors 

"For a monitor of this quality, 
the CM8833 is worth every 
penny" 

Amiga Format Sept 1992 

"7he 4FG is an absolutely 
smashing monitor that beats 
every competitor" 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 

• With cable 

•Available with Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 

■On-site maintenance 

CM8833 Mk2 
L 
£199 

AMax-ll Plus. 
(Mac ROM chips required) 

£229 

NEC Multisync 4FG 

■ For use with Flicker Fixers 

• Very high quality 

• Built-in degausser 

■ 15" Screen 

NEC Multisync 4F6.£549 

■ Manufactured by Power Computing 

• 128MB on one optical disk 
• Read and write optical disks 

■40ms running speed 

■Built-in power supply 

• High power cooling fan 

■ 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 

•Thru'port built-in 

■SCSI ID switch 

■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal).£729 

128MB optical drive (External).£999 

128MB 3.5" optical disk .£39,95 each 

SCSI controller card 

for A1500/A2000 ..£129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PC, and Mac. A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■ Stores 20MB on one 3lAu disk 

• Cost effective mass storage unit 
■Can be used as a 1.44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AMAX 

■AMAX compatible with DMI Mac driver 

• Packs an entire back-up onto one floppy 
■ Additional disks available 

■ Internal version for A1500/2900/3000 

• External version for A500 

■SCSI Interface required 

Internal A2000 kit..  .....£289 

Internal A3QQ0 kit .£289 

External A500 k\t,m...  ,...£389 

A1500 _  £599 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Force 

• 68030 accelerator board 

• 68882 Maths co-processor 

■ DMA SCSI controller on-board 

■ 68000 fall-back mode 

• Only CPU slot is used 

■ Internal and external SCSI connector 

■ Converts to hard card with Hard Drive 

mount kit 
•32-bit RAM as standard 

25MHz 1MB RAM  ...,£529 

40MHz 4MB RAM.. £759 

50MHz 4MB RAM .. ...,£1249 

Hard drive mount kit ......... £35 

Power Computing. France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, Franco. Tel 11) 43380200 (0 lines) Fax 111 43300029 



Tel 0234 843388 

Printers 

All printers include cables 

and next day delivery 

Star Printers 

LC200 colour .....      £199 

LC24-2Q0 mono £239 

LC24-2DQ colour   £289 

Citizen Printer 

Swift 24e .*. £279 

(includes colour kit and AMI) 

Epson Printers 

Laser 
EPL 4000 .,.,.£639 

EPL4300 ...*.£799 

EPL-8100.„.£1349 

Inkjet 
SQ-870 ..*.*.  £509 

SQ-1170.      £629 
1132 column printer) 

Dot Matrix 
LQ-570_    £289 

IQ-1070 ...  £449 

(132 column printer) 

LQ-100 .... .,,£209 

LX 100.......£189 

Supra Modems 

Supra Fax Modem Pius ... £129 

Supra Fax Modem v32Bis .*.£275 

Supra Modem 2400 tEstemal) ..........£75 
Supra Modem 2400 Zlplus (internal} £134 

Supra 9600 .    ..,£210 

Miscellaneous 

Power Mouse....... - £15 

Optical Mouse ..  £29,95 

Replacement optical mouse mat ,.£9,95 

10 Maxell disks, optical mouse, 

Zipstick ..      .,..£45 

Maxell multi-colour disks (10).,£9.95 

Floppy disks bulk ....£POA 

Aviator 1 joystick ..  „..„...£35 

Intruder 1 joystick __   .£29.99 

Maverick 1 joystick ..,£15.99 

Python 1 joystick...„.£9.99 

Apache I joystick .  -£7.99 

Distributor for Power Computing in Itelr* 

The Power Computing colour hand-held 

scanner for the Amiga is now available. 

This scanner offers the following features 

■ 4096 colours 

-50 400 DPI 
■ 4 Scanning modes 

■ Text 

■ Greyscale 
• Colour halftone 
•Colour 

The Amiga interface plugs into an 

A1500/A2QQ0/A3G00/A40QQ expansion slot 

with a separate version which connects 

to the expansion connector of the 

A5QO/A5O0+. The A500 version has a 
through-port which is compatible with all 

Amiga 500 expansion peripherals. 

The software supplied with this scanner 

is the new PowerScan Professional 3, 

which also supports the greyscale scan¬ 

ner and will be available as an upgrade 

to existing users of PowerScan for £15. 

Colour PowerScan v3,0 features 

■ Images are displayed as HAM pictures 

■ HAM images may be loaded from disk 

and edited using PowerScan 3 

■ Image size that can be handled is limited 

only by the amount of memory available 

■ Memory does not have to be chip 

memory as in many art packages 

■ Images can be saved in various file formats 
■ View whole image function 

■ Scale/rotate/skew image or clipboard by 

any amount 

• Crop image 

■ Clean up, lighten or darken image 

■ Variable zoom mode 

• Draw freehand, lines, circles, boxes and 

polygons in various fill patterns, brush 

sizes, paste modes, or with the clip 

board image 

■ Clipboards may be scanned directly, or 

any shape can be cut from the main 

image 
• The software is compatible with all 

Amigas 

■ Supports Workbench 2 and ECS screen 

modes 

Colour PowerScan now available 

■ Real-time 'True-feeF scan option in 

colour halftone mode 
’ Images are stored internally as 12-bit 

graphics, not HAM, This means that no 

quality is lost due to the Amiga only 

being able to display HAM images in 

4096 colours 

New v3.0 Scan software 

PowerScan Colour v3,Q  .. .£239 

PowerScan Greyscale v3.0....,£115 

PowerScan v3.0 software upgrade .,.£15 

The Amiga can only display 16 greyscales 

ORR SRL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buonmsegna Tel (06) 5133481/482 Tex 5040666 

Award Winning Manufacturers 
Power products come with 

full technical support 

Order Form 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Tel, No 

Description 

Signature 

I enclose cheque^PO for 
£ 

Tel 0234 843388 
Fax 0234 840234 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 3 Railton Road 

Woburn Road Ind, Estate 

Kempston Bedford 

MK42 7PN 

£s+abl i shed 1 
SpBCihciwanf S prices 

£ubr«cl te c hmp without nonce 
All tratfetn* rluNJctnomtedgod. VAT included 

(UK fflVMtliftd HW 
deliver* E 50 ?4Hr delivery £+.50 

Parcel put delivery €1 
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entire planet fron^ 

birth until Hs death 

10 billion years later 

Guide lifefrom its 
Inspired by 

James Lovelocks 

Gaia hypothesis; 

SlmEarfb simulates 

the Earth as a single 

living organism. 

inception as single- 

celled microbes to 

a civilization that can 

reach for the stars, 

TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT 1990 
MAXIS and WILL WRIGHT 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
6 CENTRAL STREET 
MANCHESTER M2 5N$ 
TEL: 061 832 6633 
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